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HINTS poll JAIVUAKY.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUNDS.

Now that our old list of Southern subscribers

is beginning to swell to the dimensions it had

reached before the war, we begin to feel the dif-

ficulties we formerly experienced in making these

monthl\^ hints prove acceptable to all our rea-

ders. Now, for instance, while they are planting

jjeas and potatoes in South Carolina, we are only

just having our winter's frost commencing. We
have therefore again to revert to the rule with

which we started these Hints in the Monthly,

namely, as neai'ly as possible confine ourselves to

principles. W^e cannot of course do this without

some practical illustrations, but if the readers

remembers that all these refer to the course of

things through the MiO.dle States, there will be

no difficulty in making such allowances for cli-

mate north and south of this line, as Avill render

the hints, it is hoped, valuable to all our readers

in a greater or less degree.

We have said in former volumes, how much
interest a few changes annually made in the mi-

nor details of a flower garden give to ones

grounds. It is as well to think of these now, and
plan them before hand.

So many new and useful hints for flower-gar-

den details have appeared through our last year's

volume, that our readers will, many of them, be

prepared at once with plans of improvement.

Ribbon flower-beds, peculiar for massing ; im-

proved forms of floAver-beds, or their change ofpo-

sition to other parts of the lawn or grounds ; the

introduction of vases, arbors or trellises for climb-

ing vines,—adding a clump of shrubbery here, or

removing one there. All these and many other

hints for improvement which we have suggested

in our pages, should now be reviewed, and put

into shape for execution the moment the approach-

ing season favors. No matter how small the

flower-garden may be, the aim should be to im-

prove as we go, and make each season's garden

'look better than tlie last. We never see a "fin

ished place," but we know instinctively that tha

owners take no pleasure in it. Such persons feel

they must '' keep up appearances ;" duty requires

them to ''look so tidy," and family honor de-

mands that some "pride be taken in the place."

Hence the money must be spent,—not exactly

grudginglj-, but yet with a species of wish that

their position in society would demand less of

them. We know from the experiences of various

parties who have been " reformed from the error "

of this way, that a desire to improve gives the

owner of the oldest and most stately establish-

ment a pleasure in its management, which it is

almost impossible for him to conceive at the

outset.

The actual operations in this department will

be confined to preparing soils, manures and other

items, for early spring work.

GREENHOUSE AND PLANT CABINETS.

Many of our readers have only a few window
plants. These are often kept too warm, too wet,

have too little sun light, and have too many in-

sects. In towns in addition to all these, they

have often too much of the fumes of burning gas.

Leaks or escapes from the gas pipe is a well

known injury to plants, but it is not so well

known that plants suffer, though in a less degree,

from the conunon burning of coal gas. The trou-

ble with most room cultivators is to know when
jDlants get too much attention. Too much insects

is easily known, one—a single one—is by far too

many. We still think there is nothing like coal

oil to destroy all kinds of insects. A very little

—just enougli to make a colored scum on the sur-

face of a tub of water is enough, and in this the in-

sect covered plant may be dipped, inverting the

pot and plunging only the plant, and not the pot

of course. If too much oil is used the plant may be

injured. Too wet is when a plant seldom gets

dry—a healthy plant should get dry, and have
light dry looking surface soil, every two or three
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(lays, as to heat a temperature of about 55' or 60''

is best for room plants, below that they do not

flower freely, above they grow weak, especially

if they have not a great deal of sunlight. Indeed

heat should be in proportion to direct sun light

on the plants.

Roses, when they are forced, do much better

when the pots are plunged in some damp mate-

rial. "When no better plan offers, they may be

set inside of a larger pot, with moss between the

space around. All plants that come into flower

through winter should have those positions afford-

I'd them that have the most sunlight, especially

the early morning light.

Ferneries are now so deservedly popular, that

we must have a word to say for them at times,

though their management is so simple, there is

little one ca» say. It is probably their ease of

management, and the great results obtained for

the little outlay of care, that has rendered them

so popular. It should not, however, be forgotten

that the cases in which they are enclosed is not

to keep out the air, but to keep in the moisture,

as ferns will not thrive in the dry atmosphere of

heated rooms. A few minutes' airing every day

NV^ill, therefore, be of great benefit to them. De-

cayed wood, (not pine), mixed with about half its

bulk of fibrous soil of any kind, and a very small

proportion (say a tenth of the bulk) of well-rotted

stable-manure, makes a good compost. Most
kinds particularly like well-drained pots. This

is usually ellected by filling a third of the pots

in which the ferns are to grow with old pots bro-

ken in pieces of about half an inch square, on

which a thin layer of moss is placed, before filling

the pots, to keep out the soil from choking the

drainage.

Many very pretty ferneries are made up entirely

of native ferns, some species of which are within

the reach of every one. Of the exotic ones, how-

<'ver, that are now general in most florists' estab-

lishments, and are i-emarkable for their elegance

and beauty, we may name Selaginellas (formerly

I^ycopodiums) S. stolonifera, S. dcnsa, S. ^lerten-

sii, S. denticulata, S. cordifolia, S. flabellaris,

Adiantum con(;innum, A. pubescens, A. cunea-

tum \ rtcriis longifolia, V. serrulata, P. hastata
;

l'olyi)0(liuin Siel^oldii, 1'. glaucum ; Doodia cau-

daUi, (Jynmogranuna chrysophylla, Platyloma

rotundifolia, NothoclaMia nivea, Tteris geranii-

folia, llemionites palmata. This will form a good

and easily obtained collection to conunence with.

Ferns are easily raised from seed. Shallow pans

of very sandy soil should be procured and tilled

within an inch of the rim. The seed, which is

obtained from the brown lines or sjjots (called by
botanists, Sporangia) on the under surface of most
mature fronds, should be sown on the surface of

the soil, well watered with a very fine rose, win-

dow-glass placed closely over the pans, to keep in

the moisture and keep out small insects, and the

pan themselves set in a heat of about oO'', when
the spores Avill germinate in about two months.

Where the air is dry, if rooms or gi-eenhouses,

frequent syringings are of much benefit to plants.

Besides, cleanliness keeps down insects and checks

disease in i)lants as in animals. Most old fash-

ioned lady gardeners (and may we ever bless them
for the many lessons they have taught us !) take

every opportunity to set their window-plants out

of doors whenever a warm shower happens to oc-

cur. In winter a rain at a temperature of 40' or

45"^, which often occurs, might be called a " warm
shower." Cold water does not have half the in-

jurious effect on plants that cold air has. When
plants get accidentally frozen, the best remedy in

the world is to dip them at once in cold water and
set them in the shade to thaw.

It is better to keep in heat in cold weather by
covering,where possible, than to allow it to escape,

calculating to make it good by fire-heat, which is,

at best, but a necessary evil. Where bloom is in

demand, nothing lest than 55' will accomplish the

object ; though much above that is not desirable,

except for tropical hot-house plants. Where these

plants are obliged to be wintered in a common
greenhouse, they should be kept rather dry, and

not be encouraged much to grow, or they may rot

away.

After Cyclamens have done blooming, it is

usual at this season, to dry them oft"; but we do

best with them by keeping them growing till

spring, then turning them out in the open bor-

der, and re-pot in August for winter flowering.

Mignonette is much improved by occasional

waterings with liquid-manure.

In managing other plants, where there are seve-

ral plants or varieties ofone species, and connnand

of different temperatures, it is a common plan to

bring some forward a few weeks earlier than

others in the higher heat, thus ItMigthening the

season of bloom. This applies particularly to

camellias and azalias ; the former are however,

not so easily forced as the latter, being liable to

drop their buds, unless care be taken to regulate

the increased temperature gradually.
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COMMUNICATIONS.
WELL-TESTED EVERGREENS.

BY JOSIAH IIOOPES.

Read before the Penna. Hart. Socicti/, Nov. , 5 'G7.

In my remarks this evening, I do not propose

to offer any new theory for your consideration,

and I may well douht having any additional facts

to lay before you, in connection with the sub-

ject of " Well-tested Evergreens." But as ever}"^

one who has been engaged in the cultivation of

the soil, must necessarily gain many little items

of experience, the writer as an humble co-labor-

er in the study of horticulture, trusts he too

may have gained some little practical knowledge

in the pursuit ; but whether of sufficient impor-

tance to impart unto others, is for his audience to

judge. The term " well-tested" admits of several

constructions. What may prove entirely hardy

in a light, well-drained soil, frequently languishes

on the heavy clay of an adjoining lawn.

And again, some conifers will flourish in a pro-

tected situation, which will not survive the first

winter in an open exposure on the same grounds.

Some species also pi'efer a moist atmosphere,

without regard comparatively ^o the severity of

our winters, whilst others prefer the air to be

rather dry and warm. The true meaning of the

term "well-tested," should only be applied to

those species which have been thoroughly tried

in every possible situation, and for a sufficient

term of years to enable us to judge of their true

character. Thus, we have many excellent ever-

greens that have proven of great value wherever

tried, although suthcient attention has not been

given them in all sections of the country to enable

us to record their success without extenuating

circumstances.

In the comparative graces of the Coniferoe, we
again find a dissimilarity ofopinion—some planters

admiring the peculiar character of an nulividual

tree, whilst others depreciate; it in equally strong

terms. We cannot, therefore, establish any un-

deviating rules for regulating beauty, nor can we
decide what one tree is the most appropriate for

every situation. The law that governs the pictu-

resque and the beautiful are so widely divergent,

that although our great horticultural leaders in

tasteful planting have endeavored to point out

the proper course for us to pursue, we yet find

too many obstacles to surmount before we can
reconcile these conflicting opinions to our own
satisfaction.

Commencing with the Pine-family proper, wc
have the largest genus belonging to the order.

It, however, embraces very many species that

are entirely too tender for our northern climate,

and notwithstanding the great beauty of such, it

is needless to cultivate them with the least hope

of success. One of the oldest members of the

family to be found in our collections, is the White

Pine^ (P. strobus,) and we feel much like adding,

the handsomest also ; for whilst then; are some
more graceful, and others with more showy
foliage, or a more compact habit of growth, there

is yet a quiet grandeur and elegance in this old

friend, to us more attractive than its relatives of

recent introduction. The prejudice of education

is strong within us all, and the White Pine of

our boyhood days still lingers in our memory as

one of those pleasant reminiscences over which we
love to linger and frequently recall. Stiff and
formal though it is, its delicate glistening foliage

is certainly much to be admired. Its hardiness

has strong claims upon our notice, and its easy

cultivation forces us to accept it. It is, however,

quite as liable to become disfigured by age as

as other conifers, and perhaps more so than some
;

yet the glorious old specimens in the pine-woods

of our state affords ample evidence of its almost

sublime beauty at an advanced age. (Jilpin re-

jects it for its "polished bark, regularity of stem,

and meagreness of foliage," but Gilpin, wo dare

say, never saw them in all their beauty as they

cover the sides of their native AUeghanies.

A fit companion for the preceding, and to

which it is closely allied, is the Bhotan Pine^ (P.

excelsa). Having been introduced a number of

years since, and fairly tested, wc may be justified

in criticising its merits. In regards to its claims

as an ornamental tree, there can be but one voice.

Its form and foliage is remarkably beautiful, but

owing to some peculiar and as yet undecided cause,

the tree is liable to blast or blight in many situa-

tions. This peculiarity was formerly attributed

to the attacks of a small pine borer, but upon
more careful study, the facts point to a different

origin, and is perhaps owing to an imcongenial

situation. Some Avriters affirm it is the n suit of

parasitical fungi. However, its otherwise valu-

able properties are seriously impaired on this

account.

The Svjiss Stone Pine, (P. cembra), although

of slow growth, whilst young, is one of the har-

diest and most attractive species belonging to the
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genus. Compact in form, verj- dark green color,

and remarkably upright in growth, it always at-

tracts attention, and we, therefore, take great

pleasure in recommending its dissemination. It

•will not assume its most elegant verdure in a dry

sandy spot, as some others, but prefers a rather

rich alluvial soil to develop its greatest beauty,

and in such, forms a tine specimen.

The Scotch Pine, (P. sylvestris,) is invaluable

for forming plantations on thin rocky soils, or for

cheap screens and barriers from the wind ; but

for purposes of ornamentation, we cannot class

it among the finest trees. With age it becomes

open and unsightly, the lower limbs gradually

die out, and the tree becomes disfigured to such

a degree, that the owner, although, however re-

luctantly is obliged to remove it in most instances.

It is never noted for denseness, unless thickened

artificially by removing the centre buds from the

leading side shoots, and thus preventing its in-

clination to spread.

One of the most desirable members of this

ftimily is the Austrian Pine, (P. Austriaca), now

so well know and justly appreciated for its many

excellencies of character. Notwithstanding a

certain coarseness of growth, which only becomes

apparent upon close inspection, we are readidly

induced to overlook this, in view of its rapid,

luxuriant growth, dark green color, undoubted

hardiness and adaptability to most soils and sit-

uations. At a distance it forms a remarkably

conspicious object in a collection, and is destined

to be one of our greatest favorites in the Conifera}.

Among the native species belonging to this

<renus, we have a preference for the Pitch Pine,

(P. rigida). When grown Avith care, or even in

a proper situation in its native localities, this tree

frequently commands respect. Under such cir-

cumstances the foUage is rigid, dark green in

color, and it attains a large size. As it is found

naturally on dry, barren, or sandy soil, it usually

tlourishes better in a well drained situation than

where the soil is retentive of moisture.

A suitable companion for the above, is another

native tree which is liable to be overlooked in our

haste to introduce uncertain and unreliable nov-

elties. The Northern Yellow Pine, (P. mitis), (I

use the term wrrthern, in contradistinction to the

P. Austrahs, which is frequently called Yellow

Pine in the south,) is a really biuidsome species,

but which has created the imiiression of unsight-

liness from the fact of its usual habit in its native

•woodlands. When growing wild in dense masses

or clumps, the trees are very frequently dis-

figured by their close proximity to each other,

hence the open straggling appearence too often

noticed. A solitary specimen growing in a gene-

rous deep loam, not too wet, gives one a very

different impression. The leaves are then quite

dark, rather iong and slender, and the tree attains

a large size.

Another native species entireh' vmknown in

our ornamental grounds, is the rare Tdhle Moun-
tain Pine, (P. pungens). If cultivated alone for

its curious cones, it Avould still be sufiiciently

deserving of a place in our larger collections at

least. But we feel confident that with care and

attention the habit of the tree Avill be much im-

proved, and its merits in consequence be justly

esteemed.

In concluding this family I wish to call atten-

tion to the pretty little Dicarf Pine, (P. mugho,

known also as mughiis, pumilio, moiUana, &c.),

as an excellent plant for the shrubber}', or small

places. Being quite hardy, very compact, and

of a dark green healthy color, it is liable to none

of the objections that are frequently urged against

many other species. I might extend this list and

embrace others of the family that I feel confident

will prove deserving, but as they are not emphat-

ically "well-tested," I reluctantly pass them by,

simply desiring planters to give such species as

LainheiVsPine, (P. Lambertiana,) CorsicanPine,

(P. laricio). Heavy- Wooded Pine, (P. ponderosa,)

Pyrenean Pine, (P. Pyrenaica,) &c., a fair and

impartial trial, as thej^ have succeeded well in

many situations.

In the genus Abies, we mention first as

"well-tested" the Noi-way Spruce, [iS.. excelsa,)

for in the whole list of available conifers, perhaps

none has given such universal satisfaction as

this. Whether in the small door-yard of the

rural village, or in the extensive collection of the

more favored lover of nature, this beautiful

species appears at once appropriate and useful.

True, some writers have endeavored to disparage

its use by the cry of formality, but we consider

this unseenily and totally uncalled for. Eveiy

species has its own peculiar type of gro-\vth,

which is transmitted from one generation to

another in an almost undeviating manner, and

the result is either a recommendation or a fault.

The most elegant tree known to arboriculturists,

becomes in fact, formal and unpleasant to the

eye, if used too freely and without proper judg-

ment. The Norway Spruce is. however, t(H) well

known and deservedly appreciated to require any
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encomiums at the liaucls of our Avritcrs of the

present day.

The ir/u'ie Spruce, (A. alba,) is an especial

favorite wherever tested. Coming to us from

the northern sections of our country, where it

endures the utmost rigors of a severe climate

without injury, we are thus assured of its

reliability in this respect. In point of beauty, it

also tiikes a front rank among its kindred. The

form of the tree is upright and strictly conical,

exceedingly dense in structure, owing to its innu-

merable short branches ; the foliage is charmingly

tinged with a light bluish glaucousness, and the

tree, although seldom attaining a large size,

usnalh' perfects a fair annual growth. In view

of its many excellent points, we may be pardoned

for expressing the opinion, that this species is the

most valuable evergreen for our climate belonging

to the second class of growth. There are other

species, members of this genus, which have thus

far given universal satisfaction wherever grown,

but as their cultivation has heretofore been lim-

ited to a few collections, we cannot perhaps claim

for them a place in the present list, although

desiring to advance the claims of the beautiful

Menzles Spruce, (A. Menziesii); the unique and

very graceful Oriental and Obovate Coned Spruccti,

(A. orientalis and A. obovata,) and which are

not identical according to recent writers on the

Coniferte.

A new genus of evergreens, formerly classed

with the true Spruces, is now called the Hemlock

Sprwe.^t, (Tsuga), having for its tj'pe our well

known and beautiful species, (Tsuga Canaden-

sis). So well are we assured of its reliable

character, that we can confidently place it next

in point of usefulness to the Norway Spruce. We
adopt this course from several considerations,

and after a thorough study of its habits and

peculiarities. First, in view of its unexceptionable

character for hardiness ; Secondly, on account of

its truly graceful habit of growth, delicate linear

fjliage and charming verdure ; and lastly, for its

jKirfect adaptation to all soils, if not exceedingly

dry. "Whether under the shade of other trees,

or in the open woodlands, these same characters

mark its every stage of growth ; but when care-

fully grown upon the lawn its most excellent

points become apparent, and it then constitutes

a formidable rival for the rare and highly extolled

members of the tribe. It has been charged with

disfigurement when old, and in refuting this

doctrine we can speak from experience, that it is

not more liable to such defects than others which

have been more highly eulogized. In the locali-

ties where it is found in all its native luxurious-

ness and wildness, the grand picturesque

appearance of the aged trees are worthy of especial

notice, and in place of being deemed unhand-

some, are really attractive to the true arborist.

Other species of Tsuga are either too tender for

our climate, or are yet insufficiently tested for

our purpose, excepting the magnificent Dowjlaa''

Spruce, (T. Douglasii), which in favorable local-

ities only, forms a satisfactory specimen.

The Firs, (Picea), are closely allied to the

Spruces, and are in point of usefulness, no way in-

ferior to them, containing as they do, so many
superb species, notwithstanding the greater por-

tion have not been sufficienth' proven in every lo-

calit}^ The oldest members known to our abori-

culturists,is the Balsam Fir, (P. balsamea), a

familiar native species ofundoubted hardiness, but

which never, or at least very rarely, ever forms a

fine adult tree. It is very handsome while young,

but the leaves soon disappear from the lower

branchlets, and an open straggling specimen is

generally the result.

The European or Common Silver Fir, (P. pec-

tinata), forms a majestic tree, and if not disfigu-

red during an occasional severe winter, present.s

a fine object. The foliage of this species is dark

sreen and glossy, with silvery glaucous bands on

the under side. The great drawback to its

culture, however, is its proneness to form several

leaders, and it, therefore, requires unceasing

vigilance to preserve a perfect shape. It is more

liable to be injured during severe winters, when
growing in wet retentive soils, than in contrary

situations.

j

The glory of this genus is reserved for those

'• species that are comparatively rare in this country,

and which have not been extensively cultivated.

The following are quite hardy in the vicinity of

Philadelphia, so far as I have been able to ascer-

tain, viz : Nordmann''s Silver Fir, (P. Xord-

manniana), Mount Enos Fir, (P. cephalonica),

JSToble Silver Fir, (P. nobilis), Great Silver Fir,

(P. grandis), Siberian Silver Fir, (P. pichta),

with the following that are only partially hardy,

viz : Indian Silver Fir, (P. pindrow), Pinsapo

Fir, (P. pinsapo), and Webb'a Purple-coned Fir,

(P. Webbiana).

The Arbor-vita; class of evergreens, distin-

guished of late as the Thuja and Biota genera,

are well worthy of consideration. The genus

Thuja enil)rae('s our American species, and is

represented by the well known type T. occiden-
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talis. Its r^'putation in all sections of our country

as well as in Europe, is of the highest order, or

for groups and ornamental hedges. It can never

be used for creating grand effects in landscape

gardening, as its size and general appearance

conveys rather the impression of tameness and
quiet beauty. It is unquestionably hardy, free

from disease and insects generally, and so cheaply

procured, as to place it within the reach of every

one.

A variety of this species, of whose origin there

is some doubt, is known among cultivators as

the Siberian Arbor- Vitoe, (var. Siberica); and
whilst many Avill ridicule the idea of a Sibe-

rian nativity, yet its exceeding gi'eat powers of

endurance entitles it to the name. After a

thorough test of about fifteen years, the writer

takes great pleasure in giving it a high recom-

mendation. Quite as hardy, if not moi'e so than

its parent, with a compactness of growth unex-

celled by any other conifer, of a perfect conical

form, and remarkably dark green color, it may
well enter the lists for the prize of perfection.

There are also several other pretty varieties,

which have proven well worthy of dissemination,

as for instance, Hovcijs, Booth's, «&c., &c.

The foreign genus, known as the Chinese Arhor-

vitce, (Biota orientalis), is entirely unworthy of

our notice, as it is open in construction, quite too

tender for our climate, and at best a sickly looking

straggling bush. There are, however, a few

unique and desirable varieties originating from
it which are quite beautiful when growing
in favorable localities. I allude to the Golden

Arborvitoe, (var. aurea), Variegated Arboi-vHoe,

( var. variegata ), Glaucous-leaved Arborvitoe,

(var. glauca), &c.

The Red Cedar, (Juniperus Virginiana), is our
largest hardy representation of a very numerous
genus generally not (^f sufficient size to be classed

as trees. When growing in thickets or close

clumps, without sufficient si)ace to develop its

natural form, this otherwise line native tree, very
frequently shows to disadvantage ; but the
graceful drooping habit of many of the speciniens,

or the regular, dense, upright form of others,

with the peculiar dark green verdure connnon to

all, certainly entitles them to an especial notice.

We do not advocate its claims with a desire to

sec it used extensively in large masses, or even
in small collections, but we do enq)iiatically ex-
])rc.ss ;i desire tliat its merits may receive a more
practical notice than it has in the past.

The JunijH-r family contains many species and

beautiful varieties that are quite hardy, but they

are generally shrubs. Among the finest are the

Common Juniper, (J. communis), and its valuable

varieties, the Irish and Swedish; the curious

little Iledge-hori Juniper,{3 . echinoformis, or rather

hemispha;rica), as well as the several ti'ailing

plants, /. sabinn, J. squamata, J. pj-o.s?ra(a, &c.

As the love for evergreen trees increases, and
our arboriculturists desire to extend their lists,

several species will be found valuable that cannot

be termed " well-tested " at present. As exceed-

ingly promising, I desire to recommend to notice

the charming Cupressus Lawsoniana, and C.

Wootkaensis, Libocedrus d^currens, Podocarpus

Japonica, Taxus adpressa, T. baccata var. Cana-

densis, Torreya taxifolia, Thuiopsis dolabrata, the

Retinispora family, with other new and rare trees

that are of great promise to the American horti-

culturist.

Thus, in a somewhat hasty manner, I have

enumerated those conifers Avhich in the past have

proven to be the most desirable for ornamental

planting, and merely allowed myself the pleasure

of naming a few that are very promising and
which doubtless will take a high rank in the

future as available hard}' trees. Had I a mission

here to perform in a horticultural way, I should

feel it to be an imperative duty, plainly to advise

my associates of the great advantages to be de-

rived—not to say the real necessities of the case,

which lend a charm to the pursuit in which we, as

a society, are engaged. Bearing in mind the old

yet truthful adage of '''' anytJiiny ivliat is xoorth

doing at all, is worth doing loell," and which

points plainly to the fact, that in all our walks

through life, there is a system needed to perfect

the object that we have in view : and in the

delightful study of horticultural science, the

system arranged by Linnajus, and improved by

his followers, appears so necessary to enable us

to enjoy our studies,"that it has frequently been

a source of surprise on the part of the writer,

why more attention has not been devoted to the

subject.

The true botanist loves every tree and plant

that grows. In his sight the gnarled trunk and
scanty l(>aves forms not a cause for condemna-

tion ; l)ut looking over imperfections such as

tht\se, he sees alone their higher sphere of use-

fulness. He searches out the ties that bind each

tree unto its kindred growth, and exemplilies tlie

wonders of the lloral world by showing us the

changes that constantly occur, from the bursting

of the tiny seed, unto the perfect tree itself. His
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daily walks are cheered by old associations

formed in many a year long past—impressions

that will gather strength as years advance—ex-

erting over all his actions as he journeys on, a

never ceasing influence for good, a never failing

source of pleasure in the green old age of life.

YELLOW FLOWERS.
BY WALTER ELDEK.

In Flora's own declaration, a partiality is

shown for shades of the yellow, but the Land-

scape and Garden, the Parterre and Bower Avould

look murkey and dull without sunshiny yellow.

From earlier than spring till later than autumn

successions are kept up by cultivation and wild

growth with blossoms of yellow. AVe get odors

the sweetest and effluvias the most loathsome

—

whole plants to eat, and fruits for a relish—foli-

age for shade, and timbers to build with, from

blossoms of yellow. Creepers and climbers,

bushes and trees of annuals, biennials and per-

ennials yield blossoms of yellow. The first

flowers we grew in a three-foot square bed were

Crocus, Narcissus and Tulips of yellow. The

first wild-flowers we gathered in our boy-spring

rambles were from Cowslips, Primroses and Wall-

flowers, all fragrant and yellow. The Whins on

the knolls, and Brooms on the plains were ra-

diant with beauty when we picked their bright

blossoms to dye Easter er/gs yellow. Barberry

bushes and trees of Laburnum cheered the dark-

ness of woods with clear blossoms of yellow.

Lime trees by the wayside, (from Avhose shoots

we made whistles), made the air odoriferous with

florets of yellow. Large fields of Turnips and

acres of Cabbage before they bear seeds had pale

blossoms of yellow Wild mustard grew up

among the oats on the farms and made the fields

yellow ; and in Glass-houses in spring Acacias,

Calceolarias and Mimulus with the fragrant old

Musk plant shone splendid with yellow. In the

the spring of 1834, we arrived in America, the

grass-fields were refulgent with l)lossoms bright

yellow of Dandelion and Ranunculus, followed by

Antirrhnum and St. John's-wort, Digitalis and

MuUienall crowned with yellow. Az;\leas in the

woods were also in bloom, and mist of them

yellow. But the Tulip-trees tall, surpassed in

magnificence all the plants we had seen to bear

blooms of yellow. And the Golden-rod marshes

of the State of New Jersey, (in Sejitember), out-

stripped in their expanses all our previous

Conceptions about blooms of yellow ; the thou-

sands of acres were oceans of gold, with blossoms

rich yellow.

The following genera have each one or more

species or varieties that bear blooms of yellow.

So in purchasing them, after naming the genus,

say for outdoor growth, the hardy yellow, for ex-

ample, the hardy yellow Jasmine is different

from all others, it begins to bloom in February,

and the late Chrysanthemum blooms till Christ-

mas. Bulhs, Crocus, Crown Imperial, Narcissus,

Tigrida, Tulip. Tuberous rooted plants. Dahlia.

Ilemerocallis, Iris. Perennial Herbaceous plants,

Golden-rod, Lysimachia, Potentilla, Rudbeckia.

Sunflower, Alyssum saxatilis. Biennials, An-

tirrhinum, Hollyhock, Wallflower. Annuals.

CaUiopsis, Eschcholtzia, Cockscomb, Marigold,

Lupin, Marvel of Peru, Hawkweed. Annual

Climbers, Balsam Pearvine, Thunbergia, Nas-

turtium. Exotic, tender bedding pZanfs, Calceo-

laria, Mimulus, Pansy, Sanvitalia, Gazania,

Schizanthus, Cockscomb. Shrubs, Barberry.

English Laburnum, Forsythia, Kerria, Hyperi-

cum, Mahonia, Dirca, Potentilla fruticosa.

Hardy ligneous climbers, Bignonia, Honeysuckle,

Jasminum. Trees, Locust, Linden Tulip-tree.

Kolreuteria, Buddleya, Scotch Laburnum. For

Rockworks, Sedum aurea, Lysimachia, Gazania,

dwarf Hypericum. Glass House Ejcotics, Acacia

.

Calceolaria, Coroniella, Genista, Jasminum, Lan-

tana, AUamanda, Tocoma, Aphelandra, Calis-

tylos. Every department of ornamental garden-

ing should be enlivened with blossoms of yellow,

and there are an abundance of plants to suit all.

There is but one hardy standard yellow rose,

the Hai-rison ; but no Camellias nor Peonias. If

any one could produce an ever-blooming Rose

with blooms as large, double and well formed as

some of the yellow Dahlia blooms, and ,sweet

scented and profuse in bloom, millions of dollars

would be spent for its purchase, and the same

with Camellia and Peonia.

WHOLE OR CUT SEED POTATOES.

BY PLOWMAX, BALTIMORE, MD.

Being pretty well through with storing root

crops, &c., and having a short time to spare, I

give you a little experiment on a few Potatoes,

(called the (Juaker), which were presented to me
by some Philadelpliian unknown to me. They

were large size and similar to the Harison in

quality, and form

No. 1 Potato weighing 12 oz., cut in 1 and i'

eyes, produced 6 pounds.
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No. 2 Potato cut in halves, weighing 12 oz.,

produced 5| pounds.

Xo. 3 A whole potato weighing 9 ounces, pro-

duced ^ pounds.

No. 4 The sprouts of one Potato weighing 8oz.,

produced 1 ft. 2 oz.

AVidth apart. No. 1, 10 inches ; No. 2, 18 inches
;

No. 3, 24 inches ; No. 4, 8 inches.

They wex'e planted in meadow land and had a

very wet season to contend with, otherwise I

think the product would have been greater.

My object of trying the experiment was to as-

certain if planting whole potatoes, (as has been

recommended), possessed any advantage over the

old plan of cutting the potatoes in small pieces.

If my exhibit is worth any thing, it certainly

shows that the old plan is best, saying nothing

of the importance of economizing seed.

CULTIVATION OF THE PEAR.
BY JOHX 31. IVES, SALEM, MASS.

I have ventured to send you an extract from a

I^ecture which I read at the " North Heading

Farmers'' Club,''' ou the cultivaticm of the Pear
;

if there should be any part of it worthy of notice

you can select it for the Gardener''s Monthly.

[pear trees.

This tree is considered to be naturally longer

lived and more durable than the Apple, notwith-

standing this, most of our newly introduced fruits

show symptoms of decay, while on the contrary,

many of the old varieties which are scattered

around the country are still in a bearing and

healthy state, such as the Old French

Trees that line the river Detroit. Now it be-

I'onies of the highest importance to ascertain, if

possible, the causes of this premature decay, for

of the million Pear Trees planted for the last 25

or 30 3'ears, not one half are now living upon our

soil. The old varieties alluded to, as far as

we know them, are probably found growing

upon the spot where they have either sprung

from .seed, or were transplanted with their tap-

roots uninjured, for we are inclined to believe

iliat an injury to any one part of a plant or tree

occasions a change in the natural development of

tlic other parts. Roots and stems are always in

a certain degree reciprocally projiortionate to

each other, the; tap-root does not form a part of

every plant, but when it does so, it is an essential

])art of that plant. Our cultivators at the

l)re8ent day invariably cut ofl' this tap-root, and
generallv the laterals or side; shoots from the

stem in order that lateral roots may multiply

and the trees grow faster, and to appearances

more vigorously, as they may for a time, but not

as we apprehend permanently. In nature there

is an equilibrium between the roots and tops of

all trees, and by cutting off the tap-root we in-

terfere with its healthy action, by producing a

forced growth and a sort of plethora which may
tend to produce disease, although at first it may
hasten its bearing. A recent writer says, ••that it

is not to be supposed that trees form tap-roots to

their own prejudice, these roots descend into the

earth for some special service, tap-roots are un-

doubtedly essential to the healthy growth and

durability of the tree." Another cause which

may operate for this decay may be from the

method pursued by Van Mons in the production

of those introduced by him, the leading feature of

whose theory was to subdue or enfeeble the orig-

inal coarse luxuriousness of the tree by gather-

ing his fruit from which he took his seed before

being fully ripe, allowing the fruit to rot ; from

the seedlings thus produced he cut off the tap-

roots, planting the trees very near together. He
said "that this enfeebling process is without any

compensating element of vigor."

Professor Darby thinks that " if the seed for

stock Avere planted where the trees were to grow,

and grafted or budded in their uatural positions,

we should have fruit orchards for a generation."

The healthiest Pear Trees we have seen. Mere

upon the farm of General Newhall, of Lynnfield,

these were grown from seed sown ten years since,

they were remarkably thrifty, two or three were

in flower, these trees stood where they came up

from seed, they had never been pruned in root or

side branches, these side branches clothed with

leaves protecting the trunk from the scorching

rays of an August sun. We apprehend that

this cutting off the tap-root and pruning the side

limbs of our trees, when youmj^ to be a bad prac-

tice, we should allow them to grow as nature

indicates, thereb}- increasing the ratio of the sur-

face for the descending sap, as compared with

the ascending. It has been justly said that the

effect of pruning the trunks of young trees

severely disturbs the natural relations of the sap.

Pear Trees with us, particularly when young, are

sul)ject to a dessication of the bark, which is

probably caused by the too powerful rays of a

burning sun occuring immediately after a shower

striking the naked trunks still wet ; one jiroof of

this, is the fact that we find these appearances

generally on the south side of the stem, more
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especially on the south-west side, or towards the

2 o'clock sun. From this we infer that nature

intends the side branches with their leaves to

protect the tender bark of our young Pear trees.

The Pear Tree requires a retentive soil in order

to give good returns, but not when water stands

under the surface or sub-soil, for if the roots of

any Fruit Tree enter or remain in it, such roots

wiU deca}', and a corresponding decay, some-

times called Canker, will be seen commencing in

the top limbs, this eftoct we have noticed for

years. The following came to us a few years

since from the West, the writer says, " that the

loss of fruit trees within three years in Illinois

is estimated at about three millions of dollars,

and that the retentive clay loam sub-soil of the

prairie lands is the cause, and that the farmers

have adopted the plan of ridging their orchards by

repeated ploughings, commencing at the same

ridge and ending at the same furrow, to remedy

this evil." We do not apprehend that this is

simply owing to their clayey sub-soil, provided it

does not retain Avater, for here in New England

we find that Pear trees flourish better on land

with a sub-soil or pan of clay, by preventing the

roots from running deep, the difficulty with them

is undoubtedly owing to the adhesiveness or

peculiar quality of their clay, which prevents the

percolation of water through it. Such land re-

quires a good system of draining. On the quality

of the sub-soil depends in a great measure the

capacity of the surface soil for retaining or part-

ing with the water and heat ; of these the worst

is clay kept wet with subterraneous water, so de-

structive to fruit trees, and the best are those of

clay resting on gravel or porous rock ; this last is

the best for a garden, because while the water

finds a ready means of escape, the roots of the

trees are prvented from extending too deep into a

cold and uncongenial soil, such is probably much
of the prairie lands in the West.

There is no fruit tree varying more in its

culture upon different soils and in its growth,

than the Pear, each variety we may almost say

has a peculiarity in its growth or fruit, hence while

the Bartlet will assimilate to itself materials for

an abundant crop in almost all good soil, the

Beurre d'Aremberg, Diel, AVilkinson, Lewis

and some others require a strong or rather moist

soil to produce well developed fruit. There are

those which bear the largest and best fruit upon

young trees, for example, the Flemish Beauty,

while the Glout Morceau requires years of bearing

to develope fine specimens. Others should be

worked on our larger standards, such are the

Seckel, Lawrence and Winter Nelis.

The Duchesse d'Angouleme fruits better on

the Quince ; but as regard DwarfPears we should

not reconnnend them for general cultivation—these

belong to the garden of the amateur, rather than

to the orchardist who desires to have large crops

and durable trees, thereupon the Quince requires

more care ; the season of 1853 was disastrous to

Dwarf Pears in Massachusetts, hence for per-

mancy we would commend only the Pear stock.

The peculiarities of soil required for some

varieties were strongly exemplified on Long

Island. Two cultivators living witliin 20 miles

of each other, their land exposed to the sea with

similar aspect, diffei-ed entirely in their opinion

of the Napoleon Pear, one testifying that with

him it Avas an abundant bearer, and the quality

of the fruit unsurpassed ; the other said that

with him the fruit was of a poor quality and the

tree a shy bearer. From our experience with the

Napoleon we have found it poor and astringent

Avhen grown upon a Avarm open soil, Avhile upon

a stx-ong and rather cool soil to be A'ery good.

This diversity of soil and culture necessary in

the culture of the pear should influence us in

forming a list. Many pears produce fine

fruit on a Avarm loamy soil, such as the Belle

LueratiA-e and Bloodgood. Some varieties Avhich

do Avell in the sheltered gardens of our cities

and tOAvns, do not flourish in the open country,

such as the Easter Beurre, Long Green and

Gansel's Bergamotte.

p. j^.—I would forAvard you the remarks upon

the BlUjht. The insect theory of Dr. Peck, made

some thirty years since, of Avhat he called Scol}'-

tus pyri—Ave now hear nothing. The Frozen

Sap blight from succulent unripe wood, and the

Sun Scald are the tAvo descriptions of Blight.

When Dr. Peck described this, the cultivators

did not believe that Avas the difficulty, but that

high manuring Avas. I have the testimony of many

cultivators of that time, and I find them all

sceptical on this Scolytus Theory.

[This theory is entirely abandoned.

—

Ed.]

KEEPING PLANTS IN WINTER.
BY R. R., NEAR CIIATTAXOOGA. TENN.

People of moderate means are often advised to

use a cold pit. My advice is to have nothing to

do Avith one, for they are a perfect nuisance ;
you

can often keep plants nearly all Avinter in them,

and at last a severe spell comes on and cuts them
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off. Allow me to describe a structure that I have

built and can confidently reconiiucnd to give sat-

isfaction to any one who] does not wish to go to the

expense of a greenhouse, and still wishes to keep

plants through winter. Twenty feet long, twelve

feet wide, I use plank two inches thick and four-

teen wide for the sides, fasten them to posts,

which are put on the inside, then dig out the soil

one foot deep, which will do to l)ank up on tin; out-

side, then dig holes in the centre to support the

the ridge board and in front of the posts dig out

the pathwaj' as deep as you want it, (my structure

runs cast and west) on the southside I run a flue

witli a funaace four feet long and two feet wide

for burning wood,—the flue is made by placing

two bricks flat down first, then two on their edges

and one across ; and here let me remark, that

people make a great mistake in making their fur-

naces too small, no matter how small the struc-

ture, they ought to have a good large furnace so

that there can be plenty of fuel put on to keep in

without any draft on. The next operation is to

I)ut on the I'afters and plank up the ends and make
the door, the south side is glass and the north

is inch plank.

I have a propagating bed over the furnace nine

feet long by four wide. During the winter the

sun shines through to the back, but even if it did

not, there are so manj' uses that it can be put to,

such as keeping pots, stakes, dormant plants.

Begonias, Ferns, «&c., so that no space is lost.

The plank can be covered with soil, straw, or

anything convenient in winter, and the glass

covered with shutters so that very little fire will

be needed.

"Will you please give my structure a name, for

it is neither pit or greenhouse, but something

between the two. There are a great many lovers

of flowers that are deterred from buying choice

plants, fur they are sure to lose them in winter,

when by having a cheap structure, such as I de-

scribe, they can keep the very choicest and rarest

I)lants in perfection instead of keeping only a few

()fth(^ very hardiest bedding jflants, which they

had better buy in spring tlian try to keep at all.

[We call pits without fire "cold" i)its ; for

distinction, suppose we call our friend's structure

a warm i)it.

—

Ed.]

THE TOMATO, OltKlIX,—&c.
nV UOIJT. SIXCLAIU, U.\l/riM()ltK, MO.

I wrote you a sh')rt communication last fall on

the subjeit of the Tomato, which you kindly pub-

lished in your 2s'ov. number of '0(5. Since then

there have been various opinions on the same sub-

ject. Jas. Perkins communication (published Xov.

No. '07) appears to throw more light on the sub-

ject than his predecessors. Mr. Perkins, how-

ever, does not give the date when he seeded in

February, neither does he give the comparative

product and character of the fruit. It may be,

the " New York Reds " and " Monumental" com-

pare favorably. The latter was described by me
in the Nov. No. of '00. But to be more definite

it may be called, instead of Monumental, Early

Smooth round apple prolific or Baltimore market.

The result of my experiment last season was as

follows :

Sjeds sown in Hot beds March 10, '07,

May 20th dil>bled the Tilden Tomatoes in hill,

4 by 4, ripe 3d of August.

May 21st, dibbled Monumental, ripe 20th ofJuly.

May 28th, " English's N. Y. Seedling, ripe

5th of August.

It will be seen that in the fall of 'GO I averaged

the product ofC. favorite and the Tilden at 35 each.

The seed was obtained from a respectable source,

but of doubtful purity ; at the same time I aver-

aged the product of the Monumental at 120. By
the word ripe, I mean sufficiently so to commence
gathering daily from a quarter acre lot a large

family supply. The Tilden Tomato now described

was grown from seed obtained direct from Mr.

Tilden, product averaged 00 per vine, a handsome

dark red, smooth variety, ripened 13 days later

than the Monumental, less endurance by several

weeks and worthless as regards early market

sales. English's Seedling turned out well as re-

gards the medium and small sizes, the largest

were deeply ribbed and knotted—in short mon-
strosities. Time of ripening, one week earlier

than the Tilden.

I noticed the Fejee last summer on a farm ad-

joining mine—they rcsembledthe Tilden, the color

not so dark; the owner said they were about one

week later than the Monumental, and unproduc-

tive. Last season was very unfavorable to the

Tomato and other crops requiring heat. "With

us the weather was exceedingly wet and cold.

Our gardeners sell their first crop of Tomatoes,

at about S8 per bushel, the price gradually de-

clining to 40 cents. The canning ^It'nhants

generally purchase at the latter price, which will

pay provided the plants are productive sorts.

The three sorts of Tomatoes I have named were

planted in hills on a dark gravelly loam, rather a

cool and damp exposure manured with horse-sta-

ble compost and all cultivated alike. Now Uiking
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into consideration the early psriod that Mr. Per-

kins planted, the soil and situation, which he de-

scribes as favorable to an early crop and the very

few first ripe fruit ojathered, leads me to infer

that the ^lonumental under like circumstances,

will rii>en about one week earlier than the Xew
York Keds. As regards solidity, I believe local-

ity, soil and the kind of manure applied is the

secret of success. In this, Baltimore Co., horse-

stable compost is preferred ; in Anne Arundel

Co., (only separated by a wide river), guano i.s

extensively used. Our canning Merchants say

they pay 40 cents per bushel for Baltimore Co.

Tomatoes and 35 cents for those from Anne Arun-

del Co., because of superior solidity of the former.

I have no object in writing this communication

other than, to establish facts and to benefit the

planter. I suggest that several of the most noted

Early productive sorts be collected and tested by

some reliable farmer and gardener, who grows

the Tomato exclusively for market sales. I

would include Seed Venders and growers, from

the fact that the latter are less interested than

the former in the result.

The Xew Jersey lands I suppose are eminently

favorable for the growth of the Tomato, and if

Mr. Perkins comes under the rule, that I have or

may be prescribed, I would nominate him to un- I

dertake the task.

If your subscribers Avish a packet of mj- seed,
j

(To quote part of a pithy " scrap " on page 340 i

of the Nov. number.) "Price SIO per packet of

ten Seeds."

ORIGIN.

The probable origin ofthe Monumental Toma-

to is the City of Baltimore. I recollect that the

late Jefler.son White of the Shaker Society, at

Enfield, Conn., wrote me upwards of 30 years

since for a barrel of what he termed the Balti-

more Tomato. The barrel was sent him and he

being at that time an extensive garden seed ven-

der it is probably he distributed the seed to his

customers, and it may be all those so-called new

sorts sprang from that source.

The Tomato I have described is called by our

gardeners. Large Red, (so-called for the sake of

brevity I suppose, or because their forefathers

called it so). It is one of the lat 'st Tomatoes

grown, and only tolerable as regards qualities

and product, consequently comparatively worth-

less. I have noticed them in our market house

stalls for many years, all our most careful gar-

deners have them in the highest purity.

CANNON HALL GRAFTED.
A. LEDEUIIOFER, BRIGHTON, N. Y.

I feel indeed most happy to reply to the Cor-

respondent of the Gardener.'^'' Marjazine, in regard

to Grafting Muscat Cannon Hall. In England

where 1 was I had Cannon Hall grafted on

Black Barbarossa, and succeeded very well on a

six year old vine ; the bunches, 14 in all, have

been from 1 lb. to 2$, bearing all together 27^.

11 ounces.

Muscat IIaml)urg grafted on Babarossa two

years, the stock was seven years old. 1 had

three bunches well ripened and splendidly colored,

weighing above 2 lbs. each, together, 7 lbs. 5^

ounces. All our Vines have been worked on

Barbarossa ; they who know Barbarossa will

approve it for a stock. Then last sum-

mer, in Canada, I had Muscat Cannon Hall

grafted on Champion Hamburg doing very well

;

but all I have seen had them on their own
roots far superior to the grafted ones, if not the

size larger, they were sweeter, and heavier.

My opinion is that very few gentlemen thoroughly

understand the culture of Muscat, and if the

Editor would give me some space in some of

he next numbers, 1 should willingly give my
experience ; I believe I can give nothing new,

but may give strangers some better idea of

srowiuir Muscats.

CRYSYLIC ACID FOR INSECTS.

BY T. A., W^ASniNGTOX, TEXAS.'

So, you think it doubtful if a sprinkling with

Crysylic Acid, as suggested, would greatly dis-

turb that little pest, the Curculio.

Well, perhaps not. That hard shell back of

his is a capital protection ; and one cannot reach

him, or /ter, I should rather say, as the scale can

be operated upon, with a brush.

Still, you will find on experiment, that the dis-

covery of that, and its kindred acid Carbolic,

will prove a prodigious boon to the Horticultu-

rist and the Farmer as well.

To every insect upon which I have tried it,

and I have experimented more or less during all

of the past summer in Texas, whei-e we have

several, it proved to be either instant death, or

so utterly obnoxious and dangerous to them,

that they anxiously avoided all contact, or even

near approach.

You are aware that there is a group of acids,

so called, that chemists say they are not really

acids, including Carbolic, Crysylic and some
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others. That till recently they Avere known as

one, Carbolic, now they are separated and formed

to number several. The two named are found

to have a similar effect upon insect and funijus

life ; and are at the same time the most powerful

known disinftctants and antiseptics. The
Crj'sjiic bein<r the most so, and does not give off

the very obnoxious smell which the other does.

I found them so highh' valued in England,

that I was led to buy them here. They form the

active principle in sheop-dips in scab, &c., in

ointments ; for foot-rot in Saiut-vore, in powders

for preventing turnip lly, cS:c., and in all disin-

fectants.

I do not deem it so necessary to find a means
of destroying plant-eating and fruit penetrating

insects, as to be enabled to hluffthcm off.

You arc aware that the cotton worm played

havoc with that crop this summer. More than

the usual degree of attention was directed to the

insect ; and many a new comer made discoveries,

real mare's nesU^ with which they were going to

astonish the world, and especially those ignorant

old-fogy cotton-planters. ]Jut they did'nt do it

!

the worm went on as usual and ate up the crop.

The fact is, if the most of us know anythiiKj, it

is cotton, and all connected with it. Every sug-

gestible means has been tried to destroj'^ the

varmints ; but all would not do. Because if one

or tw^o careless, or indifferent, or unbelieving

planters in a parish were negligent, their fields

afforded a stock of moths sufficient to supply the

whole country.

What Ave wanted all along, was some means
of ren(lA;rin(i the plant obnoxious to the parent moth.

This, and this alone, would serve au}-^ good
jnirpose.

I suggested Carbolic and Crysylic acids, and
the crude astiale containing froth was pretty

freely tried, and with the same invariable result.

Neither of those acids will coml)ine with water,

and can onhj \w mixed mrclianiraU;/, hence when
so mixed and sprinkled over the plants, the Avater

ran off from the leaves leaving the acid behind,

Avhich clung to them, blistering and destroying

them, and soon "wasted the sweetness," &c.

Every caterpillar, however, that was touched l)y

it died.

I provided myself with a s:>apy eumpound, a

solution of wliieli had a very diderent elfect. It

sjiread freely over the leaves, coating and clinging

to th'-m without any injury whatever. And
althitii'_'li it <lid not destroy those worms already

on tlie plants, not another egg was deposited.

Xow, mind you. this Avas a first experiment,

carried out Avith insufficient means, a limited

supply of the material, and noway of applying it

but Avith a connnon watering pot Avith a rose.

A stronger solution ajiplied forcibly through a
strong syringe, would have produced a very

different effect.

I am fully satisfied that a saponaceous com-
pound, applied in solution, is the only safe and
sure mode of using these acids on plants. And
a saturated saAvdust strcAvn over seedbeds or

mixed Avith the manure, the Avay to reach the

little pryers upon young seedlings, or those Avhich

attack the roots. In this form the acid is parted

with sloAA'ly, and is thus more lasting in its

effects.

If the constant use of a A'cry Aveak solution

in syringing plants in the house Avill prevent the

attacks of the red spider, aphis, &c., &c., it Avill

serve even a better purpose than to have them
to destro}'. And so Avith the Canker-w^orm, the

Curculio, Rose-bug, Squash-bug, &c., &c. Bet-

ter keep them off than have to kill them.

If shade ti'ees, noAv subject to the ravages of

caterpillars in cities, Avere sj-ringcd over the

young foliage before, or about the time of the

appearance of the parent moth, there Avould be

no worms.

There, I tliink you and your readers liaA'e

enough for this time on Avhich to base thought

and experiment. I close, expressing the hope

that experiments Avill be tried, and the results

reported.

ECONOMICAL GARDEN MANAGEMENT.
BY GEO. TnOMPSOX, CLEA'ELAND TEXN.

As you considered my first article on economi-

cal management ofgardens Avorthy of publication,

I now give No. 2, and shall confine myself to the

vegetable garden. !Most of the private \egetable

gardens that I haAC seen are laid out on the Eu-

rojiean plan, small squares, planted with fruit

trees, gooseberries and currants next the walks,

and the rest devoted to A'egetables. Any garden

laid out in that style ofany extent, either requires

a great deal of help, or else it is overrun Avith

weeds all svnnmer. A vegetable garden of two

or three acres ought to be laid out so that plough

and cart can be used in e.A'ery part of it. A iH-rma-

ncnt road through the centre is sufficient.

As soon as the ground is dry in spring, I plough

as deep as possible, and if manure is scarce I use

it in the rows ; if i)lenty, spread it on the ground
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b.^fore ploughing. Onions, parsnips, carrots,

beets and herbs, are best planted by themselves

as they have to be kept clean by the hoe. Pota-

toes, corn, okra, peas and beans and other large

vegetables, plant from three to four feet apart so

that I can use the bull tongue plough constantly.

Many of your reader may not know what a bull-

tongue plough is. It is like a common plough,

only instead ofa shear, it has a piece of iron about

a foot long and four inches wide, in shape of a

bull's tongue fastened to it, and although so sim-

ple, it is the most effectual garden or farm imple-

ment in existence, and if nurserymen would use

it instead ofthe cultivator, they would very often

be able to bud in fall during a drought by reason

of the deeper cultivation keeping the moisture.

It is a mistake to think that the same rules will

do for the private gai'den,—the market garden re-

quire peas that ripen all at the same time—the

private gardener wants to pick a peck a day from

the same row for one or two weeks. The same
with every thing else.

Ask a private gardener his opinion of a cer-

tain strawberry, raspberry or blackberry, and he

will tell you it is the best in existence, he was
able to pick half a gallon a day for weeks. The
niarket man will tell you they are not worth grow-

ing, he was not able to pick enough to pay him.

The same holds good in vegetables.

Most gardeners appear to be afraid to plant too

much seed of peas. I like to plant a gallon at a

time, as soon as the best of them are picked,

plow the ground for a crop ofsomething else—corn,

beans, cabbage or celery. Corn I keep planting

in succession every ten days until the second

week in Jidy. Beans until the last of July, and
what is not used for the table will do to pickle,

besides saving seed. After that I begin to sow
turnips and by that means keep the ground clean.

The great mistake of American private garden-

ers is they want to sell something to help to pay
expenses, and in nine cases out of ten it is a fail-

ure, for the reason that the two branches of gar-

dening are so different, that the place is almost

sure to go down in consequence. I once lived

with a gentleman who thought he could make
something by selling the pears he did not want
himself. One day we picked the pears and put

them in barrels, at night I asked him if he would
send them in his own wagon or would some one

come out for them ; he replied,! have inquired the

price today, and no one will give anything much,
as the fruit is of so perishable nature

;
put them

in the fruit room. I believe that was his last

attemptto make anything from his garden. I

once knew a gentleman who had a line green-

house, he thought he would like to sell bou-

quets in winter to make it help pay expenses.

The result was that it was never fit to be seen.

When any one called, the gardener always would
apologize by saying, ''I had a large bouquet
to make this morning,—took all my llowers."'

Gardeners are to blame for this state of affiiirs,

if they would say, I will do with as little help as

possible, but do not try to sell anything for there

is no profit in it ; but instead of that they often

advise employers to sell.

EAELY TOMATOES.
BY MR. P. HENDERSON, SOUTH BERGEN, N. J.

Is is not of much moment for the amateur cul-

tivators whether a fruit or vegetable is early or

not, in nine cases out of ten he is not able to judge,

or has nothing to compare with to help his judg-
ment, and is generally in ecstasies when he man-
ages to have anything grow and mature at all.

but to the market gardener, who perhaps, em-
barks all his capital in the venture, it is of the

utmost importance to know what are the best

varieties for his purpose. Generally simple-mind-

ed and unsophisticated men, they believe well of

their fellows, and give ready credence to the most
extravagant statements of the earliness and pro-

ductiveness, until woke up to the stern fact that

the}- have been deceived.

In our opinion hundreds have been so deluded
by the Tilden Tomato, represented to be two
weeks earlier than any other, while all compari-
son shows that it is one ofthe latest ofthe late,with
hardly a quality that entitles it to cultivation.

The experience so clearly given by Mr. Perkins
in the November No., is that of scores, who
would Avithout hesitation endorse every word of
his statement.

When Mr. Ilovey wished to prove his rather

hard-to-swallow assertion, that the "Keye's is

30 days earlier," he shrewdly picks out the Til-

ded as the latest he could find to show how wide
the gap is.

SOUTHERN PEACHES.

BY J. A. NELSON, INDIAN RUN, MERCER CO. PA.

AVe have had a large crop of peaches the pre-

sent season, although the Locust last season in-

jured our trees considerably and the late back-

wai-d spring aflected the crop some, so that the
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fruit was not as j^ood as mi<;ht have been, and
was several dajs later ripeninii than usual. We
have a large collection of fine southern varieties,

that are not described in our Fruit books, nor

much known in the north. Our oldest trees are

ten years old, and originated in the State of

Georgia, and we have no handsomer trees on all

our experimental grounds, which comprise some
120 or more varieties, which leads us to believe

that most of them will withstand our winters as

well as some of our northern varieties. The most

difference is that the fruit may not grow as large

north and be some days later in ripening, and

the late ripening varieties don't suit here.

The Tecumseh and Lady Parham we have

discarded from our grounds, and the Hull's Athe-

nian, and some others we shall treat in the same
manner. We shall now notice a few varieties, time

of ripening, &c., in '07.

Canarij. This peach has ripened in former

seasons from 12th to 15th of August, this season

was near the 20th, in ordinar}' seasons they will

all ripen some ten days earlier than here stated.

Good bearer, fruit medium, oblong ; beautiful,

bright yellow color ; freestone. Ripe 20th of

August.

(rGwinne. Cling, good bearer ; large, oblong
;

white, covei'ed with crimson, lath of Sept.

][o}il:insviUe. Cling
;
good bearer ; large green-

ish white and dull red, loth of Sept.

Exquisite. Rather a shy bearer ; fruit quite

large, resembles very much the Pace or Tinsly

Peach, freestone, 20th of Sept.

Golden Ball. Shy bearer, very large
;
golden

yellow, freestone, ripe loth of Sept.

Leopold Cling. Medium bearer ; fruit beauti-

ful, very large, yellow tinged with red ; delicious,

20th of Sept.

Pare or Tinsley. This peach grows very large

in the south ; medium bearer ; large, singularly

striped and veined with dark red, on yellowish

ground
;
good quality, freestone, last of Sept.

Tiipley Cling. Good bearer ; large, white,

highly recommended, last Sept.

lyxjan Cling. Good bearer ; medium, fine deep

yellow, 1st Oct.

Ikuihifs Large Cling. I^arge, oblong ; white,

1st of Oct.

While Globe Cling. Large ; white, rarely

tinged with little red, 1st of Oct.

Grand Admirable Cling. Good bearer, very

large ; white, beautiful red cheek, 10th of Oct.

Dcnnning Scjitcmber Cling. CJood l)carer, large,

yellow mixed with red, 20th Oct.

Eaton''s Golden Cling. Medium, fine yellow,

20th of Oct.

UuWs AnUienian Cling. Large
;
yellowish

white with dull red, 20th of Nov., too late to ri-

pen at the north.

Owcn^s Seedling. Good bearer ; medium, fine,

white, freestone, 25th of Sept.

Whit€\s Favorite. Good bearer ; medium, fine

yellow, freestone, 10th of Oct.

In getting the above varieties, some few gave

no description offruit, only as highly recommend-
ed, they may not be true to name. The above varie-

ties have all fruited on our grounds for two sea-

sons or more.

We have four varieties of the Blood Peach,

rather a peculiar fruit of no value for eating,

flesh very red like that of a baet, estsemsd by
many for pickling and preserving.

Blood Frcettone. Medium, dark purplish red.

15th of Sept.

Lidian Blood (Jling. Large, dark purple red,

15th of Sept.

Blood Clingstone. Very large, oval ; dark pur-

plish red, last of Sept.

Kansas Seedling Cling. Originated on our

ground. Similar to the Blood Cling, only a few

days later in ripening.

Yelloic Itareripe. Freestone, originated on our

grounds. Great bearer ; medium, orange yellow,

rich red cheeks ; rich, sweet and delicious, 20th

of August ; will bear a fair crop in seasons when
nearly every other variety fails.

We have neither peach seeds, nor trees for

sale at present. We saved no seeds, but a few

for our own planting and owing to the late severe

winters and the locusts last season,we have nearly

lost all our stock of young budded trees.

Grafting the peach is considered rather a dif-

ficult matter. AVe have succeeded in getting

from one half to two-thirds to grow. I will here

give my mode of grafting. Cut and manage the

scions, the same way as the apple : early in the

spring as soon as the ground thaws enough, say

in the month ofMarch, take up the seedling stocks.

Splice and tongue graft the stock at the crown
of the root, bind them firmly together with a

waxed cloth or woolen yarn, then transplant out

again leaving the top bud of the graft merely

above ground ; after growing one season take up
and transplant to where you wish them to remain.

The oidy difficulty is in early grafting, the ground

freezing afterwards and forcing out the graft, to

prevent this, cover the top of the graft with earth

several inches, so the frost don't reach it. As soon
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as dariEcer of freezing is over, remove it, or tie

the graft firmly to the stock with woolen yarn.

After the graft has grown some, remove the earth

and cut the tying loose, to prevent injuring its

growth.

THE "GENUINE" TILDEN TOMATO.

BY P. UENDERSON.

In the June number of the Monthly for last

year, Mr. TiUlen alludes to the seed firm of

which I am a member, insinuating that what we
sent out as Tilden Tomato, was not that variety

but some other.

The facts of the matter are simply these : in

December of 1865, we purchased one hundred

papers of the Tilden Tomato from Mr. Gregory,

of Marblehead, Mass., all of which we did not

sell. That the variety received from Mr. Gregory,

as Tilden, was genuine, I have not the shadow

of a doubt ; and it was from this lot that the

plants were raised that I used in testing its

quality against the other sorts. The result of

that test, which I took the liberty to give in my
recent work on vegetables, has caused him to

make statements in the article alluded to, which

if left uncontradicted might injure our reputation.

In the article alluded to, he says that " The firm

of Henderson & Fleming advertised the seed exten-

siveli/ last year, and as far as I am able to judge,

the article they sold bore no resemblance what-

ever to my Tomato." If Mr. Tilden will show
me where we advertised his Tomato either

"specially " or "extensively," then I will admit

all he says ; but if he cannot do so, then it will

only be fair to infer that if he is reckless in this

statement, he is more than likely to be "mis-

taken " in saying that the article we sold bore no

resemblance to his Tomato.

In our Seed Catalogue for 1866, we notice the

Tilden Tomato in the following paragraph, which

we clip from its pages :

" Tilden Tomato.

—

Said to he two weeks earlier

than any other variety ; color, brilliant scarlet

;

shape, roundish oval ; free from wrinkles or ex-

crescences. In packets, 25 cts. each."

Now it will be seen that our ^^ Said to be "

pretty clearly indicated our opinion of the To-

mato even in advance of trial; with such a doubt-

ful endorsement it was very unlikely that it

would be much called for by our customers, and
hence the very small number of packages sold.

Mr. Tilden says that within a few Aveeks he

has received not far from a thousand letters of

complaint, and by far the greater portion of these

mention as having purchased their seed from

Henderson & Fleming, of New York. We have

no doubt at all of his having received letters of

complaint, but I must be allowed to say that he

is again mistaken when he asserts the " greater

portion " of a thousand complaints were made by
2:)urchasers of less than a hundred, in number.

Our experience as Seedsmen has not been long?

but it has been pretty extensive, and it clearly

shows that wherever an article does not come up
to the expectation of the purchaser that the blame
comes on the shoulders of the seedsman direct

If I purchase Landreth's Extra Early Peas,

and by mistake, or otherwise, sell Champion of

England instead, would the purchaser pitch into

Mr. Landreth ? I think not. It is, therefore, hard
for us to understand how the "greater portion

of a thousand " victims to this Tomato swindle,

as Mr. Tilden deems it, should strike at Mr. Til-

den over our heads ; and with what wonderful

instinct they knew his address in far-off Iowa.

We arc always doubtful of the merits of new
Horticultural products when sent out by those

who have no previous professional reputation,

and when this Tomato was sent out, as it was,
instead of making a special advertisement of it

as many other seedsmen did, we contented our-

selves by giving it such a notice in our Catalogue

as to show to our customers that we had better

faith in its claims, and as a consequence our sale

of the seed was not such as to overwhelm Mr.
Tilden with complaints from those buying it

from our Establishment.

My reason for not replying to Mr. Tilden
sooner, is, that desiring still further to test his

Tomatoes another season, and having received a
packet of seed of the " purest genuine " from a
great admirer of the Tilden, near Philadelphia,

who was so careful of it that he saved only four

ounces of seed from an acre, I entered it in the

Hsts with four other varieties. As it developed
it showed the distinct features of our Tilden of
1866, both in foliage and fruit, which satisfied me
that what we had had from Mr. Gregory was
correct. But the result of this test still further
confirmed me in the opinion which I gave of it

in "Gardening for Profit," that it should neve^
have been sent out.
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This is the season when greenhouses burn

down. We liave frequently eautioned our readers

against having ?roo(/ near Hues, and have explain-

ed how wood will take fire, in thnc, a long way
ofl' Avithout actual contact with lianie. Yet we

see about us continually the wood work of green-

houses so arranged, that after a few years they

must burn down. A very common thing is to

use wooden chimneys at the end of a flue. We
saw such an one the past month take lire from a

furnace which was Jj/t^/eei away. It had been

only two years in use. We also saAv in our neigh-

borhood lately the large Orphan Asylum, built

at a cost of 100,000 dollars, within half an hour,

perhaps of burning down, by the lath and stud-

ding of a partition wall taking lire from a com-

mon cooking stove several feet away.

Our readers should take warning b}' these facts,

and keep all combustible substances a long way
from flues.

NOTES OF WESTERN TRAVEL.
Columbus has not much in the way of private

gardening, yet there are a few matters of much
interest. Dr. Carter has partieularl}- a very

pretty spot. His grounds are not large, but,

attached to his dwelling he has a glass structure,

comprising probably 1500 square feet. The plants

are for the most part grown in the open ground

enclosed l)y the conservatory, which is heated by

hot water i)ipes, so as to be able to maintain a

temperature of 80° if desirable. The absence of

pot culture, i*enders very little care necessary,

and the Doctor is able to attend to every thing

himself. A very little time suffices. Here we
found one of the choicest collection of rare plants

in the country. Pahns, bananas, tree ferns, au-

racarias, besides foliage plants in great variety

abounded. As the house is lofty, many of these

reaching the glass, formed a forest of rare beauty,

through which waterfalls, cascades and fountains

were introduced with excellent taste.

Aquariums for fish added their charm to the

collections, and rare singing birds, with their

lively voices, gave a cheerfulness to the whole,

rarely found in the best eastern greenhouses. A
very nice plant of the West Indian Papaw, Carica

PojKO/d interested us from the fact given us by

Dr. Cartt!r, that the odor or some exhalation of

the i)laiiL bail Ihi' powi-r of decomposing meat.

We were particularly interested in this from the

fact of a friend ofours having recentl}' discovered

that the object of the Venus Ply-trap, Dioncea

ntKsn'jmla, in catching flies, is to eat them. He
has found that the fly disappears very soon after

being caught, and that the leaves do not open

again until the insect has been not onl}- 'taken in,'

but ' done for. ' The facts have been communi-
cated to Mr. Darwin and other eminent natural-

ists, much to their interest ; however, as he has

promised to communicate it for our readers, we
will not anticipate. We annex a small cut of a

Papaw, made for us by our friend P. Stein, of

Tipton, Ohio, which will give some idea ofa plant

destined as we believe to excite more attention

one of these days.

We believe there is only one cold grapery i n
Columbus,—a very nice house—belonging to ^Mr.

Piatt. It Avas a very pretty structure, but the

bunches were small, and plants not very healthy.

Much expense had hi'vn bestowed on preparing a

vine
;
border—deep beloAv the surface—to which

we attribute the comparative failure. As there is

no one to advise with, however,—being alone here
—the experiment was so fareufouraging ;and Ave

have no doultt, profiting l)y errors as they go
along, Avill eventually result in great success.
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Our Columbus friends will yet turn out Rue

foreign grapes. The grounds around Mr. I'latt's

house are arranged with much taste, and will,

we have no doubt, do much to assist Mr. Ilan-

ford in lii!^ endoavoi-s to make Columbus a credit

to refined Horticulture.

An evening with our good friend Prof. Les-

quereaux gives great pleasure to our recollections

of Cohnubus. It will interest the numerous

friends of this distinguished naturalist to know,

that though advanced in years, he is still com-

paratively hale and hearty, and gives promise of

many years of usefulness in the path of Science.

lie was purposing then to take ajourney to Cam-
bridge, to assist Prof. Gray in some labor of

love. Dr, L. takes great interest in the manu-
facture of pure wines, from the American grape.

Well acquainted with the wines of his native

country, he has uo doubt of the capacity of

this one to make them equal to the best of the old

world.

We left Columbus to spend a few days in Cin-

cinnatti, where we saw so much to interest us

that we hardly know what to leave out to make
the articles short enough for our limits, but we
will endeavor to give a full chapter of this City

of Wine and Oil in our next.

V)ut will 1)1' south, and anywhere would be a very

beautiful thing for pot culture. It is of quite

moderate growth, and as a room plant would be

admirable.

BUFFALO GRASS.

BERBERIS DARWIXI.
Too much cannot be said of this fine evergreen

species- It is hardy, and the profusion of its

orange-colored blos-soms together with the quan-

tity of berries which it bears (of which pheasants

are very fond), render it one of the most attrac-

tive and desirable plants for lawn as well as

covert planting ever introduce<l.

So says the London Gar(J€)ier''s Chronide. It

is not, however, quite hardy in Pennsylvania,

We find in our letters from Western Agricul-

turists,and in our exchanges much attention given

to this forage plant. Different writers evidently

refer to two different, though closely allied things.

They are not true grasses, but near the clovers.

The .suitiUest (botanically 3/e(i!tc((f/o liqjulina) has

small \ellow flowers, and the leaves very small,

although the herbage is very profuse ; the other

[Medicago sativa) is taller and has blue flower.*!.

At a recent meeting of the Utica Farmer's club,

Hon. Harris Lewis, of Schuyler, presented

samples of grass found in Green Lake county,

Wisconsin, which was known there under the

name of Buf!alo grass, and which he believed was
the most valuable grass for grazing that he had
ever seen. He found it growing over an area of

90 000 square miles.

It grows in tufts like orchard grass, and stock

eat it greedily. When cut for hay it will give

two crops in a season, of two tons to the crop.

It springs up very early in the .season, grows in

all soils, and the second crop will grow and ma-
ture from the la.st of June to the 25th of August,

The plough is fatal to it, and when the old pas-

tures and meadows in which it luxuriated are

broken, it is killed entirely. It stands frost well and
is enduring. When designed for haj' it should

be cut twice. He thought to a dairy region like

Herkimer, this gras.s would be as valuable as

a gold mine, and a great deal more remunerative

than an oil well. The specimens shown, ofJl/.

Saliva no doubt, measured seven feet in length.

SCRATS ATsD UUERIES.
"UNANSWERED XUUSEEY LETTERS.—J/r. E.

Munning, Harrisbunj, Ohio, sends us the fol-

lowing note. As our readers know, our rule

is not to interfere in any it^rsonal matter
whatever, no matter how apiKireiit the reason in

favor of our doing so ; our idea being that people

should not set aside good business rules when
dealing with advertisers any more tlian they

would with any other people ; and that when
they get treated badly they should ai)ply to

regular legal courts for redress. Of coui-se, we
cannot tell what the other j)arty might have to

.'>ay in his defences, and hence our columns would
be open to a discussion which might rival the
celebrated case of Jarndyce r.s. Jarndyce^ ia
length and continuance.
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However, as we Avish to admit no advertisers

into our columns but those thoroui^lily reliable,

if possible, we let Mr. Manning on this occasion

have a hearing, he says :

Mr. Editor, last winter I noticed an adver-

tisement of Mr. J. W. Cobuni as proi)rietor of

Princes' Xurseries/ Flushing, Long Island, X.

Y., and as 1 had previously dealt to some extent

with Prince & Co., I wrote to Mr. Cobuni for

his catalogue of ornamental trees ; also, in-

quiring if he could furnish certain articles. He

answered me verj- gentlemanly that lie could.

Some time in ^Marcli following I sent him an

order for a small bill of shrubbery, accompanied

by a remittance of 80 50, which was the full

amount of my order, including packing, re-

questing him to send the articles by express as

soon as the Aveather would permit. I Avaited for

my plants to come till it Avas too late to remove

plants. I then Avrote to ]SIr. Cobuni, stating the

the amount of my order, and money that I had

sent him, and requested him as he had entirely

neglected my orders to send me back the money

I had sent him. I Avaited some three Aveeks for

an answer and got none, I then Avrote to him if

he did not send me back the money I Avould

hand him over to the columns of the Gard€ner''s

Monthly. After waiting probably one month

longer and receiving no answer, I then wrote to

Prince & Co., stating the focts in the case. I

immediately received an ansAver from Prince &

Co., stating that they Avould see Mr. Coburn the

first opportunity, and AA'ould call his attention

to the matter. Shortly I received another letter

from Prince & Co., i^tating that Mr. Coburn

had gone AVest, and not to do anything in the

matter till he should return. I have Avaited on

till noAV.

I notice his card again in the JTortimlturist;

I thought it my duty to enquire through your

paper Avho is J. W. Coburn V

Marshall P. Wilder's collection of rare

plants, Ave see by the daily i>apers, has been gen-

erously presented to the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College. This muniticeiit act is in keeping

with the life long devotion of Mr. Wilder to the

cause of Horticulture. The Camellias in this

collection Avould be a forluu" to a florist, and

those Avho have seen Mr. "VVilder's plants must

understand lunv much he has sacriHced to his gen-

erous feelings, beyond the mere money value of

the plants, in parting with wluit he has loved so

lou"'.

Kc)p:piiek PLT'>r.— J. J?. .S'., liahnrfi/. N. J.,

Avi'ites : I send you sample of a kind of Plum that

the Curculio does not trouble. I <jbtained the

trees, some years since, from Stroudsburg, Pa.,

under the name of " Koepher," (pronounced

Koofer.) It bears large crops cA^erj' year. I

haA'e not had a plum of any other kind in .5 years,

though I haAC large, healthy trees of eight or ten

A'arieties,—or had till a fcAv days since, when I

dug them all up in despair of ever gathering fruit

from them."

[These amved during a long absence from

home, and were not in condition on our return.]

Frlht Growers' Society of Penkstlva-
NIA.—As we are looking over our proof sheets,

a letter from Thomas Harvey refers to this Soci-

ety as meeting on the "loth of next month,''

Januar}", Ave suppose ; and one from "\Vm.

Hacker, speaking of the meeting "next month,"'

and one from Mr. Engle, that the "Committee
Avill meet," but no time given. We are ahvays

happy to aid these Avorthy Societies if they Avill

only give us facts and figures. AVe suppose the

meeting Avill be at Harinsburg, but the members
must depend on priA'ate ciirulars to know all

these things positively. To do Avhat we can to

help them, we replace a paragraph in ty\tfi with

this one.

Cataavra Grapes.—We have been living for

some weeks on CataAvba Grapes, stMit us by our

good fi-iend, M. H. LeAvis, of Sandusky, Avho

wants us to know that America can grow good

grapes. She can. We do not euA-y any foreign

countries their grapes, after such fruit as these :

and, really, when we can get siu-li superb fruit as

these CataAvbas are, Ave hardly understand the

meaning of the talk about improved seedlings.

Greenhouse Books, &c.— Subscriber, Jeffer-

son CiUi.—Please mention in the Mnntkhj some

good books on the management and propagation

of (ireen and Hothouse Plants."'

[Buist's Flower Ciarden Directory is the be?*

American Avork.]

Autumn-rearing Rasperries. — jr., Ch\'

car/o. Ills.—"In a recent number of the Monthly

you speak of getting Autumn-lx'aring Raspber-

ries V>y 'cutting doAvn the canes.' Excuse me for

asking, Avhat is the use of an 'autumnal bearing'

kind Avhich you liaA'e to ' cut doAA'u ' to get the

fruit from. Hereabouts, any kind is autumn-
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bearing if we go to the trouble of cutting them

down every spring. The young shoots, pushing

out, do not bear then till very late."

[Surely, if it is too much trouhh to prune the

plants, there is no reason why our correspondent

should not tio without Catawissa Raspberries if

'•Keyes." The individual who could send out

such pears as Admirable, America, Shawnmt

and Augustus Dana, at S4 each, could not be

expected to be particular on Tomatoes.

I have grafted the above named pear trees with

Quince, hoping thus to escape the borers which

Christine Grape.—/. B. S., Bahway, JV. J.

says :
" Do you know the ' Christine Grape ?' It

was sent to me from Philadeljihia some years

since. It is a tine grower, bears abundantly, is

free from mildew, and we think it good. It

rijiens here earlier than Hartford Prolific,—that,

however, I do not consider any recommendation.

"

[A very good early grape,—also called " Tele-

graph."]

he wants to. Xo one wants him to tnmble him- destroy all our Quince trees in this part of the

self.—and. again, if he can get as good ones from country. Is that a new idea V AVill it not sue-

any other ones 'cut down'—if it is not a trouble ceed V-'

to him to do it,—so much the better : we are glad
[

[AVe believe it is a new idea.]

to know it. It will add very much to the Ust of
j

very good amateur fall fruits. However, we
|

Graperies.—jVr. Linney, of Cuyahoga Falls,

have never seen any crop from the usual summer SummU Co., Ohio, says: " In looking over the

Easpberry, when so cut down, that was worth October Monthly, I see the argument is still kept

*the trouble' of gathering.] up about :Mr. Miller's grape, in which I have

taken considerable interest, as nothing, I think,

looks better to a gardener's eye, than a good

house of grapes, well ripened with a good bloom

on the fruit. When I came to my present situ-

ation we had no grapery, so three years ago we

put a lean-to against a fence about sixty feet

long, low i-oof, about 25 or 30 degrees, my boiler

I raised above the ground, both inside and out.

This year I let them fruit for the first time. Novy

for the result : my Black Hamburg bore eleven

bunches each, averaging three to four pounds
;

one bunch I took to Cleveland measured 2 feet,

(5 inches round, it weighed 5 pounds. The crop

has not hurt the vines in the least, for they have

made fine growth and splendid wood for next

year's bearing, and I make no boast when I say

I can do it every year with these vines. They

measure round the base of the stem 8 inches and

4 at top. They were the admiration of every

one who saw them. I don't write this to brag

about grape-growing, neither to get it put in your

Monthly, only to say " that there are as good fish

in the sea as was ever caught."

Cerasus Borealis.—J. B. S. says : "This is

a very pretty small tree, or large shrub, that I

never saw recommended for planting ; handsome

Louis Tax Houtte, Nurseryman, Ghent, shaped head, beautiful bark, good foliage ;
flow-

Belgium, is a buyer of Pteonies, Sarracenias, na- ers as pretty as many of the Spireas, and the

tive Lilies, Orchids and Ophryds, (Cypripedi- fruit quite ornamental,

unis, «S:c.)

Groavixg Seeds of Oriental Poppy.—
Mr. Cha>i. Doicniwj, says : IfJ. B., Battle Creek,

Mich., will sow the seed of Oriental Poppy as

soon in the spring as the ground is fit to work,

they will be pretty sure to vegetate, at least I

have found it so.

Thixnixg Grapes on the Bunch.— TF. H.

W., Beading, Mass.—In thinning out such com-

pactly growing varieties, as Delaware and Diana,

what size should the berries be allowed to attain

before the process is begun V And what propor-

tion of the entire cluster should be cut V

[1st. About the size of small Peas. 2d. one-

fourth. 1

Early Tomatoes—J. B. S., says : "Will the

Early Tomato humbug ever cease V First, we
had " Cook's Favorite," a worthless, hollow

sort; then the "Tilden," neither early nor good
;

this year "Keyes' Early," which is not tive min-

utes earlier than the "Lester," nor lialf as good.

One should not have expected much from the

RoGERS'No.4.—if. W.B. says: Growth iwi/ vig-

orous and healthy—no appearance of mildew or

rot. The fruit ripened nearly as early as Dela-

ware, and is very showy in size of both bunch

and berry. AVhen thoroughly ripe it is a tine

fruit; the hat (all things considered) of the six

varieties of Rogers' Hybrids that I have fruited.

These varieties are Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 15, 19.
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Fruit Gi{0\vino in the Unitkd States.—
Mr. Sargent remarks in our last, that America,

he thinks, the worst fruit irrowing counti-y in the

world. In our next we shall give a paper by Mr.

P. Barry on the same subject.

TinuKXi'M PRFXiFOLiuM, J. B. S. says, is

food for the shrubbery or as a single plant,

though very rarely planted, being so common,

—

the woods here are filled with it. T think it the

best deciduous hedge plant we have/'

[We have before remarked, in our journal,

that this is one of the best plants for ornamental

grounds that we know.]

Barking Trees—J. A., Pliila., writes :—" I

read, with great interest, in the 3foHt/i/*/last sum-

mer, I think in the July number, a so-called cure

for banvn apple trees. It was recommended that

the trees should be girdled and the bark entirely

removed around the tree on the longest day of

the year (2l)th of .Iin)e.)

"May I ask the favor of jour informing me
whether you approve this seemingly cruel treat-

ment?
"The article seemed to have your endorse-

ment, but I shall hesitate to risk so heroic a

remedy without your positive doctrine."

[We will go fully into this interesting subject

next month.]

m^y a'sd eapxE fruits.

Lorrain Grape.—We have samples of this

new white grape from Mr. Barney, who says it

is a chance seeding taken up with other seedlings

under an Isabella vine, by Mr. Hopkins, of

Lorrain Co., and that the foliage in form and

color resembles Catawba, with the texture of

Isabella.

The berries had fallen from the bunch, which

had been many days reaching us, but were in fjiir

condition, not having fermented. It has a honied

sweetness, rather a thin skin, bunch and berry

of fair size, and we should judge from these

samples, (though late in the season, Oct. 1st), a

first rate variety.

Mount Vernon Pear (Brinckle).—This Pear

raised by the late Hon. S. AValker, of Koxbury,

Mass., and described and figured by Dr. Brinckle,

at pa<'e 27 of the 2 volume of tlu; Gardener^s

Monthly^ still retains its excellent character. At

the last November meeting of the Penna. Ilort.

Society, some specimens from [Messrs. Walker &
Co. were exhibited, and were awarded the

Society premium f(»r the "Best Seedling Pears"

not before exhibited. The specimens were larger

than Ihi' figure given by Dr. I'.riuckl .

Guaim:. N(>iu)IN'sSeedlino.—A variety with

this iiaiiir was exhibited at the (Jswego Fall

Agricultural meeting, but beyon<l the statement

that it was "early and delicious," we have no

defcription.

Apple, Wiiixery Red.—Is figured in a late

Prairie Farmer, which says it was received from

Mr. Mai-k Bonsai, of Salem, and that it is unable

to decide whether it is not some other apple

under a new name. It is thus described

:

The size small ; stem and seeds very small

;

color dark red, lighter about the calyx, with fine

specks of white
;
gloss}' like the Romauite ; mild

sub-acid ; fine fiesh and juic}'. For an apple to

be in such good condition the middle of Jul}', we
should say the Whinery Red was a good thing

to have.

Grape, Black Barharossa.—This is not a

variety which properly conves under the head of

"new or rare;" but a bunch weighing within

an ounce of 5 lbs., and remarkably well ripeued,

such as is now before us, irom Mr. J. II. Cook,

Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and which his excellent

gardner, Robert Linney sends us, is rare, and

merits a place in this ct>lunui.

The Freeman Peach.—^Nly attention has

lately bci'u called to a ni'W seedling jH'ach pro-

duced this year for the first time, so far as known,

on the farm of Captain II. C. Freeman, of this

place. T think it merits attention for its combi-

nati<m <ii' very excellent (|ualities at a very late

season of tiie year. It ripi'us after all other

good p-aches are gone—the last of the crop

having been just now g:ithen'd—showing a season

four or five weeks later than the Smock, and
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about two weeks ufter the Heath Cling. Its

appearaiu-e i.s luueh Uke the Smock, from which

it is probably a seedling ; but it surpasses that re-

liable kind in quality, being more juicy and of

better flavor, fully equaling the Early Crawford

when in its best estate in those respects, as it

does in size.

These are the facts as to this year's crop, and

it is the opinion of our peach men who have seen

it, that it will prove the greatest acquisition to

the peach list which has been made for years ; as

it can prolong the season of choice free-stone

peaches in the Middle States and Southwardly

for a month or more. Like most of the late

ripening kinds it has a long season of maturity,

and is free from rot. For this latitude, and for

all places where it will ripen, it promises to be

an invaluable market variet}-.

The tree seems to be a strong grower and free

bearer—leaves long and narrow with globose

glands. Fruit large, round, yellow with red

cheeks, flesh red next the stone, perfectly free,

juicy, and of Crawford flavor.

Very truly yours,

Parker Earle.
South Pass, Ills.

[It is unnecessary to say to those who know
Mr. Earle, that a description of a neAV fruit from

his pen is as reliable a stamp of novelty as any

rest that the American Pomological Society might

promulgate. Mr. Earle, however, did not add

the name to his description, we have ourselves

jtlaced the name " Freeman " at the head of the

paper.

—

Ed.]

Arnold's Hybrid Raspberries.—In the

Gardcn(r"s Monthly for October, is an article on

Hardy Rasi)b('rrie.*, referring especially to some

new Hybrids raised by Mr. Charles Arnold, of

Paris, C. W. I have had two of these, Nos. 1

and 2, growing in my garden this summer, and
as I deem them, (as far as my briefacquaintance

will authorize me to form an opinion), vrri/ prom-
ising; I will with your permission give to the

Horticultural world what information lean con-

cerning them.

One plant of each number was sent me last

spring by Mr. A., simply for trial. My soil is too

dry and light to allow any Kasp])erry to reveal

what its capabilities really are. But they were

set out and left to show what they could do.

They both grew rapidly and strongly, the Avhite

one considerably more so than the red. Each

yielded a few berries so that I could form some

opinion of their quality. Of course fruit borne

the same season that the plants were set, could

not be expected to equal that yielded by well es-

tablished plants. But yet the fruit of both was

decidedJij (jond. The red I thought nearly as

good as lielle de Fontenay, though not as large.

The white I cannot pronounce with your cori'es-

pondent, "much superior to Brinckle's Orange,"

for it must be nioonderful raspberry of which I

could say that, but it was certainly very good.

The growth of the plants has been remarkable.

They have thrown up enormous canes, (the

white one very nearly an inch in diameter at the

ground), which stand up like young trees. At
about four feet I pinched them back, which has

caused them to throw out many branches, and

these, on the white variet}', are now loaded with

fruit.

I shall leave them unprotected this winter to

test their hardiness. If, as claimed, they ai'e

perferthj hardy, and the size and quality of the

fruit improves with the age of the plants as much
as we may reasonably expect, the}' will certainly

prove an invaluable addition to our stock of

Hardy Raspberries.—W. H. W., Reading Mass.

Kramer Seedlixg Strawberry.—A. 3f.

Purdy, in rrairie Farmer, says : I will make the

following proposition: If it (the "•Kramer

Seedling") is superior to the Wilson in those

qualities required for a profitable fruit, I will pay

for the 1000 plants sent me, two hundred, dollars.

If it is even decided equal to the Wilson in bear-

ing, I will pay one hundred dollars for the thou-

sand sent me.

The Salem Grape.—3[i: E. S. Bogers, of

Salem, Mass., in the Country Gentknian, says :

"I would here state that before sending out the

Salem, there was a spurious, black sort, cultiva-

ted by some and sold for the Salem under the

name of 'No. 22, as I was informed by several

parties who had fruited it."

Main Seedling.—The EditDrof the A)neri-

ran Journal of IlortiruUure cautions against pur-

chasing a variety now trumpeted about the coun-

try as the "Main Seedling," which is nothing but

the Concord.
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Apple, Gipsy Ki^ro.—This ajiplo is a very

distinct variety, very handsome in color and

shape, skin covered over with nut-brown russet,

intermixed witli red and carmine on th" sunnj^

side ; ticsh yellowish, rich and sugary. IIi.rhly

recommended, as a late keeping variety. b\' the

Ewjiish Pomolocjiiit.

RouNDWAY MAGNUM HOXUM.—This is a very

large, late English Apple, an abundant bearer,

and of exe(>llent habit. "The (xardeners' Year
Book for 1S6.")"' thusdesci-ibes it : "This is a first-

rate culinary apple, and one that may also be

used in the dessert. The fruit is large, roundish

ovate, and angular on the side. The skin is le-

mon yellow, with a few broad broken streaks of

pale crimson on one side. The flesh is yellowish-

white, tender, crisp, very juicy, and with fine

aroma. This was raised by Mr. Joy, gardener

at Roundway Park, Wilts.

ware. The success has been so great that Dr.

Wylie is hybridizing enthusiastically.

Frogmore Early Bigarreaij Cherry—
A new English Cherry.—The Florist and Pomol-
ogist thus describes the "-Frogmore Early Bigar-

reau Cherry :—At its highest excellence, per-

fectly ripe and waning towards its end, before

any of the other Bigarreaus have yet made their

appearance. It was raised by Mr. Ingram, at

the Royal Gardens at Frogmore. Unlike the

class to which it properly belongs, it has a tender

melting flesh ; in every respect it is a Bigarreau

in halnt. leaf and appearance of the fruit, and
must be classified along with those varieties ; but

as if to set at nought all human arrangements, it

parsi.sts in having a delicious melting flesh, in-

stead of one that is hard and cracking. The tree

is a great bearer, clusters of a do/,(Mi and half to

two dozen large, handsome cherries being pro-

duced on a small spray ; and the fruit ripens in

the middle of June."

Grapes—IIyhrid Clintons from Dr. A. P.

Wylie, of South Caroliua. Mr. Arnold, of Can-
ada, and Mr. Moore, of Rochester, have found
the Clinton an excellent stock to hybridize. Dr.

Wylie finds the same facts in the South. Some
specimens he has kindly sent us. show how well

he is succeeding. The berries are as large as

Black Hamburg, and of excellent flavor. This
one, called Clinttm Xo. 1, was raised from pollen

from mixed varieties, from the T^yons' hothouse,

in Columbia, S. C. Some of tlie berries have
measured an inch in diameter, and some of the

bunches weighed 1_> o/,..—culdring before Dela-

Arnold's Clinton, Xo. 5.—AVhen we first

called public attention to the real merits of Mr.
Arnold's hybrids, many of our best pomologists

were incredulous. But they are proving still

more valuable than we anticipated, and we think

will mark the .")th era in American grape history

^the introduction of Isabella and Catawba, Del-

aware, Concord and Rogers' Hybrids being the

other 4. We find a figure ofNo. 5 in a late Can-

ada Farmer. It is 10 inches long from the first

shoulder, narrow, berries white, and about the

size of Clinton.

Amelia Peacil—ISIr. F. R. Elliott describes

this in the Horticulturist as follows :

—

"The Amelia is a seedling variety originating

with Mr. George Husman, of Hermann, Mo.,

well known as a skilful \iticulturist and an en-

thusiastic promoter of horticulture. The original

tree in his grounds was this past season in full

bearing, healthy* and exhibiting appearance of a

robust habit, much like the Columbia, from which

it is presumed it sprang.

The fruit is large, one quarter larger than

Columbia, round, with a well-defined sutui-e, one

side deejx'st toward the apex, which has a round-

ed point. Color, clear rich yellow, marbled with

dull red. Flesh, thick, yellow, rich, juicy, sweet

and separating freely from the stone. Season,

about one week to ten days later than Columbia.

Leaf with indistinct globose, almost reni-form,

glands. Pit rather large, angular pointed, and

deeply corrugated."

Rasciie Apple.—The same writer says of it

:

"Originated with W. Rasche. Leaf broad,

rounded, oval, thick and coarse. Young wood,

dark brown red, with buds very prominent. Tree

a strong grower, productive and hardy. Fruit

medium, roundish, flattened at ends ; surface

with slight appearance as of being ribln-d. Skin

glossy, smooth, greenish yellow, with smal', ir-

regularl)' scattered graj' dots, with a shade of

deeper green sufl'u.sed underneath around ; faint

traces of russet at the stem end. Stem short.

Cavity, regular, open, and rather deep. Cahx,
closed. Basin broad, open, deej), abrupt. Flesh

yellowish, crisp, juicy, mild, sub-acid, rich and

high-flavored. Core medium, compact, close.

Seeds abundant. Season, December to March."
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NEW AND RAllE PLANTS.

Sybixga Josik^a,—A Neio Hardy Flowering

fi-ee. — Last year we gathered a beautiful

full flower to figure for our readers. An account

in the English Farmer, which we give below,

pecimen of this small tree, fifteen feet high, in! remind as of it. The plant seems to do much

[StringA Josiiv.t:a.]

finer than it does in Europe. The trusses of rich

maroon flowers were not much smaller than

those of the common lilacs. The flowers are

more narrow and slender than the connnon liUic,
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being more like the common wliite "Fringe,"

unil indeed the leaves and growth are both very

murh liki- the Chioniintlius.

Tlic English ae-fouut says it flowers simulta-

nt'MUsly with the common lilacs, but the Phila-

delphia plant came into tlower just as the others

went out, which we thought one of its merits,

as thus prolonging the lilac season. The propa-

gation is like the other lilacs, by suckers or ott-

sets. It grows nuich stronger than the common
species, making a small tree instead of a mere
strong bush, as the common lilac does :

"It was discovered in the .Siebenburgen (we pre-

sume the mountains on the Rhine so named) by

a lady—the Frau Bai-onin von Josika, afler whom
it was named .S//)/h;/ Jo.fikrcit by Baron Jacquin,

whf) exhibited it and described it at a scientific

meeting in Hamburg in ls;30. It was next no-

ticed in the Botanische Zeitung for. 1831, and
living specimens of the plant having been obtain-

ed, it was sent by Messrs. Booth (the eminent

nurserymen of Hamburg) to Dr. (iraham, the

then Professor of Botany in Edinburgh, who
tigured and described it in the Botanical Magazine

in 1(S:};:5. It waS also figured in the Botanical

liegisiter and other botanical or horticultural pub-

lications of the day.

The occurrence of a distinct species of Syringa

in the mountains of the Hliine has a wider signi-

ficance than at first would appear to attach to it.

It has a bearing upon the disputed place of ori-

gin of the common lilac. Persia is usually taken

for granted to have l^een the place of its nativity,

and lA'Candollc, in his Geographic Botanique.

si)e(ifies it as one of those species which by na-

turalization, and spreading from gardens and
cultivation, giving rise to what he considers the

unfounded supposition that it was a native of

Europe. On the other hand, there is strong evi-

dence of its occurrence in Euroj)e in places where
it can hardly besupposedto have been introduced

either by man or any of the other usual agents of

dispersion.

Dr. Ileuflel (Bot. Zeitung, of 1H31) states that

it adorns with its copious blossoms the inaccessi-

ble, chalky l>reci])ices of the Coerna Yalley and
Mount Domaglett, in Hungary, as well as the

wliolc grou]) of rocks along llic Danubi', at the

inilifary boundaries of Moldowa,Sz:iszk, Csiklova

and Krassova. But no stronger proof could be
wished than the actual occurrence in Euro])e of

an allied sjH'cies, which is not i)resent in Persia

or anywhere elHc. Such is the Sifringn Josihrn.

It is iMTfcctly hardy, and flowers in the open bor-

der simultaneously with the common species

—

that is, in May and June. If gardeners would
bestow the same attention on the species which
they have upon the common one, we can see no

reason to doubt that they would obtain varieties

with as large trusses ofbloom (if that be desirable)

as they have done with the Sgringa vulgaris.—M.,
in the Farmer.

EUOXYMUS RADICAXS VARIEGATUS.—Tlli.S

pretty dwarf and compact growing plant has

stood the past four winters with us without sus-

taining the least injury, although in the protract-

ed storm of last January the minimum temper-

ature was one night as low as 11° Fahr., and on

several occasions under 15^. The constancy and
beauty of its silver}^ white variegation, which is

occasionally tinged with pink, makes it highly

suitable for ribbon lines and edgings ; and the

free rooting jiroperty from which it derives its

name renders it of the easiest propagation, as its

branches even put forth an abundance of roots

above ground, where the plants are grown in a

close, warm, moist atmosphere. Our four-year

out plant is not yet more than nine inches high,

although house groAvn specimens ofthe same age

are about twice that height ; and fm- foliage effect

stands in favorable comparison with the silver-

edged geraniums, hence it will be found especially

useful for amateurs and others who may have no
means for wintering these universal favorites.

We observe that the successors of the late Dr.

Von Siebold are sending out from their celebi^ated

Leyden nursery the original or green form of this

plant, which is expected to be still moi'e hardy,

and if of the same compact habit ofgrowth it will

also be excellent for edgings.

—

Gard. Weekly.

' Arat.ia SiKnoLDii.—Has stood out the last

three winters alongside of the lays, and although

its leaves, or rather U-af-stems, were bent down
and slightly injured by the snow and frost of last

January, the plant is now putting forth a full

complement of new shoots and enlarged foliage.

Mr. Fortune states that in northern Japan this

species is a handsome evergreen bushy shrub,

from twelve to fifteen feet in height ; and its fine

glossy foliage, which when viewed at a short

distance, may be compared in size and the ap-

pearance to that of the horse-chestnut, will fi>rm

quite a novel featun- among that of other hardy

evergreens.

Griselinia littokalis.—This beautiful,
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glossy, broad-leaved evergreen, which grows in

New Zealand to the height of sixty feet, was not

in the least alfectcd by the 11' of niinimum tem-

perature last .January, which cut down the com-

mon Lauruatinns and injured the shoots of the

common bay laurel, as well as those of the sweet

bay, that were growing in its vicinity, so that it

may be considered one of the showiest of hardy

evergreens.—11. M. S., in the Farmer.

[Grise^inia Uttoralis always sufters severely

near London in hard winters, and has been fre-

quently destroyed at Stoke Xewington, notably

so in the winter of lSlJO-61. In the nursery of

Mr. Drummond, Bath, it is not hurt in winter,

and it flowers freely, and bears abundance of

berries, but no doubt they will jirove of great

value for our Southern States.

—

Ed. (t. 3L]

PoA Tkivialis Argextea elegans (Sil-

ver-leaved Meadow Grass). This is thus describ-

ed in England : "This plant is connnended as one

of the most useful and beautiful varieties ofhardy

grasses with silvery white-margined leaves jet

introduced to gardens. It is strieth' a perennial

in habit, forming a remarkably dense and com-

pact many-branched growth from the base, and
by its natural and free tendency to emit roots

upon the under shoots, makes a close, yet grace-

fully free growth from 4 to 9 inches in height, and
with a luxuriance which renders it suitable for

grass plots or terraces, covering the ground-surface

with a herbage as close as an ordinary meadow,
whilst its elegantly-variegated leaf-blades pro-

duce an effect upon a much larger scale than can

be had from any other silver-leaved grass.

I3y forming ornamental portable specimens and

suspended basket groups of this variety in the

early winter and spring months, for conservatory

and greenhouse decoration, it will at those sea-

sons be found by far the most brilliant and pic-

turesque plant in its tribe.

Fi'om its ready increase, it is esi)ecially adapt-

ed for small tluwer-stands and vases, and by its

freeness in growth when placed in a genial warm
greenhouse, it is equally adapted for larger

groups and designs, aftbrding a fine relief or con-

trast with green-leaved plants of uniform growth

and size. For a vase of finer ramose Lycopods

or Ferns, the silver-leaved meadow grass will

form an exquisite silver chain or outer belt, or a

group of the latter, margined with the former,

or the still more graceful Isolepsis gracilis, would

be very effective.

Xo other yet introduced is so admu-ably adapt-

ed as the present one for marginal elfect, or as a

belt for conservatory decoration on a large scale.

The facility of its growth, ready increase, and

uniformily picturesque effect in the embellishment

of illuminated drawing and ball-rooms, when
cultivated in large groups, render it one of the

most valuable of plants in its section ; and the

first example of a long-wished-for-desideratum of

a plant perfectly adapted, by greenhouse culture,

for floral decoration by day and night through-

out the winter months.

The Silver Meadow grass differs from the varie-

gated forms of Dactylis by the much more dense

and luxuriant growth, the former having numer-

ous small rootlets upon the under stems ; the lat-

ter species are generally restricted to solitary tufts

of growth, without such roots, and there1)y admit

of but slow increase.

DOMESTIC ITCTELLIGENCE.

OBITUARY.
Dr. Dewey, of Rochester, is amongst the

l(jsses of the UKmth. In many brandies of

science he was distinguished, Init known to our

readers, chiefly, as one of the leading American
Botanists. In some branches of botany he had

few equals, and was looked up to as authority

liy his cDiitemporaries.

JEU.-5KV roRT Wine.—In every grocer's store

may be seen pictures of a beautiful girl gathering

grapes ; and every eftbrt is made to induce the

public to believe that the wine to whicli this card

alludes is the genuine juice of the grape.

United States officers are made to certify in

advertisements to the "genuine grape wine made

from the real Port grape in so and so\s vineyard

in Xew Jersey ;" and clergymen are found to re-

commend it, for " sacramental purposes," as the

pure juice of the (/rape.

Xow there are many who do not believe that

Passaic (New .Jersey) grows the genuine; Port

grape ; but it does, and so do all other purls of

New Jersey.
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The following is ^\x. Kobort Bulwor's state-

ment from the En<:;lish coiisnlato, at Oporto, to

the British Government, as to how our "Port
"Wine " is made ; and we see no reason wh}' our
" Samburg Port " [N'ew Jersey friends may not

be 'considered national benefactors, for their

efforts to drive the foreign stuff from the market:
" The way in which, what in Enirland is called

Port Wine, has hitherto been manufactured for

the London market, is tliis : The Paiz de Ven-
haterio abounds in the elderberries ; the berries

of these trees are dried in the sun or in kilns.

The wine is then thrown on tliem, and the ber-

ries are trodden (as previously the grapes) till it

is tliorouchly saturated with the colorinj; matter

of the berries. Brandy is then added in the pro-

portion of from three to sixteen gallons to every

]i pe of 115 gallons. This is the composition of all

tie Port Wine hitherto drank in England. No
yvTG wine, no wine not thus specially adulterated

for the English taste, was allowed by the Gov-
ernment Committee of Tasters to pass the bar
of Douro before the 3'ear 1865."

—

Forney''s Press.

Varieties of the Scupperno^tg.—On the

Cape Fear they have another variety of Seupper-

nong ; the common variety being white, furnishes

a light and clear wine. The second ripens as the

first is being exhausted, is darker in color, and
liroduces a stronger wine ; a third ripening still

later, being matured in the house, frequently

lasting until Christmas, furnishing an exceedingly

strong wine, readily causing intoxication. The
vine thrives best in a sandy loam, but prospers

well now on every variety ofsoil that is sufficiently

dry to yield any of the ordinary hoed crops ofthe

county. I think it will endure the climate any
where south of the James. It is not practical to

l)rune it, except with great care and at certain

periods—never in the spring—nor without dres-

ing the wound with great care, the bleeding be-

ing so profuse as to soften and force away any
other than a very tenacious dressing.

—

Corres-

Ipomlence of Southern Planter.

How TO MAKE AX OLD ORCHARD REAR
Fruit.—While admiring the dark green and
luxuriant growth of grass in the orchard, I re-

marked to Mr. Lewis that nearly all the old or-

chards of Herkimer seemed to be dying out, but

tliat his trees were looking unusually well—but

did they bear fruit ? He said he found no diffi-

culty as yet in getting good crops. T^ast j'car,

for instance, when the apple crop in Herkimer

was almost an entire foilure, his orchard, con-

taining perha]is 170 trees, gave him a thousand

bushels of apples, and that is about his average

crop. But how did he do it ? The secret is

worth knowing. Well said he, "there is no great

secret in the matter. You see I get large yields

of grass from this meadow by liquid manuring,

but the trees are benefited by the manures quite

as much as the grass, and perhaps more. I feed

my grasses and I feed ray trees, and they do not

fail me."

One great feature in the use of sawdust for ab-

sorl)ing liquid manures, is that it can be spread

evenly and is easily broken up in minute parti-

cles, and thus becomes more available to the roots

of plants and trees.—A. Willard in 0. Gen-

tleman.

Goodrich Potatoes.—Mr. Goodrich raised

over 16,000 seedling potatoes of which number
less than 10 sorts have proved of value to the

general cultivator. They are the Cuzco, raised

from the seed of the wild Peruvian, and its pro-

geny the Early Goodrich and Harison ; the Gar-

net Chili, from seed of the Rough Purple Chili,

and its progeny Calico ; lastly the Pinkeye Rusty-

coat, from seed of the Western Red, and its pro-

geny the Gleason.

In addition to these is the Earhj Pose, not

raised by Mr. Goodrich, but obtained from seed

of the Garnet Chili in 1861, by Mr. Albert Bresee,

of Vermont.

—

Practical Farmer.

Southwestern Virginia is an Arcadia ot

pastoral lands, live stock, grain and fruits ; of

salt copper, lead, lime, gj'psum, sulphur and

other minerals ; and its soil and climate are un-

surpassed in fertility and salubrity. Its Avaters

flow southwest into Tennessee, and northwest

and north into the Big Sandy and New River.

In its centre nearly is a gai'den, called Burke's

Garden, inclosed by nature with mountains for

palisades ; a parallelogram lying north and south,

in which rises the Blue Stone spring, flowing

through the only outlet on the western barrier

into AVolf creek, a branch of New River. It is

one of the richest and loveliest spots in a whole

region of fi-rtility, beauty, mineral wealth, and

curious and wonderful topography. This region,

indeiiendent of its jMirtion of the Alleghany range,

contains about 5,(I(K) square miles, and is cajiablc

of containing a populati(m of 650,000 inhabitants.

—J. K. RUFUIX, in Southern Phintir.
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Sorii VXD Sweet Apples ox the same
Tree.—The Maine Furmer sives au uccoiint of

this phenomenon on the farm of Capt. Benjamin

Allen. "We have seen accounts of this freak fre-

quently in vai'ious parts of the United States.

It is no donbt characteristic of the Rhode Island

Greening to var\' in this way.

150 pounds of fibre, bringing now in London 60

cents in gold, can be gathered annually from

every aero of well-rooted plants.

—

Courespon-

DEXT in Southern Cult.

The TJamte.—It is planted by root cuttings,

and propagated by layers and cuttings, increases

very rapidly—"2000 plants having this year been

started from -20—and springs up perennially from

the roots, wherever the ground does not freeze a

foot doep. From 2 to 4 cuttings, yielding eacla

The Beech as a Hedge Plaxt.—It may
be used with much success, making a beautiful

hedge, if care is used in shortening in. I saw

many liedgesof this kind in Switzerland, Eastern

France and Prussia, and wa* struck with the

adaptation of the beech for a thin but effective

hedge. It branches little, is stilf and kec^ps its

place. I saw but little that was killed or injured

by dry seasons.—T. S. L., in Maim Farmer.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.

"Wines of Exglax-^d and France.—In the

comparison of French and English wines, made
from fruit other than the Grape, the prefei-ence,

as to superiority, must be given to the French

manufacture. "With really superior fruits we
make worse wines. It may be tliat, liereafter,

this department of English industry will receive

more attention, and that with this attention, tlie

quality will advance.

There arc two principal modes of preparing

wine from fruits,— tlie one by fermentation, pure

and simple ; the otlier by tlie additiim of eau-de-

vie and of sugar. The first procedure gives the

veritable wine. As to the latter, the simple fer-

mentation is allowed to proceed with a greater

portion of the fruit, the remainder only being

mixed, in the first instance, with eau-de-vie and

sugar, and when the fermentation is complete,

mixed with the residue of the liquor to give it

flavor and body. All parts of the fruit are ordi-

narily submitted to fermentation. The white

and red wines of Burgundy are in high request

for coloring and giving flavor to Gooseberry,

Apple, Cherry, Peach and other wines.

—

Agricul-

tural Gazette

Bouquets at the Bury St. Edmoxd's
ExHimTlox.—Of Ladies' Hand Bouquets some

40 were shown, which it is impossible to criticise,

except so far as to say that we by no means fall

in with the views of the judges as to the most

meritorious among them. The 1st prize was

given to Mr. Delamere, Holm Lane, Oxton.

This bouquet consisted of pale Boses, Stephano-

tis, Myosotis and Heliotrope mixed in the centre;

a band of Bougainvillea, and outside of this again

were Roses and mixed flowers, and a fringe of

Adiantum cuneatum. The 2d prize fell to Mr.

B. R. Cant, Colchester, whose bouquet was spoil-

ed by a huge Eucharis bloom in the centre, which

was out of character with the other materials.

A prettier effect was produced by the 3d prize

bouquet, sent in by Mr. Robins, Oakley Park,

who had Rose buds,sprigs ofKalosanthes, Heaths

and Myosotis in the centre ; the margin fringed

with Hordeum jubatum, and the surfiice feather-

ed over with Airopsis. It was spoiled by a stalk

of the variegated Cyperus alternifolius at the

crown, and by having too much Airopsis, but

was otherwise very pretty. Several of the others

showed considerable talent in the art of arrang-

ing flowers, especially one from Miss S. Goodriek,

Hengrave Mills, Bury, which was the most taste-

ful of the whole lot.

—

Gardener'^s Chronicle.

Horticultural Sharpers.—England has

her share of Horticultural sharpers, as well as

the United States. The Gardcrter's Chronicle

gives the following as a sketch of "one of their

ways" of working

:

"One summer afternoon a gentleman alights

from his dog-cart at Mr. Royston's extensive

grounds, and gives in his card, ']Mr. "Walter Long,

Longsight, Manchester.' He has come to look

out some shrubs, trees and floricultural rarities,

for his 'place.' He evinces considerable know-

ledge of the specimens shown him, but defers to

Mr. Royston'sjudgment in the selection. About
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fifty pouiuls'-worth are chosen, and jiroiniscd to

be sent oil". Mr. Long explained tliat lie never

ran bills, always preferred to pay cash ; but

having been at great expense about his 'place,'

and having allowed himself to be persuaded to

exceed the amount he intended expending in

shrubs, he supposed his acceptance at two months

Mould be satisfactory V The candor of his man-
ner disarming susjiicion, Mr. Ko3-ston was pre-

vailed upon to part with his goods on those terms.

In two months' time he discovered himself to be

a victim of the "Long" firm, without hope of re-

dress. It is worse than useless to sue a man on a

bill who has got nothing ; while as no 'false pre-

tences' had been made, he was not amenable to

criminal law, for \V^ilter Long really lived at Long-

sight, Manchester, and had a 'place' there com-

jirising two rooms, and about half-a-crown's

worth of furniture.

A month after this bill had been dishoncn'ed,

the same gentleman, in the same dog-cart (hired

from the neighboring town), presented himself

once more at Mr. Koyston's place of business.

Mr. lloyston could hardly believe his eyes ; called

him a thic^f, and a swindler, and ordered him oft'

his grounds.

'All you say may be correct.' Mr. Long own-

ed v'ery calmly. 'I am a swindler, and I don't

deny it.' I am a member of the 'Long' firm,

but our rule is never to swindle the same man
twice. I am come to make as far as lies in my
power, reparation for the loss I caused you. You
remember those shrubs you sent me V I sold

them pretty well, I am pleased to tell you. (Don't

get angry, but listen.) They gave such satis-

ftiction, that I now have an order to supply an-

other lot at a much better figure, and I thought

1 couldn't do better than come and make an hon-

est deal with jou for them.'

'And you think my fool enough to be gulled a

second time !' said Mr, lloyston.

'Nothing of the kind, my dear sir ; I bring the

money with me' (he produced a bundle of notes),

'and I do not wish you to part with your goods

till thi-y are i)aid for. I am sure you are too good

a man of business to allow any sore feeling at

Ix'ing 'done' before, to interfijre with an opportu-

nity of turning money now. IJesidcs, we do

business honestly at times. 1 have a hona-fulc

connnission to buy these trees, and out of niy

profit I will certainly pay you somcliiing oil' the

a(<-eptanc('.'

Mr. Knyston not seeing how he coidd lose

money on such terms, was finally persuaded to

deal. Shrubs were selected to the same amount
as before—fifty pounds—packed in his wagon,

and started into town ; the arrangement being,

Mr. Long should drive Mr. lloyston to his hotel,

where he would pay the account.

Having directed his man not to deliver the

goods at the railway station, but to wait with

them outside the hotel for orders (a precaution

which Mr. Long assented to as quite justified),

Mr. lloyston mounted the dog-cart, and was
driven into town to the hotel by his customer.

Arrived there, Mr. Long called for brandy-and-

water, cigars and writing materials
; paid his

hotel bill, somewhat ostentatiously displaying his

gold and notes ; and asked ^Ir. lloyston to write

him out a receipt for the amount of his account.

This done, Mr. Long began to count out the

money in payment ; but stopped in the middle of

his occupation, as if struck by a sudden thought.

'This won't do,' he said thoughtfully. 'I have

not been a swindler for nothing. If I pay you

this money now, you will pocket it for jour ac-

ceptance, and then go and tell your man to drive

back to your place again with the shrubs, so that

I shall be swindled this time.'

^Ir. lloyston disclaimed any idea of the kind.

'Xo doubt, my dear sir, no doulit : but a man
in my position can't aftbrd to place himself in any

one's hands. Now you see, that I have the

money to pay, and I know that you have the

receipt in your pocket. Tell your man to deliver

the goods at the railway station (goods depart-

ment), when I will give you the notes, and 3-011

can hand me the receipt. That's fair to you, and

secures me.'

Not seeing any hitch, and knowing that Long
had the money, Mr. Eoyston acceded to this prop-

osition, though not without considerable hesita-

tion. Accordingly, the goods were consigned at

the railway' station, to a Manchester firm by

Long's directions. Mr. lloyston asked for his

monej'.

'Shake hands with me, my dear sir,' said

Long : 'you are the best friend 1 ever met.'

'What do you mean V
'This. ;My train starts in ten minutes

;
you

can send in your account when you pUase, or you

can draw on nu' at two monihs, if you prefer

—

or book it. you know.'

Royston fetched a policeman ; but when Mr.

Long explained that it was a mere matter of debt

to be recovered b}' the usual process, the con-

stable regretted that he could do nothing in the

case."
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HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

We continue some of our notes, giving

the discussion on Pears, and a few other matters

of int.'rcst. The whole of the pear talk was in

the most rapiil manner,—several members speak-

ing nearl}' at once,—our report, however, we

lielieve correct, so far as it goes, though we fear,

we have omitted some opinions which would

have been valuable, had we been able to catch

them in time.

Clapp's Favorite, a pear recently originating

at Boston, was highly commended on all hands.

Barry said not very vinous, but good and pro-

mising.

The President pronounced it the largest, hand-

somest and best, of early pears, productive,

lacking nothing for a first class pear. It ripens

ten days earlier than the Bartlett.

Edmunds. Barry said not handsome, but good

at Rochester.

Julienne is old, but a good variety and of first

quality.

Howell. Barry said handsome fruit. IIus-

mau, fine and productive. A voice from Ohio

said, "fine," and others from Cleveland, St. Louis

and Boston, said "good."

Beurre Superfin. Williams ofMontclair, X. Jer-

sey, "Fine, but rather acid."

Sterling, beautiful and desirable market fruit,

although of second qualit}'. AVilder said early.

Wedgewood, somebody said was a good early

pear, ripening about 2."5th of August.

Beurre Diel cracks in, with Wilder ; with War-
der 3 years out of 4. Fine with Dr. Long.

"Well "with somebody at St. Louis, cracks in

Illinois, no disease with Heaver, (Cincinnatti)

in 25 years.

Beurre d'Anjou was universally commended
as one of the best pears of its season, as well as one

of the most profitable for market at Alton, Ills,

(iood with Brown.

Sheldon, Mr. T>yon in a report says, was highly

commended witliout dissent ; but our notes say,

Hooker of Rochester, "one of the best," Bronson

of Geneva, "very good," Mc Cullough of Cincii -

natti, "leaf blighted badly," Trowbridge of Con
n 'cticut, "cracks," Manning of Massachv setts,

"first-rate.

Beurre Clairgeau was extolled for beauty, si/ e,

flavor, but not 1st rate by Barry.

Dorr and Richardson were also inquired for,

but nobody answered.

Tyscm was highly praised, although a tardy

bearer, by Clagget, Mo., also Column's, Mo., ex-

perience. Wilder, "a first class amateurs fruit.

"

Williams, hangs well on the tree—bears later on
standards.

Onondaga is generally successful—excellent for

market with Wilder.

Easter Beurre, not approved ; needs a long

season at Alton, Ills. Parker Earle, South Pass,

Ills., poor quality. In Ohio, fine. In St. Louis,

fine.

Winter Nelis. small, but excellent. Wilder,

poor. Barry at Rochester, one of the best when
well grown, wants good culture, and the fruit

thinned, when it is one of the noblest of pears
;

others spoke of it as "generally good." A 'mass'

voice said it was "poor." Hooker (Rochester)

thought it tc o uncertain. Flagg at Alton, found

it "good in a long season."

Lawrence, McCuUough (Cin.), "best winter

pear," also said Column and Brown Smith ; at

Rochester some said very good. Good with Wil-

liams at Mont Clair, X. J. A late autumn pear

with Dr. Hull, at Alton, Ills. Some one at Keo-
kuk, Iowa, said keeps well till April there. T.

T. Lyon, Plymouth, Mich., said keeps long and
very good.

Flemish Beauty, "bad" with Wilder ; at Alton.

Ills., "fine." Cincinnatti, some one said "best

they have," but Heaver of the same place, said

"variable." Parker Earle, South Pass, "leaf

blights." Brown Smith, "very good, ifgathered
early." Bryant, Princeton, Ills., "leaf blights."

Nelson, Fort Wayne, "one of the best and most
profitable."

Beurre Hardy. Barry, "fine, first quality,

fine foliage." AVilliams, 'cracks very badly at

Mont Clair.'

Beurre Bosc, several spoke in its favor. Clag-

get did not like it, and Colman. both of St. Louis,

thought it poor.

Vicar of Winkfield. Sylvester, found it valu-

able at Lyons, X. Y. Wilder found it good,

when managed like Easter Beurre.

Dix. Wilder, slow in bearing, sometimes
cracks, but fine when it comes right.

The President presented the following list of
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.pears unanimously recommended by the Massa-

chusetts Horticultui-al Society, as the best for

general cultivation in that State :

Bartlett, Seckel, Urbaniste, Merriam, Sheldon,

Beurre d'AnJou.

Next to the above, if the list is to be extended :

Braiidywine, Doyenne Boussock, Beurre Bosc,

Onontlaj^a, Howell, Lawrence.

And for a further extension :

Belle Lucrative, Paradise d'Automne, Beurre

Superfin, Marie Louise, Beurre Clairgeau, Yicar

ofWinkHeld.

Cherries were next considered, but I'cceived

little attention.

Dr. Edwards, of Missouri, in behalf of the

ladies of St. Louis, presented the President with

a beautiful wreath of evergreens, interwoven with

flowers, which was accepted by him with the

warmest expressions of gratification.

On account of the want of time, it was ordered

that the reports of standing committees be re-

ceived by the Secretary, unread, and published

with the proceedings.

On motion of ]Mr. Xelson, of Indiana, the fol-

lowing preamble and resolution were adopted :

Whereas^ The time left to this Convention for

the discussion of the merits of the apple, is entire-

ly inadequate to do Justice to this great staple

and most important of all fruits ; therefore,

Resolved, That growers of that fruit be request-

ed to conmiunicate with the General Fruit Com-
mittee in regard to the value and adaptation ol'

diflferent varieties to the ditierent soils and cli-

mates, as well as the diseases of the fruit and the

tree ; and that said committee may communicate
the same to the Society, at such time and in such

manner as they shall deem expedient.

OHIO POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Annual fleeting of this Societv took place

at Sandusky, on 7th of December. The snow-

storm prevented many from attending; as it was,

there was an average of about fifty members pre-

sent each day—not as many as usual, we were

informed. The show of fruits was not as large

as on former occasions, but were—Apples and

Grapes— of high character. Amongst the former

were not many new—but the (Jriiues' (Joldcn

Pippin, now several years before the pul)Hc, l>ut

little known, was prominent. Moore's Extra,

from Sciota County, was favorably received ; and
the Lady's Favorite, from Tuscola, Florj-'s Seed-

ling Jklltljwer and Carpejiter's No. 1, received

favorable notice from the committee. Of grapes,

there was nothing better than the far famed Ca-

tawba. Of whites, however, a new one,—Lor-

raine—seemed to us to promise favorably to com-
pete for the lionor of being the best white grape

out.

We arrived there the end of the first day, and
found Mr. Bateham urging the Society to change

its name from Pomological to Horticultural Soci-

ety, a suggestion which was afterwards adopted.

Col. Bichmond, a very successful fruit grower,

then gave a very interesting history of fruit grow-

ing at Sandusky. Dr. AVarder followed by an ex-

cellent address, which, as it was in manuscriiJt,

will no doubt be published in the transactions of

the Society.

Being in a fiivorable grape region, this subject

had an excellent chance for ventilation. A long

list of varieties was taken up—many of them pro-

duced no response, but on the following a discus-

sion took place

:

AdiromJac had not done well with some San-

dusky growers. Pretty fair at Delaware. Ohio.

Aiken. Some speakers thought a distinct seed-

ling ; others that it was no more than an Isabella,

which had got modified by soil or circumstances,

—a sort of coquetry Miss Isabella is known to be

guilty of.

Allen^s Hifbrid. Bateham had found liable to

mildew. Meehan (not a member, but invited to

participate) had no doubt of its being the result

of an attempt to hybridize, but thought the pollen

of the native had been inoperative, and that it

was a foreigner of about the same rank, in gene-

ral for cultivation, as Golden Chasselas, which

often (lid wi'U in the open air. ^Ir. Campbell, of

Delaware, said he had a seedling which he knows

is a hybrid, and yet as much like Allen's Hybrid

as possible.

Alvey. Mr. Miller, of Springfield, a first-clas8

grape, but unproductive. Barnes, of Sandusky,

— if not too severely pruned bore well.

Black Hnuk. Warder said foliage and habit

like Concord ; a little earlier, rather sweeter.

Black King. Campbell said was a little earlier

than Concord but inferior in flavor.

Brinckle. A member said not hardj*.

Cassidai/, Barney had found to have many good

qualities, but the bunches were too small, and the

other qualities were not sutticiently superior to

outweigh this defect.

Catawba. Elliot said " nothing equal to it to-

day," and other speakers agreed with him to a

greater or less degree.
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CJiarhttc was said to be, by several gentlemen,

not Diana, but like it. Elliott and Campbell un-

able to detect any dilTerence, and Barne}' re-

marked that he had found Diana variable enough

to make a Charlotte.

Christine, Meehau said i-anked in Pennsylvania

as a valualjle early grape, though not of first-

class excellence. It was the same as Telegraph.

Clinton. Praised highly by Bateham fm- i)ro-

ductiveness after it was 3 years old ; his experi-

ence was in heavy clay soil.

Concord generally praised—and the announce-

ment made that it formed an excellent sparkling

wme.
CuyaJtoijii had been found valuable in wine-

making, fen- mixing with other varieties.

Cynthiana. Like, and Warder thought might

prove a rival to, Norton's Virginia.

Delaware. Had not done well with Warder
till this year—was very good this year. Bateham
said it was better than anything else this j'ear.

Too much moisture in the subsoil would prevent

a Catawba from ripening, but would not thus af-

fect a Delaware. General Mills found Delaware

to prefer limestone clay. Buttles thought the

prevalent idea that an extra rich soil is necessary

for Delaware an error.

Diana Hainhurg, one gentleman had found a

rather late variety.

Golden Clinton, Campbell had found wanting

in flavor.

Detroit, like Catawba, but earlier.

Hartford Pr<dific. It was noted b}- several, as

a good point in its favor, that it would hang long

on the vine, and one need not hurry it on to a

fixlling market. Some had known them remain

on the vine till Catawbas were ripe. Warder
had seen them, at Knox's, on the vines so late as

October lUth.

Hattie. It was said there were two of the same
name.

Zona, Col. Richmond said, last year, it dropped

its leaves ; this year it promised very well. It

did not bear as much as he would like,—but he

Miinks much better of it than he did. It ripened

xith him one week earlier than Catawba. Col.

Buttles, of Columbus, gave an excruciating ac-

count of his experience with it. He commenced
in 'Go with 53 vines, from Dr. Grant, planted in

a soil and situation especially praised by him who
said " he would give a good deal for a few inches

of such soil on lona Island." In the fall, all the

vines were dead except one, which grew remark-

ably strong, and proved to be a Rogers' No. 9.

Determined to succeed, he set out 500 more, of

first quality vines. 165 were all that were alive

in spring. Undismaj'ed, he set out 500 more, of

which many died ; but, determined to survive

the exc(n-iating process, he put in again another

400. His whole bill for lona vines Avith the Dr.,

was S1800.

He begins to have some hopes at length,

as he has now 50 little vines alive, and from one
he got a tiny little bunch last fall. In view of a
five dollar book having been recently got out,

with no other object than to puff this grape, he
wanted information, and to know whether it was
worthy of culture, or whether he was a victim of

misplaced confidence.

Mr. Stephens said the demand for lonas had
been enormous, and the vitality of the vine had
been impaired by steam propagation to supply it.

Another gentleman denied that the lona had
been so extensively planted as to create any
more demand for it than for many other popular

vines. Dr. Warder said, other kinds of vines

had been steam propagated as badly as lona.

Mr. Campbell said he could and would engage to

produce, by ''steam propagation," as good vines

which should be permanently as healthy as vines

raised any other way.

Bateham said the flict that it did well with Col.

Richmond, and in other places he had seen,

showed there was nothing diseased in the consti-

tution of the vine. It might be found that it was
a grape not so well adapted to general culture, in

all parts of the country, as some others. This

year was a very peculiar one, and should not be

taken as a final test of its value. He feels sure it

will do better another year. He has no interest

in lona, any more than any other grape,—but it

is so good a grape, when it does well, that he

would not have cultivators too easily discour-

aged.

Mr. Marshall said he had 50 vines, 2 years old,

which, although they had not fruited, grew en-

couragingly. Dr. Newton said they had done
pretty well on Catawba Island, and he had heard
they were pretty fair at Yineland, X. J.

^Ir. Meehan was asked if a statement circu-

lated by Dr. Grant, in every hamlet in the Union,

that he would as soon have an lona as a Muscat
of Alexandria was still his opinion—as the ques-

tioner believed that opinion had been the cause

of nund)ers being planted ? Mr. M, was also

asked for his experience of the grape in Pennsyl-

vania. Mr. M. said it was a matter of taste. He
would prefer a well-ripened lona to a Muscat of
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Alexandria. Many others might not. The no-

tice refei'red to was not authorized by him ; and

if the parts of the latter given in asterisks had

been fully 8upi)lied, it would have borne another

construction.

lie liad seen some instances of great success

in his State with lona,—and far many more

failures : not more so, perhaps, than with some
other new grapes. Thousands of dollars have

been spent on new grapes in his vicinity within

ten years, but no one had any fruit of any conse-

quence to show, but ConcDrd and Clinton. lie

knew of a case of lonas which were tolerable last

year, but of no account this. Elliott moved to

drop the discussion of lona, until we " see the

fruit on the vines." Carried.

IsracUd was not esteemed of any consequence.

ButtU'S had a similar experience with it as with

lona.

I.iabeUa found many advocates. It and Cataw-

ba were still the favorites in New York market.

Storrs knew §500 to net from one acre. Rich-

mond deemed it more reliable than CataW'ba.

Mdtth'd^ Mr. Kelley said, had all the essential

qualities of Catawba, but two weeks earlier.

Bateham had seen it at Carpenter's. It behaved

adntirably, was heavily loaded ; when Catawba
along side rotted considerabl}% Must marked 94^

and Leike sa3's best of any for wine. Campbell

agreed to its wine virtues, but not as good to eat

as Catawba.

KortoiVs Virginia necessary to be strongly

rooted or it does not transplant well. Col. Rich-

mond said it made a good dark wine, but did not

reconnnend it very highly.

liehecca^ Buttles would reconimend as a good

amateur's grape. Campbell had only found it re-

liable in sheltered places.

licntz, ^leehan said, good for wine, but unfit

for table. Warder seconded this estimate.

The Society then took up Roger's Seedlings, bitt

there was such a manifest dillerence of opinion as

to what grape the members had reference to un-

der each numl)er, that we fear the numbers have

got inextricably mixed, iind W(^ shut our note-

book in despair of making uji any report of a re-

liable nature.

Dr. Wardi'r then gave one of his characti'risti-

cally biautiful extempore addresses on the value

of practical entomolog}', of wlvieli we made full

notes, and will publish some day if space permits.

We are under great oltligations to many friends

at Sanchisky, wiio all united to make our visit a

pleasant and instrnctive one.

KANSAS STATE IIORT, SOCIETY.
Under this name a society has been established

which promises to be one of vigorous usefulness.

The first meeting was held at Lawrence on Dec.

i
12th. ilost of the prominent horticulturist of

' the State attended.

From the remarks of some of the speakers we
gather that in Kansas the apple does best on
the elevated lands. Subsoiling is found very bene-

ficial. The hot Sims of August often causes the

bark to crack. The "sap blight" causes some
annoyance. Cultivation destroys roots. Mr.
Ross had found the roots extended but three in-

ches beneath the surface. Low branched trees

preferable.

Of the Pmr the "leaf blight" had killed the

half of Kelsey 's trees. They do not bear as young
as in the east. Do well on the quince. Duchesse

d'Angouleme weighes 1 pound at times. Stan-

dards promise to be most profitable. Tanner
had 200 trees in bearing. Fruit brings $1..50 per

dozen in Leavenworth. Should plant 1000 trees

in spring. Brackett had found it bad to stir the

soil for dwarf. Ceased the practice and his pears

now did well.

Of Peaches Dr. Ilouselyhad them bearing beau-

tifully. "With many the buds had been killed,

and he proposed to plant for screens. The cur-

culio prevented very bright prospects for j^?«m

cultiu'e in Kansas.

Cherries of the Morella class were spoken of as

a successful crop.

Of Grapes the Concord seemed to generally do

well. Members were divided about all others.

The Strawberry does as well in Kansas as in

any State east. Most of the speakers had found

the Jucunda every way better than any other.

Wilson's Albany the next best for profit ; Max-
well, however, giving the latter his first choice.

In Baspherries the Purple Cane had many
favorites. Philadelphia was attacked and defen-

ded by others.

In regard to 7>7«fA-/>c>'c('e.s several had found the
' wild kinds of Kansas preferable to Lawton, but

not so thought ^laxwell. He also had l)een suc-

cessful with the Currant, but Ilousely, Brown,

I

Ross, Tanner, Stayman and Lines had not. The
currant borer and sununer luat seems to be the

stvunblim; block.

I

The (rdosLherrn did well with all.

j

The subject of pruning at transphuiling was
discussed, but the speakers seemed divided in

their opinions as to the advantage or injury of

,
the practice.
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HINTS FOR FEBRUARY.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUND.
At the time of writing this (early in Jan.) the

weather is mild, and the hard Winter weather of

the whole of December seems broken up. No
doubt we shall soon again have another visit from

the grim Ice King, and then we shall not be let

oil" so easily. Now, although our December tem-

perature ruled ahnost continually below 20'', and
often near Zero, vegetation is apparentlv no more
injured than if we had had but half-a-dozen

degrees of frost. This is from the equable night

and day temperature, and the absence of dry
winds. Soon however the tissues will be gorged

with sap, and the hot day suns and dry winds

will cause rapid evaporations, when many losses

will follow even lower temperatures than we have
had in the past month. So those who have half-

hardy plants unprotected will find much value

yet in covering them. For hardy plants, or any
small things that will bend down, common earth

is as good as anything. It acts just the same jus

snow, which we know is one of the best plant

protectors. For most larger things a simple

shade from the sun will be effective.

All pruning should be done as early as possible,

for the later it is left, the weaker the shoots push,

—the roots store up sap all Winter for a grand
push in Sprmg, and the end buds get most of the

supply, by cutting back early the lower buds get

Fig. 1.

time to fill up strong as the cut away ones were, i

Hedges that have been neglected, and are to be ;

renovated should be cut down to -six inches from
|

the ground if not already done. Miserable things,
'

mere trees of a dozen or twenty years standing,

may be reconstructed most beautifully by this

cutting down process. Hedges generally should
not be cut at this season for any other purpose
than to bring them into shape. I

Rustic adornments very often highly embi'llish

grounds. These can be made of split wood
nailed to board frames. The worst feature is that

they rot away so soon in our climate as scarcely

to serve long enough for the labor. To guard
against this every part of the frame work should

be tarred or painted, and the pieces used for the

fancy work should be stripped of its bark, and
painted of various shades of color to represent
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natural shades of bark. The effect is not so stri-

king as when the bark is left on, but we have to

sacrifice a little to jHTniauence.

Fig. 1, is an illustration of a rustic flight of

steps taken from Xoel Humphrey's work, which

will serve to show what M'e mean by splitting

sticks.

Fig. 2.

Fig, 2, is an old tree turned into a rustic seat.

In this case also we would strip the bark oft", as

well as open the soil about the collar of the tree,

and tar well to preserve it from rotting there.

Fig. :i.

Fig. 3, is a design for a rustic flower stand,

—

but these can be made of so many designs and

KhapesV)y a handy lalxmr that models are scarce-

ly necessary.

In those parts of the I'nion where frost is over,

Fel)ruary is the great i)lantinic mouth, but do not

l)lant immediately alter the frost leaves tlu' soil
;

wait till it dries a little, when you can tread the

soil lirmly about the roots without risk of render-

ing it hard as it dries more. If circumstances

make it necessary to plant in wet soil, do not press

the soil much until it gets drier. It is important

to have the soil well pressed about the roots, but

it injures soil to press it when wet.

As soon as the frost leaves the ground, the

lawn should be rolled with a heavy roller, while

it is yet soft ; this will make it have a smooth sur-

face, take out many small inequalities, and press

again into the soil the roots of the finer grasses

which the frost may have drawn out. "Where

new lawns have to be made next Sirring, the

seeds should be sown as early in March as possi-

ble, and the ground should be prei)ared for that,

now, if opportunity oflers. For a gf)od lawn the

soil should be loosened at least twenty inches

deep, and be well enriched with stable-manure,

where practicable, in preference to an}-^ concen-

trated preparations. Guano, super-phosphates,

&c., are well enough ; but they do not give the

soil that //7>7-e, or lend it that ^x»'06«t^ by which it

retains moisture and air, so essential to perfect

vegetation.

FRUIT GAEDEX.
Discussion is still progressing, as to whether it

is right or not to prune fruit trees at transplant-

ing. Our advice is to do so, more or less, in all

cases.

Wherever grafting is to be done, many proceed

at once when they think frost is over. Our ex-

perience is that the best time is just as the leaf

buds are bursting. The grafts must be cut long

before, and buried in the earth to keep them from

shrivelling. AV^hen the scions are thus preserved

grafting may be done to near midsummer. Very
strong and long grafts may be used on all trees,

if not done too early. ^larshall P. Wilder gets

strong trees very soon by this jilan. If too eai'ly

done these long shoots would dry up. These re-

marks are for amateurs who have but a few trees

to do ; and it is now almost necessity for every

one to have some varieties which are not found

to do well in a locality re-grafted with those that

will. Nurserymen who have much to do, must
begin early ; but they use short grafts, with little

evapoi'ating surface exposed. For wax to keep

out the air from the wound, fiirmers use common
earth, with a piece of rag tied around to keep it

from wasliing away. Others who have more to

do, use beeswax, n^sin, and lard in about equal

proportions, mi'lted, and apjdied a little warm.
Some jears ago we published a jilan for making

a liquid wax, simply melted rosin poured into a

bottle of alcohol. In the next number we shall

have a paper by Ilorticola on an improved Freneh

method.
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Grape Yim-s are of course all pruned and tied

up. Just as the buds are bursting the steel l^lue

Vieetle attacks them. Hand killing is the remedy.

Where Grape Vines are to grow fast, use twigg}'

stakes or wire trellis for them to cling to. It is

as good as manure. Also in planting Grapes be

sure to have a dry bottom. The best security

against wet roots is to raise the soil above the

level of the surface. Also the drier the soil the

richer it ma}' be without risk of injury. Organic

manures sour rapidly in wet places, and injure

libres.

Peaches that have the yellows may be recov-

YEGETABLE GARDEN.
In tlrose favored localities where the frost has

melted before the suns of Spring, the gardener

will lose no time in getting in his Potatoes, Beets,

Carrots, Parsnips, Peas, Spinage, Radishes, Let-

tuce, Onions, and Salsaf}'. These should be the

first crops put in after the season breaks up for

good. The earlier they are in, the better. As-

paragus, Rhubarb, and Horse Radish beds may
I

now be made. Asparagus roots are generally

planted too thickly to produce tine shoots,—they

starve one another. A bed five feet wide should

! have three ro^vs, and the plants set about eighteen

ered by pruning in to the old stump. Dead heart ' inches apart. A deep soil is very important, as

wood makes yellows,—the sap thus becomes ob-

structed, and there is no remedy, but to let the

tree thus renew itself. The curl is caused by a

rapidly changing temperature. Plant them where

they will not push out by a few warm Spring

suns.

Curl is as bad as curculio. If the 3'oung leaves

get injured the fruit near them falls. Peaches

should only be pruned when they lose vigor, or

when necessar}- to correct form.

Gooseberries and Curi\ants should have their

"weaker shoots thinned out, and a little of those

left, shortened. It makes the fruit much larger.

The foreign varieties mildew badly unless grown

where the roots will be moist and cool in Summer,

but not wet. All these mountain or high north-

ern races, want a cool Summer soil. With the

exception of the Cluster there has not been much
improvement on the Houghton's Seedling which

is the most popular of the more hardy American

class. Ot Currants the Red and White Dutch

and Yersaillaise are we tlunk still the best.

Of Strawberries, Wilson's Albany remains the

inost (jcnerally popular ; deficient in fiavor, as it

undoubtedly is. Of course they " may be set out

now," but such hints are almost too stereotyped

to be of service to our readers.

Of the Fruit Ganhai for Fdn-uar}' we may say

in a general way

—

Xever plant on a cold, windy day, and do not

plant fruit trees on a poor, thin soil. SuhsoU^

drain^ and oirich^ cannot be kept too prominent-

ly before the planter. If the trees grow too lux-

uriantly to bear well after this, it is easily reme-

died. W^e can plant dwarf trees, or root prune,

or practise Summer pinching and training. The
last can only he done successfully by experts.

AV'here skill cannot be employed, dwarfing and
root-pruning will be extensively used.

the succulent stems require evei-y chance they can

get for obtaining moisture. About four inches

beneath the soil is sufttcient to plant them. Rhu-
barb also requires a deep, rich, and moist soil.

Horse Radish beds are best made by taking pieces

of strong roots, about one inch long, and making

a hole about a foot or fifteen inches deej), with a

dibble, and dropping the piece to the bottom of

the hole ; a clean, straight root will then rise up
through the soil.—Crowns or eyes are better than

pieces of roots, where they can be had, and a

rich clayey soil better than a light sandy one.

About the middle or end of the month, or still

later in the North,—say the middle of March,

—

Celery and late Cabbage may be sown. Here we
usually sow the second week in March.

Those who have hot-beds will now sow Toma-
toes, Egg Plants, Peppers, and other vegetables

that can be forwarded by this means ; and those

who have not, will sow them in boxes or pans
and Ibrward them in windows. Ever}' garden
ought to have at least a few hot-bed sash to for-

ward early vegetables ; for if they have no means
of applying artificial heat to them, the sash will

of itself forward some things considerably.

All gardens should have beds of herbs. They
are always looked for in the Fall, and nearly al-

Avays forgotten in Spring. Now is the time to

plant Thyme, Sage, Mint, Balm, and other per-

ennial herbs, and Parsley and other seeds of
hardy kinds may be sown. When we say nou\

it is, of course, understood to mean wiiere the
frost has evidently In-oken up for the season.

Our readers in less favored cliines will not for'<-et

it when it does.

Many parties like to have Turniiis sown in

Spring. The only way to succeed with tliem is

to sow as early as possible, and on a very rich
piece of ground, wlicre they may grow speedily.
If they do not swell In-fore tlu- hot weather comes
they will certainly run to seed.

'
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C M M U Ts^ I C A T I iN S .

TEAK A^I) ITS CULTURE.
BY .7. C. THOMPSON, TOMPKINSVILT.E, N. Y.

Bead before the Penna. llovt. Society, Jan., 7, 68.

I have read with deep interest the essay on

"Pear and its Culture," by P. T. Quinn, read

before the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society,

and published in the Gardener''a Mijntldn, for

:November, 1867.

As I have frequently visited the grounds in

charge of Mr. Quinn, and carefully observed

the manner in which lie treats Pear Trees, and

his mode of planting, training, manuring and

keeping the ground in good condition, I am con-

vinced that Mr. Quinn fully understands the

subject he is writing on.

My experience in Pear culture runs back some

seventeen years, increasing my stock, little by

little, until they now number near a thousand

bearing trees. Having given the subject my
personal care and attention, and gaining from

the experience of others, as well as from long

and close observation of the wants and habits of

the Pear, leads me to think I am somewhat com-

l)eteut to give an opinion on the sul>ject of Pear

Trees and Pear culture.

It is true that Mr. Quinn has gleaned the

field so thoroughly that scarce a head, or even a

grain, is left for those that follow; in fact, I

might say he has given " Pear Culture " in a

nut-shell, and then leaves the subject—a hint to

the wise being sullicient. Yet, in commending
his essay to the careful consideration of others,

which, in my humble opinion, its merits entitle

it to, I, at the same time, propose to say a few

"hist words" on the subject, and thereb}^,

possibly, add a grain or two of knowledge and

exi)(;rience to the; stock of practical information

furnished the puljlic by the excellent article re-

ferred to.

It is near twenty years since 1 heard that

worthy nursei-yinan and pioneer in Pear cul-

ture— William llccd, of Elizabeth, X. J.—say,

" It would be in)possil)le to overstock the jnarket

with good Pears for twenty years to come."

His prophecy of impos;«*il)ility is literally true.

,S() far IroiM llic luarkiL hcing overstocked with

good IVuit, truil-growiTs arc only just begiiniing

to awakfii t(» the. imiiortance of the Pear crop,

or the great jirofit in growing good fruit, sucli as

will produce well, sell well, and pay the grower

well. And. hence, the inquiry is not only for

more trees, but better trees, and for the very

best varieties of fruit.

It was a saying of that worthy old pioneer in

gardening—Thomas Bridgeman, the author of

"The Young Gardener's Assistant"—"It is

all foil}- to grow so great a variety of vegetables;

select only the best of every kind, and grow

that." This is equally true of Pears. Why
cultivate such endless varieties?

My experience, like that of Mr. Quinn's, has

fully satisfied me thai we must come down, and

kee]) down, to a few sorts, and those only of the

very best kind for family use—for whatever is

best for family use is surely best for market, al-

ways keei^ing in mind, too, good-keeping sorts

and such as will bear shipping to market, and

will keep well in the hands of consumers.

Fully half of the trees planted for the past

twenty years have proved utterly worthless;

money, labor, time and trees all lost, and,

hence, fruit-growers have not been able to keep

up with the demand, as the great prices obtained

for good fruit clearty show : and, therefore,

William Reed's prophecy is good for the next

twenty years.

I endorse the mode reconnnended by Mr.

Quinn, of preparing the ground, as far as he

goes, as to depth, say twenty inches, but will

add, I prefer the ground not only under-drained,

if not naturally Avell drained, but also prefer the

ground trenched b}' hand, to the depth of thirty

inches. To do so bj^ hand-labor, at this time,

would cost over f100 per acre. But we must

not lose sight of the main fact, viz. : the whole

secret of success in Pear and Apple culture, to

secure a good growth, is to thoroughly prepare

the ground before planting the trees. It is this

great oversight which has cost the country

millions, by loss of labor, time, money and
trees. It is true, the expense of trenching

ground is enormous, even when only one or two
acrPS' are alloted to fruit growing. To spread

out this outla}' of labor, I reconnnend the plan

of trenching the ground in strips three feet wide,

where the trees are to lie )>laiite(l, lifting the

earth two spades deep, and (lien forking up tlu^

earth under, so that the ground is moved fully

thirty inehes at least in dejith. Or dig large

holes, two or three, or more, fi>et square, ae-

coriling to the size of trees, throwing all the
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dirt out, and then forkinsj up tlie bottom full

twelve inches deep. In lillintj up. put the best

earth in first, mixing the poor with the proper

compost prepared for the purpose, top-dressing

bountifully aroimd the trees. When trees are so

set, it nuist be with a full determination that a

strip at least two feet wide will in each following

spring or autunni be trenched on each side of

the trees so set, the process being continued till

the whole plot is thoroughly trenched. This

method allows the roots, as they push out, to

find new, moist and soft ground to ramble in.

As to the best varieties to plant, we must be

governed b}- the kinds that do well in the sec-

tions where they are to be planted. To the

valuable list furnished by Mr. Quinn I would

add only two more, Beurre Bosc and Columbia.

Xurserymen have grown Beurre Bosc rather

sparingly, owing, as they say, " to its making a

])oor ajjpearaiice in the nursery, and its not

taking the eye of customers;'' but it is the gem
of Pears. Charles Downing said to me, not

long since, " If I could grow but one kind, it

would be Beurre Bosc." The value of this

Pear for market purposes was first brouiiht to

my attention 1)y the commission merchant, who
said they Ijrought more money for their bulk

than any Pears sent to him. In this I con-

cuiTed, when fie rendered an account of sales at

810 per hundred, the same price obtained for the

best Duchesse. At first I was quite unsuccess-

ful with Columbia, owing to its great weight for

so delicate a stem, being liable to be blown ofl".

As the trees became sheltered, the fruit hung on

and matured well, and when ripened up, about

the end of December, those who have seen and
tasted the fruit will not fail to add it to the list

of good Pears. It should be planted in well-

sheltered places, or grown as espaliers; the latter

plan is the best. Its great beauty and good

quality renders it a valuable market Pear.

What is yet required in addition to the list

referred to, is some good Winter Pears, ripening

up very late. I have seen (rlout Morceau kept

well till spring but rarely. The fruit is irregular,

and so liable to crack in this section, that its '

culture is being abandoned. I had to graft near '

a hundred trees of this sort last autumn. There
is no good reason why our tables should not be

supplied with Pears through the winter and
spring, as well as those of France. Dwarf
trees have been growing in disfovor for some
time among the most experienced Pear-growers.

Some years since W. S. Carpenter of Rye.X.Y.,

advised me to abandon Dwarfs and turn my
attention to Standards. I was reluctant to yield

my good ojiinion of Dwarfs—but experience has

taught me the folly of holding out to the bitter end

—so that I now stand committed for only one more

Dwarf besides Duchesse, and that is Seckel, with

good planting and proper care it soon runs into

a standard, bearing early and forming a beauti-

ful pyramid. Begiimers must bear in mind that

Duchesse can only be grown well and profitably

nn Quince, as it is an age in cimiing into bearing

on pear stock.

What Mr. Q. says in regard to "planting

young trees," I endorse, and like him, prefer

'year ings," that is one seasons growth from

the bud—for with older trees, say two and three

years, we get more tops than bottom—that is

we don't get our share of the most important

part of the tree—the rooVets. While with year-

lings carefully lifted we get the entire tree. Then

to the cost of trees and transportation is largely

in favor of yearlings, to wiiich is to be added the

greater certainty of living, and a more rapid

growth in proportion.

It is true there are strong prejudices to over-

come on the score of planting yearlings, "green-

horns " expect to buy full grown trees with the

crops already ripe on them—while experts only

laugh at their folly.

The public mind has yet to be educated up to

the standard of the great advantage of procu-

ring not only the choicest kinds, but well grown

yearling trees—certainly not over two years

growth fi-om the bud. Nurserymen have been

compelled to pander to the demand for hi(j trees,

but the sooner the big tree prejudice can be

broken down the better for lioth the grr)wer and

the purchaser.

Such is the importance to nurserymen of keep-

ing up a supply of hig trees that they actually

refuse to sell yearlings lest it break up their as-

sortment and derange their rising stock for com-

ing 3'ears. This I k-iow, desiring a few hundred

yearlings to trim and train as thcij should be; the

nurseryman x-efused to fill the order for the above

reason.

If purchasers understood the importance of

having young trees, and demand them, nursery-

men will soon gladly turn their attention to that

class of customers, because owing to the less cost

of trees and transportation the demand for num-
bers will be greater, and nurserymen can turn

their capital oftener.

Dwarf Trees. It is the interest of nurservmen
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to encouraire customers to take Dwarfs, because
tliey are easier produced than Standards, a good
stock can be kept up better, and therefore the

l)rofits are larger. Yeariing Dwarfs are now
sold to the trade at $12 to $15 per 100, and it

l)ays bott<'r to grow them at that tlian one pear
cutting at twice tlie price.

With regard to trimming trees, gathering and
packing fruit for market, Mr. Q. has said all that

is necessary to say. In conclusion, you will

l)ermit me to say that Mr. Quiim in giving his

long practical experience to the public has ren-

dered himself ti-uly a benefactor to mankind, and
set all cultivators an example well worthy of im-
itating. The experience of half an ordinary
lifetime, which it took to acquire the knowledge
he so freely communicates through the medium
of your honorable society, will no doubt save
t'-ns of thousands of dollars to those who follow

the advice, instead of plodding on in the old hap-
hazard wa}'.

The example I said is worthy of imitation,

and therefore all should throw their experience on
the altar of ''Public Good," so that we may
learn each other, thus doing all the good we can,

carrying out the benevolent plans of Dr. Frank-
lin, who, when he helped a needy person who
asked how he should return the favor ; why, of

course help the first man that you are able to

lu'lp, and so let good offices go round.

BEDDING GERANIUMS AND HOW TO
GROW THEM.—No. 4.

BY J. C. J.

In former articles I have explained why cer-

tain meml)ers of the Z(male family barely if

ever bloom well out of doors, but are pre-emi-

n intly adapted for pot culture under glass. These
are the self whites, the Occulates, the Painted
Zonalcs : to which must be added (in our cli-

mate) most of the Pink Zonales, especially those

of late introduction, in which white is more or

less conspicuous. And whether the Nosegay
sjction do Ix-tter as bedding jjlants or not, it is

ccjually certain that the result, under glass, is

highly satisfactory.

Our conditit)ns (if tcmpcralun' and culture

the robust Scarlet Zi^nales accept with a good
grace, — although our hot months try their

more delicate kindred to the utmost limit of long

suffering forlu'arancc, so that we have only an
apol(»gy in the. Ilowtr-lu'ds for the splendid blooms
tliL'.se virld in the greenhouse.

When the remarks alluded to were penned,

I drew only from my own experience,and was not

aware that the same views were entertained and
persistently advocated by the most scientific

Geranium growers in Europe. The prevalence

of heav}' rains in England is just as antagonistic

to the develoi)ment of these choice Geraniums as

our blazing sunshine, with the exception of an
abundant foliage. But lately I have been read-

ing up that admirable London periodical, T7ie

Garilener''s Magazine, edited by Shirley Ilibberd,

F. R. II. S. whose numerous contril)utions on

Geranium growing are full of interest and nov-

elty. In these I find the amplest confirmation of

my formel: opinions. In catering for the ever in-

creasing pleasure of demand for Bedding Gera-

niums—the consumption of which in England is

almost fabulous—the best talent has been called

into requisition to originate new and improved

kinds, and with marked success. But with the

advent of so many choice novelties, came the una-

voidable conclusion, that the best of the occulates

and painted Geraniums could only receive justice

under glass.

There is something peculiarly rac}' in the style

of these articles on the Geranium by Ilibberd.

Their originality and frequency is absolutely re-

freshing, Avhilst the very pith and marrow of the

most intelligent observation and experience is

conmiunicated without a shadow of reserve. He
is at home in every haunt of noted propagators,

professional florists, and amateurs of all classes,

commons and nobles, from John O'Gi'oats to the

Land's End in Cornwall. He tells you what they

have done, are doing, and expect to do—where

and how many of the best (ieraniums were raised,

and confidently predicts still furtlu-r shades in the

mai'ch of improvement.

Little do we know here of the time, the pa-

tience, and the cost expended in theefi'ort to orig-

inate new Geraniums, better than any which

have gone before. Out of many thousand seed-

lings not more than half-a-dozen pass muster

under the severe criticism to which they are sub-

i

jected. And shortly afterwards two shades of

:
these sul)side into the sec(»nd rank, or are drum-

: nied out of the regiment altogether. Think of a

(n'ranium held in strict reserve ."> years, so that

a sufficient stock might be propagated to remu-

nerate the owner, and who modestly demands

thirty-one shillings and sixpence sterling for one

small plant, (or about $10.) This jtrice we are

assured is by no means exorbitant. 'Wlien this

Sleeping Beauty raises up and bursts forth upon
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the all-expectant outside world, it is intimated

there will be something of a sensation. "Will

some liberal caterer for the public assume the

risk of importing this coy beauty—Lucy Greive

by name '? Kisk did I say, yes, the chances

being even that she gives up the ghost on the

way.

Reader, it would grieve thy heart to stand by

and see a case of Geraniums opened immediately

after delivery from the Custom House. Four,

five, and sometimes six weeks smothering

amongst moss in a closely packed box stowed

fathoms deep in the hold of a steamship, is a

fearful ordeal for young succulent and lately struck

plants with main stems no thicker than the tube

of a clay pipe. What a miserable exhibition of

sick and wounded patients for the infirmary !

Leaves yellow, and mostly dropped oft", the tender

shoots rotten at their extremities, the bulbs dry

as the mummy of Pharaoh Xecho. Recovery

under such circumstances is next thing to a re-

surrection. Of course a large per centage is not

resurrected at all. Pelargoniums are still worse,

one-half usually suggest the utter folly of all

efforts at resuscitation. The Geraniums which

do survive are tedious convalescents. When the

long vale of months has passed they yield a

scant}- supply of shoots from which many plants

are struck, and thus try our patience greatly be-

fore showing bloom. All of which goes to show
that if somebody ventures on the alliance, and
Lucy Greive does not come to grief, purchasers

have much expense to pay roundly for her lady-

ship.

But I shall be falling into disgrace with the

beauties in my own harem in thus openly flirt-

ing with far oft' belles beyond the seas ; let us

hasten, therefore, to pay court to them as gal-

lantly as may be.

INLvDAME Werle, (Painted Zoiialo.)

Pure white, with an extremely delicate shade

of salmon, pink at the base of the Petals, slightly

advanced on their sides or lower edges. It would

be dirtieult to imagine, and unreasonable to desire

a more charming production than this. Its dis-

tinctive suggestion is—modesty based upon

merit. The blooms are as near circular as may
be, and above the average size, petals smoothe as

ivory and most symmetrically arranged. Small

plants throw up several fine trusses—the blooms

exhibit a tenacity unequaled, so far as my experi-

ence goes, by any other Geranium. Ilibberd be-

stows the highest encomiums on the first class

procluction pot plant. To grow it out of doors,

fully exposed to the sun, would be a kind of

profanation.

Souvenir De Sir Joseph Paxton, (Zonale).

[Ooudon Sydenham.]

This Geranium must not he confused with an-

other Paxton named the " Souvenir," sent out

(if I mistake not) by Paul, color scarlet. The

subject now discussed has just expanded the first

couple of trusses, which, as the eye first rests

upon them, fairly startles the appreciative be-

holder. Directly you pass sentence of excom-

munication on all the Pink flowered Geraniums

of former seasons, for we have nothing to com-

pare with this. Poor Christine, covered with

gay blossoms seemed anxious for help to run

away and hide herself in a thicket of Rhododen-

drons just over the way. To particularize is not

so easy, as I shall leave the best unsaid.

1st, as to color. Pink of the freshest and

brightest type, not to be excelled, as there is ab-

solutely no room for improvement—the centre

piece white and most conspicuous. The indi-

vidual blooms, which I am almost tempted to

call perfect, are within an ace of defying criti-

cism, expanding in suflicient numbers simulta-

neously to display a large and finely balanced

truss on a strong stock, well up among the foliage,

but not in the least leggy as in most of the

Pinks. One can't help feeling a kind of smoth-

ered regret that the departed genius of a Syden-

ham Palace, after whom this flower is named,

had not lived a little longer to behold the fair

harvest now being reaped by the toilers in the

Geranium field.

I had intended to say a good word for Beauty

de Suresne, which is good enough to satisfy the

most fastidious ; but the Souvenir monopolizes

all my admiration. As the latter can scarcely be

in the market for some time to come, it is but

common justice to add, that the former is quite a

gem under glass, and is beaten only l)y the Souv-

enir.

Rival Xosegay, (Beaton.)

Not entii-ely new, but after comparison with

all the other high classed nosegays, IIib])erd calls

attention to this fact, that in gorgeousness of

color and wealth of bloom it has no rival. Only

listen to what he says :
—" It grows compact and

dwarf, strong but branchy, and produces trusses

in such numbers that one may fairly suppose

its mission is to overwork itself—the flowers have

eith(;r broad petals (for a nosegay) and the color

is—oh ! there is the rub, what is the color V I

think if I called it rosy crimson, or crimson red.
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all our fi(>niiiinni friciuls Avill imdorstfind nie. It

is a spli'iulid variety, distinot from tlu' thousand

and one of our scarlets, distinct fnMTl all the

orange shades and all the common shades,

unique, brilliant, pure, powerful, glorious."

—

Pretty strong jjraise this, but it is ti'ue as gospel.

1 have it now in magniticent bloom, and no green-

house, however small, should be without it all

through the winter months. It does well also

out of doors in a tenacious but not over rich soil,

especially if partially shaded front the mid-day

glare.

EiUiATA.—In the October nuni])er, page 294,

there is an error of the compositor, that I request

correction. "Mad. ^larie Mezard " is set down
as quoted in the Foreign Catalogue at £'5 sterling.

It should be, (and was in my manuscript), five

shillings sterlins:.

FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.
BY II. W. SARGENT, WODENETIIp;, N. Y.

So many of our countrymen, on going abroad,

stop at Queenstown, making the journey through
Ireland before they visit England, that it may
not be unacceptable to some of your i-eaders to

know what to do after landing.

Supposing that one has seen Queenstown

—

which can be readily done in a few hours. There
are two ways of getting to Cork,—by rail or up
the river Lee, 13 miles. All subscribers to the

Cfar(lener\s Monthly should go by boat,—a most
enjoyable sail up one of the most charming of

rivers. The scenery f)n the Lee and Blackwater
<:an hardly be surpassed in the exquisite verdure
of the grass, grand umbrageous character of the

trees, and charming pastoral effects (especially

to one just coming from sea) of the lovely roll-

ing country on these two rivers, dotted with fine

tnansioiis, picturesque cottages, and old ivied

ruins
; ntossy and grey castles, and towers bat-

t -red down in the parliamentary wars.
As I propose to ntention simply those oltjects

connected with rural matters, which may be
interesting to your readers, I shall omit all such
things as can readily be learnt an 1 siu-n tIir.)Ugh

the medium of (Juides and (riiidc IJo )ks.

Near Cork, and a very ])leasant drive from it,

are the far-famed ruins of Blarney Castle, with
the renowned " Blarney stone," where, the por-

teress will assure you, " that she never knew a
match to fail when; lovers, kneeling together,

kiss-d tlic stone at tlu^ same time." The groves
of lilarmy are very interesting. Here is a Yew,

700 years old, and ait Araucaria 14 or 1.5 feet

high,—very striking to an American seeing this

extraordinary tree for the first time.

The environs of Cork abound in beautiful

places. Among them is the seat of Mr. Leigh,

with fine Araucarias, Pinus insignis, Thujopsis

Borealis, aitd a ntost exquisite fiower garden ; the

lawn, however here, as elsewhere iit England, so

filled with Daisy as to make one doubt whether

there is atiy grass at all.

!Near here is the residence of ^Ir. Pike, with a

small but ntost effective Park of only one hundred
acres; but so artistically maitaged, by letting iu

peeps of the distant coutttry, plaitting out objec-

tionaltle objects, and by the judicious grouping

attd ntassing of fine trees, as to lead one to sup-

pose the estate consisted of many thousand acres.

This Park was kept short by deer attd sheep.

Near the house a lovely fiower gardett, princi-

pally ribbons,—one consisted of Variegated

Alyssum,Eschcholtzia, Coleus,dafk blue Lobelia,

Tom Thumb Geraiiiunt, and Cloth of Gold Ge-

ranium.

A long, straight walk had a backgrouitd of

Hollyhocks, haviitg iit frottt. Yellow Calceolaria,

Tout Thumb Geraniunt, Cerastium toittetitosunt.

Also, long attd circular beds of Purple Vcrbeita,

Gazania, Coleus, Yellow Calceolaria, and Varie-

gated Geraniuiti, (Mrs. Pollock.) A very pretty

bed was a circle of dark blue Lobelias with a cross

of White Alyssuitt.

The Araucarias attd Deodars do finely iit this

portioit of Ireland, though the Cryptomerias.

Douglas Fir aitd Nobilis do ttot succeed.

Rather over an hour from Cork, by r:ul. is

Youghal, beautifuU}' situated on the Sea. at the

itiouth of the Blackwater, and where you take

the little steantcr to go up this lovely river.

Near Youghal is an ancient house covered wish

Iv\", once the residence of Sir Walter Raleigh,

and where, in 1588 and ir)89, he received and en-

tertained Edmund Spencer, the Poet, and they

embarked together from this place to go to Lon-
don to sup'.n-intend the pultlication of the 15 first

books of the '' Faerie tjueeite." The house is in

the old English style. Three high pointed gables

crown the East front, and beneath the central

one are the hall and entrance door.

The windows have been modernized,—the old

diamond panes set in lead having been removed.

In one of the kitchens the huge, ancient fireplace

yet remains. The walls of the entire house are

in a great part w\ainscoted in Irish Oak, black

with age. The drawing room still retains much
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of its ancient beauty in the i)reservation of its

liiul dark, ricli wainscot and its grand old carved

oak mantelpiece rising, in the Elizabethan style,

to the height of the ceiling.

The grounds are remarkable for the luxuriance

of the Myrtles, Bays, Arbutus, or other exotics

in the ojien air. In the garden were grown the lirst

Potatoes originally brought from America. In

the centre of the garden are four aged Yew trees,

under which, as tradition says. Sir Walter

smoked his pipe to the horror and consternation

of his servants, who, thinking him on tire, poured

water over hlin.

The sail up the lilackwater abounds in the

niost picturesque and beautiful views, having all

the advantages wood, water and mountain can

attbrd. Cnoc-maal-down soars up 2700 feet

above the river. On a bold projecting bluff is

situated Dromona House, where the old Countess

of Desmond fell out of a Cherry tree, at 140 years

of age, and was killed. This Cherry was first I

brought here by Sir Walter Raleigh from the
i

Canary Isles.

After passing the seat of Sir Richard Mus-
grave, an old fiimily famous in the Border Wars,

and various other fine country places, we reach

Cappo'iuin, near which is a celebrated Monastery

ofTrappists. Four miles beyond which is Lis-

more Castle, one of the seats of the Duke of De-

vonshire, completely restored by the late Duke.

In 1()82 it received, as its guest, the unfortunate

James II. and an anecdote is told, that this mon-
arch, when lirousht to the bay window of the

great room in order to see the view, was so struck

by perceiving the vast height at which he stood

above the river running beneath him, as to start

back with dismay. Hence the window is called

King .James' window to this day. All the state

apartments at Lismore have, as I said above,

been recently restored by the Duke. The dining

room, drawing room and hall being all hung in

tapestry bearing the emblazonry of the Cavendish

family.

Beyond Lismore is BallydnfT, an intercstiuir

ruin of an old castellated mansion, and a good

specimen of the style of architecture of the periods

of Elizabeth and James.

In the neighborhood of the Lakes of Killarney

are some fine residences, conspicuous among
them are those of Lord Kenmore and the Hon.

Wm. Herbert. In the grounds of the latter are

the admirably preserved ruins of Mucross Abbey,

800 years old, and near which, in the centre of

the cloisters, is a Yew 10 feet (the stem) in cir-

cumference—said to be the highest in Europe.

The Lakes of Killarney surpass both the Eng-

lish and Scotch Lakes in picturesque beauty as

well as grandeur. On a fine projecting point of

an island in Lord Kenmare's grounds, stands

Ross Castle, built in the l-2th century, destroyed

in the Civil War by Cromwell ; once the strong-

hold of the O'Douahue, whose spirit still appears

on a white horse every seven years.

Innisfallen, perhaps the most beautiful spot in

the world, is another island of 21 acres, with a

grand old abbey covered with Ivy, built in the

Seventh century, magnificent park trees—a thorn

one hundred and forty feet in circumference, and

a Holly with a stem fourteen feet in circumfe-

rence.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of the drive and

rides round Killarney. The country is always

verdant trom excessive mists and rains ; and the

beauty of the Lake and Islands, and grandeur of

the mountains, are beyond description.

FRUIT XOTES FROM VIRGINIA.

BY OLIVER TAYLOR.

I wish to drop thee a few items from our sec-

tion. We have had a remarkable season for grain,

fruits and vegetables to grow, and with the excep-

tion of the later cherries, and the yellow peaches,

all have ripened well, and generally been harves-

ted in good order. C'orn promises to be a very

fine crop. So taking it altogether I have seldom

seen such an abundant season. We have had

but little drought and but little cause to fear too

much wet. We seem to be between the eastern

rain and the western drought. Our Strawberries

did better than in other parts, from accounts, as

the frosts injured the early and the wet the later

;

but here both did well. We find the Agricultu-

rist quite worthless, as it blasts in the Spring or

fires the foliage worse than any other in the Fall.

The French does well, also the Albany and Rus-

sell. Our Apple trees are breaking to pieces

often with the fruit; and there were so few curcu-

lio here this Summer that a Nectarine tree with

us broke to pieces witli the fruit; but the wet was

too much for them and they all rotted just as they

were rijicning. I never knew it to occur before

but that the circulio would have from four to six

marks in each si)ecimen of Nectarine, but this

year I could not see one in six or eight specimens.

What has become of him ?

All kinds of insects seem fewer this year, and
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the fruit is foirer than usual. Our carUost Peaches

were small and not quite as hij^h flavored as

usual; but tlu> Old Xewiniitou, Grand Admirable

and Sweet Meloeotou, now just ripe are very fine,

if not as good as ever. The Louis Fhillipe, ripe

last week, a large cling, was splendid ; also the

Shanghai, Xo. 2 and Xo. 5, both fine and nearly

alike. Our Pear trees have ])lighted badly the

past three years, andof over one hundred trees, I

find the Seckel, Bartlett, Ott, and Virgalieu, are

less injured and produce more fruit than any

others. I believe the cause of blight in the Pear

is owing to the fineness of the pores of the Pear

wood, not allowing the sap to raise fast enough

to supply the tree at all times, amid our brilliant

changeable climate. Has the Pinus excelsa,

fruited in America, to your knowledge ? [We
know of several.

—

Ed.] I have one with some

seventy-five cones on.

I would like to hear of the size of the largest

specimen of Golden Arborvitte and Pinus excel-

sa in America.

The Grape foliage fired badly this fall, and

the leaves nearly all off the Delaware and most

other varieties, and even the Clinton leaves were

quite spotted, but they, most of them, ripened

their fruit. The past three years the Grapes

here have been losing their leaves prematurely,

and the fruit failing to ripen, excepting in some

sheltered places.
•••••

CULTURE OF THE TOMATO.
BY L, B., PHILADW.

Every one who plants a garden must have ex-

perience of the difiicult}^ of dealing with Tomatoes

as usually grown : they spread over space where

the}' are not wanted : they hug the ground with

such persistence tliat nothing can keep them from

it : they rot both when it rains and when it does

not rain ; and at about the end of Si'i)tcml)er they

come to an absolute end of all production. The
consequence is that most people choose to purchase

such as the market aflbrds, and to pay for defec-

tive and unsatisfactory Tomatoes at a high price

because an ordinary garden docs not atlbnl room

for them. Having gone through an ample ('xpe-

rience of this sort, I by a(;cident attempted a

mode of cultivation two years ago which has far

exceeded my expectations in obviating the difli-

culties referred to ; and in giving an ample supply

of Tomatoes so far superior to those usually sold

as to l)ear no comparison with lluin.

This mode is a rigid training of the vines on a

high wall—a wall facing south in my case, but

one facing east I think Avill do; while one facing

north certainly will not do. Strips of lath nailed

on posts or stakes say eight inches from the face

of the wall suffice to keep the vines within the en-

closed space, but they must also be frequently

tied to the lath, or to nails driven in the face of

the wall. Some trouble is requisite while they

are growing most rapidly, but it will repay all

the trouble well ; being sure to keep the vines

from faHing or blowing down by whatever driving

—tying or lath—may be necessary. I have had
no serious difficulty in this respect, nor will any

one who ties the vines frequently in .July and

August: using some soft flax twine, or strong

cotton strings.

The result is that the vines grow and bear from

the earliest time that any can be ])roduced, until

absolute freezing weather comes in Xovember.

I have had them in profusion and in perfection

on the vines in two years as late as the middle

of Xovember,—the tail of both 18«)5 and 1866

being favorable as regards late frosts, or the de-

lay of alxsolute freezing weather. And it is re-

markable that the Tomato Plant vmder such cir-

cumstances continues to produce as aliundantly

to the last as could be desired, without check by

any frost or chill that does not absolutely freeze the

vines.

The fruit of the Tomato is peculiarly an air

fruit, requiring the fullest sun, and the most free

circulation of air to perfect it. In the shade or

near the earth the fruit does not set, and if set,

does not ripen. Under the best conditions for

the vines in this respect the production is so much
greater as to jiay for all the trouble of attaining

them, even if a wall or trellis were to be erected

exclusively to produce Tomatoes. And those

growing them for market purposes would be as

well repaid as private cultivators. I can count

up already about eight bushels as the produce of

sixty feet of wall, and but twelve inches of earth

surface at the foot in which they are jtlanted, a

brick walk three feet in width coming next ; the

vines have in three cases ripened fruit largely at

a heigth of six to seven feet; and the bearing

season has begun, or the production of ripe To-

matoes, about the lOtli of August.

As every practical economy in producing this

indispensable vegetable is really demanded to se-

cure good fruit and enough of it, I trust

some of 3'our readers who have been annoyed

as I have been by tlie old mode, will try the wall;

and by a little exiK'uditure of labor secure a result
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practically ten times as great in this item of pri-

vate gardening.

POSTSCRIF'T.

The ahove manuscript, mislaid at the date of

its writing, may now be sui^plemeuted by a final

paragraph stating Avhat the experience of this

year was. It was that the vines continued green

and productive to November 13tli, j-ielding a full

supply for daily use to that time : that on Novem-
ber 13th over two bushels of well grown Toma-
toes, green and ripe, were picked from perhaps

sixty feet of wall, and that of these two bushels

fully half-a-bushel remain all sound and mostly

well ripened, to day, December 17th. All of the

quantity picked November 13th ripening well,

and being used as raw Tomatoes.

IS AMERICA THE WORST FRUIT GROW-
ING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD ?

BY P. B.

H. W. Sargent, Esq., of Wodenethe, Fishkill,

on the Hudson, one of the most distinguished

amateur horticulturists in America, in the last

number of the Gardener''s Monthhj^ declares em-

])hatically that it is, and that he has arrived at

this conclusion after two j'ears of travel all over

the Christian world.

This statement from Mr. Sargent is astonishing,

and I can hax'dly think that it was written in

earnest, or was intended to be literally under-

stood.

I have several times passed through the most
favored fruit-growing districts of Great Britain,

France, Belgium and Germany ; and my conclu-

sion is, that we had fruit-growing districts,

extensive ones, and many of them, in the Uni-

ted States, quite equal, on the whole, to any
others I have ever seen, and that nowhere else

in the world are fruits in general produced in

such immense quantities and so cheaply as in

the United States.

I think I have seen as many apples in one or-

chai'd in Western New York as I have seen in

all England put together in a journe}^ of a week.

Only think of a single count}' in which perhaps

about half the land is under cultivation, produ-

cing annually, for apples .so?(Z, half a miUion
dolh :,!<.

I think a single steamboat will carry to the

markets ofNew York at one trip as many peaches

as are grown in both England and France. As
to pears, on my return from Europe in September

last, after visiting some orchards and gardens at

Boston and Rochester, I said that I had found

no such crops of pears, and seldom such vigorous

and healthy trees, even in the most celebrated

pear districts of Europe. Other gentlemen who
traveled with me concurred in this opinion.

Then as to Grapes. I have never yet seen

grapes grown in any other country with so little

labor and producing such immense crops as in

the United States—four, tive, six, and even eight

tons to the acre. It is estimated that we have

some two million acres now under grapes, and
one state alone, Missouri, claims to have five

million acres suitable for the vineyard.

Then see what Mr. Berckmans sa}'? in the last

number of this journal about Georgia, and the

Southern States generally, where not only the

apple, the pear and the peach attain the greatest

perfection, but the grape, fig, orange, olive and
pomegranate are grown successfully. Then if we
pass over to California we will find, as a friend

writes me, the paradise of fruit growers, where

fruits attain fabulous dimensions, are exempt
from diseases, and grow almost spontaneously.

"America the worst fruit-growing country in

the world"! What a mistake! We have our

difficulties, diseases, insects, extremes of temper-

ature, &c., but did Mr. Sargent find any place in

Europe exempt from these ? When I landed in

England last May the whole country was bronzed

with a severe frost which occurred on the twenty-

fourth of that month, killing outright most ten-

der garden crops and all fruit prospects. It had

a similar eftect over a considerable part of France.

When traveling on the Rhine in July the weather

was cold as in October, and the vine-growers were

despairing of a crop. I think that one very fine

vintage in five, is as much as growers, even in fa-

vorable districts, expect—so I was informed.

We saw wall trees devoured with armies of

slugs. Red spider, mealy bug, more prevalent

than in this country, but more vigorously re-

pelled. In even flxvored districts of France we
saw the pear trees with yellow sickly foliage and

little fruit, and whole vineyards with scarce a

bunch of fruit.

The fruit markets of Paris and London are

well supplied it is true, but the fruits we see there

are contributed by almost every part of Europe,

produci'd in small gardens, and in glass houses,

with great care, and the prices generally are be-

yond the means of the great mass of the people.

The only fruit I saw that approached our prices

was the strawberry ; of it the supply in Paris

was immense and the quality good, and prices

not much higher than in Boston or New York.
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ox FLX'IISIAS AXI) VEHBEXAS.
BY S. 15., X. J.

IIovv to grow good Fuclisiiis and A'crbenas in

large quantilies in Hoavit (or the market. Fuch.sia

cuttings put in now of new growtli in a tempera-
ture between fifty and sixty, will iomI freely.

Pot them in thumb pots grown in altout llie same
temperature, with plenty of moisture and light,

will grow very rapidly. When the pots are full

of r<K)t8 shift into three-inch pots. Put about
three inches of old tan bark, hops, or rotten ma-
nure, and plunge them in it up to the rim of the

pot. AVhen ready to shift again put them into

pint pots, half plunging them. Shade during
the middle of the day on bright days in Sprmg.
In .Vpril you will have plants about two feet

high of a pyramid form beginning to bloom. My
mode of growing Verbenas is to get a lot estab-

lished in two-inch pots in October, keeping them
in a temperature of about forty-five or fifty, pro-

pagating from those and potting them three in a

pot to save house room. About the first of

^farch put them ( nc in a pot and plunge in a

cold frame, covering with shutters or mats frosty

nights. I have found rusty Verbenas to grow
out of it after putting in the frame.

PEAR TREE BLIGHT.
BY J. II. C, IRONTOX, O.

When a young Pear tree blights badly most
persons remove it root and branch, but is this

right ? I have known some such cases where
the tree would recover and grow as well as ixny.

I am not a believer in blight lu'ing contagious,and

experience goes t show that a tree may recover

and show no more disease for months.

If however others have a dilferent experience

let them speak.

[Exactly our opinion.—Ed.]

MY GHAl'E^, DrUINTI THE PAST SUM-
MIOR AXI) FALL.

BY HOltTK'OT.A. Xf)I!TH MOIiOKKX, X. J.

Dr. Warder calls, in iiis Aiucrican Pomology,
America a glorious country lor raising fruit

trees. That is literally true, for I believe gralY-

ing fruit trees may l)e don(^ successfully with a

wood-axe. If, however, by raising is meant
managing in order to have fruit, keejiing them
in health, and protecting them against the host

of innumerable enemies lurking around them in

the atmosphere, as well as in the s>il. Dr.

Awarder's assertion must be limited, and cannot

be considered as applicable to many i)arts of

this great country.

H. W. Sargent, Esq., of Fishkill on the Hud-
son, calls America, in the December number of

this magazine, p. 3t56, " The worst fruit-growing

country in the world, except the north of

Europe." He does so immediately after his re-

turn from a tour through Europe, comparing

only England with the United States, not even

France or Germany, to which countries England

is, in respect to fruit growing, so much inferior.

The readers of this magazine know that I

have patience enough to wait, and to try again,

if I meet with a failure. Xo enemy is so

formidable as to frighten me into a disgraceful

abandonment of the field before I have given

fair battle to him. If I, therefore, do not con-

cede that a certain degree of despondency be-

gins to dishearten me, attributable to increasing

failures and diminishing success, I do not mean
to intimate that I have resolved to give up, but

that I cannot help changing ray plan of opera-

tion in rejecting what is refractory, and in re-

taining wh;it appears to be suitable to my
grounds and localit}'. I shall also continue ex-

perimenting and testing such novelties as I may
be able to procure.

The Delaware is an entire failure Avith me.

The plants I received as a present from Dr.

Grant were the strongest and finest that could

be found. They grew for several 3'ears most

vigorously, but never bore a full crop. About
four or five years, ago, they made canes nearly

three-quarters of an inch in diameter, and were

much admired by those who saw them, among
whom there was a number of professional vine-

growers. Alas! tlie 3ear in which they seemed

to have reached an unusual degree of perfection

was the turning-point. Although the wood
ripened thoroughly, yet they were much feebler

in the following year; they were worse in the

next, until I am compelled to dig up those that

are left and throw them away. The canes of

them are now not thicker than a small goose-

quill. Xeilber can I do anything with the

numerous seedlings from the Delaware ; they

grow for a few years, then they dwindle awa}'.

Thr(>e years ago, I had one that was very

vigorous and strong, so that I was in hopes it

would bear the next season. Instead of that,

its growth was very feeble, just like that of an
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Anna of the same age; both died during the

sununer.

Wliat I say of the Delaware, in my grounds,

liolds good in respeet to those grown around

here. The Dehiware is not fit for this loeahty;

it stands our winters, l)ut not our sunnuers.

Whether it will do better on the root of the

Clinton remains to be seen.

The Diana is very vigorous, but gave only

once, in nine 3-ears, a good crop. It ripens

every year three or four very small clusters, so

that it is not worth growing.

Tiie Rel)ecca is liealthy, but a feeble grower

on its own roots, bearing and inpening every

year a few very diminutive clusters of most ex-

cellent quality. A Rebecca, inarched in a shoot

of the Taylor, made a shoot, during the past

summer, nineteen feet long, and as thick as my
middle finger. It was inarched in the summer
of LSGG. The Anna I gave up last year.

Hartford Prolific is perfectly healthy, and

bears full crops. I applied the ring to several

shoots of it without the least perceptible in-

riuence on the clusters. They ripened neither

earlier nor were they of larger size.

The Concord has, in ni}'^ grounds, most cui'i-

ously behaved. Three ver}^ vigorous vines gave

me full crops but once. For 1865 they grew
very well, and ripened their wood perfectly.

For 18G6 thej^ did not grow at all, so that I

thought they were dead. This was really the

fact with one of them; the two others wei'e

alive, although they did not make any wood.

For 18G7 they grew again, not from the roots,

but from the old wood, about a foot above the

roots. The canes they have made bid fair to

produce an abundance of fruit.

An Allen's Hybrid, which had borne every

year, was loaded with most beautiful clusters,

in 18<>r), When the berries had just commenced
beini: translucent the plant died outright. Six

other plants, in another exposure, are growing

luxuriantly, hut mildew so badly that I do not

expect much of them.

Adirondac and Rogers' Ilj-brids, with

hardly any exceptions, show veiy little mildew,

Init have not borne yet, save Xo. 4'}.

Union Village is d;)ing exceedingly well, and

rijx'ns its fruit every year.

On the Creveling I saw, last summer (.luly •">),

fi)i' the first time, the true Oidium Tuckeri. X(jt

the leaves had been attacked, but small, im-

perfectly developed berries. It did, however,

not spread, and a few berries ripened. The To-

Kalon show(>d the same condition. I shall de-

stroy it.

The lona is, with me, a feeble grower; mil-

dews, and did not ripen its fruit last fall.

Gi-afted on the Xorlh America; it made a fine

growth.

The Israella, after having grown prodigiously

in 1865, did not show the least sign of life in

1866, but recovered in 18i)7, in the same, to me,
inexplicable way as the Concord.

Miles grew and bore finely, but the berries,

when nearly ripe, mildewed, so that they looked
as if they had been dashed Avith flour. This
made them intensely bitter to the taste. The
same mildew spoiled also the fruit of a Hartford
Prolific and of a Concord, shading the piazza of

my house. These two vines did not ripen their

wood.

Maxatawney bore several fine clusters, and
ripened them perfectly. Very little mildew was
visible on the leaves.

Taylor and Cuyahoga are not worth growing.
York Madeira bore finely, but the fruit is only
sweet, not aromatic.

The Herbemont died, three years ago, after

having borne a few clusters of fine fruit. I had
no success with two young plants I set out
afterwards.

Lincoln is a most rampant grower, but a
very shy bearer. Of the Lydia, Charlotte, and
a number of others, I cannot say any thing 3'et,

as the plants are not old enough to bear. Bald-
win, Lenoir and Dev(n-eux are very healthy
growers, but have not borne yet.

The Clinton bore abundantly, al) hough its

leaves were a little affected by mildew. It had
never before any mildew on it.

The Alvey is my favorite. It grows ram-
pantly, and bears, when not cut too short, an
abundance of vinous, very refreshing fruit,

without pulp, and with a very thin skin. It

must be overripe to develop its fine qualities.

My black seedling, which I called the Jersey
Black, did not mildew, and ripened a full crop
of fruit to perfection.

Of the AVeehawken I dare hardly say what
truth obliges me to say, though every word will

be corroborated by a large number of witnesses.
The original vine, as well as several others, now
three years old, and planted in difierent parts of
my grounds, did ecjually well. They were not
aftl'cted by mildew, and retained their foliage till

the frost killed them. The wood ripened up to

the extreme ends, even of the laterals. The
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bearing cane of the mother vine was three feet

long, and ripened twenty-three most beautiful

clusters. I cut this bearing cane oft', with all

the bunches on it, on the Kith of October, to ex-

hibit it on the 17th, the day appointed for the

grapo-show. Unfortunately, tlie show was post-

poned for a week. 1 received the information

on the loth, an hour after I had cut and packed

the cane. I sent it to New York on the 24th of

October, but did not look at it, nor did I visit

the exhibition; for, as it is an early grape, and

was overripe when I cut the cane olf, it was not

difticult to imagine in what condition it was

when it was taken out of the box, in which it

had remained from the IGth to the 24th of Oc-

tober.

{To he continued.)

PEAR BLIGHT AGAIN.

BY S. S. COOKE, CHILLICOTIIE, OHIO.

Anotlier y€ar\s experience, Mr. Editor, enables

me to come before your readers with some addi-

tional facts respecting this disease. In your

March number, 1807, I gave my observations on

a pear orchard of .500 ti'ees during 1 Si);") and 180(5

;

and endeavored to call more general attention to

the subject of blight. I am glad that the article

met Avith notice from several gentlemen who have

been observers of the disease, and drew from

others views and theories worthy of notice also.

Blight in the pear usually appears during the

growing season, and just after a fall of rain (or

in damp weather), preceded by a drought of

several weeks. A sporadic case occurs, how-

ever, in warm moist weather, when no drought

has existed. The theory, therefor, concerning

the cause of the disease, as suggested in my
article, was that during the period of the drought,

the functions of the tree are all unusuallj- active

in inhaling and absorbing moisture and nutriment

to supply the wants of the tree, and that, wliile

in tliis State, a rain-fall takes place, suddenly im-

mersing the tree in a luiiiiid atmosphere, and
the roots in wet grouml, whereby the active ves-

sels at once fill the tree with an excess of crude

sap, gorging themselves until the walls of the

vessels give way, and extravasation ensnes. In-

cipient decomposition follows this functional de-

rangement, and the sporules of fungi, evei'y

where present, seize upon the decomposing cam-
bium, and settle the case with the patient in a

day or two. Two agencies unite in producing

the death, physical deranyement and fungus ; one

an internal, and the other an external cause.

This was the theory suggested in the article

alluded to ; being, in substance, that of Prof.

Salisbuiy, of Cleveland.

Other theories have also been recently sug-

gested ; and among them the following :—Mr.

Bennett, of Pittsburg, advocates the doctrine

that electricity produces blight, and also mildew

and rot in grapes. He thinks that lightning

either explodes the sap vessels, or so heats the

sap as to kill the tissues of the tree. Dr. Stay-

man, of Kansas, I think advanced the same idea

in the Horticulturist some years ago. Mr.

Feast, of ^Maryland, seems to endorse the same

theory. Mr. Berckmans, of Georgia, Avhile he

thinks that blight follows rains, preceded by

drought, which ruptures the utncules and vessels

of the tree, inducing derangement, which, in

turn, is followed by fungoid attacks, also ad-

vances the hypothesis that blight ordinarily only

attacks trees or branches that are bark bound

;

and that a longitudinal incision with the knife

through the bark of the part, or tree, so bound,

will prevent an attack of blight. This remedy

is laid down as entirely successful with him.

Thus much for theories ; and next, as to facts.

I regret to record that my experience in pear

culture during the past season of 1807, has been

a sad one. During 180.") and 1800 my neighbors

in the Sciota valley, a mile east of me, suftered

severely from blight, while I feel it but little. In

the past year, however, my neighbors of the

valley escaped, and the scourge fell heavily on my
orchard. Whether the one theory or the other

was correct as to the cause, made but little ditf-

ei'ence, as remedies all failed.

^ly note book must tell the story. About the

20th of Api'il—following the advice of Professor

Salisbury— I sjjrinkled over the roots of each

standard tree in the orchard about one gallon of re-

fuse gas-lime,and forked it under. This was done

to counteract fungus through the sunnner. No
dwarf trees were limed. April and ^Nlay were

cold and wet months. Some lightning occurred

in the middle of May, but no blight.

June. First half of this month rather wet and

warm ; hard thunder shower on the 12th, follow-

ed by no blight ; I'ains teased (m 14th.and drouijht

began ; betwi-en 2(lth and iUlth, one light shower

and warm days and nights— in which time lost

12 dwarfs and 1 standard tree by blight. No
lightning last half of month.

July. Head Mr. Berckmans' theory and rem-
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edy, and on 5th made longitudinal incision from

branches to roots on every standard tree in

orchard. First 12 days of month dry, with cool

nights and no blight ; rain on 12th, followed b}^

warm, moist weather for 4 or 5 days—in which

lost 4 standard trees by blight. Last half of

month cool nights, two small showers—dry—no

blight, but mildew on grape leaves. Ko light-

ning this month. Drought most of month.

August. Heavy rain with thunder and light-

ning on 1st ; same on 10th ; on l;}th shower}',

and some thunder ; days and nights warm and

moist for tirst 17 days of month, in which time

lost 25 standard and 6 dwarf trees, by bligiit

;

from 21st to 2(jth one I'ain, warm and damp
nights, in which lost 4 standards and 2 dwarfs

by blight ; on 27th cool nights and drought set

in, blight ceased entirely and mildew on grape

leaves commenced again. Total loss—34 stand-

ards and 20 dwarfs ; being about 12 per cent, of

the whole orchard.

Of the standards destroj^ed, 4 were feeble, 4

of medium vigor, and 20 of vigorous growth. Ot

the dwarfs, 8 were feeble, 5 medium, and 7 of

strong growth. Of varieties, the Flemish Beauty

suffered most ; loosing 8 out of 10 very vigorous

standard trees. Next, Beurre Easter. Next,

Ilowell, Beurre d'Anjou, Beurre Diel, and

d'Alencon. Such as suffered least were : Bartlett

(12 standards, none affected), Beurre Clairgeau

(none affected), [Beurre Golden (none affected),

Seckel (one affected out of 10), Howell (2 out of

5), and Bergamotte Codette. Only one dwarf

Louise Bonne, out of 40 was lost ; and one dwarf

Doyenne, out of 20.

It should be noted, however, that a slight ele-

vation or ridge, runs across the orchard a few rods

from the south end. On this the Bartletts and L.

Bonnes are situated. As this position is natu-

rally a little better drained than further nf)rth,

the slower and more healthy growth of the Bart-

letts may thus be accounted for. The northerl}-

half of the orchard lies in a very slight depres-

sion, or basin, scarcely observable ; and has a

rather better soil. Rains, if heavy, incline slight-

ly to flow toward this basin from all directions,

and carry with tbem the richer elements of soil,

or vegetable mould. Thrf)ULrh the centre of the

basin a good .3 foot secret drain is constructed,

carrying off all surplus moisture. By far the

great^ist invasion of blight occurred in this north-

erly i)art ; not less than three-fourths oif the lost

trees being situated there. Hence I infer the

soil there to be too rich in vegetable matter. I

now incline to the idea of removing all trees, in

the coming spring, from this locality to a higher,

poorer, and better drained piece of land. Trees

growing within 4 feet of the drain referred to,

blightlv as badly as those 4 rods distant.

Now, what do the results aforesaid indicate ?

I think tJiey tend to show that blight is : First,

an atmospheric disease ; and Secondly, that its

foundation is functional derangement of some
kind in the tree, produced by sudden changes

from dry, to moist warm weather. Regular at-

mospheric states, whether wet, dry, warm, or

cold, do not favor the disease. As to the theories

before noticed, it may be remarked that the re-

sults reported, do not appear to sustain the one

referring the cause of the disease to e/atrjc/t^. On
some occasions we had bliglit following lightning

;

on others, we had lightning without blight ; and
on others, blight without lightning. A great fault

with the electrical theory is, that sufficient facts

and experiments are not adduced in its support.

When these come to be presented, it may appear

in a better light than at present. I think the

facts reported also tend pretty strongly to nega-

tive the theory that hark-hound trees, or branches,

are ordinarily the only subjects of blight, and
that the disease is pi-eveuted by incising the

bai-k. The fact that I lost 34 trees thus treated,

removes all faith in the remedy, so far as I am
concerned. None of the trees, so far as I could

discern, were bark-bound.

As to the remedy tried in April last—the ap-

plication of gas-lime upon the roots—something
is also to be said. This, too. certainly failed as

a remedy. Possibly the bleaching received by
the lime, through several months exposure in the

open atmosphere, before I got it, may have weak-
ened or destroyed its remedial qualities. On
the other hand, its fertilizing qualities very prob-

ably induced a more rapid and vigorous growth
in the ti-ees ; and thus tended to bring on, rather

than prevent, an attack of blight. Certain it is,

that the loss of standard trees, compared with
dwarfs, was out of all natural proportions.

Hence, I incline to attribute the loss of many
valuable trees to the effect produced l)y the gas-

lime. Retarding, rather than invigorating,

j

would seem a better course with pears in our

soil.

Another fact is noticeable. When bliglit ap-

peared in the pear trees, no mildew, or oidiuin,

I

showed itself on the grajie leaves in my vineyard.

And when the leaves of the grapes were most

j
aftectcd by oidium, no blight appeared among
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the pears. Warm and moist nights, while they

favored the blight, seemed to produce no mildew.

On the other hand, cool and dry nights seemed

to favor the spread of oidiiim and check tliat of

blight. This would indicate the presence of dif-

ferent species of fungi in the two cases, which

accords with the generally received opinion.

In conclusion, I will express no opinion as to

the true cause, or causes, of pear bliglit—further

than, that at present nothing has appeared to

overturn what is known as the fungus theory.

"Whether fungus is an active caw.se, or only a

conisequence of the real disease, I can give no

opinion of any moment. There are strong cir-

cumstances going to indicate that it is only a

consequence of an abnormal condition of the

tree, and tha the real disease is some hours in

advance of th parasite. Recently it has been

intimated through the press, that this question,

so far as it relates to oidium and grape rot, is

receiving the consideration of several skillful

pomologists and microscopists, whose results are

to be given to the public. Such examination will

necessarily go fixr, also, to settle the "vexed
question " as to the origin of blight in the pear.

E D I T E I A L .

now BARK IS FORMED.
AVe are reminded of some very curious obser-

vations by a note from a Philadelphia friend,pub-

lished in the Januar}- number :

Ten j^ears ago some young candidates for

the penitentiary stripped a cherry tree of ours of

its bark. This was about midsummer; next day

we noticed that the edge of the medullary rays

exuded a sappy substance, and the whole sui--

face of the exposed wood was covered, as it

were, with "pinhead" points of a gelatinous

texture, about one-eighth of an inch apart.

These processes continued to expand till in a

few days they met each other, united in one ho-

mogenous mass, and very soon after, we forget

exactly how many days, the whole surface was

covered uniformly with a very thin brown cuti-

cle. There Avere, however, a few small spots

exposed to the full sun on the south of the tree,

where the exudation burned off by the suns heat

as fast as formed. No new bark covered them;

and it was not until two years afterwards that

the new bark closed in all around and covered

these places.

A year or two afterwards we saw in the Au-

tunm a very large api)le tree, perhaps four feet

niund, that had the whole stem stripped some-

lime in the sunnner—why or for what, or the)»ro-

jirietor, or any circumstances connected with it,

we do not kn<nv—oidy that a new bark had

fi.iiiiiMl since—that season, completely covering

the hlcin, and the tree growing with amazing

vigor and health.

Two years iigo, a ten year old tree of our own

planting, of Qucrcua discolor, (swami) while oak).

got its bark shattered; half Avay round the tree

the bark was completely carried away; on the

the other half it was loosened and hung down

—

that is, it hung longitudinalh^, not separated near

the ground. Determined to save the tree if

practicable, not having any trees of the kind,

we resolved to sacrifice a nice tree of English

oak. The bark was taken off, carefully cut and

fitted so as to cover the exposed parts of the

swamp white oak, the idea being to graft as it

were the bark of the English oak so as to take

the place of the natural bark. Its own loose

piece of bark was set up in place, and the wound
tied and bandaged securely by muslin. This was
also about midsummer. The English oak bark

died ; and no new bark appeared imder it. The
trees own bark placed up against the place where

it had been torn off, did not imite, but imder it,

between it and the wood, a neiv bark grew, just

as we had seen in the case of the apple and

cherr}', and the tree is in perfect health now,

although the part where no bark grew is not yet

covered by the approaching sides of living bark.

Why no bark formed as well under the English

bark as wi'U as under the trees own loose bark,

we canliottell; imless it be that the connection

of the latter at the bottom preserved life through

I the whole range of living bark, and in the former

having nothin<j:to i)reserve life, decay commenced
and comnunncatiHl its decomposing infiuences

to the exuding matter, destroying it also.

j

However, that is not the point here. The in-

I

terest is in showing hoiv bark is niatU. The
I outer cuticles of snakes and other skin shedding

things we know is done as a comparatively
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seasons, as we saj' of birds. Trees, we see, are

in the same eateijory ; they have their new bark

seasons, when it soon commences, pours through

the fissures between the Avoody fiber, and is soon

over.

Another singular fact in reference to this mat-

ter is worthy of note. In the fall of the year,

after growth had ceased, we cut out a block of

the new cherr\' bark about an inch square, and

we found the season's growth of M'ood and bark

both equal, each about one-eighth of an inch

thick. So that we niiiy judge from this that

the cherry, and perhajis other trees, expends as

much of its energies annually on the bark as on

the wood.

.

This question of bark starts many interesting

thoughts. The " heart " wood of a tree is gen-

erally supposed to be dead wood; the sap wood
living, and able to carry out operations of value

to the tree. The bark is of the same chai'acter.

Two or three year's growth is generally alive;

others outside of this are dead and of no use,

and in time the outermost fall oft' by the action of

wind and weather. If there were no chance of

falling oft', the bark ofa tree would be quite about

as thick as the wood, the old rings ot equal num-
ber on the extreme points of a central line.

How long l)ark remains alive is dift'erent in

dift'erent trees. In many it is not easy to tell the

living from the dead structure. In some it is

very plain. In the common trumpet vine (Te-

coma radkans), the dividing line is beautifully

distinct ; the living bark embracing three years

(we believe, for we are writing without notes of

our observations).

Another singular thing about bark is what we
call "rough bark." It begins at dift'erent ages in

dift'erent trees, and is evidently of another nature

to the mere cuticle, which forms the first stage

of bark in the young shoots existence. In the

Cherry, Birch, &c., the early bark peels off" in

vertical paper-like flakes around the circumfer

ence of the tree; but after a few years another

substance bursts through longitudinally and

forms irregular excrescences. In some trees like

the Sweet Gum, and English ^laple, [Acer Cam-
pestre)^ these longitudinal excrescences appear

the first year, and thus are formed what we call

"cork barked" trees, as in the accompanying

illustration ; but the time when these ajipear is

[Shoot of Couk-IIaukkd Maple.]

different in individuals of the same species. Some
maples do not become corkey for several years

;

while others are densely winged almost regularly

as the young growth pushes. We also see Sweet
Gums, some of them with a weird unearthly look,

others polished as the most cultivated human
could desire.

But, says INIr. Jack ^Slatter-o-fact at our elbow,

this is all very pretty and makes an interesting

tale; but a practical journal like the Gardener^s

Monthly should tell us how to make money, or

give us some useful idea to turn to practical ac-

count in our every day operations. AVhnt is

there in all this ? But we must first gain know-
ledge before we can possibly know whether it is

worth anything or not. We can make no use of

anything of which we know nothing ; and in

this matter of bark, no doubt if we knew all

about it, we could turn it to jiractical account in
various Avays.

For instance, we know already that trees some-
times sutt'erfrom indurated bark

—

get hide bound

as it is technically termed—the cherry especially,

and it has been the custom with Gardeners to

cut through with a knife, all down the stem of

the tree, which has often proved to be a par-

tial remedy. But if we can find out tlie exact

time of forming new bark, and how we can ex-

corticate always and with safety, it would be
much better still.

We hope some one will follow up these ideas.

Our experimental farms and gardens,national and
otherwise, ought to help us with these things.

DETEKIORATIOX OF FRUIT ORCHAEDS
It is perfectly clear to us, that the doctrines

advanced by the Gardener'>s Monthly^ that the

cracking of the Pear is owing to a parasitic

fungus, which does not necessarily imply a
disease in the tree, must receive the assent of

every intelligent fruit-grower. We are much
pleased to note that already many of the leading

men in the country have given their assent to

this view; and the true theory once acknow-
ledged, some remedy may be discovered, without
which, all attempts to combat the enemy is like

fighting in the dark.

Our English friends have not got so far in

their general knowledge of fungoid diseases as

American cultivators. In some respects they are

farther advanced, particularly in the descriptive

science of these minute plants. There is not

any one in the world who stands so deservedly

high in this as Rev. M. A. Berkeley. Yet we
speedy operation. They have their "moulting"
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really think the practical value of Mr.
Berkeley's labor is more apparent in the United

States than in Europe. As our readers know,

the Pear cracks as badly in sonte parts of

Europe as here; yet, in all the discussions we
read in European periodicals, no practical culti-

vator has any thing better to offer than argu-

ments which have long lost their force here

—

"hot weather;" "hot suns after showers, &c." A
leading contrilmtor of one of the best English

jxn-iodicals thinks it is a want of regular

moisture at the root which causes it. lie says :

" Beurre Diel, on the Quince, trained upright

against a south brick wall, has never had a

single cracked fruit. The tree is about seven-

teen years old, and bears freel}' and regularly.

Ea.ster Beurre, on the Quince, trained upright

against a south stone wall, is now carrying its

fourth crop, and it never has had a single fruit

that has cracked. The trees against the south

walls have not a single cracked fruit this year,

and never have had their fruit injured in this

way, simply, I believe, because, in hot and dry

weather, they are always freely \vatered, and

have their roots protected with straw."

One man, on the other hand, thinlcs it is the

water which causes it. Another replies :

"No. A dry soil and a hot sun combined,

scorch, dry, harden the tender skin of the fruit;

as soon as rain falls the fruit swells, and the dry

skin splits in every direction. The rain only de-

velops the mischief which the dry soil and sun

have effected."

To an American, accustomed to see the Pear

growing over a tract of land thousands of miles

l)road ; in wet soils and in dry ones ; under

places quite as protected as brick walls; and

others exposed to arctic breezes, and bearing the

same cracking disease in all—these little reason-

ings have long since had their day. But some-

times a writer will neai'ly stumble on the real

<-ause of trouble, as the following shows. A
writer in the London Journal of Horticulture, says:

"This spring, one of my Pear Trees, ap-

parently in vigorous health, had a considerable

number of its leaves aflected with a sort of

blister or fungus. The Journal of Horticulture,

like a skilful physician, recommended the appli-

cation of repeated doses of sulphur. This

remedy was, to a certain extent, successful. I

have seen large Pear Trees with every leaf and

fruit hcjrribly disfigured, year after year, by this

disease. This leads me to supp( se that doijcs of

sulphur act only as a palliative, and that a more

radical remedy must be tried. I fancy the tree

has been sucking up some unwholesome juices,

which have disagreed with it, and so sjioilt its

comi)k!xion. It must be carefully forked out of.

the ground about the 21st of this month, have

its roots examined and somewhat shortened,

and much of the old soil removed; and it will be

planted again in a mixture of fresh earths

roasted and unroasted, and some old hotbed

manure. I shall be much disai)i)ointed if this

treatment does not effect a complete cure."

It does not seem to be understood there that

this " blister or fungus " is the same fungus

which attacks the fruit as well as the leaf, and

that it is the destruction of the cuticle of the

Pear in these "blistered spots" which causes

the crack. The remedy is also readily reached.

The spores of these deletei-ious fungi, with very

little doubfi, are drawn into the sap, through the

roots, and germinate when they come to the

surface of the leaf or fruit. Disturbing their

operations, therefore, by moving away impreg-

nated soil, and replacing by fresh, must be an

advantage. The experiments of Dr. Hull, at

Alton, 111., conclusively show a benefit of this

kind in stopping various forms of fungoid

disease, the greater part of which, no doubt,

originates in the same way.

Our main object in this article is to impress on

our readers the almost certainty that this is the

way the fruit trouble works: and that, in all

their remedies, they have, first, to guard against

the communication of fungoid sports with the

roots; and, second, the destruction of leaves in-

fested with fungi, before the spores for another

crop have had time to mature, are the points to

be kept in view.

It always takes time for the parasitic fungi to

establish themselves. Hence, when a man starts

fruit-growing in a new district, it is always suc-

cessful. Fungi, however, gradually increase,

and, in time, the new place becomes no better

than the old. A man starts on a hill, ignorant

or forgetting that other hills have fruit troubles;

and, because he succeeds for a few years, the hill

has all the credit. Or he starts near a lake, and
" large bodies of water " are glorified. But, in

time, the fungi get a foothold, and then the

failure is immoimced "unaccountable." The
following, fn)m a correspondent of the New
York Farmers' Club, presents the case exactly.

The IVibnnc says:

" Whc>re I was raised in Southwestern Ohio, I

have known my father to fre(pieutly gather,
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eighteen and twenty years ago, as high as forty

bushels of apples from a single tree, and these of

the most excellent varieties. In the same

region now it wonld take nearly forty trees to

produce one bushel. Apples had begun to de-

cline there previous to 1850. In our own
orchard the progress of disease was quite

marked. It began in the centre of the orchard,

on a Bellflower that had always given line fruit.

The Apples began to speck Avith a bitter rot, and

fiiU otf prematurely. Other trees were soon

similarly atfected, and linally the whole

orchard."—C. II. Murrey, Clay City, Clay

County, Southern Illinois.

There is no theory here, but a clear statement

of facts. Change parasitic fungi for disease, and

our readers will see the whole case clearly. We
trust that, with the recognition of this principle,

our friends will not let the next season go over

without experimenting in this direction—the

true one, we are sure, by which to unlock the

talismanic gates which keep us out of successful

fruit culture.

NOTES OF wester:n^ travel.

Cincinnati with Horticulture has long been iden-

tified. It has had the advantage of a live Hor-

ticultural Society, and energetic, practical, com-

mon sense Horticulturists. Swann, Flagg,

Longworth, Buchanan, Ernst, Warder, Graham,
Netf, and other names that Avill readily suggest

themselves to all but very young Horticulturists,

have given Gardening the eminence it has here

to-day. We are proud of the Art as it is devel-

oped about Philadelphia, New York, Boston,

and Baltimore; but we know of no American
city which in true taste, and a general diffusion

of true taste, will compare with Cincinnati. This

is perhaps the more remarkable, as we think more
than in the cities named, a greater portion of the

wealthy residents of this place have sprung from

the masses of the people, in whom one would
suppose the effort to accumulate wealth would
have left little time for the cultivation of the

finer feelings, so generally supposed to be the off-

spring of early education and abundant leisure.

Our first visit was to the Society then in session,

presided over by Mr, Stomms, whom we found

an intelligent and courteous gentleman, and very

po ular with the members generally, many of

whom expressed themselves as in great hopes of

a renewed interest in the Society by the people at

large, under his management. The principal

topic discussed on this occasion was, " Grape and
Wine"—but if matters of taste, and moi-e purely

horticultural, are at times crowded out by these

more connnercial subjects, which partake as much
of f;he agricultui-al and mechanical as the horti-

cultural, it may be pardoned to a Society like this,

which has done such good service in a genuine

way.

The founding of the Cemetery—Spring Grove
—by the early members of the Society, has had,

it is evident, a strong influence on the fine taste

we see everywhere about the town. It is admi-
rably designed, and elegantly maintained. It is

the very reverse of Greenwood, where art hag

done and does nothing, while nature lavished the

materials. Here natui'e was simply pretty, but

art has made her beautiful. Mr. Buchanan is

president of the Cemetery; a gentleman, we need
scarcely tell our readers, of taste with a thor-

oughljr practical judgment.

The landscape gardener, who is employed reg-

ularly on the grounds is Mr. Strauche, a master

as well as an enthusiastic lover of his art; for

the sake of the art, as well as for the money
which it brings.

The land embraced in the original plan was
167 acres in 1845. It now comprises 418. 16

acres are reserved express!}' for a park, and is of

course laid out on a more joyous scheme than

would be appropriate were it part of the Ceme-
tery proper. With rare public spirit, the origina-

tors had only the impi'ovement of taste about

them in view. It is not a business speculation.

All the money made is devoted to further im-

provement plans, and maintaining what has been

done in the bes!; of order. In the Cemetery
the remains of Longworth, Ernst, and other

fi-iends rest.

The mention of Longworth 's name suggests

the wine interest of this city. Though other la-

borers were not few, yet in many respects he was
its founder and patron. This child of his

foresight and energj^ still receives fostering pro-

tection from his nephew, Cai)tain Anderson, oa
whom has fallen the mantle of his uncle in unti-

ring enterprise in affairs which may benefit his

city. A visit to the wine house under his pilot-

age makes an interesting item in our Cincinnati

recollections. He explained the difficulties Mr.

Longworth encountered in the formation of the

wine culture, and made it clear to us that no
' matter how good an idea may be, or hoAV certain

to succeed, it takes efforts of the most persistent

' kind to get the public to see and sustain it. Thou-
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sands of good ideas are no doubt lost to the pub-

lic in every ago, for want of Longwortliian cour-

age, to press and pursue tbem. 1)1 flic ulties still

existed. Among tlie worst ones was coun-

terfeiting, now that the " Longworth " brand had

become famous. Lonsworth^ LoncivortiK and ninny

other mean things were very abundant, doing a

di)uble injury 1)}' the attempt to steal a name, and

disgusting the public with pure American wine, of

which they naturally su])pose they have a genu-

ine sample. It was a remarkable fact that much
of this stuff was actually shipped from New York
to Cuicinnati, and used in some of the hotels as

the genuine, on account of the greater profit re-

sulting therefrom.

Another point we learned from Mr. Anderson

was, that if American glass manufacturers would

pursue improvement in the same spirit that Mr.

Longworth did wine culture, their business might

Ve immensel}- increased. Now champagne bottles

liave to be imported from Europe on account of

the Avcakness of American made glass. During

the process about 33 per cent, break,—while of

English the per centage is never more than ten.

In addition to its weakness the roughness of the

mouth, interfering with proper corking, is against

the American bottle. One would suppose there

would be much loss of wine from this breakage,

but it is collected and used for making brandy,

although again it was difficult to compete with

the cheap adulterated stuff" common in the mar-

kets. If one wants to understand the full force

of the scripture text about the folly of putting

new wine into old bottles, a visit to an establish-

ment like this will be of service. In order to

lessen the loss ofwine before referred to, there is a

machine for testing bottles in advance. A nozzle

is attached to the mouth, and a pressure equal to

twenty atmospheres forced in. The weak ones

of course give way. Now it is found that a bot-

tl(j that will resist twenty-one atmospheres will

break at eighteen next, and so in proportion

every trial afterwards.

Another point of interest to us was the fact of

wines of varying qualities being drawn from the

same cask. If a 500 gallon cask wen^ drawn off

at the same hour, and five: one hundred gallon

casks filled with the same contents, in time an

experienced taster will find all five casks differing

in flavor. To an uneducated taste no difference

would be perceptible, but for connoiseurs these

ditrcrences had to be noted, and marked accor-

dingly.

The capacity of this wine cellar was for about

.300,000 gallons, but only about 200,000 were there

at that time.

We might fill a w ole number with matters

which interested us here; but, restricted for space

we have endeavored to give only those which
we think may be new to most of our readers.

Cincinnati was rejoicing in a good wine crop

this season. There were plenty of failures, very

evidently from exhausted vitality during past

years, and from a great variety ol causes ; but

healthy vines were numerous, and bore corres-

pondingly fine crops. At Mr. Buchanan's we saw
a very fine Catawba vineyard, about twenty years

old, in which there had been l)ut three total fail-

ures, and during the seventeen years of bearing

there had borne an average production of •2.'')0 gal-

lons of wine per acre per annum. AVe could not

see that the Catawba had failed much more than

it ever did, and left Cincinnati in no strong faith

in the degeneracy of Grape varieties.

We found much interest manifested here in the

Ives' Seedling. Everywhere it was pojnilar with

wine men, and all we saw were bearing abundant

crops, with fruit quite equal in eating qualities to

Concord. The vines were of the same vigorous

character as Concord, Hartford Prolific, and oth-

ers of that class. It makes a dark wine similar to

Norton's Virginia. It was worth Si per gallon,

while Catawba and others were not bringing per-

haps one-fourth,—but this, as Mr. Anderson well

remarked, was as much owing to the demand
arising from curiosity to tiy a wine so widely

spoken of as from its real merits, great as these

certainly are. At Mr. ^lottier's we noticed the

DelaAvare doing very well. They had given it

extra rich soil to what other varieties had ; but

some of our party did not think it necessary.

Single vines of lona, Maxatawney, and others

trained against a south wall, had also borne this

year a few bunches with good promise. In Mr.

Mottier's cellar our party found much to praise

in the excellence of the Delaware wines, and
other brands,—and the purity of article was well

attested by the fact that after again adjourning

to the vineyards none of the party, no matter how
enthusiastically they may have felt called on to

praise the wines, but were sufficiently awake to

see the immense damage done to the crop by the

grasshoppers—leafless plants, with the bunches

cut off as if by the best grape scissors, laid around
loose in every direction.

We visited Col. Waring's and many other

vineyards, under the ])ilotage of Messrs. McCul-
lough, Heaver, and rentluud, who are amongst
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others conspicuous in the good work of main

taining for the citi/A'us of Cincinnati the Grape

reputation of tlieir town.

PEAR BLIGHT.

We have so often shown good reasons for the

faith that is in us, that the fire blight is the result

of a microscopic fungus, and that it is not neces-

sary that the tree should be jireviously diseased

in order that the fungus should grow as it does,

that we have given up arguing the matter, and

have contented with letting our correspondents

report their various experiences, in the belief the

contradictor}^ results of various theories would

alone be sutlicient to destroy them. In our pres-

ent number a correspondent contributes a very

valuable paper of this kind, showing that what
we have pointed out as consequences of certain

lines ot argument, are practically correct.

The "electrical" theory for instance, which,

aside from the fact that thunder and lightning is

not elertricitij, is evidently at fault from the sim-

ple fact that that little understood agent has

thundered in districts years before any pear

blight appears, is set at rest conclusively by Mr.
Cooke's showing that his trees went through the

ordeal unscathed.

All arguments deduced from "rain-fall,"

"drought," "wet soil," ''•dry soil," "miasma,"
&c., falls to the ground for precisely the same
reason. "Varieties," "standards or dwarfs,"

"modes of propagation," and all that class of

arguments, the contradictory evidence kills of

itself.

We repeat, that we have seen no evidence to

dispute our theory that the fire blight is the re-

. alt of the growth of a parasitic fungus, the seeds

of which fioat in the atmosphere, attach them-

selves to the bark, without intpiiry whether the

bark is diseased or not, germinate, and by i)ush-

ing their thready roots through the tissue, des-

troy it, going round the circumference of the

place for a few inches wide—girdling the branch

in fact, and thus killing it.

This theory one can carry through all the ex-

])ericnces of all our correspondents given since

the Gardener^s MonUihi started, without any cir-

cumstances narrated by them to contradict it.

All other theories uj)set one another.

This being admitted as the true explanation,

what is the remedy ? Simply attack the little

fellow directly in front. Stop him from going

ahead just where he Ukes. Watch for his first

approach, and cut away and burn the parts in-

fected before it has time to re-produce spores to

propagate the species, which is the last thing

it does. After it gets into a district it may be

years before we get it out, and probably never

entirely, unless all the neighbors zealously co-

operate,—therefore in districts where it is not

known, carefully watch for its first appearance

and nip it in the bud.

In reference to the oidium mentioned by our

correspondent, he is laboring under a misappre-

hension common to many intelligent men who
have accepted an idea without examination. No
specimen, we believe, has ever been found in the

United States, until the single instance reported

by "Ilorticola " in our pages of this month.

TOMATOES ON WALLS AND FENCES.

A paper in our issue this month, by L, B.,

under whose initials the members of the Penn-

sylvania Horticultural Society will discover one

of their most intelligent amateur associates, de-

mands more than a passing notice. The great

error of many amateur gardeners is that they

follow in the wake of the mere market man
whose whole object is the "maximum of money

from the minimum of expense." The amateur

gardener consults the pleasure of gardening, as

well as its profits, and in many cases finds, as L.

B. has done, that pleasure is often profit also.

The Tomatoes, well ripened by this plan, keep

longer than they possibly can by the usual smoth-

ering process of growing them. We have to-day

(Jan. 14th) enjoyed a delightful dish of these To-

matoes, being one-half of our friend's "last pick-

ings" from the vines first hung up in his cellar,

and no one would want to taste the best canned

fruit, if he could only always get fresh ones like

unto these. Any citizen, Avhose garden consists

of only a wall, may have Tomatoes as L. B. has

had.

THE SPADE OR THE DIGGING FORK.

We are very much surprised, notwithstanding

all we have written on the subject, to find so many
people sweating away at digging with a spade

when in nine cases out of ten the digging fork

will do four times the work in the same time, with

inexpressibly less labor. It is scarcely necessary

to say that the people we see so barbarous are

not our readers, but even " our own " people do

not seem to know that a four tinid fork is much
better than a five tined one.
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EHODODENDRONS.

"VVe have repcatcdl}- called our readers' atten-

tion to these beautiful plants, so easily grown,
when we know how, and this kuowledije so easily

acquired. As this is the season to prepare beds,

we copy a paragraph from page 1-40, of our Uth

volume:

A few"words on their cultivation may encour-

age their culture, which is much more easy than
people generally have the least idea. An im-
pi-ession prevails that they must have shade.

Tliis is a great mistake, they do better in the suu
tlian anywhere, all inferences drawn from "na-
ture- notwithstanding. But it is essential that

tlie soil should be cool; that is, one that will not
hake. In this they cannot be grown at all. To
have this cool Rhododendron soil, the materials

are in ever}'- garden, in the shape of trimmings

and prunings of trees. Let these be collected to-

gether in the "Winter and Spring; and, to make
the bed, throw out the natural soil two feet deep,

and throw in the branches, mixing the natural

soil with the material as the branches are thrown

in, and the whole rammed in well as the tilling

proceeds, raise the bed above the surrounding

soil enough to allow for sinking as the branches

rot, and then jilant the Rhododendrons.

AVe may add that our plan of "mixing " is to

put in about two inches of clippings, then two

inches of soil, then more clippings, more soil and

so on till the bed is full.

We are pleased to learn that since Parsons &
Co. have succeeded in raising them as cheap as

importations can be made, many other American

nurserymen are giving the tribe their attention.

SCRAPS AiS^D aUERIES.
Ten Grapes for Market— G. F. R., Toms

E'ver, JSr. J.—Will you please inform me through
the columns of your able magazine what ten

varieties of grapes in the order of preference you
would advise me to plant for market. Lat. 40\
The soil an open rolling clay loam, with sand-
stone debris intermixed. And also what mode
of pruning you prefer ?

I wish you would give a good article on grape
culture, as there are so many conflicting state-

ments in the books and papers that it is hard to

decide what is best.

[It is not possible to answer this question as

we think our correspondent would desire. If

one who would market fruit is a pusliuxj man, he
can soon make the newer varieties take,—but the

mass of tlie public are slow to learn the names
of fruits, and when once they get them by heart
will ask for them long after the progressive have
found out the best soi-ts. llcncc there is yet a

good demand for Isalxdlas and half ripe Ca-
lawbas, and one who expects to sell only what is

asked tor, should have some of these if his loca-

tion is favoral)le to their growtli. Tlien you may
h ive Hartford Prolific, Concord. Delaware, Clin-

ton, Creveling. Diana, Rogers' 1"», and Northern
Muscadine, wiiicli in spite of its inferior (|uality,

you will liiid a ])ro(i(;il)le gra])e to grow. Ives,

Jtii we have seen of it, may also be profitable.]

CaxadA Thistle ix the West.—Since Prof.

Thurber's connection with the American Agri-

culturist, it is not easy to catch it asleep on its

botany. Recently, however, it sounded the tocsin,

' scaring the western farmers into a belief that the

!
Canada thistle was every where West, all along

I

the lines of railroad. The Editor had been along

and he had seen it. This must have been an as-

! sociate, and some delightful music must have

j

shut up the Professor's argusian eyes, that he

did'nt see the error. The Cirsiumaltissimum, or

I

tall thistle, a harmless and beautiful plant, was
;
no doubt the species seen. We keep a sharp look-

out for such things, and did'nt see one in a ride of

\
twenty-live hundred miles. However the article

1 will do good in setting the Westerners to look

after the real vile thing, should he ever come
araonsrst them.

An Imimiovkt) Xal:mia latifolta.— C.' J.

;
P., SouHi Fr(iriii)i<iliarn, ^Fass., sends a dried

' flower of a seedling Kalmia latifolia, and asks :

j
"Have you ever seen one like it—no one in this

! section has V"

It is Wiiite witli a distinctly marked crimson

cdue and lu'iiutifu).

Propagating EvEuonEENs from Cut-
tings.— '' Subscriber,''^ Zanesville, O, says: He
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wants to propagate evergreens this winter, and

what is the best varieties to experiment with,

and the teniperatnre r'' About 55^ to Go" or 70 will

do, kinds in the order named strike the easiest

:

Ileath-leaved Arborvita?, Heath-leaved Cypress,

Junipers, Golden Arborvita', American Arbor-

vita?, Yews, Cupressus Lawsouiana, Thujopsis

borealis—then Spruces and Pines are very bad.

Larches we have never known root.

Grafting CoxiFEKS.

—

S. S.J., Cincinnati, O.

—Can you tell me the French or any other mode
of grafting Evergreens?

[The French have a way of grafting in the

open air by drawing away the earth frona a seed-

ling stock, planting a cutting of the desired kind

closely against it, then inarching, waxing in the

usual way, and then filling up the earth again.]

Propagating Salisburia.—J. B., Battle

Creek Mich.—Herewith I send you a leaf of a

shrubb)- tree which you will please to name, and
also tell us how to propagate it.

[Salisburia adiantiiblia, the Ginko or Maiden
Hair tree. It is propagated by layers, or by
cuttings taken off in the fall and kept in pro-

pagating houses, but only by experienced

propagators,or by seeds which are now to be pro-

cured from France.]

Summer Pruxing Grape Vines.—Mr. Grif-

fiths, in an interesting chapter on the Grape in

the Country Gentleman, says tradition ascribes

the tirst adoption of severe summer pruning of

the vine to Xoah. Our friend is in error. The
true history of this barbarous system has been

traced to an ass.

Kames of Plants.—J/r.'j. E. F., Waltham,

Mass., sent us some ferns with which we were

not familiar, and do not find in our collections to

hand. The pieces are too small to hunt up from

botanical treatises, but if the lady will send us

entire fronds, we will try to name them for her.

They are both 2 and 3 evidently Athyriums of

dilFt-rent species. Xo. 1, is Tradesca)itia yenicu-

lata.

Pomegranate Won't Bloom—says "Zet-

ta " " why won't it V" Perhaps she has it in too

much shade. It does'nt like that. Give it rich

soil, plenty of water when growing, and plenty

of sunlight in the open air all summer, and the

surliest specimen will smile with blossoms be-

fore it is four years old.

The Nursery of the Late Isaac Pullen.

—We are gratified to learn that this fine estab-

lishment is to be continued liy Mr. Thos. J. Pul-

len, son of the late proprietor. As Junior partner

in the late firm he is well known as a worthy repre-

sentative of that intelligence and honor which

made his father so much respected. He has our

best wishes.

Pruning Trees at Transplanting.—Our

intelligent correspondent, Br. Stayman, of Kan-

sas, says :
" Last spring I had 400 Apple trees

transplanted, five years old, many of them were

two inches in diameter and more than 12 feet in

height, (40 trees making a two horse load), not

a limb or twig was cut oft" or shortened except

on a few done in the nursery for another party.

They were set on a new piece of land on the

highest elevation, exposed to the full rays of the

sun and prevaiUng winds, and only four died,

which were defective trees. They w-ere taken up

and set out by inexperienced hands by my direc-

tions ; no finer looking trees can be found any

where. Another party got 100 trees and set

them out according to my directions, and did not

lose any. He came back this foil and said he

wanted more of those trees "not pruned at all."

My nearest neighbor planted out about 200 not

"cutting back to balance the roots," but thining

out a little to suit his fancy-with excellent suc-

cess, now thinks trees ought not to be pruned or

cut in when transplanted, but thinned out a little

if too thick.

[As an abstract principle, there is no doubt

pruning weakens vitality. Another abstract prin-

ciple, equally true, is, that the branches evaporate

moisture, and that the roots must siq^lily the waste.

Yery rarely is a tree taken up and transplanted

in such a way as to give the roots a very fair

chance to do its duty to the branches ; and as to

"dry up" is a more immediate evil than a

"weakened vitality," we keep our eye on it in

transplanting, and recommend pruning as a sure

check to evaporation. The formula is thus :

—

" He who can transplant successfully with prun-

ing, doeth well ; but he who can do without

it like Dr. Stayman, doeth better."]

Hardy Ounamextal Dwauf Shrubs—
"(7/TC)i»-oo(Z Ct?»ficr//," New York,asks: "Would

you kindly let me know (among yours replies to
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correspondents), the names of some ' Hardy
Ornamental Dwarf Shrubs,'' thatxcill flowerfrom
May to Octoher. and that will not require replant-

in<; every year/'

[Spinva prunifolia, Flowerinrj almond, Si)ir:i?a

Eeevesii, Forsythia A'iridis.sima, Deutzia gracilis,

Weiixelia rosea, Pyrus japonica, Calycanthus

Floridus, Philadelphus coronarius, Persian Lilac,

Itea "N'^irginica, Azaleas the hardy varieties of

course. Hydrangea quercifolia, Deutzia crenata,

Ribes IMissouriensis. Spira'a tomentosa, 8. Bil-

lardii, S. Douglassii, Hypericum proliticum, Co-

lutea arborescens, Vitex agnus custis, Clethra

alnifolia—these flower somewhere near in the

order named, and grow from two to five feet

when full grown.]

Discovery of a Japan Plant ik the
South.—The bringing of the Lespedeza striata

before the public by Mr. Ravenal of Aiken, South

Carolina, has caused some speculation as to how
it got in the South. When there is frequent com-

mercial intercourse between one country and an-

other, it is easy to understand how seeds ma}'

come in ballast and other ways. But we have

but little chance of this between the South and

China. Professor Porter having told us he

thought he had gathered specimens in the South

20 years ago, we made some suggestions to Mr.

Ravenal that it might have migrated eastward

from little explored localities. His replies to our

points are interesting, he says :

'• I think there is no doubt whatever of Lespe-

dcza striata being an introduced plant.

1st. It has all the habits of one,—confined to

wood-sides, farms and settlements. It is only

found where man and animals have been, and is

not seen in the deep uncleared forests.

2d. It was certainly unknown to the earlier

botanists of this country—Walter, Elliott Mc-
Bride, Pursh, Michaux, Nuttall, never knew

it—even Darby and Chapman have not inserted

it in their Floras.

I found it about 15 or 16 3'cars ago in two or

three localities in the lower country sparingly

disseminated. Now (as I saw in my late visit in

October), it is all over the country, whi-re form-

erly I saw Ijut little.

:{(1. It is exactly the species which Thunburg

di^scrihc'd in his Flora Japonica, (17S4)as Jlcdijy-

sanum xtriatnin, ami afterwanis Hooker ai d
Arnolt d. .scnlud as LcHpedeza striata, among Hi,,

collections
"'" Becchey's voyage. 1 have speci-

mens from Hong Kong sent to me by Professor

Gray, which is just our plant.

Propagating Calycanthus. — '• Zetta "

says : What is the matter, my Calycanthus Flo-

ridus won't root its laj^ers right off when pegged

down?
[They never would layer. To propagate it,

cut up the strong roots, and plant like currant

cuttings, only pushing the tops down to the level

of the earth.]

Prospect in Wilmington, III.—1?. TT". JV.

says : Winter so far splendid, Thermometer
touched zero but once. But little fall plowing

done on account of drought. Water a scarce

article in some places. Corn, oats and wheat

plump and No. 1—but yield rather light. Pork

and beef plenty and low, considering the price of

corn. Oats, 50cts. ; corn, 75cts.; wheat, SI 50

to U 80.; dressed hogs, S6 50 to S7 00,; beef, 7^

to 8 cts. dressed. Codlin moth ruined our apple

crop. Grape crop heavy, splendid ; Concord and

Delaware take the lead, ;^[any anticipate i)lant-

ing largely of grapes and other small fruits in

spring.

The Tomato Question.—There appears to

be a determination on the part of some of your

correspondents to decry the Tilden Tomato as

unworthy of cultivation. Now, as far as my ex-

perience, and that of some of our most success-

ful market gardeners in this vicinity go, there

is no Tomato now before the public that can be

grown for a general crop with more profit

than the Tilden. I consider it to be all that Mr.

Tilden claims for it : viz, early, (not extra eai-ly),

good size, smooth, solid, and remarkabl}- produc-

tive. The experience of such growers as A. W.
Harrison, A. L. Felton, and others whom I

could name, who have grown and intend to grow

it largely this season, I consider of more value

than that of dozens of amateurs and profession-

als, who may have experimented with a single

paper of seed, procured probably from sonic

doubtful source, (as I believe large ([uantities of

spurious seed were sold under the name of the

Tilden). I will give one instance : In the autumn

of 18(51), Mr. Bobbins, of the well-known firm

of Johnson, Robbins& Co., extensive seed-grow-

ers of Wetherslield, Conn., when in this city,

saw the specimens of Tilden Tomato on exhibi
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tion at my store, he reiiiarkod, laow beautiful

!

Why they are an entirely different Tomato from

what I have been growing from the Tilden. He
then obtained some seed from me, and in a con

versation witli liim recently, stated it was the

finest Tomato they had ever grown. A corres-

pondent in Hamilton, Ohio, writes, "the Tilden

which I have grown from seed, obtained from

you, is the finest Tomato in our market, and

sells at 10 cents per half-peck more than my
neighbors."

And now a few words about "The Cook's fixvor-

ite." Your correspondent, J. R. S., says it is

" worthless hollow sort." Xow it is just the re-

verse, being one of the most solid varieties

grown, it was never offered as an Extra early

sort, but I believe very few of the- so-called

early varieties can excel it even in this particu-

lar ; and for planting out late (here about 1st

July), there is no Tomato to equal it, for quality or

productiveness ; there is no variety that ripens

so well in the autumn, nor of which the green

fruit can be picked (before frost) and ripened

under glass as well. For this purpose it is ex-

tensively grown in Xew Jerse3\ As to Keyes'

Early Prolific I find it no earlier than our old

Early sort, and not so desirable, as the fruit is

smaller. I shall, however, give it another

trial.—H. A. Dkeer, Philadelphia.

Tex Acres Exough.—The Vlneland Weel:-

ly says :
" When Mr. Morris published his work,

it seemed to set the country on fire ; mechanics,

merchants, clerks, were seized with a furor for

the purchase of "Ten Acres." Something like

150 of the "Ten Acre" Boulevard lots were

sold at once under the stimulant of the ideas con-

tained in this book." It would be very interest-

ing to know whether these gentlemen have reali-

zed the profit they had a right to expect after

reading this work. We niake this suggestion

not out of any desire to depreciate Mr. Morris'

book; but solely with the view of learning how
near practical results will come to theoretical

writings.

Pexn. or Tenn.—We have just received a

package of letters, some of them two months
old, which, directed to us, have been lying in

Tennessee, many postmasters not noting the dif-

ference between T and P. This is especially bad

for us, as, there being a Germantown in that

tate, the error is not immediately detected. We

would suggest to our correspondents to use Pa.

ins*^ead of Penn. for this State, as less liable to

be mistaken for Tenn.

AL:>roxDS.—3fc. E. Manning, Harrishurg, O.,

sends us a few of the Hardshell variety, grown

by himself. It is strange this fruit is not inore

grown, as it is an useful aid to sociability in an

old-fashioned winter evening party.

Kentucky Nurserymen.—A few months

ago we hastily penned a list of Kentucky Nurse-

rymen in reply to a correspondent. J. Dunlop,

of Pulaski, and Manson & Willey, Murfrees-

boro, should have been Tennessee instead of

Kentucky.

A California Esculent.—R. D. says :

—

" While in California on several occasions, I had

to eat some boiled roots which I thought good

eating, and on inquiry had a plant pointed out

to me of a trailing character, with pinky

flowers, sweet-scented, something in habit like a

Verbena. Can you from this description give

me its name ? I should like to try and introduce

it East."

[We do not know unless it be Ahronia

fragrans. The roots of some of the species are

fleshy, and may be "good eating." Callirhoe

also has edible roots, but it does not suit our

correspondent's description.]

Publishing and Editing the Monthly.
—Correspondents frequently address Mr.

Meehan on matters connected with advertising,

or other husinesa of the paper. He is happy to

accommodate by handing all such to the pub-

lisher ; but as he resides in Germantown, and

not in Philadelphia, where the office of The

Monthly is, it frequently occasions delay when
time is important. Several advertisements are

too late this month in consequence.

Double Glazing.—D. N. W., SewicJcley,

Pa., says: " Finding great trouble with shutters,

I adopted the plan of using double glass on one

of my houses, and find that it answers every

purpose. The inside glass is about six inches

from the outside, and is carried half-way up the

roof of a lean-to house, which is high enough.

The ends are filled throughout with double glass.

It is cheaper than shutters, and gives no trouble,

and protects plants better."
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Trailixg Michigan Juniper.—i?. D.,

Waukman, llh., says :—" I send you samples
of a Trailinii; Juniijcr or Savin, that grows on
the shore of Lake Miclugan, in our city. It

grows in the hlowing sand, and it seems to have
to figlit hard to Uve even there, for the sand
drifts over it, hut it shoots up and layers itself

after the lower branches arc covered, till it even-
tually forms a large mound, nearly or quite

round, and of as beautiful a green as can well be
imagined. 1,000 rooted layers could readily be
taken from a single mound. I have never culti-

vated it excepting a few plants the last two years,

and think it would make a very nice edging for

garden walks here where the Box will not stand
the winter.

[This is Juniperus Yirginiana prostrata, a
curious variety of the Bed cedar, and well wor-
thy of introducing to cultivation.]

Pear on the Mountain Ash.—An Illinois

correspondent says :—" I send you two or three

Pear trees of two or three varieties, that were root-

grafted last winter on one year European Moun-
tain Ash stocks. They were dug at random and not
selected out, and were sent you to show that they
form an almost perfect union with the Mountain

Ash Stock ; indeed, the union seems as good as

with Pear on Pear. You will recollect I wrote

you and got a favorable opinion from you about

a year ago, " on the Mountain Ash as a Stock

for Dwarfs where the Angers Quince Stock will

not stand the winter." I have a Pear tree that

has stood fifteen years on European Mountain
Ash roots and seems to do well, and bore a

fine crop of Bartletts this season. One of my
neighbors has a tree, planted about the same
time, that fruited well this season, and it has

thrown up one or two suckers of Mountain Ash
almost every year since planted. We grafted

only a few trees for experiment."

[They are equal to the best (Juince Stock

Pears.]

SiiEPiiERDTA AND SILVER TiiORN.—An Ill-

inois correspondent says :
—" One of our Illinois

N^urseryman told me last week that my Shep-

herdia or Buffalo Berry is the Silver Thorn. Is

this so ?"

[The Silver Thorn is Eleagnusparvifohns, or,

in some catalogues, E. reflcxus The Buffalo

Berry is Shepherdia argentea. Both belong to

the same natural order, and both with the same
general aspect.]

OBITUARY.
ISAAC PULLEN", HIGIITSTOWN, N^. J.

The death of Isaac Pullen, which oc-

curred on the 13th of December last, ought not

to be permitted to pass without some word of

comment in the Horticultural journals. Mr.
Pullen was an earnest friend of our cause, and,

in some respects, a representative American.

The writer of this notice is unacquainted with

Ids early history, and has only known him in

his maturity, during the last ten or twelve

years. Ilis age, at the time of his decease, was
sixty-two.

The chief point in the achievements of his life

life was his success in orchard-house culture.

lie was, perhaps, the only man in America wlio

has ever fully conquered the difficulties of grow-

ing Pi-achcH under glass, at a profit, on the

Rivers' plan, as a specialty, in a large house

solely devoted to that purpose. Mr. Pullen was,

for many years, a Peach-grower and a propa-

gator of Peach Trees, and was, naturally, at-

tracted to the project of growing this fruit in

the orchard-house. He was not, however, a

strict disciple of Mr. Rivers, but rather origi-

nated a system of culture for himself, in which

he was eminently successful. The fine fruit pro-

duced in his house, and furnished to the public

by the leading fruit-dealers of Philadelphia and

New York, in the month of 'May, for several

years past, will be long remembered. The
writer calls to mind a delicious dessert of

Peaches and cream at the Pullen mansion, in

early June, at which time three or four dozen of

Hale's Early were sacrificed on the altar of

friendship.

We have slylod ^Ir. Pullen "a representative

American." He Avas a representative of the

irrepressible man of this nation and this age.
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He was tall, broadh' built, angular, gaunt,

sallow (for many years an invalid, full of chronic

ills), of an active, nervous temperament, ambi-

tious, hopeful, enterprising, even in the midst of

disaster. He was exceedingly ingenious and

practical, and yet was broad and comprehensive

in his plans, and had an overmastering Avill,

which conquered men and obstacles alike by its

imperious force. His early education had evi-

dently been neglected, so far as the teachings of

the schools are concerned; but he had learned

by intuition, from the Book of Nature, and

from often reading and observation, so that his

philosophy of men and things was most shrewd

and instructive. His business adventures were

widely extended, and almost always successful.

Hence, although he spent much in what might

be called experiments, he came out at last com-

paratively rich in lands and other substantial

means, besides giving his childi'en the benefit of

a first-class education.

The homestead which he occupied was a

representative American home—a fine, large

mansion, built, painted and decorated with

taste. The front yard ornamented Avith choice

Evergreens and rare deciduous trees; on one

side a fruit-garden, filled with choice Pears,

Grape Vines, Strawberry beds, &c. ; in the rear

a hothouse for exotic Grapes ; beyond an

orchard-house, the most successful one in

America ; long ranges of offices, sheds and
workshops are seen; a large barn, with a fine

stock of Durham cattle; further back, poultry

and other stock; and, beyond all, an orchard

aiKl a park, containing a herd of deer, which

fed from the hand that is now at rest. Far

away in the distance are other orchards, vine-

yards and acres of small fruits and vines; and

yet other farms and orchards, twenty miles oflT,

were owned by the same master who has pre-

sided here.

Yet this man was evidently an uneducated

American, who started in life with only native

force of character, energy and ambition for his

patrimony. "We need no one to tell his early

history. It was written in the deep, nervous

lines of his fi\ce, in his restless eye, in his worn-

out body, prematurely ruined by brain-flig and

hard work. Geologists pretend to read the

history of former ages by the fossil marks on

the rocks; the story is not half so plain as the

history which man impresses upon himself in his

passage through this world.

But Mr. Pullen was not an austere man.

Far from it; his voice was cheerful and cordial;

his manner earnest but bland ; and he was a

good listener as well as a good talker. At his

house, and at his table, the most generous hospi-

tality prevailed, and the social element was pre-

dominant. In sentiment he was a liberal

Christian, an ardent friend of liberty, and a firm

believer in the inestimable value of the American

Union, As a Horticulturist he attained much
eminence, and was widely known, having

raised many seedling fruits and contributed no

little to the sum of our knowledge. He was,

essentially, a good man; and while, according to

modern philosophy, his soul is now "but a little

way above our heads," we, who have so much

enjoyed his society in this earthly sphere, cannot

refrain from saying a good word to his memory,

and wishing him a happy future in his progres-

sive state above.—J. S. H.

Death of B. A. Alexander.—"We sec by

our exchanges that this distinguished Agricultu-

rist and Horticulturist died recently at his beau-

tiful farm, at "Woodburn, in Kentucky.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

Beport of the Depaktmext of Agricitl-

TURE FOR ISGO.—It is to be regretted that this

fine volume comes out so long after date. The
able rejiort of the statician, Mr. Dodge, is thus

rendered of little value, except as matter for re-

ference. The articles exhibit a liigh order

of excellence, and do credit to the intellect of

American agriculture.

Admirable as they are we must repeat what

we have said before, that the publication of "good

papers on agriculture " should not be the chief

object of a government work of this character.

Our energetic agricultural journals can and do

successfully compete with the government in this

line. The aim should be to do what these can-

not, and besides to give us the results of the de-
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partmental operations. Of this last we are given

very little, " 34,000 plants of grapes, currants,

strawberries and ras])berries," with some hun-
dreds of thousands ofpackages have been distribu-

ted of seeds, but nothing is reported of the re-

sults of this free sowing and planting.

The present Commissioner, Capron, is making
some good reforms. The common seeds will, we
understand, be no longer distributed ; but any-
thing rare, and not likely to be in the trade,

should be collected, and as widely distributed as

possible
;
yet only on condition that those who

receive them report back to the department the

results of their experiments with the articles they
have received ; or that they return to the depart-

ment some equivalent in the shape of other

plants or seeds for distribution, to entitle them
to the favors of the public garden.

The publication of such reports would have
a national value—now they are simply on a par
wiih the transactions of a respectable agri-

cultural society—useful in their way, but not

what we should expect from a powerful govern-
ment.

Illustrated Catalogues are getting to be

a distinguished feature with our enterprising

seedsmen. Europe cannot produce anything to

match the beautiful catalogues of Vick, Hovey
and Dreer, now before us. They must enjoy

largely the confidence of the community to aftord

such expensive catalogues for their customers.

NEW AND RARE PLANTS.

Myrtus Qn-EKES.— Bot. 3/af/.— Myrtaceaj.
A pretty evergreen greenhouse or half-hardy
shrub, much branched and densely leafy, the
leaves small, closely set, oblong-ovate, obtuse,

and the flowers numerous, white, seated in the
leaf axils. ISTative of Chili. Flowered at Kew.

Magxolta Lexnei.—J?o'/-re dcs Sevres.—

A

cross-bred between Yulan and Purpurea, and
named after the Director-general of the royal

gardens of Prussia. Flowers pale rose, edged
with white.

Begoxia garaxioides.—5o«. Mag. —This
pretty species has been obtained from Natal by
Messrs. Backhouse & Son, of York. It is

well adapted for greenhouse culture ; the large

orbicular leaves form a tuft at the base, from
amidst which several scapes arise, bearing many
nodding white flowers an inch in diameter.

New PniLADELniusES.—The French gar-

dens put within our reach two new kinds of

Philadelphus—P. Kctelecrii and P. tomentosus,

both said to be acquisitions; the first described as

having semi-double or neai'ly double Howers, the

last having flowers two-and-a-half inches in

diameter, both moreover being whitc-llowcred

and sweet-scented.

—

Oardener^s Weekly.

Retixospora Pisifera Aurea.—a golden

variety, and one ofthe liandsomcst Japanese Coni-

fers. It is of dense habit, and rendered most

peculiai'ly striking and ornamental by its ex-

quisitely fine feathery foliage, and the bright

golden hue of its young shoots.

It is in the collection of Mr. F. Parkman, at

Boston.

RnYXCOSPERMTTM Jasmixoides Yartegata.
—This being a variety of the well-known green-

house climber, Bhyncosijermum Jasminokles, little

or no descrijition is necessary.

Added to the lovely sweet flowers of the orig-

inal species, this plant possesses the advantage

of having distinct and striking variegated foliage,

each leaf being marbled and blotched with pure

white.

Tnu.TOPSis SxAXDisni.—This fine hardy Coni-

ferous tree is apiv\rently midway between a Thu-

jopsis and an Arborvita\ The most striking

feature is the singular beauty of its ])endulous

habit, which when seen on a plant only a few

feet high, renders it exceedingly handsome. It

was from Japan by Mr. J. G. Yeitch.

English works describe the following :

Ulmus Aurea Ro.sseelsl—This elegant and

gorgeous tree is one of the richest lawn gems

that this age of novelties has produced. The

foliage is of the richest bronzed gold, which is iu-
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creased in brilliancy by the fullest exposure to

the sun.

Pkuxus Maiialeb FoLirs Akgexteis Mar-
GiNATis,—A beautiful silver variegated form of

Primus Mahaleb, rivalling in effect the elegant

Cornus mascula variegata.

Maon'olia Lexxe.—The tloAvers of this fine

Magnolia are very large, and of great substance
;

color, rich bright purple. Habit vigorous. Forms

a fine mass on lawns. The best of all the hydrids.

LrLAC, VrLLE de Troyes, (Baltet freres

Troves, 1867).—A splendid new Lilac, now offered

for the first time. The trusses are very large,

and of tlie deepest purple, and produce a fine

elTect. Vigorous and ver}' flowering.

Fraxtnus Excelsior Cucullatus (BaUet

freres Troyes, lSt)7.)—This very curious and
very ornamental Ash is now offered for the first

time. It is of vigorous growth, and the peculiar

hooding of the leaves presents a singular and
striking aspect.

Viola Lutea {Yelhw-flmxred Violets.)—
Habit dwarf yet vigorous, foliage dark glossy

green, flowers bright yellow, which are pi'oduced

in great profusion all through the early Spring,

Summer and Autumn months. The plant does

not grow more than 5 inches high ; it is perfectly

hardy, therefore well adapted for small beds,

edgings, or marginal lines. It is without doubt

the best yellow-flowered bedding plant in cultiva-

tion. It was spoken very highly of in the lead-

ing article of the Ganlener''s Chronicle, Novem-
Ixn- 2. It is bright yellow, of the most "compact

habit, and seems to flower more freely than V.
cornuta.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Maktxg Turpextixe.—The long leaf pine

is the only one of the species valued for its Tur-

pentine, Lumber, Timber, Tar or Kails. The
short leaf, or Spruce Eosemary, are of little

value for anything, except for firewood. It is

used extensively for fuel on railroads. In the

first place, boxes are cut in the months of Janu-

ary and February, from one to three inches from

the ground. These boxes will average one

quart—some more or some less—owing to the

size of the pine. I have seen as many as twelve

boxes in one tree. A good hand will cut from

one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five

per day. The price of cutting ranges from one

to two cents per box. After the boxes have

been cut, nothing more is then done until the

sap begins to ascend, when oblique notches are

cut at the corners of the box to conduct the sap

at the extremities into the box. They are then

•'cleaned out." This is done with a steel

dipper, about four inches wide, six inches long

and one inch thick, going off nearly to a point at

the lower end—convex on each side. To this is

fastened a wooden handle, three feet long.—With
this instrument the turpentine is conveyed from

the boxes to wooden buckets, (with handles at-

tached) which usually hold from 25 to 30 boxes

full, and then emptied into barrels placed at con-

venient distances among the trees. The barrels

generally hold from six to seven buckets full, and

they are sold by weight—280 pounds being the
weight established by law for a barrel. A good
hand can dip from three to five barrels a day.

After the boxes have all been "cleaned out,"
they are chipped regularly once a week, with a
curved hatchet. The bark, with about three or
four grains of the wood, is then cut oft" above the

length of the box. Four chippings fill young or
" virgin " boxes, and from five to eight dippings
may be obtained in one season. The turpentine

procured the first year is called "virgin," and
formerly brought one-third more than "yellow
dip," on account of its resin. One hand will

tend from five to ten thousand—owing to the den-
sity of the trees. During the year, the '

' scrape '

'

or " hard " turpentine adheres to the face of the
box, and it is shoved down into the box and
dipped out with the last running. At the com-
mencement of the next season, the hatchet is

laid aside for the "round shave." It is an in-

strument of steel, round and hollow, about two
inches long, and nearly in the shape of a coffee-

pot spout, with a stem attached to one side,

which is made fast to a wooden handle, and
with this cuts are made from right and left sides

to the centre, coming to a point innnediately
above the centre of the box. About one-fourth
of an inch is thus taken off at each chipping, and
6 or 7 chippings will make one dipping. Only
three dippings can be obtained in one season.
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and this is called )'ellow-dip, and ranges from
$2.50 to S5.00 per barnl. In the winter the
" scrape " is pushed or jjulli'd oft" with flat or

curved instruments, caught in trays and put

into barrels. This only brings one-half as much
as yellow-dip. The turpentine is then sold

—

principally in this State, where it is distilled or

shipped to the Northern (States or Europe.
Trees chipped carefully will last twenty years.

As the face extends upwards, longer handles

supply the place of shorter. Trees are never in-

jured l)y chipping, but are often killed by
cutting too many boxes in one tree, or cutting

them too deep. Turpentine w\as extensively

made in this county, (I^ew Hanover). But the

exports of Wilmington show a large falling oft" in

turpentine since the war. Tar is made almost

entirely from the long leaf pine, and forms an
important export from this State.—Correspon-

dent of Southern CuUivator.

American Pomological Society.—Infor-

mation relative to new seedlings ; the compara-

tive values of different fruits ; diseases of the

same ; soils adapted to the various kinds ; also

samples of new and unnamed fruits, that draw-
ings, &c., may be made, for publication in the

biennial report of this Society, should be for-

warded at once to F. R. Elliott, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Foreign Demaxd for Breadstuffs.—The
price of wheat in our market yesterday ranged

from S2.5o to $2.75 per bushel. This is a high

figure for wheat ; but as it is worth tlie money
it is well that farmers held their crops so as to

get the advantage of the advance. The grain

crops, although deficient in quantity, will yield

handsomely in the aggregate and give the coun-

try what is much needed—money.

—

Cincinnati

Gazette.

Horticulture ik and around Balti-
more.—Mr. Edwin Kurtz, on Lexington street,

in this city, has one of the choicest and best col-

lections in the country—having cultivated them
for over forty-five years. lie has a greenhouse

and stove for his tender plants, and when in

flower they make a fine display.

Augustus A. Hack, Es(| , near to Mr. Kurtz,

has a good collection. He has built a green-

house 77 feet long, 20 feet wide, very lofty, with
double glass, wire all over it, and heated with

hot water—a very fine house, He attends to his

plants himself and keeps them in good order.

Mr. Pepan, living on W. Baltimore street,

has a small house for plants. He is quite an en-

thusiast in novelties, such as variegated leaf

plants, which he displays Avhen in bloom. His

collection is small, but in it ma}' be found some
rare plants ; and he is constantly adding to his

stock. Mr. Zebulou Waters, living on York-av-

enue, near Greenmount Cemetery, an old but

well.known cultivator of plants around Balti-

moi'e, has a fine general collection thereof, and

devotes much attention to hybridizing. His

stock is under the charge of Mr. Weber. Cut

flowers are produced in quantities in winter.

Hamilton Easter. Esq , living on the Liberty

road, near the city limits, has a snug little

place, with a greenhouse and vinery in the care

of Mr. Geo. Lazenb}-, Avho keeps them in good

order, and which, having a fine display of

flowers through the Summer, show to good ad-

vantage.

Mr. Obediah Kemp, an experienced florist,

whose place is about four miles on the Harford

road, has a nice collection of plants for the time

since the erection of his houses. He cultivates

mostly for market, at which he gets a fair shai'e

of patronage.

—

Mural Gentleman.

Good Apples for Southern Illinois.—
From a meeting reported in the Prairie Farmer

the Jeneting is reported keeping till August at

Dangola. The early Harvest, Keswick Cod-

lin, Maiden's Blush, Carolina Ked June, and

Jonathan were generally satisfactory. Red As-

trachan, Williams' Favorite, Talman's Sweet,

Benoni, and Ben Davis had much said for and

against them. The latter were considered "good

to sell but not to buy."

Plants from China.—The Utica Herald

notices a fine collection of dried plants intro-

duced by R. S Williams, Esq., from China.

Amongst them are rare ferns, AspJcnium Pcki-

nense, Lygodium japonicum, Adiantum Capillus

Junonis, Cheilanthus Argentea, etc.

Strawberries at Boston.—Some of the

finest crops of strawberries in the United States

are I'aised in Bi'lmont, near Boston, Mass.

—

4,000 quarts per acre not being unusual. This

result is ol)tained by taking new land, that is,

land which has not recently grown a strawberry
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crop
;
plowing it deeply, and giving plenty of

manure ; setting out plants in the Spring ; keep-

ing the ground perfectly clean the first season,

and the next year gathering the fruit. Then
plowing under the strawberry beds, and ])egin-

ning again on new land. In the Boston market

the Wilson Avill not bring more than two-thirds

as much as some other kinds, llovey's Seedling

bears the highest price, and is the most popular

among growers. Brighton Pine and Boston

Pine are used for fertilizing the ITovey. Tri-

omphe de (iand succeeds best in hills, and is an
excellent fruit for amateur culturists.

The Fameuse, Willoav Twig and Wag-
ENER Apples.—Fameuse has but five equals in

hardiness, and is an early and annual bearer ; our

trees bore a good crop last year, and are over-

loaded this. A\'illow, while young, rather ten-

der ; when large, second class as to hardiness :

sufficiently hardy for favorable locations ; a good
bearer, long keeper. AVagener, second as to

hardiness ; the deficiency being in the trunk

should be worked in the top of some variety

whose trunk never fails ; an early, annual, and
one of our best bearers of good fruit that is in
use a long season.—E. II. Heize, in Iowa Home-
stead.

FOEEIG]N^ lA^TELLIGENCE.
The Island of Ceylon is, indeed, a spicy

land. I have heard it said that you may some-

times smell the "cinnamon gardens " a hundred

miles off. How true it is I cannot say. A
short sketch of the isle may not be out of place

here. It was known to the Greeks and Eomans;
and the native records date back twenty-four

centuries. It is at the foot of Ilindoostan, is

270 miles long, north and south, and averages

100 miles in width. The southern cape is in 5

deg. .j4min. North latitude. Area, nearly 2."),000

square miles
;
population, about 1,700,000. It

has a mountain range and some high peaks, one

of them (Adam's Peak) over 8000 feet in height,

and so named because, in the Brahminical

legends, father Adam is said to have made it a

point iVajjpai, in his giant-strides from Paradise

to the continent of India, leaving behind him a

foot-track 5| feet long by 2^ feet wide, which has

been religiously kept from the elements by a

suitable covering. Artificial lakes are found in

some places, relics of native work of former

days, necessitating vast embankments—one of

them 12 miles long and IGO feet wide—all for the

purpose of irrigation.

The vegetable products are, of course, tropi-

cal. It is a singular fact, that the sugar-cane

does not«ihrive there. But the Cinnamon Tree

appears to be its boast. It deserves, I think,

particular notice. Although found elsewhere,

no variety equals this. In its wild state, it

grows from 20 to 30 feet high. Perhaps the

Arabian merchants were the first to deal in this

article, then the Portuguese; but it took the

sturdy Dutchmen to bring it to perfection by

cultivation. Hence the so-called "cinnamon
gardens " of later days, a tract of 12,000 acres,

whose soil is pure quartz, perfectly white, and
yields from 50 to 500 pounds of the aromatic

bark per acre. Amsterdam sold of this article,

exclusively, to the amount of 320,000 pounds

j'early, for a century. Then John Bull came iu

for a share (A. D. 1795) and has held it ever

since. Who will have it next? Coffee does well,

also, and now the Agricultural Societ}^ is intro-

ducing European Fruits, &c.

Its mineral wealth is noteworthy. The plum-

bago is of excellent quality; the iron of the yery

best ; its pearl fisheries are well known, and
gems are abundant. The cUmate is healthy,

and in some parts very agreeable. Ice may be

seen in January and February, even at the

moderate elevation of 0000 feet.

What kinds of animals are there ? you will

say. Well, elephants for one, and plenty of

them. They have fine forests to roam in, com-

prising 41() varieties of valuable wood, including

satin-wood and ebony.

—

Circular.

W. H. IlAKVEY, M. D., F. R. S., Died May
15, 18(36.—Of botanists, for the most part, the

world knows but little, till a dry name is all that

is left.

For once then let us anticipate these slow de-

cisions of posterity, and while there are yet living

hearts to be stirred and eyes to overflow with

pleasure at his fame, let us do homage to one

whose name is certain, in the generation to come
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to be quoted and roforrcd to, not only with respect

as a general naturalist, Init as the hi<;hest

authority in that lovely branch of botanical study

to which he for a long period of his life more
particularly devoted himself—Seaweeds.

Dr. IIarve3^'s native place was Summerville,

near Limerick, in Ireland. His parents were

Quakers, and of eleven children he was the

young! st-born h\ five years.

At thirteen he was sent to the school at Balli-

tore, where Burke had begun his scholarly career,

and here, then, and over the downs and clifls of

the wild county of Clare, on the coast of which

the Ilarvej' family spent a portion of most sum-

mers, roamed the blue-eyed, fair-haired school-

boy, who was to ramble half-rouml the world

before he left it. And like other children he col-

lected shells, and caught insects, and jiicked up

Seaweed, and gathered tlowers and loved them
;

but, unlike most, when others forget them or

threw them away, or only half observed them, he

bore them in his thoughts, compared one with

another, kept thena and i-econsidered them, asked

questions and looked at books, and so by insen-

sible degrees acquired both information and

a habit of observation which few suspected.

He did nothing i)robably, at that time, which

hundreds of others could not have done with

equal ease had they cared. But the feeling which

made him wish to do it and crave for further

light was, like all other special tendencies of the

mind, a special gift. "Wert thou to examine a

single !Moss—the most common—thou wouldstbe

in raptures—at least I was," he writes to a

friend when only sixteen, " the exquisite beauty

and regularity of the fringe which surrounds the

mouth of the capsule, &c., etc." At last, during

one of the wanderings over hill and dale, he spied

a tiny plant in the grass, which he did not re-

member to liave seen before. If my memory of

the anecdote be correct, there was some accidental

peculiarity about the specimen which misled

him, and, after the manner of young naturalists,

he hoped he had found something new, and
ventured the daring measure of sending it to a

well known botanists, Dr. AVilson, who seemed

to have recognized in his correspondent, even

through a mistake, an amount of accuracy of

eyesight which augured great things to come.

This was no new species, he wi'ote, but he hoped

the young sender would find many a new one l)c-

forehe diedl Tlie i)lant was the Little Field Mad-
der (Slicrardia arvensis), and young Harvey had

taken it for a new species of Bedstraw (Galium).
|

First came the discovery of a new fresh-water

shell (Limntea involuta), in a mount:iin lake

(Cromaglaun),near Killarney ; and then another

"find," which determined the whole course of

his life—that of the rare ^loss Ilookeria la-tevi-

rens in two quite new habitats. The discovery

of a new habitat or place of growth is always a

delight and triumph to a collector, and on this

occasion young Harvey once more -v. iitured to

address a stranger. But the ;Moss he had found

was Sir William Hooker's. Its generic name
was given in his honor, and to him accordingly

the letter was sent. And from this small occur-

I'ence grew not only a correspondence, but an

aft'ectionate friendship which continued unbroken

in its intimacy till the death of Sir William

Hooker in 1805, less than a year before that of

his much younger friend.

Enough of this, however. The flora of the

Cape and all other land floras had, even at that

time, a formidable rival in the 30ung naturalist's

heart—the flora of the sea. He himself describes

the west coast of Ireland—Milton, Malbay, &c.
—"the shore where, as a boy, I made acquain-

tances with the sea and its treasures, and became
enamoured of them." And accordingly, though

his first published volume was on the ''Genera

of South African Plants," * his second was a
" Manual of British Alga'," which (re-edited in

1841*), remains one of his most charming and
useful books. When he wrote this he was settled

in his own county, having been appointed first

Keeper of the Herbarium at Trinit}' College,

Dublin, and afterwards Professor of Botany

—

which othces he held for the rest of his life.

We must never think of him, however, as a
stationary closet natui-alist. The flora of the

sea was not to be understood without constant

excursions to the coast in difterent directions

;

but such necessities were a pleasure ; and in Jan-

uar}', 184G, he brought out the first part of one of

his larger works—the " Phycologia Britannica,or

History of British Seaweeds ;" all the species of

which, to the number of .3(50, he figured and
drew on stone himself. Next year came out the

"Neries Australis, or Alg:e of the Southern

Ocean," with fifty jjlates only, but showing that

even while at the Cape, his mind had not been

diverted altogether from this most favorite sub-

ject.

* SinRularly enough to roturii to this subject in the last

yeiirs of his life, lie woiki'd at the elaborate "Cape
Flora," which he was brintrinii out In conjunction with
Dr. Sonder, of Ilaniburn, as long lus work was possible.

I.T0 UK CO>TINUED.]
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HINTS FOR MARCH.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUND.
Ladies have a passion for flower seeds. In

this they have our sympathy. There is nothing

more interesting than seed raising. Many fail

through lack of knowledge,—a kw Jirstjirinciples.

Now let our fair friends come with us to the seed

beds and we will give them a practical lesson in

the art.

The daj' is warm, and the surface soil just dry

enough to powder when struck with the back of

the trowel. We should not ask their company
otherwise, for when the soil is sticky it wont do

to sow seed. The ground has been dry several

days before. The sux-face is now powdered and
about the thickness of the trowel blade scraped

off. The seed is then sown, the soil drawn back

and beat firmly down on the seed. You see how
near the top we sowed the seed,and how firmly we
beat the soil over it, and we spoke about a " first

principle." This principle is this.—Seeds want
moisture to make them grow, but they must also

have air, one is an evil without the other. If

deep they get only water, in which case they rot.

If entirely on the surface they get only air, and
then they dry up. " But, Mr. Ilintsman, why
beat the soil so firm V" Another principle, dear

lady, lies there. Large spaces in soil enable the

earth to dry out rapidly ; small spaces, on the

Other hand, hold water. Crushing earth, when
dry, gives it these small spaces, or as gardeners

call it, makes it porous, and thus you see we
have set our seeds where they will be near the

air, and fixed them so that they shall be regu-

larly moist. Thanking the ladies for their de-

lightful company, we will now go back to the

library and arrange with them Usts of seeds to

sow. Some are very hardy, natives mostly of

Texas, New Mexico, Rocky Mountains, Califor-

ma,China, Japan, Northern Asia, orCentral Eu-
rope. There are many beautiful things which
will do well in most places, which can be selected

from the Seedsman's Catalogue. We shall only

give those which are very nearly sure to do well

anywhere—plants of sweet tempers, good dispo-

sitions, accomodating, lovely, blooming on in-

dustriously till the sere leafing time—just the

characters any young man matrimonially dis-

posed may find amongst the young ladies who
love the flowers we are selecting for them.

Of this class are Sweet Alyssum, white—Asters
of many various colors,—Browallia, blue and
white— CacaUa, orange — Calceolaria pinnata,

yellow—Coreopsis, yellow and brown—Callirrhoe
pedata and involucrata, mauve and solferino

shade—Candytuft, white and purple—Collinsia

bicolor, white and purple—Cosmos bipinnata,

r sy purple—Larkspurs, various colors—Erysi-
mum Peroffskianum, rosy—Gaillardia picta,

yellow and orange—Gilia tricolor, white and
purple—Godetia, any of the varieties, purple
shades—Linum grandirtorum, scarlet— Lobelia
erinus, blue—Tagetes signata patula, orano-e

Mignonette, greenish brown— Nasturtiums of
various varieties—Palefolia texana, lilac Per-
illa Nankinensis for those who Uke purplish foli-

age— Petunias in sorts— Portulacca, several
colors—Viola cornuta, blue—Whitlavia grand-
iflora, blue and white—Drummond Phlox.
The more tender things need not be sown in

the Middle states before a month later, say mid-
dle of April. The best characters among these
we should award to Amaranthus sanguineus for
its leaves—Balsams of many colors—Cockscombs
—Morning glories— Double Zinnias— Cypress
Vine— Acroclinium, rose and white— Indian
Shot fortheir tropical foliage—Datura Wrightii
white and lilac—Globe Amaranthus—gourds
Sensitive plant—Thunbergias—Variegated Corn
for its striped foliage.

Many are fond of ornamental grasses. The
following half-a-dozen are distinct in appearance
and easy to raise :

Ilordeum juhatum — Lagurus ovatus Coix
lachryma—Briza maxima—Brizopyrum siculum
—Agrostis nebulosa.
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"Walks should now have their spring dressing

—

the verges cut, and a thin coating of new gravel

laid on. Before putting on the new, harrow up
the face of the old gravel with a strong ii-on-

toothed rake. Roll well after the new is laid on.

Planting trees will require particular attention

now ; but do not be in a hurry the moment the

frost is out of the ground. Cold winds are very

hard on newly set out trees. Wait till they are

gone. Always shorten in a little the shoots of

all trees planted. They will grow the faster for

it, and are more certain to live. Evergreens
should be left to the last.

Shrubs are not near enough employed in plant-

ing small places. By a judicious selection, a

place may be had in blooming state all the year
;

and they, besides, give it a greater interest by
their variety, than is obtained by the too fre-

quent error of filling it up with but two or three

forest trees of gigantic growth. Plant thickly

at first, to give the place a finished appearance,

and thin out as they grow older. Masses of shrubs

have a fine effect on a small place. The centre

of such masses should be filled with evergreen

shrubs, to prevent a too naked appearance in the

winter season.

Ornamental hedges, judiciously introduced in-

to a small place, add greatly to its interest, '^o

easier method offers whereby to make two acres

of garden out of one in the ^surveyor's draught.

The Arborvitse, Chinese and American ; Hem-
lock ; Holly, Beech, Hornbeam, Pyrus japonica.

Privet, and Buckthorn may be applied to this

purpose.

Herbaceous plants do badly if several j^ears in

one place. Every second year, at this season,

take up and divide them. Sow as soon as possi-

ble some hardy annuals. The earlier they are

in the ground after the frost leaves it, the finer

tliey bloom.

March,

FRUIT GARDEN.

Where there is danger of choice fruit suffering

injury from late frosts, protect by a few ever-

green branches, or nmslin. Some trees can be

trained so as to be suited easily to diflercnt modes

of protection.

Take borers out of fruit trees, and wrap tarred

paper round the stem at the collar, to keep them

out for the rest of the season.

Wash the bark of trees, where not done, to

kill the eggs of insects, and soften the old skin so

as to permit it to swell freely.

For small places, a plentiful supply of Straw-
berries, Raspberries, Blackberries, Gooseberries,

I

and Currants should be provided, and the Grape-
vine by no means forgotten. These seldom fail

to do well. Strawberries do well on a rich, dry,

but deep soil. On banks that are not too poor

or dry, they seldom fail to do well, and are often

three weeks earlier than when on level soil. The
Blackberry also will do on dry, rich bank. We
mention this as there are often such spots in small

gardens which it is desirable to render useful.

Strarvberries seldom do well in lov)^ wet ground.

Raspberries and Gooseberries do better there.

In planting Raspberries, they should be cut

down nearly to the ground when planted. You
lose the crop, of course, but you get good strong

canes for next year. If you leave the canes long

enough to bear, it will probably be the only crop

j'ou will ever get from them. Never expect any-

thing to hear the year after transplanting. It is

generally at the expense of the future health of

the tree.

Grapes that have become weak from age may
be renewed by layering down a branch some feet

just under the surface, and then cut back, so that

one good eye only be left at the surface of the

soil.

Any choice fruit may be grafted, at this season,

on others less desirable. The scions should be

cut before the buds begin to swell, and set in

the ground as cuttings. But they should not be

grafted till the stock is just about bursting into

leaf. Those who have much of this work to do

begin earlier—we speak principally to amateurs

with but a few things to graft.

Pruning of most kinds of fruits has been ac-

complished through the winter. It is customary,

however, to leave the peach till towards spring,

in order to cut out any wood that may be injured

through the winter. In other respects the peach

should have little pruning at this season, as it

tends only to make it grow more luxuriously
;

and a too free vigor of growth is a fiiult of the

peach in this climate. The only pruning admis-

sible is that which has for its object the produc-

tion of shoots in naked or desirable places.

The Strawberry, where it has been covered

during the winter, should be uncovered as early

as possible in spring, that the warm spring suns

may exert all their influence on producing an

early crop. As soon as growth commences, a

sowing of guano has ])een found to be of great

benefit to the crop of fruit.

In vineries where they 1 avc been forced early
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the fruit will be setting, when it is usual not to

syringe so freely about the flowers as l)efore.

Cold vineries will be about bursting their buds,

and should have every encouragement to break

regularly, which is most usually accomplished by

bending the canes down as horizontally as possi-

ble. Most vineries are now built much tlattcr

than formerly, and less anxiety is therefore felt

in regard to this bursting trouble. Where vines

are grown inside altogether, care must be used

to guard against the soil becoming too dry.

Usually about the time of stoning, a thorough

soaking is given to the soil about them. Where
vines grow in outside borders, the objection is

that melting snows cool the roots too much, and

make too great an extreme between the tempera-

ture of root and branch. The best English

gardeners now place hot stable manure on their

borders, and cover these with boards, so as to

throw off the rain.

/ VEGETABLE GARDEN.

itT:

The preparation of hotbeds for getting vege-

table seeds forward, is one of the most important

of March matters. Those who have regular

stone permanent pits are well off. Most have

to extemporize a hotbed frame. Some sink a

pit in the earth and fill in the manure ; but heavy

rains are apt to cool ofi" the heat too suddenly.

They are best made above ground, and a course

of corn-stalks, brush-wood, or some other mat-

ters put around to keep the bed from losing

heat by winds too rapidly.

Much interest will be felt this year in the To-

mato question. A good early is of vast impor-

tance. The common large Early Red has not

been much excelled. Keyes' Early, though it was
a mistake to introduce it as 30 days earlier than

any other, is yet a good early kind. Tilden has

also given excellent satisfaction for quality, and

the Cook's Favorite is yet a favorite with many
growers. These four kinds seem to have the

field of combat chiefly to themselves. The
Eureka is spoken well of in the West, but we
have not seen it growing. Of the other hotbed

vegetables, Pepper, Egg-plant, &c., we believe

there has been nothing particularly new of special

value.

Of early out-door vegetables, the race between

Potatoes is with Early Goodrich and Early Se-

bec, each having their favorites. They are both

good^Mwls.

In Celery, the Boston Market, a thick dwarf

kind is of excellent quality. Dwarf kinds are
much sought after, as not requiring earthing so
high as others. Turner's White is said to be a
good dAvarf.,^ Of Peas, though dwarfs save sticks,

they do not bear much. Of the taller ones we
have not yet seen anything earlier than Dan
O'Rourke, although a new English one called

Advancer is claimed to be two weeks earlier.

Amongst Beets the Early Six Week Turnip root-

ed, is perhaps the earliest. Carrot, the Early
Horn

; Cucumber, the Early AVhite Spine, or
Early Cluster ; Lettuce, the Silesian, or Early
Curled—to cut before heading ; and the Early
Butter left to head, are the first in season.

Amongst the Radishes, the old Short Top, and
Red and White Turnip are still ahead ; and in

Spinach, the Old Round-leaved. So that on the
whole there has been but little advance made on
early kinds of vegetables.

Asparagus roots are generally planted too

thickly to produce fine shoots ; they starve one
another. A bed #^ feet wide should have three

rows, and the plants set about ei*h*e^ inches
apart. A deep soil is very importanV as the
succulent stems require every chance they can
get fbr obtaining moisture. About four inches
beneath the soil ig sufficient to plant them.
Rhubarb also requires a deep, rich, and moist soil.

The Linncious and Victoria, of old and well
tried kinds, are considered very good for size and
quality ; the Prince Albert and Tobolsk for earli-

ness ; and the Prince of Wales and Blood Royal
for color and flavor. Horseradish beds are best

made by taking pieces of strong roots, about one
inch long, and making a hole about a foot or
fifteen inches deep, with a dibble, and dropping
the piece to the bottom of the hole. A clean,

straight root will then rise up through the soil.

Crowns or eyes are better tluin pieces of roots,

where they can be had, and a rich clayey soil

better than a light sandy one.

About the middle of the month, Celery, late

Cabbage, Brocoli, &c., is usually sown in this

latitude.

All gardens should have beds of herbs. They
are always looked for in the fall, and nearly
always forgotten in spring. Now is the tiiuti to

plant Thyme, Sage, Mint, Balm, and other per-
ennial herbs ; and Parsley and other seeds of
hardy kinds may be sown. Wlien we say )ww^
it is, of course, understood to mean whi^re the
frost has evidently broken up for the season.
Our readers in less-favored clLmes will not forget

it when it does. '

/S-'

a
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COMMUNICATIOIVS.
FOREIGN REMINISCENCES. No. 2.

BY n. TV, SARGENT, WODENETIIE, N. Y.

Near Dublin are many fine residences, Lord
Powerscourt's, Lord Monk's, etc.; the finest

by far being "Carton," the estate of the Duke
of Leinster, with most beautiful grounds and
superb trees, especially Cedars of Lebanon

;

the house charmingly situated over an Italian

garden, and in view of a splendid Park. A
novel effect was produced on the Italian garden

by the vases being enclosed in wicker work.

Near Bangor is the famous Slate quarry of

Col. Pennant, with his superb residence, Penryn
Castle and its model cottages, and fine old Yew
avenue to the church, planted 150 years ago.

Near Chester, is Eaton Hall, the celebrated resi-

dence of the Marquis of Westminster, so

wealthy twenty years ago even, that our postil-

lion told us his income was £1,000 a day, and
£2,000 of a Sunday.

This place being so accessible from Liverpool

is generally the first place visited by Amei'icans,

and therefore well known.

The effect of the gardens is very grand and
stately, but very monotonous and flat, the grass

being full of weeds—especially daisy.

There is a very fine Araucaria here, 40 feet

high, but the variety of trees in the ornamental

grounds is ver}' small, Irish Yews and Arbor-

vitse being represented everywhere. Only one

Golden Yew, which, like the Cryptomeria and
Douglas Fir, does not flourish well here.

Neither does the Pinus excelsa.

Another most interesting place near Chester

is Hoole House, Mrs. Hamilton's, formerly

Lady Boughton, famous for its rock work for

the past 30 years, and adminibl}' described some
25 years since in Loudon's Gardeners'' Magazine.

A little Lawn, of less than 3 acres, surrounded

by a rockery over 40 feet high, planted in clipped

Yews, Araucarias, and most of the new Ever-

greens, especially the more rigid growing ones,

like Picea, Pinsapo, Cejjhalonica, pichta, etc.

A weird-looking Cedar of Lebanon, only 8

feet high, hanging over a chasm or fissure in

this artistically arranged rockery, mossy and
twisted, has so much the ai)pearance, among the

sharp grey points, of age, that you almost be-

lieve you are lf)oking through an inverted opera-

glass at a stiq)endous range of savage ,snov:-c(ad

mountains, the snow effect being produced by
white Derbyshire Spa.

Near Liverpool (8 miles) is Knowleslej- Hall,

Lord Derby's, more celebrated for its stables

than its gardens. The stables were superb,

being a quadrangle 200 feet square, enclosing a

paved yard. In the centre, a place under cover

for washing carriages ; beyond, a circle in straw

for exercising horses. Each pair of horses is

kept in boxes in separate stables, 30 pair in all,

besides the single horses, the best costing 800

guineas, S4,000 ; 35 grooms, one groom to two
horses, 6 coachmen, etc. The Gardens contain

9 acres,and require, with the ornamental grounds,

35 men and 5 women.

The Park is 12 miles in circumference, and the

Deer Park 14 miles round, making 26 miles of

wall. There are 3,000 deer, 25 Lodges and gates,

and 50 other gardeners' and game-keepers' cot-

tages.

Knowlesley, or the largest part of it, was built

by the 18th Earl of Derby, in order to receive his

son-in-law, Henry VII, after placing the crown
of England upon his head at the battle of Bos-

worth field, where he slew Richard III.

Of all the places in this part of England, I

know none, to Americans at least, as interesting

as Levens Hall, belonging to the Hon. Mr.

Howard, near Milnthrop, in Cumberland, about

12 miles from Boncss, a fine old Elizabethan

mansion, a portion built in the 11th century, and

the furniture, hangings, etc., belonging to this

period ; a grand old servants' hall, in oak, with

an immense fire-place, 6 to 8 feet wide, and 1582

over it. At the upper end of the Hall, on a

raised dais or platform are the long oak tables,

for the servants' meals,Imttered and hacked, and
benches for them to sit upon.

Above in the next story a superb Baronial

Hall, paneled in oak, heavily carved, and hung
in embossed and gilded leather, with exquisitely

emblazoned windows, square bays, in small dia-

mond, and hexagon patterns, set in lead. "With

a square of Turkey car^x^t on the centre of

the well-polished oak floor, and armor, boar

spears, saddles, etc. about the room. This Hall

opened by three ascending steps (one corner

being arranged for a chapel) into the state

drawing-room, so beautifully carved in wood,

that at present prices, low even as these are in

England, it is estimated the same work would

cost £3,000.

In this apartment also are the same exquisite

square bay windows, and stained glass, set in
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delicate lead frames, and beautifully tapestried

chairs. This room is also hung in embossed

and gilded leather. From this again, by three

steps, you descend into a Library, equally won-

derful in its carvings of oak, with stained glass

windows and hangings of leather.

One of the upper halls is hung entirely in

arras, a sort of tapestry resembling Gobelin.

From this several concealed doors lead to various

quaint chambers by the most mysterious passages.

The leather hangings of the state chamber were

most gorgeous, being stamped in crimson and

gold, and the curtains to the bed and windows

being patch work, quilted. The small library,

morning room, dining room, etc., were in the

same style of carved oak and leather A beautiful

Gobelin curtain was suspended over the grand

stair-case, to close, if necessary, in order to con-

vert the Grand Hall into a State dining room.

The gardens were equally wonderful. Seven

acres being devoted to Topiary work, most of it

planted and first clipped, by iJeaumont, Gardener

to James II. ; the clipped trees, mostly Yew,
Holly and Box, being from 12 to 30 feet high,

(as seen by enclosed sketch.) Figures of Queen

EUzabeth and her Ladies being cut in Box.

There were also the celebrated pleached alleys

of Shakspeare's time, and a Bowling green divi-

ded by Beech Hedges 12 feet high, and the

arches" 20. The sod (turf as it is called in Eng-

land), being laid on slate slabs 250 years ago,

and as level and as smooth as a billiard table.

Most of the trees had been annually clipped for

this number of years (250).

One of the old gardeners had been here 70 and

two over 50 years, and looked coeval with the

place.

On the 1st of May they have a peculiar custom

at Levens Hall, to wit: "The Feast of the

Radishes." Radishes, bread and butter and

ale, called " Morocco," 20 years old, are served

to the Mayor and Corporation of the town of

Kendal, and in fact to the entire Parish and all

strangers. The person who drinks " Morocco "

for the first time is obliged to drink " prosperity

to Levens Hall as long as the river Kent runs.^'

The Park is fine, filled with deer, and having a

srand old Beech avenue.

HOUSE AND HEDGE SPARROWS. ;

^'— '

BY OHIO
—''^^

CParmers and fruit-growers should without de-

lay engage, either individually '>r in clubs, in im-

porting and ditlusing throughout our Country

these two species of Exotic Sparrows.

It is demonstrated beyond contradiction,

1st. That they will effectually keep in check

many species of depredating insects

2d. That the habits of these birds are in no in-

stance seriously injurious to fanner's crops, and
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tliat imputations of that kind are founded in

error.

3d. That these hirds will increase and thrive

when set at liberty in the vicinity of Xew York
City. Both they and the European Sky Lark
are rapidly increasing on Staten Island and at

Hoboken, where the Sparrows have already ex-

terminated the Canker W&rm.^

FRUIT AT IIARRISBURG, OHIO.

BY E. MANNING.

In looking over the December number of the

Monthly I see your notice of the Clapp's Favorite

Pear as grown on my grounds during your Sep-

tember call at my place. I agree with you that

the Clapp's Favorite Pear was not of lirst quality;

it was the first time it fruited at ray place, and
it may yet improve as the trees get older. Should

it never improve, it would still be a valuable va-

riety for market ; it ripens here ten days earlier

than the Bartlett, and ripens its fruit more regu-

larly, not requiring to be picked over so often as

Bartlett ; add to this its greater thriftiness, hav-

ing every appearance of a strong constitution

n-sembling the Flemish Beauty^ in its deep luxu-

riant green leaf, only more so. Among some
thirty trees of this variety, only one tree was the

least affected with leaf-scab, and that very slight-

ly, and the fruit was larger than Bartlett grown
side bj- side ; and far more free from knots and
imperfections, and nearer of one size, and bears

as early as any other variety I know of. I pre-

dict for it great popularity, as it was less affected

with leaf disease than any other variety grown
on my grounds.

Edmonds fruited here this season for the first

time. It was nearly first quality ; the tree is

thrifty and appears to be an early bearer, but

the fruit is only medium size, or hardly that, of

a pale dull russet color, not very attractive. The
leaves appear to be very sensitive of atmospheric

changes, were badly affected by leaf-scab. I do

not think it will ever be a valuable variety for

market here.

II(rr(ifs Dana, was in fruit here this season for

tlic first time. The trres are thrifty u right

growers, and appear hcaltliy, but the fruit is

not any larger than Seckel, of much the same
flavor, only a little more butter}'. A good ama-
teur fruit. If it were four times as large it would
be valuable for market ; but like the Seckel, would

hardly sell in market, when others four times as

large, not half so good, would sell readily at a

good price.

Admirable, Dana, fruited here the present sea-

son. Tree very thrifty, fruit less than Madeleine;

of no value.

Siqireme d''Juniper, a fine, small early Pear,

very sweet, productive, bears early, good as an

amateur fruit.

Benrre Bosc, is certainly here the very finest

Pear on my grounds. Of the very largest size,

tree thrifty, fruit always fair, a regular bearer,

and will sell for a higher price in market than

any other pear of its season. Its very large size,

peculiar shape, its rich bronze gold color, and
great excellence is all that could be desired—the

Ne plus ultra.

Bartlett well know of best quality, profitable

market pear.

JJrbaniste, second quality, good bearer, size

1 to 2, and a good market variety, very produc-

tive.

Beurre Clairgeau, large and fine here on thin

soil, worthless on strong soil ; trees good bearers

and profitable.

Onondaga, one of the most valuable for market,

very vigorous ; trees here the present season all

bore well, some not much larzer than a walking

cane bore six or eight good specimens ; very

profitable market variety, second quality.

Duchesse d''Angouleme, good second quality.

Flemish Beauty, large, fine, nearly first rate,

pi'ofitable.

Pius IX, large, good second quality, tree

thrifty.

Howell, large, fine, very handsome, bears young;

fruit nearly first rate, tree thrifty, very profita-

able.

White Doyenne, first quality when favorable
;

not to be depended upon.

Golden Beurre of Bilhoa, very fine medium size.

Beurre d'Anjou, medium size, second quality.

Beurre Diel, poor here, not to be depended

upon.

Madeleine, Bloodgood, Ananas d'Ete, T3'Son,

Rostiezer, Lawrence, Doyenne d'Alencon, Para-

dise d'Autonnie, Doyenne Boussock; and several

other varieties, good amateur sorts.

Doyenne dn Comice, large and very fine.

On the rejected list I would place Stevens'

Genesee, Vicar of Winkfield, Glout Morceau,

Belle Lucrative, Beurre d' Amanlis,besides many
others. The two last are not fit to eat when
grown here.

I Among the early varieties of Apples that does
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well here are Early Harvest, Primate, Lyman s,

Large Summer, Tetopsky or 4th of July, Garret-

sons Early, Summer Eose, High Top Sweet,

Genesee Chief, Carolina June, Sweet Boui;h,

BUnkbonn}', Benoni ; Chenango Strawberry, the

very best of its season, large, very productive

and of excellent quality—the handsomest of all

apples, and will sell higher to dealers or in mar-

ket than any other varietj' of its time of ripening.

Homany new large and promising large red, ot

good quality. In late summer and earl}' fall

American Summer Pearmain, Pomme Royal,

Partes, St. Lawrence, Jefferis and Alexander are

all good.

Fall Gravenstein, Fall Pippin, Hawley, Fall

AVine, Mt. Pleasant Sweet, are best ; Maiden's

Blush. In the rejected list, I would place Early

George, Summer Superior, Summer Julian. Ben
Davis I regard as an apple of great promise not

yet sufficiently tested, the ti'ees are very vigorous,

and appear healthy ; fruit very handsome and

good, large size.

Jonathan, also of great promise, fruit of medi-

um size, very beautiful and excellent.

Northern Spy has begun to bear here, and

promises very well ; fruit large and very showy,

handsome and good, has borne more here than

Belmont, both planted at the same time.

Borne Beauty is certainly valuable here, a great

and sure bearer, very handsome, of good quality

and profitable.

IIuhhar(hon''s Nonsuch, of excellent quality,

and promises well, large and fine.

Swaar promises well, trees thrifty, spreading,

fruit large and of excellent quality.

Newtown Pippin promises well here on thin

soil, trees of moderate vigor, on strong upland

soil very vigorous, have raised last season a

specimen weighing 15 ounces, of the very best

quality.

White Pippin, Baldwin, Rambo, Norton's

Melon, Esopus Spitzcnburg, Fallowater, Wine
Sap, Bellflower, Seek-no-further, King of Tomp-
kins County, all promise well so far. On the

rejected list I would place Canada Reinette, Put-

man Russet, and many other varieties less com-

mon.

Cherries here matured before the drought set

in, so as to stunt their growth.

Among the varieties less known of great excel-

lence, were the Great Bigarreau of Downing. It

never .showed its true character till this season.

I see the trees only want age to develope their

true character. My trees had borne a few for

several years before ; but this season they were

laden richly with very beautiful fruit of the very

choicest kind and largest size, that the beholder

was struck with amazement, and all that ate of

them were surprised at their excellence.

Blarl< Hairk, another variety like the preced-

ing, takes time to develope its true character. It

was certainly very superior, and I have no doubt

that both these varieties will yet attain greater

excellence. They did the present season eclipse

the far-famed Black Tartarian.

Pantricl:, another variety less known than

others, has steadily increased in productiveness

and excellence. These three varieties were the

very best that bore here this season. I had

several other varieties of the black cherry on

lower ground that got killed by spring frost.

Among the better known varieties here. Rock-

port Bigarreau bore very heavily as it always

does ; if any cherry does bear, it will. It is

always fine and of the most productive variety.

Governor Wood is a fine cherrj^, very good and

handsome, not as hardy as Rockport Bigarreau,

but very fine.

KirtlancVs Ilary is also very fine, and a good

bearer, large and fine.

Red Jacket is a very vigorous tree, and a great

bearer, not quite as large as some others, but

wonderfully productive and healthy.

Jaconei is also a very fine cherry ; but not quite

equal to some others.

Ifonstreuse de Mezel is a good cherry, and still

appears to increase in size and productiveness.

Napoleon Bigarreau was of truly monstrous

size, very productive, second quality.

Elk-horn is only second rate, but productive.

Elton, very productive, large and good.

E. P, Guigne, the earliest and best early.

Cleveland Bigarreau is also large and fine.

Ohio Beauty, very fine, productive and good.

Graffion promises well, not sufficiently tested.

American Heart, very productive, rots badly.

Downton, third rate only.

Hortense, ver}- productive, large third rate.

Burr and Seedling Late Bigarreau, tender,

lost by bark bursting, strong bearer.

May Duke, Late Duke, Royal Duke, Arch

Duke, Belle ^lagnifique, Earl Richmond

Vails' August Duke, Knight's E. Black, Eu .

press Eugenie, are all pretty good. Kirtland's

Mammoth and Black E.igle always blossom

never bear.

We have no later sort, or late as good, nor a a

large as a variety which I have seen only
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in this settlement. I suppose a natural seedling

of the Morella class. When rii)e almost black,

larger than the May Duke here, and two weeks
later than any other variety.

THEORY AND FACT.

BY W. H. W.

Tlieory.—T\\Q HortkuUurist for Jan^wc^y, p. 24,

copies from the London Journal of Ilortkidture,

a brief article ascribing the cracking of pears to

want of moisture.

^Fact.—The last summer was the most rainy

that has been experienced in Xew England for

many years, and pears have never before cracked

so generally and so badly.

[This was received before our last number went
to press. In it we had some remarks on the

same subject. It is clear that the nature of this

fungoid disease is not as well understood in Eu-
rope as it is by our readers. Fungi that germin-

ate in the atmosphere, as so many kinds do,

may be helped by dampness ; but such as breed in

the sap, as this one does, can care but little for

atmospheric moisture.—Ed.]

RAWLE'S JANET APPLE.

BY J. n. CREIGHTON, IRONTON, O.

This old apple is still plenty in market in south-

ern Ohio ; but like certain men, needs to be un-

derstood to be appreciated. The tree is a slow

or medium grower, but healthy and strong, and
bears young—but over-bears. It must have good

soil, and such is the slow and elaborate process

by which it ripens its exquisite fruit that it must
positively be left on the tree till winter. It will

improve till freezing weather. It is injured less

by freezing than any other apple. When pulled

too soon they have a woody taste, and many bar-

rels are taken to market in this state. They will

keep till June and lose no flavor
;
perhaps not

one-fourth of those sold in market have been

fairly tn-atod. AVhen this apple is in its perfec-

tion—having good soil, and allowed to hang long

on the tree—we pronoimce it the mf)st delicious

apple we ever knew. It lias a breaking,snapping,

cracking texture, and Avlien it splashes and scat-

ters its sparkling delicate juice round over the

organs of taste, it seems in an instant to fill

every part of the mouth with its high wine-like

flavor.

MY GRAPES, DURING THE PAST SUM-
MER AND FALL.

BY HORTICOLA, NORTH IIOBOKEN, N. J.

{Continued from page 46.)

What is the cause of all this f Is it the weather ?

The summer of 18(36 was excessively hot and
dry ; so much so that hardly another one like it

is on record. Mildew Avas prevalent every-

where, and consequently it was inferred that the

heat and drought had caused it. In my grounds

however, there was very little of it ; it was
easily subdued by sulphuration. Yet the Con-

cord and Israclla did not grow at all, nor did the

Delaware ripen. In the sunnner of 1867 it was
excessively wet and comparatively cool, though

sultry. Mildew was again prevalent, and it

was inferred that it was caused by the incessant

rains. (On the last of July we had received here

already 34.50 inches of rain since the 1st of Jan-

uary ; how many inches may have fallen in Au-
gust I do not know, as I did not measure it, but

it cannot have been less than 6 or 8 inches.) It

was impossible to sulphurate my vines on ac-

count of the rains ; a single vine only was dus-

ted, but to no purpose.

Is it stagnant ivater in the ground?

My little garden is situated on a declivity,

with a fall of 7 feet 11 inches in a hundred, from

north north-east, to south south-west. It is

carefully under-drained ; a deep well which I had

dug just at the lowest point receives all the

drains. The Avater in it never rises higher than

to within 6 feet from the surface. Aside from

this, 7n!j so(7, which is four feet dec}), is raised

two feet above the surface of the adjacent street.

It was an expensive operation, but I did not

hesitate to undertake it.

Is It immt of shelter ?

The summit of the ridge, on which my garden

lies, is only a lew rods distant from it, and about

ten feet higher. This sunmiit is, besides, covered

with houses and trees, so that my garden is ef-

fectuall}' protected from northwest, north, and

northeast winds. About 500 paces to the east of

it, the ground rises almost abruptly to the height

of thirty feet, crowned with a belt of large forest

trees. The garden is only open towards Vie

southwest and cast ; towards the west it is encir-

cled by rising ground covered with houses and

other buildings on the summit. A board fence,

9 feet high, would alone be sufficient ; I had it

built by the advice of Dr. Grant, who saw the

place when I had purchased it.
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Is it the soil?

The natural soil here is stiff clay ;
in my

garden the subsoil is gravel and fine sand. Be-

fore I commenced planting I had two feet of the

surface soil removed, which was replaced by four

feet of cai'efully prepared compost. I obtained

permission to take the sods from an old pasture

lot which never had been tilled. I added ashes,

muck, lime, rubbish, bones, oyster shells, ma-

nure, etc., and did not use it before it was re-

duced to a perfectly homogeneous mass. Some

vinegrowers think my soil is too light ; others

that it is too heavy, which would seem to indi-

cate that it is about right.

Is it close pruning and pinching ?

Averse to close pruning, I have constantly to

defend myself against my German friends, who
insist that it is much better to prune and pinch

too short than too long. In 180G I omitted

pinching altogether, also in 1867 ; only the bear-

ing shoots of the Weehawken I pinched in. I

hoped that I might, in this way, be able to grow

roots ; for I knew full well that there is always

something the matter with the roots when a vine

begins to fail.

Too close pruning and pinching are undoubt-

edly injurious, but not to such a degree as is

sometimes asserted. Before the Oidura Tuckeri

made its appearance, it occurred to nobody, es-

pecially in some countries, that its effect was so

deleterious and rapid as many now believe. I

will here only adduce Hungary as an illustration :

In that country with excessively hot summers,

and equally as cold winters, the vines are cut

down as a general rule every fall to the surface

of the ground, because it is then much easier to

cover them. A vineyard so treated looks in the

autumn or early spring like a field planted to

cabbage. Those heads, the result of pruning,

assume sometimes very curious forms. At the

time of the vintage some of them are not unfre-

quently cut off, carried home, and nailed to the

walls of the houses like staghorns, so they are

hollowed out, and used for pitchers or drinking

vessels. And, notwithstanding this, there are

vines and vineyards in Hungary, treated in this

manner, one or two centuries old. When the

vinf^yards of Europe were devastated by the

oidium, Hungary alone enjoyed a perfect inmiu-

nity from the disease for a series of years. Hun-

garian wines were imported into Spain, and ex-

ported again as Spanish wines. Afterwards,

it is true, the oidium found its way into Hun-

gary, but not until it had lost much of its viru-

lence.

I know that when a large root of a tree is cut

off, often a corresponding side of the tree dies.

In planting a climbing rose on my house, a long

and thick root of an Isabella vine was so much
injured by the spade that I had to remove it.

This was in the ftiU. In the following spring

one of the two arms of the vine died. But I do

not know that a root dies, when a limb of the

tree is removed. How often are old trees re-

grafted ?

In Germany I saw shorn Hawthorne hedges

a century old, in full vigor. I saw Yews trim-

med to all manner of fanciful forms, planted in

the Seventeenth century. Not a leaf was per-

mitted to project there. In this place is a beau-

tiful hedge of Norway Spruce, trimmed as

smooth as a planed board. I have known it for

twelve years ; it is as thrifty and vigorous as can

be desired.

Are not young grapevines cut down every year

to acquire strength for making bearing wood ?

Are not young trees cut down in this country as

well as in France and in Germany ? Has any-

body ever observed injurious results from this

practice ?

I have two hundred pear trees, trained en cor-

don, vertical, and growing on an area of exactly

two hundred square feet. They have, of course,

no branches, but only fruit spurs, except a single

leader. This leader, however, grows every year

amazingly ; frequently six feet high.

Five or six years ago, I had a most beautiful

collection of Passion flowers, comprising 135 dif-

ferent kinds. Dr. Regel, in St. Petersburg,

Eussia, believed, as he said in his " Garden

Flora," that it was the largest in existence. I

made, then, many experiments in dwarfing

them, and succeeded perfectly with P. alata, pu-

nicea, and quadrangularis. I remember especial-

ly a plant of the quadrangularis variety, Decais-

neana, 17 inches high, which had 51 flowers on

it. I effected this dwarfing by very close pinch-

ing ; still all its roots remained healthy, so that

I had to root-prune the plant very frequently. I

kept it for five years, and lost it by frost.

My seedling, the Weehawken, has continued

improving every year. A plant of the Vitis amu-

rensis, sent to me by the late Dr. Von Siebold,

which is known to ripen its fruit even as far

north as St. Petersburg, grew very vigorously

until 1867. It bore two small clusters of very

sweet but not high-flavored fruit, but made no
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wood ; it will die before I shall be able to get it

ou a stronger root. I should not wish to lose it

ou account of its earliness ; it ripened its clusters

in the last week of July, however un-

favorable the season was. A blue Malvasier,

growing by the side of it, mildewed, but ripened

its fruit like the large blue and the Louisa Cib-

ebe. A Btesslhxg, (the aromatic variety) grew

last summer beautifully, but the peduncle of

every cluster dried up, before any of them was
fully ripe. The vine made a good growth.

A Red Traminer, seven years old, bore for the

first time a full crop and ripened it. The canes

it made are unusually strong. A Lugiana nera

by the side of it, made in 18(55 a cane 42 feet

long and bore two large clusters. In 1866 it did

not grow at all like the Concord and Israella
;

last summer the longest shoot it made measured

15 inches.

I could continue in this way for a long time
;

but to what purpose ? It is evident from the

above observations that the roots of some varie-

ties and species have a greater power of resist-

ance against injurious influences than those of

others ; and that even the hardest kinds tempo-

rarily succumb from causes unknown.

The readers of the Monthly know that I have

some faith in growing tender kinds on hardy

stocks, but so that the place of union is above

ground, to prevent the grapes from making roots

of their own, and so imparting weakness to

them. My results are thus far very satisfactory,

but not sufficiently well tested or established.

The method of working, by which I seek to ac-

complish my end, is minutely described in my
Appendix to the translation of Dr. Mohr, on the

Grapevine
\
(New York, Orange Judd & Co.,)

p. 113-115. I call the attention to this of such

readers as have requested me through the 31onthly

to communicate to them the modus operandi.

I conclude my remarks again with the words

of Pliny, already once made use of on another

occasion :

Quantuyn est quod nescimus 1

IIow much there is that we do not know I

now very ripe, whilst the Couch apple from

Tennessee is quite firm, and is a fine apple. Ju-

naluskee is very good ; now ripe.

The Nickajack is very fine, but so far does not

keep well. The Romanite from the South is fine

and keeps well ; several others seem to be fine

and doubtless we can find just what this section

now needs among varieties from the South, viz.,

late keeping winter apples.

The thermometer has been lower this year than

usual at the same time before Christmas ; some
report it at zero two weeks ago.

NOTE ON APPLES IN VIRGINIA.

BY OLIVKU TAYLOR, LOUDON CO., VA.

We have several varieties of Southern origin

in fruit this year, and find they promise to be

good keeping here. All Northern apples this year

are riper than usual here, and do not keep well.

Our AVine Saps, that often keep till spring, are

HENRY A. DREER'S NEW GREENHOUSE
UPON PETER HENDERSON'S PLAN.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILA.

The discussion in last year's Monthly about the

greenhouses of Peter Henderson, the very skilful

florist of South Bergen, N. J., gave its readers

no correct idea of their peculiar mode of construc-

tion. Henry A. Dreer, the courteous and popu-

lar nurseryman and seedsman of Philadelphia,

has late 1}' erected two houses upon the same plan.

They are seventy-two feet long, and each is eleven

feet wide; and combined, they are twenty-two

feet wide. The outside walls are four feet high,

and equidistant between them a row of strong

posts is set in the ground the same height of the

walls, and capped with yellow pine plank, which

serves as a sill for the lower end of the sashes to

rest upon, and upon it is placed a gutter to carry

off the water from the sashes; the half of each

roof rests upon this, and the other halves rest

upon the walls. The sashes are nine feet long,

and meet at their tops, over the middle of each

house, in the form of Gothic arches, and are neat-

ly capped; the ends are in the form of the roofs,

with doors in them; a gangway, nearly three

feet wide, runs through the middle of each house,

with a shelf on each side four feet broad, with a

three-inch lath nailed upon the inner edge to pre-

vent the plants from being knocked down in pas-

sing along the gangway. These shelves are four

feet high, and by the rising roofs, j^lants as

dwarf as Cyclamen, Mimulus, Violet, &c., may
be grown at the outer edges of the shelves, and

taller plants gradually to the inner edges, where

plants of tliirty inches tall will be as near to the

glass roofs as the dwarfs are at the outer edges.

There is no partition under the shelves, except

the row of bare jwsts. In short, the two houses

are one under the roofs, or one house with tioo

roofs. Under one of the inner shelves is a can
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flue, through which the smoke of the fire passes,

and goes up a chimney stack at the opposite end

of the house. Four feet from the flue, and un-

der the inner shelf, is a hot water pipe, which
connects at the other end of the house with other

hot water pipes, that run around the house un-

der the outer shelves against the walls. The
heat is as genial as that of a mild spring day.

The only thing neio is tha' the houses ai-e built

against each other, and have no dividing parti-

tion between them under their roofs. The mode
is a very witty contrivance. There is a great

saving of material in the construction, and a

great saving of expense in heating; and a great

gain in space and sunlight. A general collection

of plants of from three inches to three feet tall

can be grown, either as a private collection, or

for cut flowers in winter, or for summer bedding;

in the two last Mr. Dreer deals extensively.

"Within the past eight years he has erected three

large span-roofed houses to meet the increasing

demands of his customers, and has not been able

to serve them all. But these two new houses

will grow an immense stock for the coming year.

His cold frames for hardening the bedding plants

before they are sold to plant out; and for raising

young plants of Cabbages, Egg Plants, Peppers,

Tomatoes, &c.—will measure six feet wide, and

two hundred feet long. In this flower garden

there is perhaps the most extensive and choicest

collection of hardy florist flowers (and especially

Bulbs and Tuberous rooted flowers) in our whole

nation. The nursery of trees, vines, shrubbery,

«&;c., is about forty acres; but not so extensive,

nor is the collection so varied as in some others

about the city. The seed farm is over one hun-

dred acres. All these compartments feed the

seed storc^ which is one of the popular institutions

of Philadelphia.

NOTES ON EASTERN TOUR.

BY DR. J. STAYMAN, LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS.

No. 1.

According to promise, we shall now endeavor

to give the readers of the Monthly a few notes on

our Eastern tour.

We had various horticultural objects in view,

and spent five months, from May until October,

making observations. We arrived at Philadelphia

on the 29th of May, and attended the ''Orand

Bazd/rr,''^ which opened on that day in the new
Horticultural Ilall, which is a splendid building

and a fit companion of the Academy of Music by

its side, which ai'c ornaments to any city.

The exhibition was well attended, and the sce-

nery was fine and tastefully arranged. Here we
found a living horticultural society, and the ed-

itor of the Gardener''s Monthly, Thomas Meehan,
* * * * * **********
No journal can become popular that is purely

practical unless man should cease to think and

become a monkey.

Horticulture is not a machine, but an art found-

ed upon theory and experience. We connect and

arrange facts according to their bearing on some

law, and practice and experiment on the same.

We methodically digest and arrange the facts

and call it science. This is necessary if we wish

to become masters of our profession and teach

others.

This the Gardener\^ Monthly has endeavored to

do from its commencement, to give thought to the

thinking, and practice to the inexperienced. It

has kept pace with the improvements of the age.

The editor's keen eye and quick mind throws soul

and animation into all his writings,—he handles

his opponents without gloves,—yet he is willing to

give them credit for what they do or discover,

and is not jealous of them becoming his equal.

It is this which gives the Gardener''s Monthly such

great popularity.

We visited many of the nurseries and green

houses in and around the city, and found they had

disposed of their large stock at remunerative

prices. Robert Buist, Sr., has everything ar-

ranged in good order, with the most varied green

and hot house we saw. He has a beautiful place,

which has been frequently described. Mr. Dick

has a fine lot of Camellias and other stock. Mr.

Bisset, Mr. Scott and Allgier have large collec-

tions of roses and geraniums. Mr. Bauman of

Germantown has a large collection of the old and

new roses growing in the open air, which were

healthy and fine for their age. Mr. T. Meehan

of the same place has a fine lot of evergreens, or-

namental shrubbery, with a general assortment

of green house and nursery stock. Here we saw

much worthy of note, and had a long chat with

the editor of the Monthly upon various subjscts,

which we cannot now mention. The ^^ Carpenter

Ptore" is the most beautiful and neatly kept and

arranged of any we saw, and is worth a visit tc

Germantown.

Seed stores are well represented by Landreths,

Dreer, Buist, Maupay, Collins, and Morris, «&c.,

all clever, social and dignified except one, and if
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he would lay off his aristocrac}', and believe he
lived in Philadelphia, and that there were outside
the nol)ility persons equal to himself, it would add
much to his social qualities and pecuniary gain.
The fruit farms are not so well represented.
There is ample room, with land at reasonable
prices, a short distance from the city, and the
market is good. The most worthy form of note
is Dr. Houghton's, o miles from the city, which
is perhaps the largest pear orchard in the east.

This orchard requires more than a slight notice

from the fact not only that it is large but it is an
experiment. The Doctor has adopted " high cul-

tivation and thorough and systematic pruning."
We cannot but admire his enthusiasm and deter-

mination to succeed. His success must be attri-

buted to his indomitable energy ; no other man
has made such an attempt before on such a large

scale, and it is fortunate for him that he made
such a happy selection on the Quince as the Du-
chess d'Angouleme. Think of 18,000 of this va-
riety, 5,000 in bearing, and about 15,000 of other
varieties coming on, and you will have some con-
ception of this fruit farm. It is well protected
by evergreen hedges of Xorway spruce, running
through the orchard at short intervals and kept
in the best manner. Here we can see a model
place pruned according to the popular theory of

dwarf tree pruning, so systematic and exact is

the work done that no limb extends beyond
another in the row, and each variety is alike in

size, symmetry and form. These trees looked
healthy and were then set with fruit for the first

time. No pear was allowed to remain that

showed any defect or touched another. Although
these trees looked healthy under high cultivation

they were not large for their age, neither have
they come into bearing as soon as we should have
expected of dwarf trees, and have not given the

satisfaction they should have done.

We believe from our own experience and obser-

vation, that he pursues a system of cultivation

which is antagonistic either to the production of

the fruit or the maturity and perfection of the

tree. He adopts a high state of cultivation and
"has a good soil highly fertilized."

lie stimulates by this process his trees to rapid

growth—then because they have made so much
growth, he prunes vigorously to restore them, that

they may set fruit-buds and kept in form. This

is a systi'in of philosophy we must admit we can-

not comprehend.

If trees arc thrown into a high state of culti-

vation their vital energy is exhausted in the pro-

duction of wood, and sometimes immature; then
if we prune to overcome this wood producing

tendency, we do not remedy the evil but throw
this defective vitality into immature fruit-buds,

and the result is unfruitful blossoms.

This we believe to be the state of the Doctor's

trees at the present time, although they bore some
this season, but not sufficient to warrant any en-

couragement for his system of cultivation. Al
though we differ very much in opinion on pear

culture we very much respect him as a gentle

man of the highest order, and deserves success

for his enterprise, which we sincerely wish he may
have.

We spent several weeks in the city, found all

kinds of fruit high except strawberries, which
were in abundance at 10 cents per quart, but this

was owing to the varieties and the condition thej

were sent to market; good berries were scarce at

50 cents, and even saw Jucunda sell at 75 cents

The Austin and Russel, in good condition were

worth from 40 to 50 cents, and the market was
not well supplied.

There is ample room for improvement in send

"

ing strawberries to market, and it is doubtful if

it will ever be supplied with a good article.

There is but little excitement on the Grape

.

ithe Concord we believe stands at the head of the

list for general cultivation.

The Apple is believed to be in a state of degen-

eracy, and is not a paying crop, and the appear-

ance of the trees warrant the conclusion.

We made several visits to Vineland, y. J. This

we had an unusual anxiety to see from the nu-

merous reports respecting the place, and we paid

more than ordinary attention to the soil, fruit,

society, &c. We traveled over the tract and sur-

rounding country, dug up the soil with a spade,

examined the sub-soil a*^ some places 10 feet deep.

We can unhesitatingly say that there will be but

oyie Vinelaml in N. J., not that its soil or location

is the best in the state, but because there is but

o>ie Charles K. Landis. He is to Vineland what

a mainspring is to a watch. His mind grasped

the whole movement of its compk'X organization

at the commencement, and made ample provision

for a self-sustaining society of the highest refine-

ment. The very nature of the combination

called forth the elements to fill every department

with congenial spirits of the best order, yet each

jxjrson's individuality is fully recognized, free-

dom of thought is tolerated and industry is the

motto of all.

It is certainly a remarkable place not only from
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its rapid increase but from the society it has

called together in its social and intellectual rela-

tions. It is the making of one grand horticultu-

ral society, laboring for each others' good and

stimulated by their ambition to excess. It is one

expansive fruit farm laid out in the best order and

t;iste, with drives and walks of the finest grade,

lined with shade trees and ornamented with flow-

ers, shrubbery, and fruit trees. The soil is not

a "barren sandy waste," but a sandy loam of

great depth mixed with small pebbles and con-

taining a portion of carbonate of lime and iron,

and requires but little fertilization, if any, for

fruit, yet good fertilization will make it the very

best of soil for all kinds of products. It is easily

cultivated and naturally well under-drained, and

as fine a landscape as we can find east of the

Prairies, with a fine summer sea breeze. The
soil is well adapted for Vegetables, Pears, Straw-

berries, Grapes, and all the small fruits. Peaches

are uncertain, and Apples are doubtful, yet we
saw some fine specimens at Mr. Hamilton's place.

Pears and Grapes looked remarkably well, and

had made fine and healthy growth, and many
were then in full bearing which promised well.

The Concord is the most popular grape. Straw-

berries were mostly Wilson's Albany and they

were shipped to New York by the thousand bush-

els. We never saw plants so full, and they were

not well prepared to gather and ship them in

good order, being even more than they anticipa-

ted. Half the quantity, well selected and care-

fully handled and shipped would have brought

more money.
To families with children, Vineland offers great

inducements, having good society, fine schools,

plenty of industry, and few temptations to vice,

and where each person can "live under his own
vine and fig tree." But it requires industry and

l)erseverance there as elsewhere.

There are many places in New Jersey, Dela-

ware and Maryland equal in soil and situation,

and many much better for Peaches, and at lower

prices, but when we take into consideration the

society, health, beauty and taste, it will require

a lifetime to equal Vineland.

[We do not know whether to be angry with

our friend for divulging the "secret which makes

the Montfdy so successful," or to be pleased with

his well-meant but misplaced compliment. Like

the bashful young lady who, when given a salute,

indignantly asked the gentleman to take it back

again, we may only get more of the same sort

of trouble if we say much about it, and have con-

cluded to remain silent and "pocket the afferent.

"

The paragraph we have stricken out, however,

relates to the editor so personally that our friend

will, we hope, pardon us for taking this liberty

with his communication. Ed.]

GRAPE NOTES.
BY MR. A. B. BUTTLES, COLUIVIBUS, O.

There is a slight error in your report of my re-

marks on the lona, at the Pomological meeting

at Sandusky, which, in justice to Dr. Grant, I

ought probably to correct.

The first and last lot of vines planted were not

procured from Dr. Grant, and while the total

cost was reported correctly, I find that I only

paid the Doctor ^1,200 for 1200 vines. While

my experience with the lona in the vineyard has

been so disastrous, I can make no better record

for it in protected situations.

In the fall of 1864 I planted 2 two-year old

three dollar vines in a lot in this city, surrounded

by walls and buildings, where I have for several

years ripened the Rebecca, Diana, Allen's White,

Lydia and other grapes which are not generally

considered reliable. Subsequently, near a dozen

extra first class special, "for immediate bearing.

"

Aged and high priced vines have been set out in

the same locality, but I have had no fruit as yet,

and the prospect for the future is far from en-

couraging. Hundreds of vines have been plant-

ed here, commencing with the time they were

first sent out, and I have got to hear of a ripened

bunch of fruit. As a member of the" Ad-inter-

im" committee of the State Horticultural Society,

it has been my duty during the past year to look

into all matters pertaining to the culture of fruit

in Central Ohio, and from my observation I must
pronounce the lona, in this section, an utter

—

absolute failure.

Mr. J. M. McCune set out the first vines ever

planted here, and subsequently, on his farm in

Licking County, he planted a large number; now
he says, to use his own words, "I would not

take 1000 lona vines as a gift.

Mr. J. D. Clarke, a fruit grower and nursery-

man of Lancaster, in an interesting report to me,

of the Hocking Valley fruit region, where Peaches

are seldom killed, and the Catawba for ten years

has ripened finely, says, that the "Seedless grape

and lona humbugs do not take" in that region,

and that the latter has proved a total failure.

Where the vines do grow and set fruit, the gen-

eral complaint is, that though the grapes show
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signs of ripening early, thej' fail to come to ma-

turity. This was well illustrated by Mr. Camp-

bell of Delaware. '

In allusion to an advertisement of Dr. Grant's,

where an enthusiastic and high-flown gentleman

is made to say that " the lona thrilled him with

emotions of exquisite delight," he stated that

this season the fruit on his lona vines began to

turn very early, and he "began to 'thrill' a good

deal," but as the season advanced without a

corresponding advance in the ripening process,

the exquisiteness of the "thi'ill" became beauti-

fully less, until finally, it disappeared altogether,

on the fruit failing to ripen.

Mr. Editor, I have Dr. Grant's "Manual of the

Grape," his Catalogues, his Circulars, his Special

Advertisements in the Tribune, and the reports

of his reporters. I have his beautiful and high-

ly colored lithograph of a splendid double-shoul-

dered bunch of the lona, which ought to weigh

about a pound; and through his agency, and

from a commendable and philanthropic desire he

expresses to disseminate correct information on

reliable varieties. I have " Mead on the Grape,"

and I suppose I ought to be convinced that the

lona is all right, and about the only vine we

ought to plant, but somehow when I think about

the fruit, there is "an aching void." I look away

from the beautiful picture, and the pleasant pros-

pect, which the art of the skillful advertiser has

conjured up, out upon a dreary field of vineless

stakes, and the delusion is goue. These stakes

are extx-a strong and high, for have we not been

assured, that the wood alone, would more than

pay the cost of the vines, the first year; but now
they stand, melancholy monuments of departed

friends, whose loving tendrils failed to wind

around and cling to their ready support.

THE SCUPPERNONG.—THE GRAPE OF
AMERICA.

BY J. M. D. MILLER, ESQ., lUKA, MISS.

Its origin,description, varieties, productiveness,

soil—a wine grape—the poor man's friend, etc.

This most wonderful grape was first brought

to notice by Col. James Blout, of Scuppernong,

North Carolina, who found it growing wild along

the banks of the Scuppernong River. The name
was given by Calvin Jones, of the SouUuirn

Pkmkr, in which paper Col. Blout presented it

to the public, in several well-written articles. It

is also said that an Episcopal Clorgyman, grand-

father to Gen. Pettigrew, very highly recommen-

ded it to the Southern people. It is now gene-

rally known, and universally esteemed, by all

grape growers of the South, and is destined to

revolutionize grape growing, and wine making,

throughout America.

Description.—Bunches very small, with four to

ten berries of large size, juicy, round, sweet, lus-

cious, rich flavor. Skin very thick, light green,

marked sometimes with yellow dots, tough, bears

handling, keeps well, excellent for wine, splendid

for the table, choice for preserves.

There are three varieties, white, black and gol-

den hued. The white is the native, and is the

one generally known; it makes an ambt^r-colored

wine. The black ripens after the white is gath-

ered, and makes a darker wine, though there is

no diffei-ence in the taste of the fruit. It remains

on the vine until after frost, and will sometimes

keep till after Christmas. The white berries are

gathered by shaking the vine; the black kind

must be picked. The golden hued yields a wine

of the same color, which readily induces intoxi-

cation. The Hew York Watchman, says, "We
have delightful memories of the sweet scents,

borne on the breeze, as we approached Southern

homes, where the Scuppernong was cultivated.

"We have never eaten any grape in Europe

America, which suits our taste like this, so sweet,

so refreshing, so innocent."

Productiveness.—It is immensely productive,

surpassing all others in its almost fabulous yield,

a single vine often producing annually from 20

to 50 bushels of grapes. One vine in this county

is said to have yielded over oO bushels this last

year. Dr. Neisler of Georgia has one averaging

35 bushels. There is one at Mobile that produ-

ces 40 bushels, bringing its owner over 8300.

Col. Ross of Georgia writes, that he has a vine

thirty years old, that yields annually from

thirty-five to seventy-five gallons of wine.

There is one near Somerville, Tenn., producing

fruit enough for a small family, and making a

barrel of wine besides. Two vines are generally

considered enough, in Xorth Carolina, for an or-

dinary sized family. Mr. Van Buren I'slimates,

that one hundred vines, planted on three acres

of land, will yield, every year, after maturity,

5,250 gallons, or 1,750 gallons per acre. Mr. W.
F. Stevenson says, this estimate is entirely too

low—that 100 vines will yield twice as many gal •

Ions, at 10 years of age, and three or four times

as much as they grow older. Mr. Stevenson is

certainly correct, if men of undoubted ver-

acity are to be beUeved. For they are as
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truthful men as are to be found in America,

ready to testify, under oath, that they possess

vines that will yield 80 gallons eaeh, or more.

One bushel of grapes will make three gallons of

wine.

Vines will live for a liundred j'ears, continu-

ally increasing in size and quantity, if properly

treated. Other grapes live but a few years.

The Scuppernong never fails to bear, never

mildews, never rots, is seldom troubled by frost.

There are but few fruit trees, of any kind, known
to live half as long as the Scuppernong.

Soil.—Its niative region is a level, dry, sandy,

open soil, though it is also found in abundance

in pine barrens, along hill sides, near the Tar,

Xeuse, Roanoke and Cape Fear rivers. It will

tlorish in alluvial bottoms, as well as sandy plains.

Thousands of acres in the South could be plant-

ed. Indeed it will grow in this latitude, any-

where that corn or cotton will grow, and is ten

times as profitable as cither.

An acre that will grow 30 bushels of corn will

3'ield 300 bushels of Scuppernong grapes. It will

not flourish in low,wet, heavy land, indeed no other

grape will; it will perhaps come nearer to it than

any other. It has never been tested in the North
or West. Should it prove successful is will be a

rich legacy in the hands of those who first prop-

agate and introduce it.

AVine.—The celebrated chemist. Dr. Jackson,

of Boston, analyzed .38 of the best wine grapes

in America, and says, "Scuppernong wine may
be made so fine, as to excel all others made on

this continent." There is no higher authority

known. The white variety makes a beautiful,

pale, amber-colored wine—sweet, rich, luscious,

fragrant, and eveiTwhere the lady's favorite; so

says the President of the Memphis and Little

Rock R. R., who has been familiar with it for

many years. Mr. Barntner of Xorth Carolina,

a celebrated vinist, says, its eflcrvescing quality

will render it the Champagne grape of this con-

tinent. The Black Scuppernong makes a some-

what darker colored wine, stronger and heavier

than the white variety. A mixture of the two
makes a wine superior to either. Col. Rose took

the premium in Georgia for this mixed wine.

The third variety, ripening much later, makes an

exceedingly strong wine, which readily induces

intoxication.

The process of wine making is very simple:

the grapes of the white variety are gathered by

shaking the vine over a sheet; put into a tub, or

press, and the juice expressed at the rate of about

three gallons to the bushel. A pint of whisky,

or brandy: or two pounds of white sugar, or a
quart of brandy and sugar, are added to each
gallon ofjuice. Put into a clean barrel, or other
vessel, suffered to stand for a month or more, then
drawn ofi' and bottled or barreled. The crude
wine is worth SI. 50 per gallon, at ten years of
age from S3 to So per bottle. The quantity and
quality are both unequaled by any other known
grape in America.

The Poor Man's Friend.—It richly deserves

this appellation, because it needs no pruning nor
training, nor placing of vines along trellis work;
because it never mildews, nor rots, and never
fails to procure an abundant crop. All other

grapes require study to prune, train, trellis, to

prevent mildew, rot, disease or failure. Some
wont grow on hill sides—others on level land.

Some are slow, tender growers, needing too much
care and attention for any poor man. They are
all short-lived.

The Scuppernong outlives man himself. It is

more profitable than corn or cotton, wheat or
grass, or any other product of the earth. It is

also an excellent preventive of disease, having
been known in many instances to prevent bloody
flux, by being used moderately at meals. One
vine will pay better than ten acres in cotton, or
corn, wheat or grass. Every man who owns a
square rod of land, can, if he will, procure one
vine and have plenty of grapes to eat for himself
and family, and add annually to his wealth from
.S50 to SIOO.

Try it, reader, and you will never regret it.

Should you desire to know more in regard to its

propagation, its culture, time of planting, etc., I
will cheerfully give it.

[We are obliged to our correspondent for this,

we think one of the best accounts of the Scup-
pernong we have ever read. As a matter of fig-

ures, we should like to know from some one who
has an acre of Scuppernongs, and has been able to

get 1,700 gallons of wine therefrom. The esti-

mates are valuable, and seem very reasonable.
The accomplished results of course would be still

more satisfartory. We should be glad to have
further facts in propagation, as mauy find it hard
to raise. Ed.]

TOMATOES.
BY -W. II. W., READING, MASS.

Last summer I tested five varieties of Tomato.
They were Kcycs' Extra Early, Tilden, Foard,
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Maupay and Perfected. They were first grown

in-doors in pots (seed sown all the same day), and

planted out side by side at the same time. The

soil is a good garden loam slightly manured with

wood ashes.

The Tilden soon took the lead of all the rest,

and maintained it, giving me several fine speci-

mens of fruit before the Extra Early Kcyes had

colored a single one. It is a very superior va-

riety.

The Keyes came on next about a week after

the Tilden. Fruit small, but berry handsome and

fine flavored. Some of the vines grew eight feet

in length, and turnished fruit in abundance till

frost. Seed obtained from Mr. Ilovey.

The Foard did not grow nor bear well. It is

a very handsome fruit, but not sufficiently abun-

dant with me to pay for planting. Seed of Mr.

Buist.

Maupay is a fine variety. Remarkably smooth,

solid, heavy and uniform in size. 1 have never

found anything better in the Tomato line, unless

I except

Lester's Perfected. This deserves its name. Its

flavor, like its color, is a little peculiar, and in my
judgment better than any other Tomato I liave

ever tasted. It bears well, but is rather late.

My experience would lead me to say that with

Tilden, Maupay and the Perfected, one would be

as well supplied as possible with this delicious

and healthful fruit from the very commencement

to the close of the season.

EDITOEIAL.

THE SUN'S RAYS.

It is well worth remembering in all our horti-

cultural operations, that nothing is perfect. Many

of us contend that if we can only see the 2yri^^i-

ples on which all our operations are based, the
j

practice is easy. But to borrow an illustration

from the Book of Job, whenever the Sons of God

go up before the Lord,Satan presents himself along

with them. There is always a something going

together with every good idea ready to mar or

destroy it. The best we can do with Horti-

cultural principles is to study well the good points

and the bad ones ; strike an average between

them, and let the extremes go. The practice

comes down to the homely saying, " of two evils

choose the least,"

These reflections occur to us in passing review

ofwhat has been said in English journals and our

own on dou'j/e grazing ofglass structures, which,as

most of our readers know, means putting an

extra covering of glass over another to keep in

the heat during cold weather. The rabbets are

made higher than in ordinary glazings, and the

glass laid one or two inches above the other.

The good principle which this undoubtedly

secures is, that you save considerable in fuel.

Mr. Strong thinks enough can be saved in one year

to pay for the extra glass. But there is a little

Satan in this good calculation, and it is in the

light question.

Our own experiments have not been on a large

scale, limited in fact to a single hotbed sash at the

Bartram Gardens, and on a smaller scale at

Springbrook, fifteen and seventeen years ago ; but

clearly plants did not grow as fast under these as

with the same temperature and all other things

except the single glass. There seems to be a
" virtue " in the unobstructed sunlight which the

saving of heat, or any other grace vouchsafed to

vegetation fails to accomplish. AVe are not sure,

but are strongly inclined to believe, that where

winter growth is an object, double glazing will

not be found " to pay."

In discussing economical principles of glass-

house buildings, we too often lose sight of this

siuilight question. The dollar near our eyes

blinds us to the sun's rays in the distance. Houses

are built flat roofed because it takes less lumber

and less glass to enclose a given space than a

steep roof, but in it we have no winter flowers of

consequence, while our neighbors with the steep

pitch have all the bloom they want. And why ?

The sun's rays are there ! And again, to save

side lights, we start our rafters right down from

the wall plate, but even though we have the

steepest kind of roof, we cannot get the flowers

that old fogy has over the way. Thousands build
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span roofed houses, and build tliein wid</in order
j

to save the back wall of a lean-to, and to enclose

the "maximum of space at the minimum of

cost," and find they have only a minhnum of

flowers in the inverse ratio of expense, while the

solid old boys whom young America stj'les as

having more money than brains, liave more flow-

ers than we do.

Our forefathers had many good practices for

which they could not account, and they relig-

iously avoided many things with no more reason

than the poor boy who hated his schoolmaster.
" I do not like thee Dr. Fell

;

The ri-a-son why I cannot tell,

But t\\\s I know, and know lull well,

I do not like thee Dr. Fell."

But we have become an age of reasoners, and

the old folks must tell us the why and wherefore

of all they do. So Filius asks Fater why he has

staging in his house ? " Plants grow best on

them." Filius thinks the reason must be that the

ancients supposed they got more room, but he

sees there is reall}' less available room than on

the level table. The Patrician houses are hence-

forth leveled to the ground—the modern " table "

introduced—but notwithstanding all these mod-
ern improvements, the plants don't groAV. The
old folks had plent}' of flowers, but the "boys
don't seem to get along." The sun's rays did

the handsome thing for the stage plants,—losing

this the}- pine away.

And now let us remember that on the other

hand there are many other things to be thought

of besides the sun's rays. There will be many
cases in which these are an evil—good in them-

selves, but an evil for some particular object

which we wish to gain. Yet let us never forget

as a principle to be taken advantage of whenever

desirable, that mere light and heat alone can

never give the vitalizing influence the sun's di-

rect rays can.

nearly in our words, with some additional ob-

servations, M'hich will interest our readers who
read our original remarks :

"The failure of he grape crop has naturally in-

stituted inquiries as to the cause, and although it

is admitted that it has been from the late spring

and cold wet sunnner, the question arises if we
may not secure a fair crop under such circum-

stances, which are likely to recur again. Thus
the West—which last year suflered as the East

has this—have a plentiful supply this year, never

better, even the Catawba being quite free from

rot. This fact shows conclusively that moisture

in excess is fatal to the grape crop, and knowing

this, it will be the main object of the cultivator

to guard against it. We cannot combat with the

season, but we can and should pursue such a
course of culture, as will not aggravate its effects.

The lesson taught by this is, that we should

avoid every thing in grape culture which has a
tendenc}'^ to maintain an excess of moisture

around the roots. Deep trenching and high ma-
nuring must be discarded, except in thin and
elevated localities, and an abundant drainage

supplied, which will carry olf as quickly as pos-

sible the surplus water. Sites should be selected

which have a gentle slope to carry away the sur-

face water, before it can find its way through and
saturate the earth ; coarse materials and sandy
soil should be used when the ground is flat ; and
all precautions taken to keep the soil warm and
dry. The roots will then have energy and vitality

enough to throw ofl' the mildew, which attacks

only weak vegetation, as we see it attacks the

Delaware and weaker growing sorts first. As to

vineyards, to be sure of success, they should be

on side hills, as they are in the Pleasant Valley

region, where the grapes, wherever shown, have
carried off" the prizes this year."

HOW TO HAVE HEALTHY GRAPES.

When we returned from our extended trip

West, last year, it seemed to us perfectly clear

that "how to grow healthy grapes " could be

summed up in a nut shell. Uuder the above

heading we explained our views in page 330 of

our last volume.

It has afforded us great pleasure to fihd our

remarks have commanded universal attention

and general approval.

In summing up the new discoveries of the year,

H<jvey''s Magazine thus records the fact and

NOTES OF WESTERN TRAVEL.
Among the country seats around Cincinnati,

few interested us more than the residence of

I

Joseph liongworth, Esq., son of the late Mr.
Longworth, who received us with cordial kind-

ness. The house is in the middle of some acres
' of beautifully arranged grounds, and these again

, surrounded by a magnificent natural park which,

I it would be difficult in Eurojie, whcx-e all is art,

j

to believe had not been originally aided by the

]

improving hand of man. Grand avenues, taste-

ful clumps, and single trees developed into beau-

j

tiful proportions abounded—some of these trees of
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the most astonishing size. One white oak was

tirevty-Jive feet in circuniferencc four feet from the

pi'ound, anfl was was, we guessed, about seventy

feet high, with a clean straiglit trunl< perliaps

half that height. Other very large trees abound-

ed, not only of Oak, but of Elm, Linden, Buck-

eye, &c. Nothing will give a better idea of the

richness of the cretaceous soil about Cincinnati

than tiie enormous growth of its vegetation.

Crossing dry hills with Mr. Longworth, we could

not help noticing the common Purple Vei-nonia,

sometimes higher than our heads, and this too

of a plant usually in the East confined to low

wet ground, and here not only on a dry hill, but

in one of the dryest seasons known. The natu-

ral fertility of the soil about the city is, however?

fast wearing out by bad farming. We hear

from Mr. Keemelin that land which once pro-

duced eighty bushels of corn to the acre, was

thought to do wonders at forty now, and instead

of manuring, the old stagers concluded farming
" would'nt pay," they therefore took to " running

for ottice " and left farming to " the Dutch," who
were fast becoming the wealthy land owners of

I)arts thei'eabouts.

Mr. Joseph Longworth is a rare lover of trees.

The oak is his especial favorite. The grounds

are full of beautiful specimens planted by his

own or his father's hands. The Pin Oaks are

especially fine ; clothed with branches to the

ground, indeed sitting on the surface like a richly

furnished Norway Spruce, then tapering up-

wards twenty-five to fifty feet high like a real

coniferous tree, nothing arboricultural could

possibly afibrd more pleasure.

Near Mr. Longworth's is the residence of his

worthy nephew, Captain Anderson, to whose

energetic enterprise in the wine interest we have

already alluded. The ftimily love for horticulture

is also hajipily inherited here. Mr. A. is very fond

of horticultural experiment. Here we saw for the

for the first time the " liolmar Patent " of making

Peach trees healthy. They are planted on the

surface of the ground, and a few loads of earth

l)iled up, cone like, completely enveloping the

stem. The branches came out about four feet

from the ground, and the soil was jiiled up to

tliese branches. Along side were trees planted

in the usual way. The trees (m the ]5olniar

Patent, were at least double the size of the others^

and in every way superior. The patentee claims

lo cents per tre(!. We do not know that there is

anything so nc^w in this idea to entitle the paten-

tee to exclusive rights—but this exiK-rimeut

phows what the Gardener'>s Monthly has so re-

peatedly contended for in fruit culture—and yet

what some few cultivators yet effect to ridicule,

that the system which best encourages the roots

of a tree to keep on the surface of the soil is the

best system for the cultivator.

Mr. Resor's place is beautifully laid out, and,

if any fault can be found in this respect, it is

only that the style of beauty is the same as in

most others. This is usually the result where

there is one master mind in any locality. There
is a mannerism in the prevailing taste, which it

is very hard to break away from. Mr. R. has a
very successful iron grapery, which has been in

existence a number of years. The objection to

these have been, that the expansion of the iron

by hot weather breaks the glass, and the contrac-

tion in winter loosens the putty. Mr. 11. has

found neither of these results ; nothing could

prove more satisfactory. The worst cases of

Fire Blight in the Pear tree we ever saw were

here. Not merely large branches, but nearly

whole trees of great age are carried away.

In this neighborhood we saw for the first time

a Fii'e Blight on the Quince. We have not seen

or heard of it elsewhere. The fungus attacks in

spots, and evidently spreads in precisely the same
manner as the one in the Pear tree, but whether

the same species we cannot say.

Mr. Robert Buchanan's place is near Mr.
Resor's. With the plain and unassuming manner
so characteristic of most of the intelligent Cin-

cinnatians with whom we came in contact, Mr.

B. adds that charming and gentlemanly ease

of manner which the consciousness of a long life

of usefulness always gives. His three-score and
ten we should judge has passed away : but, look-

ing down from the high land he has chosen for

his own home, on the magnificent prospect every

where about him, over to the pretty cemetery

—

the child of his own creation, and in whose beau-

tiful arms he expects to lie down to his final rest

;

to the river down whose unexplored waters he

thirty years ago took the first of that since

mighty fleet of steamboats that make a city of

the stream, and Cincinnati what it has become

on all about him, in which his own mind

has been impressed and taken a living shape

and form ; he may well feel satisfied that he at

least has "done that work which was given him
to do ;" and we could not but feel a desire, selfish

it might have been, but no less sincere, that

when we approach the autunuj of our life, it may
come to us as pleasantly in this way as to him.
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SCRAPS AIN^D QUERIES.

The IIoxey LocrsT.— TF. S. X., Fostoria^ 0.

asks: "(!•) Have you seen the Honey Locust grow-

ing in hedge, and what is your opinion of its

value ? (2.) Does it sucker, or do the seeds scat-

ter and grow so as to be troublesome V (3.) "What

is the Ijest distance to plant them? (4.) AVould

it be best to plant the seeds in the hedge row, or

in seed beds and transplant? (o.) How many
seeds are there in a bushel ? (6. ) Are they diffi-

cult to germinate and sure to grow? I am not

quite satisfied what to grow. Some portion of

the land is flat and rather moist, with clay, and

I am inclined to think the Osage Orange might

not thrive on it, while the Honey Locust is all

about me doing well, and making, in some in-

stances, large trees.

Dr. Warder says to me, if you plant them do

not set them nearer than 3 feet. Osage is grow-

ing near me, and have never winter killed, but

the land is all dry and gravelly where they are

growing."

[(1.) In poor or cold soils it is very much bet-

ter than Osage Orange. (2.) No. (3.) 6 inches.

(4. ) Sow the seeds in a garden bed and transplant

to fence row the next spring. (5.) Some seeds

will foil. You may calculate on 15,000 plants

from a bushel. (0.) If not allowed to dry, they

grow easy—if once dried, they need soaking be-

fore sowing, and then some will lie over a year

before sprouting. We do not understand Dr.

Warder's recommendation of 3 feet, if for a live

fence ; possibly he means them to grow up to a

wind screen.]

we believe would bloom early enough in {lill to be

a good border plant.]

Mr. M. B. Bateiiam, we see is announced as

a regular reporter of Horticultural Society's pro-

ceedings for Ohio Farmer. Col. Harris already

gets up a first class journal, weekly, but this ar-

rangement will add to its interest.

Irish and Sweedish Junipers.— i7. 3/.,

Harrisburg^ O. writes: "I send you two specimens

of the Juniper, the dark variety is sent out by
Mr. Buist as Sweedish. Ellwanger & Barry de-

scribes the Sweedish Juniper as of bluish green

foliage. But Hoopes «& Bro. sends out the light

color for Sweedish. Hanford also sends out the

light colored as Sweedish. Buist calls it the En-
glish, what say you?"

[The light colored is the Sweedish—the bluish

green the Irish.]

Cape Bulbs in the open air.—F. S., Tip-

ton, Ind. asks: "I wish to be informed whether or

not the Ixias, Sparaxis, Watsonias, Anomathe-

cas and Babianas, (or any of them and which)

may be treated as summer blooming bulbs, like

the tender Gladiolus ; i. e. whether or not they

may be kept out of the ground during winter,

and set out in the open border in spring for sum-

mer blooming ?"

[Ixias, Sparaxis, and AVatsonias, may be kept

dry and planted out in spring ; but as they

bloom naturally in winter or towards spring, we

do not kn<jw whether much satisfaction would

result, but it is worth trial. Anomatheca, Tri-

tonia, Babiana, and Schizostylos, do not do so

well out of the earth and quite dry. The taller

Improvement in Native Gooseberries.—
A correspondent from Kansas City, Mo., informs

us that he has been experimenting with the Na-
tive Gooseberry of that region, and finds very

much to encourage him.

We are glad he is turning his attention this

way. No doubt much might be done with most
of our native fruits if people would only try.

Keyes' Prolific Tomato.—A. P., Lynch-

burg, Va.—Is the Keyes' Prolific Tomato worthy
of general cultivation as a market variety in pre-

ference to any other variety, if you please give

me your opinion as to its merits ?

[The Keyes' is a very good early kind. In
many cases it has not proved much earlier than

the large Early lied, and is generally smaller.

—

You had better experiment a little before depend-

ing on it exclusively.]

Death of a Gardener.—The following par.

agraph from a Philadelphia city daily tells the

story of one who was well known in Philadelphia,

Pittsburg, and elsewhere, as one of the best prac-

tical gardeners in the United States ;

"Suicide.—Jerome Grafl', residing in Coates

street, below Twenty-fourth, shot and killed him-
self, last evening, in a fit of temporary insanity.

He was 45 years old. The coroner will hold an
inquest on the body, to-day."
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West Indian PapAAV.—1^. <S'., Tipton, Lul.,

says: "In the Januiiiy number of the Monthly un-

der the head of "Notes of Western Travel," you
notice that one Dr. Carter, of Columbus, O., has

a very fine plant of the West Indian Papaw, &c.

Allow me to use the Monthly as a means to in-

form Dr. Carter that Carica Papaya is a dioece-

ous plant, i. e. that it belongs to a family of plants

of which the one individual has only male, and
the other female organs, and that he therefore

has to have a male and a female ^ lant if he wants

to raise that delicious fruit.

It is to be pitied that our enterprising impor-

ters of flowers and fruit-bearing plants have not

yet found out the importance of the Carica Pap-
aya, both as an ornamental and as a fruit-bear-

ing plant, the culture of which is so easy. I

would long ago have bought me a pair of them,

were they to he had in this country. '>'>

Hungary, while the mountains on the Rhine he

refers to are the 'Sieben<;abirj!:e. '
"

DuciiEssE D'Angoul?:me Pears.—Mr. Wm.
Bamford, one of our subscribers at Trenton, N.
J., has a Pear tree in his yard, from which he

has gathered two barrels of fruit. Recently, he

sent to Philadelphia, 237 Pears, gathered from

the tree, and received the handsome sum of ;$50

for them.

LoNiCERA Halliana.— W. B. S. & Co.,

Syracuse, N. Y. Lonicera Halliana is nothing

but Lonicira Japonica, a very old species.

It has, however, never got beyond the gardens

of the curious, into the regular nursery trade

under its old name; and as it is really a desirable

thing, intermediate in appearance, between the

one known as the shining leaved Japan {L. hra-

chyhotrya of gardens) and the Chinese {L. Jlexu-

osa), the introducers have done a good thing

though at the expense of an addition to the evils

of synonymy.

Syringa Josik^a.—i^. S. says: "If it is of

any interest to any of your readers to know the

native country of so valuable an ornamenta,

plant as the Syringa Josihoe (. I may be par.

doncd for correcting 'M, in the Fanner,'' whom
you copy under the caption 'New and Rare

Plants,' in the .January number of the Monthly,

with respect to that plant. M. says the plant

had been discovered in ' the Siebenhergen,' and

adds ' we presume the mountains on the Rhine

b:> named.' Just this presumption is errronous •

Siebenburg(!n is the extreme southeast corner o

Geographical Distribution of Plants.—
Amongst our last summer's correspondence,

came the following very interesting note, which

we laid away, until towards spring, so that just

after another winter it would be suggestive Ui

others to record their thoughts on the same sub-

ject. It is in season now:

"How remarkably plants behaved last winter.

Many from high latitudes perished; many were

badly hurt. I had a Taxus Canadensis in a

sheltered corner killed outright, while Piceas

Morinda and Pinsapo were not in the slightest

degree injured. And Spirea Lindleyana, which
in but moderately hard winters is killed to the

ground, had only the tips of its canes blasted.

How curious that a native of Afghanistan should

have stood last winter's storms and low temper-

ature better than our Abies Canadensis—natural

to this very neighborhood I Does this quite com-
port with the idea that similar organic forms

were at first scattered broadcast upon earth, and
that only such survived and developed in the

several regions of the earth as found in those re-

gions the necessary conditions of life and growth?

Why then are not the Piceas Pinsapo, Cephalon-

ica, and other plants which might be named,

found in the forests of Northern Europe and
even America?"

Grapes for a Cold Vinery.—E. W. G.,

Centrebrook, Conn.—Will you inform me through

the columns of the Qardener''s Monthly what va-

I'ieties of Grapes, white and black, say two or

three of each, would be most profitable for a cold

grapery, taking into consideration certainty of

crop, quality and productiveness.

[3 Black—Black Hamburg, Lady Downe's
Seedling, Black Frontignac. 3 White—Early

White Chasselas, Golden Hamburg, Buckland

Sweet Water.

After one has Black Ilambux'g, and AVhite

Chasselas, for 'ease of culture, certainly, &c.,' are

selected, there are so many others that are pretty

good, that we expect Grape growers would not

be unanimous in their preference for our list.]

Planting Pear Trees in Grass.—The
American Journal of Horticulture says: "We
have known some to have a fever for a Pear or-

chard, and thereupon rush to some nursery and
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bu\- a large lot of dwarf and other Pear trees,

and set them in holes eighteen inches broad by

nine inches deep, dug out of tough sward. Their

dreams dissipate after a year or two, as the trees

give up the ghost, thereupon he declaims against

the unprofitableness of fruit culture," which is

a very just observation, if not the best of gram-

mar. The Pear culturist will, however, find

that after the trees have been well cared for, it

will be better for the Pears, and more profitable

to him or her, to xccU care for the Pear orchard

in grass, than in an}' other way.

AxxuAL Flowers for Bouquets,—P. J. T.,

Wilkhis, near Pittsburg^ Pa., asks: "Will you

oblige a young Florist by giving a list of the an-

nual Flower Seeds best adapted for cutting

flowers, for bouquets, for sale in market. Most I

tried last summer were too soft and faded soon

after cut."

[Ten week stocks, double Zinnias, Acroclini-

um roseum, Sweet Alyssum, Asters, Browallia

Alata, Cacalia Coccinea, Candy tuft, Centaureas,

Larkspurs, Erysimum Peroffskianum, Gaillar-

dias, Globe Amaranthus, Helichrysum, Senecio

Jacobea, Blue Lobelia, Tagetes Patula, Mignon-

ette, Palafoxia Texaua, are amongst the best.]

Geranium Cardinal Wiseman.—A Potts-

ville, Pa. correspondent says: " I have received

from England, per Mr. B., a few cuttings of a

new Geranium named "'Cardinal Wiseman." It

i.s represented as being one of the most effective

bedders and having the most brilliant colored

flowers of any geranium grown the past season.

From what I learn it must have been pretty

well disseminated, as every place of note had a

bed of it growing.

Now what I wish to ask through the pages of

the Monthly is whether any of your correspond-

ents who visited Europe last year know anything

about it. I mean of course practical horticultu-

rists who understand the difference between a

good thing and a worthless one."

AOKNOWXEDGEMENTS.—We Usually acknowl-

edge privately many kind letters received. The
past months love letters have so poured in on us,

that we have, from sheer want oftime, had to seem-

ingly slight some of our admirers. Hope they

will not abandon us altogether. We hope to do

l)etter for them one of these days.

Mountain Ash and Lilac Stocks.—G. W.
T., New Brunsioick, JV. J"., says: "For what is the

Mountain Ash used as a stock? On what can

we work the Lilac to obviate suckering? And how
propagate the Calycanthus? It does not layer

good with me."

[The Pear is dwarfed on the Mountain Ash.

Syringa Josiksea makes a capital stock for the Li-

lac, but it suckers a little. Calycanthus will not

layer—raise it from roots.]

Berberry as a Hedge Plant.— G. W. T.,

JVeif Brunswick, K. J. says: "The Berberry is at-

tracting some attention in some parts of the

country as a hedge plant is going to "kill" all

the other "Richmond's in the field." What do

you think of it?"

[We have not seen a specimen, but judge it

may do pretty well. It is hardy, stiff', thorny,

and grows tolerably fast.]

POMOLOGICAL FORMULA OF DESCRIPTION.—

Josiah Hoopes of West Chester issues, on the part

of the Pennsylvania Fruit Growers Society, a cir-

cular in reference to Pennsylvania fruits.

We hope all Pennsylvania fruit growers will

send for a circular, and help him as he asks.

False Clarke Raspberry.—A correspon-

dent sends us good reasons for supposing some

parties are putting out something else for this

plant. It will be well for purchasers to look after

some guarantee from the seller, that he is getting

the real thing ; and, indeed, in view of the fre-

quency of mistakes, guarantees, more frequently

than they are sought, might be useful in many

other things.

American Woods.—A Paris letter says :

—

"America has never learned to appreciate the

beauty and the value of her forests. In this we

had a most valuable lesson at the pavilion of the

Empress. The furniture and the panneling,

window-casing, etc., were made of the wood of

the sycamore (buttonwood) and certainly for

lightness and beauty we never saw it excelled.

So far as we know, this wood has been inexora-

bly condemned to the fire in our own country,

but as ornamental in our railway cars and elegant

furniture, if we mistake not, it would have a

most valuable purpose.
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

Journal of Hokticultuke.—Our young

friend continues to chew the fustian weed, squirt-

ing the juice over " all the Horticultural Ma-
gazines combined." We suppose this is Bos-

ton manners, and " to be endured what can't be

cured."

The February number is, however, a good one.

!M. P. Wilder describes the Newhall Pear :

" Size large, above medium ; form obtuse pyri-

form, inclining to oval or egg-shape ; surface a

little irregular and uneven ; stem three-fourths

to an inch in length, inserted without much cav-

ity ; calyx small, partly closed, set in a corruga-

ted basin, scarcely below the apex of the fruit

;

skin smooth, yellow at maturity, with a few traces

or blotches of russet, sometimes with crimson

dots and a cheek of blush on the sunny side ; flesh

melting, very juicy, buttery, and tender ; flavor

sweet, tolerably rich, with a musk}'^ aroma re-

sembling the Bartlett. Season, last of October
;

quality, "very good ;" tree hardy, healthy, and
proliflc.

The Newhall Pear is one of the varieties raised

from seed sown at same time with Clapp's Favor-

ite ; the original tree still remaining in the col-

lection of Messrs. F. & L. Clapp, Dorchester,

Mass.

The Best Pears in Southern Illinois. —
Mr. Parker Earle says Doyenne d' Ete is the

best early. Beurre Giflard is getting popular.

Bartlett succeeds well. Louise Bonne de Jersey

is profitable when rightly grown. Duchess d'

Angouleme proves the pear ofpears when thinned,

but with Beurre d' Anjou the)' need not want a

better thing in Egypt in its season. Lawrence
and Easter Beurre comi^lete his list.

Twelve good Phloxes.—Mr. Parkman gives the

following as his favorites :

Dufjuesclin, bright rosy crimson, very large

flower. Pnhrasuperha, deep blood-red. D''argent

wliite, with a bright-i)urple eye. Madame Mar-
scau, white, with a carmine eye, beautifully

shaded. Madame Flandres, salmon. President

Morel, deep purplish-red. Iai Reine Louise, slaty

purjjle, shading into a white centre. Trionqih de

Tirichcl, stiipcd red and white. WUhchu Schule,

rosy iiurplc, white eye. 3f/".s. Standish, pure

white, bright crimson eye. Madaiuc Sueur, crim-

son centre, shading into a white edge. Evening

Star, purplish rose, white and crimson eye.

General Grant Tomato is thus described by

C. M. Brackett

:

The fruit is above medium size, measuring from

three to four inches in diameter, and grows in

clusters ; form round, slightly flattened, very reg-

ular, symmetrical, and rarely ribbed or wrinkled ;

color brilliant glossy crimson ; flesh unusually

firm, solid, and free from water,—more so than

any variety with which I am familiar ; skin re-

markably fine, smooth, and shining ;
productive

and well flavored ; bears carriage well, and keeps

in good condition a long time after being gathered.

Azalea.—The following is Mr. Rand's selection :

Decora, Indica alba, latritia. Beauty of Europe,

crisxjiftora, exquisita, Gladstanesi, optima elegans,

Fielder''s White, Iveryana, narcisso'flora, VestUi

Murrayana, nuignifkens, Duke of Devonshire^

Stanleyana, Toilette de Flora.

The Horticulturist for February comes to

hand with some beautiful illustrations of country

seats. The magazine has now passed its majori-

ty, being now in its twenty-second year.

Propagating Quinces.—Horticola says, in Hor-

ticulturist, by tying quince cuttings in bundles,

burying them upside down, four inches under

ground, as described in the Monthly by Mr. Pat-

rick, of Terre Haute, for grapes and their plant-

ing in Spring, succeeded very well.

Pruning to promote Earliness.—In a recent

number of the Gardener''s Monthly we gave a

paper to show that ringing the bark, root prun-

ing trees, taking the leaves off" in summer-time,

or anything tending to impair the vitality of a

tree induced early bearing—that a tree which

would, in vigor, be say ten years coming into

bearing, would come into bearing in, say, Wvq by
" hard treatment," and we concluded, from some

facts given by the London Gardcner''s Chronicle,

that what we know to be true in a series of years,

might reasonably be true of one year—that treat-

ment injurious to pei-fect vitality might induce

precocity in one year, as well as in a series of

years. This was indeed proved by the well known
effects of ringing, which made the bunch of grapes

ripen earlier. In the February ID)rticulturist,

3*Ir. John Ellis, whom all our readers know as

one of our best grape growers, has an article on

this subje(!t, in which he recommends the reader

to think twice before he acts once—advice which

we cordially endorse.
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NEW AND EARE PLANTS.

Acer saxguineum.—Aceracete. A very or-

namental slender growing deciduous tree, with

somewhat erect branches, the leaves digitately

7-lobed, with short-toothed suddenly acuminated

lobes, and of a purplish-red color, resembling

that of A. atropurpureum. It is the same as A.

polymorphum palmatum saguineum. Native of

Japan.

—

Bev. Hort.

Xew Clematises in Exglaxd.—The best

of the hybrids are, as we learn from The Field,

C. Jiickmanii and rubroviohicea. These two
kinds have already become abundant enough to

be cheap, But several newer kinds have been

produced, which command fancy prices, e.g., ru-

hella, Prince of Wales, Lady Bovil, Thomas Moore

and Mrs. Bateman.

New Golden-Leaved Bedding Plant.—
Fuchsia " Golden Fleece.''''—This very beautiful

and effective plant is adapted for all decorative

purposes in beds, or ribbon rows, and by its free,

j^et denseh' compact growth, equally suited for

front or second rows ; its slightly decurved branch-

es retaining a dwarf habit, from six to nine inch-

es, as required, throughout the season. The
early summer leaf-tint is an uniquely rich bronze

yellow, changing to a pure gold in midsummer
and autumn. In general effect it is less formal

and more equal in growth than the "Golden
Feather," (Pyrethrum), and superior in effect to

the whole self Gold-leaved section of Geraniums.

Out of fortj' plants in one row, there was no per-

ceptible difference in height and effect through

the summer, and increased in the richness of its

color until October.

—

Cottage Gardener.

Xew Roses.—Among the newer ones offered

this year in American catalogues, we note the

following

:

Adrien Marx—bright cherry red ; Charles Ver-

dier—bright rose, petals, boi-dered white ; Glorie

de Monthlaisir—brilliant red ; Madame Puliat

—

beautiful deep rose ; M'lle Marie de Yilleboisnet

—tender rose ; .Jules Cesar—deep cherry red
;

Madame Chas. Baltet—beautiful clear tender

rose, seedling of the rose, Louise Odier ; Fisher

Holmes—brilliant scarlet ; Carl Coers—large deep

purple ; Fanny Petzold—clear rose, light shade

of white; Lacepedc—brilliant clear red ; Pline

—

reddish velvet violet; President Mas—brilliant

reddish violet, shaded violet purple ; Souvenir of

Dr. Jamain—bluish violet, very fine ; Glory of

Waltham—large purple red ; :Mmc. Emile Boyau

—large, full, flesh color ; Triomphe de Rouen-
brilliant carmine rose ; reverse of Petals Violet

Rose.

New CnRYSANTiiEMUMS.—A report of the

Royal Horticultural Society Meeting says :

" Mr. Salter sent several specimens of his seed-

ling Japanese Chrysanthenmms, which seem as

much to astonish as please those who saw them.

They were, however, so appreciated by the Floral

Committee, that four of them—namely. Red Dra-

gon, Aurantium, Comet, and Wizard, were

awarded first-class certificates. The flowers are

most curious, and the plants, when under good

cultivation, will prove most useful for decorative

purposes in the conservatory. The singular form

and outline of the flowers will make an excellent

contrast with those flowers Avith broader florets

which are now so much used. They are later-

flowering than the garden varieties, which will

make them very desirable. Every shade of color

that the Chrysanthemum assumes seems to be re-

presented in these Japanese seedlings, which Avere

raised fromChrysanthemum roseum punctatum."

Three Plants for Winter Flowering.—
A correspondent of the Cottage Gardemr says :

" I often see questions from your correspond-

ents, asking for good plants to flower in the green-

house in winter. Allow me to recommend two

or three, which, though very beautiful, are seldom

seen.

Saxifraga ligidata.—A hardy plant, but flower-

ing in the winter ; the flowers do not come to

much out of doors. In the greenhouse, it bears

many racemes of large flowers, i)ure white at first,

but afterwards turning pink, with pink stamens.

It is very useful either for nosegays or to wear in

the hair.

Sparmannia Africana.—A beautiful shrub, now
in flower, with large and rather coarse leaves, and

bunches of pure white flowers with golden and

red stamens.

Furhsia Dondmana.—Flowers in the way of

Fuchsia fulgens, but the flowers are of a brilliant

scarlet, and the stems and undersides of the leaves

dark red.
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

Ckdar IITI.T. Early Tomato is described in

tlie Hrirtimlturist, as raised by Mr. Jolin Hill, of

Albany, N. Y. It "ripened the latter part of

July, in advance of two or three other varieties,"

and is represented as superior.

Perry Et^sset Apple.—The Perry Eusset

derived its name from the town of Perry, Wyo-
ming County, N. Y., where it originated, as we
suppose. Some years ago, Mr. Ilodge, nursery-

man, at Buffalo, sent it out as Winter Russet, a

wide synonym of the English or Poughkeepsie

Russet.

The fruit varies in size from medium to large,

roundish, tapering to the e3e. Color, quite 3'el-

low with bright, thin russet. Flavor, brisk,

lively, tart, and very good for eating or cooking;

ordinarily, keeping till January. Tree, very

hard}-; a good tree every way, forming a dense,

round head. At the East it had the reputation

of a very heavy bearer; but at the West we
think it has proved rather a shy bearer. Mr.

F. K. Pha?nix, when in the nursery business at

Delevan, AVis., some years ago (and who was

formerly from Perry, X. Y., where it origi-

nated), propagated and disseminated it to some

extent. We have heard nothing concerning it

suice we left AVisconsin, twelve years ago. Its

merits as a bearer should, by this time, be

thoroughly known there. The tree was con-

sidered one of the hardiest among late Fall or

AVinter Apples. AVill some of our old AVisconsin

fruit-growing friends, who have tried it in the

orchard there, report as to its hardiness and
bearing ?

—

Iowa Homestead.

The Straavuekuy Tomato.—This tiny

looking tomato is becoming a favorite among
many good housewives for preserves. Its deli-

cate flavor, and its smooth skin renders it valua-

ble for this purpose.

—

Maine Farmer.

AVaoexek Apple. — We have had the Wag-
oner Apple in cultivation for the last eight

yt'ars in the orchard, and for the last three years

in the nur.sery, and in i>c)tli silu;itions on tlu-

open prairie. It has provi'd jMrfectly hardy

with vis, both in the nursery and in the orchard.

As to growth, we linil it nu-dium—not so strong

as the Benoni, Ben Davis and some others ; yet

stronger than other popular varieties wc might

mention. It fruits earlier than any other vari-

ety. Some of our trees in the nursery row only

three years old from the root graft, fruited this

season, and ripened their fruit.

—

Iowa Home-
stead.

Gathering Apples.—Spread a sled load of

straw under the tree when the limbs being

jarred, the apples fall on the straw and are not

bruised in the least, and Avill keep as perfectly,

or nearly so, as when hand-picked.

This plan has several advantages :

1st. It is done with greater rapidity.

2d. There is no necessity of a ladder, which

often damages the tree.

3d. There is less danger to the person engaged

in gathering.

—

Asheville JS'eics, JV. C.

A New Cokifer from Arctic America is de-

scribed by Andrew Murray in the Journal of

Botany. It is the most northerh^ tree on the

North-AVest coast, being found in a latitude

nearly seven degrees further north than the tree

limit of the Eastern side of the American Conti-

nent. It is allied to Abies alba.

The Fall of the Leaf.—]Sr. Treeul, in

a paper on Terebintltaccea in M()iwire.'< de

VAcademie Francaise, says there is a pro-

cess like that which precedes the shedding

of horns in animals, which accompanies the fall

of the leaf. Cells multijjly at the base of the

leaf, obstructing the How of sap, and thus the

leaf dies by evaporation.

To Destroy the Strawberry Griu.—

A

writer in the Cirndnr says:—"On grounds that

are infested by this insect, and perhaps by

others, make numerous piles of dry brush, and

otlu'r material, and then watching the season

when the beetles begin to rise, and, in the early

part of the evening, lire several of the brush-

heaps, and the beetles and all other insects that

•bailee to be on the wing, being dazzled and be-

wildered by the light, dy into the fire and are

i-onsumed. The next evening, fire other heaps,

and so on. The top of a small tree should be
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stuck in the ground in the middle of the pile,

against tlie branches of which the beetles will

strike and fall directly into the lire. If formers

and cultivators could be j)ersuaded to practice

some such course annually, it would be found to

be ver}' eftectual in diminishing the ninnbers of

these depredating insects, and largely increasing

all kind of crops.

Tree Pla^tixg ix Chicago.— The Prairie

Farmer says:— '• It is our conviction that Chi-

cago will compare favorably with any city of its

age for shade trees, and when it is known that

almost all are trees from the forest, from 3 inches

in diameter up to the one mentioned above, it

tolls its own tale as to their doing well from the

woods.

A Cheap Fertilizer.—First gather any

quantity of swamp muck into a pile to dry.

Measure off six barrels of this (or any other rich

black earth) into another pile, and add the fol-

lowing salts, previously dissolved in a barrel or

more of water, viz : 40 pounds nitrate soda, 60

pounds sulphate ammonia, and i bushel com-

mon salt. Then add one barrel of ashes, one

barrel of plaster of Paris, and one barrel ground

bones. Mix all well together and use in the

same manner as Peruvian Guano.

—

Southern

Cultivator.

An Edible Fungus from Tahita is an arti-

cle of commerce in the South Pacific. It grows

on trees, and called by the natives " Rats-ears."

The Chinese buy it for soup at 20 cts per ft.

Geographical Distribution of Senecio.

—This genus is more widely distributed than

any other. It is all over the world, and em-

braces nearly 1,000 species.

The Valley of Kanawha is fairer and fat-

ter than any Vale of Tempo. It lies from east

to west about 100 miles long, by an average

width of about o miles, containing only about

.500 square miles, lying lietween two ranges of

Ruaar-loaf hills, accessil)le at every point by roads

needing no grade for any mountain ridge. Tlicre

is no locality of the globe containing the same

resources of wealth in the same compass. Its

cannel and other bituminous coal is incomparable;

its beds of iron inexhaustible ; and its salt springs

and wells can supply the continent ; with all its

coal and heavy forests, it needs neither for fuel

to boil its salt—it has gas enough to blaze earth

and air ; with all its coal, wood and gas, it needs

neither for the light of lamps—it has naptha oil

in more abundance than flows from the blubber

of all the Leviathans of the great deep ; and its

kerosene oil, for all the purposes of lucubration

and illumination, is driving sperm from the mar-

kets of the dry lands into the sea. The whales

will never again be vexed so much by the har-

poons of the fisheries. The gush of its water

and the gust of its gas from the salt wells and

springs of its salines, remind us that it is not

Tempe, though by the shudder of the feeling that

some of its spots are the very tops of the funnels

of the chimneys of Hecate in her form of Pros-

erpine. They are more than interesting ; they

are exciting. The temperature of the Valley is

warmer than Eastern Virginia— >So((t/i'n Planter.

The Wax Myrtle.—"We find the following

amongst our exchanges, going 'the rounds :'

'We read of a species of Wax Myrtle, growing

on certain bayous in Louisiana, from which ber-

ries enough may be gathered in a day to make

eight pounds of tallow, much harder and purer

than common tallow.

'

This plant grows along the whole Atlantic

coast, from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico.

Along the shores of New Jersey it is known as

'Bay Berry,' and is not only useful for its wax,

but is also used to feed cattle, and is said to fat-

ten them easily. The outer coat of the berry ex-

udes a large quantity of cerous matter, which, on

boiling, floats to the top, and is skimmed oft" like

cream. Its botanic name is Myrica cerifera, or

the wax-bearing Myrica. It is probably our plant

has not had as much made out of it as it is capa-

ble of affording. A form exists in Europe, the

Myrica gale^ conunonly called ' Candlebcrry Myr-

tle,' yet the French, who are ever alive to the

value of the economic productions of the vegeta-

ble kingdom, seem to have an idea that our plant

has more value than theirs. We know of a seed

firm who has this year received an order for one

hundred pounds ofour wax myrtle seed for French

experimentalists. Our sharp .Jersey friends should

keep an eye on \i.—Forney's Weekly Press.

Making Cider A''inkgar.—The Country Gen-

tleman says : at the farm of J. Woods, West

Chester County, New York, good Ai>ples are

worth three dollars per barrel for this purpose
;
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and 80 excellent is the vinegar manufiictured from
them, that it sells for sixty cents per gjvllon in

Xew York City, when the common market price

is only thirty cents. The following is the process

adopted : Tiie cider, after being made, is stored

in the cellar for winter. A large number ofcasks,

each with a capacity of two hundred gallons,

have been kept on hand many years, nearly half

filled with the best vinegar—some of which were

shown me, fifty or sixty years old, having been

continually used for this manufacture by the fa-

ther and grandfether of the present owner. On
the approach of warm weather, from two to four

pails of cider are added to each of these casks

per week, l)y pumping up from the cellar through

a hose pipe—previous to which addition an equal

amount of vinegar is withdrawn for market.

This small proportion of cider, being added to

the larger quantity of vinegar, is changed to per-

fect vinegar in less than a week. If the vinegar

in the casks were in small quantity, the addition

of a larger portion of cider would destroy it, and
the whole process would prove a failure. By
these weekly additions, about a hundred and
twenty gallons are made from each cask annually

before the arrival of cold weather. All the cider

made on the place is thus converted into vinegar,

the owner being unwilling to contribute to the

manufaeture of intoxicating; drink.

Grape Growing, Caxada.—Mr. II. Stripp,

of the township of Raleigh, County of Kent, has

been preparing a piece of land for the purpose of

planting a Vineyard. lie is fully convinced of

the great opening for profit in that branch of in-

dustry that is not sufficiently known in Canada.

He intends planting 27 acres in the Spring. Mr.
Charles Hunt of the City Mills has 300 bearing

vines, he is also convinced that we can raise

grapes here with profit.— Canada Fanner.

Peaciiks in Florida.—In the northern por-

tion of Florida, peaches, and its kindred fruit,

nectarines, apricots and almonds, are more at

home than in any other State in the l^nion.

Early peaches, which comprise nearly all their

trees, ripen in June ; in August and September,

all gone.

—

Country Oentleman.

Apples in New York Markets.—The fa-

vorite varieties of Fall Api)les are the York,

Twenty-f)unce, and Fall Pippins and Pound
Sweets, the York Pippin being, if any one, pre-

ferred but all of them excellent for dessert. Of

these varieties the greater part comes to this city

from the central and western portions of the

State, although considerable quantities are gath-

ered in the lower counties and Xew Jersey con-

tributes a share. None come from Pennsylvania

nor from the Eastern States. Indeed buyers are

now here for the purpose of procuring them for

Massachusetts, and one sale on Saturday of a

thousand barrels is reported. Philadelphia, Bal-

timore, and the South generally de\)end for their

supply, not only of early but also of Winter Ap-
ples, upon the Euipire State. The amount of

Fall Apples sold and to be sold here this year is

estimated by well informed dealers to be between

60,000 and 80,000; and the quotations for the

choice varieties mentioned range from .^4 to So

per barrel, according to the size and condition of

the fruit. Sales of large quantities have been

made at $4 to Eastern buyers.

—

New York Daily.

Boot Grafting Apples.—Last year, the

Southern Illinois Horticultural Society made the

discovery that root-grafted Apple trees were of

no value, as they began to give out at an early

day, while the old seedlings that had been top-

grafted stood vigorous and productive. As far

back as 1800, the Tribune had explained the

cause of this failure, both at Cobden and Alton,

and at that time attributed it to the ravages of

the " wooly apple-root plant louse,"—j^u/i^j/u'j/ffs

pyri of Fitch. The first work of the newl}- ap-

pointed State Entomologist, B. D. AValsh, was

the investigation of the cause of the premature

failure of the newly planted orchards at and near

Cobden ; and he attributed it to the same cause

previously stated. This, of course, upsets the

astute theory of that learned society. In the

meantime they have done practical fruit-growing

an injury for the time being, as they sent forth a

theory that had no real foundation in fact, and to-

day the orchardists of that region are at the ex-

pense of looking up seedling trees, shipping them

long distances, when these same trees will fall as

easy a prey to the root plant louse as tlid the root

grafted trees. The old orchards are too far ad-

vanced to be seriously injured by them, and it is

the young trees that suffer ; hence the inununity

of the old top-grafled trees from early decay.

—

Cliicayo I'rihune.

Gilpin Apple,—The Alton (III.) Horticultu-

ral Society, balloting on the question, "'what

Apple is the most jirofitable for a term • f fifteen

years,'' chose the "Gilpin" first and the "Wine
Sap" next.
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Double Glazing.—Mr. W. C. Strong finds

double gliizing a green-house saves coal enough to

pay for the extra glass in one year.

Apples ix Xorth CAROLi:srA.—The Asheville

News has received Golden Pippins of Mr. Neill,

each weighed one pound and four ounces; circum-

ference thirteen and a half inches.

Fruits and Fruit Trees on the Pacific

Slope are raised with a facility unknown in the

Eastern States. This season there is a plethora

of all kinds. North of San Francisco Bay, Ap-

ples, Pears, Cherries, Damsons, and the smaller

summer fruits, are exceedingly abundant and

well flavored. In Central and Southern Califor-

nia, Grapes, Peaches, Figs, Pomegranates, and

Olives grow with a profusion which would as-

tound a Yankee. The Grape has a flavor supe-

rior to those of the Mississippi Valley. This

abundance of fruit does much towards making

California a desirable home.

Value of "Walnut Timber.—A gentleman

residing near Huntsville, Ohio, sold from his

farm, a few days ago, a single-curled Black Wal-

nut tree to a Boston dealer for $500. The tree

was not a very large one. The purchaser, after

the tree had been felled, and its true value ascer-

tained, remarked that he would not take $2,000

for it.

The Yellow Aberdeen Turnip has been

found one of the most profitable varieties for field

cultivation, being more solid and substantial, and

containing more nutriment than most of the flat

Turnip family. W. A. Underbill, of Croton

Point, N. Y., who has had much experience and

success with root crops geiaerally, has raised his

own seed of the Aberdeen for the past fifteen

years, continually selecting the best and most

compact specimens for this purpose. lie informs

us that during this period he has improved the va-

riety so much, that they weigh five pounds more

to the bushel than at the commencement of his

experiments.

—

Country Gentleman.

Berberry Roots as a Dye.—The fiirmers

of Durham, New Hampshire, and other places

in that vicinity, find good employment just now
with their teams in drawing out the roots of the

common Berberry. They are washed and dried,

and used as a coloring material. It produces a

bright, durable yellow, and is in great demand.

Tratnino Trees on Rocks.—At Broughty

Ferry, in Forfarshire, fruit trees trained against

the rocks give earlier fruit than trees against

walls ; and in the neighborhood of Forfar a nur-

seryman, many years ago, had his trees trained

down upon stones laid on the side of an abrupt

dell.

Grapes at IIammondsport, N. Y.—At the

Mr last October there were 95 entries of Grapes

or exhibition and competition—one from New
Jersey, three from Ohio, the others from this

State. There were 12 entries of Apples, 8 of

Pears, 7 of Peaches. The entries of the Catawba

Grape for saccharometer tests were 12, the aver-

age registry was 82, the highest 88 ; Isabella, en-

tries 5, average 05, highest 73 ; Diana, G entries,

average 81, highest 84 ; Delaware, 5 entries, av-

erage 93, highest 103 ; Concord, 2 entries, aver-

age 73, highest 75 ; Clinton, 2 entries, average

93, highest 94 ; Alvey, 2 entries, average 88,

highest 89 ; Ives' Seedling, 2 entries, average 77,

highest 80 ; Adirondac, 1 entry, 70 ;
Israella, 1

entry, 74 ; Norton's Virginia, 2 entries, average

89, highest, (from Cincinnati,) 90; lona, 4 en-

tries, average 89, highest 92; Kenka, 1 entry, 78.

—Country Gent.

Currants in the New York Market.—
The prices realized by the sale of Currants this

I

year have surprised even the dealers. The first

arrivals were about July 1st, but being quite

' green, did not sell very well, yet they brought

eight cents i^er pound. In a few days rii^e ones

sold for ten cents, but as the quantity increased

prices fell to eight cents, and at that price they

sold rapidly.

Cherry Currants have sold from 15 to 20 cents

per pound, as per quality and style of packages.

The demand for this fruit is increasing every

year.

—

Rural N. Y.

Destroying the Grape Vine Hopper.—
The Canada Farmer says: "To destroy the Tree-

hopper we should recommend fumigating with

tobacco in the following manner:—take an old

wire basket, and put it in some red-hot coals, on

these strew some common tobacco, cut u]) tolera-

bly fine ; then blow the coals with a bellows till

the tobacco is well lighted ; early in the morning,

when the plants are covered with dew, will be

found to be the best time for performing the op-

eration. It should be repeated from time to time,

till the insect is exterminated."
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Vegetables in Indianapolis.—We notice

the followinij rompliment to a "constant reader"

of the Monthh/, in an exchange:

"T/te Premhtm Vegetables. Mr. B. M.
Bacon has laid before us samples of the several

vegetables on which he took the premium at the

county fair. They are very fine, and cannot be

beaten in the State. Mr. Bacon has always

the best of everything, and his enterprise

will be a substantial benefit to Tippecanoe

county. We noticed, some weeks ago, that the

Bacon Seedling Raspberry bore till frost. Mr. B.

showed us yesterday some branches from a bush

which was still hearing. Raspberries in October

are somewhat of a rarity, and when to this is

added the fact that the fruit is of unusually tine

flavor, the full importance of cultivating this va-

riety is manifest."

—

Courier, Ind.

Pea Weevils.—A still more certain agent

than that stated in the Gard€ner\s Monthly io de-

stroy the Pea-bug in the Pea, before it has at-

tained such a state of development as to enable

him to do much mischief to the seed, is to use

the ordinary coal oil instead of the oil of turpen-

tine. This substance, called kerosene in the

N'orth, is very destructive to all kinds of insect

life, and its vapor alone, in a close vessel filled

with the Peas, would be enough to destroy the

animal germs without, probably, injuring the vi-

tality of the Peas.

—

Farmers Home Journal.

Premium Winter Pears in England.—
At the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Socie-

ty, Dec. .3d, Glout, Morceau, Triomphe de Ma-
lines, Triomphe de Jodoigne, Broom Park, For-

elle, and Easter Beurre, were the premium
Pears.

Tassel CiiRvsANTnEMUMS. — Our readers

recollect the Chrifsanthcmmn Japonicum with tas-

sel like flowers, introduced from England by Mr.

Peter Henderson. Mr. Salter of England has

raised a number of remarkable varieties of the

same style.

Peas.—The English are as much bothered

with contradictory results of Pea experiments as

we arc with Tomatoes, and their papers are full

ot accounts and trials. Nr jtlus ultra, a late Pea

is much praised generally, but experience .shows

English experience with a Pea is often reversed

in our climate.

Agriculture and Fruit in Brazil.—This
lower land in the Province of Para, Brazil, is

about like the best hammock land in Alabama.
The timl)er is tall but not large. The palm and
shrubbery undergrowth is quite thick. Springs

are found occasionally at the head of the gorges

of the mountains or table lands, which ai'e level

on top, and the richest land I have ever seen.

The plateau, at the foot ot which we now are, is

three or four miles wide, running south ; but

east and west it is extensive. Mr. Simpson
planted less than three acres in corn in January
last, by digging a little hole with a hoe, worked
it once, and gathered not less than three hundred
bushels. It generally grows four stalks in a hill,

all in a clump, three and a half to four feet apart.

Bananas, pineapples, oranges, and some other

fruits are now in use, growing in the dry (present)

season. The natural growth on the table lands

varies in'size from the switch to the largest trees

;

one of which I measured was twenty-two and a

half feet in circumference. It bears the butter-

nut. The large timber is scattering. — Daily

Papers.

Prairie Dogs.—All along the route of Pacific

Rail Road— in fact, all over the plains— are

found the holes of the prairie dogs, or Western

woodchuck. Small animals resembling a squir-

rel, they burrow and live in the ground, eating

grass. At the end of these burrow, which are

sometimes of an extraordinary length, are found

immense loads of buffalo grass. These burrows

are sometimes found alone, and again villages of

burrows are found, each hole occupied by one of

these little animals, who as one approaches, wag
their tails violently, and, barking a sort of chirp-

ing note, they dodge out of sight.

Nine miles from Fort Kearney, on the Denver

route, is a village of these burrows, called Dog
Town. The burrows here are seven miles in

length, and vary at distances of from twenty to

thirty fei't apart. vSometimes in the same hole is

found a little owl, which builds its nest near the

entrance, or else selects a deserted burrow, and

sitting on a mound or hillock of dirt, on the ap-

proach of danger drops into the burrow, leaving

nothing but its head above ground, and chirping

violently.

—

Dailg Paper.

Fruit in New Mexko.—The Vermont Far-

mer says : Peaches pears, apricots, melons, pom-

egranates, ect., are grown in profusion in the

Rio Grand valley, while the culture ot the grape
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in the same localities is carried on by hundreds.

This delicious fruit reaches almost perfection.

The soil where it is grown is rich, light and

porous ; the rain seldom falls while the jilant is

flowering or the fruit is coming to maturity, and

in winter the frost is just severe enough to kill

the insects without injuring the plant. As a

consequence of these conditions, the ripe fruit is

thm-skinned and without the musty taste so

common to many of the American grapes. The
grape crop the past autumn was probably larger

than ever before, and the fruit of a most excel-

k'Ut quality. There is now, also, in process of

manufacture, more wine than during any pre-

vious year. The trade in grapes and wine with

the eastern States, when a railway is completed,

will necessarily be very large.

Pears—Root Propagation.—In a late num-
ber of the Magazine of Horticulture, Dr. Van
Mons, of Belgium, says:

"I now propagate for myself and intimate

friends the most choice varieties of Pears, which

I obtain by means of the roots. Not a single

one fails in this new process. Such roots should

be selected as have one or more terminal tibres,

and those that are often cut off and left in the

earth when a tree is transplanted, succeed well.

They cannot be too small, but should not be lar-

ger than the finger. The wounds at the large

ends should be covered with the same composi-

tion to protect, as in grafting. They must be

set obliquely."

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Horticulture in France. — Horticulture

has alwav's been popular in France, the sale of

flowers and plants being the subject of a widely

extended trade. The flower pavilion of the Cen-

tral Hall or market, recently erected in Paris,

presents a most imposing appearance. It is sin-

gularly light and aix*y, covered by an immense
zinc roof, supported by iron columns. The up-

IK-r part of the arcades and small skylights ot the

roof are closed by rough glass shutters. The
stalls arranged on either side of its central ave-

nue in tiers, are four yards square. In the other

flower markets, five in number, the flower sellers

and their wares are only protected by light move-

able structures. Eomance has done much with

the flower girls of Paris, making them the heroes

of endless adventures ; they haunt every place of

public resort, obtaining their supplies from these

markets, and their aggregate daily sales must be

enormous.

The trade in fruit is very active at the present

time, not merely' with England but with Sweden,

Norway, and Russia. The French pride them-

selves in producing Apples and Pears of enor-

mous size, and, as a rule, these generally prove

the best. The external trade in Pears, Prunes,

and Cherries has changed its direction ; a large

and active commerce; is carried on in these arti-

cles with England, Sweden, Norway, and even

Russia.

Propagating Pelargoniums.—Mr. Stewart

of Muneham Park, takes an old hot bed, covers

the surface with sand, and says in Cottage Gar'

dener: "As I have already stated, I never begin

propagating till the last week in August. I com-

mence first with the most tender varieties, such

as Golden Chain, Golden Fleece, Mountain of

Light, Honej'comb, and, indeed, all the slow-

growing sorts, then follow with the more robust.

One lad in inserting them (the cuttings) takee

hold of the cutting about two inches from its

base, and pushes it down with his finger and
thumb, leaving a small hole where the finger and
thumb have been. When one light of the frame

has been filled, he takes a watering pot with a

wide-holed rose, and gives the bed a thorough

soaking, and puts the sash on at once. Should

the weather prove dull no shading will be re-

quired ; but if, on the contrary, it is very bright,

a slight shading will be very beneficial. On no

account, however, give air at any time, until the

cuttings begin to grow, when it may be admitted

very gradually, and at the expiration of three or

four weeks they will be well rooted."

W. H. Harvey, M. D., F. R. S., Died May
15, 18G6.

—

{Continued/rom Page 64.)—Then fol-

lowed the " Seaside Book," which treated of " the

sea and its treasures "" generally, and is acknow-
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ledged to be "a model " of its kind. And in ' little room as possible on board a ship, but which
unpacked afterwards into separate vessels, for

the numberless necessities of fetching and carry-

ing. But the playful wit with which he gave

these details in after years cannot be put on
paper. He had a droll story, however, about

his appearance when in full work. He was com-
ing up from the shore one day in Van Diemen's
Land (Tasmania), laden with Seaweeds as usual,

in dust-colored sea clothes, and Avith an enormous
broad leaved soft white hat on his head, when,

1849, having received an invitation from two
public institutions in America, he visited the

United ?^tates, gave lectures, classified botanical

collections, and explored the coasts from Canada
down to Florida and the Keys. And thence,

after a nine-mouths absence, he returned to

Dublin, laden with new specimens and informa-

tion ; the fruits of which were the noble three
|

volumes of his ''Nereis Boreali-Americana "—

j

i. c, an Account of the Seaweeds of North
America. This work was prefaced by an Intro- as he was passing a low garden fence, within

duction, of which the Americans soon discover-

ed the merit. The illustrated book was a quarto,

and not very portable therefore, so they reprinted

the Introduction separately as a pamphlet, and
of it 20,000 copies were sold I It contains, in-

deed, a fine philosophy, beside invaluable general

information on the specific subject of Seaweeds
;

and, like all his original compositions, breathes

throughout the reverent and religious spirit,

which was one of the strongest features of his

character.

It is a weary work telling, and we fear reading,

of books ; but without namins: them no just idea

could be given of Dr. Harvey's scientific labors.

Before the issue of the three quarto volumes of

American Seaweeds was completed, he was actu-

ally on the seas once more—this time to Austra-

lasia. The University of Dublin appreciated his

ardent wish to make further researches, both for

supplying the museum and extending the know-

ledge of the subject, and in 1853 he started for

Ceylon in pursuit of more "Sea Treasures" of

all sorts.

It was a serious undertaking alone, as any one

who has laid out only a basketful of Seaweeds,

picked up in a mornings stroll, will knoAv. Think

of the trouble involved even in that trifiing busi-

ness, although jugs of sea and fresh water,

dishes, papers, muslins, &c., come to order when
servants are in attendance ; and then imagine

what it must have been to lay out no less than

20,000 specimens without an assistant !—the

manual labor often including fetching water in

pails from a distance, and that after walking half

a day perhaps in search of specimens, and hav-

ing to finish it by the tedious process of laying

them out. He oftt-n worked at that tinu! from

six or seven in tlic morning to ten or eleven at

night. His own account of his outfit for this

which were two children at play, one of them
looked up, caught sight of his uncouth figure, and
shouted to the other whose back was turned,

" Oh, do come and look at a very ugl}^ old man I"

He described himself as much amused on the

occasion, for at that time he considered himself

quite young (forty-four).

Does the reader wonder how such lumbering

articles as were necessary in such an expedition

—a microscope and scientific apparatus included

—were conveyed along those wild foreign coasts

for so many hundreds of miles ? The answer is,

by sea almost always ; he availing himself, as

occasion served, of any boat or vessel passing

the way he wanted to go : and in this rude and
personally laborious fashion—for there was down-

right hard work to be done in the moving—he

explored the shore round Australia from east to

west, as well as that of Tasmania and New Zea-

land partially, not to speak of the off-lying

islands, and on one of which, Rottnest, south-west

of Australia, a very good algological ground, he

sjient several weeks.
After exploring Australia and Tasmania

(1853-4), Dr. Harvey embarked in a missionary

vessel, bound via. New Zealand for the Fiji and

other South Pacific islands. This cruise was

one of his pleasantest recollections. On return-

ing from it he sailed for Valaparaiso, where, alas,

more illness overtook and disabled him ; but in

1H5») he accomplished the home voyage, crossing

the Isthnuis of Panama, and so completing his

circuit of the world, after a three-years absence.

A "Phycologia Australica" in five large

volumes, corresponding with the " Phycologia

Britannica," was tlie result of this tour—the

sixty colored jilates of each volume drawn by

Dr. Harvey's own hand. But constant desk

labor, and the great (piantity of lecturing which

singular expedition was very amusing; one of devolved upon him after his election to tliebotan-

his contrivances having been a set of wooden
j

ical chair, were undermining a constitution never

pails, fitting into each other so as to take up as I robust, thougli his tall frame and great activity
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might have led people to think otherwise. Never-

theless, the last great work he had undertaken

(and that only a year after the commencement

of the " Phycologia Austrahca," so that the

two were going on together), the "Cape Flora,"

was carried on with as devoted a zeal as any-

thing he had ever attempted, and to as good

purpose. " Dr. Harvey's death is an irrepara-

ble loss to the colony as well as to the science,"

writes a colonial friend afterwards ; and the

learned botanist who was joined with Harvey in

the work
;
(Ur. Sonder, of Hamburg), will be the

first to endorse the opinion.

But there is yet another word to be said. In

spite of all this pressure on his time, and even

health, there was one thing Dr. Harvey always

found opportunity for—courtesy to ignorant

correspondents. We put it strongly, but the

words are not by any means too strong for facts.

There was no limit to the appeals made to him

for the names of Seaweeds, and the explanation

of statements in his books, &c. People sent him

the commonest plants for scarce ones, and even

Zoophytes for Seaweeds, and then complained

that he had not figured them properly, in page

so-and-so ; or else grumbled that he called a

plant "rare," when they had found it by scores

—the it. on investigation, turning out to be some-

thing quite different. It may be even (for con-

science awakens to a sad keenness after " it is too

late to mend,") that near and dear friends

worried him occasionally by too frequent appli-

cations for help, which, however readily given,

added one more weight to the over-weight of his

work. But whether the appeals were justified or

not by private friendship or community of in-

terest, or were in themselves wise or foolish, the

day never came when Dr. Harvey " answered a
fool after his folly."

Without great advantages or high birth, he

stands unrivaled as a master in one particular

branch of study : and this is much to say of any
man, j-et not too much even of the contemporary

of Agardh, between himself and whom no rivalry

but only community of pursuits existed. Such
of our young readers as may hereafter wander on
English or foreign shores, and toss over the
" wrack" at their feet, will do well to think of

this, and remember that in the works of God
there is nothing "common or unclean "—noth-

ing unworthy labor and attention—nothing which
when studied well, will be found to have been

studied to no purpose.

The day of his death he was read to for the

last time—the 103 Paslm, the Lords Prayer, and
the Sixth Collect after Trinity. Not that it was
the Collect of the season, but he wished for it.

And could a more fitting prayer for the dying

naturalist have been found ? " He died to-day

in the greatest peace both of mind and body,"

was the record of May 15. May it be equally

true of us all at the appointed time ! By his

own request his mortal remains were buried at

Torqua. He himself walks " besides the waters

of comfort "

May this record, slight as it is, of the indi-

vidual man, have some interest for those who
shall meet hei*eafter, in the fields of literature,

the name of Harvey the naturalist.—Mus. A.
Gatty, in Cottaije Gardener.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

FRUIT GROWERS' SOCIETY OF PENN-

SYLVANIA.

The annual meeting on the 17th, though not

as fully attended as on some former occasions,

had yet more than an average present. In in-

terest it was fully up to the standard. The secre-

tary, Mr. Engle, has faithfully served the Society

the past year, and will no doubt have a full re-

port in the regular proceedings for the members.
We can only give a very brief abstract of the re-

sults of the discussions, as they seem to strike us.

as the preponderance of ideas prevailed, although

perliaps not strictly in accordance with the views

of some memters, yet as impartially as we can.

Strawberries had been already discu^>sed on our

arrival. Napoleon III, was praised by Mr.

Heiges, of York, as a good late foreign sort. In

discussing other sorts it became clear from the

conflicting experiences of different growers, that

foreign sorts like Jucunda, Triomphe de Gand,

TroUope's Victoria, Vieomtesse llericart were

excellently adapted to heavy soils and hill cul-

ture—while on light soils they were Uttle worth
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—on tlie other hand, the American kinds hke

Agriculturist, Lady Finger, Albany Seedling

were best for bed culture and light soils, and the

foreign kinds no good. This alone is a very im-

portant fact which could not have been arrived

at probably in any other way than through such

meet'ngs as these, and shows how useful they

are to the cause of fruit culture. In discussing

new varieties of strawberries many were talked

ot—but though many were spoken of as " prom-

ising " none were very unanimously jjraised. In

this line we thought Pennsylvania has gained

nothing since last years meeting.

Keeping orchards in grass after the trees have

got very well established, was discussed by many
members. Mr. Marselis ably advocated the

clean surface system ; all the rest on the other

side.

WlieVier root grafted apple trees were any worse

than budded ones? was discussed by several

members. The only objection we heard was

that they were a little more liable to blow over

when young than budded seedlings. In every

respect they were believed to be quite as good
;

while their much lower cost was thought to be

largely in their favor.

Does pruning, either in winter or summer,

weaken vitality ? was warmly discussed. Mr.

Meehan contending that was the invariable re-

sult ; but that it was good practice notwithstand-

ing to weaken vitality when we had more protit-

able objects to gain. Mr. "VV. Saunders advocated

the same views within some limitations—the

other gentlemen argued against it.

About Blackberries, Wilson's Early had been

found remarkably productive, and profitably

early in the light soils near Philadelphia. In

dry heavy soils no one reported from. A few

berries of Dorchester had been gathered as early

as AVilson ; but scores could be gathered early on

the AV^ilson to one of the Dorchester. The Dor-

chester was best suited to low rich soils. The

Lawton did better than Dorchester in high and

dry places. Members had not tried Kittatinny

much, but the few who spoke of it believed it

would be a good thing.

In liaspberries, Doolittle's IJlack cap was yet

the earliest of the well known kinds. Philadel-

phia came a week after, and every body likes it.

The Clarke was an excellent tlavor, not remark-

ably productive, and although believed to be de-

scended from the foreign race, had so far proved

free from Raspberry mildew, and consequently

entirely hardy.

About Currants, Versailles and Cherry were

discussed, their great difference pointed out, and
the former praised as a decided acquisition. No
other new variety was better than the Red Dutch.

Bertin'8 Early Mr. Andrews thought earlier than

Rod Dutch,and quite as good. Victoria also had
some praise.

The Grape, as it always does, started an ani-

mated discussion. The conclusion arrived at

was that though isolated cases—few and I'ar be-

tween—of new kinds doing well in Pennsylvania

were named, only the Concord, Clinton, and
Hartford Prolific could be recommended as gen-

erally reliable for cultivation in the State. The
Telegraph was highly commended, and it was be-

lieved would take rank with the other three.

Amongst the most interesting remarks were from

Mr. Ileiges, of York. Tiiis place was once cele-

brated as a grape locality. They could even

grow the foreign varieties as well as the na-

tives. Soil, climate, treatment, nothing had
changed ; but the choicer grapes did not do

well now. All the kinds from lona upwards, to

the number of 33 varieties he had known exten-

sively planted about York ; but the only fruit

that could be found in market were Clinton, Con-

cord and Hartford Prolific. The former, though

very old, has only recently become a favorite, as

it had been pruned too much.

3fr. Garher, the w'ell known grape amateur,

also gave an interesting account of his experi-

ence with many new ones. He had experiment-

ed with nearly all the new ones as they had ap-

peared. The Concord was still, on the whole,

the best. After sixteen years it was now as good

as ever. It was best to have the roots very dry
;

near water it did not do as well. Christine or Tele •

graph was the best early. Martha probably the

best white grape.

The most interesting part of tlie meeting was
the reading of the correspondence of the chair-

man of the fruit connnittee, which occupied

several hours, and on which members made re-

marks as the reading proceeded. This was very

informal, anil cannot well be reported—but was

a part of the great interest which those who at-

tended derived for their travelling expenses.

The past year has been a prosperous one for

the Society under the able management of D. W.
Gross, Esq., President, and Hiram Engle, Sec-

retary. For the next session Rev. James Colder,

is elected President, and Mr. J. Heiges, of York,

Secretary.
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HINTS FOR APRIL.

FLOWER GARDEN AXD PLEASURE
GROUXD.

Last month we gave our good friends, the

hidies, some few hints about seed planting. Xow
some care will be necessary in the rearing of the

young progeny ; and they must take care not to

do as nature does, for in truth they will find that

the usual advice of writers to follow nature in

their gardening operations is nothing but a

phantom, which vanishes with the daybreak of a

little experience. Nature sows millions of seeds

for every one she is able to raise. Our lady

readers ought to raise ever)- seed, and if our help

can avail, tliey shall. In the first place, thin-

ning is very important. In a patch of seeds

perhaps fifty may come up ; as soon as the seed

leaf is well formed thin out to one-half; as soon

as the plants have several leaves, thin out one-

half of these. In the case of very strong grow-

ing plants like Zinnias or Amaranthus, half-a-

dozen plants is enough to leave. A thick mass
seems to give much bloom. It does produce

earlier flowers ; but the plants soon die. When
they have room to grow with vigor, most annuals

will keep in bloom many months. Sometimes it

helps very strong annuals to pinch out their tops.

It makes them l}ushy.

O coux-se planting trees and shrubs is the

great April work. The great art of successful

planting is not to let the roots dry. More trees

die from this cause than most people think. Some-
times a tree is dug up with its roots badly in-

jured ; but if the few it has left are carefully kept

from drying, it should not die from that cause.

It may make but a feeble growth, but it should

not die outright. A willow branch stuck in will

grow without any roots at all ; but if it once

gets a little dry, there is no skill in the art to

.save it.*

Kext to keeping roots from drying, is the ne-

cessity of pressing the soil firmly in transplanting.

Before much soil is filk'd in the hole over the

roots, it should be pounded firm with a rammer,
and thus continued as the hole is being filled.

Planting should be early done, when the soil will

powder by a light blow. When it sticks instead

of powders, it is not good. Thousands of trees

are lost by heeling in, as it is called. That is,

the roots are covered loosely with earth until a
convenient time comes to plant. The soil is

seldom pressed in closely about the roots—unless

they touch the soil closely they can absorb no
moisture—and as evaporation goes on from the

tops, the juices dry out, and the roots draw none

in. There is an immense loss annually in ever-

greens, particularly from this cause. Very small

things may be covered entirely by the earth. If,

however, the soil be warm and wet, they will

soon rot if they stay covered too long.

It is often necessary to prune off large branches

of trees at this season, and it is provoking to

see hf)w unworkmanlike this is too often done.

The following represents the usual appearance

of a cut off branch, caused by cutting on one

side, and the weight of the branch drawing over

Fig. 1.

and splitting down the bark. A good workman
cuts a little on one side first. When it falls over it
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then conies off w\i\\ a clear smooth surface.

Fig. 2.

After large branches are cut off, the wood
should be painted or tarred to keep the wounds
from decaying until the bark grows over. Very
small branches do not need this, as they cover

themselves long before decay seriously com-
mences.

In a general way we can only say, prepare

ground for planting. Soil loosened two feet deep

dries out kss in summer than soil one foot deep.

Rich soil grows a tree larger in one year than a

poor soil will in three. Under-drained soil is

cooler in summer than soil not under-drained.

The feeding roots of trees come near the surface :

therefore, plant no deeper than necessary to

keep the tree in the soil. If there be danger

of its blowing over, stake it, but doirt plant

deep. One stake set at an angle is as good as

two set perpendicular. Straw or mat set around

the tree keeps the bark from rubbing. Large
stones placed around a transplanted tree

are often better than a stake. They keep the

bOil moist, admit the air, and encourage sur-

face roots. Shorten the shoots at transplanting.

This induces growth, and growth produces roots
;

and with new roots your tree is safe for another

season. Unpruned trees produce leaves, but

little growth, and less new roots.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Tew tilings mark a well-kept garden better

than an abundance of all kinds of herbs. Now
is the time to make the beds. Sage, Thyme and
Lavender grow from slips, which may be set in

now pretnsely as if an edging of Ijox were to be

made of tlicm. They grow very easily. JJasil

and SwcelMarjoraiii must be sown in a rich warm
border.

South of riiihuhilphia, the more tender kinds

of garden vegetables may now be sown—beans,

corn, cucumbers, squashes, etc—that it is not

prudent to plant in this latitude before the first of

May ; and tomato, egg-plants, etc., inay also be

set out in those favored places. Cucumbers,
squashes, and such vegetables can be got for-

ward as well as tomatoes, egg-plants, etc., by
being sown in a frame or hotbed, and potted off

into three inch pots. They will be nice plants

by the first week in May. Rotten wood suits

cucumbers and the squash tribe exceediuLrly well

as a manure. Tomatoes and egg-plants that are

desired very early are best potted, soon after

they come up, into small pots. They can then

be turned out into the open air without any
check to their roots. Of course, they should be

gradually enured to the open air—not suddenly

transferred from a warm and moist air to a very

dry one.

Early Yoi'k Cabbage for early use should be

set out early in this month. It is an excellent

plan to make the holes with a dibble first, whore

the cabbage is to be set ; then fill up the holes

with manure water ; and after the water has soaked

away, set in the plants. It is rather more labo-

rious than the old waj'^ ; but the cabbage grows
so fiist afterwards that it pajs pretty well.

It is not a good plan to cut all the asparagus

as soon as they appear. A few sprouts should

always be left to grow from each, to strengthen

the plants.

Celery, with most families, is an important

crop, and should be sown about this period. A
very rich moist spot, that will be shaded from the

mid-da}' April sun, should be chosen ; or a box

in a frame b}- those who have the convenience.

Salsafy and Scorzonera like a damp rich soil.

Bean poles may be planted preparatory to sow-

ing the Lima bean in May. AVhere bean poles

are scarce, two or three hoop-poles, sot into the

ground one foot from each other, and tied to-

gether at the top, make as good a pole, and per-

haps better.

Dwarf beans should have very warm and deep

soil—sow them only two inches apart. The
Valentine is yet the best early, take it all in all.

Peas should be sown every two weeks for a

succession—do not make the soil very rich for

them.

Lettuce, for a second crop of salad, should be

sown about the end of the month. The Drum-
head cabbage is usually sown for a summer crop;

but the old kinds of Cos lettuce would, no doubt,

be found very valuable in rich soils.
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FRUIT GARDEN.

iStrawbcrry beds are very frequently made at

this season, and though they will not bear fruit

the same year, are much more certain to grow,
and will produce a much better crop next year

than when left till next August. Though it is a
very common recommendation, we do not value

a highly maiuired soil. It should be well trench-

ed or subsoiled ; this we consider of great value.

In rich soils there is too much danger of having

more leaves than fruit.

Grafting can be continued till the buds of the

trees are nearly pushed into leaf. Sometimes,

from a pressure of other work, some valuable

scions have been left on hand too late to work. It

miy be interesting to know, that if such scions

are put into the ground much the same as if they

were cuttings, they will keep good for six weeks
or two months, by which time the bark will run
Ireely, when the scions may be treated as buds,

and will succeed just as well as buds taken from
young summer shoots.

Buds that were inoculated last fall should not

be forgotten, but as soon as vegetation has pushed
forth, the buds should be examined, and all other

issues from the old stock taken away. It

may also be necessary to make a tie, in order to

get the young shoot of the bud to go in the wa}'^

from which you would not hereafter have it de-

part.

Above all, do not allow the month to pass with-

out posting yourself afresh on the various

methods recomuiended for destroying insects, or

preventing their attacks. The advantage of a

^ stitch in time is never more decided than in the

great struggle with fruit destroying insects. A
mass of information on these points lies scattered

through our past volumes, that will repay a care-

ful reperusal for the purpose alone of refurnishing

ones ideas in that line.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

To turn all the plants out in " the first week
in May," witi out reference to any contingency,

should not be done. All plants should be early

inured to the open air—the ventilators and
sashes should be kept open as much as possible,

yet by degrees. Sudden changes of temperature

engenders mildew, and a species of consumption

fatal to many plants. The hardiest things should

be placed out first, in a somewhat shaded spot,

and if possible on a bottom of coal ashes, to keep

out worms—Azaleas and Rhododendrons, Daph-
nes and Camellias may go out when then' growth

is finished ; no spot will be too shaded, provided

they can get an abundance of air all aroumi. If

plants are well rooted, and have not been re-

potted, they should be so before setting out, as

they will, otherwise, suffer at times for want of

water. It is objectionable to turn out every

thing, leaving the greenhouse for the season like

a lumber loft—such as will stay iu advantage-

ously should be left ; and the idea is becoming

prevalent that Cape and hard wooded things are

better in than out.

Abutilons, Ilabrothamnuses, and Cestrums,

indeed many similar plants, if taken out of their

pots, turned out into the open border, and lifted

and repotted early in the fall, will make fine

growth and do well. As fast as Hyacinths iu

pots are done flowering, turn them out into beds.

Calceolarias should be kept in the coolest part

of the house, and have a good supply of water

;

as they frequently die after flowering, cuttings of

desirable kinds should be taken off now ; if

they show signs of flowering before fall, do not

allow it. Cinerarias should receive the same at-

tention, as they also die out after flowering. As
soon as the Chrysanthemums,planted last mouth,

have shot forth, take cuttings for next season's

show ; they strike very readily in sandy soil, iu

a somewhat moist and shady situation. Dahlias

need not be put out before the second or third

week in May ; they do not like the scorching

heat of summer, and if put out early become
stunted and do not flower till later. Pelargo-

niums should have all the light possible till they

begin to open their flower-buds, when they should

be somewhat shaded and kept cool, by this the

flowers are rendered finer, and last longer. Ever-
blooming Roses, grown in pots, should be pruned
in a little after their first flowering, kept a little

drier for a week or so, then repotted, and placed

where desired out of doors ; they delight in a
rich loamy soil, and are benefited by manure
water while growing ; those who have not a col-

lection should begin ; there is no finer class ; six

of the best for pot culture may be Sovenier de la

3fahnaison, salmon white ; Devoniensi.s, pale

lemon ; Hcrmosa, rose ; Aijrippina, crimson
;

Lyonnais, pink ; and, as a free-blooming white,

Cels

Justicias, Aphelandras, and Acanthaceous
plants which have been the mainspring of beauty
in this department most of the winter and s])ring,

and have now done flowering should have the
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lightest and driest part of the house, to ripen

vrell their wood, preparatorj-^ to beinj; cut back

and repotted for next season's flowering. The

Achimenes and Gloxinia will be coming on to

take their places ; thej' like a moist heat circu-

lating through their roots, and do well with much
rough material in the soil.

Peutas carnea, or similar soft-wooded plants

grow for flowering early in the foil, maj^ still be

repotted if the pots become filled with roots. As
the weather becomes warm, shade the house a

little to keej) the sun from scorching. AVe like to

see all plants under glass have a slight shade in

summer time. Water in the morning, keep the

I syringe going in the evening, keep the tempera-

ture betwen 00'' and 70'', and all will go well.

COMMUlMCATIOTsS.

THE SELECTION AXD IMniOVEMENT
OF EURAL HOMES, AKD THE PRO-
GRESS OF THE ARTS OF LAXDSCA-
PIXG AXD RURAL ARCHITECTURE.

Head before the Penna. Hort. Society, Nov., 5, 67.

BY J. WILKINSON, LANDSCAPE GARDENER,
BALTI3I0RE, JID.

"With the mass, there is less difficult}' in selecting

a satisfactory rural home than many would sup-

pose, on account of the infinite variety of tastes :

what one would condemn will fully meet the

wants of another of that degree that they really

correct Avhat others reject.

Sites for a country residence of the most desi-

rable character are often overlooked, and those

inferior selected and improved by the inexperi-

enced, who are of that numerous class who feel

that their sagacity and judgment are equal to

any emergency, even in fields of Art, by them as

yet unexplored.

This class never call to their aid the experi-

ence of the landscape gardener until it is too late.

Having expended in the purchase of the site and

improvements, even more than it was their pur-

po.se originally to expend, and having failed in

the main to produce that at which they aimed,

and as often in matters of utility and economy as

in those of decoration, and being chagrined be-

yond endurance, in the last extremity, relief at

the hands of the landscape gardener is sought.

As well might we call the doctor to a patient who
i.s really dead and expect relief, as to expect the

artist to restore order, fitness, comfort and luxury

out of the chaotic mass of error, when the capi-

tal, the vital principle of action is exhausted.

Amongst those possessed of judgment and

taste to enable them to select a home for them-

selves, as I have said, there exists such a variety

of tastes, with the general conviction that no

one need expect to get just what they desire,

almost every condition and variety of a site will

find a purchaser ; even regions that are malari-

ous and those subject to frequent volcanic convul-

sions are not exempt, they too have their admirers.

Numerous settlements, and even populous

cities are being built where earthquakes are of

frequent occurrence, and the writer has now in

progress the improvement of a countrj' seat in a

liberal style in a region where a large portion of

the inhabitants are annually atllicted with chills

and fever. It will be my purpose to point out

those characteristics most desirable, and such as

should be sought by those in pursuit of a home
in the countr}'.

The first inquiry should be, how is it, or will it

be be acceptable ?

The desirableness of a particular means of

access to a given site will be governed by the

means, taste and habits of the family.

"While one would not avail onesself of a horse or

steam rail road, perhaps five times in a year,

prefering the use of a private carriage, another

would, for various reasons, prefer the rail road ;

hence, to meet the wants of the latter, the rail

road would be a great consideration, while to the

former it would be objectionable, and is avoided

by those who desire to drive to and from the

city. Numerous rail roads and reduced rail

I'oad fares have induced many of late, who would

otherwise have remained in the cities, or the im-

mediate suburbs, to locate their sunnner, and

some their permanent residences, quite remote.

On the line of i-ailroads, to the distance of '20, 30,

and I'ven 'A) niiles from the cities, well decorated

country seats have recently sprung uji, in many
instances quadrupling the prices of land in the

respective localities, producing a good demand

for both common and mechanical lal)or and
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creating a lionio market and fair prices for nianj-

articles hitherto unsaleable.
Many of my patrons have learned too, that

vegetables can be purchased for less than the

amateur can produce them.

Salubrious climate, and a supph^ of good water
are of the first importance, greatly paramount to

the quality of the soil, though this characteristic

should by no means be lost sight of. Promixity to

churches, schools, good society and a population

sufficiently dense to support at least two butchers,

a competition in the mechanical branches and
merchandizing, are also important.

With the present demoralized state of society,

isolated places of abode are not desirable, but

really dangerous and unsafe, in consequence of

the wanton depredations of vagrants and thieves,

who select such secluded and unprotected spots

as their favorite fields of operation.

The area or amount of land necessary to

supply all the comlorts and luxuries attainable,

particularly for fomilies of rather limited means,

is much less than is generally thought ; any more
than is necessary to secure quietude, a proper

degree of privacy, a proper distance between the

respective buildings, a suitable division and dis-

tinctness of the pleasure and other grounds, for

the maintenance of the dair}- and poultry re-

quired by the family, and the culture of fruits and
vegetables for consumption, is generally unprofi-

table, and not unfrequently a source of loss and
annoyance, moi"e than offsetting all the pleasure to

be derived from a home in the country.

A site for a summer residence only, is most

desirable on the summit of a hill in order to

secure the luxury of the fanning breezes from
j

every point ; while for a permanent residence,
j

both the dwelling and stabling should, if practi- ,

cable, be s) located as to be somewhat protected

from the most unpleasant winds. Where all the

other characteristics, other than protection from

the chilling blast, are afforded in a site, the defect
\

can be supplied in a few years by planting a

dense belt of evergreens. The introduction, '

however, of this artificial protection, should be

p 'rformed by one skilled in the art of l-.mdscaping,

that the least number of trees sufficient to pro-
[

duce the effect may be used, that ihe varieties 1

and the form of heads most desirable for the pur-

pose, and such as will best witlistand exposed

situations may be selected. Plants of difll-rent i

degrees of vigor and rapidity of growth, most
j

varied in tint of foliage, form of head, and
j

low and densely wooded ones, should be selected

and so set respectively that each may have a due
area for its natural development. If such plan-

tations are selected, set and arranged with skill

.
and taste, they may be made features of great

beauty as well as utility in the landscape.
Great care should be taken in the selection of

such trees as Avill produce the stnsihle liorizon

most broken and picturesque, or the effect will be

destro3'ed, and it will have the appearance of an
orchard of trees of one variety and age, mono-
tonous and tame. If the scenery in the direc-

tion that it is desirable to introduce such pro-

j

tection is particularly beautiful, openings or

vistas may be left at the proper points without

detracting materially from its utility.

If it is desirable to secure water views, narrow
openings will suffice, leaving the imagination to

supply the extent of the surface of the sheet, a

I

portion of which is seen. Very deceptive elfects

can often be produced on this principle in cutting

out vistas in woodland, by carefully avoiding

showing the margins of the sheet, or stream ex-

posed to view, and by opening the vistas at such

points as shall present partial views of the same
stream, or sheet, as remote from each other as

possible, by which the stranger is impressed with

the idea of a great extent of water surface, while

in reality, it is very limited.

Elevated sites on the margins of navigable

streams are particularly beautiful and desirable,

infinitelj' more so than those bounded by a water

hoi'izon, as in an ocean scene. A more beautiful

feature in the landscape is rare, than a water-

wheel, to secure which from a favorable point of

view, minor features may be sacrificed. Too
enlarged views is a common error with those who
are inexperienced in the selection of the rural

home, hence an '' eleithant " is purchased, which

can neither be kept with pleasure, nor disposed

of at cost. Many embark in the purchase of a

country residence with the erroneous idea, that

the means necessary to secure a title of the

premises, erect the necessary buildings, and sup-

ply the various features of decoration that their

limited expei'iencc suggests as constituting the

acme of perfection, is all that will be required.

But ignorance of what will be the cost of what I

have enumei-ated, and no allowance for the per-

petual cost of their maintenance, often leads

the purchaser to undertake much more than he

has the means to accomplish : hence, not unfre-

quently, conspicuous features of decoration are

commenced, and of necessity are indefinitely

abandoned, and thus remain, perhaps for jea.s.
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This, and other disappohitnieiits growing out
of the subject at first considered so simple, so

chagrins the possessor, that the taste and relish

for the country, originally so ardent and insatia-

ble, IS changed to an equal degree of dislike and
disgust, until, not unfrequently, in a fit of des-

pondency, he is induced to sell at a great sacri-

fice and return to the city. Having sacrificed

much of the substantial for what he declarers is

nothing but a babble, which he seized and ex-

ploded, he henceforth becomes the volunteer
counsel of every one he hears express a desire to

seek a rural retreat, to whom he narrates his ex-
perience and presents a picture so gloomy, that
lie dissuades many who would not only be happy
and contented in the possession, of a properly
selected and improved rural home, but the health
and comfort of their families promoted, and that

without incurring greater cost of living than was
required to live in the city.

This is no imaginary picture, but a truthful

history of many who might have avoided this

liarrassing loss and disappointment and prevent-
ed others from being misguided, had they only
done as discrete men do in other matters in which
they have no experience, viz., taken counsel of

those qualified to give that which would be safe

and judicious
; but a strange hallucination seems

to control many, in fact, most of those who are

inexperienced and desire to possess themselves of

a country residence, that to secure what they re-

require is so simple, that none but a novice needs
counsel in the selection of a home in the country;

while a work from a competent adviser would
generally prevent the sad experience I have nar-

rated; to the truth of which there are many who
can to their sorrow attest.

In a new, unimproved place in the country,

where buildings and all features of improvement
and embellishment are to be supplied, it is very

important to systematize the mode of procedure,

and carefully estimate the cost of the proposed

improvements, that it may not exceed the in-

vestment proposed. If the dwelling is to be

erected on an open glade, wh(n-e there are no
trees, it is generally most satisfactory not to plant

any until the building is completed, the roads

and walks made, and all the grades established.

The first step to be taken in the work of im-

provement, is to procure plans of the buildings

to be erected, which should be carefully studied,

and the cost estimated before embarking. It will

always prove most satisfactory to those requiring

the services of an archit(;(;t for rural structures,

to employ one whose range of his profession em-

braces both rural architectux'C and landscape gard-

ening, as he will be likely to produce and preserve

a greater degree of harmon}'^ and fitness in all

features of improvement, than where the respec-

tive branches are supplied b}' different individuals

whose tastes are liable to be widely different, in-

congruous, and wanting in that harmony of the

partsso essential to success.

It was this view of the subject, acquired in a

protracted experience, that induced the writer to

imite in his practice these hitherto distinct pro-

fessions, and the success and satisfaction to him-

self and his numerous patrons, fully establish

the correctness of the premises taken in the above

recommendation.

The economy of obtaining the counsel of an

artist possessing the greatest degree of experi-

ence, of tried skill and taste to supi)ly th(^ plans

of the buildings and grounds, must be apparent

to all interested. Many features of the work of

improvement of the place belong equally to the

house and to the grounds, hence are inseparable,

and the execution to be economical and congru-

ous, should be by the same hand. Having de-

termined on the plan of the buildings, which should

always be made with particular view to the pecu-

liarities ot the site and its surroundings, the site

should be carefully engineered ; a plot of the

grounds made and the grades all established and
staked before ground is broken.

The surface soil to be removed, if it possesses,

as it usually does, a greater degree of fertility

than the sub-soil, should be deposited where it

will be out of the way. and still convenient of

access when it is required as a top-dressing for

the new grades produced. If an}- portion ot the

grounds to be filled has a fertile surface, this too

should be removed and preserved as above de-

scribed, before the work of grading is commenced.

All soil removed in excavating cellars and

foundations should be hauled at once and so de-

posited as to produce the grades decided on.

This will save moving soil twice, and the soil

moved will have time to settle by the time the

buildings are completed, thus avoiding the ex-

pense of regradiu'jr, which is always necessary

where fills are made of irregular de]ith, and the

grades completed without irivinu; time for the

soil to settle.

Hrainnge and sewerage pipes should also be

laid before the buildings are erected, that the

lillinir of the triMiches or c(mduits shall also have
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time to settle before the final dressing of the sur-

face ground is performed.

As a general rule the cellar should extend un-

der the entire building, and if it is wet so as to

require drainage, the trenches for the foundation

wall should be below the cellar, and be filled to

the level of the cellar floor with finely broken

stones. The trenches under the Avails should all

have a fall to the place of discharge, or where

they shall connect with the main drainage con-

duit. This conduit should be a close pipe, and

should always be trapped to prevent the cool air

of the cellar from flowing out through the con-

duit and a corresponding amount of warm air

being drawn into the cellar, which will be the

effect without the use of the trap.

The surface of the ground should have a gentle

slope from the building in every direction, and

to as great a distance as is practicable.

It frequentl}' occurs that mat(>rial to be re-

moved in cellar excavations, is well adapted to

the purpose of making roads and walks, which

having been previously engineered and staked,

can be made simultaneously with the excavations

and at less cost than if each branch was per-

formed separately, and a well graded road pro-

vided for hauling the material for the building.

The carriage gate and the approach to the dwell-

ing are features of great importance in the im-

provement of a country residence ; they are in

ertect what the frontispiece is to the book.

A libL'ral space around the gate, and a good

width of carriage way, conveys the idea of gener-

osity in the proprietor in all that pertains to his

improvements.

Division fences should be avoided as far as

practicable, and a hedge as a boundary is, if it is a

good one, most satisfactory. The Osage Orange

is preferable to any other plant for hedges in this

latitude. If the plants are good and are pro-

perly planted in a well prepared border, they

will, if well managed, form a most efficient fence

in six or seven years.

Xo feature of its cost does so much to furnish

a country residence as a well grown and kept

hedge, and no variety of fence foi'uis so ellectual

a i)rotection.

In tree decoration, a large; portion of ever-

greens should be introduced, as they tend greatly

to relieve the dreary effects of winter in a rural

scene, and when bowing under a mantle of snow,

nothing can be more beautiful.

The most i)rofitable stock for the amateur, is a

good stock of inseciirorous hirdts, hence, their pro-

pagation and protection should be objects of

special regard and attention.

A well set and wcdl kept Lawn is to the grounds

what the tapestry is to the parlor.

A proper proportion of well selected and well

cultivated fruita constitute the most in'ofitable

and most satisfactory crops to the amateur. The

strawberry and grape should stand high in the

collection of an assortment. The fruit yard

should be in full view from the Uving room win-

dows, while the vegetable ground should be

secluded; well drained bottom land is generally'

preferable.

Cherry and standard pear trees, may with pro-

priety be worked into the plantations on the

lawn. Much ado is made about water supply,

but in this latitude no improved place is without

the means of an abundant supply of the best

and most wholesome water for all useful pur-

poses. The rain that falls on the roof of a

dwelling, if carefully preserved in properly con-

structed spacious cisterns, will be found ample to

meet the necessary wants of the family.

In the writer's experience, the annual average

fall of water in this latitude is about 3G inches

in depth, or 21 gallons tor each superficial foot of

surface of a roof measured horizontally. The

capacity of a cistern should be sufficient for the

the use of the ftimily for 90 days without rain,

and the depth of the covering over it should be

sufficient to effectually protect it from solar heat.

When thus arranged, the temperature of the

water will be found to be about the same as

ordinary well water, than which it will be purer,

softer and more healthful, and no source of sup-

ply is generally so economical and certain as that

of collecting rain water in well constructed

cisterns. The usual depth and capacity of cis-

terns are not half what they should be, hence their

general inefficiency as a source of supply.

The writer is constantly engaged in the im-

provement of rural residences, yet he has not

excavated a well in the last twelve years, while

he has constructed seven cisterns in the past six

months.

Many other features of interest pertaining to

this branch of the subject, of equal, or perhaps

greater importance than those already considered,

might be added, Avere it not that other branches

equally interesting are to be treated on.

As to the progress of the Art of Landscape

Gardening and Rural Architecture, it may bo

said, that both are of late receiving increased
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attention, especially in the field of operation of

the writer.

INTumerous creditable specimens of both may
be seen in suburban Baltimore, also in other por-

tions of this and other States, to which the time of

the writer has been mainly devoted for the past ten

years. Occasionally examples of prodigality in

these branches may be seen in gentlemen pos-

sessed of large means and a corresponding

degree of taste, who cannot resist the seduc-

tive influence of these arts ; but in the main, the

improvement and embellishment of country resi-

dences are conducted with a commendable degree

of economy, and yet with a growing taste for the

beautiful.

Places judiciously improved rarely produce
feelings of disappointment or dissatisfaction, on
the contrary, they yield what was sought, and
afford to thoir possessor a degree of comfort,

health, and pleasure fully commensurate with the

expenditure made in procuring them.

Notwithstanding the very rapid growth of the

Monumental city since the close of the late un-
natural war, the demand for suburl)an cottage

residences, is such, that many are bringing an
annual rental equal to 30 per cent, of their cost.

The writer has divided a number of large farms
into country seats within the past few years,

many of which arc being taken up and liberally

improved.

The class of buildings generally erected are

substantial and imposing, though no order of

architecture is strictly adhered to. Stable build-

ings are receiving special attention, and great im-
provement in that direction is apparent, for of

late stable building has become a stable business.

The perfection of the drainage and ventilation

in some of our stables, is probably not excelled,

if equaled in any part of the world.

The 7'e House and lliiiVigerating Chamber
combined, as now constructed in this region, is

vex*y perfect and efficient.

Conservatories, and cold and heated Graperies

are also becoming a common ai)p»'ndage of respec-

table country residences. In short, the march
of improvement in every branch of the profes-

sion of the writer, is such, that employment in

it, wliich but a few years since, was uncertain

and tlu^ business precarious, has now bi'comc as

certain, rcHable, and remunerative as most other

legitimate voe itious.

TREATMENT FOR MUSCAT GRAPES.

BY A. LEDERHOFER.

A few words in regaixl to cultivating the Mus-
cat Gi'ape I believe may be of some use to ama-
teurs and gardeners who have but little experi-

ence in cultivating this valuable variety.

After pruning my vines, I make a solution of

two parts of clay, one part fresh cow manure,
and one part sulphur and soot mixed with a

quantity of tobacco water, and paint the vines

thoroughly all over. After this I lay the vines

down in a half bow. In this state they remain
until starting to break.

After watering my vines I give them a good

top-dressing, consisting of fresh cow manure,

from two to three inches deep, and give them a

thorough good watering, about two gallons to

every square foot. The water I use warm, from

70 to 80 \ Keep up a gentle moisture by syring-

ing two or three times a day. As soon as the

shoots break regularly, I tie them up, and give an-

other gentle watering ; sj'^ringing only in the

morning of fair days, yet keep up moisture in

the house until they bloom. After they set I

resume again the keeping up of moisture, to

guard against thrip and red spider.

By the time tlie berries make their second

swelling I give another watering of liquid ma-
nure. The last watering I give my vines for the

season, but keeping still a continual mnisture on

all parts of the house until the berries commence
to color, I then increase the moisture about

them.

In regard to ventilating my houses. T usually

admit a little fresh air the first thing in the

morning, to prevent the temperature in the house

from getting too high during the day time, and

increase it during the day as may be necessary.

I shut up my vineries pretty early on all sunny

days to keep in the heat and save heavy lireing.

The following is the rule of temperature I

adopt in keeping up ^Muscat houses :

DUIilNG XIGIIT. DAY. SUN.

To commence wi
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the grapes to ripen as tollows exactly five months

after starthig the vines :

Ko3-al Muscadine.

Chasselas Musque.
After 5^ months.

Frontignan White.

Golden Hamburgh.
Joslin's Saint Alban (?)

By the 6th month.

Bowood Muscat.

Cannon Hall Muscat.

Muscat of Alexandria.

Muscat Hamburgh.
Muscat Rose de La Doree.

By reading several treatises on impregnating,

written by Mons. Audin, Professor of the Bo-

tanical Gardens, in Paris Jardine des Plants, I

got the idea of impregnating my vines, chiefly

Cannon Hall Muscat. The way I impregnated

them was as follows :

During the noon time, if the vines are in full

bloom, I take common bellows and go from

bunch to bunch and give them a slight blowing ;

this I do for two or three successive days. By
adopting this method I have alwa3'S been very

successful in getting perfect bunches.

[This is a very interesting paper ; few grape

growers give sufficient attention to painting the

vine stems. Thrip, Red Spider, and other ver-

min lay eggs under the loose bark, which paint-

ing destroys. "We suppose grape growers have

come to the conclusion that Chasselas Musque
and Joslin's St. Albans were identical. We
think they are, notwithstanding our friend finds

!

a little dirt'eren ;e in liis experiment in the time of

ripening.

—

Ed.]

OSAGE ORAXGE HEDGE.

BY J. II. CREIGHTON-, IRON^TOK, OHIO.

There is a new way of making hedge fence now
recommended freely—started, I think, by some

one in Illinois, and published several months ago

in the Gnrihnfr\s Monthhj^ without any note or

comment from the editor. My object in writing

is to caution inexperienced persons from getting

into trouble. It may be remembered that the

plan is to let the plant grow up to a considerable

height, and then bend them over at right angles

with the row, and when thus bent hack then

partU' off, then some other directions not neces-

sary to mention. Xow, whoever tries that busi-

ness of bending down such plants and hacking

them partly off, will find it very much like chas-

tising a bad boy that has been left alone too long.

That a good ugly fence can be made in that

way with a great amount of labor, I do not deny
;

but it will take too much ground and be uncon-

trolable, and the most expensive of any kind of

fence. The great matter is to keep a fence under

control. The firstfoot from the ground is of niore

importance than all the rest. N'o one need fear

for height or width
;
you will always have more

than you want. Don't let the lower buds get

their eyes put out with the growth of the upper

branches for the first two or three years. One

live bud near the ground is worth more than a

windrow at the side, or a shoot six foot long at

the top. When a good fence is done, a section

of it ought to be in the shape of a triangle—equal

on the three sides, except when considerable

height is wanted, then the ends should not be

any greater on that account. Branches two feet

long should come out near the ground, and

almost lay on the ground. The longest branches

at the ground. Nothing seen but points from

between them.

[Thanks for our correspondent's caution. We
give as intelligence, every item of news that is

floating around, not deeming it a point of pride to

fill our pages with matter " all original. " Bound

volumes of the Monthly, therefore, become a full

record and annual of Horticulture, giving the

history and origin of every fiict. We do not, of

course, endorse every thing we give as mere news.

In the present instance we heartily second our

correspondent's condemnation of "Plashing."

Mowing to a triangular shape in June is the best

Avay to get a perfect hedge.

—

Ed.]

LIQUID GRAFTING WAX.

BY IIORTICOLA.

Dr. Warder, in his American Pomology, p. 98,

mentions the Liquid Grafting AYax of L^homme-

Lefort, and says that it is a secret composition,

according to Bu Brcuil. Du BreuiVs assertion

datesasfarbackas '57, und'ithharely 2J0ssible,not

probable, that the secret was kept, especially as

the composition is so very simple. It was, in

foct, made known many years ago, so that I ob-

tained and 1 ublishcd the recipe in 1802. (See

Horticulturist of 18G2, pp. 115 and 110, and also

Ilortirulturist of 18G.'5, p. 123). If Dr. Warder
takes the Illustrated MonOihj, edited by Drs. Lucas

and Oberdisck, he will have met with a number

of similar compositions, according to the Pro-
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gram de Congres pomologique de France, held

from Sept. 19—29 last at Paris rue Grenelle St.

CJermain 84—there was exhibited not only the

original composition, but also a mastic perfecti-

onne b}^ Lcroux llobert of Conches, and a Glu

horticole pour grortor a froid.

!Mr. Mead, the Editor of the Hnrticultnrht at

that time, told me he had had a correspondence

with a person, desirous of preparing and putting

it in the market ; but as alcohol was too expen-

sive, something else had been substituted that

changed it for the woi'se.

Having tried every composition of the kind, the

ingredients of which are known, I am fully pre-

pared for stating that none equals that of L'hom-

me-L(fort. I have used it from the time I became
acquainted with it to the exclusion of all others,

except for experiments. AVhen laid on Avith a

brush, care must be had to brush it on as thin as

possible. If too much is used, the surface hard-

ens very quickly and prevents the alcohol to evap-

orate through the hardened surftice. This does

no harm, but it is a waste of grafting wax which

may be avoided. Persons, not acquainted with

the natural sciences, infer from the whitish color

the surface assumes when the wax beneath it is

soft, that the wax moulds^ which is, of course,

ridiculous. Rosin never moulds, but pulverized

rosin, like pulverized glass, looks whitish.

This Liquid Grafting Wax is also used exclu-

sively at tlie Pomoiogical Institute in EeiUtingen,

the director of which is the celebrated Pomol-

ogist Dr. Lucas, formerly Professor of Pomology

at HoJienheim.

It seals up hermetically all wounds of trees

made intentionally or unintentionally ; it hardens

in a few hours protecting the wound perfectly

against all atmospheric influences, before it hard-

ens, of course. Even the fervid heats of our

summers do not soften it, nor does it crack in

our coldest weather. A single application of it

will last for a year ; but as it makes worsted

shreds or lindenbast water-proof, the bandages

must be loosened in time, otherwise they will in-

jure the tree. C'arriere calls it a most admirable

l>reparation. This is strictly true.

The back volumes of tlio ITnrticultnrist referred

to, may not be in the possession of some of your

readers tliat may wish to make and use the Liquid

(Jrafting Wax. I therefore subjoin here the

recipe, jmd exj)lain the modus operandi. The in-

gredients and their proportions are the following:

1 lb. of Rosin,

1 ounce of Reef Tallow,

1 tal)lespoonful of spirits of Turpentine.

5 or 6 ounces of Alcohol, (95 per ct.)

Melt the Rosin over a slow fire ; when melted,

take it off and add the Beef Tallow, stirring it

constantly; let it cool down somewhat, mix the

Spirits of Turpentine, little by little, with it, and

at last the Alcohol in the same wa}'. Should the

Alcohol be added while the mass is too hot yet,

too much will be lost by rapid evaporation ; if, on

the contrary, it is too cool, it will form a viscid

lump and must be slightly heated again. Stir-

ring briskly is indispensable to mix the ingredi-

ents thoroughly.

In well-corked bottles it keeps for years. That
which I use now I made four years ago. In case

it becomes, in the course of time, too thick, the

addition of some Alcohol will make it liquid

again.- For this purpose it must ahcaijs he ivarmed.

It is a good plan to put the bottle containing it,

in boiling or hot water, to accomplish this.

KOTES OX EASTERN TOUR.

BY DR. J. STAYMAN, LEAVEXWORTII, KANSAS

No. 2.

After spending some time at Yincland, we vis-

ited Cape May, the most fashionable summer re-

sort, but could not find much to interest a horti-

culturist, except a few private residences, which

were costl}'^ and built in good taste. We did not

admire the architectural design of such massive

hotels, built apparently for giants, or to wade the

ocean, although the accommodations were good.

The roar and swell of the ocean, the dashing and

breaking of the waters, soon became monotonous.

We gathered a few pebbles and sea shells, and

wandered around the suburbs of the place to find

some relief from the monotony, but the trees and

shrubberj' appeared to have piist their last sum-

mer day, so we returned to Philadelphia once

more, liberated from the commotion of the ocean;

from the bogs, ponds, pine and scrub oak—from

musquitoes and their music; and we felt relieved.

Tlie country from Philadelphia to Carlisle, by

way of Lancaster and Ilarrisburg, is the most

beautiful we. saw, showing thrift and prosperity,

and the farmers, as a class, ave independent.

The Pear, as a standard, succeeds well, also the

Strawberry and Concord Grape. The Peach
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only at favored locations, anil the apple is rather

in a state of decay. We could not fully deter-

mine whether the varieties there in cultivation

were degenerating, or the mode of culture was

the cause, for we saw some fine, healthy, young

orchards.

We feel confident that a proper selection of vari-

eties, planted in good locations, and trained and

cultivated in a hetter manner, would be as suc-

cessful now as formerly, yet the East as a general

rule is not highly adapted to the perfection of the

Apple, as we have never seen as fine specimens

there as West.

The old orchards are pruned up high and plant"

ed far apart, so they can grow other crops in the

ground and drive under the trees to gather the

fruit. This system of culture in a country of no

great fertility, soon exhausts the soil of all the

elements which sustain the vigor and health of

the tree, and they become debilitated, diseased,

unproductive, and soon die.

They often plant their young orchards on old

oi-chard ground, which is still a worse practice.

This taste for high topped trees and transplant-

ing on old orchard ground, and cropping the land,

should be abandoned if they ever expect to suc-

ceed. The Pear has shared a better fixte, being

mostly seedlings, planted in gardens where they

received better care and cultivation, and they

were fine and healthy and some of very great age

and bearing nearly one hundred bushels to the

tree.

Carlisle is located between the 2^orth and South

mountains in Cumberland county, (arrich and
fertile valley). It is an old town that has not

improved much except the last few years. Dick-

inson College is located here, having good buil-

dings and a fine "campus." The town is orna-

mented with shade trees, principally European

, Linden, and might be called a handsome place,

having a beautiful landscape.

Mount Holly Springs, six miles south, is a

small manufacturing village. The ^lessrs. Given,

Mullin, K<'nipton & Co. have fi)ur large splendid

2)ap€r miVs in full operation, with all the im-

proved machinery, which gives life, animation,

and industry to the place. This, of late years,

has become a celebrated summer resort for health,

comfiirt, case and pleasure, where you have soft

cold siniiig water, and where you can breathe the

pure fresh mountain air free from musquitoes and

gnats, with good hotels where you can get fresh

butter and everything the country affords at living

prices.

The scenery is rugged, romantic and pictur-

esque. Mountain Creek divides the mountain

and connects the valley with the neighborhood

of Ideville, Bendersville and Gettysburg. Here

we saw the Pear, Strawberry, Dewberry, Huckle-

berry, and Wild Grape, in perfection, and at a

few favored places the Catawba, but as a general

thing it was a failure, but the Concord done

well.

Miss Ettie P. Black of this place, a young lady

of much taste and refinement, and an amateur

florist, had the finest display of Gladiolus we ever

saw numbi'ring some 140 varieties. Even Brench-

leyensis, Courantie Fulgens, Daphne, Neptune,

]Sremeses, Othello, Galathe, Emma and Penelope

appeared to have gained in beauty. But such

perfect and full bloom of clear and delicate colors

as Empress Eugenie and Empress Josephine pre-

sented we have no ability to describe. Eugene

Sue, Paul de Stella, Pierre Dupont, Pierre dot-

ting and Princess Eugene were splendid and of

the finest shade of colors. Mad. Trauffaut, Mad.

de Vatry, Xapoleon III, Ophir, Victor Verdier,

Vulcain, Le Poussin, La Quintinie, Maria, Re-

becca, Berthe Eabourdin, Solfatere, Mad. Eur-

tado, and Eeine Victoria, were all magnificent,

with every shade of color, and worthy of culti-

vation. This gorgeous display of such fine

French Gladiolus, of several thousand bloom,

from July until frost, were the admiration of all,

and added much to the interest of the mountain

scenery and the taste of the place and received

the commendations of the guests of the Springs,

and all who saw them.

We paid a visit to Bendersville ; Messrs. Will-

son and Burckholder have large vineyards. The

Catawba had rotted badly, and they did not

think it worthy of cultivation at their place.

The Concord was full, fine, and healthy. The

CUnton, Oporto, Taylor and Dracut Amber were

healthy, but the Oporto is too acid except for

jelly. The Taylor was not as prolific as the

others. We had the pleasure of tasting the Clin-

ton and Catawlm Avine which were good. The

Clinton we believe holds a higher claim for wine

than many more popular kinds. The Grape im-

proves very much by hanging on the vine very

late. In our country it is one of the latest in

ripening and then it is sprightly, juicy, sweet and

excellent. These gentlemen have fine heathy

young apple orchards, but this season the bloom

was injured by excessive rains as elsewhere east.

They are enterprising fruit growers and are ex-

tending their operations on the eastern and west-
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orn shore of Maryland, where they thhik the cU-

niate more conijeniah

At Idevillc we visited Mr. Detrick's vineyard
;

his Isahella liad dropped their leaves, and the

fruit did not ripen. The Catawha was in better

condition than we saw it anywhere east, but it

had suflered considerably, so he had not half a

crop. He stated that it had never failed before.

Ilis Concords were fine and healthy. He is so

well pleased with them that he is going to plant

3000 more in the spring. He plants G by 6 and
trains on stakes. His Isabella wine was the best

we ever tasted of that variety. He has a fa-

vored location for the Peach and has not had a
fiiilure for years; and is extending his orchards.

His location is high and dry, and the soil is a

shaley sandy loam, and he fertilizes with lime.

He is sanguine of success with both Grapes and
Peaches, and his industry and perseverance just-

ly entitles him to such. "We visited many other

places in the valley but we found nothing difter-

ent worthy of note, except the Fallowalder Apple
done the best. We took the cars at Harrisburg
for Pittsburg—this railroad is the best conducted
of any we traveled on, and it was not necessary

to have a lady, or borrow one, to get a seat in a

first class car, and when going over dangerous

places the wheels were examined to see if sound.

On the 4th of October, we visited Mr. Knox's
fruit farm, in the prime of Grape season. They
were busily engaged gathering, packing and ship-

ping about two tons of Grapes per day to the

Eastern markets, where he realized about 20 cents

for Concord and 30 for Delaware, a pound. He
has about 35 acres in vineyard, embracing about

100 varieties, but the principal Grape there was
the Concord^ which brought more money than all

the others. Although the Delaware brings one-

third more in price it can never be as profitable

as the Concord, for it does not produce half as

much; we found it there fickle and uncertain, the

foliage was very much injured, and the berries

did not ripen well. The Catawba, Diana, and
lona, were no better. ]Jut the Concord was ex-

cellent and had apparently improved b}' age, and
it gave us relief to witness its health, vigor and
]iroductiveness, after seeing the fickle varieties.

The Martha, a white Grape and seedling of Con-

cord had much of its appearance in health and
vigor but not near so large in bunch or berry but

of better quality, and is very jjromising.

The Jlartford Prolific still takes the lead as

the most healthy, hardy, and productive early

Grape. If the Creveling would set its fruit bet-

ter, and the bunch was more compact, it might

come in for some claim on account of its quali y,

but we fear it will never become popular.

The Ives' stands with the Concord and Hart-

ford for health, vigor, hardiness and productive-

ness, and if it makes good wine must become
very popular, but cannot take the place of Con-

cord for market, being less in size of bunch and
berry, but nearly equal in quality. The Taylor

was healthy and excellent but small in size. The
Alvey was healthy and fine but not very vigorous,

rather small in size, if hardy might do for wine.

The HerljcMuout and Elsingburg were too small

in size but excellent in quality.

The Clinton as everywhere was healthy, vigor-

ous and productive. It is a great pity that this is

not a new (t rape, that its qualities might be more
than a "wild frost grape," and tliat its wine

would not "taste so wild." The Maxatawney
was fine, and if more hardy would be valuable.

The success of this fruit farm is not so much iu

the location and soil as in the energy, perseve-

rance and determination of its proprietor. It is

seldom we find so much combined in one man as

in Mr. Knox. What he takes hold of he does

with force and will, and in a thorough manner
;

he not only overcomes small obstacles but sur-

mounts the greatest ditiicultics with apparent

ease. His fruit fiirm would swamp a common
mind with plentj' of means in the fruit season to

think of shipping several tons per day of perish-

able fi'uit, three and four hundred miles to mar-

ket, and then compete with others living there.

In Ohio the Apple crop was short, but in some

parts the Peach crop was fair. The Catawba

Grapes were excellent, better than they have

been for many years, and the wine made this

season will be long remembered for its great bodj-,

good quality, and fine aroma.

On the 10th of October we attended the St.

Louis fair. The display of machinery was be-

yond description. Every department was well

represented except the fruit, and for what reason

we did not learn. There were in attendance up-

wards of 100,000 persons, and the success was
beyond their most sanguine expectations. This

society has hit upon a very successful method,

which would be worthy of imitation. They
charge nothing for entering an article, and it is

(tpen to the competition of ever}' State. They

lay every inducement to get jjcrstms to exhibit,

and pay liberal premiinns. They make a charge

for entering the grounds, which is sutlicieut to

pay the premium and expenses.
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The grounds are beautifully and tastefully laid

out with drives and walks, ornamented with

shade and evergreen trees, and all laid in grass

and kept in the best order. It is not only a fliir,

to see the products of the country, but also a so-

cial pic-nk\ where you seethe rich and poor once

a year meet together on the same level. At noon

you can see the grass covered with every luxury

each person desires, either brought along or pro-

cured on the grounds. There the fair sex are

mingled Avith the multitude, enjoying their repast

with pleasure, and if necessary a ^"bottle of Pop,''"'

'•'Catawba Ale,'-' ''Tea or Coffee,'"' is added.

Had the fruit department been as good as the

country could have produced, it would have been

complete. Agricultural societies must learn that

fruit culture is not a secondar}' consideration, for

it requires more time, skill and patience, to raise

good fruit, than corn, beef, pork and potatoes.

We found Mr. Ilusmann with excellent samples

of wine, which took the first premium. The
California "Angelica" and Speer's "Oporto"
were there, neither of which were admired. Mr.

Jordan was there with Concord Grapes, which

made a good show, and took the first prize.

At Herman the Grapes have been unusually

good,and the must has shown great weight ; even

the Delaware done well, and in some places the

Catawba, but Concord and Xorton still stand

ahead of the list.

In Kansas the Grape has done much better

than for several years. The Catawba was good;

and Kansas challenges any state with the Con-

cord Grape, the Apple and the Pear. No where

have we seen such perfect specimens of the Apple

as here and the adjoining counties of Missouri.

Even Egypt, the most celebrated Apple region

of Illinois, cannot compete with us. Apples so

large in size, x>erfect in form and excellent in

quality, we have never seen elsewhere.

EARE EVERGREENS.

BY MR. E. MANNING, HARRISBURG, OHIO.

In looking over the January number of the

Monthhi I was much interested with the commu-
nication of .Josiah Iloopes, Esq., on well tested

Evergreens, but was somewhat surprised to see

classed as half hardy the Picea pinsapo. I

have had it growing on my grounds for the last

seven years, during that time it has been only

twice slightly browned, but very slightly injured.

There is not, I think, anything in whole Fir

tribe more distinct, or beautiful—more so than

its first cousin the P. Cephalouica, it is of a light-

er green; and, during its growing season, it is

particularly charming, huldiug its color well all

winter.

But, says ]\Ir. Iloopes, the glory of this genus

is reserved for the newer species, viz : Xordmau-
ianna, P. Cephalouica, P. nobilis, P. grandis,

P. pichta ; and had he added the P. Parsonsi-

ana and amabilis, it would have added nuich to

the collection, as both are very fine. The latter

is lighter in color than the former—of less glau-

cous hue,—both very distinct. The Picea pin-

drow and P. Webbiana are both tender here,

never having had one specimen pass the first

winter without being an eye sore the rest of its

days.
The Cupressus Lawsoniana Glauca, or silver

tipped variety, is much handsomer than the for-

mer, more bright and silvery; it is a new seedling

originated on the grounds of the late AVilliam

Eeid of Elizabeth, N. J.

Among the newer varieties of Picea here, the

Mugho rotundata is a beautiful new dAvarf. The
P. Pyrenaica is certainly very splendid, perfectly

hardy, with leaves over six inches long, very deep

bright green, very fine. The P. Betithamiana

is not yet sufficiently tested. P. Sabiniana not

reliable, otherwise very fine.

Among the newer varieties of Spruce and very

fine is Abies Archangelica, and "Whitmanianna,

and A. Menziesii, all very fine. A. Douglassi

tender, A. Canadensis Macrophylla, very fine.

Of new Junipers, Glauca and Dealbata, both

dwarf varieties, very fine. The J. Phcenicea is

very distinct, the ends of the branches hang
down like the weeping willow. P. Excelsa is

certainly very splendid, also J. A'ariegata and
Sabina Variegata.

Retinospora pendula, very fine. R. variegata

is tender.

Podocarpus Japonica, hardy, very fine, dark

green. Cephalotaxus Fortunii, very fine.

Among the Biota none is quite equal to the

golden—in the spring it is particularly charming.

The new dwarf Cypress is certainly very fine,

the most dense in growth of any thing I know.

The Picea amabilis appears to be very little

known in this country. I quote from "Explora-

tions and Survey of the Pacific Railroad from the

Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean, 18o4-.5."

See article Botany by G. S. Newbery, Botanist

and Geologist of the Expedition, ))]). 52 & .53:

"Cascade Mountains, latitude 44° 17', 30 miles
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north from last on headwaters of McKenzie's
Park of the Wilamctte River, our camp to night

is on the borders of a small lake, in a region for-

merly covered by a dense forest, which perhaps

thirty years since was all burned off. It has been

succeeded by clusters and groves principally of

silver lirs, which, growing in a fertile soil, and
not 3'et crowding each other, have everywhere

assumed the symmetrical forms sometimes seen

in cultivated grounds.

The young trees of P. amabilis are less regu-

lar in form and are handsomer than any other fir

I have ever seen.

The range of this tree is apparently less exten-

sive than that of P. grandis, though how far it

extends to the north we have no means of know-
ing at present.

We did not see it elsewhere than in the Cas-

cade Mountains, between latitude 44' and 46^.

It is found, however, north of the Columbia and
probably exists along tlie summit of Cascade
Range as far south as Mount Pitt, about 42' 40'.

I did not see it in the AVilamette Valley, or the

Coast Mountains ; it is probably confined to the

higher portions of those latter mountains, if in-

deed it exists on them.

The wood is white and would perhaps be used
for timber if it were accessible. As a timber tree

it is, however, far inferior to many other trees

which grow in the valleys and on the coast of

Oregon.

Cones of P. amabilis were brought home and
seeds have been distributed with a view to its

propagation. Should this effort be unsuccessful,
!

it may be obtained from England, where it has
been grown from seeds sent home by Douglass.
I very much regret that it was never convenient
for the artist ot the party, Mr. Young, to take a
portrait of this tree, though one would search in

vain among cultivated trees for any which should
rival in the symmetry of its form, the luxuriance
of its foliage, and the size and beauty of its cones
—the Western Silver Fir.

Sept. 17.—On the prairie which borders one
side of the lake are a few trees of the Silver Fir,

with a strong and unimpedc^d growth, it has here
attained a magiutude 1 have not seen elsewhere.
It rises in denser and more symmetrical canes
than any other Conifer we have met with. The
altitude of the largest trees is more than a hun-
dred feet ; the base of the cane formed ; the bran-
ches resting on the ground not more than twenty
feet. The branches are so thick as to prevent all

access to the trunk without a vigorous use of the

hatchet, and during the pouring rain of the last

four days we have always been able to find a dry

spot beneath the shelter of its impervious foliage.

From these descriptions it will be seen that the

Silver Fir forms a dense and slender spire of

dark green foliage, which, on the older trees, is

rather too formal to be pleasing, unless grouped

with other species in which its form and the color

of the foliage may contrast agreeably. In the

Cascade Mountains I often saw it so combined

with P. grandis and Abies Williamsoni, produ-

cing groups which seem to me to present the ex-

treme limit of arborescent beauty."

IS AMERICA THE WORST FRUIT GROW-
ING COUNTRY IN THE WORLD ?

BY MU. H. W. SARGENT, WODENETHE, N. Y.

P. B., in your February number—referring to

my remarks at head of this article—says :

"This statement from Mr. Sargent is astonish-

ing, and I can hardly think it was written in ear-

nest or intended to be literally understood. " The
statement, Mr. Editor, was made under "an
overwhelming sense of defeat" and conviction

of the utter impossibility of even a fair amount
of success in the culture of fruit—at any rate in

my section of the Hudson River.

P. B. says on his return from Europe in Sep-

tember, on visiting some gardens at Boston and
Rochester, he saw crops of fruit and licalthy trees

unequalled in the most celebrated Pear districts

in Europe, ^ly experience on reaching home,

after more than two years' absence, on the 18th

September, was to find my Pear trees generally

denuded of leaves, and of course with worthless

fruit, and many instances of fire hlast. This

Avas also the case I understood with my neigh-

bor Charles Downing, than whom no better cul-

tivator exists; at any rate with all my neighbors,

on my side of the river. No Apples—No Peaches

—No Nectarines, or Plums, or Apricots. I no
longer cultivate the Native Grapes, and cannot

speak of their success; but my ditliculty in con-

ti'olling the thrip under glass and red spider is so

great as to induce me sometimes to think of aban-

doning my houses, and I am not a careless or

despondent cultivator, nor is the great prevalence

of thrip in my houses entirely due to their age,

since a new house in my proximity lost all its

foliage by 1st September from the ignorance of

the gardener, who believed the ripening of the
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wood caused by the consumption of the leaves by

the thrip hastened the maturity of the Grapes.

Twenty-five year ago—during the earlier days

of my friend, the late A. J. Downing— it was as

easy for me to raise Nectarines, Apricots, Peaches

and Plums in the oi)en air as it is now dillicult

and costly to raise them under glass. I have had

six or eight varieties of Nectarines and Apricots,

and over forty of Plums, perfectly fair and ripe

in a season. I remember taking a silver medal

at the American Institute for the best and finest

collection of Apples in the State of New York

—

now, if prizes were given for the worst Apples,

the same orchard would surely take the first prize

again, and yet it ought to be in its prime. It is

about 28 years old, and has had unremitting care

and attention during this period.

The same may be said of Pears. For this

same period (25 years) my Pears,both on Quince

Stocks and Pear Stocks, have had every advan

tage that money and science, skill and attention

could bestow, and.yet every year certain sorts

fail and become extinct, and though among two

hundred varieties I certainly do get a few which

are successful, yet the large majoritj' are disap-

pointing. The Beurre Diel unquestionably for

many years was superb, in size, color and (lavor,

now small, "knarly," and filled (the fruit) with

wood}- fibre. The Vlrgalieu has long since gone,

and the Seckel even seems to be on the decline.

My theory is about fruit that almost every por-

tion of our country, at least of the Middle and

Western States, has a season of success from five

to twenty-five or thirty years, but that this sea-

son, like a cloud passing over the sun, is con-

stantly moving on. Following our emigration

—

westward.

Certainly what I say applies to the Hudson
River, more or less ; and yet if wealth, cultiva-

tion and amount of glass are worth anj'thing in

Fruit Culture, the residences on ^ this river, as

well as around Boston, should be an exception;

and I again repeat that this same class of resi-

dences in England, France, German}-, Spain and

Italy would each and all contain and grow with

more or less success, a much larger variety of

Fruit than are to be found in all these American
places together. I was a year in England—two
summers—and visited several hundred places,

and I never saw one where besides Apples and

Pears, all the stone Fruits were not grown, either

under glass or on walls.

I do not mean to say that each or every place,

aflways each season, abounded in Peaches, Apri-

cots Plums, Nectarines, Figs and Grapes ; but I

do mean to say that each place had the trees, and

each year more or less the Fruit. While hardly

any gentleman's place now-a-days has the trees,

and very few gentlemen's younger sons and

daughters, on even our finest places, would know
a Nectarine or Apricot if they saw one.

Twenty years ago, on my return from Europe,

I said Americfl was the finest Fruit Growing
country in the world, as I now think it most diffi-

cult for its extent. It is quite true as P. B. says

that New Jersey will carry to market as many
Peaches as are grown in France and England;

but neither P. B. or myself want to buy our

Peaches when we have a garden and glass, and
the soil to raise them, I am forced to buy my
Apples, notwithstanding my orchard, twenty
years ago, taking the first prize. Let any of our

first class country residences, with all their ap-

pliances, be moved to England or France, and I

maintain they could grow a larger variety of Fruit

than they can here.

In fact in England—bad as the Fruit climate

is—any place with a wall even can grow anything

except perhaps the finer Grapes. Can that be

said of any place in this part of the country ?

Let us look at the character of the February
number of the Gardener''s Monthh/, what does it

report, the misfortunes—not the successes of cul-

tivators. What does Oliver Taylor, in Fruit

Notes from Virginia, say ? "There were so few
Curculio here this summer that a Nectarine tree

with us broke to pieces with the fruit," so far, so

good, " but the wet was too much for them, and they

all rotted just as they were ripening." This has
often been my experience. I once had an espa-

lier trellis of about one thousand feet—one half

in Apricots and Nectarines, the otber half in

Plums. To protect them from Curculio theywere
covered on both sides (the trellis) with a light

gauze netting. The remedy was as bad as the
disease. The Curculio could not get in, neither

could sufficient air ; anil although I had most abun-
dant crops, and superb fruit, they all rotted from
want of circulation—our hot suns after damp
moist days destroyed them.

What .says Ilorticola, a page or so ahead,

—

"Dr. Warder, in his American Pomology, calls

America a glorious country for raising Fruit
trees." (I agree to this.) "If, however, (Ilorti-

cola says) he means by raising and managing in

order to have Fruit—keeping them in health and
protecting them against the host of innumerable
enemies lurking around them in the atmospliero
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as well as in the soil, Dr. Warder's assertion

must be limited, '-(ic.

" The readers of this magazine " Ilorticola con-

tinues "know that I have patience enough to

wait and to trj' again if I meet with a failure, and

if I therefore do not concede that a certain degree

of despondency l.)egins to dishearten me, attribu-

table to increasing failures and diminishing suc-

cess, I do not mean to intimate that I have re-

solved to give up, but that 1 cannot help changing

my plan of operation, &c." He then gives his

experience in cultivating our Native Grape. Cer-

tainly not encouraging to amateurs.

Then come three, I think, articles on Pear

Blight, and one on the Deterioration of Fruit

Orchards. None of these lead us to suppose that

all that is necessary to obtain Fruit is to plant a

tree.

Mr. Cook, in his experiences on Pear Blight,

loses, during the month of August, thirty-four

Standards and twenty Dwarfs—being, he says,

twelve per cent, of the whole orchard.

No one can rise, after reading this number of

the Gardener's Monthly, with an idea that Amer-

ica is the best Fruit country in the world—as P.

B. would have us believe.

In England, and I take this as certainly the

least favorable country for growing Fruit after

America. Trees do not die suddenly as our

Pears and Apricots and Cherries do. An Apri-

cot sometimes, though very rarely. They have

no Borer or Pear Blight, or Yellows there to kill

the trees, or Cureulio, and much less Red Spider,

and Frost 2ir belnw Zero—the present tempera-

ture to kill the Fruit. Canker and Moss are the

great enemies of the trees, and Sparrows and

AVasps of the Fruit. Let any one plant an equal

number of Pears, Apples, Apricots, Plums,

Peaches and Nectarines in England and in

America, and neglect thena in both countries for

the same length of years. The chances would be

all the English trees would survive, while all the

Americans would be destroyed by Borer, except

the Pears and the Blight would more or less liu-

ish them. In conclusion 1 am willing to confess

that when I can grow again the Peach, the Plum,

the Nectarine, and the Apricot, and the Goose-

berry, with half the success, and even at twice the

cost that they may be grown in England, I shall

\ni willing to allow that America, and more espe-

cially the Middle and Western portion of it, is

not as bad a Fruit Growing country as 1 now
honestly believe it to be.

A WORD MORE ABOUT PEARS.
BY P. B., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

After reading an article in your laf.t number,
entitled "Pear and its Culture," by J. C. Thomp-
son, which I did with much pleasure, as being,

in the main in the right direction, I thought a

few remarks might be added without detriment

to the cause.

First, as to preparation of the ground—drain-

ing thoroughly, where ground that needs drain-

ing is indispensable. As to trenching by hand I

find that in this country, where labor is costly, it

is next to useless to recommend it, and the plow,

in most cases, will answer just as well. Take
what is known as the "Double Michigan " plow,

or any similar one, with a strong three-horse

team, that will tux'n a furrow 10 or 12 inches deep.

We turn 12 inches in stitf and stony soil alike,

then the subsoil to follow, loosening and break-

ing up six inches more.

This will make a good enough preparation, but
if a second ploughing of the'same sort is given,

crossing the first, it will be better still, and some
stiff soils may need it. Two teams of three or

four horses each will plow in this way | of an
acre at least in a day. We frequently plow an
acre. This is cheap compared to trenching by
hand, and is work that all American farmers

know how to perform.

As to varieties—I concur in all that is said of

Beurre Base ; it is a noble fruit—perfection in

form and pleasing, if not beautiful in color; while

the quality is generally good enough. The tree

when young is defective in symmetry, inclined to

bend and sparse in branches—not what we call a

good nursery tree, but when it finally gets up to

full bearing size it makes a splendid tree, its fruits

not crowded but nicely distributed. A more

beautiful sight than a large tree of B. Bosc laden

with truit, about gathering time, is not easily-

found in Pear orchards.

Columbia, another favorite of Mr. Thompson's

is also a noble fruit, and an American at that,

but it will drop before its time, but those that

drop may all be ripened if picked up every day,

and those that do bold on keep well till Decem-

ber, and then, both in quality and appearance, it

is all that can be desired ; but the tree, although

a fair grower, is not among the best. Our most

profitable trees of this variety are those top-

grafted on dwarf trees of White Doyenne. Nei-

ther this nor Beurre Bosc succeed directly on the

(Quince stock. As an early winter Pear, keei)ing

up till Christmas, here, I cannot too highly r6-
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commend the Laicrcnce^ an American variet}^ too,

and closel}' related to that famous old fruit, the

AVhite Doyenne, now so generally in its decline-

The more we know of the Lawrence the more

highlj' we esteem it. The tree is a moderate

regular symmetrical grower, hardy, and though

not among the earK bearers, is very productive.

When other varieties fail the Lawrence stands

by you, and it adheres well to the tree. AVe have

some rows of this variety top-grafted on dwarf

trees in the same way as Columbia, to which I

referred, and the crops are not only heavy but the

fruit is full one-third larger than it usually is on

common standard trees.

For late autumn we have a long list of good

sorts, but among them Beurre d' Anjou and

Beurre Clairgeau deserve to stand at the head of

the list.

Jot-ephlne de Malines has for several 3'ears

proved itself to be one of the very best late Avin-

ter Pears. The tree is rather irregular in habit,

of moderate vigor, with small leaves, and the

fruit is borne in clusters. In size, quality and

appearance it is unexceptionable, and it deserves

a place in every family collection.

As to Dwarfs "growing in disfavor" I do not

ageee with Mr. Thompson. Experience has at

length shed some needed light on the subject, and

most people know pretty well what to plant on

the Quince. I think more trees—Pear trees, on

the Quince,—have been plauted during the last

five years than ever before in the same period of

time—but they have been planted understanding-

ly and will give a good account of themselves.

If Mr. Thompson will call on Mr. Yeomans of

Walworth, in this State, or come to Rochester,

he will see how Dwarf Pears stand. Mr. Thomp-
son adds the Seckel to the Duchess because it

" runs into a Standard. " This is bad k)gic—why
not plant the Standard at once V To the Duchess,

as dwarf, I could add the Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Beurre d""Anjou and Hoioell for a small list, where

the.se varieties succeed, and that will be in nearly

all Pear sri'owing districts.

(GARDEN AND GROUNDS OF J. W. GOR-
DON, Esq., CLEVELAND, O.

BY MR. R. RUIST, PHILA.

You, Mr. Editor, have no doubt visited the

celebrated suburban residence of the late Dow-
ager Duchess of Bedford, at Camden Hill, near

London, where all the landscape talent was

brought to bear upon a few acres of ground.

It made such an impressiou upon me, fifteen

years ago, that I could readily portray it upon

this sheet. That, however, is not my purpose.

Our Western tour, the past season, loft many fa-

vorable impressions upon me, one of which allow

me to lay before your readers.

The residence and grounds of W. J. Gordon,

Esq., of Cleveland, Ohio, comprise three acres

of land laid out in masterly style, and kept by his

gardener, W. T. Harding. You enter upon a

beautiful lawn, slightly concave, with an occa-

sional artificial rock projecting. The back-

grounds have clumps of Rhododendrons and low

shrubbery ; the difterent varieties of Coleus anil

Senecio maritima (Dusty Miller), are used in the

form of ribbon decoration, with edging of Teil-

anthera versicolor. Beds of the General Grant

Scarlet Geranium, profusely in bloom, edged with

Nierembergia graudiflora ; the Cannas with vari-

ous colored leaves were used as back rows or cen-

tres. The artistical effect of so much colored fo-

liage was very impressive (example, we may have

a iiower garden with all the colors of the rainbow

without any flowers).

In the distance were the ruins of an old English

Abbey, fifty feet high, its stained glass, broken

sash, and displaced medallion, looked centuries

old, but had onl}- existed a few years. Its use

was to hide a disagreeable object outside of the

enclosure.

On the left you enter a hothouse filled with ele-

gant plants, such as Tree Ferns, Dracoenas, Cy-

anophyllums, &c. Onward, a greenhouse filled

with foliagcd plants. In many establishments

this house is neglected during the summer
months : here, it was enchanting and lively.

A grapery well loaded with fruit ; a rosary that

is covered with sash and forced in winter ; a vio-

let pit for Christmas bouquets.

To the right you enter a spacious Camellia and
Azalea house—every plant a specimen, and every

specimen a picture of living green. To this joins

an Orchid House filled with Catleyas Dendrobi-

ums, Oncidiums, Stanhopeas, &c., having a neat

cascade and waterfall—na'.ural, indeed. Here,

again, a Cactus house, with contents clean and
healthy ; and there, unexpectedly, a span-roofed

( )rchard house, divided for CJrapes and fruit trees,

all in pots. This is an excellent idea, as the heat

required for Grapes in bloom and setting fruit is

higher than that of fruit trees. The crop was
over, but the trees and vines indicated excellent

management.
From this house you descend a steep declivity
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to ponds and waterfalls, a rustic bridge leading

to a grotto. A few steps more and you face an

Alcove, and to the right there is an underground

passage to the stables.

The ver}' peculiar chai-acter of the grovnid, and

consuniinate skill in the arrangenit^it insulating

ail the^^e objects, that the visitor is imperceptibly

ind unexpectedly led from p(jint to point, where

all is terminated by a magnificent view of Lake

Erie.

This rare and jjicturesque place is kept in the

most perfect order : the potting shed and tool

house are a card. The gardener and assistants

were intently engaged as if every eye of the family

was upon them, wiiereas the whole family are in

Europe, ana will not return until next season.

When absence of family occurs in the estab-

lishments of our wealthy, how often all is allowed

to go down, and, in fact, looks like a wreck, re-

quiring years of labor and extra expenditure to

put the whole in passable condition. Mr. Gor-

don's course is laudable, agreeable to his feelings

aud friends, and, as a pecuniary matter, it is

actually ecrm&my in keeping everything in order

aud in its place.

SOUTHERX PEACHES.
BY MR. P. J. BEKCIOIANS, AUGUSTA, GA.

In the article on "Southern Peaches" by Mr.

J. A. Nelson, (in your January number,) Itinda

tew errors as regards the descriptions ; and, as

Mr. Nelson says, that " Iti getting the above varie-

ties some few gave no description of fruit, only as

highly recommended, they may not be trueto name.''''

1 take, therefore, the liberty of making a few cor-

rections.

The Tecumseh Peach originated upon our place;

the original tree is still standing, being now some

'J.3 or 28 years old. It was raised by the late Mr.

Coleman, the former owner. It is a very late

freestone, of good quality, rijx'ning here in the

uitter part of Octolier, and often lasting until the

Loth of Novemlier. It is, however, superseded by

Lady Parham, which was raised by Thomas
Artleck, Esq., formerly of Mississippi. This I

consider our bi'st late freestone ; l)ut, of course, of

no value so far north as Pennsylvania, as it is

only rijiehere by the end of October.

For JIo]jkinsville, Mr. Nelson has a diffei'ent

fruit Iritm that .sent me by Mr. J. S. Downer, ten

years since. As Mr. Downer originated or dif-

tused the variety, 1 conclude tbat 1 received mine

from the true source. As fruited from the origi-

ual trees the description is : medium to large,

conical ; skin white nearly covered with red
;

flesh white, juicy, good ; freestone ; ripens (here)

August 1st.

Exquisite, a white-fleshed freestone, rii)ening

(here) middle of July. Resembles the Grosse

Mignonne, and originated b}- A. de Cardenc, Esq.,

of South Carolina. Mr. Nelson has, no doubt,

the Osceola for the Exquisite, as his description

answers somewhat for that variety, with the ad-

dition that the flesh of the Osceola is of a rich

golden yellow and exquisite apricot flavor. It

ripens here beginning of September, and at. Mr.

Chas. Downing's abovit the middle of October.

Golden Ball is a sub-variety of the Indian type

and a shy bearer. I have discarded it as posses-

sing no peculiar merit.

Pace or Finley originated upon an adjoining

plantation formerly owned by a Mr. Pace. Seeds

of this Peach were sent to Mr. Cox, many years

ago, and these produced the variety called by

him Columbia,-—under which name the Pace is

generally known throughout the Southern States.

It has many s3'nonyms, caused by the facility with

which the variety reproduces itself from seed with

very slight variations.

Leopold. I received this Peach from Mr. Dow-
ner and, like Mr. Nelson, found it a cling. If

intended for the Belgian Peach, Leopold 1st, it

is entirely incorrect, as the latter is a white

freestone.

Wh ite Globe is a reproduction of the Late White

Heath. This type, like the Columbia, Lemon
Cling, and a few others, reproduces itself identi-

cally by seed ; hence its numerous synonyms

throughout the country, such as White English

Cling, EHza Thomas, Henrietta, &c.

Demming€r'>s September is a reproduction of

Lemon Cling, ripening one month later than that

favorite variety.

Indian Blood Cling. We consider this one of

our best clingstones, and were I to select only 2

clings out our numerous varieties, I would flrst

take the Chinese Cling, and the Indian Blood

Cling next. As with the Colunibia or Pace

Peach, the Indian Blood belongs to a popular

Southern type, easily reproduced by seed ; some

varieties, however, having slight modiflcations,

such as being more or less red fleshed, but all

having the peculiar markings of the tyj>e, such as

skin downy and rough and striped. The pecu-

liar vinous quality of this Peach can only be at-

tained in a warm climate and a warm porous

soil, and when eaten fresh from the tree, as all

clingstones should be, there is no Peach of its

class that surpasses the Indian Cling.
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COOK'S TOMATOES.

BY T. G., VINELAXD, N. J.

Having observed in your JanuaiT number that

J. R . S. considers the "Cook's Favorite Tomato

a worthless, hollow sort," I am prompted to give

your readers my experience of two years fruiting

that variety. I raise them for a late crop.

My usual mode is to set them 4 by 4 feet, on

the same ground after a crop of early peas, they

being the second crop. I find by reference to my
Day Book, the plants were set on the 22d and

2;)d days of June, 1860, on one acre, measured for

the purpose of testing the bearing qualities of that

variety. On the 23rd of August picked the first

ripe fruit—5 baskets—(| of a bushel to a basket),

and on the 8th day of September, at one picking,

picked 49 baskets from that acre. Whole amount

picked from acre five hundred and lifty (550) bas-

kets. The plants were killed by frost on the 6th

of October, the vines, at the time, having a great

number of tomatoes in the various stages of grow-

ing and ripening on them. In the early part of

the season I counted as many as 160 tomatoes on

a plant.

I consider their specific gravity equal to any

other variety. I had one bushel weighed for the

purpose of exhibition at our Annual Fair. Se-

lected fruit, weight 57 pounds. I sold to Messrs.

Sharp, Fries & Co., of Millville, between one and

two thousand baskets, at 31 cents per basket, at

the same time they were paying but 25 cents per

basket for other varieties. They tested them,

and found they would fill full fifty per cent, more

cans per bj\sket than the other varieties, and un-

hesitatingly pronounced them the very best toma-

toes they ever had canned. They were so pleased

with them, they procured seed of that variety and

distributed it among their growers, and desired

to have no other. Last summer I also grew them
extensively, (for a new beginner,) and was offered

by Messrs. S. F. & Co., as high as 40 cents per

bushel for them.

I visited New York City markets in the month
of August, 1866, also Long Island, conversing

freely with the fancy truckers for the express

purpose of finding out the best variety of tomato

to raise. Found the tomato that brought the

highest price in market, and was the most ap-

proved by the truckers, was there known as the

Peach Tomato, and grown by some of them for

more than twenty years. I believe it to be none

other than the variety known here as the CooAr's

Favorite.

1 have grown several varieties previous to the

past season—Fejee, Large Red, Landreth's Ex-
tra Early, and many other varieties, names not

known to me. I consider "Cook's Favorite"

the best for a late crop, and Landreth's Extra
Early for an early crop.

I have sold from the latter variety on the 8th

of July, 1867, fruit at S5 per basket in the Dock
St. Market. I consider the former strong feeders,

requiring good fertilizing ; fruit medium size,

more true to shape than any other variety ; ripens

up uniformly to the very stem. I am requested by

the above Manufacturing Co. to order, for them,

5 pounds of seed of the Cook's Favorite for the

coming season, after testing them 2 years.

EDITORIAL.
FAILURES IN PEAR CULTURE.

It is a remarkable fact, that notwithstanding

the erroneous principles of Fruit Culture so pre-

valent, and which we have labored for so many
years to show to be wrong, those who have op-

posed, and continue to oppose, any departure

from these principles are mainly those who con-

tinue to record their failures, and are ready to

pronounce Fruit Culture "a humbug." Take
for instance Mr. Quinn, whose admirable essay

last September, before the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society, has l>een so widely read and
commented on. His views of Pear Culture are

undoubtedly the very best that could be founded

on the old style system ; and yet with that can-

dor which has always made anything from Mr.
Quinn have weight, he freely acknowledges that

he has tailed totally with liis system. He says,

"after fourteen years of practical experience with

Pears and their culture, and having had under

my charge part of that time more than 100 vari-

eties, I have come to the conclusion, contrary to
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my formor views, (hat, with a single exception,

(the Duchesse d' Angouleme), the culture of the

dwarf Pear is a fiiilure. To hold out any longer
would 1)0 olistinaey. ITow long the Duchesse will

do well I am not prepared to say. " Mr. Yoemans
we believe has had to graft over mo.st of his with
Duchesse. Mr. Parry has abandoned the whole
culture, we believe. Mr. Satterthwaite, as we
judge from his remarks in public, has no longer

much faith in dwarfs, and indeed it is well known
to all readers of agricultural journals that at all

the meetings of Fruit growers the reports of fail-

ures in Fi-uit Growing are loud and deep. Yet
some people do grow Fruit, and there is much
grown— this side of the question Mr. Barry ably

maintains ; a correct system makes the difference.

Now when we find men deploring the results

of the systems they have advocated, is it not

strange to find them resolutely clinging to them,

and rather disposed to ridicule than to aid those

who would help them in finding a better one ?

Let us take particularly the Dwarf Pear which
the advocates of the old systems of culture seem
to have especially agreed on abandoning the cul-

ture of, except in the case of a very limited num-
ber of varieties.

Here we have a fruit grafted on a stock ex-

pressly for the purpose of checking its vitality in

order that the great result of weakened vitality,

early bearing, should follow. Having placed

them under circumstances to make them grow
slow, we then manure them very highly to make
them grow fast, and then when they get a-going on

this fast line, we are offended, and take to sum-
mer pruning to again weaken them and make
them grow slow. What can we expect of such a

mass of contradictory practices ?

Then again, it is now known that all the best

feeding fibres are near the surface. One near the

top is worth fifty, four inches below. Yet in

spite of this knowledge, a system is followed which

tears away all these surface feeders every few

weeks, and the tree is forced to a succulency

which is adnurable in Corn, Cabbage, or Aspar-

agus, but of little account in forming hard

healthy wood in a tree.

The season is now con\e when it will be well

for Fruit growers to think of these things. We
have no pet theories to advocate, or practices to

defend. Here, on the one hand, is a wide-spread

dissatisfaction witii prevailing systemis, so much
80 tliat .some of the best advocateis of th«'se prac-

tices are actually abandoning some branches of

Fruit Culture,—on the other hand we point out

the inconsistencies of their principles, and if we
sometimes present other practices, it is not that

we think them the best that can be devised, but

as the best we know, and hoping if others do not

approve of them, to hear of some more still

better.

NOTES OF WESTERN TRAVEL.
The vicinity of Cincinnati is admirably suited

to fine specimens of art in Architecture and
Landscape Gardening, and these natural advan-

tages have been made available by numerous

gentlemen, whose country seats and suburban

homes abound in every direction, and furnish a

greater number of well-kept places, and with a

nicer appreciation of correct taste than we think

anj'' city in the L^nion can boast of.

Along some of the roads radiating from the

city, the sides are lined with such pretty siieci-

mens ; and as many of them have no entrance

gates, and others with no fences but Arborvitfe,

Osage Orange, or other hedge plants, it seems

more like a drive along a private park than a

public road. Limited to time, we could not call

on many friends whose places were pointed out

to us while driving by,—but we could not resist

the temptation of turning in to the beautiful

grounds of II. Probasco, Esq., espef-ially as they

had recently been made the subject of a notice by

Mr. Parton, in the Atlantic Monthly. Certainly

there is much to praise in the house and grounds,

and if we may be allowed a friendly criticism, we
could only say that there are too man}' evergreens;

too few masses of flowering shrubs, and the style

of gardening, tasteful and beautiful as it is, is too

much the prevailing taste of Cincinnati to be

matchless ; and yet tlie natural contour of surface

afforded an excellent chance to employ a different

style which would have been as pleasing as the

one noAv selected.

For the great prevalence of evergreens however

much must be allowed to the arboricullural tastes

of Mr. Px-obasco, which, of course, will at times

interfere with the love of mere landscape effect.

The Coniferrc especially seem to find in him a

munificent patron.

Here were many scores of such rare things as

Picea NordnKinniana, picbta, Pinus grandis, &c.

imported from Europe, in quantities enough to

ruin the business of most American nurserymen,

who seldom meet with such liberal men as Mr.

Probasco, who would encourage them to get up a

stock of such things.
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Wliat Mr. Probiisco's place is as a country seat,

Mr. Shellcto's is as a suburban residence—a type

of excellence in the art. It is too common an
error to treat the house and small grounds of this

character, on the same principles as rule in the

larger country places ; but in the one case there

should be very little pure art displayed, and the

best results will be where natural scenery is the

leader and guide. The nearer the cit}' however,

more artificial styles of gardening and architec-

ture please ; and what are called natural places,

look puny and are really disagreeable. The de-

signer of Mr. Shelleto's house and grounds has

avoided these errors. The house is beyond grand
;

it is really a magnificent specimen of architectu-

ral taste. The grounds comprise about four

acres, the whole surrounded by a low wall, which

is topped by a carved capping of the same beauti-

ful gray stone, known here as Portsmouth Sand-

stone. We were informed the cost of the place

was $150,000.

The commercial gardening of Cincinnati is

still prosperous. Of course the Grape interest

is largel}- represented, but the finer branches re-

ceive much encouragement. Mr. J. S. Cook of

Walnut Hills has many fine greenhouses, and

such rare things as Begonias, Ferns, receive a

considerable share of attention. The nursery

grounds embrace about 40 acres, and as the land

is considered worth $.5,000 per acre, the business

should be considered good to stand it.

A few minutes at Mr. Pfieifer's, one of the

earliest and best friends of the Monthly in Cin-

cinnati, found the Grape now the chief subject

of interest. Fruiting specimens of all the lead-

ing varieties were just in order for testing, and

one of the best and most vigorous lots of Ives'

Seedling about the place we saw here. In a cir-

cle in front of the dwelling house was a large lot

of the General Grant Geranium, which we have

heard suggested might be a shy bloomer ; but

which was here flowering in profusion. The

seed store has been sold to Mr. Knott, on whom
we called but found him not. We did find a very

nice coUectiou-of greenhouses principally for bou-

quet rtowers, with more new ones building. In

one house was an innueu.se rose planted out in

the open ground, and a very old and large Helio-

trope, from which many a hundred dollars worth

of flowers had been cut in their time, and "good

for many more " was plainly engraved on their

constitutions. This is one of the best ways of

getting profitable plants for cuttings of these

thiuirs. In the nei^rhborhood we found an old

correspondent of the MonthJy^ Thomas Hutchin-

son, whose skill in growing bedding plants has

been recorded. These indeed are the leading

features of his trade.

Time acted tyranically to us, and gave us no

chance to see many seedsmen friends. We
made a passing call at Wilder's and Stoms', and

found them both in good spirits at the prospects

of a thriving trade. The former does much in

the way of recieving fruits on commission, and

thousands of boxes of Peaches were then arri-

ving, and being again distributed to all places

round.

A few miles outside of the city, at Lockland

Station, we found the nursery of Mr. Francis

Pentland, the fiivorite gardener of the late Mr.

Longworth, and whosq happy, good-humored

face, once seen, no one ever forgets. His nursery

of 20 acres was fully stocked with fruit and or-

namental trees, and the whole place far better

kept than many we saw West. The Cherry trees

were particularly healthy and nice. He also

gives great attention to rare and choice flowers,

and bedding plants, and will no doubt in a few

years be amongst the leading American nursery-

men, as he has a worthy ambition equal to his

skill. Mr. Heaver and ]\Ir. McCuUough, have

both fine places, but with a disinterestedness, we
seldom have the opportunity of admiring, and

shall hereafter run no danger of forgetting,

generously gave themselves up as our guides to

those places where we could see the most in the

shortest time, instead of to their own isolated

places.
»»••*

CURCULIO.
Dr. Hall of Alton, 111., as we saw with own

eyes last sununer, has conquered the Curculio.

The Alton Horticultural Society has published a

very valuable essay by this gentleman. He
shows the insect punctures and injiu'cs other

fruits, but the larva do not perfect themselves.

No good therefore results from destroying such

fruit, so far as Curculio are concerned. He finds

the decay from stung Plums, resting against a

shoot, will sometimes produce Plum knots. It

has been noticed that some Plums perfect though

"stung," this the author .says is owing to the

eggs being destroyed by a few days wet weather,

before they develop much. They rarely fly at

night, and not often in warm days. One Curcu-

Uo lays from 19 to 53 eggs, occupying at most 18

days. The insect easily falls from the tree by a

sudden jar. As to remedies, lime has been found
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a little benefit in -wet weather, but none in dry.

Hogs, &c., in orchards to eat the fallen fruit have •

been found a little good.

The author's Curculio Catcher has been found

effectual : this we can personally corroborate, and

we think it no more than justice that the many
offers that have been made from time to time of

premiums and rewards for successful remedies be

])aid to Dr. Hull. If some recognition of his suc-

cess is not made by societies that have made
oflers, we shall not highly appreciate similar offers

in future. The following is a desci'iption of the

machine—we have referred to it in past volumes,

but this account is very clear :

"To make a Curculio Catcher we first obtain

a light wheel, not to exceed three feet in diameter,

the axletree of which should be about ten inches

long. We next construct a pair of handles, sim-

ilar to, those of a wheelbarroAv, but much more
depressed at the point designed to receive the

bearings of the axletree, and extending forward

of the wheel just fixr enough to admit a cross

beam to cormect the handles at this point, one-

and-a-half inches in the rear of the wheel a second

•I'oss beam is framed into the handles, and eigh-

teen to twenty-four inches further back a third.

The two last named cross beams have framed to

their under sides a fourth piece centrally, between

the handles and jioiutiug in the direction of the

wheel. To the handles and to the three last

named pieces the arm or ribs to support

the canvass are to be listened. To the front part

of the beam connecting the handles in front of

the wheel, the ram is attached, this should be

covered with leather stuffc'd with furniture moss,

a dozen or more thicknesses of old hat or leather

or otiier suljstance, being careful to use no more

than necessary to protect the tree from bruising.

Ascertain the elevation the handles should have
in driving and sujjport them in that position

We now put in plat-e the stretchers or arms, six

for each side, Avhich are to receive and support

the canvass. We put the front arms in position.

These extend back to near the centre of the

wheel on each side and in front of the wheel (for

large machines, say si,\ feet,) and are far en'>iigh

apart to receive the largest tree between them <tn

which it is intended to operate. The remaining

arms are supported on the handles, and fastened

to them and to the two cross and parallel pieces

in the rear of the wheel. These are so placed as

to divide the space at their outer ends equally

l)etween them and tlu- first mentioned stretchers,

and fastened to the ends of the handles. Next

we have ready a strip of half-inch board two-and-

a-half feet wide. One end of this is secured to the

forward end of one of the front arms, and in

like manner to all the others on one side of the

machine, and fastcMied to the handles. Both

sides are made alike. The office of these strips

is to hold the outside ends of the arms in position:

they also hold the front arms from closing.

These outside strips also receive the outside edge

of the canvass which is fastened to them as well

as the several arm supports.

It will be seen that the wheel is nearly in the

centre of the machine. To cover the ojiening at

this point, a frame is raised over it, which is also

covered with canvass. The arms, or stretchers,

are so curved that the motion of the machine,

in moving from one tree to another, should bring

everything falling on the canvass to depressed

points, one on each side of the wheel, where

openings are made into funnels emptying into

pockets or bags, for the reception of insects and
fallen fruit. The whole machine should n t ex-

ceed ten or eleven feet in breadth by twelve or

thirteen in length. These are for large orchard

trees ; smaller ones could be protected with a

much smaller machine. If the frame work has

been properly balanced, the machine will require

but little liftmg, and will be nearly propelled by

its own weight.

This Curculio Catcher, or machine, is run

against the tree three or four times, with suffi-

cient force to impart a decided jarrmg motion to

all its parts. The operator then backs far

enough to bring the machine to the centre of the

space between the rows, turns round and in like

manner butts the tree in the opposite row. In

this way, a man may operate on three hundn'd

trees per hour.

PARK AT NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

We are sorry to see by the Newark Advertiser,

that the citizens of that place have voteil against

having the proposed grand Park.

The ground taken was that such a disposition

of the public funds was an imposition (m the

"hard-fisted mechanics, who always have to pay

the taxes." In oiu- time we have never known
of a public improvem(>nt that was not opposed

as oppressive to the i)oor, and which did not

prove after adoption to be of more benefit to the

poor than to any other class.

While in the West last year, a town of 40,000,

j
between two rivers, we found without public
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water works ; and the reason given was that the

poor opposed. "They didn't want to use the

water, nor, of course, to pay taxes to get water

for others to use." More money had been spent

in that town on "cisterns" than would have

fixed up a dozen water works, and sustained all

the poor in the place a year in idleness. Our

friends in Newark had better try again.

LONICERA [Caprifolium) BRACHYPODA.

Under this name a Honeysuckle is cultivated

in gardens, which is really desirable for many
different purposes. In the first place it is a gen-

uine evergreen, and then it thrives admirably in

the shade. It creeps likes Ivy and makes an ex-

cellent green carpeting in shady places under

trees where grass will not grow. A fault with

most Honeysuckles is that on wire trellises they

soon get to the top, and leave the bottom bare.

This one always keeps well filled from bottom to

top. Although doing well in the shade it is stili

better in the sun, in which case it blooms more

freely than under any other circumstances, lis

glossy green leaves are always pleasant to look

upon. But the height of its glory is to get a run

over rock work, or a pile of old stumps ; nothing

can excel its great beauty in such instances.

SCRAPS A^sD QUERIES.

Dwarf Shrubs for Greenwood.—J. H.
says : "In looking over the Monthly for •2nd mo.

(February),a most excellent number by the way,

I noticed a list of Dwarf Shrubs for Greenwood.

Does the Weigelia, Pyrus, Calycanthus, Philadel-

phus, grow no higher than 3 to 5 feet. On our

poor Long Island soil, near the Hempstead
Plains, they grow 8 to 10 feet. Of course they

will not if properly cut back ; but who will do it ?

Haven't I seen some at Median's Germantown
Xurseries much over 5 feet ?

[Our correspondent is right
;
yet they are so

long before they get so high, and many often do

not reach the named sizes, that we still think they

come under the spirit of the question asked us,

if not to the very letter.]

in weight. The real fertilizing matter will most

likely get washed away, and the pores filled with

pure water, which is a heavier material, or the

coloring matter would not float on the water

when washed away. We should, at a guess, de-

cide such manure to be heavier, and to decrease

in value with its weight.]

Manure Queries.—S. L. ^1., Cinnaminson,

N. J.—Which is most valuable, a ton of long

fresh livery stable manure, made under shelter,

or the same weight of the same manure worked

over in the open air till short, not for immediate

use ? Will a ton of the long manure, worked

over imtil short, have gained or lost in weight?

[Manure under cover is better than manure
exposed, theoretically, because the "Juice "does

not wash away : practically, because we have

seen it carefully tried. The long and the short

of this part of the matter is, that it pays to cover

manure.

Whether the long manure which has got short

in the open air gets short or Idug in weight we
cannot say ; although it is likely it will increase

Martha, Iona and Adirondac Grafes.—
J. H., Litiz., Pa., says: "I have on the same

trellis with a Martha, the lona on one side and

the Adirondac on the other, of same age (4 years)

and same care and cultivation. But the Martha

is now fully | of an inch in diameter above the

ground, and fruited twice, while these have never

shown a blossom, and are now the size of a wheat

straw. At about midsummer, the leaves drop

from the vine, killed by mildew, and the vines

stop growing. I don't expect they will ever fruit

with me."

llouTicuLTURAL PATENTS.— S. says : I no-

tice that a patent has been granted to one :Mr.

Vermilga, of Dayton, Ohio, for an ' Invigoratii\g

Composition for Fruit Trees,' consisting of

.
.'{ lbs. Suli)hate of copper,

1 lb. Sulphur,

1 oz. Saltpetre,

^ lb. Iron Filings."

[Judge Cad wallader of Pa. has decided that want

of novelty is fatal to a patent-right. There is no

novelty in the abf)vc—all of the items, and in

about the same proportion, have been used lo
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" Invigorate Fruit Trees," by those of old time,

'^he taste for horticultural patents is a curious

one. Why not patent the use of dead monkeys for

Pear trees ? Dead hogs have been tried, but
monkey's would be a " novel " idea.

Shelter to Orciiakds.—/. IT., Lancaster Co.

Pa., says : "In planting a shelter to my young
orchard I have two objects in view : first, to sliield

tlie trees from severe cold winds in winter, and in

sunnner from blowing down the fruit ; and, se-

cond, to afford a home for the birds in summer,
and some kinds of birds in winter also. What
shall I plant ?

[Try Scotch Pine.]

The " Patrons of Husbakdry " is a new
secret order, similar to Freemasonry, having for

its main object the advancement of agriculture.

We do not see why it should not be as popular as

any such institution. The following are the

officers :

MASTKit, WILIJAM SAUNDERS, X>. C.

I.EfTrRER, J. R. THOMPSON, Vci-mont.

Overseer, ANSON BARTI.ETT, Ohio.

Steward, WILLIAM MUIR, Missouri.
AssT. Stew'd, A. S. MOSS, New York.
'HAPi^AiN, Rev. a. B. GROSH, renna.
TuEAsrRER, WM. M. IRELAND, Penna.
Secretary, O. H. KELLPIY, Minnesota.
Gatekeeper, ED. P. PARIS, Illinois.

Hardiness of Clarke Easpbebry.—>fr.

Zirngiebel, Needham, Mass., writes: "It may in-

terest some of the readers of the Monthly to hear

that the Clarke liaspherrij stood the winter per-

fectly well—green to the very tips. A fair test, I

suppose, as we had the thermometer as low as
24' below zero, the first part of February. Phil-

adelphia also stood well.

[Our readers must not forget that temperature
has nothing to do with the hardiness of a llasp-

Ixrry or Blackberry. If they keep free from the

Plackberry rust in August and September, the

lowest temperature will not injure them. If they
then get the rust the canes do not ripen, and 10^

of frost will kill them. The great question then
is, is any variety free from rust ? So far the

Clarke and Philadelphia have behaved very well

II this respect. Others will, also, at times. AVe
have some Linsley's Fastolfl" Seedlings, which
an' now quite " uninjured " by the winter ; bat
tli'"y had no rust last fall.]

OaLIFORNIA rjAItDKNINO

—

Ji.nf Ji.^Drlftwave,

(>.. asks: (!an you give nn' any information as
rc.'anls Oalifornia as a fruit and vegetable coun-

try for market gardeners. I should like to know
the market value of fruits and vegetables, cost of

labor or productions, and whether the consump-

'

tion or demand will warrant a skilled hand in

emigrating to that State ? Can you inform me of

the best horticultural paper or journal (of Cali-

fornia) and where to be obtained out here. If

you or any of your numerous contributors can

give any information on the subject, you will

greatly oblige me.

[A\^e have known many to go to California, and

with the usual result in all cases of emigration,

namely, a few do very well, but the majority do

no better in the change. Labor is very well paid

—on the other hand, expenses are enormous, so

that if one gets out of work, or misfortune over-

takes him, all he has earned soon goes. The
California Farmer at San Frarrcisco, a weekly

paper, is the only journal of the kind in Califor-

nia. ;Most of the vegetables of the East grow,

and are in as much demand in California.

Amongst the deaths of the month, we are very

sorry to record those of Mr. Samuel Feast, .Jr., of

Baltimore, and Mr. Peter Mackenzie, of Philadel-

phia. The Horticultural Society will take official

notice of the latter, and the proceedings we shall

publish next month.

Mustard Seed.—il/., Harrisburg, Pa., in-

quires :
—" Please state how early Mustard must

be sown to ripen seed the same season."

[We have had no experience with this as a

market crop ; but suppose if sown early in spring

it would ripen early the same season.]

Winter along Lake Michigan.—C T.

Nrtthur.'it says ;
" Our winter has been mild for

this latitude. AVe are near the South shore of

Lake Michigan, and the prospect of fruit is great

at present. Our Horticultural Society is " re-

constructing," and expects to go on more favor-

ably than heretofoi'e.

Thornless Black Cap.—N. E. D. sends us

a few buds to show how hardj'^ it has proved du-

ring the past winter. But all Black Caps are

hardy, or ought to be. AVe suppose this is Davi-

son's Thornless. Possibly this variety is a very

good thing—we have not seen it growing. These

pieces of canes we are unable to distinguish from

the old Purple Cane, which is often thornless.

Fungus Theory of Bmcwit.—J. 11. says : I

like the fun^jjus theory of blighting Pear trees.

Here our soil is too poor generally; and the bark
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is, of course, too rough for the fungus to lodge on.

I have seen a few specimens on Parsons' highly-

manured grounds blight, but they will not unless

highly forced.

[The fungus theory of fire blight in the Pear

needs nothing but a pair of good eyes and a dis-

position to use them to satisfy doubters; although,

as it is not mentioned in the "great authority,

Dubrieul,'' it ought, according to Boston logic, to

take some time to " see it."]

Tomatoes Against Fences. — H.^ Loi\g

Mand, says : I liked the plan of planting toma-

toes against a board fence, that I shall try it

again. We use old nursery boxes for fences

;

drove stakes in the ground, between which we
put the sides of said boxes.

[We have heard truckmen say L. B.'s plan

"won't pay." We know any amateur with a

small yard who tries it will not stop it.]

Winter-killing of Evergreens.—J. C.

A'.. West Philadelphia, Pa., asks: Can you tell

me the lowest point reached by the thermometer

in Philadelphia the past winter. I was under

the impression that 2^ below zero was the lowest,

l)ut as I see Hemlock Spruces and other ever-

greens killed or seriously injured, that escaped

unhurt a few winters ago when the thermometer

was 13^ below zero, I suppose the thermometer

must have been lower than I supposed."

[Our correspondent cannot have long been a

reader of the Gardener''s Monthly, or he would

J

know that low temperature is not a dii'ect cause

of death to vegetation. In our district vegetation

sutlered more than ever before—but we believe

5° below zero was the lowest degree.]

Celtis.—/. IT., Hempstead, N. Y., says :

" Last summer, in company with Pierce Hooped
and lady, we found a most beautiful Celtis tree.

The owner had no name but Sugar Berry, and

thought it was brought from England. Our
Celtis is a very poor tree, but this resembled a

beautiful Osage Orange ; leaves dark green, very

abundant liead, of a globose form. Iloopes had

never seen anything like it. On the strength of

that specimen we have ordered several from E. T.

Transon & Bro. Does thee know anything about

the foreign varieties ?

[Xotwithstanding the eminent authorit}* of

Mr. McMinn, the late Dr. Darlington and other

distinguished botanists, wc believe all the Celtises

in Pennsylvania are forms of O. occidentalis.

These can be had in almost any Xursery in Penn-

sylvania that keeps a general collection of Orna-

mental trees, notwithstanding the wonder of our

Boston contemporary that " no nursery keeps

them." There is only one species in Europe, C.

Australis, which our friend can see in the " Ger-

mantown " collection, if he will make himself

known, or ask for it next time he calls. It is not

near as much like the form he describes as our

native ones.

TiLDEN Tomato.—Henry Clayton, Middletown

Del. writes that he planted three-quarters of an

acre of Tilden, and many Early Smooth lied and

some Keyes' Prolific. The Keyes' gave a few

small ones, ripe 6 da5'S ahead of the others—but

the yield too small to be profitable. The Tilden

rii^ened about the same time as Early Smooth
Eed, and yielded double the quantity. The|fruit

of the Tilden in that neighborhood is universally

spoken of in high praise.

Pruning to Promote Growth.—In the

March nuniber of the Horticulturist, Mr. John

Ellis has some sensible remarks on pruning.

When a vine or tree grows poorly, or is otherwise

stunted and scrubby, he cuts it down ; this induces

a vigorous start of leaves, and the result is a vig-

orous growth of roots. This is the experience of

all good gardeners, and accords with the prac-

tice we almost monthly recommend to our

readers.

Our Pear Trees Doomed.—Under this head

a Boston contemporary thus speaks of the Essay

by Mr. Meehan, before the American Pomolgical

Society at St. Louis :

" In an Essay, read before the American Pomo-

logical Society, the writer says that ''he is well

assured that though fire blight, cracking and

other diseases are the means of destruction to

many thousands of bushels of pears annually, de-

bility desti-oys its tens of thousands.'' We had

thought fire Ijlight, so called, was bad enough in

the west, but we have never heard anything

about debility. We hope it will not attack the

fine pear orchards in the neighborhood of Boston.

Dubrieul, the gi-eat French authority, does not

mention this disease, nor do we find it in Thomas

or Barry, and we apprehend it nuist be peculiar

to the locality of the writer."

No doubt it is audacious to suggest anything
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beyond what the omniscient " we " had ever

heard of, and Mr. M. will, no doulit, l)e<; jwrdon
in due time. As wc understand, Mr. il. did not

go to St. Louis, to repeat what Thomas, Barr}',

or Dubrieul, " the great Freneh authority " on
American Gardening, had said. Lack of origi-

nality may be a merit peculiar to magazines pub-
lished at Boston—but we should hardly supj)ose

it would be looked for or esteemed in a }uiblic

si)eaker.

I

simple, and the arrangement by which any kind

of a stream, from a shower of dew to a stream of

rain, is very eHective. We have not had any in

use, but, from appearances, really believe it to be

a valuable invention.

Advertising in the Monthly—tiieWee-
iiAWKEN Grape.—Mr. D'Oench, of St. Louis,

writes that, seeing an advertisement of this

grape in the Monthly, he sent $o to Dr. Siedhoff,

and got no Grape. He has written several let-

ters since to Dr. S., and can get no reply from
him. Mr. D'Oench is a gentleman, and we have
never had any reason to suppose Dr. Siedhoff

was otherwise. As, however, we recognize a

duty to our readers in the matter of advertise-

ments, to a certain extent, we give the facts as

stated to us.

Agriculture in Cities. It is a sign of the

times, showing the incretised influence of Agri-
culture, that so many city papers are casting

about for Agricultural Editors, who have had
some httle more than library experience for such
positions. In this connection, Mr. Meehan has
been induced lo accept a position on the Phila-

delphia Press ; Mr. Fuller on the Xew York Sun;

and in the West, we see some talk of a similar

movement in the St. Louis papers. Mr. D. P.

Wier, a well-known Western horticulturist, has
been engaged for the Lacon (Ills. ) Ilouie Journal.

Horse BAmsn.—Friend Hicks says : I can
inform our friends how they can raise horse-rad-

ish without taking up unnecessary room and
without manure. Two years ago we threw the

crown and piece!- of roots on the woodpile. They
were accidentally covered up, and we were sur-

prised to have fine horse radish growing among
the wood-pile chips. We like the plan, as they

are not in the way in winter, as we cover hem
with logs, and the roots can be dug sooner for it,

and in s\numer they are not as unsightly as stra-

monium and otiier weeds are.

Page's Patent Pitmp-lifter.—Mr. Page,
the inventor, called on us last fall with one of his

pumps, and it pU-ased us much. Tin principle is

Insect Eggs.—yl Farmer, Ehcood, A^. .7.,

writes: "I enclose a piece of grape wood <tn

which 1 have discovered eggs of some kind. Will

you inform me, through the Montldij, what
they are ?

[Katydid.]

"Wine Plant." The ioUowing has been

handed to us by a Philadelphia "Subscriber.'-

—

Extract

—

'^Weekly Tribune."'—American Insti-

tute Farmers Club—New York—meeting, Tues-

day, March 3, 18(iS.

Rhubarb Wine. — The Club unanimously

adopted the following resolution :

Hesolved—Tiy the Farmers Club of the Ameri-

can Institute, "that the selling of common
rhubarb or pie plant, in its different varieties, as

a Wine Plant, is an attempt to deceive and to

defraud the people of this country."

Mr. Carpenter. I am glad this resolution has

passed, but it is not strong enough. This wine

plant is more than an imposition. It contains

none of the properties of wine, and it is injurious.

Hundreds of barrels are brought into this city

(X. Y.) and sold from 25 to 50 cents per gallon,

and is used to adulterate other wines.

A. S. Fuller. I am glad to see this subject

introduced—other miserable wines have been en-

couraged. We have had quite enough of Portu-

gal Grapes that grow on the Ilackensack River.

Dr. Snodgrass—Was glad the club had taken

the initial step towards condemning these wines,

and hv. hoped the day would couk^ when they

would unanimously protest against the exhibi-

tion of all alcoholic liquors.

[The above extract affords some curious re-

flection. While the "Farmers" of Xew York
in "dull" assembled, take the "initiatory"

step, by exploding a deadly discharge of " reso-

lutions," to put down a fraud, Pennsylvaniauis,

a year or too ago, took a less noisy, but more

certain method, as described at the time in the

Gardetur's .I/o/j^/J//, of having venders imprisoned

for selling things for wine plants, Avhich the}' well

knew were nothing but rhubarb plants. We
ofl'er this plan as an amendment to the club re-

solves.
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Again, why is the fury of the club reserved for

the Rhubarb Wine ? Under its nose for years,

in an elegant Broadway establishment, thousands

of gallons of "wine" are sold which it is asser-

ted is made from a grape, but which we informed

our readers five years ago was a fraud, being

made from Brand)' and Elder1)erries ; and we
have therefore looked anxiuosly and annuall}',

for the "club "' and our other New York friends

who are hard on little humbugs, and easy on big

ones, to take the "initiatory steps" towards

"the discovery of the fraud."]

Easter Beurre at Parker Earle's,

South Pass, III.—I find an error in your report

of the running debate on Pears at St. Louis. I

am reported as saying of Beurre Easter that it

is of poor rpiality at South Pass—which most

certainly I did not say. If I made any remark

concerning it, it was of precisely an opposite

character. I am a little sensitive on the point,

as I am on the record everywhere in favor of the

Easter, and have taken much pains to call the

attention of our Pear men to its excellence and

great value in Southern Illinois. In our long

seasons it ripens verj- perfecth% and it may be in

use during the whole winter. There are few more
important pears for us in "Egypt."

P. S. Winter very favorable, and fruit pros-

pect never better.

CABBAr.E FOR SEED.— ilf., JTarrishurg, Pa.

asks : How arc seed of Earhj Cahhages raised ?

It heads were transplanted in the summer would

they seed Ihe same season, or is it necessary to

raise a later crop and set out the following Spring,

as with late varieties?

[Sow in March or early in April, grow as you
would for cabbage, striving to get good large

heads—cut out those which make poor ones—in

Fall plough out a furrow, turn down the Cabbage

so that water will run out of the head, plough

on it another furrow. Next June they will flower

and in July cut the seed. That is the way to get

;/oo(7 Cabbage Seed—though poor heads, stumps,

and trash are too often used.]

Japan Plants.-./o/jh Feast & Son, BaUimore.-

Ilaving receiwd perhaps the best and finest col-

lection of plants from Japan nearly twelve

months since, I send you a few specimens of fo-

liage to show you the beaut}' of some 150 varieties

with which I will make you acquainted hereafter,

as I have tluni for sale (already are many propa-

gated) the Iictinnsporas of whicli are seven and
lovely, if tin;}' sliouid prove haniy the acquisi-

tion to our collections will be worth mentioning.

I send you the Skimmia in bloom.

[Judging from the numerous little fragments

sent, many of tlu^ plants arc new to cultivators,

and the wliole collection very interesting
]

Wixter at Toledo, O.—M. A. S. says :

—

Winters here are severe, and we have to nurse

many plants that with you grow under neglect.

I see the "Tritomas" as plants to be taken up

winters. I have had marled success in leaving

mine out with a good coverincr of coarse manure.

Gas Lime.—p. C, Canton, Stark Co., O.—

I

received the January number of the Gardener'>s

Monthly, and I like it very much, and may order

the back volumes soon, but I write this time for

the purpose of asking your advice, to wit : we
have gas wox'ks in our town, located one mile and

a quarter from my little farm. There is a large

quantity of gas lime that can be had for a trifle.

1 thought of hauling a quantity of this gas lime

on a field that I expect to break up for corn. It

has not been tried with us. What think you,

will it pay, or will the black, stinking lime poison

my land ? It may have been discussed in your

valuable Monthly time and again, or other papers,

but I have not noticed it. I am in the small

fruit business and trucking a little. Have about

2 acres of Strawberries, 1 acre of Grapes, 1 aci'e

of Raspberries, about 100 Pear trees coming on,

&c. Will 3'ou be kind enough to inform me
whether I can use this lime with profit. The
soil of the most of my farm, (.30 acres), is of a

lively gravelly loam, with clay subsoil.

[On grass land we have seen much benefit

from the use of gas lime, and at other times.

mu(!h injury from the same quantity. We believe

that it varies very much in quality, and its real

value can only be ascertained by special cxjieri-

ment cautiously conducted.
]

P., BaHiinore County, Md. says:—I, last fall,

planted out a small orchard of Pear trees, and
want to cultivate them according to the best sys-

tem. The ground, last year, was heavily ma-
nured and subsoilcd to the depth of some fifteen

inches, and planted in potatoes. After the pota-

toes were dug, it was again well ploughed, and
the trees planted early.

Xow will you tell me—1st. How you would
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proceed if they were your own ? 2cl. Have you

on hand a number of your il/o»f/(/(/, in which you

cxi)lain fully your method of cultivating trees in

sod—if so I will send on and get it.

[AVe should seed the orchard down to grass

this Spring. If they were planted originally

with the view of cultivating between, and of

course set very wide apart, plant another lot so

as to make double the number, and give the

whole piece up to the trees. Be careful not to

let the grass (jro'W long about the young trees, or

it will take away the moisture, which the young

trees ought to have. Cut down the grass several

times a year, and this will do it. Let your trees

branch very low, and they will soon keep the

grass down for themselves. Top dress occasion-

ally to maintain the fertility of the soil. This is

the whole system in a nut shell. It is not "our"

system. TVhen a boy we could not but note the

superior health of trees in pastures, and on

lawns which were regularly mowed, over those

grown in vegetable gardens where the soil was

constantly dug about the roots ; and all we have

since said has been only this and nothing more.]

The White Willow.—By G. R. Ji., romo-

„(t^ y^.—The "Wliite Willow " has turned up

in our county, I learn,by some one peddling cut-

tings, or rather engaging them for Spring. He
has not been in my corner, and am sorry I can-

not give you particulars. I am told he is being

encouraged. I have,since I heard of him,searched

through all the periodicals saved for many years

back for information on the subject, but in vain.

I know I have read unfavorable accounts of it

somewhere, but I cannot just now bring them

up. Will you please let us have in tAe next issue

of the Monlhlij, the whole matter—its adaptabili-

ty, or otherwise, to hedging—its history, &c.

Dr. Warder, in his work on hedges, does not

even raenticm it, I believe.

[As a hedge plant the White Willow will not

please you. In the West it docs well where a

"wind break" is of as much value as a hedge.]

Tamarak—.7o/(n G. B. K., Pomona, Virginia,

says :—What do you take the " Tamarak " to be.

A friend from Indiana (not well versed in mat-

ters of the kind) has been telling mc of it in that

State as being very abundant, and constituting

large "Tamarak Swamps." The trees being

very tall and the ground among them bedded

with moss—they are an evergreen.

[This is Larix Americana, the American

Larch, and though of the Coniferous family, not

Evergreen.

Cotton Culture—By Orange, Judd & Co.,

New York, comes just in time to be of service

—

we know nothing to refer to on the matter but it,

and we judge from a careful perusal that it is a

perfectly reliable Manual of Cotton Culture.

JuDD's Horticultural Annual for 1868.

Last year was the first of this scries. As a gen-

eral summing up of everything new during the

past year wc do not Avell see how any progressive

Horticulturist can do without it.

Tucker's Annual Kegister of Rural
Affairs, is another work which bears the same

relation to Agriculture as the other Annual does

to Horticulture, and of similar usefulness in its

particular line.

The Prairie Farmer Almanack is partic-

ularly valuable to the trade fx'om having in it one

of the most complete lists of nurseryniou we have

seen.

IVEW AND EAEE PLANTS.

New Annuals.—Messrs
speak of some new ones :

IIeracleum i'LATYT.enium.—This fine plant

[umhtUifero') will prove a valuable acquisition

fur ornamenting lawns and large gardens, as

well for its large lloral stem, as for its leaves,

which arc of an unusual size and clcganlly

lul»ate.

The seed requires to be sown as soon as ripe,

Yilmorin thus ! otherwise it germinates only a year after being

j

planted, it will therefore be preferable to sow it

in pots or in the nursery, and transplant when

fairly started.

TiiL.VDiANTiiA DURiA.—The male plant only

of this elegant hardy perennial climber [Cucur-

htaccoc), which produces large uinnbe/s of clus-

ters of fine yellow fiowers, was known until

lately, and propagated by separation of its roots.
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but the recent introduction of the female plant

which bears abundantl}' large fruits of about the

size and shape of an egg, will allow all amateurs

of fine climbers to cultivate this interesting va-

riety, the more so, as the fruits, when ripe take

a deep scarlet shade and arc a valuable addition

to the fine eflect of the whole plant.

Campanula medium flore roseo. {Bose

Canterbury Bells).—This new and very fine va-

riety differs from the Canterbury Bells known
until now by the fresh gay and pure pink color of

its flowers ; very valuable novelty.

Cedronella cana. — Perennial, blooming

however the first j^ear if sown in March-April on

a hot-bed, but producing its full effect only the

second season. It forms a fine bushy plant, abont

2 feet high, covered with numerous long compact

spikes of a reddish violet or violetish carminate

color.

Sedum spurium coccineum.—Very fine per-

ennial, superior to the old S. spurium by its fine

deep rosy flowers, very valuable for borders, suc-

ceeding as well in the shade as in the hottest

sun.

SiLENE PENDULA RUBERRIMA. — Very re-

markable variety, it is as vigorous and free

blooming as Silene pendula, but its flowers are of
a deeper crimson tinge and its stems, leaves and
penduncles of a brownish purple color, which
extends to the calyx and imparts to the whole
plant a very peculiar and striking aspect.

WiGANDiA ViGiERir.—This is one of our best
large ornamental leaved plants, equal, if not su-

perior in size to W. Caracasana, from which it is

easily distinguished by the silvery tinge of its im-
mense leaves.

Until now plants of this variety have been sold

at very high prices ; the seed is exceedingly small
and 1-10 of an ounce will be suflicient for grow-
ing a large number of plants, or for making a
good quantity of papers for retailing.

KEW a:sd rare fruits.

Varieties of Crab Apple.—Frost & Co.,

Rochester, K. Y. contribute the following paper,

on a subject of which Pomologists generally

know little, and will I'eceive their best thanks for

their paper

:

In your November number we notice a com-
munication from (T. T. S.) Dansville, ?^". Y.,

asking for information about the Lady Crab
Apple, and also about other varieties of Crab
Apples, and for his benefit and also your readers

we answer his inquiries.

We presume the name Lady Crab originated

with us. This variety we imported from Andre
Le Roy of Angers, France, under the name of

Malus baccata fructu Nigra, but upon its bearing

we found it to be incorrect, and was not a bac-

naf/i or Siberian Crab, but resembled the Lady
Apple in shape and mode of bearing its fruit in

clusters, but much smaller. We have cut a

branch .30 inches in length, on which were 127

Apples. The fruit is about one-half the size of

the Lady Apple— is very juicy, and has a deli-

cious vinous flavor. The tree is very hardy and
bears abundantly, and in time of ripening would
be called a Fall Apple. We gave this variety

the name of Lady Crab to distinguish it from the

Pomme d' Api, the genuine Lady Apple, which

is so well known as to need no description, (but

it is not a Crab).

The Api Noir, or Black Lady Apple, resembles

the common Lady Apple in size and shape, dif-

fering only in color, which is neai-ly black. This
is erroneously called sometimes, the Black Crab,

or Nigra.

The Tetofsk)', IIj-slop and Hewes' Virginia,

are generally called Crabs, but they are not.

The Tetofsky has been sent out by some West-
ern nurserymen under the name of Russian
Crab.

The Hewes' Virginia is a small rusty Apple,

sometimes with a dull cheek, and much sought
for in Southern Ohio and Western Virginia, for

the making of cider. It is also quite hardy.

The Ilyslop is a trifle larger than the Lady
Ai)ple, more oblong and of a dark, dull red color.

It is much sought for in the northwest on account

of its hardiness, and succeeds well even north of

St. Paul, Minnesota.

The Siberian Crab Apples are a class by them-

selves, and are called baccata, and all of them are

very desirable either as fruit or ornamental trees,

and especially as ornamental trees, th(!ir cultiva-

tion has been much neglected. The great beauty

consists in the foliage, the beautiful blossoms in
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Spring and the handsome fruit in early Autumn.
Most of those; varieties are very valuable on ac-

count of hardiness, succeeding in the extreme

north where other sorts cannot be grown, and

producing fruit which is highly esteemed as a

luxury eillvr as a Preserve or Crab Apple J0II3'.

\Vc give the following list as the most desirable,

and all are quite distinct :—Large Red Crab,

.Small Red Crab, Large Yellow Crab, Small Yel-

low Crab, and the Transcendent.

The Currant Crab, sometimes called the Cherry,

has sn\all fruit about the size of a well-grown

currant, and bears its fruit on a stem like the

currant—it is only valuable as an ornamental

tree. When in blossom it is very beautiful.

Malus baccata fructu Striata, or Striped Siberian

Crab is quite distinct. The fructu maxima, or

large fruited Crab, is of good size but not so

large as the Transcendent.

The Montreal Beauty, and the Foxley Crabs,

are cultivated by some, but are not generally

disseminated.

The double flowering Apple might be called a

crab, but it is not a Siberian or baccata. It is

exceedingly ornamental, and is much admii'ed for

its showy blossoms—it is frequently sent out

under the names of Pyrus and Malus spectabilis.

Probably the largest, handsomest and most

valuable of all the crabs is the Transcendent. We
do not know its origin, but Wm. R. Prince of

Flushing, Long Island, claims to have discovered

it, and to have christened it, and to have first

sent it out under this name. We think some
nurserymen have sent the Transcendent Crab

out under the name of Transparent Crab, and

we are not aware there is such a variety.

The Transcendent is a great bearer and very

hardy. We saw this in full bearing during the

summer of ISiiG in the grounds of W. M. Harri-

son, Minneapolis, Minnesota, on trees only three

years planted. Mr. llarri.son informed us this

was the only sort he could really call a perfect

success with him, where the mercury frequently

went from ;{.") to 4."> degrees below Zero. He in-

formed us he had procured nearly 10()0 trees from

the Genesee Valley Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y.,

during the past six years, and distributed there

amongst his neighbors in Minnesota, all of which

h:i(l done w(!ll.

A variety called the Soulard,—We do not know
its origin, nor if it is SilM'rian— but it is being

called for as such. 1 1 is a winter variety and keeps

well until May and June. It is green when
picked in the Autumn, but turns to a lj<'autiful

yellow during Winter. AVe cannot see how the

Siberian Crab, or any variety of Autumn Apples,

that can be made valuable for making cider, on

account ofthe temperature being too warm at time

of ripening, but would be desirable for making
vinecrar.

Amelia Peach—by P.J.Bcrcl-mnnf;, Augusta,

Gem-yia.—While upon the subject of Peaches I

must re-vindicate the name of Amelia as belong-

ing by priority to a Southern Peach. 1 notice

the description which Mr. Elliott gives of Mr.

Ilusmann's Seedling Peach, and which, as before

stated, corresponds with a reproduction of the

Indian type, of which the Columbia, is the stand-

ing variety for its freestone section. I claim the

name Amelia for a Peach originated many years

ago by Mr. Stroman of Orangeburg District,

South Carolina, and known in the trade by the

former name. Not disputing the right of any
originator to name his seedling fruits, I merely

mention the fact of there being already a fruit of

the same name known and difi'ering very exten-

sively, and which will tend to create confusion.

The description of the Southern Amelia is

:

Large to very large, (9 to 10 inches circumfer-

ence) oblong, with a blunt protuberance ; skin,

creamy white, most delicately washed with crim-

son. Flesh white, exceedingly juicy, melting,

vinous and of the highest flavor, freestone.

Ripens (here) from July 1st to July .5th. Flow-

ers small, glands reniform. A magnificent fruit

in every respect, too tender to stand carriage to

distant markets, but as a fruit for home consump-

tion it stands at the head of the list of early

Peaches, and equals the best varicity of any

season.
Synonyms—Stroman's Carolina, Sally's Peach,

Orangeburg Peach.
As regards Mr. llusmann's Seedling Peach, I

would remark that there are extensive orchards

here planted with Kcedlings, every one being a

Columbia, and diflering from it oul}', where dif-

ference exist, in being a little later in maturity,

thereby giving true Columbia Peachi-s from July

l.")th to the beginning of September. In fact

there is no difficulty in securing itnifm-mity 0/

fruit, by planting the seeds of the Columbia

Peach.

If a deseription of the best Southern Peaches

should be acc«'ptableto the readers of the Monthly,

I will, with your permission, give a few notes

in a future number.

[Otu" readers will feel much indebted to Mr.
Berekmans tor the proposed favor, j
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DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.

Qttassia for Insects.—In the report of that

very useful Horticultural Society Society, Alton
(Tils.) just reeeiveil, Mr. G. g'. Mygatt, Rich-

mond, Ills., has had great success in killing black

and green aphis in cherries, by using Quassia
;

he sa3S

:

'' I made a decoction of the wood of Quassia,

which is found in all druggist shops, say four

ounces of Quassia to a pail of water ; boil 1.5 or 20

minutes.

I used a large dish-pan with handles,—filled

it about half full, when cold. An assistant car-

ried the pan while I carefully bent the infested

part over the edge of the pan, and gave it a few

lateral motions; and shook it to prevent too much
waste of the decoction.

Col. Bainbridoe of De Soto, Mo., has a
model apple orchard of over 4U0U trees, which
is now six years jilanted, and are bearing con-

siderable fruit. He has already sent to market,

this season, quite a lot of Keswick Codlin apples.

His Early Harvest and Red Astrachan will soon
be ready to pick. He has kept the orchard under
constant cultivation, which accounts for the fine

growth of his trees. He has suffered considera-

bly by the depredations of the borer, but says he

has found an effectual remedy for both the apple

and peach borer, which is, to make a thick white-

wash and apply to the body of his trees in

June. He says, a thick coat of this will keep off

the miller, and is, besides, an excellent fertilizer.

—Eural World.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

1

1

THE VINELAND AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The following report of the February meeting

is from the Vineland Independent

:

Philip Snyder Esq., President in the chair.

The event of the evening was the valuable ex-

temporaneous remarks of Thomas Meehan, editor

of the Gartkner's MonVily^ on the subject of "The
theory and practice of fruit culture." It was as

the learned lecturer said, fi fruit talk, and judging

from the profound attention paid by the audience,

just such a talk as Vineland wanted. Mr.

Meehan, said that persons often failed from a

miscalculation in planting, they counted so many
berries to a plant, so many plants to an acre, and

fancied the one multiplied by the other gave the

.<5um total product ; but such too often resulted

otherwise when measured by the quart.

Dwarf Pears were equally miscalculated ; the

condition of the sub-soil often disappointing the

l>righte8t hopes. In regard also to other fruits

—

the fact was patent that any man with nothing

to guide him but a theory, never could grow,

with any certainty, any of our fruits. Theory

says don't whitewash trees because it closes the

pores, experience shows that the bark has no

pores to close, dead bark, and everything dead

about a live tree is better removed—whitewash-

ing is beneficial.

Theory is useful, but not always a safe guide,

but the knowledge of princijiles is of the utmost

importance to show the consistency of contradic-

tions ; as for instance, a child blows the tips of

its fingers to make them warm, at the same time

his father may be blowing a cup of coffee to make
it cool, and observes a plain contradiction, but

when principles are explained to him, its all

right. He sees that an equilizatiou of tempera-

ture is the object in both cases.

It is foolish to copy any pattern too clo.sely
;

our forefathers farmed, and in their way, were

pretty good farmers ; but no one now could hope

to succeed if his only aim was to "follow suit "

—he would be like the crockery merchant, who
wishing to secure a particular pattern, sent a

cracked plate with his order, and got back a set

of crockery, all cracked, accordimj to pattern.

All extremes are evils ; the man of science, (and

he understood by science, book learning) looked at

the practician only as a common plodder, while

the practical man looked upon the other with

contempt.

On the subject of new principles or discoveries

in fruit culture, he noticed the opinions that ex-

isted as to a law of progression of primaries ; for
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instance, a mineral phosphate was not as well

adapted to nourish i)lants, as the same elements

that have been prepared by vegetable organiza-

tion—vegetable denay. The elements are few,

but the forms are legion ; and all our best results

arise from a practical knowledge of the way to

produce the desired changes. You cannot very

easily be deceived in the taste of mutton and beef,

and yet these two forms of animal life from which
we derive these differing meats, may both be fed

under exactly the same conditions of growth,

while the same feedman cannot go directlj^ to the

soil and abstract his own nourishment therefrom,

(is the clay eating man of the South then a

myth?

—

Eep. ) but receives it through the interme-

diation of animal and vegetable forms of life ; and
by a similar law, though not generally acknow-
ledged, animal and vegetable life is sustained.

It is important to know that the roots of plants

grow in winter, no matter how frozen the soil

about the roots, the internal or latent heat of

the rootlet is sutiicient to carry on absorption and
thus save the tree, or shrub from death by evap-

oration. That evaporation goes on actively in

winter is proven by the flxct that many fall

planted trees die from this cause before the equil-

ibrium of absorption has been set up by the roots.

The character of roots are two-fold, the upper or

fine roots which annually die, are the feeding

roots ; the others are adapted to sustain the

plant itself, and maintain it over dry seasons,

when the feeding roots are unable to feed for a

crop.

Pkunikg.—This operation weakens vitality,

especially summer pruning,and may be illustrated

by the osier willow—for a willow left unpruned, in

a given number of years, would be some five or

six times more bulky than one continually cut for

its branches. It is, howevei', a matter of skill

with the fruit grower, often to reduce the vital-

ity of a tree in order to increase its produce in

fruit.

The law of lost force was admirably illustrated

by the vine, which, failing to find some kindly

support, wastes its vital force in vain eflbrts to

comply with its climbing habit. The parasitic

enemies of plants were shown to attack them in a

healthy as well as a diseased condition, and it was
as necessary to destroy mildewed leaves, on their

first appearance, as any other parasite, in order,

and for the same reason, toj)revent the i)erfecting

of its seed.

The rule generally recognized now in regard to

foreign and home strawberries was, to put the

former, of which the Triomphe de Gaud was a

specimen, into a heavy soil, and give them high

cultivation ; while American varieties, such as

the Agriculturist and the Wilson, delight in a

light soil and bed culture.

The IJlaekberry is remarkable for its power of

adaptation to soils. The Lawton prefers high

ground.
Raspberries should not be planted deeper than

they grew, though the Gooseberry and Currant

might, Gooseberries are more apt to mildew here

than farther North, in cool latitudes and on

high ground.
The fire blight on the pear is considered to arise

from a parasitic fungus which germinates on the

bark of the tree, which, grow'ing round the stem,

effectually girdles the tree, and practically de-

stroys it.

The leaf blight is a fir more dangerous enemy.

It is a virus drawn, most probably through the

roots, and on exposure to the atmosphere in the

leaves, becomes like little germinated black spots.

What we find on the leaves in July is the result

we speak of.

The questions to which Mr. ^leehan's lecture

gave rise were of the most interesting character,

and when it is taken into consideration how
much practical knowledge was thereby elicited

from the able lecturer, it will be readily acceded

that instruction from the platform, by such ob-

servant students of nature, cannot fail at once to

encourage Yinelanders, and raise the agricultural

status of Vineland.
The notices of the evening consisted of a re-

minder to members about the wish of the Society,

next Saturday evening, to examine fruit boxes

and crates, "large and small, good, bad and in-

diffei'ent,'' and an intimation that, at next week-

ly meeting, s<mie new Tomato seeds will be do-

nated to members, the gift of J. 1). Brown, of

Clarkesboro, N. J.

A letter was read from Messrs Holmes and

Voorhets, strawberry salesmen in New York,

which made good, some important considerations

on the subject of the disposal of this years' crop

of berries. That from notes 1st, our berries in

1807 were ten days late to market ; ind, the bu-

siness was new to many of the grow^Ts ; 3rd, the

crop was unusually large
;
3'et Messrs. Holmes

and A^orhees netted their regular shipper, twelve

cents per quart, all through the season. The in-

ference these gentlemen draw is that if our 1S(58

season is early and abundant and properly

shii>ped, the proposed '' seven cent " rate is far

too low an estimate.
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HINTS FOR MAY.
FLOWER GARDEN AXD PLEASURE

GROUND.
lu a late number, Mr. II. "\V. Sargeut gave our

readers a view of Levens Hall, which is famous

for its topiar}' work. T'ophim is the ancient latin

name for an arbor or bower. Cicero uses To-

we venture to defend a lady's taste in gardening

aftairs against all objectors. So, good friend, the

Monthhj will allow you to shear a little, l)ut not

shear much,—here and there—but not all over the

place ; and be sure you have not to do as the boy

who sketched a figure and then had to write be-

piariiim to signify a picture made up of shrubs neath, '^this is the drawing of a horse." If you

and trees ; and "'topiary work-' has been used

by our modern authors to signify the art of cut-

ting trees and bushes into fancy shapes and forms.

The past age carried the rage for these clipped

trees to such an extravagant extent, that with

the revival of a natural taste in landscape gar-

dening during the last generation, the topiary art

undertake to make a bird or beast, let it speak

for itself. It must be a living likeness, or we
shall not be pleased. Now is the time to shear

these things into shape. In our climate vegeta-

tion is apt to grow rank from the top of the tree

or bush, and so weaken the side shoots. It is best,

therefore, not to cut the sides any more than one

fell into discredit ; but in spite of our love for can help, but keep clipping away from the top

natural beauty, we do think more of this sort of

work might be introduced without much ground

for true taste to criticise severely. We trim box

edgings, as we, members of the male persuasion,

trim our beards or whiskers, and never think

they look any the worse for it ; and during tlie

few past years, the passion for clipped evergi-een

trees has spread enormously. Pear trees trained

fspdjhr or fence fashion, always please ; and so of

many other ways of training things. JUit, says

our objecting friend, this is not strictly within

the topiary art as it is generally understood. ^Ve

do not clip our beards or whiskers into represen-

tations of birds, mice, or any such living things,

as these tree artists do, which is true
;

3-et it

shows that the artificial is appreciated, the limit

to it being the only subject of dispute.

For ourselves, we are in the habit of believing

in facts aswe find them. We have noted that

these fancifully trinnned trees almost always are

admired when the representation is good. A
pair of vases made out of box busln'S, or any

similar piece of art, arrests the attention of the

most rigid purist in the more natural schools of

whenever growth is made. This principle ap-

plies also to the treatment of hedges. As to the

more practical matters pertaining to this depart-

ment, we may say, that for good flowers fresh

soil is very important. Things seldom cio well

two years running, in the same place. Have a

care that the roots of neighboring trees do not

get into the bed ; they rob it and dry it, and the

flowers dwindle and die. If beds are near trees,

go round the bed once a year with a spade and

cut ort" all the roots that may have strayed into

the bed. This is very important in beds of ever-

green shrubs, like Mdlwnias^ Euonj/mus, Bhodo-

clendrons, which like shade, but not dry, impov-

erished soil.

Leaf mould is good for flowers if two or three

j-ears old, and very much decayed ; wlien but

half rotten it is an injury. Rotten sod is the

best soil for flowers ; and cow manure, which has

lain two years to rot, the best fertilizer. Where
rotten sod is not easily obtained, the edging

parings of walks may be preserved in a heap for

flower purposes.

In planting out flowers, don't take tliem at

taste. If the admirer be a lady, she almost al- once from the hot-liouse to the open ground, set

ways praises tlie work, and as what a lady likes the pois out for a few days in a cold frame with

or dislikes is instinctive and natural, we may be plenty of air, or under a tree in a sheltered place,

sure there is real substance in such things, and IVfore turning tluin out of pots, water ; and
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when set in the earth, press the soil very hard

about the fiower roots. If the ground be dry,

the earth cannot be pressed too hard.

Don't make the beds very high, or the rains in

summer will run oft" too rapidly. After smooth-

i ng the surface peg down the plants as much as

possible, so as to cover the surface soon. The

plants also push out side shoots easier. Where

small twigs can be had, split and double them

hke hair pins, for pegging down ; where these are

not at hand, small pieces of bast mat or twine,

doubled and dibbled in the earth by the ends,

make very fine pegs.

In this climate, hot-house plants often make

noble bedders. The Chinese Eose, Hibiscus, is

a first-class thing, making a gorgeous show all

summer. The Geranium, also, is getting im-

mensely popular. The tree Carnation is also in

much request. The Madagascar Periwinkle,

rose and white, is also now often seen in beds and

masses.

Climbing plants grow foster on trellis than if

left to themselves ; stick them in as soon as the

climbers are set out.

Deciduous trees can be safely transplanted after

the leaves have pushed, and up to the first of

June ; but the new leaves must be taken off, and

the young shoots shortened. In a few weeks they

will push out a new crop of leaves. According

to " natural laws," as laid down in the books, it

would injure the trees very much ; but, after a

ten year's observation of the facts, we do not find

it hurt!- the vitality of tlu; trees very much, while

few ever die so treated. Evergreens seem to do

better in May than in any other spring month.

Of the newer evergreens, Thujopsis borealis, Cu-

pressus Lawsoniana, Libocedrus decurrens, Thuja

ericoides, are really good additions to our list.

Tuberoses, Gladiolus, Tigridias, Dahlias, and

other bulbous things which cannot be put out till

the "round gets warm, ouiiht not to be kept out

of the earth any longer than necessary. It was

once supposed they thrive best in poor soil—an

error : they love rich food.

Mow lawns very early the first mowing ; or at

every subse(iuent mowing, the lawn will look

brown : a thin sprinkling of salt is good for the

lawn, just enough salt to see the grains on the

surface about a (juarter of an inch apart. An
over-do.'^e wi.l destroy the grass. Freciuent roll-

ing is one of the best ways to get a go(.d close sod.

NVhen coarse weeds get in the lawn, hand weed-

ing is the best remedy.

FRUIT GAEDEN.

We think we have the best soil and climate for

fruit culture in the world, yet probably get less

returns for the money invested than any people

on earth, simply because we do not fully appre-

ciate lahor as an essential element of success.

—

The amount of practical skill and incessant care

given to fruit culture in Europe before the in-

numerable fruit enemies ai'e overcome, would as-

tonish Americans. The writer of this has spent,

every year, months of time when a boy, in simply

training plums, apricots, cherries, pears, and
peaches to walls built for their protection ; in cap-

turing moths, wasps and insects, during summer
;

in keeping birds from the buds ; in pinching

back and directing the course of summer shoots,

and, in innumerable ways, watching the progress

and maturity of fruits which would have "come
to nothing" but for such care. Here we "stick

in a tree," and if, after such a herculean effort,

we do not get Titanic residts, w'e swear at Po-

mona, and pluck her image from our hearts. We
do not care how much money we pay for a "new
variety" of fruit, but think nature uses us badly

if she asks for a dime's worth of labor to care for

it. It is curious to read the learned essays in the

"secular" papers about the decline of fruit grow-

ing. "Elements are exhausted," " systems are

wrong," " varieties run out," and so on. " The
soil and climate once grew fruit well here, but it

will do so no more." The truth is, in new local-

ities insects and fungi, inimical to fruit, do not

exist ; cannot until their natural food first comes.

After a few years they find out your orchards
;

and to succeed after that you must p'yht them.—
Insects and blights reproduce themselves, and

we must gather them together and destroy them
before they transcend their adolescent state. This

is the only remedy. Washes, oils, prej)arations,

&c., do nmch good ; but much more may be df)ne

by manual lahor than is generally supposed. In

all large fruit gardens, it would pay well to have

a man especially devoted to insects and fungi de-

struction, as well as another to look especially

after the making of manure.

Talking of prices for new fruits reminds us

how many new strawbreries will soon tremble un-

der their first introductions this season ; as well

they may, considering the fate of all the new ones

of the jtast score of years or so. IJecause we
make light of the pretensions of so jnaii}' of the

new aspirants for popidar applause, we are some-

times charged with being opposed to exi)eriment-
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ing. No such thiug ; but we are opposed to pay-

ing high prices annually for trash ; and, worse

still, throwing away precious time in testing

kinds, only to record with each returning summer

that the best strawberries, taking all in all, are

still "Albany Seedling," " Trioinphe de Gaud,"

and "Ilovey's Seedling." As for trying, good

friends, keep on. There is no department of fruit

culture more interesting than that of raising seed-

lings ; but only do not,when you have the "best

you ever saw," imagine that you have seen all

the best. This is where the trouble comes in.

To get good fruit you must manure well, and

we are often asked whether f/ii.s is not best, or

that is not better, or something else best of all.

But, really, any fertilizing matter is good. Old

decayed stable manure satisfies us for everything ;

but do not forget what we have often said about

digging amongst the roots. DonH do iU Surface

manuring is daily adding to its advocates ; but

in particular amongst fruit growers ; and no fruit,

probably, blesses the surface manurer more heart-

feltedly than the Kaspberry. Put a few inches

of rich, rotten stable manure about your Phila-

delphias, and you will not think them much infe-

rior to the reputable old kinds like Brinckle's

Orange, Antwerp, &c.—at least we don't.

As to general May rules, we may say, look

sharp after insects. Last year we introduced pe-

troleum as an insect destroyer. It is the most

valuable discovery of modern times to the fruit

grower. In over-doses it is like tobacco, sulphur

and others, fatal to the life of the trees. We have

found that just enough to make a barely purple

tinge on the Avater used for syringing is effectual

in destroying most insects. If one dose does not

do, try another the next day. Better use a light

dose twice, than one heavy one, which kills plant

and insects both.

in this season's results, for many will, no doubt,

sink hereafter into oblivion, or something worse.

In testing things, however, let our friends re-

member that the last is often first, and the first

last. We often read that that or this is good for

nothing. It was planted a week sooner, and yet

come in afterwards. Vegetables are not like

horses, where the odds of time are in favor of win-

ning. A plant early set often gets stunted and

has to rest like the hare in ^sop's fable, and the

really and truly slow-poking tortoise, under such

circumstances, may go ahead and win. Let all

your plants start fair together.

Cabbage, Cauliflower, and Brocoli are now set

out for fall crops, and Endive sown for winter salad.

Lettuce, also, for summer and fall use. This, bow-

ever, must be sown in very rich >oil, and in a

partially shaded situation, or it will go to seed.

Peas, Beans, and other crops, should be sowed

every two weeks. They do much better than

when a lai-gc crop is sown at one time, and then

have too many on at one time to waste.

^Melons, Cucumliers, Corn, Okra, Squash,Bcans

,

Sweet Potatoes, I>ima Beans, Pepper, Egg plants,

Tomatoes, and other tender vegetables that do

not do well till the sun gets high, and the ground

warm, should go into the soil without delay.

Bean poles should be set before the beans are

planted ; and near cities where they are compar-

atively high priced, their ends should be charred.

This will make them last some years.

Many now find it pays to grow plants especially

for poles. A waste piece of ground may be set

with Willows, Paulownias, Ailanthus, or any

fast growing trees which can be cut every second

year.

VEGETABLE GARDEN.
Surface manuring, so valuable for fruits, and

herbs grown for their grain, has not been found

so advantageous for those crops which require

great succulence to give them value. Hence, for

Cabbage, Celery, and such, it is better to dig in

the manure, and keep the surface soil as freely

stirred and deeply hoed as you please.

There has been quite a stir the past few years

in new vegetables, and this year will be an im-

portant one on the fate of many neAv kinds. Peas,

potato<'8 and tomatoes are particularly interested

GREENHOUSE.

About this time, in this latitude, we commence

putting out tubs and large pots kept under cover

throuiih winter, and used in summer for decora-

tion of the grounds. Oranges, Lemons, Pome-

V'ranates, Crape myrtles, Tittosporums, Agaves,

Aloes, and Sago palms are particularly employed

for this purpose. Many are very much troubled

about re-potting them ; but, unless very healthy,

they are often injured by too much potting. It

is safest to put a few inches of well decayed cow

manure on the surface, atul the watering will

carry the nutriment down to the roots.
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THE LAKES OF KILLAKNEY.

BY P. n., ROCIIESTEK, N. Y.

The interesting "Foreign Reminiscences" of

^Ir. Sargent in your Febi'uary number, bring to

mind the recollection of a delightful day I spent

at Killarney. and on and around the Lakes in the

month of August last. 1 arrived there at nine

o'clock in the evening, having left Dublin at one

p. m. the same day. Took lodgings at the Rail-

way Hotel ; a large, well-kept house, with very

few guests. The Railway Company had built this

house, and at the same time a large elegant build-

'>g for a " Turkish Bath." l^oth this •• Bath "

and the hotel are magnificent failui-es, financiallj'.

I was told that the Bath did not earn enough to

pay for sweeping the dust out of it. But between

the Hotel and the Bath lay a charming garden of

about an acre, a lawn ornamented with the most

brilliant of flower beds and pretty bits of rock-

work.

Many of our watenng place hotels might bene-

fit by this example—I mean the garden. After

supper I, in company with a fellow traveler,

started out to see Killarney by gaslight, or rather

starlight ; for I think gas is one of the modern

improvements that has not reached the beautiful
|

Killarney. Our progress, however, was soon ar-

rested—the gates were locked, and we were only

permitted to hear the dogs of Killarney bark in

the distance.

You know that was the locality of the Fenian

raid the spring before, and many amusing inci-

dents of that raid were told us. The Railway

Hotel where we put up was the fort in which all

the aifrighted citizens, with their household goods,

fled for safety on the rumonnl approach of the

Fenian army—which never came.

Early next morning aft(>r my arrival I procured

a comfortable "Irish jaunting car," a luxury

cinly to be enjoyed in Ireland, with a good hu-

mored, intelligent driver, and started for a ten

mile drive n\) the banks of the Lakes. Our first

halt was at the famous ruins of ^lucross Abbey,

alludi'd to by Mr. Sargent. The ruins here are

beautiful as ruins can be, and In-ought to my
mind a saddened reflection upon the ancient his-

tory and historical names of that unhappy coun-

try. The grand old yew tree standing in the

court, like a monarch, in full vigor, in the midst

of decay, awakened a more agreeable emotion.

I resumed my seat on the "jaunting car,'" and

rattled away over the smoothest of drives through

the splendid well kept estate of the Hon. W. Her-

bert, a gentleman for whom everybody seemed to

have a good word. For miles we went through

this estate, admiring the road which was as

smooth as the drives of the Central Park—the

noble old trees scattered over the park like open-

ings—the variety and richness of the wild looking

plantations that skirted the drive, filled with the

brilliant purple heaths in full bloom. Here we
noted great groups of Yuccas ; then Gynerium or

Pampas Grass almost by the acre, and looking

full}' naturalized : oak trees covered thirty or

forty feet high, with a dense growth of small ferns.

All the new and rare Evergreens were met by

turns : Cryptomerias, Auracarias, Cupressus

Lawsonianas, Wellingtonias, &c., &c. ; many of

them of large size and perfect form. I can safely

say, that a more interesting drive I have never

enjojed than this.

Having arrived at our destination, we were

met, as previously arranged, by a boat which was

to convey me back to Killarney, through the

Lakes. This was a merry and charming trip.

The scenery of these lakes is a strange mixture

—

something like the Irish character. Here high,

rugged, wild looking mountains, huge rocks, ap-

parently blocking up our channel, with a rapid,

gurgling current ; then we emerge into a placid

httle lake, with bits of the greenest and smooth-

est of lawns, and quaint cottages on its margin.

The boats of the various rival hotels were pas-

sing us to and fro quickly, and a constant fire of

humorous raillery was kept up between them,

nnich to the amusement of their passengers.

—

These boatmen complained bitterly of " dull

times." The Fenian excitement or something

else had greatly diminished the number of visi-

tors to Killarney ; but the light hearted fellov^'s,

with all their hardships, were brimful of merri-

mi'nt.

That evening I took leave of Killarney. bound

for Cork.

SOME WINTER FAVORITES-No. L

IJY J. C. .TOUNSTON.

In describing a certain number of specialties,

our favorites for winter decoration, we must state

before proceeding further,- that all the.se, singly
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and in the aggregate, owe nuicli to their sur-

roundings.

Fine flowers, however well grown and bloomed

they may be, brought together without reference

to contrast and judicious arrangement, yield a

ver}' meagre satisfaction to us. Formal rows of
j

pots, ranged side by side like bottles on the

shelf of an apothecary, are excusable only in the

greenhouse of a dealer. With so many climbing

and trailing plants at command, ready to do our

Indding on u-ire, there is no excuse for huddling a
l<it of shrubs and plants together, as the}'- are

too often seen in the so-called conservatories of

'

amateurs.
;

If we can't have all of nature under glass, let
:

us have the largest instalment possible, or the
|

best possible imitations. Xature has adopted

every imaginable arrangement of growth, except
|

stiff lines. Even the fantastic, in her hands, is
i

never ungraceful. Xo \vild vine festoons the
,

I

solitary forest tree without yielding a study and
a solace to the first true hearted son or daughter

of Dame Xature that chances to pause and
linger under its grateful shade. !

Do we strive to imitate this happj- knack of

Xature, in its graceful combinations of arrange-

ment ? Certainly not ; and yet it is both possible
|

and practicable.
j

Difficult ? "Well—that depends. If you have
j

a fair mxlicum of good taste, some judgment,
|

and a little practical experience, (your own and
j

not by deput}'), the hai)py knack alluded to is i

full of encouraging example. But if you have to
j

depend on the njanipulations of a hired deputy,
j

we are afraid 3Hiur wooing of the dame aforesaid •

will not prosper much. Any measui'e of suc-

cess, however trifling it may appear, is a move
,

in the right direction ; and a few of these moves

will go a long way in correcting the objectionable
|

formalit}' of ordinary- greenhouses.

The great obstacle to overcome is in the slruc-

tures themsidves. The ordinary '' lean-to," es-

pecially' if against a dwelling house, is usually a

long, narrow aflair,—about the last place under

the sun Nature would be likely to select in which

to do herself the scantiest measure of justice.
\

And if accessible from the parlors,—the most ap-

pr-iprbite manner of usinga conservator}',—(and

what a charming addition it makes to a happy

home in winter,) why is it so little improvement

has been adopted with us, in the original plan-

ning or skilful alteration of these structures V

It will not be out of place here to outline, very

briefly, how we improved our "lean to,'' other-

wise some of the hints we propose to olier here-

after might seem lacking in several important

items of information. First of all, we took it to

pieces—demolished it in toto—saving the glass of

course. On no other hypothesis, save the cheap-

ness of lumber, could we account for the quanti-

t}' of timber in that greenhouse. It was pro-

digious. The "lean to" rose again an entire

new creation. Length as before, but considerably

wider—a great desideratum. At one end we
added an octagonal structure, which, intrudhig

as it were on that angle of the lean-to, produced

the effect, intcrnaUt/, of throwing both houses into

one. Seen through the glass door (opening from

the parlor on a flight of steps), at the height of

the flowering season (Dec. to April), it would not

be easy to suggest, for the same space and at the

same moderate cost, a more effective or satisfixc-

tory arrangement.

The octagon, being considerably higher than

the "lean-to," with a circular roof or dome ta-

pering to a point, is a great improvement exter-

nally as Avell as internally. The height thus

gained we turn to account, by fixing in the cen-

tre a substantial iron and wire circular trellis,

some 10 feet high, up which is trained Noisette

Roses, in combination with slender gr(3wing

climbers, that neither injure nor are injured by

the more sturdy roses. This trellis stands in the

middle of a bed, raised some ten inches above

the gravel walk which surrounds it.

The margins of this bed may be called a thick

undergrowth of greenness, which is the eflect

aimed at, and produced by a liberal planting of

Saxifragas, Yinca, Lobelia speciosa, &c. Out

of this green fringe ascends the showy bloom of

various colored Crocus, the modest fiice of the

Snowdrop, the charming Cyclamen with its rich

tip of magenta, Narcissus, Tulips and Primulas

(these last grown in small pots, for the purpose,

and carefully plunged).

Behind this margin are Geraniums, some grow-

ing in the bed, for the sake of a more robust foli-

a'»e ; others in pots, so as to ensure a succession

of bloom. One or two stately fellows, of almost

sub-shrubby habit, are trained up the trellis so

as to hide entirely the bare portion of the roses.

To our surprise, a plant of Irisene, now 3 feet

high, contributes a rich effect in combination

with these same Geraniums—the crimson and

maroon shaded leaves contrasting linely with the

entau'deniLUt of green. As we now write, (Feb.
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7th,) from the centre trellis, hundreds of the moiJt

graceful sprays and fairy wreaths drooj) down-
wards, shoot forward at right angles, or upwards

—as if in haste to greet the sun—with scores of

lovely carmine blossoms, modestly claiming per- '

mission to expand in company with gorgeous

])looms, here and there, of Xoisette America.

It is Maurandia Barclayana, the very best slen-

der climber for the purpose to which it is here

applied.

One narrow shelf directly above, and serving
j

to disguise the hot-water pipes, holding two rows

of pots,completes the circle of the octagon and its '

embellishment, in addition to the centre beds,

which is of course the main object. This bed mea-

sures only 7 ft. across ; the gravel walk 2 ft.; the

shelf 16 in., so that the house itself is only a small

aft'air (large as it may appear in t3-pe). But it an-

swers our purpose thoroughly, and the possession

of just such an one would gladden the hearts of

many an amateur plant grower.

It will be perceived that the junction of the oc-

tagon and the oblong house gives the effect of a

much larger open sjyace in the latter, which is

still further increased by the shape of the stage

Y. (Our explanation requires, however, a dia-

gram, in adding which it must be understood as

not drawn to any scale.)

On this open space are placed at D, E, G and 11

wire stands and pyramids, of difi'erent shape, size

and height, filled with plants growing in founda-

tions of moss (similar to hanging baskets). One
of these is used as a medium in which to plunge

l)ots of plants in bloom ; and all have Ivies, Vin-
cas and a variety of creepers, trained in diverse

fishion or loft to ramble "at their own sweet
will." Between F and I), and botween E and II,

bauLring baskets are suspended from the roof,

which associate well with the stands and pyra-
mids l)eIow.

Before studying the effect produced by the ar-

rangement just described, it will be necessary to

understand the main staije for floral display,com-
prised in the angle between B, C and F. Detest-

ing the formal plan of shelves, our aim was to ob-

tain the efleet of a .s/o7)/>i;/ ^/-DiA-. "We, therefore,

divided the stage into three divisions, (call them

shelves, if you please, inasmuch as they do rise

one above each other.) Xo. 1 is 2 feet high, with

breadth for i or 5 pots. No. 2 is 1 foot, 3 inches

higher than No. 1, with a bold scalloped front,

which admits high plants to stand on No. 1,

within the bays or indents. No. 3 is 1 foot, 4

inches higher than No. 2. The dark space be-

lund is an opening with a ladder below, giving

access to water, removals, &c., from above.

"We commence the front of No. 1 with low

growing thing, such as Primulas, Hyacinths,

Cinerarias, Cupheas, Ardisia crenulata, &c.,

bringing up the rear with moderate sized plants

of Geraniums, Daphnes, Gesnerias, low-grow-

ing Camellias, Callas, &c., so arranged that the

plants in the rear shall reach up to the level of

No. 2, or, rather, a little above, so as to partly

hide the first row of pots on that next division of

the staw.
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The same principle of arrangement as adopted

on No. 2, using at the roar still higher and bold-

er specimens, especially of Geraniums, with large,

high colored trusses. Mixed with these are such

Fuchsias as we can cultivate so as to bloom in win-

ter, which some do, and many won't, coax them as

you may.

Xo. 3 is devoted to Camellias, (succeeded by

Rhododendrons) with here and there a Golden Ar-

borvitre, and several veteran specimens of Scarlet

Geraniums—the most indefatigable of bloomers.

An Aucuba japonica, at the rear of 1 and 2, is

very effective, the leaves of which are so beauti-

fully blotched with gold.

The front of the oblong house is occupied by

one shelf, I, which is 3 feet wide. It has a plat-

form on the left, raised 9 inches, to counteract

somewhat the effect of a dead level. On this

shelf is displayed some of the most showy and at-

tractive plants in full ttower,being most conspicu-

ous, seen through the glass door (at C,) from the

parlor, the descent from which into the conserva-

tory is by a tlight of 6 steps.

At the foot of these steps, next the stage, there

is a circular wire stand, against which a plant of

Tacsonia manicata is trained. Two years ago,

it was planted in a very narrow patch of well-

prepared soil, on the level of the floor. From the

top of the circular stand it is then carried on

wires to the roof, over the glass door at C, along

the rear of the house to B, also across the centre

from J towards F. The luxuriance and beauty

of this most elegant climlier leaves nothing to be

desired. It is similar to Passion flower, color

a very brilliant scarlet. With us it commences
blooming in Dec'r ; has now, Feb. ISth, about

20 blooms daily, and, from the number of buds,

formed and forming, will, probably, continue in

flower some time longer. It is a very manage-
able climber, slender stemmed, not too dense of

foliage, so that it can be trained under the roof

of a conservatory without injury to the plants

below.

A peculiar feature of our winter decoration re-

mains to be told, but is not easily described. On
the left of the stair, opening from the parlor,

there is a shelf, K, on a level with the top of the

door opening outwards into the garden, and con-

tinued over it up to the angle of the octagon.

This s^helf is a trifle over G feet above the floor of

the conservatory ; on the level of the parlor it is

only about 3 feet higher. It is, of course, well

stocked with shrubs and jjlants in bloom.

The door opening outwards is never used in

the winter—access by the gardener, for ordinary

duties, is obtained through an inner door open-

ing from the basement at M. Against that

closed door, and continued up to the steps, is

placed a massive kind of rustic work, constructed

of bent and crooked limbs of apple trees, deprived

of their bark.

These are so arranged as to project outwards

from beneath the above de-

scribed shelf, the point at a

just clearing it. The pro-

jecting ends are so arranged

and cut at various heights,

as to admit of small cups or

platforms being se(;urely

fastened on them. On these little stands are

placed handsome specimens of plants in bloom.

At the base of the rustic work. Ivy or variegated

Vinca is trained around and upwards ; whilst,

from the little platforms, or from the surface of

the larger pots, a variety of trailing plants, in

small pots, hung downwards, and, to some ex-

tent, drooping over and covering the sides of the

large pots, and adding much to the pleasing effect

of this novel arrangement.

Some idea of the design may be gathered from

the rough sketch annexed. We are highly satis-

fied with the experiment, and expect to improve

on it next season.

We notice that, on these detached pedestals,

Cinerarias bloom in a very superior manner—the

result, doubtless, of elhoxo room. They send up

tall, strong slioots, bearing an enormous number
of fine blooms, which retain their freshness and

beauty fully 3 weeks, and even longer. Xor does

any of the foliage damp oil", which is unavoidable

on shelves amongst other plants.

A conservatory wholly arranged with rustic

w rk, backed by a variety of fine climbing plants
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would be a striking novelty, and could l)c made
singularly beautiful.

It does not come within th(! scope of this paper

to describe that portion of the oblong house, L,

separated from the other bj' a glass partition,

—

which is used for propagating and forwarding the

growth of i^lants under a higher temperature

than the conservator3% But we may remark that

it is a ver}^ great convenience to an amat-^ur to

jiass from the one department to the other with-

out (join;/ out of 0/jors. The facilit}' of transfer is

also of immense advantage in winter.

One other feature in our style of winter decora-

tion is, the growth of climbing plants in pots,

ti-ained up circular wire frames of various pat-

terns and sizes. These ai'c grouped among the

miscellaneous shrubs and plants in such a man-
ner as greatly to counteiact the otherwise una-

voidable formality of pots in rows. We use these

from !;) inches high up to 8 feet. Really there is

no end to the happy combinations of beautiful ef-

fects, attainable from this process. Those pat-

terns with a canop}' top are excellent, from which
the slender growth of Senecio Mikanoides and
other climbers hang down in graceful pendants.

It may not be amiss to add that w^e have ob-

tained these better in Philadelphia than else-

where, and at reasonable prices,—more than an

equivalent for the exorbitant freight to Xew
York, charged by that anaconda of monopoly,

the Camden and Amboy R. R. Co. The source

alluded to is M. Walker & Sons, 13 X. 6th St.

An order we made up, of patterns and sizes to

suit our own ideas, they executed with fidelity,

and much to our satisfaction.

The sketch annexed is a

rough attempt to illustrate

one of these canopy, circular

jj^
trellis, now in our conserva-

tory. It is (5 feet high, set in

a pot 9 by 9. Each of the

perpendicular rods descends

to tlie bottom of the pot, close

to its sides, so that the frame
is held perfectlv secure. Tlie

horizontal wire work is, of

cours(!, above the surface of

the soil.

^\'llethl•r wc have or have not succeeded in de-

lineating our unpretending structure, so as to Ik*

readily understoood, remains to be proved.

Tliese descriptions arc necessarily more or kss

anibi'j;uous, and hard to follr)w out to practical

conclusions. All we can expect is, to suggest the

idea of not dependmg wholly for the adornment
of conservatories upon a stock of shrubs and
plants, grown in pots, as furnished by nursery-

men, and arranged in the same formal manner
as at their conimercial establishments. It is all

very well When plants are exhibited fur sale;

but very bad taste, indeed, wIku intended for de-

corative effect bj- amateurs.

Of course a Calla Lily remains a Calla wherever

it is recognized, and we pretend not to make a

Rose look any more refined than Xature has fur-

nished it ; but there is all the difference in the

world between exhibiting the Calla in harmonious

juxtaposition, and exposing its long, bare stalks,

to its own manifest detriment, and the greater

injur}^ of more modest growing associates in its

immediate vicmity.

And now, having disburdened our minds of

this branch of the subject, we can take up with

more freedom the description of certain special-

ties in our list of" Winter Favorites."

GRAFTING THE PEACH.

BY P. J. BERCKMANS, AUGUSTA, OA.

As we have practiced this niethod quite ex-

tensively, our experience is that no tie of a last-

ing texture should be used, such as wax cloth or

yarn, as the tie prevents the expansion of the

stock, cutting in it (unless removed when the

graft shows signs ofvegetation, and often injuring

it by the operation) and lessening the chances of

success. I would recommend bass bark as the

best material, it remains sound long enough to

allow the graft to adhere to the stock and never

cutting in the bark.

Grafting the peach is a ver}' easy matter in this

climate, we prefer perf)rming the operation in

Xovember, if practicable. We use the whole

seedling stock and whip graft upon the crown of

the root, tie with bass bark or prepared poplar

bark [LirioOendron tulipifera) and plant so as to

leave only the terminal bud of the graft out of

ground ; the latter preventing any air to ome in

contact with the splice and rendering inipfrntc-

nhle, wrapping or waxing unnecessary and inju-

rious. On (he whole I prefer l>udding and only

graft such stocks as are too small to insert a buil

upon. When the grafting has been done in Xo-
vember, the loss is slight, but if delayed until

mid-winter and then planted out the loss is often

',V) per cent. If pi'rformi'd towarils sjiring the

chances of success are in favor of the operator.
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HORTICULTURE IX TENNESSEE.

BY FRED. J. FRENCH, ESQ.

J?f«cZ before the Pcnna. Hort. Society, Meirch, .3 '68

The ability to control labor has reiulerocl those

heretofoi'e engaged in stock growing iuul in tlie

production of cotton, tobacco, and the cereals al-

most indiilerent to that branch of industry which

includes the culture of fruit, as an object of com-

merce. The rich and quick returns from a soil

naturally fertile, acted upon by a genial climate,

were, in most instances, satisfactor}'. The plan-

ter, it is true, tilled his orchard with fine fruit

trees, and experimented with the grape, and the

result has been that, while in many instances

these have not equaled expectation ; in other sec-

tions, where the land was light, and the qualit}-

of stock planted poor, the yield far exceed it.

New causes are now bringing about a great

charge, destined to affect materially this interest.

The great upheavings of society, resulting from

the war, with the consequent change in the char-

acter of labor, have turned the attention of own-

ers of the soil to new objects of production, more

congenial to their tastes, and with a view of com-

pensation more remunerative than the planting

of cotton.

The establishment of the " Tennesse Horticul-

ture Society" recently, has awakened an interest

that threatens to give fruit growing and garden-

ing generally a great impetus throughout the

State. The formation of Societies to act in con-

cert with it has alnnvdy called a number of pro-

minent horticulturists to this region, while the

reports the}-^ give will, it is believed, bring many
more. J^Iany of the> finest orchards in the coun-

try were destroyed during the late struggle.

Enough remain however to prove that in many
portions of the state, fruit has been grown equal-

ed only b}' that ujion the Pacific slojie. Mr.

Dodge, whose celtjbrated pictures of Jackson and

Clay, have rendered him well known, has grown

apples superior to any prescmted wherever exhib-

ited. Grap''s are raised with great success and

wine made from fruit grown near this' city, will

compete with the best in the countr}'. In fact,

fruits of all kinds llourish here
;
yet the attenrion

given thtMu has been of so limited a character,

that instead of a market for export—six weeks

earlier than north of the Ohio river—Tennesse is

to-day drawing hir supplies of fruits and vegeta-

bles, to a great ''xtent from that section.

In the department of fiowers, prompted by that

refined taste which actuates a cultivated people,

establishments devoted to rare and lieautiful

plants are found all over the State. Some account

of these may serve to give an idea of the extent to

which this branch has been encouraged in this

vicinity.

Near the field where a short time since one

hundred thousand men confronted each other in

fierce strife, stands :i large and imposing edifice,

dedicated to a class of unlortunates with scarce

less reason than those engaged in the conflict of

that day. Tennesse has, in the large institution

here erected, made ample provisions for not only

her own, but for many of the insane of other

States, whose friends are attracted hither by the

excellent management and arrangements for mit-

igating their sutlerings.

It is not however, the asylum for the Insane

that, for the present engages us ; but some of the

surroundings designated for their amelioration.

Leadmg through the lawn of about forty acres, a,

wide carriage way winds easily amongst groups

of noble evergreens, to the main building. Taste-

fully formed beds of flowers are seen on either

hand ; rockeries, grottos and artificial lakes are

there too ; not placed, it is true, with an eye to

artistic effect, by the landscape gardener but still

pleasing from the natural beauty that surrounds

us. A trellis covered with that singularly beau-

tiful climber Cissus discohr marks the entrance
;

and with a pang at the sad fate of so many fel-

low mortals, let us accept the courtesy of the

Superintendent, Dr. W. P. Jones, and proceed at

once to the object of our visit. Taking ^Mr.

Sharkey, the gardener in charge, for our guide,

we enter the " Greenhouse "—a lean-to 80 feet by

18, and 18 feet high at the back,—now filled with

Pelargoniums on the main shelves. Of this spe-

cies 2r>0 named varieties are here ; while, on the

other hand are Cinerareiis, Prinudns, ctr., for

spring decoration. The " Conservatory "

—

X

span roof 50 feet by '25 and 30 feet high,—is occu-

pied by Ciunellifis, comprising eighty named

kinds ; indeed all that is new and rare of this spe-

cies may here be found, their dark rich foliage in

marked contrast to the flowers of this magnifi-

cent genus. Tow>'ring to the roof, and the ele-

gant ArdKCdriris lirnziJicnsis and Lnhricitn, and

the Xorfolk Ishind Pine,—each a specimen of

beauty. Cri/jdoineria, Japonica, Enphorhiei

splcndens and E. jao/uinmflora, now in full flow-

er. Inyei pulclierrima, Flcus ehisticei, and other

large specimens are here seen, while Pliiinrosper-

nKrajusnnnoides and Hoifas cover the walls.

Passing through the grapery we have a lean-to
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55 feet by 20 and 18 feet, at the back appropri-

ated to Bhododendrons^ AzrtJeas and Hoses. Of
the first, thirty sorts, mostly hybrids and of the

second, more than one hundred named varieties.

Mr. Sharkey here shows :?(*> standard Lantanas,

beautifully grown, and all different. The "Stove"

50 feet by 18, brings us at once to the tropics.

A Stanhopea tigrina is now dropping its flowers

from the block on which it is suspended, large

Palms, Latania Bourhoni'-a and Areca rubra,

spread their wide fronds ; Caladiums, Marantas
and Cissus in endless variety, are here. The
Cycas Tcvolxita shades ferns and lycopodiums.

The deep green of the 3fcdlnilla magnifica and
Gardenia Stanleyana, contrasts with Crotons and
Dram'nas

; while the Philodcndron seems to be

feeding on the exuberance of growth around it.

The curious Nepenthes distillatoria is resting, af-

ter its singular display of distinct pitchers ; be-

sides numerous rare exotics, interesting to the

lover of flowers. For display the " Intermediate"

house, Avith its span roof 50 feet by 18, glass to

the foot, gives the best effect. Here in the spring,

Mr. Sharkey shows his Fuchsias—beautiful pyr-

amids, grown on a single stem. At present the

Hibiscus, single and double, enlivens the house.

Rondolctia, Heterocentron rosea and alba, Chori-

zcmas, and Goldfussia are among its many at-

tractions. To the general observer the "Victoria"

house is of most interest ; it is circular, all glass

and 30 feet in diameter. In the absence of its

great lily, six bracts of the Poinseitia pidclierrima

in full blaze of beauty, make amends. TMm-
bergia laurifolia, Allamandas, Ipomcea horsfallia,

Sardinia grandijlora, Musas,\\\t\\ large specimens

of Euphorbias in full flower, give this house a

most lively appearance. Ending our visit where

we should begin, in the " propagating " house,

we form some idea of the labors for iilling these

large houses and beautifying the well laid out par-

terres. Ccdceolarias already give jiromise of their

cliarming beauty ; bedding plants, new tricolor

Geraniums and other novelties are raising their

heads—evidence of the skill and care of their

manager, who thus is instrumental in giving to

the lovers of floriculture a rich treat for study

and plensure.

AVhile flowers are thus made to " minister to

minds diseased," the refined and cultivated can

in nothing exhibit evidence of greater elegance

and taste than by a lavish display of floral beau-

ty. Few places in the South can l)oasf of more

attractions in this way than liellemont, the ele-

gant residence of Dr. and Mrs. Cheatham, for-

merly Mrs. Acklin. The conservatory, built of

iron, is truly a Crystal Palace, Avith its high dome
and spacious wings. Each department is filled

with costly exotics, rare and beautiful. One
Norfolk Island Pine, standing over thirty feet

high. The collection of Camellias is very fine.

Many of them are large plants, more than fifteen

years old, and are covered with flowers. Near
this is the stove, wln're some of the largest palms

in the State are shown. The variety of tropical

plants displayed in this house is large, and re-

flect great credit upon the skilful gardener, Mr.

Gray. A house for forcing grapes adjoins this.

The beautiful lawn is studded with arbors, ele-

gantly designed in iron ; while statues and orna-

ments mark the refined taste displayed in every

part of the grounds, and give a charm to the

place.

A number of private greenhouses have lately

been erected in this city ; and many neglected

during the war, are again being renewed. The
past season has been important for the progress

of floriculture ; several new commercial estab-

lishments having gone into operation. The old

ones have also largely increased their capacity to

keep up with the growing demand. L. C. Lishey

has three large houses ; E. Truitt two ; Mr.

Heaver, of Cinciunatti two ; T. Gartland two
;

Mr. Stewart one ; Mr. Mclntyre two ; Mr.

Geany one ; Mr. McCready and one at the Horti-

cultural Garden. All this gives evidence that

the people who own the soil of this great and fer-

tile State, will, some day have a voice in shaping

its destinies and in changing what is now utter

darkness into light. It speaks of progress in

their teeming orchards and fruitful vineyards,

while they are denied any representation in its

councils.

ARE ROOT-GRAFTED APPLE TREES AS
GOOD AS THOSE BUDDED OR TOP-

GRAFTED.
BY C. M. nOOKER, ROllIESTEU, N, Y.

About twenty years ago this question was

pretty thoroughly discussed in the Horticultural

papers of that time, and if we are allowed tojudge

by the practice followed almost universall}' by

nurserjMnen and planters throughout the country

to the present day, with apparent satisfaction to

nearly all parties, decided in the affirmative
;
yet

from lime to time we see the question brought

up, and recently I have noticed several articles

pro and eon on tliis subject in some of the papers.

It seems strange to any one actiuainted with
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the vigor ofgrowth, and healthful and symmetri-

cal appearance of a well cultivated block of root-

grafted apple trees as they stand in the nursery,

or as we see them all over the country in o/chards

of all ages, from those Just planted to those in

full bearing condition and everywhere proving

satisfactory, that such a question should arise in

the mind of any one.

If we will take the ^-rouble to inquire into the

methods pursued in propagating the apple in this

country, we shall soon find that twenty-four twen-

ty-fifths and probably ninety-nine one-hundreths

arc grown by root-grafting. But there are certain

places in the country where from some peculiar-

ity of soil or climate, root-grafts do not live well

the first year of planting—generally from the soil

being too heav}'—at such points propagators

have found it more profitable to grow them by

budding or top-grafting ; others from not under-

standing root-grafting have raised them in the

same manner. Xow when those budded trees

come into market, the growers of them generally

find that they cannot compete with the root-

grafted trees in beauty of appearance or cheap-

ness, and consequently what is more natural than

that some of them, or unscrupulous agents,should

raise the cry that their budded trees were supe-

rior in earl)' fruitfulness and longevity to those

root-grafted.

More than twenty years ago I commenced
raising apple trees by budding, but in a very

short time found that I could not succeed in rais-

ing as handsome, thrifty trees in that way as

my neighViors did by root-grafting, and conse-

quently abandoned that method of propagation,

and have ever since root-grafted the apple exclu-

sively. In the last twenty years the establish-

ments in which I have been interested have

planted several millions of apple grafts—some-

times as many as four or five hundred thousand

in a single year, these trees have been grown un-

til of a marketable age and then sold all over the

country, Xorth, East, South and West, and yet

we have never heard a word of complaint from

the planters of them, that they lack vigor, early

fruitfulness or longevity ; on the contrary we are in

frerpient receipt of flattering testimonials as to the

great satisfaction tlvy have given on coming into

bearing condition. If any one wants better evi-

dence tlian this let him look around him, in almost

any part ofthe country : the greater part of young

and thrifty orchards are root-grafted ; undoubterl-

ly there are man}' planted on unsuitable soil, or

where tender varieties have been set in a severe

climate, or that have been neglected and allowed

to get stunted from want of cultivation,that have

thus disappointed their owners. In such cases,

if they are root-grafted trees, as the chances are

that they will be, as very few others are planted,

it is v«ry natural that some persons should as-

cribe the failure to root- grafting, instead of to the

true cause, particularly if an interested party is

at hand to suggest it ; but I believe it to be im-

possible for any one to produce an orchard of

root-grafted apple trees, upon suitable ground,

where the selection of the varieties has been

adapted to the climate, and which has been pro-

perly taken care of that has not done well.

What is there about root-grafting that its op-

ponents take exception to ? They say that using

a part of a root instead of the whole, naturally

produces a feeble tree. Let us see whether this

is merely a theory of their own, or founded on

experience in the past. Have not gardeners, for

hundreds and perhaps thousands of years grown

many kinds of plants from root cuttings, and

also from cuttings from the tops or limbs, and

yet we hear nothing about our Gooseberries,

Currants, Easpberries, Blackberries, Hoses and

Geraniums being enfeebled by this process. Now
root-grafting is nothing more than taking a

piece of the root of a plant, or root-cutting and

grafting a limb or cutting from the top upon it to

insure the growth of the cutting, and pray what

is the process of budding, but inserting a small

cutting in the plant above the ground ? So we

see there is no truth in this theory against root-

grafting the apple. Experience, which after all is

the best teacher in these matters has abundantly

shown, by the practice of the best nurserymen

and planters of apple orchards in this country for

the last thirty years or over, that root-grafted

trees are as a rule superior in appearance, in the

nursery and equal at least in vigor, fruitfulness

and longevity to those top-grafted or Ijudded.

I have been induced to write this article by the

desire to remove from the minds t)f all wIkj have

not examined the subject, any prejudice which

may have been created by interested parties. I

have no doubt that as long as apple trees are

grown by budding, this subject will be renewed

occasionally, though so long conclusively settled

by the practice of the best orchardist throughout

the country.
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SCARLET FLOWERS.

BY "WALTER ELDER, PIIILADA.

As many contributors have got Scarlet Toma-
toes "upon the bnun," here is an article upon
Scarlet Flowers.

Among all the colors that blooms assume, none
are less associated with fragrance than scarlet.

"We cannot, at present, recollect a bright scarlet

blossom that is sweet scented—yet no other color

among flowers is more admired and sought after.

Scarlet prevails among Balsamina, Euphorbia,

Geranium, Poppy, Salvia, Bouvardia and Verbe-

na, yet none of the scarlets are of sweet perfumes.

Some of the light colored Balsams and Verbenas
are sweet scented, but none of the scarlets are.

The common Sage, with blue blooms, is odor-

iferous both in flower and foliage ; but all the

scarlet Salvias are devoid of smell.

Xone of the sweet scented leaved Geraniums
have scarlet blooms, and none of the scarlet

bloomers have sweet scent of leaves nor of blooms.

Some of the white margined Poppies have pleas-

ant odors ; but the British scarlets are not sweet

scented. The British white blooming Hawthorn
is of the most delightful fragrance ; the scarlet-

flowering has no smell. Some of the Honey-

suckles are sweetly perfumed ; but the scarlet

trumpet is scentless.

All the Beans with light blossoms have pleas-

ant odors ; but not the Scarlet Runner. The
Rose gives fragrance to all its colors ; but the

Gloire de Rosamond, which approaches nearest to

scarlet, is as scentlesss as the Yellow Harrison.

The florist varieties of Tulip have a gentle odor,

but the scarlet has as little perfume as the yellow.

Many of the flowering shrubs have very fragrant

blossoms ; but the scarlet Cydouia has no smell.

Carnations and Gilliflowers have some blooms

ai)proaching to 5-carlet—they are fragrant.

There ai'c plants that bear scarlet blooms or

«-arl('t fruits, suitable for every department of

ornamental gardening, and every department

should be adorned with scarlet, or a near repre-

sentation thereof, for no decorations are complete

without it. In glasshouses there are Bouvardias,

Cupheas, Kuphnrl)ias, Alonsla, Geranium, Gil-

liflower, Lacheualtia, Manettia, Salvias, with scar-

let blooms, and Poinsettia with scarlet leaves,

and Ardisia with scarlet berries.

For out-door flower beds, Cannas, Balsams,

Carnations, Gillyflowers, Cacalia, Lobelia cardi-

nalis. Lychnis, l^ouvardias, Geraniums,Cupheas,

Salvias,(Jhuliolus. Tulips, Verl)enas, Zinnias, c"y:c.

For Climbers, Scarlet Trumpet Honeysuckle,

Manettia, Cypress vine, Scarlet Runner Bean,&c.

Among trees, Cercis Canadensis gives a repre-

sentation in blooms in early spring,andSearletOak

and Red Maple, with leaves, in autumn. Among
shrubs, Sorbus and Deciduous Euonymus, and

Red Snowberry, with fruits all ftiU and partly

through the winter. Cydonia, with blooms in

early spring, and Tartarian Honeysuckle, Sweet

Briers, &c., with fruits through the autumn. In

those diflerent departments the si(iht can be

feasted upon scarlet all the year round ; and the

scent can feast upon the fragrance of very many
other kinds of plants.

Many of our enterprising florists and seedsmen

have given a fresh impulse to the love of floricul-

ture, with their finely illustrate4 Catalogues,

within the past few years. They would even be

more intelligent if they had abbreviations of the

colors of all speCies and varieties, and then the

purchasers could select, sow and plant more

knowingly, to adorn their parterres with all col-

ors, and especially dazzling scarlet.

MY PLAX.
BY J. H. CREIGIITOX, IRONTOX, O.

Much has been written about pear trees, and

a stranger to their habits might think they were

a sickly and vmcertain kind of tre&. I fear that

beginners will be discouraged. My plan is to

plant and keep planting. If one blights I cut it

back, expecting in most instances that it will en-

tirely recover and run its chance not to blight

,

again for many years. I don't care whether it is

cut back immediately or not. Now I will make
a statement that some of your readers may cor-

rect if they can. After all that has been said

about blight, I don't know of any case where it

destro^-ed tv.-cntij-Jh-e per cent of an orchard of a

hundred trees. In most cases onlj' a few. Xow
shall we be discouraged because a few darlings

are blighted. My remedy for blight is ^j?'»/i/. If

one dies I plant two, if two dies I ])lants four. If

it should be said they are costly, I reply that I

get them when small and keeji tlu-m on hand

ready to set out. I don't believe blight is conta-

gious. It don't come often, even in the Iom- land.

NOTES ON CONIFERyE AT THE SOUTH.

BY MR. T. AFFLECK, NEAR BREXHAM, TEXAS.

AVhat a terri])le ))if/.s,s' the printers have made

of my comuuniicatiou in your number for Janu-

ary.
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The acid spoken of is Cresj'lic. The group of
j

on suitable soil

acids in coal tar, known as Carbolic, on being i when in tiower

separated, were ''found (not formed) to number
several."

One entire paragrajih was well nigh incompre-

hensible. Read it thus :

" I found them so highh' valued in England,

that I was led to try them here. They form the

active principle in sheep-dips for scab, &c. ; in

ointments for foot-rot ; smutvore ; in powders for

preventing turnip-fiy, &e., and in all disinfec-

tants/'

Anotiier should read :
" I suggested carbolic

and cresylic acids ; and the crude article, con-

taining both, was pretty freely tried, &c."
For ''pri/crs upon young seedlings," read j^rcy-

ers.

The article on well-testcd cirrgreens is interest-

ing, although of little or no value to us.

Having occupied the whole morning, up to this

Always beautiful, and especially

O. radicans, too, covers a sloping bank prettily.

3fagnolia fuscata and Olea frafjrans are un-

equalled. Not so much as pretty evergreens, as

in the delicious and delicate odors of their abun-

dant blossoms.

The Camellia I need not descant upon. To have

tlowers in perfection, the plants need an awning

or other shelter when in bloom.

Liyustrum lucidum is a very pretty evei'green

tree, and has a rich look of abundance when
loaded down with its vast spikes of black fruit.

Ilex lypaca, our native Holly, grows to a vast

size in favorable localities
;
generally in forests

with the queen of all evergreens—the Magnolia

grandiflora. I saved a specimen of each from de-

struction, a good many years ago, in southern

Mississippi, upon my plantation there, growing

close by each other, on the baid<s of a lovely lit-

time, two p.m., in doing mere labor, to which 1 1 tie criinpling forest streamlet, the banks of which

am entirely unaccustomed, and for doing which were covered, completely coated, with rich mosses

—if it were possible to get any steady or satisfac- of sweet-smelling lichens, graceful ferns, and the

tory M'ork out of ninety-nine in a hundred of ' lonely little Turkey-berry, wh^se botanical name

them—I would gladh' pay a negro,—the bones

and muscles are worn out; so, I try a ''resting

spell," in tilling you something of our ' well-tested

evergreens."

Of the Conifero', few are grown. They are not

prized as with you. "With me they are favorites
;

I cannot call to mind. The stream wound in and

around little knots and knolls, with little bits of

bottoms or rich nooks, on which grew dense

masses of Laurus Caroliniensis, Olea Ainericana,

Cerasus Caroliniensis, Ilex vomitoria. Magnolia

glauca. &c., covered over M'ith heavy festoons of

and I had some very handsome and well-grown ! grape-vine, the yellow Jessamine, [Gelsiminum)

specimens in Mississii)pi, but in moving out here &c., &c.

in the spring cf '61, I lost many, many thousands ,
The Holly stood upon one point, the ^lagnolia

of a vast collection, the work of eighteen or twen- |
upon another. Each was from sixty to seventy

ty years, in the burning of the steamer "Charm- ' feet high—vast cones—their branches sweeping

er ;" have had no opportunity since to replace ' the ground and bending gracefully over the

streamlet ; which twinkled merrily but soothingly

along over its clear bed of pure sand and gravel,

and alive with sun perch and the silver minnow.

And each was festooned, all through its interior

growth of branches, with the lovely, graceful,

ahvays waving gray moss, {2'illa)uhia us)ieoide,t}.

^lany an hour have I spent resting there dur-

ing the heat of a summer's day, whilst the ne-

groes and teams had stop[)ed for dinner and a two

hours' rest.

There—a call to dinner, now, and I go, feeling

any of them during the war ; and now cannot

allord it.

Probably the most popular and beautiful ever-

green all over the South, is what we know as the

" Laurier amandier," or Almond Laurel, (the

Cerasus Caroliniensis,) and also as wild peach,

&c. The tree is a small but handsome one, when
well grown, and the foliage brightly, beautifully,

glossily green. It bears the shears admirably,

and forms the most beautiful of ornamental
hedges ; though, of course, a poor barrier to

breaking stock. I have seen living walls, ten to

twelve feet hi

throu''h at the

rested and refreshed ; having, in the recollection

h, and, perhaps, thirty inches of pleasant scenes and days gone by, forgotten

:nmnd, and six inches at the top, my troubles and annoyances. 1 have not named
andwith arciied passways cut in them, with edges ! a tithe of our riches in evergreens, native

almost as sharp as if cut in stone. exotic.

The '• Cape Jessamine " {Gardenia ftorida) is But you may well suppose that few care wheth-

another favorite ; !,rows freely and to a vast size, er any of all your c )rrespondent's list of piujs
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and spruces will thrive or no, with the V, Aus-

tralia^ and that most exquisitely fragrant of all

the tribe, the Frankincense pine (P. trecla) all

around us ; Cedrus Deodara and (Junning-

4 hamia lanccolata^ are sound and vigorous ; the

live oak [Q. virtus) now making this loneliest of

valleys, GJcnhlitla\ spread out before me as I write,

fresh and summer-like ; where our farm hedges

of Rosa Iwvifjata^ R. microphylla alba^ Crcetagus

pijracantha^ &c., are all evergreen.

Yet, I love the Conifcrm.

[We have taken out a few political allusions in

our correspondent's letter. We can readily ex-

cuse his writing them ; surrounded as he is by

misery, in contrast to his former happy prosperity,

it is naturally ever present to his mind. But our

rule on this head is imperative.]

TOMATOES, &c.

BY S. L. ALT.EN, CINNAMINSON, N. J.

I have been much interested in the discussions

upon the cultivation of the tomato, and the mer-

its of the many different varieties.

It IS one of our most valuable esculents, and

my opinions and experience differing materially

from those of some of your correspondents, I

hoped to add a little to the general mass of infor-

mation, by communicating some of them.

The number of varieties now offered for sale,

each, either earlier than any other, or combining

in itself the good qualities of all other varieties

known, is marvelous. Although it seems an im-

portant part of the business of some seedsmen,

to dupe the public, no doubt it might frequently

be avoided. Any one, for instance, buying the

Keyes' Early Prolific Tomato, with but slight

knowledge of the subject, would know it was a

humbug,— that it was impossible for it to be

"• thirty days earlier than any other variety." No
seedsman, with any accpiaiutance Avith tomatoes,

could believe it himself, or expect the confidence

of intelligent men.
" Thirty days eai'lier "—what does that impl}^?

That it would ripen fruit before plants of other

varieties have attained more than one- third their

growth, or have set fruit the size of a penny

piece. Indeed, it is dillicult to conceive how

three days could have been gained so early, if

equal <'arc is given to each variety, or even how

it could be gained in the whole season. Expe-

rience, this year, proves it no earlier than the

variety usually grown for market 'here, and not

nearly so i)rodiictive. I deem it, however, an ac-

quisition, and had it been described truthfully,

as early and predific j fruit handsome, of medium

size ; in habit a dwarf; therefore desirable for

forcing, for amateurs and private gardens—it

would have been well. So many thousands of

dollars would nf)t have been made upon it, but

the public Avould have been benefited, and seeds-

men sustained. I hoped it might be three or four

days, or even one day earlier, but was disap-

pointed ; but having abundance of seed, intend

fuller trial. To any one extensively engaged in

grooving tomatoes early for marke-t, each day

that a variety equally good and ])rolific with our

best, exceeds it in earliness, adds a value to that ,

variety over others of fully one hundred dollars

Your article, and one by L. B.,on the "Culture of

the Tomato, " I cannot conceive the correctness or

value of. It may be very desirable for amateurs,

but for a market garelener to put up walls for

profit, would be a decided mistake. The stone

alone on the ground, would cost more than the

fruit, granting double the yield mentioned, woulel

net in ten years, if it did not ripen until "August

10th." As for defective anel high priced toma-

toes, I sold on that very day one hundred and

fifteen baskets of good quality, at about thirty-

five cents a basket. No doubt about 10,000 more

were sold at about the same figures, many of

which were very fine, neither rotten nor defective.

Poor tomatoes can scarcely be sold, in the height

of the season. In regard to earliness, we think

it a backward season that ripens no tomatoes in

the 0th mo. (.June). I picked in 1807, by 8th mo.

August 10th inclusive, over one thousand baskets.

I can but think, however, that L. B. has maele a

mistake of Just one month in date. Any one, by

having good, healthy vines in full bearing at the

time of the fu'st frost, may have fresh tomatoes

in the new jear, by pulling before the seconel

heavy frost, and hanging in the cellar. Protec-

tion by walls, and raising from the ground is an

advantage. It is customary here to pick thous-

ands of baskets green, about the time of first

heavy frost, and place under sash, where they

gradually ripen for market. Se)me varieties, only,

rot badly. The Fe'jee is one. The Keyes, in rich

garden soil, would be desirable ; one early plant-

ing and one about the middle of the 0th mo.

(.Tune) would be satis{i\cte>ry for family use.

—

Mulching would be beneficial. The Tilden seems

to have been pretty well discus.st'd in the J/o«f/(/(/.

The Coe)k's Favorite is an old variety, newly

named, originating in this neighborhood. A few

thousand plants purchased of the originator, the

year of its debut, proved so unsatisfactory cv.'ry

way, that it was entirely discarded.
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PRFXIXG.
BY J. II., LONG ISLAND.

Pruning trees like making good bread is an art

not to be learned through books and newspapers,

but through individual 'study and experience.

Trees differ so much in their form and habit of

growth and the uses we require them for,as well as

the diversity of the soil and climate, that it is plain

no mere theory will be adapted to all conditions and
tastes of the planter. Add to this too many of

our horticultural writers are mere theorist, own
not an acre, and have no practical experience,

and their ideas often derived from reading foreign

publications that from the diversity of soil and
climate of Europe are not well suited to this

countr3\ You may ask if mere theory is worth

so little why does the writer put his pen to paper.

The reply is very much like the Friends sa}' when
they have performed a religious duty, "done for

the peace and satisfaction of my o«/h mind."

But about pruning we will take up the apple
i

first. Some writers will tell you to cut ofl'all the

limbs half way when transplanted ; we say not, !

for if you do the head will be filled with treble

the number of shoots that are wanted to grow,

and next year you will have to cut most of them I

off. Apple trees differ so much in the form of
\

their growth that no rule but good judgment will

apply. Some, if they have plenty of good roots,

will only need thinning out all the inner branches

and twigs, leaving only three or four main limbs,

such as you wish to remain and forma good head.

"We believe the buds of last year's growth are

much the strongest on all trees, possess more vi-

tality and it is unwise to cut all the young growth
off as some do.

Having so trinnned the branches with a refer-

ence to the future shape of the tree when first

planted, it will need but little trimming again in

several years, except to i-emove young suckers, if

any come. Apple trees should be so shaped by

prunings that a pers<m can climb with ease

through the Itranches near the body and take his

basket with him. This is the ideal of a perfectly

shajK'd tree. A tree can be trimmed too nmch
for its health and longevity, too many of the little

spray and small branches cut away, but it is sel-

dom done. Cherry trees, we generally let alone

with tiie exception of properly shaping the head

when first planted and always having reference

to the number and size of the roots. And we may
remark it is better to stake and tie trees when
planted, if deficient in roots, than to mutilate the

top of fruit trees too much. In pruning orna-

mental deciduous trees, we should be governed

by the shape we wish them to take. If we want

thick bushy trees, that will give a dense shade

around the dwelling, then we should cut back

severely. The American Elm may be trimmed

to a bare pole and so may the ^laples, except the

Xorwa3',whichis dense enough naturally without

any assistance from art. But if the}' are for ave-

nues or for street planting,where a quick, upright

growth is wanted, then thinning out the inner

branches near the trunk is all that is necessary.

Where trees are liable to have their branches torn

and split b3'the high winds, like the White or Sil-

ver leaf Maple,forming them into round heads by

cutting one-half back all the leading branches

when young will obviate this trouble. If we
wish our Larches to grow tall and wide spreading,

w^e may cut out the small branches ; but we think

the beauty of the Larch,especially the European,

which is so far superior to the American that the

latter should never be planted for ornamt>nt,is in

its compactness of growth. A Larch that has

been trimmed back to one-half of its length of

branches, when transplanted, is one of the most

beautiful trees for three months we have seen.

Evergreens should be pruned by the nurseryman

before they are sold, and then the planter will

have little else to do but take good care of them.

While we admire the lofty head of the deciduous

shade tree with its wide-spread sweepingljrauches,

a neat,compact evergreen suits most persons best.

We like symmetry of shape more than we care for

exuberance of growth or a great size. An occa-

sional White Pine lifting its head above the sur-

rounding trees is a striking object in a landscape,

but we want but few^ in our yards. The neat

dark green of the Balsam Fir, short lived though

it be, will cause it still to be planted for imme-

diate effect. They, if planted in moist soils, and

the leading top-shoot cut off, will retain their

beauty nvany years.

Few are aware how evergreens trees can be

changed in form and habit by judicious use of the

shears. The tendency of the Fir is to run up tall

and lose its lower branches. ]iy (uittin.; olf the

leading shoot occasionally, to prevent this habit,

it is a tree of beauty quite desirable. The Nor-

way Spruce can be made to grow nearly as we

wish. By sunnner pruning one-halfof tln^ young

growth, it will throw out an abundance of young

buds, and in a year or two an open young tree

:
be converted into a very close growing one.—

I Early in the summer is the beat tune to trim ever-

greens,or in truth any other tree, if we have time
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to attend to it, as the wound soon hoals over and

the l)uds belov will be increased and strength-

ened. In selecting Spruce trees avc should be

governed by the form we want them to assume.

If tor picturesque effect, then select trees of droop-

ing habit, whose limbs sweep down towards the

ground. x\.s Spruces are all seedlings, and each

difi'ers in some way from the other, we can have

them, by a little care and pruning, to assume Mie

shape we Avant. By cutting off'the leader repeat-

edly they will spread wide over the ground ; or by
shearmg them annually they become round as a

top. But Hemlock bears the shears the best of

any ol the American Evergi'eens we are acquaint-

ed with, if pruned in summer while in active

growth.

We can form it into a low beautiful hedge, a

round compact tree, its lowest bi'anches resting

on the ground like a cone ; or we can elevate it

among the tallest trees, a compeer to the AVhite

Pine. Pines are pruned by cutting off, in summer,
one-half or more of the central shoot. If this is

done at the proper time, frequently young buds

will start beneath. This is frequently necessary to

keep the upper branches from extending beyond
the lower, as this spoils the shape. Most people

want an evergreen to branch low and slope grad-

ually and evenly to the top.

There is not as nmch attention given to pruning

shrubs as there should be. Xeatness and compact-
ness ot form is most compatible to abundance of

riowers, and if by frequent cuttings they become
deformed or stunted throw thtnn away and plant

young bushes. Where one likes variety', some
varieties may be trained up to a single stalk, like

a tree, all side shoots cut away. We have seen

beautiful Forsythia, Philadelphusor Syringa and
Weigelia treated in this way like miniature trees,

and they excelled them in beauty ; but this arti-

cle is long enough, and even now needs pruning.

those small watery things we used to have when
thick, solid and smooth potatoes, aye, and early

too, can be had in such abundance.

Aye, and such is the benevolence of the age.

scores of growers are continually ollering us bet-

ter, still better for a consideration. Last sum-
mer we decided on one thing : never to plant any
kind but smooth growing fruit. If every farmer

will take a turn into the kitchen, and peel a few

for his dinner, he will never want a wrinkly, cor-

rugated tomato. We have planted the Cook's

Favorite for two years, and consider it very good,

firm, smooth and early. AVe have also planted

the Tilden, and found it to be a first-rate tomato.

Last season we sowed early in 4th mo. at the

same time in a hot-bed the Tilden, Cook's Favor-

ite, Keyos' Early, (five papers) and the Maupay.
We planted, in 6tli mo., out on the south side of

a board s(,'reen, made for the purpose of hastening

their ripening, three large plants ot each of the

before mentioned kinds. On the third of 8th mo.

two each of the Keyes and Tilden were ripe. The
Cook's Favorite followed in a few days, but the

Mau])ay was far behind. As to quality, they

were all good and solid, but the Keyes were the

most unprofitable of any. The Maupay were

ver}^ solid and prolific, but they were not smooth
enough to suit us. The Feejee and Lesters per-

fected are both large and fine, but too late in

ripening, and as frost comes too soon for them,

we have discontmucd planting. Our experience

of the Cook's, Tilden, and Keyes, is, as far as we
have heard Irom, the same with many others to

whom we furnished plants. Ke3"es' did not ripen

but little, if any, earlier than the older varieties,

and was much smaller. As to being sweet—we
could not see it.

THE PETUNIA.

TOMATOES.

BY ISAAC HICKS, NORTH HP:MPSTEAD, L. I.

As our horticultural friends are considerably

exorcised on the Tomato question, we will have
our say, too, and perhaps add a little more to the

confusion. I am glad of it, for good will result

in the end ; for has not some ohl quaint author
or poet said :

" Jiut quill to quill, (or pen. I forget

which) like Hints on steel do smile." They cre-

at(r sparks, and these sparks give us light.

There is no excuse for any oiu- to plant and eat

I$Y W. P., DETltOIT, MICH.

It is very interesting to mark the improvement

which takes jilace, from time to time, in plants,

where either careful selection or skilful hybridiza-

ti(m has been adopted, and ol the many plants

which adorn our gardens or green-houses few

bear stronger evidence of the skill and usefulness

of the cross In-i-eder than the Petunia.

The first Petunia was introduced in England

from Brazil in ISiiJ. P. nyctaginitlora, the old

connnon white, P. violacea, another original spe-

cies, was introduced by a Mr. Twodie, trom

Buenos Ayres, in 1S;50, and from these species

sprung the many superb varieties which are now
seen. A givat confusion arose on the introduc-
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tion of the first purple Petunia, P. violacea.— i

When the plants were first exhibited they were

supposed, b)' Sir W. J. Hooker, to be a Salpiglo.

sis, and was figured and described as such in the

"Botanical Magazine." It was afterwards fig-

ured in " Sweet's British Flower Garden," under

the name of Xeirombergia phcenicia. At last

matters were set right by Dr. Litulley figuring it

in the "Botanical Register" asPetunia violacea. It

is remarkable there should have been so many
doubts among botanists as to the genus of the

purple Petunia, as it appears to differ from the

white only in color.

For a long time after its first introduction, the

Petunia was looked upon as almost worthless, and

from the flimsey appearance of its flowers, was
pronounced a miserable weed, but we must now
abandon the word weed, for the Petunia has be-

come a florists' flower and it is hardly possible

to conceive that the beautiful, symetrically round-

ed flowers, with their brilliant coloring, could
j

ever have been the descendant of such narrow

petaled and starry-shaped flowers. Contrast the

old ;Magnificent,or Snowflake,with President Lin- '

I

coin, Crimson Gem, Charming, or Delicata ; the i

former ill-shaped flowers lopping over for want
1

of substance ; the latter standing erect, forming

perfect trumpet-like flowers of the most varied

and vivid colors.

Culture : Petunias delight in a light, rich, open

soil, and cuttings of the young shoots strike root
|

freely in early spring, say February or March.

Pot them, when struck, in small pots, and en-

courage to grow freely by placing them in a mo-

derately warm place, close to the glass. As they

grow, take care to pinch them back, so as to induce

a bushy habit ; re-pot whenever the roots touch

the sides of the pot, and by May or June you will

have strong bushy plants, showing plenty of

flowers, and lasting till late in autumn.

For bedding (except where lines or beds of the

same color are desirable) they had better be raised

from seed. Sow seed in March in well-drained

pots, using a light sandy soil ; when the seed is

sown, water with tepid water, and place a piece

of glass over the top of the pot ; this obviates the

necessity of frecjuent watering. When the young
seedlings come up, prick out rather thinly in pans

and place near the glass on the top shelf of a

greenhouse, from which tiiey may be transplanted

to the flower beds.

The most successful hybridizers of the Petunia

have been Messrs. F. & A. Smith of London,

M. Rendatler of Paris, and last, but not least.

J. Kadletz of Staten Island, X. Y.

Tlie undermentioned were all raised l)y Mr.

Kadletz, and are well worthy of attention for

their variety, beauty and form.

* Bizarre; very large purple, ground stripeil

with white and lilac, fragrant.

* Mr. Peter Henderson ; in style of President

Lincoln, white and crimson, with purple blotch

in each petal.

* Carnation; resembling a carnation in style

striped, free bloomer.

Bai/s water; bright carmine, mottled white.

Bosalirid; delicate rose, with pink and white

bars.

T/iC Bride; white, with violet stripes, the best

of its class.

* Marked thus are double.

PEAR BLIGHT.
BY MR. J. T. XATHURST, LA PORTE, IND.

Permit me to report through your valuable

M(mthly^ my experience on pear blight.

I have been cultivating pear trees, both stand-

ards and dwarfs, for the last seven years in this

locality. I have about four hundred trees in or-

chard, mostly young, but some in bearing, be-

sides a few hundred in my nursery. During all

this time I have not lost a tree from blight ; have

not seen a sign of blight in body or limb of a sin-

gle tree. Pear blight, as far as my observation

goes, is not very common in this section. I have
had some mildew on the leaves of my graperies,

but not sufficient to materially injure the fruit

—

Xevertheless, we have frequent thunder and
lightning through every summer. I fully aaree

with your views in your article on pear blight in

the February number, and therefore it is not ne-

cessary that I should say anything more on the

subject ; I only state the fact as it has occurred.

POLE BEANS.

BY ISAAC HICKS, NORTH IIEMI'STEAD, L. I.

AVe plant for family use from one hundred and

twenty to one hundred and fifty hills of poU-

beans ; nearly all Limas. For string beans, we
have not found any variety ecjual to the Indian

Chief. Concord and the Rhode Island butter-

bean are very prolific, but to be eaten in their

green state, as string beans, are very inferior to

the former, oflen called wax bean and butler beau.
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The 1 ills, for garden culture, should he three feet

apart. Ahout the first or second week in May,
when the ground is in a suitable condition, and

in good order, we proceed to dig out tiie holes,

taking out three or more spadesful of earth ; then

in the centre make the holes with a crowbar, and

put in the poles securely. Put a shovelful of

well rotted stable manure, or if you have the ar-

ticle on liand, home-made poudrette in a hill

;

cover the manure two or three inches deep, and

then ))lant the Limas carefully point downwards
around the pole. Ten or more seeds should be

put in a hill, so that if it should be a bad season,

and only a part come up, we will have some to

rely on. If more than four grow, when three or

four inches high, leave the best and pull the others

up. "Wo think there should be but a very little

soil thrown over the beans ^vhen planted, and
that should be free from lumps and fine as possi-

ble. If the beans have not shown themselves in

a reasonable time they should be examined, and
if rotten plant again, and when a few inches high

sprinkle them with guano water, or throw guano

around the roots previous to a rain. Guano will

hurt some vegetables, if used freely, but we have

never known it to hurt Limas after thc}^ are a few

inches high.

There is no vegetable we. raise that pays us

l)Ctter for the care in planting and tending, than

Lima beans. And when they are large enough
to eat they are always in order on the table, no

matter what other vegetables we have, or the

meals we cook.

paid no attention, any more than I do to it being

done on "the longest day in the year." The
practical application of this I leave to yourself

and other able writers. I merely state the facts.

STRIPriNG TIIE BARK ofAPPLE TREES.
KY MR. J. T. NATHURST, LA PORTE, IND.

Twenty-five years ago I grafted the tops of a
number of large apple trees for a friend in south-

western Ohio ; the buds were just bursting open.

My friend was engaged at the same time in strip-

l)ing the bark from the body and main branches
of a number of his large trees. They all formed
new smooth l)ark through the summer. The ob-

ject sought in strii)i)ing tiie bark, was to prevent

\\\v. " bitt(!r rot " with which some varieties were
badly atifected ; it did not have the desired efTect.

FFis apples had the bitter rot next season just as

i)ad as ever. It was then a popular remedy in

Uiat section for l)itter rot, and I remember sccinrr

wliole orcliards stripped of Ijieir l):irk, and al-

ways putting on new. It was done, a.s far as my
ol)servation went, in the spring, at tlie first active

How of the sap. My friend told me sometlnng
about it being dont- >' in the moon :" to which I

FORCING TOMATOES AND STRAW-
BERRIES.

BY P. CORCORAN, SMAROX, PA.

On my employer's plan, Mr. James Westerman
has erected a house, the past season, to grow
vegetables and small fruits. It is forty five feet

long and twenty feet wide, with side benches and
centre pit. We have tomatoes abundantly since

Christmas. I have now Wilson's Albany and
May Queen strawberries, and some other kinds

in full bloom. The lovers of tomatoes, by this

plan, can have them, besides in growing enough
of bedding plants on the side branches for the

summer decoration of the grounds.

[Our correspondent refers to a plan formerl}'

given in the Monthly. As he has been so very
successful, we should be glad if he would give us
some fuller account of it. It would interest

many of our readers. Ed.]

IIAEDY YAEIETIES OF THE APPLE.
BY MR. J. T. NATHURST, LA PORTE, IND.

We of the north-west are very desirous of ob-

taining hardy varieties of apple trees that will

stand our severe wintei's. I am informed that the

people in Minnesota, or perhaps Wisconsin, are

petitioning their legislatures to send men to Rus-

sia to select some hardy varieties. Being a Swede
by birth, and having spent the early part of my
life there, I recollect something of the fruits of

Sweden, and think hardy varieties can be found

there as well as in Russia, and perhaps they will

be more accessible. The apple tree is cultivated

in Sweden up to its most northern limit, some

four hundred miles north of Stockholm, if my
memory serves me. There are Horticultural So-

cieties, experimental farms and nurseries, which

all would aid in making proper selections. We
already have the Red and White Astrachan from

Sweden, Avhich have proved hardy here. I know
that of late these varieties have been credited to

Russia, but I doubt if correctly, as I distinctly

recollect seeing large old trees of both varieties

more than thirty-five years ago growing in differ-

ent sections of Sweden, that must have been from

fifty to one hundred years old, knowing how slow

the ajiple trees grow in that country. Downing
says the White Astrachan is " rather dr}'." So

it is when over-ripe, but when in perfection it is,

in Sweden at least, regarded as the best of the two-
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E D I T K I A L .

NATURE OF ROOTS.

The writer of this ch;ipter,in 1853, pubhshed a

little book called the lland-hook of Ornamental

Trees, in which he wrote :
" fibres ai'c annual,

dying out after a season's service. New fibres

make their apiiearance as the extending roots

grow ; and are, therefore, further away from the

collar of the tree in propox-tion to its a^e. " (p. 29.)

It was the misfortune of the writer of that book

not to be brouLjht up in a library. At 25, fifty

dollars would buy all the books he ever owned.

—

The one great book of nature had to furnish the

chief material for his work, and hence he was de-

prived of the great essential element of modern
book-making, the chance of repeating what some
" Dubrieuls," or other "great authorities " had

said before him. He had to risk the use of his

senses, and of being pronounced by those more

learned, "ridiculous." So it was not surprising

when a friend wrote from England :
" The Pro-

fessor has read your book, and says your ideas

al)out annual fibres are sheer nonsense. Liudley

makes no mention of it in his Theory of Horti-

culture." But we have kept on our way, teach-

ing it as the foundation of a good rule in trans-

planting, and meeting with so little opposition

that we supposed it had quietly become a recog-

nized fact, which no one thought it worth while

to disupte.

Quite an excitement has reccntl}' arisen in

England on this subject. Mr. Rivers, whom our

readers know as the author of the " Miniature

Fruit Garden," and who also has tlic misfortune

to rely on experience, instead of books, for his

facts, incideutly made some statements which

sceined to point to a belief in the annual death of

root fibres, and straightway writers are for turn-

ing him out of the Orthodox Physiological fold.

He holds his own, however, well ; and we can

help him by one single fact, which must convince

any one who has had but a limited expe-

rience among tree roots, that fibres do die. If

we dig up a maple or any ^fibrous rooted tree

when, say, five years old, we find hundreds of

fil)res pushing in every direction a few feet from

the tree. If wo dig hundreds of such trees, we

find essentially the same facts. Now let us dig

the sanie species of tree twent3'-(ive years old,and

at the same few fed from the tree we find, per-

haps, but a dozen leading roots as thick as one's

lingers. Where are the hundreds of fibres which

were in that spot twenty years before V Dead,
long ago. These main roots extend, .and the fi-

bres are always found at the extremity of these

roots, and every American tree planter practically

acts on it when he starts away to where ^the

roots extend in digging a tree, in order to get

any fibres at all. If the tree be cut ott" close to

the stem, he gets but a few forks or jvfongs, yet

in that spot, years ^before, abundance of fibres

existed.

The fact is, the fibres on roots are analogous
to leaves on the stem. They serve their purpose

a fixed time and die. As the stems grow, leaves

form on their summits; and as roots push, fibres

form en their ends. In fact, the underground
portion of a tree is the analogue of that above.

The seeds start, and pushboth Avays ; the germs
of root growth and stem growth being to all pur-

poses the same. The laws of their development
must be essentially identical, the form and struc-

ture being the only metamorphosis. It needs no
Darwin to tell an observant gardener this fact

;

nor a Goethe to show the change in matter, but
not in principle.

Again are our English friends exercised over a
fact some writer has recently broached ; but
which our readers are familiar Avith from our pen,

that when, by pruning or otherwise, a tree loses

some of its branches, roots die in sympathy with
the loss. The observant American gardener is

here again a long way a-head of " Physiological
AVorks." He knows that if a hedge of osage
orange be kept as it ought to be, annually trim-
med down to four or five feet, he never finds the
roots far away. In twenty-five years they would
be ten feet oft; as a rule,—but let him neglect the
hedge ; suflfer the plants to grow twenty feet high,
and, in "less than no time," he will find the
robber roots a long way beyond bounds. So,
also, with his continually mowed lawn. J.et the
grass be mowed three or four times a year, for
ten years

;
yet, when the gardener undertake s to

"lift a sod," it peals ofl' like an orange skin,

nearly as if it had been i)ut down but a few
months before ; but when he tries to take sod
from a lawn which has been a year or m'ore wi.h-
out mowing, he finds the roots ruu deep and
strong, and he has to put considerable elbow
strenith on his turfing iron to get the tough thinfr

up. To us, accustomed to tliese facts, it seems
strange to read controversies as to wliellur roi ts

really die when trees are pruned. How gingtrly
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our English friends handle the matter, may be

judged by the following extract from a paper by

Mrf R. T. Fish, a Fellow of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, in the Gardener'>s Chronicle. He
says :—
" Tliere is anothor unnatural mode of destruction,

wliich I advance with more dirtidenee, and that is, tlie

sudden destruction of the tojjs of phints. It is just pos-

sible—i)roljal)le—I tliink almost certain, tliat the re-

moval of the head of a,plant will destrf)y many of its

spongioles. I have observed, on cuttiii;; down plants in

full growth, such as Fuchsias, I'elargoniums, Stove
Plants, <fcc., that many of the fibrils perish afterwards^

I\)ssibly this maj- arise from the full tide of sap hope-

lessly advancing to find no adequate outlet, and having
to flow back again. It seems, too, that sap in a state of

rest may lie more oppressive to the delicate vessels of

plants, than the same sap in motion. Tlie sap itself also

remains stagnant and putrilies, producing decomposi
tion, diseivse, and occasionally death, throughout the

entire system. There is likewise a great reaction from
the sudden stoppage of the circulation. A sort of paral-

ysis settles down upon the entire plant, whose benumb-
ing influence reaches to tlie extremity of the most deli-

cate fibril. And if this inaction is of long duration

many of the spongioles perish."

We are very glad to find that, after eighteen

years of effort, we may soon see these principles

recognized by the '' book makers," for, indeed,

they have an immense influence on successful

fruit culture in the United States, as we have re-

peatedly shown. And then it will be so nice for

those who like to go to "authorities" for their

facts—for there are many good gardeners Avho,

like the French physician, stultify tlu^mselves by

their blind worship of a man who writes a book.

'•Monsieur," said the girl, "master's dead."

"Nonsense," said he, "can't be." "But he is,"

she replied, "and buried, too." "Impossible,"

he persisted, " every writer, from the time of

Galen to the presetit, gives twenty days as the

duration of the disease before death, and your

master has been sick only ten. Go back !—you

are certainly mistaken ; he is not dead !"

And thus may some argue these roots not dead,

and caiiuct die ; but the observing man knows

they do, and all that is wanting is for the scien-

titic mind to systematize the facts, so that the man
of practice may turn the law to his personal ben-

efit in the art of gardening.

NOTES OF WESTERN TRAVEL.
Before leaving Cincinnati, we went out to sec

the nursery of S. S. Jackson, long known as an

enthusiastic and first class cultivator. Dining

the war the business came to a stand-still,

through irreparable family losses. Recently Mr.

McGregor, an excellent practical gardener, has

secured an interest in the concern, which is now
pushing things with a good deal of the old spirit

and success.

The grounds are beautifully laid out, and filled

with many rare and valuable specimens of trees

and shrubs. A large dwarf Pear orchard is also

attached, in which new varieties are tested and

their relative merits compared. Much attention

is also given to florists' flowers. A large bed of

seedling Geraniums was in bloom, with the ob-

ject of raising new kinds, and some very dwarf

and valuable kinds were flowering.

Mr. Jackson is a mechanical genius as well as

an enterprising nurseryman. Not the least in-

teresting part of our visit was the examination of

his various labor-saving machines employed in

his business. One for printing labels was espe-

cially ingenious. A circular wheel, on the edge

of which type are locked, presses, in revolving,

against a sponge of printing ink, and comesMown
on a long strip of label wood. On this circumfe-

rence, say the name " Bartlett " may be set up
half a dozen times, and prints the name on half

a dozen labels with each revolution, inking them-

selves, at the same time, for half a dozen more.

So simple is this arrangement, and so rapid can

labels be turned out b}" this instrument, that it

would pay Mr. Jackson well to have it put regu-

larly on the market, as no one in the wholesale

trade could afford to be Avithout it, after seeing

how well it does its work.

So kindly were we treated by the ladies every-

where west, that we do not like to specify any
one case more than another ; but, certainly not

the least part of our pleasures in Cincinnati was
in the handsome entertainment given us by the

intelligent ladies—wife and daughters—compris-

ing Mr. Jackson's family.

Having a pressing invitation to meet otir friends

at South Pass, who were to hold a meeting a few

days before the St. Louis exhibition, we took the

Ohio and ^lississippi R. R. for Odin, the Jimc-

tion of that road with the Illinois Central, about

sevent}^ miles south of which, South l^ass (Cob-

den Station) is situated.

We are under great obligations to the Superin-

tendent of this road for many polite attentions,

and was pleased to hear from Dr. Warder and
other friends whom we met on the train, that it

was one of the best conducted, liberal, and most
successful roads in the West.

Dr. Warder's fortunate company added much
pleasure to this long four hundred miles ride, as

every one who knows his love of nature, horti-
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culture, fun and anecdote, can fully appreciate.

Wherever the Doctor goes; the saddest face lights

up with brightness ; and it is no wonder, as we

have heard it related, that even the wild birds in

his garden will eat from his hand, and that even

dumb beasts generally love him. AVe really en-

viedour friend—he seemed a cornucopia of hap-

piness, and we set ourselves to stud}^ how he

came by it all.

As he got in at a way station, we noted him

tugging away at an immense basket, stowing it

away in a safe corner of the car. We made a

note of it. The crying baby, always present in

a long train, of course was here. " Why can't

jKiople leave babies at home when they travel,"

we saw plainly written on the brows of many
whom we took to be bachelors. Suddenly the

sounds were hushed. A pear in the baby's hand,

and to its mouth, told something of the story,

and only its half satisfied glance at the Doctor,

explained the full mystery.

Presently came along a conductor, one of those

abused men, whom all find fault with but none

ever praise. This one was as smiling as a full-

blown rose, a pseony, or any simile you please. It

was so strange,—and he had a good word or a

nod for every familiar face. Ah ! there it is.

Apples in every pocket, and grapes in both

hands, and the Doctor's big basket not near

so heavy as it was a while ago. Then, per-

haps, the train stops for water, or for a pass-

ing train, and you see a group on the stand out-

side, and in the centre a tallish man with a mi-

croscope, showing a pleased crowd the beauty of

some minute leaf hopper, some fungus on a but-

tonwood leaf, striking out for them.some sources

of enjoyment they never dreamed of, and which,

no doubt, will ripen, and return tenfold to them
hereafter. Or you may see him first out of his

berth in the morning, waking up his fellow pas-

sengers to see the wondrous beauty of a sun rise

on the broad prairie, coming out, as it were, of

the exact centre of the railroad track hundreds

of miles behind, and looking like the reflector of

an immense locomotive, threatening to hurry on

and dash all to pieces on the rails before it.

Out of such trifles spring the magic secret of a

life which so charms all who come in contact with

this fovored son of Horticulture. We made the

following note for anew truth: " The more a

man really knows, the simpler ard more child-

like he talks and acts."

AKEBIA QUINATA.
In our notice of this new twining vine last year,

we omitted to note its early leafing. At this

time (April 10th) it has well developed leaves,

which not even the lilac has. In another month it

will be a mass of rich plum colored fragrant bells.

It is undoubtedly amongst the most valuable har-

dy climbers introduced into our country ; and we
are astonished that it has not come to us with an

European reputation.

SCEAPS AND QUERIES.

Grapes from Green-wood Cuttings.—Mr.

G. W. Campbell^ Delaware, O., sends us the fol-

lowing :
" I send you to-day, by mail, a plant of!

the Miles grape, grown from a green cMWaiiy taken

in .June. I have forgotten whether you were pre-

sent at the meeting in Sandusky, when I exhib-

ited some plants grown from green, or soft, wood,

and made some remarks in regard to propagat-

ing, and stated that, contrarj' to the teaching of

many wh(j profess to know "all about it," a

plant was not necessarily bad or imperfect, be-

cause grown from a green cutting. I do not re-

memljer having teen an expression of your views

on this subject ; but, I take the ground that, if a

].lant be well developed, with well-ripened wood,

and abundant and healthy roots, it matters not

how, or from what kind of wood, it is grown ; and

the plant I send you will, I think, sustain my
position, that good vines ca>i be grown from green

cuttings."

[We thought our record was pretty well known

that there can be no possible objection to raising

vines from green wood cuttings, or in any other

way. In fact, the care and attention necessary

to success, in such modes of propagation, arc fa-

! vorablc to superior health. Leaving things to

: fight their way in innmcy, in order to make them

strong and vigorous, looks very pretty as an ab-
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stract theory ; but the fact is, we have seen many
a poor little chicken washed to death in a rain

storm, when its mother's protecting wing might
have preserved it for a long life of egg-laying or

usefulness. Depend on it, friends, it makes no

(lidei'ence whether a bird is hatched by a patent

incubator, or a setting hen. It is the ojtcv treat-

ment makes the fowls. Just so with the vines.]

The Wixter at Baltimore.—A correspon-

dent whose only faultis writing too seldom, says :

" The la^t winter has been a very severe one on
my Evergi'cens, though the thermometer, at no
time, went lower than zero, and though Rasp-
berries, Grape Vines and other things have not

sufl'cred at all.

Plants that have stood the last seven winters

without being injured in the least, such as Thuja
aurea, Thujopsis borealis, Thuja o])longa pen-

dula, are badly scorched, and some, I fear, killed

outright.

This winter has also settled the question with
me, that the Sequoia gigantea will not do here.

My plant, noticed by Mr. W. Brackenridge in

your magazine some eighteen months ago, had
attained a height of 16 feet, with a trunk of 9

inches diameter at the base. It had grown to be

a perfect specimen everyway,when, last summer,
the lower branches began to die to about 4 feet

from the ground ; and, during this wintei-, they

died still further up, and even some branches near

the top were killed, so that the symmetry of the

tree is destroyed, and I am tempted to grub
it up."

Arraxgement of a Coxservatory.— Tr.,

Detroit, says :
" I have read your valuable mag-

azine with much profit, for several years, and
have often wished it contained some plans for a
greenhouse attached to a dwelling, such as would
meet my necessity.

We have been building a villa, in the "small
gothic " style, two miles out of the city, with a
^^reenhouse on the south side, 24 feet long, and
14 fiet from back to to front centre,—in shajje,

the half of a double octagon. Through a glass

dtjor, from a lilirary on the east side, we have a
vista the length of the room ; and, through a
arge doul)le-\vindow in the back, a fine view from
tlic (Hning-rooni.

I am somewhat at a loss as to the internal

arrangement for plants, vases, &c., and know-
ing your taste in such matters, thought I would

trespass somewhat on your time and patience in

asking your advice in the matter, thinking your

hints would be as valuable to scores of other lady

readers as well as myself.

I have been a cultivator of plants and flowers

for many years, and have found the Cuphea Zim-

apanni a valuable early winter llowering plant.

Have had the Erysimum Porotfskianum, and a

new purple Candytuft, in flower, in my little

house, nearly all winter. Find the flower of the

Fern-leaved Chinese Primrose very inferior. Am
not successful in everything. Have a large

Banksia rose which uttcrl}^ refuses to flower ; and

an Orange tree which, year by year, grows small-

er, though not "beautifully less." It has now a

yellow-jaundiced look, which is, to me, unac-

countable.

[We have had this article on our table for two

months, and have delayed a reply in the hope

that our correspondent J. C. Johnston's paper,

which we are able to get in this month, will sup-

ply most of the information desired. If anything

further can help our correspondent we shall be

very glad to try to give the information.

We are particularly sorry when ladies do not

succeed, for, usually, we have to envj' them their

success in growing window or small conservatory

plants. Possibly the house is too shady^—for the

Banksia rose will only flower wiiei'e there is a

great abundance of light.

The best way to renovate the Orange tree is,

to cut away several inches of each shoot, and

plant it out in a rich piece of garden ground. It

will grow beautifully larger, and iiave healthy,

green, large leaves, and strong shoots. Early

in fall it will have to be repotted again.]

Bostox Market Celery.— George Lennox,

Oaks Corners, Ontario Co., iV. y., asks : "In
your March number of the Monthlij you make
mention of Boston Market as the finest dwarf
Celery, but do not say where it can be procured.

I have looked in a great many Seed Catalogues,

but in vain. Will you, in your " Notices to Cor-

respondents," be kind enough to tell me where I

can get it."

[Whoever has it jilease send their Seed List to

the above corresjiondent. We suppose any Bos-

ton seedsman, who advertises with us, could sup-

ply it. Try Jjri'ck & Son, Curtis & Cobb, AVash-

bnrn & Co., or Ilovey & Co. AVe believe we
have seen it, also, in the list of James J. II.

Gregory, Marljlehcad, Mass., but are not sure.]
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Color of a Cold Vinery.—A Chicago cor-

respondent says :
" I have charge of a Cold

(irapery—a lean-to. The back wall is brick, of

a lead color. My employer thinks it would be

better for the vines if the back wall was white.

I prefer dark. What color is best for the back

wall,and give the reason,and oblige a reader. The

vinery has a Southern elevation."

[We think there is very little diflcrence in the

effect on the vine, between one color and another

on the back wall of a vinery. AVe have seen

fruit and health as good as could be desired under

all colors, though we have heard theoretical dis-

cussions of vai'ious shades. As the present con-

troversy stands, we decide in favor of the lead

color.]

I'RiMMrs'G SrRUCE Hedges—An Ontario Co.

{X. Y.) friend asks the time to cut Xorway
Spruce, Balsam and Hemlock Spruce hedges. Is

it in fall, or spring, or midsummer ? I have some

15 to 25 feet high, which I want to get into shape

like some I have seen.

[Under the circumstances you state, better cut

them in May. Cut down to four or five feet, and

let the base be four or five feet wide—triangular-

faced like.

Surface Roots of Trees.^Jf. L. Dunlap

contributes an interesting paper to the American

Journal of Horticulture, showing that the roots of

Eastern Trees run on the surface, Avhile the same

trees, West, run downward—none near the top.

His inference is, that roots prefer to be near the

surface, but must, first of all, have moisture ; and,

as the West is famous for its summer drouths,

the roots are forced to go deep to get their drink.

This difference is a very important one, and

should lead to different modes of culture in the

AVest from the East.

Grape Vines from North EAST,rA.—Some

months ago we made some remarks, showing

that the attempts of Mr. Grithths to patent a

certain mode of growing grapes was worthless,

as a patent, on the ground of want of novelty.

:Many things have been grown that way. Dr.

Taylor, of Xewport, Ky., is one of the most suc-

cessful growers of the Currant in precisely the

same way as Mr. Griffiths grows Grapes.

We have an idea our friend Griffiths thinks,

because we hold that the public has a perfect

right to use the plan, we are opposed to the plan

itself. N,ot so. It is an excellent one, and Mr.

G. deserves great credit for reducing this old plan

to such perfect practice. His vines are excel-

lent.

He sends us a sample of lonas, raised from

small twigs last year. No one-year vines of any

kind could be better. The Express Company
also seems to appreciate their value, as they make

us pay $1.75 for the little parcel by which we

are able to give so favorable an opinion of the

vine.

Changes in Botanical Names.—In a con-

temporary journal, 3Ir. Peter Henderson says :

—

"Sweeping changes in (popular) nomenclature

are always of doubtful expediency, even if botan-

ically correct," referring to the fashion of calling

Geraniums of every class '
' Pela rgoniums. '

' AVe

are glad to see some one protesting against these,

absurdities. AA^'e received some snubbing when,

some years ago, we tried to stem the tide ; and,

for a while, stood alone amongst our contempo-

raries, who eagerly snapped up Gladioli, Cypripe-

dia, Pelargonia, Rospe, and we know not what—
elegant Latin Avhcrewitli to replace common Eng-

lish. The rule should be to use English in every-

day life, confining strict Latin to Botanical lan-

guage.

Martha Grape.—J- Litiz, {Pa.) correspond-

ent says, the mildew, owing to the excessively

wet season, used his Grapes badly last year. He
had Rogers' 9, 4, 15, 19 and :5J ; all lost their

leaves, but Martha did not. The fruit rotted

some, as did that of the others ; but for healthi-

ness of foliage—a first-rate quality in any grape

—he thinks the Martha can't be beat.

Premium Vegetables.—In our March No.,

the fine A^'getables noticed as being raised on the

farm of B. M. Bacon, " Indianapolis," should

have been Lnfayetle, Ind.

Correction.— It was Sanniel Feast, Sr., of

Baltimore, whose death it was intended to record

last month ; not S. F., Jr., as there stated.
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.
A Curious old Book.—Eveiy one convers-

ant with English Ilurticulturcal History, has
liearu of Parkinson, but very few know him per-

sonally, through his works. A rhiladel])hia lady,

Miss Elizabeth Fisher, has placed on our table a

very perfect edition of his ^'Faradisus Tcrrestris.

imbhshed in 1(529, and dedicated " in all humble
devotion to the Queen's most excellent Magestie,"

Elizabeth
; whom, we judge by the introduction,

to have been like the present English Queen, a

zealous patron of gardening.

The courteous reader is informed that it was
only the ignorance of the heathen, which attrib-

uted the first knowledge of herbs and physic to

Chiron the (^Jentaur, or to Apollo, or Esculapius.

Christians know better than this, for they know
that the first men successively, from Adam to

Noah, had an inspired knowledge of all natural

things, so as to know instinctively what things

were fit to use or not. The reader is also told

that the author had been traduced by jealous con-

temporaries, who, "through an evil disposition

and ignorance, have so far traduced me as to say

this was another man's work, rather than mine
own.'' He proposes to get out another work by

'•mine own study, if malevolent spirits do not

hinder." As nothing had yet appeared but

translations of the latin, except Gerard's Herbal,

he thinks he may usefully occupy the ground.

The frontispiece gives a view of the Garden of

Eden. Adam looks the picture of happiness, ap-

parently calling to Eve to look at a tremendous

pear he has just gathered from a young tree

double his own size ; but Eve is too much occu-

l)ied in picking strawberries, either because she

does not care for him and his pear, or becaus3

she fears the chicken alongside the strawberry

will get it before her. It ma}'- interest our vig-

nerons to know that the grape fever did not exist

in Paradise ; for, though the fruit hang from the

trees in the greatest profusion, our first gardeners

(for there are two of them, although we generall}'

give that honor to Adam alone) don't seem to

care a picnyune about them. There are no this-

tles any win re to be seen ; but we don't know but

we should ])r('fcr even the vile Canada varietj', to

the horrid looking cactuses, whose terrible thorns

s'H'm rather in too close a proximity to the naked

Adam to be pleasing. AVe speak feeliiigl}' on this

l>oint, having had to spend many an hour of our
(lays in pulling out the little barl)s, which, in

f p;te of tliick clothing, jjroved as severe thorns

in one's flesh, as the most zealous ascetic could

desire. Having given our readers a glimpse of

Paradise, according to Parkinson, we have given

them almost all the novelty of the work ; for it is

a remarkable fact that many of the new notions

in gardening, on which we of tlie present day
so pride ourselves, were well known to these au-

thors, so many years ago. The garden plans are

very much like those designed by Xesfield for the

present grand gardens at Chiswick, near London,

and except that what we call "exotics," are fa-

miliarly called "outlandish" flowers, there has

not been much change, even in garden terms.

—

The plates of vegetables, except in the pictorial

excellence of the plates, we might suppose were

from Fearing Burr. Cauliflower, Broccoli,

Kohl Kabi, and Cabbage, which, our author

says, "is much used of Dutchmen," even as in

our day. That "doctors differ," seems also to

have been as well known in those times as in

ours, for Parkuisou tells us " it is thought the

use of cabbage doth dry up the milke in nurse's

breasts ; but many women that have given sucke,

to my knowledge, have denied the assertion, af-

firming that the}' have eaten them and found no

such eftect ; so dilTering are the opinions of many.

"

Catalogue of "\Yashburn & Co. — We
have often had occasion to remark that our Nur-

sery and Seed Catalogues are, as a rule, far ahead

in accuracy and general merits, of any in Europe.

In this case before us, America has outdone her-

self. The typographical execution is not only

excellent, and its rules, directions, and descrip-

tions good, but it is beautifully bound, and

makes really a handsome ornament for a draw-

ing room table. AVe are glad to sec such enter-

prise. It deserves to pay handsomel}', and we
believe it will.

The Southern Cultivator. Published by

AV. & AV. L. Jones, Athens, Ga.

No. 4 of this monthly magazine comes to us in

a neat blue cover, and fine white paper,—a very

pleasant relief from the coarse gray in which it

has had to clothe itself since the death of the re-

bellion. No class has felt the evils of the times

past so much as the cultivators of the soil. Dif-

It'rent parts of the Fniou have business relations,
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and there are political relations ; but, in addition

to these, there is, in the pursuits of agriculture

and horticulture, a social relation, which seems

to make those who follow them, in a sense, per-

sonally related.

Now that the (7a?t(rator comes to us "like unto

other" of our exchanges, we feel that the agri-

cultural classes of the late warring circles are

practically reconstructed ; and we rejoice hearti-

ly at the event.

Twenty-six years of life have made the virtues

of the Cultivator so well known, that it is like

painting the rainbow to say anything in its praise.

There is talent enough in it for two papers—and,

we say it with pleasure, much of the sectional

bitterness which characterized it during the year

succeeding the end of rebellion has disappeared,

and it now confines itself to its legitimate sphere

—an able watchfulncs over the agricultural pros-

perity of the South.

INEW ATsD EARE PRUITS.

Apple, Morrison's Eed.—The following de-

scription is from the American Journal of Horti-

culture, page 150, but no author's name is given

as a guarantee of its distinctness :

" Fruit medium size,conical,somewhat angular;

color light yellow on shady side and about the

eye, but striped and marbled with red ; exposed

specimens nearly all red, with russet specks or

dots, and russet about the stem and calyx
;

cal^x closed in a moderately deep basin, some-

times plaited slightly ; segments partially reflex;

stem short and small, set in a regular cavity of

moderate depth ; flesh white, fine-grained, ten

der, with a peculiar and very pleasant sub-acid

flavor ; core rather large, and filled with large,

dark brown seeds. Season, Xovember to March
or April. Keeps well. Tree a good grower, and

very ,'productive. This apple, for beauty, will

rank among the winter fruit very much as the

"Williams does among the summer apples, though •

the color of the former is not quite so brilliant as

that of the latter.

Originated at Med field, Mass."

ribbed : surface smooth, mixed dark red and yel-

low, splashed with purple ; dots large, scattered,

yellow ; basin deep, abrupt, folded ; eye large,

open ; cavity deep, wavy, brown ; stem medium

to long, knobby ; core medium, regular, open,

clasping the eye ; seeds numerous, plump, dark
;

flesh yellow, breaking, rather juicy ; flavor sub-

acid. Uses, market and family ; season, Septem-

ber and October."

Davisox's Thornless Raspberry.— Mr.

Bartholomew shows us some canes of this varie-

ty. They are very strong and thornless, which

will be of great advantage to large growers, with

whom the usual "nasty stickers " are a serious

impediment to a rapid gathering of the crop. It

is a relative of the common Black Cap, and is

said to be a few days earlier than the "Doolittle."

New Apple, Hamilton.—The following de-

scription appears in the Journal of Horticulture,

on whose authority is not stated, but probably

Dr. AVarder's :

"Introduced from the South into Southern Il-

linois by J. A. Grain, of Pulaski Co., Illinois,

and exhibited before the State Horticultural Soci-

ety at South Pass, Sept. 3d, 1807.

ticulars this fruit resembli^s the

Hybrid Grapes.—In one of our earlier vol-

umes we gave a [highly interesting account of

some hybrid fruit by Dr. A. P. Wylie, of Ches-

ter, South Carolina. Fortunately for Science,

Dr.W. has continued his experiments all through

the rebellion, and has now gathered together an

immense amount of valuable f\icts, some of which

in the following notes we have much pleasure in

civins: to our readers :

"In lS.")f) I grafted an old wild .Estivalis grape

with the AVhite Frontignac. The graft was put

in late in the spring, consequently did not bloom

In many par-
j

(it bore two branches) until late, about the time

Buckingham, that the Scuppernong or Bullace bloomed. So

which is extensively cultivated in that region ; soon as the first blooms commenced bursting, I

but Mr. Grain reports the tree as difierent, and
|

clipped them all ofl", (those about to be blown),

that the period of ripening is later.
|

and then carefully cut away the stamens of all

Fruit large, roundish, irregular, somewhat , those not so far advanced as to be lifting the cap;
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by this means pivventing the possibilit}' of self-im-

pregnation, I then carefully covered the bunch

with paper, so as to prevent the possibility of the

wind or insects candying pollen to the hybridized

bunch.

On two successive mornings I applied pollen of

Scuppcrnong and Bullace mixed. My reason for

mixing the pollen was, that I could only procure

a small quantity of Scuppcrnong pollen, from a

distance, and the Bullace was plenty, and at

hand. Owing to an accident I only saved a few

seed. Tlicse were put in a phial of sand and
buried until spring, and then carefully planted

and marked. Several came up, but some of them
appeared feeble—never grew much, and were
finally lost. One grew well, Avhich I inarched

when a few inches high. This grew strong, and
bloomed in 1860. Unfortuately, this proved a

male (staminate) plant.

In 18G0 I impregnated a bunch of Black Ham-
burgh with Scuppcrnong and Bullace pollen,

grafted on the same wild vine. Saved about a

dozen seed, which I planted in a hotbed in the

spring of 1861. Five plants came up, which I

inarched on the shoots of stocks which had been

cut off for the purpose. They all grew off" finely,

each diffc'ring somewhat in the leaf, but all having

the same smooth, hard wood and smooth leaf of

the Scuppcrnong,

In the spring of 1862 I was delighted to see all

those five plants blooming. Two of them proved

male (staminate), and three appeared to have

perfect hermaphrodite flowers. You may imag-

ine my gratification at seeing those fiowers pre-

paring to fruit, which had been so much admired

by all who had seen them, for their vigor, health

and beauty, and distinct appearance.

Two of those which had perfect fiowers soon

dropt their blooms and set no fruit ; the other set

a full crop, the bunches each having from twent}'

or thirty grapes ; they grew until about the size

of a duck shot, and then all dropt.

On examining some of the later blooms, I could

discover no pollen, I think the chief defect was
the want of pollen, as I took some pollen from a

neighboring grape vine and api)lied tf) a bunch,

which produced a few berries with a thick, dark

skin, and a high musky fiavor, proving clearly

that the defect was in llie pdlltii. Although
growing in stifi'pipe day, those vines grew most

vigorously, and were entirely exempt from all

disease—even more vigorous in this soil than

Scupi)ornong, The Scuppcrnong and Wiiite

Froutignac hybrid is not as healthy and vigor-

ous as the Black Hamburgh and Scuppcrnong

hybrids.

Failing entirely in producing fruit from those

six plants, I then (1862) concluded to try im-

pregnating the foreign grape with pollen from

my staminate hybrid Scuppernongs, as they ap-

peared to be perfect staminates containing pow-

dery pollen,

I had a White Muscat of Alexandria growing

near a south wall, which bloomed very late. I

prepared and impregnated a bunch of it with the

hybrid Scuppcrnong pollen ; it appeared to take.

I saved a few seed, planted and labeled them with

the utmost care. They came up, but all were

lost except two, which I inarched. Thej- grew
off; one of them resembled the Scuppcrnong very

much, both in wood and foliage. It certainly

was one of the most remarkable and beautiful

vines I ever saw. The foliage of the other not

resembling the Scuppernong, I cut it oft" from its

inarching, dug it up in midsummer, and planted

it rather carelessly in another place so as to let

the sap all go to the other vine, as I feared that

the one I removed was merely a seedling ^luscat

Alexandria. The removing this vine which I sep-

arated from its inarching, and replanting it in

midsummer very nearW destroyed it ; but in the

course of the next year it rallied, and clearly

showed, from its slender, wiry wood, its Scupper-

nong parentage ; and, although it had been badly

treated, grew oft' rapidly, and, last year (1866)

for the first, had a few blooms.

Not taking into considei'ation its Scuppernong

parentage, I cut it back, each year, as other

vines, and, last ?winter, by this means, cut ofl'

nearly all of its fruit buds. I trimmed it close so

as to get its wood for propagating. From some

cause, it dropped nearly all of its leaves in June,

before its fruit was half grown.

My ground is a stiff* yellow clay, which cracks

widely in dry weather. 1 underdrained it with

some wooden poles, about two feet below the

vines, in a trench. As it was badly done, it is

probably the drain is blocked up ; and, as it has

been an extremely wet summer, it is probable

that the roots have b^-cn in water most of the

summer.

There was some mildew on the leaves, but not

enough to cause it to drop its leaves. The bunches

were small, not containing over thirty or forty

berries. Size medium, or between the size of a

Tjcnoir and Catawba, Color, when ripe, dark

ivddish ; fiaVor rich, musky, and, I think, hard

to excel, being what you might imagine from
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comminirliniT of Stnippernong and Muscat Alex-

andria, or AVhite Frontignac : and, what is rc-

niarkablo, its fruit ripens one or two berries on a

bunch at a time—so that some were perfectly

green and others ripe.

I went out to see if I could not find a few

berries to send you, but could find none worth

sending. I enclose a few berries, which are

green and appeared to be shrivelling, as they were

exposed to the sun without leaves,—they are a

little below the average size. I send them particu-

larly, for you to notice one thing peculiar, and

showing their hybrid origin, which is, that they

have no seed : they all have the ligneous recepta-

cle but no germ.

The parentage of this vine being chiefly from

tender foreign varieties, may render it of little or

no value to cultivate ; but I attach great import-

ance to it as establishing the important fact, that

a prolific hjbrid Scupperuong can be produced by

using the pollen from my staminite hybrid Scup-

pernongs. I attempted, this spring, to impreg-

nate the Scuppernong,aud also the Flowers grape

(a late valuable variety of BuUace) with my
staminate hybrid Scujipernong ; but, notwith-

standing I adopted every precaution to insure suc-

cess, and had at least a dozen bunches prepared

and the pollen applied, one has taken—at least I

discover but one grape among the numerous
bunches tried. I think I have pretty well estab-

lished the following fiicts in hybridizing the Scup-

pernong, viz.:

1st. That you cannot impregnate the Scupper-

nong with pollen from any other grape, either

native or foreign ; as I have repeatedly attempted

to impregnate the Scuppernong with both native

and foreign, and in every instance failed; also,

as I stated above, failed to impregnate Scupper-

nong with pollen from staminate hybrid Scupper-

nong.

2nd. That you can impregnate the foreign with

Scuppernong (BuUace) pollen, as I have undonht-

edhj established.

3rd. That you cannot impregnate either La-

brusca or vEstivalis, with Scuppernong pollen ; I

have tried the experiment several times and failed.

4th. That you can impregnate both native and

foreign with hybrid (staminate) Scuppernong

pollen.

.")th. That you cannot impregnate Scuppernong

with hybrid (staminate) Scuppernong.

I impregnated a few blooms of Ilerbemont

with staminate hybrid Scuppernong last year,

(18I5G) and saved eleven seed, ten of which came

up this spring (early) in a propagating (or small

greenhouse) house, no two of the plants were ex-

actly alike, but all showed their Scuppernong pa-

rentage ; owing to the house getting overheated,

(by neglect) the plants all came very nearly be-

ing destroyed and all stunted and crippled, except

one which is ten feet long, with numerous branch-

es and fruit buds ; this was inarched on a strong

stock. The foliage somewhat resembles the Iler-

bemont, but the wood is slender and wiry, like

the Scuppernong. I hope to have fruit from it

next season.

I have used the pollen this season, both from

the White Frontignac and Black Hamburg Hy-

brid Scuppernongs, and will have seed of Dela-

ware, Herbemont, Lenoir and Bland Maderia

Hybrid, No. 1, (a most remarkable grape, equally

as large as Clinton Hybrid, Xo. 1, much more

beautiful, being yellow in color, with beautiful

carmine stripes.)

The seed of all of them, except the latter,

(which ripens in October) are gathered, labeled

and put away in phials of brick dust for spring

planting. So, you sec that I have gone pretty

extensively into hybridizing with my Hybrid

Scuppernong.
There is a difficulty in experimenting with the

Scuppernong, as it blooms so late, at least a

month after some kinds. The hybrid Scupper-

nongs also bloom late, but not later than Herbe-

mont and some other late kinds. I have all of

the fine foreign grapes, growing in pots in a rude

greenhouse, in which 1 can apply heat. I have,

this summer, put one of my staminate hybrid

Scuppernongs in a pot, so that I can force it to

bloom with the foreign ; by which means I can

hybridize extensively next spring. Although

my time is limited, and health not good, I have

contracted such an intense interest in these ex-

periments, that I expect to cotinuoitthc remain-

der of my days.

I produced Clinton hybrids with Black Ham-
burgh, White Muscat Alexandria, Syrian, and

others,last year (18l)G), and have some of them in-

arched, one of which is about an inch in diame-

ter at the roots, with numerous branches. With

proper precautions in inarching seedlings, it is an

easy matter to make a seedling bear in one year

from the seed, instead of waiting three or four.

The Clinton hybrids show a rare exemption

from mildew. Still, I have had three of them to

mildew this summer.

The one (Clinton hybrid No. 1) that bore the;

specimen whicli I sent you, did mildew slightly.
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but not until the, fruit was almost ripe. But the

locality is most a1)ominable, and the season one

of the most unfavorable that we have had for

years. T have, this season, parcels of seed of

C'linton impregnated with the following : Bowood
^Muscat, AVhite Muscat of Alexandria, Muscat
Hamburgh, Lady Downe's Seedling, Foster's

Seedling, Black Prince.

I have a parcel of Delaware, impregnated with

Clinton, and also ])i'laware and Concord, each

impregnated with pollen from Clinton hybrid

Xo. 1.

I have never seen mildew on the Frost Grape,

(Cordifolia), therefore think it ma}' make a line

basis for hybridizing. I have one plant which
is very peculiar—of Royal Muscadine, impreg-

nated with Frost, and some forty or fifty of

Black September [A. cordifolia), impregnated

with foreign.

Do you consider the Clinton a Cordifolia ? I

notice that some call it an ^stivalis. Will you
be so kind as to inform me about the Clinton hy-

brids of those two gentlemen you spoke of as

having hybridized the Clinton. I would like to

know the varieties of foreign impregnated, or

from which the pollen was taken and results, and
particularly if exempt from mildew and rot.

So far as my experience goes, wherever the fo-

liage resembles closely the foreign, they are liable

to mildew, and if the leaves are thin, liable to fire

blight. I inarched two seedlings this season
;

one Clinton, impregnated with Syrian, the other

Clinton with White Muscat Alexandria ; on a
strong stock near the drain from a stable, almost

in a bank of manure, both are growing and have
numerous fruit buds ; the first has not mildewed
in the slightest degree ; the second has mildewed
considerably ; the foliage of the two differ widely,

but neither resemble the Clinton in the slightest

degree. I have this season twenty-six parcels of

hybrid seed, each a difVcront kind, produced by
impregnating native and foreign ; native and na-

tive ; hybrids and hybrids, «&c., &c.

With the experience! I have had, I can now hy-

l)ridize with some definite idea of the result, ex-

ci'pt where we cross hybrids with hybrids, and
then there appears to,be no end to the sporting.

One of the most viyorous, hcaWiy vines, witli fruit

of the finest flavor, or ccrtahihj as fine as I ever

tasted, cither native or foreign, is a white or yel-

low fruit, whereas its jjarents bore one a black

and the other a dark red fruit. Two seedlings of

the same cx'op have no resemblance, I'ilher iu

wood, foliage or fruit,—one bearing a globular

black fruit, of third rate quality, and the other

an oblong blue fruit of very inferior quality. The
leaf of the first bears no resemblance to the for-

eign, not being serrated, and thick, and leathery

in texture.

I have some eighty seedlings produced by im-

pregnating the Halifax (a heavy leaved Labrusca)

with Delaware, all of ])(^aring size, and nearly all

bore this summer, which, for vigor, health and

exemption from mildew and rot, cannot be ex-

ceeded by any known varieties which are worth

cultivating.

Enclosed you will see the report of Dr. L.

Berckman and Mr. Bavcnal.

LoiTDOX PiPPiiQ" Apple.—3/r. Oliver Taylor,

Evergreen Home, Virginia, says : A few days

since I took another survej'^ of the original Lou-

don Pippin Apple tree, so I write to thee to see

if it has its equal* an3'where now known to man.

It has been in bearing for 80 years ; and they who
knew it 80 years ago, report it to have been an
old tree then, and it has not been known to fail

bearing, each year, either 45 or 75 busliels of

apples, of the fine size and quality they now
possess.

Until two years ago, not a limb on it showed

decay, but, spreading about 45 feet, and rising

about 45 feet, it was as fine a specimen as could

be imagined. Now, one large branch has broken

its symmetry by its absence. I^o doubt can ex-

ist but that this tree has borne at the rate of 50

bushels per year on the average for 100 jears

past, of first quality apples. All who cat them
here in their prime, pronounce them fii'st rate

;

and it is doubtful if the quality can be surpassed

by any apple of the Pippin class.

If any tree can excel this I should be glad of

an account through the Monthlij.

The Riciiakdsox Pear.—The Alton Ilort-

Society lind the Riihardson Pear was imported

from England toPomfret, Coni\., and there called

the August pear. From Pomfrot, Conn., in the

year 1770, scions were taken to Cornish, ^N". IL,

and grafted on seedling pear stocks, only one of

which grew, on the farm of a gentleman by the

name of Richardson. Fron\ this tree scions were

taken by ^Ir. A. A. Ilillard, of Brighton, and

broui:hl west.
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DOMESTIC IIVTELLIGEjN^CE.

Grapes bp:fore the Pa. Hort. Society.—

Mr. Knox exhibited a line collecliou in October,

of some of the least generally known. We give

the following descriptious from the pen of Gen.

Negley :

J^(Z/ro>n7ac—Growth slow, badly affected with

mildew ; one ot the least promising in both vine

and fruit.

Jona—Enamored with the pen-pictures of this

variety, I anticipated seeing a vine of unusual

vigor, with fruit surpassing all the older kinds.

In both these essentials I was disappointed. It

was very liable to mildew, though of stronger

growth than the Delaware ; bunches of medium

size ; ripens late ; not nnlfornily better than a

prime Catawba.
It>me?/(t—This is another variety which Mr.

Knox should nmster out of service. It is not equal

to the Creveling in tlavor, or so productive as the

Hartford ; ripens later than either.

J/':'.:2;afa'cnc//— Bunches medium, compact, not

shouldered ; earfier than the Anna. Berries ten-

der, without pulp, sweet and juicy ; color a light

greenish yellow tlushed with amber,scarcely equal

to the Rebecca in quality, but a more vigorous

grower, and worthier of general cultivation.

Allen''s Hybrid—A^weet,delicious white grape,

liable to mildew, and not sufficiently hardy for

exposed situations.

Cuyahoga—Greenish white, worthless.

Martha—Trul}- a white Concord, fully equal to

its parent in hardihood, fruitfulness and vigorous

growth ; foliage of a deeper green, more enduring,

bunch below the Concord in size ; berries nearly

equal to it ; color a transparent greenish-white,

with a golden tint ; skin thin, tlesh juicy and

sweet, with a little of the aroma of the Concord.

It is a superb and highly attractive white grape,

one that promises to bestow credit upon the

skill and enterprise of its introducer to public
favor.

I

Icea.— I am agreeably disappointed in the 1

characteristics of this variety. The fruit is large;
j

earlier than the Concord
;
juice rich, and, to

,

many, palatable ; vine robust, hardy and pro-

ductive
;
promises to be a valuable wine grape.

Alvey.—Vigorous grower though not as robust

as the Concord ; foliage luxuriant and enduring
vine productive ; bunches and fruit below medium
but larger than the Clinton, which it resembles

in color ; fruit ripens uniformly in the season of

the Concord ; Hesh juicy, vinous, melting, deli-

cious ; when expressed has a beautiful magenta

tint. The Alvey has commendable qualities

cither for the table or wine. For the latter pur-

pose it will soon become a favorite.

The Redavood Trees of California.—At

a recent scientific meeting at San Francisco, Dr.

Gibbons, of Alameda, referred to the extinct for-

est of Redwood on the coast range, near San An-

tonio. He directed attention to the fact that

some of those stumps indicated a method of

growth different from ordinary forest trees.

—

Their immense size was due, in some cases, to

the fact that three or four trees,growing in prox-

imity, would ultimately impinge on each other,

and, if supplied with sufficient nourishment,

they would grow together and form one immense

trunk.
This theory was verified by the statements of

Dr. Kellogg and Mr. Bolander, who mentioned

the fact that, near Searsville, several Redwood

trunks had grown together and, for forty feel,

formed a solid tree. There is no dependence in

estimating the age of such trees in any other way

than by carefully counting the number of con-

centric growths from a centre. The oldest of

these redwoods is about fifteen hundred years

of age.

The Salix Babylonica is generally planted

by a still pool of water, to which it is a beautiful

and appropriate ornament ; and when, in misty

weather, drops of water are seen distilling from

the extremities of its branches, nothing can be

more descriptive than the title it has obtained of

Weeping Willow.
"Thus o'er our streams do eastern willows lean

In pensive guise, whose grief-inspiring shape

Love haii to melancholy sacred made."

Ovid gives a very good description of' the situ-

ation in which willows generally grow :

"A hollow vale, where watery torrents gush,

Sinks in the plain ; the osier and the rush,

The marshy sedge and liending willow, nod

Their trailing foliage o'er the oozy sod.

Among the British poets who have sung of

this plant, most have alluded to the willow being

considered the emblem of despairing love. Her-

rick says :

1

"A willow garland^thou didst send,

1

Perfumed, last day tome,
Which did but only this portend,

1 was forsook l>y thee.

Since so it is, I'll tell thee what.

To-morrow thou shalt see

Me wear the willow—after that

To die upon the tree."
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And Spenser calls the tree

"Tlic will<iw worn by forlorn i)araniour."

Shakespeare thus represents Dido lamenting the

loss of uEneas :

"In snoh a nisjlit

Stood Dido, with a willr)w in licr liand,

Upon the wild sea banUs, and waved her love
To conif a^ain to Cartilage."

And, again, in relating the death of Ophelia :

"There is a willow grows aseaut tlie l)rook

That sliows liis hoar leaves in the glassy stream :

Therewith fantastic garlands did she make,
Of crow-flowers, nettles, daisies and long pur])les.

There, on the pendant boughs, her cornet weeds,
Clambering to hang, an envious sliver broke

;

When, down, her weedy trophies and herself

Fell on the weeping brook."

Cowper says

:

" We pass a gulf in which the willows dip
Their pendant boughs, stooping as if to drink."

Montgomery has also alluded to it

:

"Odors abroad the wind of morning breathe,

And, fresh with dew, the herbage sprang beneath
;

Down from the hills that gentl.v sloped away
To the broad river shining into day
They passed : along the brink the j)ath they kept.
Where high aloof (j'er-arching willows wept,
AVhose silvery foliage glistened in the beam.
And floating shadows fringed the chequered stream.'

Late Apples for SoutiiePvN Illinois.—
Judge Brown, at a recent meeting of the South-

ern Illinois Fruit Growers' Society, stated that

he had come to the c;onclusion that the great wan-
of the " Egyptian " region was late-keeping ap-

ples, and Dr. Crane, having the same views, had
introduced some new ap{)k's, on the table, from

the South where they Avere highly esteemed. He
then explained the merits of a few, as follows

;

" 7/oZjr/rouj "—This was supposed to be the

Nickajack, and was well recommended as a late

apple.

JV. C. Pijijiin.—This was calit^d by Dr. Warder
the ''Rock Island,'* though not described in his

l)Ook. Well rcconHiiended as a late keeper.

Baccalinux—Not tit to eat till April and ^May
;

of good quality
;
great bearer but small.

iSyxirA-'s— Very large and line, color red.

Terrains L(Ue.— Excellent (pialily ; large size
;

very productive and a good Ijcarer : color red and

white.

Seedlirtys— lie also .spoke of two seedlings,

known to be good keepers, one raised by Mr. ;Mc

Li'llan, which was small, red, and often produced
•j:'. bushels to the tree ; Ihe other raised l)y Dr.

Crane and also very good. -J'rolrlc Fariucr.

Nursery Firm at Daxville, N. Y.—II.

Southwick & Son and T. T. Southwick are the

same firm. Correspondents can save stamps by

observing this.

Apples tx Illinois.—A discussion at Alton,

(Ills.) Horticultural Society named the following

as good early apples for that section : Early Har-

vest, Red Astrachan, Red .June, Sops of Wine,

Maiden's Blush.

CnAXGES IN THE Eartii's FloPvA.—The Eu-
ropean fossils at a very remote period were

formed of trees that are now characteristic of

Asia and America ; these have been driven out

by the Northern and Eastern floras, which,how-
ev(;r, did not reach the islands in such force or

numbers and thus spared these living witnesses.

Just as white races drive the savages before them,

and who, in like manner, take shelter in remote

islands. The configuration of land, both conti-

nents and islands, was, of course, very different

at that time.—JV, S. Jour, of Ag.

Forests of California.—No other State in

the Union presents such a diversity of aspects as
regards its forests. The southern plain lands of
the State have no trees whatever, except the few
which grow in the channels of the creeks and
rivers.

In Centi'al California there are no dense forests,

except upon the Sierra Nevada and coast moun-
tains . but the low bills and the valleys were
originally covered with scattering trees. They
were mostly of the wide-spreading oak, the

laurel, and the sycamore. Twenty years ago the

valleys and slopes in the central part of the State

were vast parks, the trees standing so far apart
as never to iutt^rweave their ample boughs. They
were of sweeping breadth, l)nt of modi'rate alti-

tude. For lumber and building purposes they
are wholly worthless. The fanners have cut

down matiy of them, but enouirh are left to make
Ix'autiful the hill-sides aiul hiwns of this m(>st

l)roductive section of the State.

—

Daihf Paper.

Oil Lamp Hot Water Tank.—At a recent

meeting of Chicago (Jardeners, Mr. Scott de-

scribed a tank got up by Mr. Kit toe, of Galena,

for use in the Avindow of the hous-, and adapt<^d

to the masses, where they have not room for a
hot-l)ed, or access to a green-house. It was to

construct a pan of any suitable size to contain

water, it being covered with slate stone on which
earth is placed. The heating is accomplished

with a kerosene lamp with a tin chimney, made
double, so the water circulati s all around it, this

connected with the pan or tank by two snuill

tul)es or pipes ; tlie water on the tank is thus

heated as desired ; tlie tank can lie made of any
h\7a\ and useil for starting of all teiuler plants

and tlower seeds, striking cuttings, cS:c.
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Canada Thistles Wkst.—AVe made faces at

our good brother Agriculturist, for saying the

Canada Thistle was " everywhere west," and he

squares olfat our naughtiness by saying we did

not go ''everywhere," but only "somewhere"
west. We were about to " light it out on this

line," when the Prairie Farmer steps in as Peace-

maker, in this way :

"Both wrong gentlemen. We have got the

real vile thing nt the West, though not everywhere

"all along the lines of railroad." But there are

enough of them to cause alarm in many neigh-

borhoods and enough to call forth some appeals

to Legislation that shall look to their eradication.

They may be seen in too great abundance along

some of the railways lines of the West."

Peaches for Illinois.—The Quiucy Ilort.

Society reconunends the following list as best for

that part of the world : Hale's Early, Early Til-

lotson, Troth's Early, Large Early York, Ja-
ques' Rareripe, Oldmixon Free, Oldmixon Cliua,

Hayworth, Morris' White, Stump the World.
Smock's Late, Ward's Late, Heath Cling.

Hardiness of Diana HAMBrno Grape.—
Dr. S. J. Parker, says in the Country Gentleman^

that "It is false that the Diana Hamburg is not

hardy. " He has had Black Hamburg when pre-

served from sun in winter, endure 14' below zero

without injury, and is prepai'ed to prove that un-

der similar circumstances,a Diana Hamburg is as

hardy as the Black IIaml)urg.

Apples for Wisconsin.—It is necessary to

have very hardy varieties for Wisconsin. The
Editor of W. Farmer, gives the following as a
good selection for that climate :

SU3IMER.—Red Astrachan, 5 ; Sops of Wine,
2; Early Joe, 1 ; Sweet June, 1 ; White June-
ating, 1. Total 10.

Fall.—Duchess Oldenburg, a ; Autumn
Strawberry, 2 ; St. Lawrence, 5 ; Plumb's Cider,

5 ;
Drap D'Or, 3 ; Fall Orange, 2. Total 20.

Winter.—Fameuse, 20 ; AVestfield Seeknofur-
ther, 10 ; Tallman Sweet, 5 ; Baily Sweet, 5

;

Blue Pearmaiu, 2 ; Golden Russet, 15 ; Belle-

flower ,2 ; Red Romanite, 2 ; Rawle's Jeanette,

5 ;
Pomme Grise, 2 •,. Northern Spy, 2. Total 70.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCK
Fruit Groavino in France.—A correspon-

dent of the London Journal of Horticulture says :

"It is a notable fixct that every Frenchman eats

at least a bushel of fruit a 3-ear. An apple, pear,

bunch of grapes, or a handful of cherries, is eaten

daily by every subject of Xapoleon III. This
.>t)5 lots of fruit multiplied by the millions of pop-

ulation, necessarily gives a total prodigious in

itself, apart from the immense quantity sent

abroad to England, Denmark, Russia, Sweden,

and other colder climates.

Many of ray men make as much as 400 francs

a year from their little gardens of fruit, after sup-

plying their own Himily. This is clear prolit,

and costs them nothing but labor.

No country can boast of private gardens like

Great Britain ; but for peoples' gardens, or tlie

great fruit-producing gardens, I give the palm to

France. Go where you will, in France, you see

pyramid Pear trees, even in the most imlikely

nooks, around poor little houses.

Every Frenchman loves a fruit tree, and will

have it, too, let him live where he may. If in a

town, he will still persist in growing his fruit

tree, even in a tub or other vessel. This practice

is quite common in quaint old towns, and probar
bly it was this fashion that first suggested the

idea of an orchard house.

Grafting on the Quince stock has been prac-
tised in France for two hundred years. This
fact proves that the French have been fully alive

to the question of Pear production and culture

for a much longer period than the English,, or

than is generally supposed.

Ettmolooy of the word "Weed."—Con-
sidering that weeds are found in every part of the

inliabited world, it is singular that so few lan-

giuiges have a full equivalent of the term 'weed,'

and that so useful an idea as that popularly em-
bodied in it, should not have been, long ere this,

translated into science. The Latin "/tcrfta," oi-

Spanish "///cHw,'' certainly does include our
" weed •," but whilst every weed is an herb, not

every herb is a weed.

What, then, is the zeal meaning of "weed " V

Dictionary writers do not help us nuich by qual-

ifying weed as a mean or troublesome herb, for

the popular mind associates with the nature of a

weed several other characteristics not mentioned
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by them. AVe talk of plants bearing " a wcedy
look," and though most of us know what that

means, nobody has, as yet, made it clear to those

who do not know.

The term u-ccdij would be misapi)liod to the

Aloes, but fit exactly the generality of the Wti'i-

na?. We would never say of the Heather that it

had a weedy look ; in foot, the term would never

suggest itself in connection with that species.

The vegetation ofNew Holland could not be de-

scribed, speaking generally, as bearing a weedy
look, whilst that of the lower coast region of

most tropical countries could scarcely be better

defined than by that phrase. One of the most
essential characteristics of a weed is, therefore,

that it should look weedy, or, in other words,

that its stem and foliage should be neither too

fleshy nor too leathery, but of a soft, flaccid, or

membraneous description.

Another important characteristic is, that an
herb, to be considered a weed, should propagate

itself, either by seeds or buds, at a rapid rate,

grow fast, and overpower those plants which may
check its progress. I take it to be, that those

characteristics are emphatically conveyed in the

etymology ot the word "weed," which, through

the low German verb " wven " (to weed), the Ba-

varian "i<;KicZ?i,"and the high German ''ivuchern''''

(= to spread or multiply with more than ordi-

nary rapidity,) as connected with "Wodan or

Wuotan (=Odin), the name of the supreme, all-

over-powering, iiTesistible Saxon god, to whom
AVednesday or Wodcnesday is dedicated.

A third, and perhaps more important, charac-

teristic is, that a weed appears only on land

which, either by cultivation or in some other

manner, has been disturbed by man. Virgin

lands, such as the tops of high mountains, have

no weeds. I saw none in the Arctic regions, ex-

cept Tetrapoma pyriforme, a Siberian immigrant,

which was growing in Norton Sound, on the

only cultivated patch I met with in that country.

Weeds are, therefore, essentially intruders, colo-

nists, foreigners, or whatever one likes to call

them—never endemic children of the soil. They
may have come from the immediate neighbor-

hood, but they have always been translated,

though the distance may have been but limited.

Weeds have, therefore, to bear up against all the

prtjudice which the popular initid in all countries

invariably entertains against foreigners.

The German contemptuouly terms weed "J7ji-

A:rai(f,"whichis the antithesis of A'mwf (=IIerb),

and means "no herb," or " f-trange herb," just

as Ding (=thing), is the antithesis of Undlng,

a=strange thing or monster) ; thus clearly ex-

pressing that weeds do not belong to the herbs of

the coun<^ry, but are something strange, unrecog-

nis d.

Sometimes national prejudices are pointedly

expressed in the popular names given to newly-

imported weeds. Thus, the North American
Indian names Plantago major the "Footsteps of

the White ^lan ;" and the German, the trouble-

some Peruvian Galinsoga parviflora, " French-

man's Weed," though the French are, probabl}-,

quite innocent of its having become a pest in

the sandy districts of Prussia and adjacent

States.

—

Dr. B. Seeman.

Vine Border Making.—A gardener corres-

pondent of the London Journal of Horticulture,

ridicules expensive borders. An amateur having
built his house stuck fast at border making.

Here his perplexities began, for on reverting to

the back numbers of the Journal, and attentively

reading up all which had any bearing on the

case, he became positively bewildered. What
with opposing schemes, conflicting practices, ap-

parentl}'^ irreconcileable statements and processes,

was it not enough to damp the ardor of an en-

thusiast thirsting for knowledge V His dimin-

ished balance at the bankers, began to haunt

him ; In his perplexity he came to me. Much
was made plain to him, much remained still in

doubt ; however, every point was discussed, and

it was ultimately decided that for an outside

border 2^ feet deep would be ample, H foot be-

low, and one foot above the general level of the

ground. Half the length of the border wa.s

excavated ; the bottom was laid with flat tiles

drawn with mortar and cement, and with a slope

towards the front, and a few inches of broken

stones were placed on the tiles. Turf about

three inches thick, rather light than heavy, was

procured and mixed in with about one-sixth of

old mortar rubbish, and a liberal blackening of

soot, perhaps about one-twentieth of the entire

bulk ; no bones being used in this, but reserved

for the other half of the border, which will be

finished at a future time. This depth of border,

all alike good, and to be enriched with top-

dressings when occasion may require, is capable

of growing good Black Hamburgh Grapes.
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HINTS POU JUNE.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUND.
The first week in May finds us writing out

" Hints for June ;" but when we look out of our

library window and see the " weather and tlie

crops," we ean scarcely believe there is not some

mistake in the mouth, in our latitude, at least.

It so very common to hear people say, of each

season, that ''they never saw anything like it be-

fore," that we have looked on these things like

many people look on ghosts, as something only a

very few people can see. But there is no myth

this time. That Lilac bush, which now has not

a leaf, not only had leaves, but always flowers in

full bloom, by the first of May. Parties " out a-

Maying" on the first, have begged many a bunch

from it ; but, alas I now there is not even a sign.

Then, what is the use of writing Hints for June,

when not even the May-tide has come ? Has our

climate really changed ?

Perhaps, after all, there is something in the

much-talked of laws of Progressive development,

only our case is more than a progressive one. The

geologist tells us it takes millions of years for a

change gradually to run out its full course.

What an immense change will have to come

hereabouts at the rate of this spring.

Not only our spring, but our winter puzzled

us. Do you know, reader, we had Hemlocks

killed as if they had been Australian plants. Our

bed of Rhiidod ndrons is nothing but a dry brush

heap ready for the torch. American Arborvita's,

especially the Ilovey variety, have been cut to the

ground ; and misery and wretchedness find a

home amongst the whole Arborvitte and Si)ruce

kinds.

In the mid.it of our desolation, however, it is

pleasant to know that some of our readers are

having a real May time ; and this encourages us

to write our regular monthly work. Faraway in

the NorthW'st our advices arc fresh with a sweet

spring fragrance ; and, no doubt, further away to

the Xorth Pole, the summer breezes bloAv. We
shall therefore write what ought to be written

;

and if any of our readers get hold of our ideas in

climates or places where they cannot be applied,

let them blame the fates and not their humble

friend.

As a few of the most practical things, which

will likely require attention everywhere, we may
say that all those who have set out trees the

past spring, should take the first chance of a dry

spell to loosen the soil deeply about them with a

fork, and, immediately after, beat it down hard

again with the heel, or some better '' clod crush-

er." Innumerable lives of trees may be saved by

this simple practice.

Good Avalks are the most striking features of a

well kept garden. Weeds should be taken in time,

and the labor of keeping them down will be very

slight. The edges or 'verges' should be trimmed

at every mowing of the grass-borderiug ; for

which purpose a common sheep-shear, or grass-

edging shears, made specially for the purpose,

and sold at most horticultural stores should be

kept on hand. Washing by heav}' rains should

be guarded against ; or, when so injured, speed-

ily repaired.

After the walks and lawns, the flower-beds

should be a constant source of attention. If the

plants appear to suft'er by drouth, there is no bet-

ter remedy than to place a fork around the i)lant

and loosen up the soil deeply, without disturbing

the plant more than can be avoided. After being

thus loosened, it will not dry out near as much
as before. Above all, keep the surlace continu-

' ally broken by hoeing and raking fine. Nothing
' is so sure a preventive of soil-drying as a loose,

porous texture.

! ;Mow lawns often if you would have them green

I and velvety. Keep the scythe sharp ; usually,

I

mowers do not use the grindstone often enough.

Common farm scythes are not fit for lawn use
;

' rivetted and short scythes are the kiud to get.

i
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If a lawn is mowed often, the grass need not be '

raked clean—the sappy blades soon wither, and i

make a manure for the roots. The longest

should be raked oft', or the lawn will have a lit- '

tery appearance. i

Evergreen hedges will require attention as
|

i\\Qy grow. Where the height desired has been '

attained, the top and strong growth should be :

cut back while they are still watery. The side I

shoots need not be touched till past midsummer.

All wise people now employ the conical shape
j

for hedges. In cutting back the top gi-owth !

at this season, the conical form can still be pre- i

served.
I

Cut off the flowers of roses as they fade,—the
|

second crop will be much better for the attention. 1

Seeds of all flowering plants should be also taken
'

off"; all this assists the duration of the blooming

season. i

Propagation by layering maybe performed any

time when strong, vigorous growing shoots can
|

be had. Any plant can be propagated by lay-

ers. Many can be readily propagated no other

way. Cut a notch on the upper side of the

shoot—not below, as all the books recommend—

and bend down into, and cover with, rich soil.

In a few weeks they root, and can be removed

from their parent. Stakes for plants should be

charred at the ends before using, when they will

last for years-

Ko trees. Evergreens especially, should be suf-

fered to have grass grow about them for a year or

so after planting. It becomes " rank " in the

deeply loosened soil, abstracts moisture, and

otherwise seriously interferes with the tree.

When the tree gets a fair start, grass does less

injury , and when it becomes a tough sod, and

the tree, by its shade, or say by frequent mow-

ings, keeps the grass short, the grass roots do

not penetrate deep, and the sod is a benefit, by

keeping the surface spongy, and the substratum

cool.

What are usually considered " fine planting

seasons,"" frequently result in a large list of dead

trees. The past season has been a very wet one,

and as such clnssed with the good times ; but the

evil comes in this way: in the first place, soil will

only pulverize when nearly dry. If rather wet,

it becomes pasty. It is only when the soil pow-

dtrs finely that it can be packed in closely be-

tween the crevices of the roots ; for pasty earth

leaves spaces all hollow, like a mould, whicii no

art can well fill up. So, when trees are planted

iu this state of affairs, the fibres are not near as

numerously in contact with the soil as when set

in a drier time, and suffer proportionately during

a summer drouth. But this is not the worst.

Soil made pasty by working when wet, dries out

more rapidly than a soil left in a finely pulverized

state ; and the effect of heavy rains is to render

soils pasty on the surface, which afterwards soon

parts with the moisture within it.

FRUIT GARDEN.
We trust that our readers will not forget what

they have learned from the last two volumes of

the Gardener's MontJdij^ that many of the dis-

eases of plants are owing to parasitic fungi,which
do not call for any previous disease of the plants

to account for their existence. Also, that these

parasitic fungi are plants ; and, like other

plants, branch out, attach themselves to other

places, and grow, in lact, just like any weeds in

common garden ground. But the chief thing to

remember is, that we have to fight them just as

we do other weeds, by hoeing them out or de-

stroying them in infancy.

The man who sees rank vegetation grow in his

garden, and then runs about wringing his hands,

declaring his ground is diseased and produces as

a consequence, nothing but weeds, and seeking

all sorts of patent cure-alls, instead of taking off

his coat, would not be pitied if he got no crops

—

and yet those who cry out about not being able

to contend with fruit insects or fungi, are not

much wiser than they.

As soon as a plum or cherry knot can be dis-

cerned swelling out, cut it awa}' and burn it.

When you see any sign of change in color on the

bark of yo'.ir Pear trees, cut awa}'^ and bum
that also. And when you see any black marks
on the leaves of apple trees, livid spots on the

grape foliage, or any change whatever from the

normal hue, cut away and burn the whole thing.

By this means shall you prevent their seeding

—

and thus only can you ever keep in check a

scourge which is reall}'^, in some neighborhoods,

a mighty obstacle to success.

So with insects ; as a soldier would say, they

must be attacked directly in front. Strategy is

of not much use. Hand picking, tree shaking,

and collecting grul>s and larva^ must be the chief

i-eliance of the practical man. He who has not
" time " to attend to these things, M'lll have to

buy his fruit of those who have. It seems hard-

hearted to pronounce such a doom, but we feel it

to be a trutli ; and the sooner all realize it the Ix^t-

ter if it must be.
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VEGETABLE GARDEN.

Celery, for early use, is often planted out this

month, thougli for winter use July or August will

be early enough. It is best to set out in shallow

trenches, for convenience in watering, the celery

being fond of hydropathic appliances. If the

ground has been deeply subsoiled, and the sub-

soil well enriched, the trenches may be near a

foot in depth, for convenience in blanching ; but

beware of planting down in poor, barren subsoil.

Many plant in double rows. Where very supe-

rior celery is not an object this will do,—but the

single-row system is the best for excellency.

The season is now arriving when the advan-

tages of subsoiled grouud wnll be apparent. In

such soil plants will grow freely though there be

no rain for many weeks. Some of our best grow-

ers now plant entirely on the surface, and de-

pend on drawing up the soil, or the employment

of boards or otherartiticial methods of blanching.

Cabbage and Broccoli may still be set out for

fall crops, also requiring an abundance of manure

to insure success. Lettuce, where salads are in

much request, may jet be sown. The Curled

Indian is a favorite summer kind ; but the vari-

eties of Cos, or Plain-leaved kinds, are good ; they

take more trouble, having to be tied up to blanch

well. Many should not be sown at a time, as

they soon run to seed in hot weather.

Cucumbers, for pickling, may be sown this

month, and Endive, for fall salad, set out. Pars-

ley for winter use may be sown now in boxes of

rich soil, and set in a cool, shady place till it ger-

minates.
Peas for a fixll crop may be sown. It is, how-

ever, useless to try them, unless in a deeply

trenched soil, and one that is comparatively cool

in the hottest weather overhead, or they will cer-

tainly mildew and prove worthless. In Eng-

land, where the atmosphere is so much mf)re hu-

mid than ours, they, nevertheless, have great dif-

ficulty in getting fall peas to get through free

from mildew ; and to obviate these drying and

mildew-producing influences, they often plant

them in deep trenches, made as for celery, and are-

then nuich more successful with them.

The Swede Turnip or Ruta Baga should be

sown about the end of the month. A well-en-

riched piece of ground is essential, as by growing

fast they get ahead of the ravages of the fly.

Manures abounding in the phosphates—bone-

dust, for instance,—are superior for the Turnip.

Sweet Potatoes must be watched that the vim s

do not rot in the ground as they run, which will

weaken the main crop of roots. They should be

gone over about once a month, with a rake or

pole, and the vines disturbed somewhat from their

position.

Endive is becoming very popular as a wmter

salad. Kow is the time to sow. The Curled-

leaved is the most desirable. Sow it like Let-

tuce.
Asparagus-beds should not be cut after the

stalks seem to come up w^eak, or there Aill be but

a poor crop the next season, and the beds will

" run out " in a few years.

C M M U Ts I C A T I N S .

LAYIXG OUT AND EMBELLISHING i

PLEASURE GROUNDS.
|

BY AVALTKR ELDElt, PIIILAI>ELPHIA, PA.
|

Bead before the Pa. Hort. Societ;/, April Ith, '08.

There is often a hot haste and want of full de-

liberation in marking out and adopting plans for

pleasure grounds, which cause many of our at-

tempts at landscape gardening to be ridiculed,and

more costly and far less comely. A draughtsman

visits the place, and from a superficial view there-

of makc5 a plan, which looks very well on paper ;

but may not accord well with the situations of

the buildings and grades of the grounds. A
good draughtsman may be a poor designer and

only look at the present. A gardener may be a

poor draughtsman and an expert designer and

will see far into futurity. The proprietor,

f^ardener, and draughtsman should visit the

grounds together as equals; and each give his

opinions, and all will be made more wise, if

there is a liberal compliance of the parties en-

gaged -, but to imagine that a fine coat and pleas-

hig manners impart the Avisdom of Solomon to

the man of the pencil, aird he of the spade is an

imbecile, because he is industrious and throws

off his coat to dig, would be most preposterous.

The gardener is constantly reading and studying

the book of nature, and observing causes and ef-

fects, his counsel then^fore is often valuable.

The sites, styles and erection of the edifies

properly belong to architects and builders, yet

the gardener's opinion may be asked about the
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garden buikliiigs, as he may know how to com-

bine cuuvenienee with ecouoniy and elegance in

tlieif construction, to les*sen their co-st in future

management.

The avenue leading from the highway to the

main building, be it a dwelling, a college or a '

capital, is first to be decided on, and the ways

from there to tlie stables and where vehicles are

to turn to go out again. !Xo one plan M'ill suit

all places : that must he determined on the spot.

And 80 with the entrance gateway ; upon a height

on the road, and the grounds bending out to it

may suit, but where the highway ascends the

Avhole length of the grounds, it may be well to

locate the gateway near upon a level with the

main buildings, and the avenue will sufter less

from washings by heavy rains. The form of the

avenue should be to suit circumstances ; if pru-

dence demands it to be a straight line, to har-

monize convenience with beauty, make it so. If

a curve will be as convenient and more graceful, it

it should form part of an oval circle or crescent,

as near as circumstances will allow. Sharp turns

and tortuous crooks should be avoided. The

route should be along high grounds, as it is more

agreeable to the vision to look down upon tl;e

improvements than up to them. It may be, a

cut will have to be made through part of the

grounds, where deep hollows have to be crossed:—

bridtics are both ornamental and useful. Even

if there be no water below, the arches will serve

as passage ways, and the sloping banks sodded

and set with shrulxiry will be pretty to look at.

The best materials for making strong roads

are, broken stone and rotten rock or gravel.—

The stone a pound weight at bottom and half

pound above it, and then covered three inches

thick with gravel or rotten rock broken fine, the

whole being a foot thick. (There is jjlenty rotten

rock upon the edges of all railways, which could

be fheaply quarried, broken fine and transported.

It is "cne rally used for the top covering of roads

iu the parks of European countries.^

It seems strange that so few of our modern

made avenues are lined with shade trees. We
have a very numerous species suitable for the

purpose, and cheap. There is nothing more

comely and agreeable inajjarkthana well shaded

avenue, forming a long leafy tunnel to exercise

upon in the middle of hot days of sununer.

The best species of trees to shade avenues, are

those of long, clean stems ',and wide branching

heads. Many difierent kinds may be used for the

sake of diversity, and evergreens may be alter-

nated with deciduous, but set several yards far-

ther back from the road, as their lower branches

grow horizontally.

All the foot walks leading from the buildings

should go to stationary objects or encircle figures

upon the grounds, and they will appear as if made
for some useful purpose. Gravel or fine rotten-

rock three inches thick will do for foot walks.

The surface soil, dug out of the avenue and walks,

— if not needed to fill up hollows,—should be

carefully preserved and put about the roots of

plants when set out, it is ten times more valua-

ble than manures for that purpose.

The modern Flower Garden consists of borders

and beds of various sizes and forms dugout upon

the lawn, and each is made to grow a certain

class of rtowering plants ; nice iugeuuity is needed

in making them properlj'.

The Kitchen Garden should be so far off the

main building, that a piece of lawn with small

trees and shrubbery will intervene, that with an

evergreen hedge enclosing the garden, will hide

the bare ground with the leafiess trees and bushes

during winter. A good quality and depth of

soil and a favorable exposure, with near and easy

access to water, manure getting in and rubbish

getting out, will all have to be well considered.

A good gardener will know how broad to make
the outer borders and the proper number of beds

for rotation cropping, etc. ; the right number of

perennial vegetable plants to set out as permanent

crops. All the different compartments should be

enclosed with evergreen hedges. "We now have

numerous species of evergreens, admirably suited

for making hedges. There should be no dead

fences on pleasure grounds. The dwart Box-
wood is the best edging for kitchen garden aud
riower beds where needed. It is everlasting, al-

ways comely, and very easily kept in good order.

The modern mode upon large grounds, is to

round all corners and make them blunt, and set

showy shrubbery upon them, or vases lilled with

fiowering plants. Larger fiower stands and stat-

uary should be set in a few yards from tlie roads

and their lower parts i)artially covered with

dwarf shrubbery, so set that the figures will be

wholly seen in passing along the walks.

Arbors properly placed and clothed with flow-

ering vines are very pretty,and so are arches over

the entrances of the dill'erent compartments, and
well clothed verandahs give elegance to fine

buildings.

After all the roads and figures are formed and
the compartments arc divided off, tlie proper ar-
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rangements of trees, shrubbery and the larger

sizes of perennial herbaeeous flowers can be more
correctly deciiled uiH)n ; but no plant, nor class

of plants, should shut others out of view from the

verandah or second story windows of the main
building, unless the grades of the grounds cause

it to be so ; open glades or streaks should be left

to get glimpses of the whole extent of the grounds

and their various decorations. In the arrange-

ments, whether singly or in groups or belts of

trees, they all should be set in a manner that will

give a nice diversity of their hues of verdure,

colors of blossoms and times of blooming, and

tlie fragrance the}' exhale ; so as to unite beauty

with fragrance, and make a lively show and

pleasant sensation in all parts of the grounds all

the growing season, and so that the evergreens

will give the best shelter and finest effect to the

grounds during the winter months.

Parks and villa grounds should be objects of

attractions upon the general landscape and sub-

urban gardens, beauties in the neighborhood.

As seclusion is the mark of refinement, the outer

boundaries of pleasure grounds should be gar-

nished with strong Norway Fir hedges or belts of

trees. But in setting trees and shrubbery in

belts and groups, evergreen trees should be mixed

with deciduous trees, as the lower branches of the

former clothe the naked stems of the latter, that

will more effectually shut out unsightly views

and seclude us from the vulgar stare. AVhere

the arrangements of trees shut out comely views

in the general landscape, there may be an observa-

tory upon the house top or an ornamental tower

may be erected upon a height to view the sur-

rounding country therefrom. Perhaps the an-

cient picturesque mode of grouping trees, shrub-

Ix'ry, etc., will suit best for the mowing machine

to do its work more readih', and teams will have

more room to haul ott' the hay, that will be a

saving of expense.

Water streams running through the grounds,

can be made ornamental and useful b}' damming
and making ponds and wati'rfalls,with their sides

walled up or smoothed and sodded, with gravel-

walks around or alongside of them, and enclosed

with shrubbery and trees. Ducks and geese may
swim upon the waters, and their quacking and
squealing blending with the murmurs of the wa-
terfalls, will sound musical in the distance ; and
again, In- hydraulics, in the process of plumbing,

artificial fountains can be had ujion the high

grounds around the main buildings. Water is a

most useful element in gai'dening ; the prophet in

bewailing the fate of his beloved city, compared

it to ''a garden that hath no water.

Terracing grounds of rapid descent and steep

hill-sides, is a comely feature in ornamental gar-

dening ; by it waste lands are converted into gar-

dens of beauty and fragrance, by clothing them

with suitable plants. Broad terraces around the

main building may be set with small growing

trees and shrubbery, all of striking beauty, and

flowering plants of lesser sizes between them ; the

sloping banks sodded, and steps at suitable

points to go down. Vases full ol flowering plants

look well at the edges of such steps. Where

there are fine views to be had from the house,

the trees may all be of tall and slender growths,

both deciduous and evergreen, and views can be

seen between them. For narrow terraces upon

hill-sides, dwarf shrubbery, both deciduous and

evergreen, and herbaeeous perennial flowering

plants all with very fibrous roots are best, as

their numerous fibres hold the soil compact and

prevents land-slides in spring and washings by

heavy rains in summer, and their shade will not

be dense enough to injure the grass upon the

sloping banks. A terrace that is to encircle

several acres around the main building, to divide

the pleasure grounds from the pasture fields be-

low, the bank should be supported by a stone

wall with steps and gates to go down. An ever-

green hedge should be set alongside the wall top,

to prevent the injurious eftects of frost, and a

view can be had over it.

Marshes that cannot be drained, can be made

gardens of beauty and sweet perfumes, by plant-

ing them with halt aquatic plants, of which we

have a very numerous species ; some of shining

beauties and others of the most delightful odors.

See Magnolia glauca for example.

Eock works, both natural and artifi(dal, add

another link to the chain of diversity. We have

a very great variety of plants that thrive and

bloom upon them in great splendor and many of

them are very sweet scented ; where water works

and rock works are combined, they are more rus-

tic-like and doubly attractive.

Glass houses are like luminaries in pleasure

grounds, they spread a sunshiny gladness over

all the other improvements, and make them look

more delightful. Tht-y afford a pleasure to fiim-

ilies who spend the winters in the rural districts
;

with tender exotics in bloom while all other ve-

getation <mt doors is asleep, and again, in pro-

ducing foreign Lrrapes in all their natural lucious-

ness, and the plump and juicy Nectarines.
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In villa ijrnnnds and suburban crardens, econ-

omy of space is of much importance, that is often

carried too far, by making too few walks, and in

making them too narrow. Trees and shrubbery

thrive as well with their roots under the walks

as imder the turf of the lawn, so there is not an

inch of space lost by a proper number of walks

for the family to take exercise upon ; the sick can

exercise upon them when thc}^ would not venture

upon the highways. If people would look to

the many blessings that flow upon them by having
gardens, a great many more would possess them.

As these grounds are to be stocked b}' a numer-
ous variety of plants, they should be enlarged b}-

deep tillage and heavy manurings. Where barn-

yard manures cannot be got in sufficient quanti-

ties, get the concentrated fertilizers and apply

them liberally, for they ai'c very valuable. Grass

is always clean looking, the greater part of the

surface should be clothed Avith it, and a portion

of the various fruits may be grown. Shade trees

may be wanted at the house ; flowering shrub-

bery will flourish in the partial shade of the

fruit trees. There should be some evergreen ti'ees

and shrubs set out to give the grounds a life-like

appearance during winter ; the outer edges should

be garnished with evergreen hedges. The di-

yidiii',' fences may be boards to train grape vines

upon. Flower beds around the house will give

a bloom and sweet smell, all the growing season,

and the verandah clothed with a good selection

of blooming vines will seiwe as a flower garden

under cover all the growing season, and will be

enjoyable in all weathers.

Having got so far through the formation of the

grounds, let us take a survej'- of the plants that

are to adorn them. Every one who carefull}-

observes how wonderously well the habits and

natures of the various classes of plants accom-

modate all our wants in the different portions of

embellishments, must be struck with admiration

and awe, at the foresight, goodness and power of

an all bounteous Creator.

Grasses,—the bare ground looks unkindly, but

Graminea and Trcfoi} spread a carpet of verdure

over it and makes it a beautiful lawn. Go Avhere

we will, we see grass and clover growing. The
consideration is what species of grass will thrive

best upon this ]>lace ? The lands should be deep-

ly till<'d, iK'avily manured, well pulverized and

the seeds sown very thick, to ensure a close and

lastim: i;reen turf. Some of the concentrated fer-
j

tilizers are very beneficial for grass and grain

crops ; they should be used liberally in laying
|

down a lawn ; they are also destructive to insects

in the soil, which greatly increases their value,

every cultivator should use them. "We have used

the following kinds with happy satisfaction :

—

Harrison's Plant Pertilizer, Poudrette, Flour of

Bones, Peruvian Guano, Phosphates, etc.

2nd. Creepers and imder Slirubs, make gar-

dens Avhere nought else will grow, and furnish

foliage and blossoms all the growing season.

—

We may name. Periwinkle, Lysimachia, Sedum,

etc., then Lily of the Yalley, Violet, Epig»a,

Primrose, etc. Of under shrubs, Kalmia, Rho-
dodendron, Andromeda.

3rd. Ampelopsis, Bignonia and Ivy, climb up
and upon unsightly walls and clothe them with

beautiful leaves, that saves the expense ofmoving

the buildings, and these plants do not cover any
part of the grounds.

4th. Climbers, clothe lattice works with foli-

age and florescence nearly all the growing season

and make them ver}' graceful. (Wire work is

nicer than woodwork to train vines upon.)

5th. Herbaceous, perennial hardy flowers, are

divided into several distinct classes. Ofthe fibrous

rooted, Chr3'santhemum, Delphinum and Phlox

are members ; of the tuberous rooted Preona,

Dicentra, Dahlia and Iris are members ; of bulb-

ous rooted. Crocus, Lily, Hyacinth and Tulip are

members. Besides these there are tender bed-

ding plants, most numerous. The species and
varieties composing the classes of herbaceous

plants are legions in numbers, so various in

habits and so highly improved within the past

few years, their flowers are of all colors and shades

of colors, in great prufusion and brillianc}' ; they

make a dazzling illumination upon the grounds

of fragrant flowers the whole growing season that

no art can imitate nor compare with ; they

are beyond the power of languige to describe or

to convey a proper idea of, they must ho seen.

6th. The Rose. Words cannot make it more

charming than it is ; it has long been the theme

of orators, song of poets and revered by divines,

the gift of the beaux, the jewel of the belle, and

of all other fleurs, L'Empereur. The species

and varieties are now so very numerous and high-

ly improved, that language would fail in detail-

ing their beauties and sweet odors, their natures

and habits are so various. They are suited for

mauv purposes of decoration, and some will flour-

ish upon almost every kind of soil and in every

latitude. There cannot be a gard(Mi Avithout

I'oses.

7th. Flowerin'j: deciduous shrubbery have al-
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waj'S been favorites for the lavisliness and splen-

dor of their blossoms and their sweet perfumes,

and they impart great elegance to pleasure

grounds, and now, by recent additions ofnew and
superior species and varieties, the class is far

more admirable than ever before. {Spircea cal-

losa alhii is one of the choicest new species, it keeps

crowned with white bloom many months in suc-

cession. ) A general collection will jjloom from

March to September, and many of the species are

laden with ornamental fruits through the au-

tumn and early winter ; upon large grounds they

are best in groups ; some people will have a

group of each species and others want mixed

groups.

8th. Evergreen shrubbery, how very neat and
tidy they look with their everlasting coats of va-

riegated verdure ; how vcr}' different their sizes,

habits and forms ; they make a diversity of them-

selves, and the many new species that have come
to us the past few years, make the class most

fascinating. They all look neat when singly set

out around the main building and near to foot

Avalks, and can be kept in man}* different sizes and

forms by the shears, and there is an expression

cf nobleness and liberality of mind, in well com-

posed groups. Hitherto, we have had but few

with showy blooms, but now Ilobt. Buist, our

famed nurseryman, has an Azalea and a Rhodo-
dendron that bloom and tlourish in sunshine and
storm.

9th. Evergreen trees. They are noble, mass}-

and comely ; how rich and dignified they look,

with emerald boughs, so large, glossy and grand,

while the deciduous classes are bare. As screens

from cold blasts and ornaments of winter, they

surpass all o:her vegetation. How bleak and

barren the world in Avinter would look without

them,—set many out.

10th. Fruit trees are ornamental, both when
in blossom and in fruit. A few may be set upon

the lawn for the sake of diversity, and that will

combine the useful with the beautiful.

11th. I)eciduous trees. Ah I how lofty and

gigantic their statures, how huge their ponderous

branches, how lovely and fragrant their blossoms,

how comely their foliage of many hues of verdure,

and how very admirable their tints in the au-

tumn that gild the landscape with splendor. The
species with low and stiff horizontal branches

should be set far off the roadsides, and also those

with lii'avy odors and dense shades. They would

be disagreeable and too gloomy near to buildings

and roads. Another class are too lean and others

too pale for shade trees. The numerous species

between the two extremes are the most graceful

to set near to buildings and afford by far the most

pleasant shade.

How very animating well made horticultural

improvements are, and what a glow of pleasure

they afford to those -vvho have the strength of

souls to admire them and the liberality to make

them.

The devout Psahiist, in admiration of the

beauty and splendor of the embellishments of his

royal gardens and pleasure grounds, thus enthu-

siastically exclaimed, "O worship the Lord in

the beauty of his holiness, let the heavens rejoice

and let the earth be glad, then shall all the trees

in the woods rejoice."

In Europe many of our under shrubs are raised

from seeds and make large bushy plants, they

are set out in large groups in the open sunshine

in the parks there, and flourish and bloom most

splendidly ; their shades are deeper, brighter and

altogether more beautiful than they are in our

woods. A native American would be delighted

to see the elegance his indigenous plants give to

the lordly parks in Europe. I have assisted to

set out Rhododendron maximum and Kalmia

latifolia, in half acre groups and Andromeda la-

tifolia, polifolia and pulverulenta, were set in cir-

cles, ovals and crescents, each holding twenty-

five plants. Kalmia glauca and angustifolia,

were grown the same way, and so were Rhodo-

dendron hirsuta and fei-ruginea of Switzerland,

all of them are evergreen and bloom abundantly

every spring. Our native deciduous Azaleas are

also raised from seeds and grown in open expo-

sures in groups of fifteen plants, and flourish and

bloom in great si^lendor. When I first saw the

Azalea m'u-ahiUs in bloom in a group of fifteen

plants, I thought it the most beautiful sight I

ever saw, the blooms were bright scarlet with

white streaks. The plants were large and bushy

and literally covered with blooms before the foli-

age was expanded. The yellow species too, were

most show}' and beautiful. Prinos vertieillatus

there form a bushy shrub, and is covered with

its bright scarlet berries all through the autmnu

and on till January comes in.

There are a very great many others of our un-

der shrubs grown there to perfection, all in open

exposures and also many of the herbaceous in-

habitants of our woods are grown in large beds

in the open sunshine. Among them are follow-

ing : Frittilaria alba ; Lilium Philadeliiliicum,

Canadensis and Supcrbum ; Trillium, sev^au
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species
; Cypripedium all the five species

;

Epiga\a repeus, Asclepias tuberosa, Anemone
quinqucfolia, and very many others, and many
of our Marsh plants are grown there in the com
mon gahlcns. AVe only name a few : Golden
Rod, Eupatorium pnrpurea, Asclepias, several
si>ecies. Large quantities of rotten tanbark and
sharp sand are mixed witli loamy soils for our
wood plants. The first time that I saw the
Lobelia cardinalis it filled a circle upon the lawn,
ten feet wide and all the plants were in full bloom
of dazzling scarlet. I wished I were in the country
where it Ix'longed. In British parks there are
large groups of their native Broom and "Whin,
and give a splendid show of yellow blossoms in

spring.

Would it not be well for our nurserymen and
amateurs to raise many of our pretty blooming
evergreen under shrubs, from seeds and grow
them in open exposures, by composting the soil

with leaf mould or tanbark and sand, so as to

nearly resemble the food their parents got in the

woods. Nearly all the evergreen shrubbery in

British parks bloom profusely and why might we
not get many to bloom well with us V Let it be
tried.

The cost of the improvements is one of the foun-

tains from which present pleasures and future

enjoyments flow. A foithful observance of the

rules of prudence will lessen it. Some people

hire men to dig up trees in the woods to plant

upon their grounds, to save expense and make a
boast of The price of labor is often greater than
the price of the same number of trees in the nur-
series and planting them, and as the wood trees

have only tap roots, not one of a dozen will

thrive ; tliat causes repentance and sorrow for

loss and disappointments.

In ordering trees from nurseries, state emphat-
ically, the roots are wanted along with stems and
branches, and in planting them, make the holes

larger than the circuit of their roots, break the

soil fine to put over them and tramp it firm upon
tliem, then nmlch rather than water.

When a tree or shrub is being transplanted,

some of its roots are cut and it undergoes a sur-

gical operation which makes it sick. It is there-

fore a positive necessity to prune in the liranches

to lessen tlie draught of sap from it, until it makes
a new set of fibres to sustain itself. When a far-

mer's breeding sow gets sick, he takes some of

her sucking pigs off her to save her life. Why
then should a planter not act as humanely with

his trees V without such care, some of the pigs

June,

:

and branches too may die after exhausting their

1

mothers beyond the chances of recovery.
Having a plan as a guide, the workmen should

I have no boss but one; if that be the gardener,he
should have the whole direction. Proprietors

I

should refrain from familiarity with the workmen
and from showing dislike or distrust of their di-

I rector, as that would open the door for intrigue

, and rebellion, and triple the expense thereby.

i
The gardi'uer should be shielded from the numer-
ous visitors to the place while the work is in pro-

gress, as they ask so many nonsensical (juestious,

no man can answer them all civilly while busy.

I

In choosing a gardener to make the improve-

ments, some people will say "such a great gar-

dener, knows too much for us, he will ruin us

with expense." And we will have to say of our

own, the case is just the very reverse. Experi-

ence has already taught him the wisdom of com-
plying with the wishes of those who employ him,

and even to ask their opinions about matters with

which he is already conversant. His knowledge

gives him foresight and power, which enable him
to make improvements for less cost, and to great-

er perfection than he could do without them.

There is no guess work with him, he sees the

place finished before the work is begun. Wliile

he is engaged with one job, he is planning for the

future, and every thing is done with prudence

and care. He is familiar with the natures and
wants of all the plants he sets out, the proper

selections to make and the soils and exposures

most suitable for the various species ; and the

effects of sunshine, shade, moisture and dryness

upon them ; when and how to plant them, the

sizes and forms they attain at maturity, the

shades oftheir foliage, and colors of tlieir flowers,

and their seasons of blooming. He thereby

knows how and where to arrange them, both for

present effect and future adornment. Success

crowns his labors, the lives of hundreds of plants

are preserved, which might be lost in less skill-

ful hands and much expense is saved thereby.

People who look impartially upon mankind,

observe that those best skilled in their professions

are the most economical and discreet, the most

trustworthy, the cheapesl and the best.

THE CHINESE PRIMROSE.
BY AV. P., DETROIT, MKII.

This gay and interesting flower is now found

in every well kept greenhouse and conservatory,

and well it deserves a place in any collection.
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Its profusion of bloom, lonjx continuance, sturdy

habit, aud many dcllLrbtful tints of color, render

it a favorite with every lover of tlowers ; in foot,

it is indispensable for winter and spring decora-

tion. The attention, of late, given to its cultiva-

tion, has been productive of remarkable results.

The well-shaped, regularly grown' plant of 1808

is a totally different thing to the weak, star-

shaped tlowers of twenty years ago.

It is probable, Mr. Editor, that what I have to

say on the subject is an old tale to most of your

experienced readers, but the Monthly has a wide

circulation among amateurs, and it is to this

class of readers I would more particularly address

myself; and as I have to write of a class of plants

which ever\' one admires, it is needless to make
any apology for jotting down a few remarks on

its history and culture.

Primula sinensis was first introduced in Eng-
land, from China, in 1820 ; but it does not ap-

pear to have received any attention from the

florist till within the last few j'ears. The original

tj-pe h;id star-sliaped flowers, of a washy lilac

color ; but these have gradually developed into

blooms of much larger size and more rounded

segments, with finely fringed edges, and of every

shade of color from pure white to deep crimson.

The white flowers, more especialh', have, in the

in the hands of the hybridizers, undergone a great

change within the last two or three years. Some
of them have become flaked, spotted or striped

with red, and one has been shown with a clear,

well defined edge of rosy purple ; another has a

brownish-orange eye, surrounded with a ring of

white, then a broad ring of rosy pink, the edge of

the flower being again white. Another is deep

purple, the edges of every petal margined with

pure white.

The foliage, too, has changed very materially.

The Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Co., were the

first to introduce iXva fera-leiu-cd variety, in 18(54,

since which the}' have obtained man}' doulile flow-

ers from the same strain. Last year, Mr. Salter of

London, raised a variety with variegated foliage,

the leaves are blotched with yellow and veined

crimson.

But while these great improvements have been

going on in the single flowers, the double ones

have not bei'n neglected. These, too, have pro-

duced flowers of a high character. They have at-

tained a size double, and even treble, the old dou-

ble whitf^. The smooth edges have disappeared,

an<l in their plaee are large, stout jx-tals as finely

frinired as the single kinds. Messrs. Windebauk .

& Kingsbur}^ and Messrs. F. & A. Smith, of

London, have been the most successful raisers of

doul)le kinds ; their latest and best named varie-

ties are

Queen of England. Flowers at first pure white,

gradually changing to blush pink ; very large and

double.

Princess. "White, flaked lilac.

White Queen. Very large, pure white, finely

fringed.

Culture.—If you wish to have flowers at

Christmas, sow seed in April or early part of

May. Let the pot be one third full of broken

crocks for drainage ; then fill the pot to within

an inch of the top with light sandy soil. Water

with warm water thoroughly, and, next day, sow

the seed. Sprinkle a little fine sand on the top,

just enough to cover the seed. Cover the pot

with a piece of glass, and place in a warm, shadj'

part of the house. In about two weeks they will

come up, when the glass must be removed to

prevent them growing up weak and lanky. Al-

ways keep the soil moist ; and in watering the

seedlings, never water overhead, but place the

pot in a tub of water. Let the water come to

within an inch of the rim of the pot, and in about

ten minutes the soil will be thoroughly moist-

ened. As soon as they are large enough to han-

dle, pick them out singly in small pots, using

about one quarter rotten leaves in the soil. Re-

pot as soon as the pots are full of roots, and if

they should throw up flower stalks before they

have completed their growth, pinch them out.

Keep near the glass and well ventilated.

In winter never water them with water colder

than the house—I prefer it 5 or 10" warmer.

When the flower buds appear in December, give

them weak manure water once a week ; this will

give a finer color to the flowers. A subdued light

suits them better than the direct rays of the

sun.

Primulas have one great advantage, the}' are

not liable to be infested with green fly or red spi-

der ; and, although they will bear neglect better

than almost any other plant, yet they will amply

repay any attention that may be bestowed on

them.

BUSINESS MATTERS—FACTS.
NOTE FROM DR. SIEDIIOFF.

I do not blame Mr. D'Oench that he is sus-

picious, as there is so much rascality prevalent

that, should I feel inclined to publish what 1 have
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experienced, it would fill a whole number of the

Monthly.

Mr. D'Oench sent me $4 (not ^5 as published),

late in the season, for a Weehawken. I acknow-
ledged the receipt of the mone}' the next day, by
letter. In the middle of November I sent him a
vine by mail. Much later he wrote to me about
the vine, which had not arrived, as I then saw.
I was very sick at that time, so that it was im-

possible for me to answer.

When I was recovering:, Mr Woodward sent

me a letter from Mr, D'Oench, inquirini;; about
the vine. I answered immediately and fully,

promising that I would send another vine for the

one lost, as soon as I could have access to the

plants. This took place about two weeks ago,

(viz., the sending of the vine). My great loss

stunned me at first ; then I selected the best

vines I could pick ouL, and sent a number of them
to every one that had ordered and paid. In a
circular I stated my sad case, and offered to re-

fund the money without delay, or to send better

plants in the fall. Mr. D'Oench was among
them.

Xot more than a day or two after having
mailed the vines, I received the Monthly. I, of

course, sent my check for the amount, also for

postage, to Mr. D'Oench, requesting him to give

or throw away the vines.

II.

I sent a vine to you, one to Mr. Saunders at

Washington, one to Mr. Woodward, one to each
of two gentlemen of the Agriculturist, one to Mr.
Carter, several to Mr. Caywood. Downing, Van
Ilj'ke, and others. About a dozen gentlemen

ordered vines, and wished me to send my bill

along. I did so ; they keep the vines and bills.

They may retain both forever ; I shall not col-

lect them. A clergyman ordered a vine, and
wanted me to send my bill with it—which he did

not pay. Six weeks after he sent me word that

he did not want the vine, as he had sold his

place, and wished me to send somebody to get it.

He lived at a distance of two miles from here. I

paid n<j further attention to him, and did not

send.

Mr. ]\Ierritt, of lloxbury, ^lass., received a

vine in November ; in March ho informed me the

vine sent had no buds. It had buds when I

packed it. I immediately refunded the money,
adding tliat for postage.

I refunded the money to Mr. Miller, Bluffton
;

to Judge King, Diibufpie ; to ^Ir. Perry, Canan-
daigua

; to Mr. Ijoardmau, Koelie.sLer ; to Mr.

Russell, Joliet, «&c., «&c., although I was never

requested by them to do so.

I sent vines, free of any charge, to agricultural

colleges and gentlemen engaged in experiment-

ing, and gave away a large number to friends

here.

Is there the remotest probabilit}' that I should

have singled out Mr. D'Oench to cheat him out

of $i. Mr. D'Oench did not take into considera-

tion the difference of the climate in Missouri and

New Jersey.

Cause.

Several years ago I sent a choice collection of

grape vine cuttings to a gentleman in Pennsylva-

nia ; the apple scions sent by him in exchange

never arrived. Search was made ; they had been

mailed but got lost. A year after, Mr. John
Rutter, of West Chester, Pa., mailed a consider-

able number of vines to me ; they never arrived.

They could not be traced, and were promptly re-

placed by Mr. Rutter, and sent by express.

About the same time I mailed 5>3 to Mr.Dreer.

The letter never reached him. A year after this

happened, I enclosed oO cents in a letter to him,

which never arrived.

Mr. Lippincott made me a present of his Va-
por Index ; it did not arrive. After much trou-

ble it was discovered somewhere, through the in-

detatigable exertions of our post-master. I re-

ceived it three weeks later than when it was
mailed, but it was entirelj' spoiled.

Mr. Huber, of Litiz, Pa., received from me a

Weehawken in exchange for a Martha. The
Martha did not reach me. Search was made
through a relation of Mr. Iluber, connected with

the Post Office in Philadelphia, I believe. Then
the vine arrived after the lapse of a month, along

with a printed paper from the Post Office, which
I had to sign.

The vine I sent you has, in all probability,

never reached you, as you have never acknow-

ledged the receipt of it. I wrote three litters to

Mr. D'Oench, aside from the receipt for the

money. You can now draw your own inference.

Effect.

To send money by mail is a very unsafe, and

disagreeable wny. Persons having done so and

not receiving a reply, will be ii\)[ to tliink that

they are cheated. It is evident that tiie publica-

tion in the Monthly compels nie to refund any

amount claimed, although Iiuiver received it. A
gentleman of Vineland, whose name I never

heard, wrote me, last Saturday, that he had sent

me .1^4. I do not doubt that he did so. It is,
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however a fact that I never got either the letter

or the money. Did I not refund it, would any-

body nous believe that I never saw it. All the

experience bouijht is not too dear at that : I am
very irlad that I have made it.

[We give this letter of Dr. Siedhoffs a promi-

nent position, in order to illustrate the correct-

ness of the position we have so often taken against

admitting anything of a personal nature into our

columns. So often what appears to be a fraud or

imposition, turns out to be something for which

the party blamed is not responsible, or which, at

least, amounts to but carelessness or a want of

knowledge of good business rules, which, how-

ever annoying to the parties in the dispute, or

however culpable or reprehensible, do not call

for especial newspaper interference.

AVe are so often blamed for adhering to this rule,

that it does good to depart from it occasionally

in order to show what would be the inevitable

consequence of a general departure therefrom.

In the case before us, we thought it a good op-

portunity to try it,—for although we have never

met either party, from what we have heard and

believe of them, we felt that, in private life, they

were both honorable gentlemen, and that there

must be some fault other than deliberate swin-

dling in the matter, as we believe is generally the

case in matters of the kind.

—

Ed.]

GRAPES, PEARS, &c. of ESSEX CO., MASS.

BY MR. J. M. IVES, SALEM, MASS.

As the past season of 1867 was not very pro-

pitious for fruit—having so much rain and not

enouirh sun—under these circumstances, I have

considered it tohave given us an opportunity to as-

certain what varieties, particularl}^ of Pears and

Grapes, were the least affected—by the cracking

of the fjnner and the rot of the latter.

Having a good opportunity, at the exhibition

of our Agricultural Society, on the 2Sth and 29th

of September, to examine the varieties of grapes,

I made a few hasty notes, as follows

:

The Adirondac and Rogers' Xos. .3 and 19 were

the ripest of the native or out-door grapes. The
lona, Israella and Concord, although well-col-

ored, were quite acid, particularly the Concord.

The sh'iw of cold house grapes was good, as was

also the Pears. That of Peaches was finer than

at any previous show of the Society, particularly

in Crawford's Melocoton. I have long known

how congeuial to this fruit is the warm loamy

soil alonu the Merrimac River.

Among the fruits from my garden was a seed-

ling variety of Crawford, quite as large and fine

as the original ; seedling Early York and a seed-

ling Blood Freestone, Avhich I value aliove all the

varieties. I cannot find a Blood Freestone in any

of the nursery catalogues, except in Duhamers
work, " The (Sanyiu"»o?e saugfuinea." This vari-

ety re2}roduces, with me thus far, from seed true

to the orirjinal. The skin is as thin as the inner

envelope of an egg, being red throughout. The
fruit, which was placed upon the table, disap-

peared on the second day of the Exhibition.

Since the 28th of September the weather was

fine tor the ripening of fruit, and, consequently,

on the last of October, fruit progressed in ripen-

ing. Rogers' No. 4 and 19 colored. Those per-

sons who make grapes a specialt}', speak of Xos.

41, 15 and 22iu high terms. Xo. 22 or '-Salem,"

was fully equal to my first impression three years

since, whenl advised the grower "to get a good

stock before sending them out;" he, however,

sold all his stock of this variety to a New York
lady, who lately visited our city, and was well-

pleased with the flavor of Xos. 30 and 41. Of
these h3'brids, I think that Xo. 28 is nearly equal

to 22. Xo. 30 not so fine ; 15 and 23 inclined to

rot.

Among the Pears which cracked more or less

the past season, were the Beurre Ditl, Brown
Beurre, St. Michael and Flemish Beauty. The

Bosc, Belle Lucrative, Louise Bonne de Jersey,

Lawrence, Seckel, Beurre d'Anjou, Urbaniste,

Duchesse and Marie Louise, were, as usual, per-

fectlj' fair.

Of the Belle Lucrative (Autumn-melting) Pear

my friend Downing says, that "i/i/aand the Seck-

el are the two highest flavored pears in our

country." The Belle Lucrative was one of the

few sorts that was uninjured in the spring of

1800. Downing says, "fruit /necZaon size." They

have increased in size with me from year to year.

Since his time, I have specimens, on Pear roots,

weighing from i to | lbs. each. The tree is

hardier than the other fine Flemish pear—the

Bosc.
*••«•

BERBERIS AXD MAIIOXIAS.

BY P. J. BERCKMAXS, ESQ., AUGUSTA, GA.

;Many plants, although perfectly hardy and

adapted to the climate of England, i)rove, on

trial, to be unsuited to that of any section of the

United States, although varied in its dillerent

latitudes.

Such seems to be the Berberis Darwinii, which
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is too tender for tlie Northern winters, and

equally so to withstand the Southern summers.

This is to be regretted, as this is certainl}- the

neatest rto\v(riug variety of its class. After re-

peated trials I must come to the conclusion that

it is only suited for pot culture.

Few of the other Berberis possess any merits

sufficient to mention them ; but in the section or

sub-genus Malionia, we have several beautiful

varieties.

M. japonka is now, (Feb. 10th), in full bloom,

and with some of the early blooming Jasmines,

(J. nudillorum, etc.), may be called Herald of

Spring. This plant thrives best in a partially

shaded situation, such as the North side of a

house ; as, like most broad leaved evergreens of

Japanese or Chinese origin, they must be kept

out of the icinter''s sun to bring them to perfection.

This variety seeds freely and abundantly. Sow
the seeds as soon as mature, and pot oft" when one

inch high. Keep shaded during the summer, and

by fall, the j'oung plants will have attained a

growth of G inches.

M. Bealii seems to be a sub-variety only of M.

japonica ; it is dwarfer habit, and has one pair of

follicles more than the latter.

M. Fortunii has the merit of being a fall bloom-

er with us ; but seldom forms a good shaped

bush.

31. (t/iuifoJia thrives better in a colder climate,

although it has some merit here. I have triedM.

Leschenaulti, but it does not stand our warm
summers.

FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.
No. 3.

BY II. WIXTHROP SARGENT, ESQ.

Perhaps the most remarkable place in England,

is Elvaston Castle, (Earl of Harrington's) re-

markable for its artificiality—for, in fact, there is

hardly any nature about it. Everything, more

or less, is clipped, and in many very extraordi-

nary and grotesque shapes In the ornamental

grounds, wiiich are very extensive, there is, if I

remember right, only one deciduous tree. This

is the place (of which it is told) that the late

Duke of Devonshire, being very desirous of see-

ing, and being refused, though he declared his

rank, was obliged to assume the garb of a gar-

dener, in order to obtain admission ; the late Earl

l)0sitivcly forbidding admission to any gentleman

while the place was being made, some fifteen to

twenty years. Even Mr. Downing, though strong-

ly recommended to Mr. Barron (the gardener) by

Sir William Hooker, as well as by Mr., afterwards

Sir Joseph Paxton, could only see it from the

church tower.

Elvaston Castle is one mile from Borrow-wash:

and about five from Derby. Before entering the

really ornamental grounds, you pass through the

Pinetum ; which, a few years since, was the most

complete in England. I think now it is inferior

in variety, though not in size, to Mr. Gambler

Parry's at Iligham Court, near Worcester.

At Elvaston, we saw Pinsapos thirty feet high

;

Menziesii thirty by fifty feet wide ; Douglasii fifty

feet. Of these the Meuzies was the finest ; though

the Douglass resembles a very delicate Norway
Spruce. The Golden Scotch Fir was very effec-

tive. Some Deodars were grafted on Cedars of

Lebanon, which much improved their character.

The IIendocks,also,were very beautiful—sweep-

ing to the ground in low pendulous feathery

branches, much deeper in color than in America.

The Chinese Juniper was very lovely here.

The grand entrance through the golden gates,

(opened only on the majority of the Earl of Har-

rington) as bordered on one side by a variega-

ted Holly hedge, with occasional standards of

Irish Yew; and on the other side by a variegated

box hedge. It is likewise faced by occasional stand-

ards of Irish Yew, in front of both hedges ; then

occasional large masses of Golden Yew in a cir-

cle of common Yew—the latter six inches high

and a yard wide.

On both sides of the grand approach, are grass

avenues for walks, bordered by Golden and Irish

Yews, the former ti'ained to pyramids ; behind

them a row of Pinus nobilis, in place of Arau-

carias, destroyed by the frost of 18o2; and at end

of each grass avenue is a superb Golden Yew,

twenty feet high and equally broad, with a back

ground of dark Yew. From these avenues you

pass into three distinct and superb gardens, each

more extraordinary than the others, in size as well

as figures of the topiary work.

It was the habit of the late Earl to purchase

the largest Yews he could find about the country

and, moving them to Elvaston, trim them into

shape. In this way there are entire cottages cut

out of Yew.
Yew arbors twenty feet high, having a base

thirty feet square, with a succession of steps, the

tops surmounted by two peacocks, perhaps six

feet long and three or more high, the heads and

figures closely clipped, while the tails in Golden

Yew are allowed to remain uncut and feathery.
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One very cxtraonlinary house in Yc\v, Avith sev-

eral gfil>l('S, is suriuouiitcd by t^vo birds, one in a

nest and the other attempting to fly out ; each

larger than tlie largest eagle.

There arc also perfectly green cones, made of

English Yew, forty feet high, with golden heads,

(caps of Golden Yew), these standing on a double

base or platform of English Yew, twenty-five

to thirty feet square, and twelve to fifteen inches

high, entirely smooth and tlat, as if made of

stone. Near these are long alleys of smooth tui-f,

bordered by alternate Irish and Cxolden Yews
(the latter tied in by wires to keep them p3'ramidai

and surmounted by golden crowns) ; and other

avenues and alleys, bordered by alternate Irish

Junipers and Golden Junipers, (Chamrecyparis

variegata). Inone of the gardens,which are divided

from one another by close Yew hedges twenty feet

high, are groups of Irish Junipers, in shape of

China barrels, such as are used for seats in our

ornamental grounds. In this garden, also, a fine

effect is produced by a huge circle one hundred

feet in diameter, made of large triangles of alter-

nating golden and green yews, dovetailing into

each other, and kept down, (six inches high,) so

as to produce a brilliant parterre.

One of the most remarkable things at El-

vaston, is the Vandyke garden, — a covered

irregular walk, like a prolonged or extended ar-

bor. Tliis was made of Arborvitre, thickened at

the bottom by Box close overhead, and the light

admitted at the sides by occasional loop or port

holes.

The ornamental water here was beautifully

managed ; I think as well, if not better, than at

any place in England. A lake, of apparently

endless extent, with the margin charmingly

varied by occasional borders of smooth turf,

backed by artificial rock work, and planted with

Golden and English Yews, Deodars and Arau-

carias. Then again points of rough, rugged,

craggy looking rocks to the water's edge, in one

case closely resembling a ruined castle covered

with moss and ivy, the effect increased by a bro-

ken mullioned window set against one of the

openinL's or crevices of the rock.

At end of the lake, after passing through a

dense Yew walk, you come suddenl}' upon a large

round hole eight leet in diameter, in the rockery,

with a little branch of cypress waving over and
against it ; through this j-ou see the whole extent

of the lake, with all its different points and
islands ; the softer and smoother parts in lawn,

with an occasionalWecping Birch or Willow ; the

rougher with a cedar of Lebanon or Araucaria

among the crags.

Another beautiful effect is produced by a sud-

den vista, through a cavern, and across the lake to

another vista, through a cave in which stands a
mossy stone cross, wreathed with silver ivy,

which is duplicated by its reflection in the water,

and beyond this the vista is continued three miles

through a dark fir wood until it terminates in

Spondon church spire.

The pleasure grounds consist of 112 acres, with,

as I have before remarked, only one Deciduous

tree,—a "Weeping Ash,—grafted seventy-two feet

up. The late Earl kept one hundred men ; the

present Earl (dead within a few m nths) was only

allowed eight, he being a minor and the estate in

chancery.

The Cembras are very fine. The largest Cryp-

tomerias twenty feet. Most of the fine Hollies

were destroyed latst year from being girdled by
hares.

SOME WINTEK FAYORITES—No. 2.

BY JAS. C. JOHNSTON.

The judicious selection and treatment of desi-

rable plants, for early winter blooming in an or-

dinary greenhouse, or conservatory, is an inter-

esting subject to most amateur cultivators. It

is undeniably the fact, that a large proportion of

this numerous class have little practical know-
ledge, and are but just groping their way along,

subject to man}' stumbles, but wortliily persever-

ing in the hope of attaining, one of these days, a
certain degree of proficiencj'.

Many a time and oft we arc constrained to

sympathise with neighbors—some wealthy, more
possessing merely a comfortable competency,who,
after their couple of decades of store or office life

in the cities, betake themselves to the country,

and there develoiK' a long dormant taste for hor-

ticultural recreation. A greenhouse is indispen-

sable—for, what would the country Ijc in Avinter

without flowers ?

Mike—a pretty good hand at raising early veg-

etaljles, (not always),—is not at all in liis proper

element in a greenhouse, as you shall find to your
cost, in the matter of propagating, ventilating

and fumigating. In fiict, you don't depend upon
him at all, for counsel or active co-operation in

obtaining desiraVile plants from relia])]e sources.

I

Your better half is a far better staiul])y
; for the

ladies,—bless their dear hearts,— take to flowers
'. and flower-growing intuitivel}'.
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But the latly of the household is not often very I For gorgeous etlcet, or duration of bloom, it

well "posted up " either. Little wonder, there-
[

cannot be surpassed. Plants grown throughout

fore, if the worthy couple undergo a series of tan- the summer in pots, started at the same time aa

talizing, and usually expensive, disappointments,
|

those set out in the open ground, care for them

The stubborn plants grow after a fiishion ; but ! as you may, bear no kind of comparison, either in

how scanty their bloom, just at the period when vigor of growth or profusion of flowers. This

we most appreciate flowers. There is no sort of Salvia can be raised from seed or from cuttings,

credit due to anybody for a tolerable display, just
,

The latter, put in now, root quickly, if in a very

when early spring is treading close upon the later
I

porous medium. AVe greatly i)refer a mixture

months of winter.
"\^'e want all the shades of red down to pink,

blue, purple, 3'ellow and white, in charming con-

trast with delicate blendings of odor, from the

middle of November,—especially in December at

Christmas time—and all through the dull months

of .January and February.
This can easily be accomplished with not one

cent of extra cost. On the contrary, plants pro-

pagated and grown as they ought to be, entail

less cost. It is the rejection of failures, and the

frequent substitution of successors, too often se-

lected at random from catalogues (not always re-

liable), which tells on the sum total annual cost

of a greenhouse.
Our amateur experience, resulting in some

measure of success, may not be without interest,

and it is submitted in the hope that others pos-

sessing more, may take the hint and do likewise.

There is a deficiency of such discussions in our

horticultural periodicals, and a corresponding

lack of interest in their pages. Fomological sub-

jects are excellent in their way and place ;
but,

like everything else, tedious when ov^n-done. By

all means let us have a little more vttriety.

\Ve merely purpose to describe, briefly as pos-

sible, our Winter Favorites, reliable, staple things

not difticult to grow ; blooming more or less freely

throughout the months named—adding a few

hints how to cultivate them.

1. Salvia Gesneuifloua.
This choice Salvia isr specially a winter bloom-

er. "We have endeavored to flower it out-of-doors,

but only succeeded in growing robust specimens,

which bear lifting and potting in October very

nicely. The slight shock of removal (quickly re-

covered) induces a most liberal development of

flower buds, which expand in succession, com-

mencing early in December, and, at this time of

writing, (Jan. 31,) it is a complete mass of the

most brilliant pale scarlet or cherry red blossoms.

One i)lant is exceedingly conspicuous in a back

row. It is nearly 3 feet high, with half a dozen

nmch branched leading stems ; every one of the

laterals having its panicle of expanded bloom, or

buds in process of development.

of finely sifted charcoal dust and very gritty

sand, half and half, which seems to agi*ee with

almost every thing at this season of the year.

Later, we add a little fresh 3 year old leaf mould.

In potting the Salvia (after removal from the

border) the compost should neither be rich nor

porous.

2. LiNUM TRIGYNUM.
A profuse and extremely brilliant golden yel-

low, exceedingly showy and useful durmg De-

cember and January. The individual blooms are

short-lived, but follow each other promptly on
well-grown specimens. Tolerable plants can be

had by subdivision, in spring, of those which have

bloomed during the winter ; for this purpose cut

back in February, and top dress with rich com-

post.

Better plants are those raised from cuttings, as

they are not so apt to throw up long, spindly

suckers from the roots. .These suckers must
either be removed or shortened in, if wanted to

add size to the specimen, and the sooner that is

done the better. Rampant growth calls for pinch-

ing in, prior to the middle of August, but must

cease after 1st of September. A little xmaik liquid

manure once a fortnight during October and No-
vember is excellent. The most suitable compost

is well rotted turfy loam, and entirely rotted cow
dung, with a slight dash of sharp sand in it

—

about \ loam to | manure. A few small pieces

of charcoal at the bottom of the pot, over the

crocks are beneficial.

3. Fuchsia serratifolia mfltiflora.

This is one of the winter blooming Fuchsias,

and the best of them known to us. (Dominiana

is a magnificent hybrid, with a splendid dark

olive green foliage and ruby colored stems ; but,

from some reason we have failed to detect, it has

ceased to bloom with us altogether. The flowers

which are of a beautiful orange shade, spring

from the summit of the ui)right shoots. "We shall

be glad to know the reason of this fault.)

The Fuchsia now under discussion is very

lovely and really unique. The tube is dark car-

mine at the base, shading off to pink or pinkish-
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white ; sepals light orange distinctly tipped with

green.

There is an old Fuchsia, name miknownto us,

which nuist not he confused Avith this. It has

very long si)indly hloonis, which droop much as if

about to fall off: leaves large and coarse. But

the genuine F. serratifolia multitlora has well-

Place loose glass on the top, resting on the edges

of the box or pans, and set these in a nearly spent

hotbed, or in a warm frame. Shade from the sun,

and moisten very slightly, when the soil begins to

look rather dry, with warm water. The seedlings

are apt to damp off, and must be watered with

discretion, and, by no means, exposed to much
proportioned, extremely graceful blooms, with sun at any period of their growth. When they

strong foot stalks standing offat a very becoming have attained their second leaves, pinch off into

angle from the upright stems. The foliage is of i other boxes, and set these under glass in a cold

medium dimension and handsome. We never

saw this Fuchsia in any American catalogue and

therefore imported it from England.

Like all good things, it requires certain treat-

ment ; without which, unlike some good things,

it won't bloom at all. The preliminary condition

is to check its excessive tendency to throw up

suckers from below, and a multiplicity of lateral

branches. The former must be eradicated, the

latter cut off. Decide upon the number of shoots

to be developed—say 3 to 5, according to age of

plant—and permit nothing else to grow. The
compost must not be porous nor rich. A most

valuable addition is cocoa tibre, if you have it.

If sufferi'd to tlag for want of moisture the leaves

drop quicker than almost any other plant we know
of. During the summer months, the pots must be

plunged where the sun will not strike them after

8 or 9 o'clock ; but the shade and drip of trees

will not answer. It blooms with us in January.

4. Cineraria.
In Europe, this plant is perpetuated from one

season to another—but the fierce summer heat

defeats the attempt with us. The plants- survive,

but their condition is entirely used up. It does

not matter much. Treated as an annual, if the

seed is good, a fine variety of choice plants can be

raised—vigorous, and redolent of bloom. N^o

greenhouse is complete without the Cineraria

—

they yield such a blaze of colors. Magenta, pur^

pie and mazarine selfs, white tipped crimson, or

some shade of blue, are the principal colors.

The culture is simple : sow seed, in pans or

boxes, early in May ; again, 15th to 20th of June

—which ensures a continuous bloom from the

early part of .January to end of February, some-

times well on in March.

frame until fairly started to grow. When about

two or three inches in circumference, transfer to
^

small pots, in rich compost, not too porous, and

plunge them where the sun can't punish them

during the day.

In the early part of September, at latest, trans-

fer, during cloudy or moist weather, to pots 6 by

6, and place in a rather shady cold frame till the

first intimations of approaching frost, when they

must be i*eraoved to the greenhouse and kept in

a position near the glass.

Pphides are specially fond of the Cineraria, but

are easily kept under by smoking with tobacco

stems ; not once, but two successive nights. The
first stupefies, the second slays without fail and

most effectuall}'. Then use the syringe. When
the blooms are rising, apply weak liquid manui-e

once a week ; and when the flowers expand, wa-

ter must be very liberally given.

5. Cyclamen".

There are several varieties of this charming

plant[: Persicum, Coum, Africanum, &c. The
first is the best. It somewhat resem1)les a Snow-

drop, in size and height, with longer petals.

These are either pure white, or pale pinkish-rose,

the tube tipiied vivid crimson or purple, with a

very prominent effect. The foliage is a dark ivy-

green, more or less veined with greenish-white

—

almost a variegation.

A full-grown specimen throws up a succession

of blooms 3 to 5 at a time, which, in a cool green-

house, are remarkably durable, lasting from 15

to 20 days. With us, it flowers throughout Jan-

uary and February. For a front row on the

stage it is a gem, always attracting much com-

mendation.
The Cyclamen is tuberous rooted and can only

Soil, rich and light ; the best, very old cow . be raised from seed, as it pro<luces no otl-sets.

dung (not less than two years decayed, and fria-

ble), wi*h decayed turfy loam, equal parts, and

some sharp sand. Fill the boxes within half an

inch of llu' surface, not too smo<jthly. Scatter the

seed, not too generously, on tlie surface ; then prrss

it moderately smooth. Do not water at first.

An ample sujjply can be obtained by sowing in

February. Use shallow boxes ; fill up two-thirds

with a generous compost (as the seedlings are not

to be shifted for some time), and the balance with

a less rich mixture and rather more sand. As
the seedlings progress, remove any developments
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of fungi beginning to grow around the young tu-

bers, which presently show on the surface, and

carefully stir the soil, but not so as to disturb

them. Lattr, carefully remove some of the sur-

face soil, and rciplace with a richer compost—de-

cayed cow manure is by far the best with a little

yellow loam and sand. In September, lift care-

fully, so as not to damage the roots, and replaut

the small tubers (then about the size of Marrow-

fat peas), round the sides of llovvx-r pots, just be-

low the surface and no more, so that when wa-

tered they may partly reappear. The young

stock must be kept growing without intermission.

In the following Fall select the tubers according

to size, and plant 2 or 3 in a pot, or singly in

rather small sized pots, just as you want them

for particular positions. Full grown tubers are

larger than the biggest bulbs of Gladiolus.

The Cylamen must never be allowed to dry up,

even during its period of rest ; at which time,

however, bestow water sparingly. It does not

cease to grow all the year round.

C. Gardenia cituiodora.

A dwarf species of the Cape Jasmine, diflferent

in its habit, style of flower, and period of bloom-

ing, from all the others we are acquainted with.

Our specimen, imported from Europe several

years ago, is not over 8 inches high, with a bushy

circumference in proportion. In December, it

was literally loaded with panicles of buds, which

opened in succession, small in size, white, and of

the sweetest odor—a refined tj'pe of the tuberose.

At one time it bore 52 expanded flowers. Brought

into the parlor its delicious scent pervaded tlie

whole room. This is a gem of the first class, and

evidently rare, as we have not seen it in any

American Catalogue.

BUFFALO GRASS.

BY MR. A. FENDLER.

In the January number of the J/oiif/J^, page

17, three dill'erent plants are spoken ot under the

name of " Buflalo Grass." What, some twenty

years ago, was generally known, by hunters and

travelers on the Plains west of the ^Missouri

Kiver, as Bulliilo grass, and botanically described

by Dr. Engt hnann under the name of JJwIdoc

dartyhiidAs, is a grass quite diflereut fi-om those

cited above.

It is found on the great Western prairies, ex-

tending from the head waters of the Missouri

River as far south as Texas. It is a low-tufled

perennial grass, growing in larger or small

patches, and propagating itself chiefly by send-

ing out numerous runners, of a close and compact

texture, which are ver}- tenacious of life, and are

capable of giving nutriment to the immense
hei'ds of Buflaloes at a season when its leaves, as

well as those of most other phuils, are withered

and dead.

It is one of the few dioecious grasses knoAvn to

Botany, having its male and female flowers sepa-

rate on dirterent individual plants.

On poor soil, the Buflalo gras?, [Burldoe) is apt

to gradually overspread and kill out all such

plants that need a considerable amount of fertili-

ty. Thi-ee years ago, I planted on a dry gravelly

slope, facing southwest, two or three plants,

which have spread rather slowly, but steadily,

and now occupy a surface 7 ft. long by 4 ft. wide.

The runners are from 6 to 9 inches long, and their

internodes 2 to 3 inches.

At present, Feb. 10th, this patch of Buflalo

grass is covered with snow, the blades dead and
apparently destitute of nutriment ; but the run-

ners are green, and ofa sweet, pleasant taste, indi-

cative of great nutritive qualities.

On rich soil, it grows and spreads very fast as

long as it is kept free fi'om weeds, the runners

crossing and recrossing each other many times,

until the whole patch is forming an elastic cush-

ion of half a foot in depth.

THE PEAR.
BY D. B. WIER, LACOX, ILLINOIS.

Like the apple the pear is not a native of this

country, but it is indigenous in Eui-opeand Asia.

It is a more modern fruit in its present perfection

than the apple, only within the two or three last

centuries has its delicious qualities been fully de-

veloped. In its wild state it is one of the most

worthless of fruits, in fact we have many wild

native fruits here, which are delicious in compar-

ison. But when cultivated, it is only rivaled by

the peach in its rich, luscious, juicy Ilavox'. If

it were not for some diseases peculiar to itself and

the first cost of the tree, the pear would soon be

the leading favorite with all planters, for those

persons are few who would not prefer the best

pear to the best aj»ple, either at the desert, cook-

ed dried or canned. Like the apple, \\ ith proper

care it can be had almost the year round. The
varieties are almost i ndless and are increasing

each year, and we think that when growing new
varieties from seed is better understood, and bet-

ter si/stenifi of propmjalion arefound out, the pear
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will crowd close on the apple as the fruit tree for

the million.

TLAXTIXG.

The directions for planting the apple apply to

the pear, only the ground should be plowed deep-

erandthe trees planted deeper. Dwarftrees should

be planted deep so as to have the junction of the

pear with the Quince root two or three inches

under the surface. In practice when we plow

the trees we do not do this, but plant rather

shallow and ridge the earth up to the tree both

ways during the summer with a turning plow.

PROPAaATro>r.

The genus Pyrus to which the common pear

belongs is somewhat lai'ge, and the pear [pyrus

comntunis) will grow with greater or less success

when worked on most any of them, but when
budded on the common apple {j^yrns malus), to

which it appears very nearly related, it does not

generally succeed. AVhen worked on to some

varieties of the Quince family it makes beautiful,

productive dwarf trees, and some varieties are

particularly tine when budded on common Quince

[Cifdonia vulgaris), other varieties do well worked

on the common white thorn, Crataegus oxyacantha

and it also succeeds well when worked on the

common mountain ash. The most permanent

bottom for the pear however, is a good thrifty

pear seedling. Some few varieties give much
better fruit when worked on the Quince, but va-

rieties there are that will not unite with the

Quince stock at all. We prefer dwarfs worked on

the Quince planted deep on rich moist soils, so

that the pear will eventually take root, they are

cheaper, live better, and come into bearing soon-

er ; but when planted rm a dry loose soil would al-

ways prefer a standard or those with pear bottoms.

INSECTS IXJUR1(»US TO THE LEAVES, TREE, OR
FRUIT.

The pear tree has been almost entirely exempt

from injury by insects in this neighborhood.

DISEASES OF THE TREE,

Unfortunately for this delicious fruit, the tree

is very subject to fatal diseases, all of which are

knf)wn under the general name of pear blight.

Much theorizing and experimenting as to their

cause and cure, have as yet thrown but little light

on the subject. We have studied and experi-

mented on them considerably, and our opinion

as to their cause and cure dilier materially from

most observers. We think there are at least 3 dis-

tinct (7i»t('sc.s ichich can be trand to very different

causes. The lirst we sliall consider, and the most

common in this neighborhood, which though not

flital, is very destructive to the vigor of the tree,

—its ettect has given it a name " Cracking of the

fruit;" it may be known by its suddenly spread-

ing over the leaves and young fruit, and marking
them with dark blotches, causing the leaves to

fall prematurely, and causing the fruit of some
varieties to ''crack." The AVhite Doyenne was
terribly alfected last year in the fruit, and the

Flemish Beauty in the leaf. Those dark blotches

are evidently caused by a fungoid growth, and
are not themselves the disease but the result of some
deleterious influence, which we consider entirely

climatic, therefore unavoidable. This disease

generally folloios a damp cold spell in the si/ring

when the leaves and fruit are young and tender,

followed by a hot sun. The most fatal disease of

the pear tree in this neighborhood is a very dis-

tinct one from the last, also called blight ; this is

usually discovered first by linding the tree cov-

ered by dead patches of bark on the body and
larger branches of the tree. We consider the
primal cause of the disease, exhaustion caused by

overbearing, especially when the tree gives its Jirst

full crop of fruit. It is also caused by severe

winter, too poor soil, too rich soil, excessive cul-

tivation, therefore we consider a happy medium the

best remedy. Never let your trees overbear, neither

pjlant on too p)Oor or too rich soil, but be sure to give

preference to the so-called poor soils, as they contain

more suitable substancefor tlie pear. Cultivate (if

at all after the trees are well established) early in

the season, say from opening of spring to the
loth of June, as the growing season of the Pear is

short, and a very little pains at this time will

usually ward oil' this most fiital disease. If the

tree is young, and has blossomed freely, and set

a full crop, 2jluck off' half of it, and give the tree a
thorough cultivation, though not later than the first

of July, then it will have strength to ripen the

fruit and gird up its ribs lor another campaign.
There is still another, sometimes fatal and

troublesome disease to which the pear tree is sub-
ject, we mean what is usually and properly called

leaf blight. We think it distinct from the other

two, because we believe its cause dillerent. It

may be known by the leaves of a portion or all of

the tree suddenly turnmg black in the growing
season, usually towards the end of it. Commenc-
ing in the leaves it often descends into the twigs

and branches, and sometimes poisons the whole
or greater part of the tree and killing it outright.

Its causes we think are climatic, and therefore

unavoidable.

The disease results/ro7)i a mdden engorgement of
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the sap tunnels,caKsed by an m-er supply of moisture

widdi iscujain suddenly cut 0/ by hot drying iceather.

It is doubtless caused too by an over supply of sap

from the roots, too rich or crude in quality, causing

a surfeit in the leaves, which causes the sap to be

improperly elaborated and becomes poisonous to the

tree. "NVe have come to these conclusions, finding

this disease more prevalent among trees growing

upon highly manured and well cultivated soils.

Standard trees established on our sandy ridges,

are almost entirely exempt from all these diseases,

particularly the last named and most trouble-

some why V Becaxtse the soil is so loose and

2}orous that the roots run very deep, and are kepdout

of rectc/i 0/ sudden influence. In no place from

3Iaine to Nebraska have we seen more healthy and

2jroductive pear trees than in this immediate neigh-

borhood. When once established and properly

cared for, they give as abundant and more regu-

lar crops than the ajjple, and as the Iruit com-

mands two or three times the price,we think thoy

are not so much planted as they should be. To

thoroughly establish a tree,— if a standard, give

it a good start by planting it properly, then give

it a thorough cultivation each year until the first

of July, shortening in, each spring all new shoots

of the last year to eighteen inches. Look over

the trees each October, and cut ojf all unripe im-

mature shoots, and in the three or four years the

tree will be Avell established. Now^ sow the ground

in clover, which will usually throw the tree into

bearimi, and great care must be taken not to allow

it to overbear in its Jirst crop: at least two-thirds of

the first full setting offruit should be taken off. The

scientitic grower will accomplish this by re-

moving the fruit spurs
;
your tree will now need

b. t little farther care, and may be considered a

permanent institution. If the fruit should be-

come too small, a little thinning out of the

branches will remedy it. Always get the tops

(head) of pear trees as low as possible, and keep

them there. They appear to do better by being

someu-hatcrouulrd with other trfcs, sheltered by ever-

greens, and with the ground shaded by small

fruits growing among them. The treatment of

dwarf trees must be different, because the roots

are different they must have a heavier deeper

soil.

ON CULTIVATION.

The Quince root not being very hardy they

sht)uld be planted deep and banked up with soil,

or mulched (the roots covered) with coarse litter

each fall,—with those exceptions their care is the

same as the standard.

CARE OF THE FRUIT.

Xearly all varieties of pears should be gather-

ed as soon as they are fully matured and placed

in a close wamn place to ripen. In this way
the}' are much finer and .safe from the depreda-

tions of " birds without feathv'r.s."

[We give this very interesting paper by an in-

telligent Western Horticulturist, as showing the

present state of Western Pear knowledge iu this

particular line. We think however, that our

readers will note that some of the positions of ^Mr.

Wier, have been held and al):indoned by some

of our correspondents who have written on the

questions.]

E D I T III A L .

BOTANICAL STUDIES.

It is with great pleasure we note the increasing

popularity of botanical studies in Philadelphia,

and we believe the same true of other cities.

Here the taste has become, we were going to say,

fashionable ; but that is not correctly expressed
;

for fashion is but a copying of others without re-

gard to the pleasure or propriety of the thing.

The ladies, particvUarly, follow it with much zest,

under the teachings of Miss Rachel Bodley, who

has the rare gift of making the most abstruse

theories clear and pleasing. Last year, this lady

had, as we arc informed, over seventy students,

many of them from our first families, studying in

her class. The interest of the study is heightened

by field excursions, Avherein the lessons of the

closet are illustrated iu the open air.

It is said that evils generally cure themselves.

It is singular that the devotion which so many
ladies exclusively give to frivolities and fashion-

able follies have endured so long, without an at-

tempt at recovery. It is a pleasure to note these

improving signs.
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XOTES OF WESTKRN TRAVEL.

Cobden, or South Pass, 111., is a very interestinc;

place to an Eastern man. The soil and climate,

the society, the locality, the irreat beauty of the

mountain scenery, and the excellent combinations

of all circumstances to make it a prosperous

place, Avere all fascinating. We are satisfied with

our own lot, here iu one of the great centres of

learning and science ; hut if it were necessary for

us to pitch our tent again in another place, we
don't kntnv whether we should not stake out our

quarters in this lovely spot.

To understand this place, we suppose most of

Illinois to have been, at one time, an immense
lake, of which, perhaps, the Kaskasia river is the

most of what remains. The outlet of this lake

was to the south, over a ridge of hills which spur

out from the Ozark range of the Rocky Moun-
tains on the west, meeting with a similar ridge

on the east from the Cumberland, and wearing a

way for itself at this place, forming the " Pass,"

and <lraining the lake at the same time.

How many years ago it is since a roariug Ni-

agara rushed through these majestic rocks none

can tell ; but, with the same laws in force now as

then, and the same results inevitable, we could

not help picturing, in the strange far away future,

the teeming population and industrial enterprises

which shall exist in the bed of the now mighty

waste of Erie waters—when who shall be Senator

from Erie "State" to the Congress of the still

mighty Republic, shall trouble its inhabitants,

—

and when the power and capabilities of its soil

and climate shall draw pomologists from all

quarters of the Union to discuss and decide as

here in Cobden.

Here we found a large number of the most in-

telligent fruit growers in the State,—gentlemen

and ladies,—assembled in convention, who very

handsomely welcomed our party on its appear-

ance amongst them. The meeting was held in

the public hall, which serves a general utility

part in the economy of the town. On Sunday it

is used for religious meetings ; and the Board of

Managers is so arranged that each denomination

has a chance to have a preacher of its own creed

every Sunday in turn.

The show of Apples, as is usual in the West,

was remarkably fine, and the Pears were very

creditablci ; though, unlike the apples, not quite

equal to those of the North-eastern States. The
discussions were rather above the avei'age intel-

ligence we have found at fruit-growers meetiagst

and, in point of numbers and enthusiasm, far

above what we generally see.

It was easy to understand that the average
Western man sj^eaks from what he sees, without
much regard to the theory of the matter ; while
the average man of the East, in his conversation,

speaks rather ofwhat he thinks and of what seems
reasonable to him. The Western fruit grower ,

does not care to know so much xclnj to do a thing,

as lioicto do It; hence he is apt to mistake coinci-

dences for causes,and many ofthe remarks we hear
seem amusing. In this vein we were disposed to

tell a story, the object being to show the absurd-
ity of some of our friends' reasonings. As the

result of our effort in the humorous line, we were
a little surprised to read, in the transactions of the
Illinois Ilort. Society, just published, that " Mi-.

Meehan believes most of the diseases of the vine

arise from a want of Electricity." We don't be-

liev^e any such thing. We have •' sworn off" from
joking when we go West again.

The most profitable fruit crops here api)ear to

be the Peach and Strawberry. The former does
remarkably well. The locality is about in the
same latitude with Petersburg, Virginia, and is

thus in a good line with a well known Peach dis-

trict. The trees are mostly all branched low,

and so abundant was the fruit that whole orchards
were bent to the ground as level as a half ripe

grain field under a midsummer storm. Immense
numbers were lying on the ground unused,—the
best only being marketed. In former times these

were collected and made into brandy ; but of late

years, through some difficulties from the revenue
system, it is said, nothing is made of them.
Timber, for fruit boxes, is sawed on the place,

and the fruit is regularly sent by the Illinois

Central R. R. to the great "New York" of the
AVest—Chicago,—which is fast becoming like

the Eastern city,—a place where cousumption is

going a long way ahead of production, and where
consequently, high prices rule, and the ciiances

to make fortunes, and lose them again, alternate

rapidly.

It was found difficult to make the sti-awberry

crop pay here lor a while, on account of the dif-

ficulty of getting pickers, as the "natives," as
the old settlers are called, were long adverse to

doing anything but grow cotton enough for the

! wife to spin, tobacco for the husl)and to chew

j

and corn and pig enough to make hog and hom-
iny for the winter. Money was of no use, as
" store goods " were not needed and unpopular •

but the native girls could not long resist the
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temptation of Yankee bonnets and fancy cowns.

They Avcnt to workinjij ; and the men, who, from

time immemorial, have followed the Eves in

their t( mptations, went and did likewise ; and

so. now, Egypt does pretty Avell on the labor

score.

The Apple is not so prorital)le here as the other

two crops—probably from the fact, that it la only

recently that many trees have been in bearing,

and it always takes some time to adapt a market

to a crop. But the fruit grew to a tempting size,

and the trees were marvels of health and beauty.

The Buckingham, Ben Davis, and Jonathan,

seemed most popular, as they were planted every-

where.

The Pear grew delightfully, and there were im-

mense plantations of them—none, however, more

than o or 6 years old. In one lot, we believe,

jhere were thirty thousand trees. They were

very healthy, though here and there some trees

had their leaves falling early, from leaf blight.

As, however, thei'e is not much of it yet, it maj-

be kept down by gathering and destroying before

the spores mature in August. All the chief cul-

tivators had come to the conclusion that cultiva-

ting Pear orchards was a great evil. They ran

the harrow through once early in spring ; after

that kept down, by continual mowing, what weeds

might want to arise.

This locality must be a mine of wealth to a

scientific man. Captain Freeman, an accom-

plished geologist, and engaged on a survey of the

State, told us many very rare fossils had been

found in strata cropping out at the surfixce,

which, in other places, had to be sought for deep

in the earth ; and, botanicall}-, the Flora must be

in the highest degree interesting. On a rock

near Captain Freeman's we gathered fine spe-

cimens of that rare Fern Aitpknium pinnatijid.-

um, which has hitherto only Ixjcn found in a

very few localities east. The Rhus aromat-

ica, a true Southern plant, was also abundant

along the road sides.

And, speaking of science, we may remark that

scientific studies furnish a regular pastime to the

ladies of South Pass. Entomology, Botany and

Cieology, especially, seemed as lamiliar to them

as their regular household duties, of which last,

particularly, they most generously afforded us

abundant opportunities of witnessing the excel-

lence of their knowledge, and disposition to use

that knowledge for the pleasure and comfort of

stran"ers like ourselves. The recollection of

our cull at South Puss will not soon pass away.

DEUTZIAS.
One of the most pleasing features of Horticul-

tural progress is the increased poi)ularity of or-

namental shrubs. One of the prettiest additions

to our already good list, is the Deutzia crenata

flore pleno, or double flowered Deutzia crenata,

which has now been two years before the public.

There is a slight tint of rose on the flower, which

adds to its beauty.

The original species, D. crenata, is not as much
planted as it should be. Many observers can see

no diflerence between it and D. isra?>ra,' but it is

a round headed grower, while the Scabra is an

upright and rather rougher in habit. It makes
up for its looks, however, by the fragrance of

its flowers.

Another very pretty species is the low-growing

Deutzia (jracilh-, which has long pendant racemes

of pure white flowers. It grows only about 2 ft.

high ; D. crenaia about 4 feet ; D. scahra abotit

(3 feet.

The double flowered one will probably be like

other double flowered shrubs, and not grow quite

as strong as the original single flowered type.

THE LESSON OF THE YEAR.
If anything be wanted to teach people how cold

kills plants, the past winter affords the material.

It was at one time sup osed that frost destroyed

plants by rupturing the sap vessels. The cells

were believed to expand and burst by frozen sap.

It was known that a bottle of water would burst

in this way,—and why should not a ])lant cell ?

The plant was killed, and the bottle^ destroyed ;

what moi-e natural than to suppose the process

identical ?

Some years ago, the writerof this attempted to

show the fallacy of such a theory. In Hovcu's

JIaijazine of that time, some of our best horticul-

turists argued the point. We endeavored to sat-

isfy our friends that, when evaporation went on

faster than the roots could supply moisture, the

plant had to die. No theory of cell-bursting was
necessary.

Evaporation is excessive in cold weather.

—

When there is not enough moisture to till the

cells—when it goes out faster than it comes in

—

they die ; not by bursting, but by shrinking awa}'.

A recognition of this fact will save many a tender

tree ; and a review of the pait winter's losses

must convince any one that such is the fact.

We have not had an extraordinary low tempe-

rature, yet plants never suflered so. But we had
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a higher wiiul, coupled with a low temperature,

than we ever knew before. The exhaustive straiu

on the evaporative powers of a plant in a high

wind, even in a temperate atmosphere, is enor-

mous. How much greater must it be iu a very

cold medium ?

Thus we SCO that wherever there is a shelter

from wind, the tender plant escapes : but set

even the hardiest where the wind can concen-

trate all its power against it ; set for instance,

an Oriental, or a Norway Spruce on a bank near

a house where the winds can sweep around it,

and it will " go '' equally with the tenderest.

How strange it is that men cannot learn from
these facts ! People have yet such religious ven-

eration for the thermometer as their infalUble

guide in this matter, that it seems a sacrilege in

any one to suggest anything better. English

papers, and some of our own, are filled with com-
parisons of the thermometer and the deaths, as if

this was the all in all of Horticultural knowledge.

Our readers we hope fully understand that with

this the U3-grometer and the Dynamic force of

the winds are quite as important to stud}'^, and in

the absence of any good instruments like the ther-

mometer to assist us, we can only say that he who
is wise, will shelter his barns, his houses, his

cattle, his orchards, his rare plants, trees and
flowers. Plant trees,—fast growing, hardy trees,

—evex'vwhere around from whence a cold dry

wind may blow, and you will be astonished to

find that although your thermometer may sink to

unheard of figures, j-our plants are not near as

much hurt as those of him who still clings to the

old notion that frost bursts the sap vessels and
there is no help for it. Dryness is an especial

weakness of our climate, and as antagonistic to

this, the watchword of every progressive Horti-

culturist should be shelter, shelter, shelter.

A STKAAVBERIIY CRIXOLINE.
This is the name given to an article of wire

work, intended to help this fair fruit,—as it does

any fair form to niake a more prestnitable appear-

ance than it otherwise would. I suppose ou
marketmen will say, "it won't pay ;

" but ama-
teurs, who do not mind extra expense to get fine,

clean and perfect fruit, like to have such things.

This thing is said to be far superior to the old

Strawberry tile.

It is made of wire, and the cut explains it.

SCRAPS AND QUEEIES.
Florida Xotes.—A Volusia^ Florida, cor-

respondent, under date of April 22d, 18l>8, sends

us the following interesting bit of gossip :
—"•See-

ing tliat you, of the Middle States, are having a

'•Tomato war,"' and the reljel '-Tilden'' is ''get-

ting if on all sides, I have concludrd to add a

little testiuiiiny in favor of the "rebel."'

We, way down here, are not at all interested

in the question of early Tomatoes, as we have

them nearly tlu; whole year round—not knowing

when early oues come in or lat« ones go out. This

winter has been very mild with us, and we have

had Tomatoes, Pepi)er8, and all tender annuals,

untouched with frost, in the oixin ground, bear-

ing profusely. Tomatoes seem, this year at

leact, to be perennials, as I have them now

blooming and bearing that were planted in Janu-

ary, 1807.

I know of no tomato that comes as near per-

fection (with us) as the Tilden. Last year 1 had

f)nly twelve plants, and from those twelve I sup-

plied every want of my family, and sold large

quantities. I had, at the same time, hundreds

of other varieties—as Cook's Favorite, Earlylied,

Large Snidoth, Mammoth Chihuahua, &c.—and
from them obtained but few well ripened fruit

;

wliile from the Tilden, 1 obtained none but large,

smooth, well perfected tomatoes. They also bore

quite late, and stoo<l well our hot, burning sun,

and copious rains during the "rainy season."

I am, this year, planting largely of " Cedar

Hill," "Maupay"' and Tilden. 1 am also exi)eri-
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nionting with a so-called ucnv variety, the "Gen- of seedling Yerbenas, purple, crimson, pink, and
cral (Jrant." My greatest jUeasure consists in shades of these all pencilled; striped and mottled

proving all varieties of vegetables, in hopes of
^

beautifully. Very much, however, of the value

finding the best varieties suited to our climate !

and soil. As yet in the tomato line I have found

none possessing all the good qualities of the

"Tilden."

What a cold time you have of it at the Xorth,

to be sure. I see, by the papers, you are having

ice and snow yet ; while we are enjoying, to the

full extent, our spring vegetables. Peas, Tur-

nips and Windsor Beans have all gone, but we
are now having String Beans, Lettuce, Beets,

Corn, Squashes, Onions, Radishes, and in a few
j

days will have Cucumbers, &c. Cabbages, Tur- I

nips. Radishes, Cauliflower, Kohl Rabi, and

Parsnips we've had all winter.

Your correspondent, in ^larch number of the

Ilonihhj, (F. S. Tipton, of Indiana,) says of the

West Indian Papaw, (Carica Papaya,) "I would
\

long ago have bought a pair of them (male and
]

female) tcere they to be had in this country.'''' Will

you have the kindness to inform Mr. P. S. Tip-
\

ton that the plant grows freel}- in East and South i

Florida, and that in m\' immediate neighborhood

we have several plants growing on wild, unculti-

vated land.

This is surely the paradise for an amateur gar-

dener to revel in,—so many new and curious

plants to attract his attention. Those that do

come here, do not leave our thoroughfares, but

seem to think, as they do not see much on the

line of travel, that Ave have nothing. How much
they are mistaken. If some lover of nature would

oul}'' spend a short time in our deep, dense ham-
mocks, he would find much to interest and amuse.

I will send you in a short time one of our great-

est curiosities, the Florida Air Plant, with a de-

scription."

of a Verbena depends on its habit and behavior

in the flower beds. Almost all the striped Ver-

benas we have seen have been derived from the

Teucroides breed, which is not a good bedder. If

these are from the old Melindres species,they will

be valuable.

Wetgela.— TF. E. C, Cleveland, says: "See-

ing in the article on Pruning, page 144, May
number, a word spelled thus, We/gelia. 1 would

like to know if that is right, or if is AV'iegelia, as

I sometimes see it spelled, and if the g is soft or

hard ? I suppose it to be from a German projier

name, but Avhether Wiegel or Weigel, I do not

know. In either case I should think the g
should be hard, and yet I oftener hear it pro-

nounced Wijelia than anything else. Please set

me i-ight."

[It is Weigela, and the g is hard.]

GnouriNG SiiKUBS.— W. IT. C. inquires: "In

planting flowering shrubs, what kinds group best

together, and in connectiim with evergreens?"

[Tliere are many trees which never group well

with evergreens—the I.areh, for instance,— but

we know of no shrubs but blend well. So much
dipcnds on the object of a group, how it should

be arraiiL'cd. One to flower very early, and be

nearly the same height, would be Pyrus jap(>ni<;a,

Forsytliia viridissima, Spinea pruiufuliaand Ma-
hiinia aqnifolia.]

SEEDLTXfJ VElir.ENAP.—We hiivc received

trom ?fr. S. If. Purple, ^o/fo/f^/c, i'«., specimens

Injury from Beetles.—A correspondent at

Siherton, GlenviUe P. O., Harford Co., 3fd.,

writes to us as follows : "I wish to ask the tavor

of you, if you can give me any information about,

or how to prevent, the depredations of a large

beetle—a bug that comes among us early next

month, and devours the tender foliage of trees or

shrubbery just putting out. These beetles are as

large as the Early or June Beetle, of a dark or

brown color. They come forth at twilight. With

a great buzzing around and over the trees, and

thus by hundreds devour the tender foliage of

the lawn trees, the roses, and other things. Is

theiT any remedy, or anything that will prevent

their depredations ?

Also, can you give me any information that

will surely prevent the ravages of those small

worms that devour, in certain places, the Elm
trees V

I take the liberty of asking information of you

on these two things, if not overtaxed in ^our cor-

respondence. I am aware of your practical

! knowledge on such subjects, and would be very

much obliged to you for the desired information.

I do not ask it as an enquiry through your

MoutJihi.

I

As the spring aijproai'hes I dnail Ihedepreda-

I
tionsand n<tise of thosi' devouring beetles on my

' young tret's."

[Though our duties are too numerous to an-
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swer imiuirics privately, as a general rule, yet we
have written to our correspondent, though not

ill a very satisfactory way to ourselves, antl pub-

lish the letter here to invite the practical experi-

ence of any who have suflered in the same way.]

Vines for a Stump.— W. II. C, (no Post

Office or state given,) saj's : ''I have a cherry

tree stump about live feet high, on which I wish

to put a box of trailing and flowering plants, and

at the foot some running vines. Can you name
the best selection for this purpose.

[Assuming that our correspondent is in a lo-

cality where the winters are severe we would

name the Lonkera brcu^hypoda as one of the best

vines for the stump. For the box on top, Lysi-

machia nummularia, Iledera taurica, Gold-vein-

ed Honeysuckle to hang over and trail about the

edges : and inside, Geraniums, Petunias, and

Mesembryauthemums, will make good summer
blooming plants. The Madagascar Periwinkles,

and Chinese Hibiscus are good things, but less

common ; and Dracoenas, the IriseneandColeus,

give a good effect to a basket of plants by their

colored leaves.!

Cabbage in Virginia.—A Lexinr/ton, Va.,

correspondent writes: "Cabbage and Lettuce

plants will not survive, in health, even ordinary

white frosts on our rich clay soils ; and wintering

them in cold frames is out of the question. The
reason, of course, is that our soils are too reten-

tive of moisture. AV"e have the same soil that is

found in your Cumberland Valley. Can't )'^ou

give the readers of the Monthly a dissertation on

this subject ? "

[This is a new idea to us. Can any of our read-

ers explain the lact V]

The Winter at Wodenetiie.—Mr. Sargent

writes that the effect of the winter on some of his

valuable evergreens is most deplorable. Pin-

sapos, VI feet high, Cephalonica, IK feet, Lawson
Cypress, S to 10 feet, lA'banons, lo feet, and even

Beuthamiana, Biadleyi, lyambertiana Pines all

as browu as snuff; most of last year's wood dead.

My best Wellingtonias, 8 to 10 feet high, will

lose all their foliage. In fact, nothing on the

pla e looks gre(ni, excei)t Jidlnosjioras, which are

perfectly liardy. Many (jld llhododendron& were

killed.

'

'some kinds of well tested Evergreens,' on the

bursting open in severe winters, or throwing off

a part of their bark, of some kinds, while the

young shoots remained sound. The Tree Box-
wood, Euonyiiius japonica, our native "White

Spruce, «S:c., are liable to these. I have always

atlril)uted it to expansion by cold.

I have propagated plants from the young
shoots of plants so affected, and they grew as

thrifty as cuttings from the same kinds plants not

so affected.

I have often had old grape vines so affected,

and have raised sound plants from their young
shoots. The sap ma}^ be in motion in the stems

when it is stationar}' in the shoots. That might

cause expansion by cold.

EiTi^Trxo OF Shoots ix Winter.—E. says :

"I would like to get the opinion of the author of

Effects of Winter.—A correspondent at

King,ston, Canada, sends us the following veiy in-

teresting paragraph : "The following remarks, of

essential value, ai'e curious, because of their an-

tiquity, (one hundred years ago,) ma}' prove

acceptable to some of 3'our readers. They are by
"White, of Selborne :"

"In sheltered situations, my Laurustinus, Bay
Laurels and Arbutuses looked, in three or four

days, (of a very severe winter,) as if they had
been burnt in the fire ; while a neighbor's plan-

tation of the same kind, in a high, cold situation,

where the snow was never melted at all, remained

uninjured. From hence, I would infer that it is

the repeated melting and freezing oi the snow that

is so fatal to vegetation, rather than the severity

of the cold.

It may, perhaps, appear, at first, like a para-

dox, but, doubtless, the more tender trees and
shrubs should never be planted in hot aspects

;

because, thus circumstanced, they are disposed

to start earlier in the spring, and to grow on later

in the autumn than they would otherwise do,

and wj are sufferers by lagging or early frost.

For this reason, also, plants from Siberia will

hardly endure our climate ; because, on the very

first advances of spring, they shoot away, and

are cut off by the severe nights of March or

April."
IIow much may be accomplished b}- the keen,

clear observation and close reasoning of one man.

As a comment on this, I may add that, up here,

near the North Pole, (as you more favored ones

conceive of us, )we never lose a raspberry plant, red

or white, once in twenty years ; and that, save as a

rareexception, we ripi'U the Sw(>etwator grape in

the open air. I picked the last bunch of Adiron-
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dacs on the 2l5t of September ; and, I think, we
can show you, in many parts of Canada, as fine

fruits, gra]X'S, apples, jiears, peaehes, gooseber-

ries, straw])erries, all grown in the open air, as

in any part of the world ; not all, however, grown
in every district of the country, but most of them
everywhere—peaches only in the AVest.

Could 3'ou (yourself) not tell us something ?J<?io

about the management of cold graperies, as well

as respecting summer (?) pruning of native grapes

in the open air ?

OniTUARY—Prof. Page.—Among the deaths

for the month, we are sorry to record that of

Prof. Charles G. Page,of the Patent Office,Wash-

ington, an excellent amateur horticulturist. To
our readers he is known bv some excellent con-

tributions to our earlier volumes ; and as the

raiser of that beautiful rose "America," he was
at one time famous everywhere.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

AXIMALS AND PLANTS UXDER DOMESTICATION
—By Charles Darwin. Published in two
volumes by Orange Judd & Co., Xew York.

So many works annually pass under the re-

viewer's eye, most of which serve only a tempo-
rary puqwse. that it is a luxury to say something
of one which is to last for many generations.

AViiether we agree with the writer or not,—
whether we feel it our province to censure or

]iraise—the reviewer still feels that his labor,

like the author's, is not, at any rate, spent in

vain ; for an original work excites thought, and
leads to ])ractical results in directions very differ-

ent, at times, from the author's own aim.

This has been, particularly, the fate of Mr.
Darwin's writings. They have been argued, de-

feuded, controverted, abused and praised. Thou-
sands who have never read a line of the original,

dispute on the merits of his views—and this very
disputation brings out new facts and theories,

which even Darwin himself could never have ob-

served.

Darwin's great work was the " Origin of Spe-

cies." He is not the autbor of tlu-idea that spe-

cies continually change. Lamark, the author of

"Vestiges of the Natural History of the Crea-

tion," and others, had their theories of Progres-

siir DfirlojHiKHt liefore his day. But they failed

essentially, through beginning at the wrong end
—arguing, as it were, from the unknown to the

known
; whereas Darwin's great power lies in his

f'aets. He infers very little as to what laws

governed in tlie past. His great object is to dis-

])lay tlie principles which operate on the laws of

ehiuige, at tbe present time, and if it is to be an
inference that the same causes have operated

through all time, he leaves the truth, or other-

wise, of such a view to work itself out. If there

be those, for instance, who prefer to believe that

ever}- form was made at once, and continue to re-

produce themselves essentially the same ; if they

choose to think that the Oidium 2'iickerii, or mil-

dew, or the rot, or any other modern grape dis-

ease bothered Adam in his first attempts to culti-

vate the vine after his expulsion from the garden

of Eden : that the curculio stung his ])lums, and

the knot poisoned his cherries ; that he had the

gout in his toes, pleurisy in his lungs, rheuma-

tism in his limbs, diptheria in his throat, and
dreadful pains in his head, back, and all over

;

and all the thousand and one ills in his own per-

sonal body, which, in the old adage and popular

belief, mankind is supposed to be 'iieir to;" pos-

sibly, beyond thinking our great progenitor must
be a very unfortunate old gentleman. Darwin
does not seem to object. But he insists that,

at the present time, it is apparent there are

great changes continually (daily,nay hourly) going

on ; that these changes are not accidents, but the

result of law ; and he collects these changes to-

gether, and puts the facts forward in such a way
as to draw from them the general rules or laws

b}' which these changes are governed.

To show the vast importance of this work of

Darwin's, it is only necessary to say, that all who
read his works find their opinions modified ; the

only question is as to tlie ex*^ent. If the reader

does not agree with his author, ho simply thinks

he pushes things too far. Those who attaek him
the most violently have had their views insensi-

bly changed, as is apparent to any impartial ob-

server.
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Let any one compare the literature of the pre-

sent time with that of twenty years ago, in an}'^

department of science, or on any question of art

bearing on science, and Darwinism can he traced

through its every vein. The pulpit preaches Dar-
wiuiously, and the abstract theologian has seized

on the same theories to show the unity of the hu-

man race, the brotherhood of man. and as the

only solution of many mysteries, which, without

the theories, have led to unbelief. It has brought

Divinity home to us. "We see it more clearly

around and about us. We are made eye witnes-

ses of the most stupendous of all powers—not

only that which upholds, but that which creates.

It is indeed very common now to hear Darwinism
praised by clergymen of many denominations, as

being amongst the most potent of weapons in

their hands, for inspiring a religious, feeling in

the human mind.

"With all of this, however, we, as horticultu-

rists, have nothing to do, except as showing that

a theory which has had such an immense influence

in changing the whole current of human thought,

must have considerable of truth for its founda-

tion, and is well worthy of ever}- man's careful

study.

This work is a companion piece to the "Origin

of Species." In that the author gives, chiefl}-,

enough facts to outline his theory or, rather, the

theories which must naturally follow from his

statement of the facts. The present volume
brings up the fill facts—the main bod}- well sup-

porting the advanced forces.

Many hundreds of facts bearing on change in

plants and animals are brought together. The
origin of many races of cultivated plants and do-

mesticated animals are marked out, with won-
derful patience and scrupulous accuracy' ; and it

is remarkable how man}- an old theory is revived,

and finds new life. The wearing out of varieties,

for instance, which Knight so strongly contend-

ed for, and which so many moderns object to,

must be correct if Darwin is right. And so of

many others.

AVe do not feel the force of some of the facts as

Darwin does. We cannot think vatnrdl w/f'7/ou

has as mur-h to do with changes as it gets credit

for. ^^'^eitiier is it clear to our mind that changes

must always have an useful object in the plant or '

animal economy to serve, in order to account for
'

the occurrence. '

Nature is a prodigal ; she brings forth thou-

sands of seeds for which she has neyer any use.

Millions on millions of grains of pollen float about

that never serve any fertilizing purpose ; and in

the venerated language of the text, the sun

shines, and the rain falls, on the good and bad
alike.

Form is no doubt a continuous growth, just as

much so as the matter which form eml)races. It

is, in fact, absurd to admit that motion is a pro-

perty of matter, and not of the form in which

matter is clothed. However, the reader had
better judge of the work for himself. There is

no one who will not find the matter in these vol-

umes of immense value to him in the every-day

aftairs of life.

Farming for Boys ; by the author of " Ten

Acres Enough." Boston: Published by Tick-

nor & Fields.

"We know of a friend Avho will not let his sons

study history, but he does not object to good

fictitious works. The one, he says, lies ; the

other has the merit of being generall}' founded on

truth. Certainly history can be taught fictitious-

ly, much better than in a dry state. More is re-

membered of Roman history after reading a play

of Shakespeare ; or of English, or Scotch from

Sir AValter Scott's novels ; than from Gibbon, or

Hume to Macaulej'. Political movements, and

social reforms work in the same way. Mrs.

Beecher Stowe was a greater power than Adam
Smith or John Stuart Mill ; and Charles Dickens

has accomplished more than Fourier, Robert

Owen, or other matter of fact, and yet abstract

reformers. Theological romances like '' Pillar

of Fire," "Throne of David," or dramas like

" Paradise lost," make a deeper impression than

the naked facts of religious history, and so on

through the long catalogue.

Agriculture has not had much of this great power

vouchsafed to it. " Chronicles of a Clay Farm,"
in Europe,and the works of Donald Mitchell, the

author of ' 'Spa rrow-gra ss Papers, ' 'of"Ten Acres

Enough," and " ily Vineyard at Lakeview,"

comprise about the whole list.

The present is a good addition to the class of

works. "We ho])e it will have a wide circulation.

It cannot fail to make good impression.s on many
a boy who otherwise would be led away by the

very common error that there is "nothing in

farming. Money and fame onl}' can be had in

a city life."
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DOMESTIC IT^TELLIGENCE.

PuR^n's Journal.—The name of this early-

apostle of American botan}' is familiar to every

American gardener, and lover of nature. Re-
cently a journal of his travels has been discovered

amongst some old papers in the possession of the

American Philosophical Society, and a copy of

it has bcf'u kindly made for us, by Mr. Thos. P.

James. AVe shall commence its publication in

our next.

Pea—Dreav's Xew Dwarf.—Has proved

one of the most valuable introductions oflast year.

It grows only one foot high, branching profusely

and forming an erect, dense bush. The pea is of

the largest size, of a bluish tinge, slightly

shrivelli'd, and as sweet and delicious as the

Champion of England, without the tough skin of

that variety ; medium earl}-. It is very produc-
tive.

Raspberries in Kentucky.—A recent re-

port of the Kentucky Horticultural Society, says :

In speaking of Raspberries, " The Phi'-

adelphia Raspberry, it should be noted, proved
the last season to be hardy and prolific and in

every way worthy of extensive culture as a late

berry. Duncan's Kentucky Black cap sustained
its previous good reputation, and should be ex-

tensively planted."

tree planting a recent act of the Iowa legislature

exempts from taxation ?100 worth of the real or

personal property of the tax payer for ten years,

for each acre of forest trees planted and culti-

vated, the trees not to exceed 80 feet apart, and

to be kept in a healthy and growing condition,

and .S50 exemption, as above, for five years, for

each acre of fruit trees, the trees not to exceed

30 feet apart.

Which is the Best Winter Apple in Can-
ada ?—Golden Russet is a very fine market ap-
ple, being even in size and one of our very best

table apples, always commanding the highest

price. Ribston Pippin is our most valuable ap-
ple to ship to a foreign market ; it contains the

most real virtue, is worth the most per bushel of
any of our long list of apples ; but it is not quite

so productive, and not so hardy as some. King
of Tompkins County appears to be the apple for

the Dominion of Canada, an apple without a
fault, affording to some of our most experienced
fruit-growers. If tliis is the caso, why not plant
it all ov( r the Dominion ? This is a subject wor-
thy of our most si'rious consideration, and, im-
fortunatel}', those having the most experience are
not the parties most likely to write on this sub-
ject.

—

Ccnnda Fanner.

Apples for Northern Illinois. — The
Illinois Horticultural Society after considerable

interesting discussion, recommended the follow-

ing list of apples for general cultivation in

Northern Illinois :

Summer.—Early Harvest, Sweet June, Red
Astrachan, Duchess of Oldenburg, Summer
Pearmain, Red June, Sops of Wine, Early Pen-

nock, Golden Sweet, Benoni.

Fall.—Keswick Codling, Lowell, Fall Orange,

Haskell's Sweet, Richards' Graft, for trial, Dyer,

Autumn Strawberry, Fall Wine, Snow.

Winter.—Fulton, Talman Sweet, Jonathan,

Wagener, Minkler, Wine Sap, Ben Davis, Eng-

lish Golden Russet, Westfield Seek-no-further,

Yellow Bellertowcr, Northern Spy, Roman Stem,

Domine, Rawle's Jannet, Willow Twig, Perry

Russet, for trial.

Tree Planting in Iowa.—To encourage

Garden of the King of Wirtemburg.—
The King's summer residence is well i)laced, and

' surrounded by noble evergreen and deciduous

trees, among which I notice a specimen ol Picea

2)insapo about twenty-five feet high, a Cephalo-
' nian fir, somewhat taller and a number of state-
1

'

,
ly cedars of Lebanon. The gardener in charge,

I when he found I was from America, became
quite affable and communicative, and escorted

' me through the hothouses and fruit gardens—but

I

these I need not describe, the}' are nearly the
' same everywhere. The iloorish palace and gar-

[

dens in another direction, are, as their name
! signifies, expressive of "eastern magnificence."

, The palace is filled with arms and armor, paint-

' ings and sculpture ; the latter representations of

such a character as could only be ajipreciated by
' one of an oriental education.

—

Bucka Co. {Pn.)

InteJUfjenrcr.
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Freezing of Hop Roots.—The National
I

Dfiiiocrat saj'S, the hop roots in Jeffex'son Co.,
j

Wis., were severely injured by frost during the

winter. [But this can only be in cases where

the}' were set out late last fall. In such cases

Asparagus or any other hardy root, will some-

times rot. Wherever the Hop root has been a

3-ear established it will endure the hardest win-

ters of any part of the United States.]

Clekical Lecturers.— A clergyman of

Vineland. New Jersey, does not confine his use-

fulness to his own parishioners, but gives free lec-

tures on botany, agriculture, &c., to all citizens

of his town alike. We clip the following notice

of this excellent example from the Vineland

Weelhj :

The Rev. Oscar Clute has set a good example

by givini; out some of the secular treasures of

his well stored mind, which we hope some others,

who minister on the Sabbath will follow in the

week. If our ministers would not feel themselves

worked to death on Sunday,and run to death with

visitation on other days,but foster a taste for the

beautiful in art and the true in nature,among their

own church members, with the privilege to others

of listeniuL:, they would find ample reward in the

consciousness of substituting exalted taste, for

morbid sentiment ; truth for error in many minds

on common topics ; of enlarging the margin of

their usefulness and the attachment of their con-

gregations, and in deriving in their own persons

from the recreation of a diverse study, such a

measure of mental health, that their Sabbath

duties would appear lighter, and the evidence of

their usefulness as ministers greatly increased.

Plants USED IN Tanning.—Besides the oak,

other plants are used. Catechu will produce four

or five times the quantity of leather that oak bark

will. A considerable quantity of this tannin is

used, but the quality of the leather from catechu

is not equal to oak bark tanned leather. The

process is much quicker, and the tanner is able

to save time by the use of catechu ; nevertheless,

the action of this substance on the leather is not

satlsfacioiy, as the leather is soft and spongy,and

absorl.'s moisture.

Valouia is the fruit of a tree which is known

by the name of "acorn cups." It comes from

Italy, Turkey and the East Indies. The leather

tanned with valonia is not liable to absorb mois-

ture, and for this reason is preferred l)y many to

oak bark ; and presents the advantage of impart-

ing to the leather a smooth, soft and nice texture,

which is thoroughly impervious to water. Two
pounds of this tannin will make one pound of

leather.

Catechu is taken from a tree. Acacia catechu,

which grows mostly on the Malabar coast. The
sap or bark of this tree is boiled, the solution

evaporated, and the astringent matter is taken

by this process. There is another kind of catechu

brought from the East, which is known by the

name of gambir. This is collected on the shore

of the Malacca ; the wood, bark and loaves are

boiled in water, and, when evaporated, there is

added sago to give it a body ; it is then dried in

the sun, ready for use.

Five thousand tons of this catechu, l>etter

known as gambir, are annually exported from

Rhio by the Chinese. It yields forty per cent, of

tanning matter. This suljstance of catechu, or

kassu, as the natives call it, has been introduced

into Europe, but has not, as tannin, yielded sat-

isfactory results.

Sumac is used for the preparation of Spanish

leather. It is said to harden the leather. It is

j

quite expensive, its cost varying from SlOO to

S150 per ton, and is chiefly used by the glazed

1
leather manufacturers. Devi-divi is also used in

tanning operations, but has the bad reputation

that leather tanned by it is porous, and conse-

quentW absorbs moisture.

Birch bark is used in Ireland for tanning bazils.

It contains 7 per cent, tanning matter. It is also

used in France for making the fine red leather,

and other fine kinds known as Russian leather.

Hemlock is principally employed in tanning in

this country, and such leather is porous and ab-

sorbs moisture. It is likewise stifi'aud hard,and

presses on the feet.

Elm bark is very generally used in Norway for

making leather, and it is said the fine Norway
gloves are prepared from the elm bark, and that

the softness and beaut}' of the leather are attrib-

utable to this bark. The white willow is used in

Denmark for the manufacture of gloves. Russia

also uses this bark in the manufacture of fancy

leather, and the leather being impregnated with

the oil of birch bark, which gives it a peculiar,

agreeable smell. It is a noteworthy fact that the

Norway tanners use birch and willow in prefer-

ence to oak bark.

France uses the bark of a species known as

komes oak, a stunted shrub growing in the south

of France. This species of oak is in clumps, and
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fjrows in ht'lght to about three feet. The shrub

which is culled coppice oak has roots of a yellow

brown hue. and is very rich in the tanning prin-

ciple, and is used in France for tanning sole

leather of first quality.

"\''augrelin, by chemical analyses, found that

kino contains 75 per cent of tanning property.

Esanleck found that terrc-japouica or gambir con-

tains 40 per cent. "White willow, according to

Dav}', contains l(j per cent ; birch bark, I'G per

cent ; beech bark, 2 per cent ; weeping willow, IG

per cent ; sumac, IG per cent ; and sassafras root

58 per cent of tanning matter.

—

Scientific Amer-
ican.

Harvey as Superintendent of the branch school

at West Grove show that good practical talent

is not always at a discount.

Bayberry axd Myrtle Soap.— Dissolve

two pounds and a quarter of white potash in five

quarts of ba3'berry tallow or myrtle wax, till it

turns soap. Then add a teacup of cold water

and boil ten minutes ; scent with any fragrant

oil and turn in moulds to dry. Let it stand in

the moulds a week or ten days and then remove

it. This kind is good for shaving and chapped

liand.

Intklltokxt Agriculture.—IN'ot often do

the right men get in the right places in our pub-

lic institutions, but the appointments of Dr.

Rothrock to the Professorship of Botany in the

Pennsylvania Farm School, and of Thos. N.

AGRICULTURE AXD HORTICULTURE.
THE TRUE FRIENDS.

By Mrs. Ltjdia II. Sigourncy.

"They leave no sting in tlie lieart of nipmory.—no
staiu on the wing of time."—Hon. Marsliall P. Wilder.

Brown Ceres, one daj- with Pomona was meeting
'Neath Autumn's insiiiritinsr smile,

So giving eacli other a sisterly greeting

They sat down to gossip awliile.

"I hope you're quite well, dear, this elegant weather,''

"Hi.w eharming the country," they saiil.

"And how do you prosper,"—both speaking together,

—

"With regard to your business and trade?"

"Look, where the rude thorn-bush and bramble were
Witn fruitage tiie apple tree bends, (^springing

The scythe of llie mower at sunrise is swinging,

And the song of the reaper ascends.''

"Let us walk hand in hand, for no obstacle caring

Till vines o'er the mountains shall grow ;

Its suit of green velvet, the brown heath be wearing
And deserts with plenty o'ertlow."

"The gold in its mine, with excitement and wonder
May summon an emigrant band,

And the chariot of Mars, trample on in its thunder
But we're the true strength of the land."

"For us, no lorn wife in her cottage is grieving,

Earth welcomes us both in her prime.

No sting in the bosom of memory we're leaving,

No stain on tlie pinion of time."

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
America the Worst Fruit Climate in

THE AVorld.—A writer in an English journal

who writes himself as a "Disgusted Britisher,"

seems, by the following epistle, to be somewhat
of Mr. Sargent's mind about the American cli-

mate. There is nothing like hearing both sides

of a story when we really wish for the truth :

"A careful and energetic person in the western

part of the State of Xew York, some years ago,

planted an orchard of Dwarf Pears. They were

line trees, well planted, and the ground in excel-

lent order. For two seasons they did well, and
promisi'd handsome results, but there came one

of th<jsc fearful winters, sometimes e.\|)erience(l

in those latitudes, wlu-n the mercury fall to many
degrees birlovv zero, and out of nine hundred trees

not six survived. The hopes of the planter were

dcslroyi'd at one sweep. The inten.se frost had

killed all the Quince roots ; some of the trees had

sap enough in them to open the buds, and then

they went olf as though a tire had passed through

them.

Another cultivator had a plantation o( native

Vines, in number about four thousand. They
had grown well fitr two seasons, and a similar

winter to that Just mentioned destroyed them all.

The ground had frozen early in the autumn after

heavy rains, and was surcharged with moisture.

During the month of January a rapiil tiiaw set

ill, and the plants were heaved up, and all the

fibrous roots being broken, and nearly all above

ground. Before they could be covered or replanted,

the ground froze again ; and as almost the whole

l»lant, root and branch, was exposed to ih^- action

of frost and sun, the result was the total destruc-

tion of the vineyard.

Another fruit grower had a fine young Apple

orchard, si.x years planted, and in conseiiuence of
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the severity of the weather, the field mice were

ver}- much put to it to find food. The result was

that the vermin barked nearl}- every tree in the

orchard, and most < f them died,—and even the

survivors might have gone too, for all tluy were

worth afterwards.

An enterprising English farmer, who has had

plenty of experience in the management of hedges

at home, has been trying, for some years past, to

grow a live fence around his garden, but all to no

purpose. Bo what he may, the mice find their

way to the plants every winter, and girdle theua

more eftectnally. So persistent and so numerous

are they, that the hedge project has had to be

abandoned. His case is not a solitary one.

All these unfortunates are careful and tidy cul-

tivators, and their mishaps have come upon them
j

through no neglect on their part, but have been
j

positively unavoidable, having been brought

about by natural causes.

With an average temperature during the win-

ter mouths (jf about 10^ Fahr., a gardener can

well imagine what an amount of boiler power and

piping must be required to keep the frost out of

glass ^ructures—and at all the establishments

with which I am acquainted, the fires have to be

made up once or twice during the night. Then,

again, a great heat must be kept up for fear of a

sudden change outside, and the dryness of the at-

mosphere is productive of all sorts of insect pests.

Nowhere in America have I seen such green,

short-jointed jdants as are to be found in English

houses. During the winter, the American plants

look drawn and pale in color.

As regards out-door operations, for at least 4

months in the year, not a spit can be turned, and

crops of every kind must be under cover before

the ground freezes ; and it often happens that for

the best part of six months stern winter holds

everything with an iron grasp.

Then, when seed time comes, there is literally

no time for work. Within a fortnight everything

must be done, and it is then a long time to wait

for the crops to come in, for there is no relay or

succession of garden products through the winter

as in England. The summer comes at once, and
with it intense heat, and often protracted drought

or else sueh violent rain storms as prostrate

everything, and cause much damage to growing
crops.

Then, the grower of fruit has the Tent Cater-

pillar, the Codlin Moth, the Curculio or Plum
Weevil, the American IJlight, the Fire Blight, the

Peach Borer, the Gousel^rry Caterpillar, and

many other enemies to battle with. The grower

of vegetables, the Striped Bug, the Chinch Bug,

the Squash Bug, the Onion Maggot, the Cock-

chafer, the Cut-worm, the Sphyux Caterpillar,

and many other desperate and resolute foi'S. The

agriculturist has to fight with Rust and Smut,

Hessian Fly, Wheat Midge, Cut-worm, Grass-

hopper, and many other pests,' so that, in addition

to the extremes of climate, there are many other

enemies to meet.

Now, I do not mean to say these difficulties are

insurmountable ; but what I wish to show is this,

that in running away from discomforts and ad-

versities at home, we do not know how much
greater we may meet by going abroad . After many
years' experience, my advice to all is, stay at
UOME."

Tree Mignonette.—Sow a pinch of seed in

the centre of as many 3-inch pots as there are

plants required. When the young plants are

strong enough thin them by degrees to one plant

in a pot, and that must be the strongest. Train

that up a stake to the height required, pinch out

all side shoots and the heads of bloom, but do not

divest the stem of its leaves until the plant has

attained its full height. To form a head leave

about three shoots at the top, and pinch them in

from time to time.

I have had tree Mignonette 4 and 5 feet high

with heads 2 feet through, by sowing the seed as

above described in August and growing the plants

for twelve months, shifting into larger pots when
required. These were handsome objects in the

conservatory, and aftbrded many cut fiowers all

winter. For ordinary-sized trees the seed should

be sown during the first week in May to bloom

throughout the following winter. Different cat-

alogues announce a giant variety for this ])ur-

pose, but in growing the two I have found no

difference.—Tiios. Recoud, Ilawkhurst, in Lon-

don Journal of Horticulture.

Asparagus in France.—This is one of the

leading vegetables in France. The following

;
from the London Journal of Horticulture^ shows

how careful they are in selecting seed :

i

" Every grower raises his own roots by sowing
i selected seed. The largest and earliest ripened

seeds are chosen. A bed of sandy unmanured

\
soil is lined off", forming little furrows 12 inches

I apart, and the selected seed finger-and-thumbed-

iu at least 4 inches apart. After the rake has
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been drawn over nil, the seeds will be 2 inches '

from the surface. This operation is done on a

dry day in February. By the end ot March, a

hoeing before the seeds germinate tends to keep

the seed beds clear of weeds, after which the

ycnnig plants soon begin to show themselves

al)ove groimd. The end of April and the begin-

ning Ma}' bring hot dry weather. A slight

mulching with decayed manure is now applied.

After this nothing more is required but a little

hand-weeding and repeated waterings in very

hot weather throughout the year. At the period

when they may be termed yearlings with half an

inch of growth, which will be about the end of

March, is tlic time when the planting in the As-

2>ergcric take place.

Camelt>ia rkttculata.—With good culture

this is an admirable decorative plant. Although

the blooms are after the character of Chandler's

Elegans, in being anemone-centred, the large

guard petals are so highly colored as to render it

strikingly effective. It is somewhat shy as a

bloomer, but if planted out in a good border and

the roots allowed to ramify, it is sufficiently free

to well repay its house accommodation. Even
the double variety, of which I will speak in deal-

ing with novelties, is not so much better as to jus-

tify the expulsion of the old sort.

—

Gardeners''

Weekly.

man, Esq.—The blades oflobed leaves, the author

observed, nuist be regarded as a composition of

partially-formed and organically united leaflets.

As the lobe represents that portion of the lamina

of the leaflet which is completed, it follows that

the terms bilobed, trilobed, quinquelobed, and

septemlobed, express the number of leaflets of

which the whole blade is a composition, and in-

dicate the extent to which their formation has

been carried. Ho also the words bipartite, tri-

partite, &c., are indicative ofa still higher degree

of development, and intimate that the entire

blade of each leaflet has been nearly completed

by Nature. In the digitate leaf each leaf-blade

is fully formed, its separation having been carried

down to the petiole, to which it is articulated.

This articulation alone distinguishes compound

from simple leaves. The passage from the digi-

tate to the pinnate form is simply cflected by the

genesis of an axis or common support by the leaf-

lets, which thus become separated and distributed

on either side of that axis. The formation of

this axis is considered by the author as the result

of the superior vital activity of the leaflets of the

pinnate leaf; whilst in the digitate leaf that axis

is rudimentary ; simply because the leaflets are

deficient in the vital power necessary to form one.

— Trans, of Linncean Soc,

CentaT'REA candidissima, or, more proper-

ly, >S. ragiisina.! is a first-class American beddinu

plant, but keeps high priced, throtigh difficulty of

propagation. The following is from the Cottage

Gardener:

"On the 10th of last October I lifted my plants

of Centauroa candidissima, took ofT every side

shoot that I could, cut off with a sharp knife the

lower leaves, and inserted the cuttings singly in

well-drained pots filled with a mixture of sotmd

loam, with three parts sharp river sand. I potted

the old plants in the same compost, placed them
and the cutlings in a pit, gaveag(»od watering to

settle the soil about them, and kept them dry

afterwards, with just sufficient warmth to prevent

injury from frost. I have examined them from

time to time, to see how they were progressing.

I find to-day (>rarch 4th), that they have all filled

the pots wilhroots, and are ready tor being placed

in larger pots.

Ox THK Law ofLeaflet-Gexesis, by liar-

land Coultas, Esq. ; connnunicatcd by E. Xevv-

The Fejee Islands are a group in the South

Pacific ocean, 225 in number, of which about

eighty are inhabited. The poptdation has been

variously estimated at from 130,000 to .?00,000.

Two only of the islands are of considerable size,

Viti Levu and Vanur Levu. The former is 90

by 50 miles in extent, with at least 50,0<)0 inhab-

itants and the latter 100 by 25, with a population

of 31,000. The islands are most of voleanic ori-

gin, but there is no active volcano in the group.

Earthquakes are frequent and hurricanes ^>eriod-

ical and destructive. The islands are very dan-

gerous of access on account of the shoals and

reefs by which they are surrounded. Although

very near the equator, the elimate of the islands

is not so pernicious to while men as might be ex-

pected. It is debilitating, but not deadly.

The mean temperature of the group is about

80' though in the interior gre^it extremes of

heat and cold are experienced. A temperature

of 121' has been noted in Vanna Leon. In De
cember, .January aud Fel)ruary the lu-at is very

oppressive. l'\'bruary and March are tin' months

most feared by seamen, and are called the " hur-

ricane months." The soil is exceedingly rich
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and the tropical climate and abundant water

cover the mountains up to their very s^unnnits

with a luxurious vegetation. Plants grow 'vith

marvelous rapidity. Turnips, radishes and mus-

tard, after being sown twenty-four hours, are

above the surface, and in four weeks are ready

for use.

"Wallfloavkrs, common as they are, are gen-

eral fiivorites. We give the following from the

'LondiOn Journal of Hortkulture^ premising that

cuttings of the double ones must be treated the

same as seeds :

Sow the seeds in April or early in May. Prick

oft' the seedlings in an exposed place, giving them

plenty of room—say a distance of 1"2 to 15 inches

apart -, pinch out the top when they are 5 or 6

inches high, and by the autumn they will be fine

bushy plants, their foliage resting on the soil,

and with a top as flat and large as a plate. Such

plants will be very different from, and much
hardier and earlier blooming than those left to

grow in a semi-neglected state, by being allowed

to spindle in seed beds, receiving no stc)pping ex-

cept too late in the season.

Pot some of them in the autumn, and p'ace

them in a light, airy house, bringing them on

gradually, and in February and March they will

present a rich appearance, have foliage curling

over and half covering the pots, and from eight

to twelve spikes of bloom, of the uniform height

of 8 or 10 inches.

Such were my plants last spring, when, in a

house gay with Camellias, Azaleas and Roses,

they were admired by every one. Pot a few

plants and try them ; but if not prepared they will

be poor in comparison with those which liave

had a little care bestowed on their culUvation.

The double varieties are also good for the pur-

pose—the yellow being especially useful ; but they

do not flower so early as the conmion single— an

important puiut ; ueither are they so fragrant.

—

J. W.

The Culture of Tree Mignonette.—It is

very easy of culture, and by exercising a little

judgment in the sowing of a few seeds at diflerent

seasons of the year, and care in cutting away the

dead flowers as they appear, it may be had in

bloom, in the conservatory, every month in the

year.

It may be formed into various shapes accord-

ing to the taste of the cultivator. Some prefer

growing it in the sliape of a cone, with one plant

in the centre of a pot, the stem of the plant tied

to a neat stake, the side shoots regularly stopped

and trained, and the flowers pinched oft" as

they appear, till the plant has attain^-d its de-

sired height and size. Others choose to have five

or six plants in a ?y2 or 24 sized pot ; and then

these are very useful, and never fail to be ad-

mired at this season, and onwards for several

months.

I have grown a few very pretty standard Mign-

onette plants, an<l as they are generally much
admired, I will briefly detail their cultivation.

About the end of March seed was sown in sev-

eral small -iS-sized pots,placing3or4seedsineach.

The conipost u><ed chiefly consisted of decayed

turf pulled to pieces with the hand, bui not rid-

dled, intermixed with horse droppings passed

through a fine sieve ; sand being added to keep

the compost open.

In a mixture of this description. Mignonette

seems to thrive well and bloom freely. AVhen the

seeds were sown the pots were placed in a cold

pit ; and as soon as the seedlings were large

enough to distinguish which were the largest and

strongest plants, the best were selected to remain,

and the others thinned out and thrown away.

As soon as the pots were filled with roots, but

before the plants became pot-bound, these were

moved into tj-inch pots ; and in this :*ize, single

plants will form good heads of bloom if occasion-

ally assisted with weak manure waterings.

Some prefer larger sized pots, in order to grow

extra strong plants ; but I rather like 6-inch

pots, for they can then be placed in a small vase,

and used occasionally for dinner-table decora-

tion.

When the plants were several inches high, a

neat stake was placed to each to keep them erect.

The side shoots, as they appeared, were carefully

pinched oft" near to the main stem, carefully

leaving one or two leaves at the base of each suc-

cessive shoot to strengthen the plant, and keep

the roots active. This I consider rather import-

ant, as, if the plant were denuded of all its leaves

as the stem progressed, its health would become

impaired, and premature decay wouW set in.

Much the same course was pursued until the

plants had attained the desired height.

As the plants became established they were re-

moved from the cold pit, and placed on a bed of

coal ashes out of doors. They wei'c stopped at

heights varying from 10 inches to 2 feet, and as

I

the flower buds appeared, these were regularly

pinched out, to force the plants to form a neat,

bushy head, until about the end of September,
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when each was furnished with a profusion of

shoots,which were allowed to expand their bloom.

15v pinching off' the decayed blooms, the plants

will eontiuue to tlower throughout the winter

months ; but to secure the perfection of fragrance,

they require both sun and air, and, consequently,

when convenient, should be placed in proximity

to the openings by which the air is admitted into

the houses.—QuiNTix Read, in Cottcuje Oar-

dencr.

Mareciial Xiel Rose.—There is no other

Rose, except Isabella Gray, that could possibly

represent Mareciial Xiel. I have bloomed con-

temporaneously and beautifull}^ Marechal Xiel

and Isabella Gray. The points of difference

seemed to me to be—Mai'echal Xiel is larger,

thicker in petal, easier to m^fold, kirger in foliage,

and apt, late in the season, to rot at the neck of

the stalk. Isabella Gray is a little smaller, ful-

ler, more golden, narrower in the leaf, longer in

opening, and hardier late in the season at the

neck. An amateur, seeing them side by side

here, told me that he could sie no difference

They were both lovely Rdj^cs. Roth were bloomed

here in the open garden.—W. F. Radclyffe.
In Cottage Gardener.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

THE PEXXA. IIORT. SOCIETY.

It has so happened that, on the past few meet-

ings ot this .Society, our duties have called us

elsewhere ; and not being able to find any one

who takes enough interest in such things to make
any notes for us in our absence, we have had to

pass thein altogether. We may say, however,

that the meetings are always interesting, and re-

l)ay the members who give them attendance.

At the last meeting no exhibition was held, but

Mr. D. W. Ilerstine, of Philadelphia, displayed

a large basket of .Strawberries, which delighted

every one by their size and beauty, and which

were produced simply by covering the plants in

the open grouutl with a common hotbed frame

—

as we have often suggested in the Gardener's

Monthly.

It is astonishing that this simple way of getting

early Strawberries is not more general. Here,

Mr. H. liail an abundance of fine fruit before the

plants in the open ground, without the glass,

wen; in Idossom—and before even Southern fruit

is in the market here. No doubt this plan, on a

large scale could be made very profitable—not to

spc-ak of the imnu-nse enjoyment every family

might ha\c, in Strawlxrrif s a month b(>fore the

usual tiinr, by the trilling cost of hotlu-d sash.

The variety exhibited was the Stinger. Thesi*

were nuuh more higldy colored than we have seen

them in the open ground.

The Society intends to have a grand Straw-
berry A>ri> Rose Shoav on the IGth (Tuesday)

and 17th (Wednesday) of June, in their Xew
Hall. These will be the specialties ; all other

horticultural productions will l)e on exhibition.

We hope that Strawberry and Rose growers all

over the country will exhibit—we will do our

part in reporting the result.

Schedules of the varieties desired may be had

of H. A. Dreer, or A. W. Harrison, Philadel-

phia ; and where the exhibitors caimot them-

selves attend, the Fruit or Flowers adilressed to

Hortictdtural Society, Philadelphia, will be re-

ceived and properly cared for.

MR. KXOX'S STRAWBEHRY SHOW
AT i'lTTSUUUG.

We understand that, in consequence of severe

family affliction, >tr. Knox's Annual Strawberry

Show is dtlayed till tlie 17th of ,lune ; but as the

season is later than usual, it is as well ; tor we

judge the various kinds will then be al)out in their

prime.

These meetings are always interesting, and at-

tract many frt>m distant i)arts of the Union—as

.Strawberry diseussions are always more animated

when fine specimens of all known kinds are on

hand for iUustralion.
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The Rhoflodendrons, Spruces, and some other

things, which looked rather miserable on the ad-

vent of spring, have been found to be more fright-

ened than hurt. A friend, who commenced to

cut his Rhododendrons down, supposing they

were killed, was interrupted in his charitable la-

bors, and never found time to renew them. The
balance unpruned are now beautifully in bloom,

although nearly leafless. Such a remarkable

awakening to life we never saw and had no con-

ception of.

It is refreshing, however, to feel that our cli-

mate is not, after all, as bad as we thought. Yet
it is well to bear the fact in mind, in planning out

beds for rare things, to keep them as much as pos-

sible from cutting winter winds.

The wet spring has sadly interfered with flow-

er garden operations. Most of the planting has

had to be done in wet soil. It is diflicult to get

earth well about the roots when wet. When the dry

weather comes many plants will die. The best way
to save a weakened ti'ee is, to prune away a little

—and as soon as the ground gets dry, the earth

about the trees should be loosened up a little, and
then pounded down hard with a paving rammer.
This should also be done with flower beds. Hard
surfaces soon dry, and the plants in them rapidly

dwindle away.

It is a matter of surprise that hardy climbing

vines are not more used in lawn decoration than

they are. Their general use is confined to walls

and screens. They are pretty objects trained as

pyramids through our grounds. Rejected ever-

greens make good trellises. Larch trees afford

the very best. A trellis maker could not turn

out a better one. Of course the lower branches
ehculd be left a little longer than those above
them.

Amongst the best of vines, are Clematis

azurea, C. viticclla, C. flammula, C. Yirgini-

ana, 0. vitalba, Akebla quinata, Bignonia capre-

olata, Caprifolium brachypoda, C. Halliana, C.

flexuosum, C. flavum, C. senipervirens (scarlet

coral), C. Magnevilhc, Celastrus scandens, Peri-

ploca grajca. Wistaria frutescens and W.
magnifica*

Wistaria sinensis is too strong for anything but
a strong trellis. For growing over trees it is ad-
mirable. Over some old Hemlock trees, in Ger-
mantown, it roams from fifty to sixty feet hi'i'h

making a magnificent spectacle when in blossom.
In making trellises, it is necessary to fix two
cross-pieces near the ground, or, of course, the
weight of vines will drag the stakes out of perpen-
dicular.

Recently we recommended our lady readers to

thin out their annual flowers. A few i^lants

grown well do better than many stalks coming
up in one place. Perennials are also improved
by this practice. Especially the Chrysanthemums
should be examined, and if the shoots thrown up
are thickly together, some of them should be
rooted out. If the flower shoots are layered into

four or six inch pots, they make very pretty
dwarf plants, that are well adapted to neatly
ornament a room or small conservatory, where
larger plants would be objectionable.

Fuchsias in pots should have the coolest posi-

tion of the flower garden assigned to them.—
They usually sufll'r much from Red Spider, which
makes their leaves drop. The various remedies
we have so often recommended should be applied.

Frequent heavy syringings are particularly grate-

ful to the Fuchsia.

Hollyhocks will be coming into bloom at this

season. They have now become so much im-
proved as to be one of the most popular flowers
for the summer decoration of the flower 'garden.

If the kinds are kept carefully separate, any par-
ticular variety will reproduce itself from seed.

They may be more certainly kept pure by cut-
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tings of the flower stem ;—each bud will make a

plant. The seed should be sown as soon as ripe

in a light rich soil, in the open air. If retained

till late in the season they wiJl not, probably,

flower the next year.

Thf raising of new varieties of florists' flowers

is an interesting occupation to the amateur. The
process of hybridization, applies to all plants as

well as to grapes ; but good improved kinds of

some things may be obtained from chance- seed-

lings. The finest and doublest of Roses, Petu-

nias, Dahlias, Carnations, «S:c., should be select-

ed, and as soon as the ix'tals fade, they should

l)e carefully removed, or they will cause the deli-

cate organs of reproduction to decay before ma-

turity. A flower may be so very double as not

to bear seed at all, as in the case of the Gilly-

flower or Stock ; but ifthe pistil remains perfect,

as it usually does, seed will ensue.

If we should happen to have a change from

this continual rain, which prevails at this writ-

ingjDahlias will require watering in hot, dry wea-

ther, which is done by making a small basin about

the i)lant, filling it with water, and when it has

thoi'oughly soaked away, some hours afterwards,

the soil should be drawn back as lightly as pos-

sible into the basin. All plants that require

watering should be similarly treated.

Amateurs may have some rare or choice shrub

they may desire to increase. They may now be

propagated by layers. This is done by taking a

stron" and vigorous shoot of the present season's

(Towth, slitting the shoot a few inches from its

base, and burying it a few inches under the soil,

or mto a pot of soil provided for the purpose.

The young growing point of the shoot should be

taken out in the operation. By the English

mode of making the slit, a great number of the

slioots will be broken and spoiled. Anything

can be propagated by layers ; and it is an excel-

lent mode ot raising rare things that can be, but

with diflievdty, increased by any other.

We need scarce!)' repeat our frequent instruc-

tions how to trim hedges— if they have not been

attended to, do it now. Make the base about

four feet wide cutting with a sharp scythe up to

an angle at the top five feet or so from the ground,

so that there are but two faces.

(iladioluses are very liable to a disease like

rust in wheat, which destroys its foliage. Sul-

phur is the best remedy ; and if this does not

check its progress the leaves should be cut away

as soon as theaftection is seen, as it soon spreads

through a full collection.

I FRUIT GARDEX.

,
Where new Strawberry beds are required to be

j

made that will bear well the next season, the

verj' first runners of the season should be selected,

and layered into small pots. In about three

weeks they should be cut from the parent stem,

and left to a separate and independent existence

for a few days. After preparing the ground pro-

perly for their reception, the pots should be well

watered and the plants turned out into the spots

designed for thtmi. They will then grow finely

the jirescnt season, and bear surprising crops of

fine fruit the next Spring.

A warm sandy loam is the best for a Straw-

berry bed. A low and damp one is, of all the

most objectionable. Though warrn and dry in

one sense, it should be rendered capable of re-

taining moisture in the dryest weather, and this

can only be perfectly accomplished by draining

and subsoiling. If the latter is done three feet

deep, all the better.

Unless in a very sandy soil, a verj'heavy dress-

ing of stable manure is objectionable. Wood
ashes, ground bones, and matters of a mineral

nature are far more advantageous.

Strawberries for forcing are treated in pots, as

we have already described ; but instead of being

transferred to the open ground, when well rooted

in small pots, are repotted into five or six inch

pots, and these latter plunged m the ground to

their rims in the spot the most favorable to Straw-

berry growth.

After having grown well, and when the}- show
signs of having formed a good strong crown, they

are to be taken out of the open ground and grad-

ually ripened by withholding water,—taking

care that it is not done so suddenly as to make
the plants wither, or the}' will sufler much. To-

wards winter they can be set in a cold frame and

covered with dry leaves for a slight protection

from the frost till wanted. Man}'commence to force

at the beginning of the new year, when they are

brought into the greenhouse and nuistbe set near

the glass. A high temperature is fotal. 4.5° to

50' is sufficient for a few weeks, and 55° to GO',

when the fruit is fairly sct. They love to be fre-

quently syringed, and guard-'d ; .^airisf Red Spi-

der, which is their greatest pest. Where there

is not the convenience of a a greenhouse to force

Strawberries, tbey may be had a few weeks ear-

lier than ur.ual by making a piece of ground slope

to the south-c;ist, planting out as already de-

scribed, for garden culture, and then setting a
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glass frame over them. The nearer the frame

and glass can be brought to the soil, the better

and earlier will the crop be. Protecting from
frost in winter also adds to the earliness of the

crop. The earliest variety to be had in the local-

ity should be employed.

The thinning of fiuit,—watching of insects,

especiall}' borers in Dwarf Pears, Quince, Apple

and Peach,—and summer-pruning,^ are the main
subjects of attention at this particular season.

Whei^e the soil is not very good, as maj^ be noted

by a weak growth of the trees, a surface manur-
ing may be yet given with advantage. Every
day's experience more decidedly shows the great

advantages to the pomologist of this method of

applying manure.

IVEGETABLE GARDEN.

Beans and Peas may still be sown, if done at

once, with a fair chance for a late crop. The
earliest kind of corn may also be sown with a

chance of its coming into use, if it escape the

grub. Drumhvead Cabbage and Savoy may also

be set out still in good rich soil, where they wil

yet have time to head before frost in the Middle

States.

The main crops requiring attention now will

be Celery, Endive for salad, and Turnips. The
latter merely to have a few early. August being

the season for the chief or staple crop.

So many hints have been given on Celery cul-

ture in our columns that we need not offer any
here. There have been many ways recommended
for staking and supporting Tomatoes. The
finest fruit, and indeed, the heaviest crops, are

obtained by allowing them to trail on the ground.

The soil between the rows being first heavily

mulched with short grass from the lawn mowings
to l<eep the fruit clean. This method is coming
into almost general practice in this neighborhood,

through its tested excellence.

Where they grow too rank, and the branches

mat too closely, they should be thinned out.

—

Nothing is gained by leaving many shoots grow
together, either in this or any crop.

Beets may still be sown for winter use, if the

crops sown last month are likely to be deficient.

COMMUNICATIONS.
THE IMPOETAXCE OF DIRECTING '

GllAPE CULTURE TO THE PRO-
DUCTION OF CHEAP WINE.

T5Y COL. J. 11. SULLIVAN, SYKESVILLE, MD.
Bead before the Fa. Hort. Society, April 7tli, 'G8.

The rapidly expanding cultivation of the Grape

in this country, notwithstanding so many failures

and so much doubt of ultimate success, has be-

come a question not only of public econoni}-, but

carries with it, also, an inquiry as to the moral

influence of an enlarged production, and necessa-

rily increased consumption of wine bj' our people.

With many, this inquit}' begets apprehension

of overwhelming evil ; with others, confidence

and satisfaction as to the favorable effects, even

in a moral sense, resulting from such increased

consumption. The former class of minds refers

to the association of wine (through all the

historic ages) with debauchery and drunkenness;

the latter, assuming that the fruits of the earth

were designed by a beneficent Providence for the

support, comfort and happiness of man, claim

that a perversion, by adulteration or otherwise,

of the essential elements of the grape, should not

l)e brought in judgment against the use of pure

wine, any more than the convertibility of cereal

products into alcohol should militate against the

use of bread.
It would be profitless to inquire how far the

kinds of wine, which called forth the anathemas

of the wise King of old, were modified by peculi-

arities of manufacture. It would seem, how-

ever, that our Saviour, in consenting to convert

water into wine, saw no evil in its use. Indeed,

the exercise of miraculous power in the case im-

plies approval ; for his miracles were certainly not
intended as vain or idle displays of divine author-

ity. Some, also, of his mo»t suggestive illustra-

tions refer to the vine, as typical of fniitfulness,

goodness and beauty.
It may be admitted, for the sake ofargument,

that the consumption of wine in nan wine grow-

ing countries, is of but little hygeian benefit, and

in many cases, of doubtful moral influence ; but

into such countries wine is usually introduced as

a luxury, and not as a healthful beverage or resto-

rative. To suit the demands of those pecuniarily

able to indulge in it as luxuiy, it is modified by-

manipulating and adulterations, which merely

pamper the taste, instead of refreshing and re-

pairing the wastes of the body, and thus tend to

demoralization.
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Tn such countrios " The AVine Cup " is a gene-

ric term, and is t3'pical of the temptations and

evil influence of all intoxicating drinks. 3Wt in

wine-growing countries the phrase has no proper

synonym ; for, there, the universal testimony of

travellers is to the effect that drunkenness is a rare

vice, and, when it does present itself, is not often

attributed to the use of vo'mc. It is a matter of

remark that, in the Hotels and Restaurants of

France, and other wine districts of Europe, the

guests, from non wine-producing countries,

generally call for a class of "heady " and intoxi-

cating wines ; while those " to the manor horn "

almost invariably use such as are less tempting

to an intoxicated or corrupted taste, but really

far more refreshing and healthful—the kind to

which is given the term vin ordinaire. This pre-

ference for the lower priced wines is not confined

to the poor or middle class, Avho might naturally

be governed by motives of economy,but is equally

shared by the wealthy and aristocratic, from

h3'geianic considerations.

With most of the laboring class it is a regular

beverage at the table, taking the place of tea and

coffee, as consumed by the corresponding class in

the United States. The average cost of such

wines, at first class hotels in Paris, is one franc

per bottle ; and as used b}' the laboring and mid-

dle class, about 12 to 15 cents per gallon.

As thus illustrated, the habits of people who
use wines that refresh without inebriating,

brought in contact with the consumption of what

is manufactured expressly to please the palate,

regardless of the results, make the true point of

divergence between the proper and improper use

of wines as a beverage. For it seems that a

taste and demand for some kind of beverage is

universal with all races of men ; and the exhila-

rating sense resulting from what is taken to re-

fresh and repair the wasted tissues of the body,

becomes the origin of debasing habits, where the

high cost of pure wine drives us to the use of a

less expensive, but more dangerous, substitute.

Universality in the use of wine in the wine

districts of Europe, is^, unquestionably, the true

explanation of the rarity of drunkcnnoss in those

countries ; but to undue universality of use, wines

must be largely and cheaply produced. Philan-

thropy and patriotism both claim, I'rom the in-

telligent and conscientious grape grower in the

United States, the, direction of his attention to

the producing of wine cheap enough to take tlie

place of the brutalizing drinks now .so generally

consumed. And as corollary to this, it is a ques-

tion whetlier the production of fine wine, so ar-

dently iioped for and urged by eminent horticul-

turists, as the great desideratum, should not

subordinate itself to the other considerations. A
fine wine would gratify the luxurious tastes of

the rich ; and, like the fine wines of Europe,

would be cellared solely for the use of the rich
;

but this class of our population, having tlie pro-

ducts of all countries to choose from, can afford

to defer the requirements of luxury in the pre-

sence of a great want—moral, hygeianic and
economic—overshadowing the less favored por-

tions of our people.

As a guide to grape growers, it is important to

determine Avhat are the characteristics of a wine

which could be properly introduced for universal

consumption. The following points would proba-

bly cover the necessities of the case, namely : It

should have a well-defined taste ; should be of

moderate strength, so as to keep, with ordinary

cellarage, a limited period, hut not to he so (jood a

keeper as to allow any inducementfor the producer

to hold for hetter markets ; it should rijien in the

shortest possible time, so that interest on the

capital invested should be rated at a minimum.
The variety of Grapes from which to make it,

should be thoroughly hardy, and of universal

adaptability ; easy of propagation and cultiva-

tion, prolific and constant, even under partial ne-

glect.

It is neither necessary nor desirable that any

specific variety should be adopted, to the exclu-

sion of others ; for in this, as in other matters, we
must recognizea variance oftaste even in the imed-

ucated. Whatever the future may develope how-

ever, we have already one variety of grape—the

Concord—that could respond pretty fairly to the in-

dicated requisites. Of this grape, reasonably good

cultivation will make 100 bushels to the acre—or

say 400 gallons of wine. Allowing !5100 for labor

and interest on capital, this wine could be pro-

duced at 50 cents per gallon, and still pay a

larger profit than nine-tenths of the agricultural

labors of the country. And 50 cents per gallon

would place it within the i*each of the laboring

classes of this country, as readily as 20 cents per

gallon would perform a similar ollice in Fianco

or Cicrmany.

But, while 50 cents per gallon would represent

the nominal value of the wine, universalitij of use

might not be a(!hieved, 'uiless the agricultural

population should supply itself; which it could

do with as nuich ease as New England farmers

used to lay in their year's stock of cider, without
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feeling the cost of iis production.

There is a very general impression that great

skill in the manufacture, and expensive cellarage

for the care of wine, are required. To make a

-fine wine, this is, doubtless, true ; but my own
experience indicates that neither provision is in-

dispensal^le in the manufacture of a good common
wine—care and tidiness being the necessity first,

next ordinarilj' good cellarage,and then lettjng the

wine alone till it has fined itself, which will be with-

in the first six months. Any time after fining, it is

ripe enough for use as a cheap and wholesome

wine.

So far my remarks have had relation to the

moral side of the question ; but its economical

features are not less interesting.

France, with a population not much exceeding

that of the United States, has three millions of

its people engaged in wine growing, with an an-

nual production of about one thousand millions

of gallons, and of two hundred millions of dollars

Estimated value. Here is a product nearly equal

to the value of a cotton crop of this country, in

the palmiest days of the South, and second to no

other exportable production of any one country.

It will be noticed that this vast interest evidently

revolves, principally, upon the atmual production

of cheap wines ; for they must be the predomina-

ting feature to bring down the whole to the

average of 20 cents per gallon, as the aggregate

value of the crop indicates.

It may seem a good deal to assume tliat the

wine production of the United States shall, within

any reasonable period, equal that of France,

either in quantity or quality of average product

;

but wilh general similarity of climate, and a na-

tional energy that leaps towards results in one

lifetime, which it may have taken centuries in

Europe to accomplish, there is nothing to discour-

age the hope of a sometime rivalry with France

in this specialty.

As a people, we are impatient of delay in re-

sults. In vine cultivation, much has been

achieved, for a beginning ; but it is only a begin-

ning, and it seems to me that the needs of the

country can only be properly responded to by the

rapid and large production of c/iea/v wines, rather

than by an impatient struggle for wines ot such

excellence as to satisfy the rich and the fas-

tidious, but striking above the heads of the com-

monality

THE FLOWERS.
A friend hands us the following lines from an

English source, justly remarking that it will as-

suredly interest many of the readers of the Gar-

dener''s Monthly

:

THE FLOWERS.
When God to niiin a bciiin gave,

'Twas with a garden fair;

His (irst-drawn hrcatli was from a wave
Of odor-wafted ail'.

As visions, at his spirit's birth

The tender eyelids burst.

Ho saw from out liis Iciudred earth

The flowers had risen flrst.

'Mid clustering vines and trees that wooed
His new created si^ht.

Were fruits for rich, salubrious food;

The flowers for his delight.

And these were fed from living springs

Baptized with holy dew;
And softly fanned by angeis' wlugs.

In beauty while they grew.

Thej' shone, a glorious volume spread,

For all his peaceful hours

;

The first sweet book man ever read

Was of the leaves of flowers.

Pure thoughts of his Almighty friend,

With radiance from above.

Were on its countless pages penned
Its Author's name was Love.

When Adam was condemned to leave

His blissful native bowers.

To soothe him and the sorrowing Eve,

God spared them still the flowers.

For, quickly as an angel speeds,

Before them there had flown

Myriads of Eden's swift-winged seeds,

All earth with flowers was strewn.

Their smiles along the exiles' way.

And spicy breath thej- gave

;

When cold in death and dust he lay.

They gathered o'er his grave.

When Christ to earth in meekness came.

With soul-redeeming power.

He chose a home which bore a name
Which signiflos a flower.

The lily bells that beauteous hung
Where passed his infant days,

Had each a luire and Irutliful tongue

To give their Maker's praise.

And earthward as they lowly bond.

Like vials, o'er the sod.

They poured sweet odors as a cloud

That, mountiu ;, rose to God.

The while on countless airy stems,

As censers, many a cup

Like gold, and pearl, and bright-hued gems.

Fresh incense ollered up.

When by his lips the precept tauglit,

His Fatlier's will revealed,

He chose, to image forth his thought,

" The lilies of the fleld."
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And 'tis hischnroh that, like the "Rose
Of i^liaron," swppt and fair,

Or lily of the valley, grows
Alone beneath His care.

If thns our Saviour loved the flowers,
And tlicnee pure symbols drew.

Must not a love like His be ours
While wo to him are true?

If they delisrhted man before
Ilis eye had dropped a tear;

Shall we not worship God the more
While they surround us here?

Made perfeet by Almighty skill.

As they in Kden bloomed.
They brighten all our paths, and still

Our vital air perfume.

That book of thousand beauteous dyes
Presents his love and power,

Whose hand sustains earth, sea and skies.
Recorded in the flower.

DISCOVERY OF TURSII'S JOURNAL.
The manuscript Journal of the eminent bota-

nist, Frederick Pursh, came into the possession

of the American Philosophical Society, among
some papers accompanying the herbarium of the

late Dr. B. S. Barton.

An entry occurs on the first page of this man-
uscript, made jirobably by the executor ofDr. B.,

viz :"MS.Journal ofa Botanical Excursion in the

Xorth eastern parts of Pennsylvania and in the

State of New York. By an unknown person,

who appears to have been a German, & a friend

of the late Dr. Benj. S. Barton.

Found among the Books of Dr. Barton after

Ilis death in 1^-117."

Being tlie acting Librarian of the Society, this

interesting little volume has recently fallen under
my eye : and my attention was directed, by a
gentleman who had previously seen, and casually

read, the manuscript, to a remark which occurs

under date of July 20th :

" Mr. Geddes brought me to a deep valley,

about one mile from his house, where we ascend-
ed a steep, very rocky hill ; there large masses of

rock seem to be piled up or tumbled over one and
another, in such a confused manner, that it has
left large chasms between them, which sometimes
appear like caves."

Alter enumerating a number of plants collect-

ed, he continues: "And what 1 thought most of,

Asplenium scolopendrlum This Fi rn, which I

don't find mentiotied by any one to grow in

America, I always had a ncttiun to be found
here, and indeed f was (piite rejoiced to liud my
im^judice so well foimdcd in truth."

And upon his reading the observations of Mr.
Paine, in the American Journal of Sciences and
Arts, for September, 18(30, on the discovery of the

Scolopendrlum otHclnarum, by Mr. Pursh, and
connecting and comparing the two paragraphs,

the paternity of the MS. proved to be that of Mr.

Pursh. But I find other confirmatory evidences

of this fact. The Journalist relates, that he had
written to Dr. Barton—had received letters from

him on several occasions, conveying the means
for prosecuting his explorations ; and that he had
consigned packages of plants to Dr. Barton from

time to time.

To settle the point, reference is made to the

following paragraph, in the Preface to F. Pursh's

"Flora Americte septentrionalis,-' p. viii:

"Within this period I had also formed a con-

nection with Dr. Benjamin S. Barton, Professor

of Botany in the University of Pennsylvania,

«&c., whose industrious researches in all the dif-

ferent branches of Natural History are so well-

known to the literary world I was en-

abled, by the kind assistance of this gentleman,

to take a more extensive range for my botanical

excursions."

"The following season, 1806, (1807, evidently,

—the labels on the original plants in the herba-

rium, also an entry in the MS., bear that date,)

I went in like manner over the Northern States,

beginning with the mountains of Pennsylvania,

and extending to those of New Hampshire."

This Journal 1 propose to copy for the Garden-

er^s Monthhj, having obtained permission

to give it i)ublicity.

The terse, quaint, simple and peculiar language

renders it the more interesting. It exhibits the

character of t e man in the light of an out-spoken

kind hearted person. To alter and anglicize its

idiomatic phrases—to correct the many misspelt

words, or change the structure of the sentences,

would dej)rive it of half its interest. I therefore

purpose giving it verbatim ct UtrnUim, and con-

ceive the perusal cannot fail to please, amuse, and
instruct your readers.

Mr. Pursh was born at Tobolski, in Siberia,

and was educated at Dresden. 1I(^ resided in this

countiy from IT'.CI to ISU, during which time he

made various botanical excursions. He went to

England and published his Flora. He returned

to America, and while engaged in collecting ma-
terial for a Canadian Flora, died at Montreal,

June 11, 1820, aged 40 years.

Tiios. P. James.
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JOURNAL.
May 2(S.—Prepared myself for the j'ourne}', &

but my things to the stage othce, in which place

1 stayd over night.

27.—At 4 o'clock this morning we left Phila-

delphia, the stage being remarkable full of pas-

sengers & goods, which made it very disagreable

travelling ; the road about 25. m. from the city

got bad & hilly ; we brok down the stage twice,

but lukyly without any injury to us ; arrived at

10 o'clock in the evening at Easton. Took up
lodging at Abraham Horn's Sign of the Golden

Swan. All this day I dit not observe anything

in flower what I had not seen about Piiilada.

28.—The cramp ride in so full a stage, & the

unaccustomed shaking of the body by the bad,

rough roads made me feel more sore &: stiff as I

would have been if travelled on foot. I delivered

my letter to Judge Wagener, who premised to

give me all assistance in his power. Crossed the

Lehigh and ascended a very steep rock opposite

the town ; vegetation here seemed to be somewhat
later than at Philada. In flower, Sisyrinchium

mucronatum Mx. ; Azalea nuditl., Cornus Flori-

da, Cerastium vnlgatuni & glabrum P., Carex, 2

or 3 species ; Arabis Ij-rata, Veronica arvensis

& serpyllifolia, Arenaria serpyllifolia, Senecioob-

ovatus Muhl., Viola palmata, pedata, cucullata,

Erigeron pulchellum, Mx. ; Krigia Virginica,

Phlox subulata, Geranium maculatum, Oxalis

corniculata, Potentilla reptans. This plant I

never could satisfy myself about its species ; it

grows very common about Philada. on dry hills.

The hills about here are generally covered with

Hemlock Spruce and Cedars, mixed with Oak.

Beginning to flowei-—Ilydrophyllum canadense,

Arenaria setacea, Muhlb. ; Scandix dulcis. Out
of flower—Mitella diphylla. Arabis falcata.

On a walk up the Lehigh I observed nothing

remarkable,—a few trees of the Nazareth Quer-

cus macrocarpa, on a hill about two miles from

town.
29.—Took an excursion up the Bushkill Creek.

Observed the former plants, together with Aqui-

legia canadensis. Senecio obovatus very frequent-

ly occurs here without ray, & seems to be at first

appearance a different plant. Cratagus glandu-

losa, Oxalis violacea, ('onvallariapoh'gonatum(?)

& racemosa ; llypoxis erecta, a species of Silene,

Lithnspermum arvense in great plenty ; a species

of Viola with very long spur, not described, but

if I am not mistaken I have seen this plant in

the collection of Mr. Hamilton among the rari-

ores of the mountains. In the'same ranjie of hills

I observed another species, a much taller plant,

& the spur shorter and thicker, which I sujjposed

to be the V. debilis, Mx. The banks of this

Creek are covered with Hemlock, Oak, Hickory,

and here and there, Betula lanulosa. I found a

few bushes of Dirca palustris, which I did not ex-

pect here. The banks are covered with Cacalia

reniformis—Hypoxis erecta in flower.

30.—Air. AVagner was endeavoring to get me
an opportunity ofgetting my trunk forwarded be-

yond the Water Gap ; about noon we found a

wagon going that way & I sent it ofT, intending

to go to-morrow the same rout. After dinner I

took an excursion on the Yersey side, but ob-

served nothing new. I ascended two very steep

rocks below Easton near the river, which con-

vinced me so much more in my Idea which I had

made before, of the River Delaware having been

of a much larger size in former ages then it is

now. The bed of the river is plainly seen, & the

fields on the east side are covered with rounted

stones, similar to a river getting dry ; those fields

may extend about half a mile, & in some places

a mile & a half, & are about from 20. to 40. feet

higher than the highest fresh now showing. The
rocks I had ascended seem to have been Islands

nearly in the middle of the old river, & have all

the signs of their sides having been washed up-

wards of 50. feet high from the water, if not a

great deal more. These rocks are covered with

ferns of the common sorts, & shrubby trees com-

mon to this neighborhood. The view fr m those

rocks is most charming—^the neat town of Easton

with its surrounding hills, the junction of the

Lehigh with the Delaware, on the last of which

an elegant new bridge has been erected on the

same plan as the one over the Schu3'lkill at Phil-

ada. & the view of the distant mountains over all

this is most charming.

(To he Continued.)

HISTORY OF THE SOULARD CRAB.

BY JAS. G. SOULAKD, GALENA, ILLS.

My friend, Dr. E. D. Kittoe, of this city, first

called my attention to a notice of the Soulard

Crab in the Gardencr'ti Montkbi (or April, p. 120.

Finding you did not know its origin, I take plea-

sure in informing you how it originated. Near

St. Louis, some twenty Dve years since, a thicket

of our common American Crab trees was cut

down, and the ground cultivated two years.

Culture iKjing discontinued, another Crab thicket

sprang up.
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Wlien bearing, one tree (the identical kind now
called Soulard Crab) was discovered. The fruit

astonisJK'd mo, and I immediately i)roj)a2jatedby

graftin*; on the common stock, on which it

thrives admirably, and disseminated it among
my friends—a desirable novelty. 1 here is nothing

Siberian about it.

It is to me conclusive that this Crab is the off-

spring of an accidental hybridization of the Wild
Crab by our common cultivated Apple. The
tree, its habit, increased size of tree and fruit,and
decrease of acerbity, convince me it is a hybrid :

and, to my knowledge, is the first instance of such

a cross. It is the most desirable of all Crabs I

have seen. Adding sweetening, it is delicious

when baked. It makes the most excellent pre-

serves, jellies, &c., imixarting its delicate taste

and crab aroma.

It has been kept sound for two years with com-
mon care, I am informed. I know it will stand

repeated freezing and thawing kept in a darkish

place, and is agreeable to the taste of many for

eating late in the season.

Excuse this hurried notice—I may say more
about it. and of some seedling Apples and Pears,

time permitting.

SLIPS OF THE PE:N'—MISPRINTS.

BY IIORTTCOLA.

The humoristic introduction in some of the

numbers of the Monthly, to the question concern-

ing the Liquid Grafting "Wax, the recipe of which

I published in the irorticulUtrist, gave me a great
j

deal of pleasure, aside from the opportunity it

affords of correcting an error whish I have com-

mitted. The laborer being satisfied with nothing,

although he had bargained for one-seventh of the

proceeds from a piece of land iie had w^orked upon,

because his employer told him those proceeds

amounted only to one-j!ftli , is certainl}' a ludicrous

and funny picture, worth the error which caused

its reproduction.

That I made the mistake there cannot be the

least doubt. The recipe for preparing the liquid

iirafting Wax, I succeeded, with a great deal of

trouble, in obtaining from a friend in Germany.

The German readers of the Monthli/ know that,

in Germany, the word ounce is only common
among physicians and druggists; in business,

only the lotli is used—this being the name of a

weight of 4 drachms ; so that a pound is said to

contain .'V2 lotiis, not 10 ounces.

In writing for the American public, I had to

reduce the loth, to ounces ; but having found that

tico and a half ounces of alcohol, (5 loth), recom-

mended in the original recipe, made the mass

less than semi-liquid, like thick paste or dough,

and that, in this state, it had to be rubbed on

with a flat piece of wood, I increased the propor-

tion of it to .3i ounces, equal to 7 hth, which I

called ounces by mistake, arising from the change

of the words and values. In the JlorticuUurist of

1802, p. 115 and 110, 7 ounces are printed,instead

of 7 loth=to .3^ ounces.

Still, 3i instead < f 2^ was not sufficient to make
the wax liquid to be laid on with a brush ; I in-

creased, therefore, the quantity of the alcohol,

gradually, to 5 ounces, which makes the wax
about right ; in cold weather, ounces will not be

too much.
This improvement was correctly printed in the

Horticulturist of 1803, p. 103. Had Mr. Mead,

(the then editor of that magazine), made his next

bottle according to this improved recipe, com-

paring it with the first, he would have been in the

condition of the laborer. Certainly I do not

blame him for endorsing my blunder, for he could

not have been expected to waste any time in com-

paring and controlling the occasional statements

of his correspondents.

As to ?n(>j>r(»<.s, the public know how difficult

it is to see anything, of a certain length, printed

correctly. There are so many very different

causes at work, on the part of the authors as well

as of the printers, that books perfectly free from

such blemishes are extremely rare. The cele-

brated Hebrew Bible, edited by Van der Iloogt,

is one of them. The proofs were seventy-Jive times

read and corrected, by Christian as well as by

Jewish scholars, until no eiTor could be found.

For a copy in my possession, the only one I ever

saw, I would not take a Thousand Dollars!

And yet, even in this book, somebody (in the

beginning of the present century) is said to have

discovered three very slight misprints in three

minute accents.

A second work without an error in it, is the

"Works of Homer" in the original Greek, issued

from the press of Tauchnitz in Leipsic. So

confident was the publisher of the perfect correct-

ness of the text, that he, in the public in'ints, of-

fered a reward of a Ducat (a little over '^'2) for

each and every mistake that might be discovered

after the ofler was made. He had to pay twenty-

three Ducats, three of which a pupil of mine

earned. Tauchnitz's Homer is now absolutely

correct.
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In roiiard to mj-solf. it would be unreasonable

if I should complain, although I have often seen

in print most curious things imputed to my pen,

of which I never could have dreamt. In "Sketch-

es from Aarau, in Switzerland," where I travel-

led a number of 3-ears aero, 1 intended to describe

Zschokke's House. The heading of the para-

graph, as written bj- me, read :
" The Hungarian

Hill—Zschokke's House." "When I received the

magazine in which my Sketches were published,

I was not a little astonished and chagrined to

find my heading (in its latter part) changed. It

read, in print, "Zschokke's Grave.''''

This happened when the venerable Zschokke

so well known all over the civilized world, was
alive and in unimpaired health. "When I saw
him for the last time, a few years after his grave

had been paraded in print, I called his attention

to the misprint. He had noticed it befoi-e, and
we had a hearty laugh, taking it as a good omen,

which it proved to be.

My friends, knowinsr my alphabet, do not com-
plain about the illegibility ofmy handwriting, but

others do. An invitation to establish a Horti-

cultural Sociclj-, written and translated by me
into the German, was presented to an American
clergyman ; he could not tell the English from

the German text, written by the side of it, not-

withstanding the great and radical difference of

the German letters from the Latin (English.) If

therefore, printers and proof readers are some-

times at a loss to make out certain words in my
manuscript, and, consequently, make me say

what I did not think of, I willingly excuse

them.
In regard to proper names, however, and quo-

tations from the Latin, or an}' other foreign lan-

guage, the case is quite different. I Avrite such

names and quotations with a great deal of care,

80 that axiy one that knows the alphabet may be

able to read them. Misprints in such have an

ugly look, betraying not only carelessness, but

what is worse, ignorance. I was horror-struck

when I saw the two lines printed at the end of

one of my contributions to this magazine. They

were taken fi-om Horace, and appeared so much
mutilated that there is hardl}' a word in them

without a gross error.

In Mr. Husmann's Book on the "Culture of

the Grape vine and on "Wine Making," a Mr.

Petlol is mentioned. The same Petiol is found

in one of the Agricultural Reports ; Ijut the name
of the French gentleman is not Petiol, but Pe-

TIOT.

Dr. Warder, in his "American Pomology," p.

98, is made to say that Lepokt invented the

Liquid Grafting "Wax, while it is well known
that the name of the discoverer is not "Leport,"

but L''homme-Lefort, as Carriere spells it ('5 Guide

pratique du Jardinier rnuUiplkateur, p. 258,) or

Lhomme-Lcfort, according to Dubreuil, (5 Cours

Elementaire, etc., Yol. I, p. 103.)

I leave off here, though I could fill many pages

with similar matter. For their own, as well as

for the honor of this country, I wish that com-

positors and proofreaders would exercise a little

more care.

But why should he complain, after all ? There

is a single copy of the Bible in existence, pre-

served in the immense libriry at "Wolfenbuttel

;

all the other copies were carefully destroyed. In

this Bible thei*e is a misprint so unique and ex-

traordinary, that it surpasses all others com-

bined. In the Sixth Commandment the word

"not" is left out.

COST OF KEEPING HENS.
BY MK. J. C. THOMPSON, TOMPKINSVILLE,

STATEN tSLAKD, N. Y.

As there is a constant clamor against "biddy"

about her "eating her head off," "Poultry don't

pay," etc, permit me to say a few words in

behalf of the ever faithful " biddy. " In the first

place "biddy " is charged with everything that

is bad: she is noisy, mischievous and gluttonous
;

in the next place, she is seldom indeed credited

with an ounce of the nice food she daily produces

for our tables ; she is often half fed and less cared

for, and yet under such unfavorable circum-

stances will give her careless owner at least 100

eggs a year and often 125 to 150 lbs. But say only

100 at 8 to the pound is 12^^ lbs. of food, returned

to her careless owner, for less than a bushel of

grain consumed in a year, (if she is lucky enough

to have it set before her). Allowing her to weigh 5

pounds, she returns her weight in food two and

a half times, and is yet on hand at the close of

the year ready to reproduce her kind, and repeat

her weight in eggs more than twice in the coming

year.

Quite unlike the "grunter" she is not " done

for " " salted down " and converted in a "non-

producer " for the future. She still lives, to give

a good account of herself in daily supplying our

tables Avith food of the best quality, while

poor Porkey is "done gone" forever. Now I

repeat that " biddy " gives more weight of food
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(and of the best kind too) for the grain consumed

than any other animal kept on a farm. "What I

ask is tliat a strict account be kept of all the eggs

laid as well a? the food consximed, and if at the

close of the year the result is not satisfiictory

then all would be justified in diseardina 'biddy's'

society and turning their grain over to the

" swinish multitude."

For the information of them that don't know,

let me say that no hen that has a decent run,

eats a bushel of grain a year,—all my tests have

been made when they could get only the grain

fed daily. Lar^e fowls like Brahma, eat 2:^ oz.

per day ; small birds like Leghorns, eat less than

2 oz. a day ; that is about seven half pecks of

grain for the smaller birds, and a bushel for the

large kinds ; and then too we must not forget that

biddy gives us a fresh moss every day, besides

furnishing us with a companion for the pot or

oven once or twice a week, while poor porkey

gives us fresh only one a year.

I must close by stating what my stock gave in

eggs for Jan'y, 18G8. 120 hens give 620 eggs at

50 cents per dozen, wholesale price, 51| cents

dozen, S25,75 *, cost, third of a bushel of corn per

day, at SI,50 per bushel, $15,50. To biddies

credit for Jan'y., $10,25.

HOKTICULTURAL XOTES FROM
BALTIMORE.
BY MR. FEAST.

In the November No. page .347, is an account

from England of the Barrington Peach bearing

Nectarines and Peaches on the same wood. I

had several specimens last season of Nectarines,

half Nectarine and Peaches, striped as though

they had been painted with a rich mahogany
colored paint, on two Honest John peach trees

;

the location a rocky knoll.

In 1864 the upper branch of one of my common
Moss rose trees pr<.'duced a branch of single light

purple roses, the capsule very large, like the

Boursaltiana. In '05 a second branch, and in '66

the whole stem ; this part is all dead leaving a

sucker ; wood like parent. I had the seed from

the fruit sown at the nursery and had several

plants from it, but unfortunately got lost. The

White Clifton Moss was a sport from the common
Moss, originated at Clifton, near Bath, Eng-

land. Tlic soil on Avhich the plant was growing

was calcareous and Hght. We can see these

changes in trees and plants, fruits or flowers, but

to pretend to lay down any rule or say why, is

impossible.

The Camellia, Feastii superba,was a sport from

Feastii. I took of the branch and grafted it on a

stock, and by that means secured the variety.

It is like Lady Humes. We had several sports

about that time in the striped varieties, but none

worth saving ; to say that it was any particular

soil or treatment being the cause of these changes

would be assuming a position that I have no

ground for, though at the same time having the

entire charge of them.

Shortly after the war with England, the New
Castle Thorn or Crcetagus EU'qAka was largely

planted round the City of Baltimore for live

fences, which made as good a hedge as the English

Thorn; these did well until 1834, when vegetation

appeared to be exhausted ; the year following

the hedges were nothing but a mass ofblack knots,

like the black knot on the plum tree. Last fall,

on passing along where I knew that many of

these thorns had been planted, I found them [the

knots V] but in one localitj', and that was in a val-

ley on the margin of a belt or ridge of land taking

its rise at the Relay House on the B. & O. R. R.,

running north, crossing the Frederick road east

of Catonsville, and approaching the City at the

Park. In this Park there is the best representa-

tion of the Sylva of America, excepting the

Mountain Pine and seaboard productions, that

I have ever noticed before.

On this belt of land the fruits of every descrip-

tion are more perfect, and the Pear less affected

with blight, than any other section I am ac-

quainted with. I supplied a fi-iend with plants

of the Melon Strawberry which, at that time,

was considered one of our best varieties. I could

never do any thing with it, being always abor-

tive ; whilst with him the reverse, and the fruit

always superior.

Some thirty or thirty-five years back, being at

Hunting Ridge, the eetate of the late James

Swann, located on this Ridge. I remarked to him,

"why did he not have that heap of manure moved

away, and spread on (he grass V" His answer

was, "AVhy that's soil from the bottom of the

well, 40 feet deep."

This heap of manure, as I thought it was, wa<^

coven'd with high weeds. It was marl of some

kind.

Within the last few years, the Black Knot, as

it is called, has destroyed the Cherry and Plum

trees around here. AVhen it first made its ap-
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pearance, I had a sucker growing near the house

—it was 4 feet high, with six branches near tlie

top, growing horizontally. "With this tree I

concluded to pay particular attention as to the

effects of the disease. In the first week of June
these branches were eight to ten inches long. On
examining one of them, I found the bark rup-

tured an inch long, one and a half inches from

the stem. Some few days after the rupture had
filled up at least one eighth of an inch above the

level of the bark. I cut this out nearly to the

centre of the wood, at four different times, until

the cessation of the sap. Every one of the shoots

were aflected like this, but the same distance from

the stem, and all on the under side.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
KY "WALTER KLDER.

Herbaceous flowers form a principal feature in

the decoration of gardens and pleasure grounds
;

some of them are alwa3'S in bloom, and constant-

ly varying in appearance by the development of

new shades. In European countries, they are

frequently placed in compartments by them-

selves,—in long and broad borders, or in large

beds, and so arranged as to keep up a bloom all

the season, and make a diversity.

Many of the dwarf species are used as edgings

—such as Daisy, Saxifraga, Violet, Auricula,

Polyanthus, Primrose, Phlox subulata, Gen-

tiana, Sedum, Iris, &c. ; but with us, the most

of these need the protection of a frame, with sash

and shutter, during winter. Those that are

hardy with us are of a more stately growth.

Dielytra or Dicentra is among tjie first to bloom,

and is succeeded by Piiponia. Early Vernal
Phlox, Pkuubago, Iris, Dianthus, Antirrhinum,

Aquilegia, Lychnis, Delphinium, Aconitum,

Dracocephalum, Pentstemon, Veronica, Yucca,

Campanula, Digitalis, Eupatorium, Spira?a,

Funkia, Aster, (Phloxes continue in bloom for 6

months,) Chrysanthemum, Dahlia, &c., keep up
a constant and varied bloom from March till De-
cemljcr. Hollyhocks and the large growing Lilies

are also mixed among them.

Other bulbous plants are generally grown in

bods by themselves ; but, when planted in patch-

es among the others, they make a very attractive '

show. Thty all flourish upon almost any kind

of soil, but should be kept free from grass and
|

weeds, and each plant, or patch of bulbs, should '

stand so tar from its neighbor as to show itself to

advantage, and form a thing of itself. The most
dwarf should be next to the walks, and the tallest

farthest off, so that none will hide the beauties of

the others.

The great variety of beautiful and fragrant

Annuals are too numerous to mention : and
among the tender kinds ax'c Pelargonium, Salvia,

Petunia, Verbena, Heliotropium, Cuphea, Lo-

belia, Maurandia. Thunbergia, Ipomea, &c.,

which, when planted out in May, keep up a con-

stant bloom until November, when they are dug
up and potted, and are sheltered in the greenhouse

all winter.

THE CHINESE YAM.
Dioscorea batatas.

BY TV. R. PRINCE, FLUSHING, L. I., N. Y.

This Yam is a native of the northern limits of

the Temperate Zone, and will flourish^ in the

coldest regions of our country, and of the British

Territories, and will endure everywhere the win-

ters in the open ground. Its produce is more

than double the crop of any Potato, and it never

rots. It will flourish best on the now useless

sandy lands of New Jersey and Long Island, and

of the entire coast range, and it will also succeed

on any other soil but a stiff clay. It does not

I'equire replanting annually, but reproduces

abundant crops from the fragments and small

tubers which are left in the earth. There can be

no fragment, however diminutive, that will not

vegetate. From tubers, the roots attain ten to

twelve inches in length, and weigh four to six

ounces. From sections of the root, such as used

for the regular crop, the roots attain eighteen to

twent3'-four inches in length, and weigh from

half a pound to one and a half pounds, and often

more.

A plantation of this Yam is in China, termed,

"A permanent Magazine of Food," and the

I'oots may be dug fresh for use daily, from early

spring to winter, thus furnishing new Yams con-

tinuously. It is more palatable than the best Mer-

cer, or any other Potato. Its taste and flavor

are intermediate between the finest Potato and

Arrowroot, of an exceedingly delicate farinaceous

character, and, like to the Potato, it is devoid of

all insipid sweetness. It is free from any ligne-

ous or, fibrous substance, and possesses the pecu-

liar property of not being subject to rot or decay,

but will remain perfectly sound and excellent in

a dry state for a year, thus rendering it exceed-
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ingly valuable for long sea voyages, and for the

prevention of scurvy. It is much more nutriti-

ous than any other edible vegetable used by man,
and more so than wheat or any other grain. It

is the only vegetable of all the earth, which com-
bines an ample portion of Azote, the grand con-

stituent of animal substances which impart vigor

to the muscular power of man and beast ; and it

is by the possession of this essential equivalent

in this esculent, that the use of animal food is

rendered unnecessary by the Chinese and Japan-
ese nations, whose immense populations com-
prise nearly one-half of the inhabitants of our

globe.

The culture of this most estimable and produc-

tive of all vegetables, on the sandy soils of the

Eouth side of Long Island, and throughout the

sandy region of the Atlantic portion of Xew Jer-

sey, which are of a character precisely adapted

and congenial to its growth and development,

and where the crops will consequently be much
greater than in other locations, must impart a

value to those lands which no one has yet antici-

pated ; and they may soon command higher

rates than any of the firm soils of the north side

of the Island, or of the upper section of JSTew

Jersey.

The ground for planting tubers should be ren-

dered mellow and permeable to the depth offifteen

inches, and for roots to the depth of twenty

inches. Old, decayed stable manure, or decayed

peat, or wood mould, should be mixed moderate-

ly throughout. Over-manuring is injurious, and
Poudrette is unsuitable.

The season for planting is as soorf^as the freez-

ing has ceased, and the ground has become set-

tled. Tubera.—These should be planted in a

double row—the rows 12 inches apart, and the

tubers ten inches apart in the rows. Roots.—The
sections of root should be about H inches in di-

ameter. They should be planted in a double

row—the rows 15 inches apart, and the roots at

12 inches apart in the rows.

There is no plant whose culture is more simple

and eas3' than that of this Yam. Its extensive

cultivation promises to our country a vast and

inexhaustible n^source, derived from such soils as

have hitherto been the most unproductive and

unpromising. It will supersede, and far more

than replace, the failing and uncertain crops of

ihe p )tato, with the addition of this potent and

comprehensive fact, that this esculent will suc-

ceed and y'u-M ample and reliable crops, through-

out all the northern sectiuu of our country, where

the Potato never has been and never can be

grown.

[We endorse much of what ^Ir. Prince says of

this root. We do not know wh}'^ it is not as pop-

ular as any other vegetable. Most persons we
believe like the flavor of the root. Most likely •

some of its unpopularity arises from its roots

running so deep, which makes it impossible to

get them up with a plow or any machine now in

use ; but for garden or spade culture this is not

an insurmountable objection.

—

Ed,]

GRAPE GR0WI2^G IN THE WEST.
BY MR, E. FRYER, NAPERVILLE, ILL.

The spring sales of gra;'e vines have just closed

here and the}^ have been unusually great. Judg-

ing from the reports of many others engaged in

the trade in the west, it is fair to assume that

never before in this country has there been so

great a number of vines sold in any one season

as this spring. The demand was great, but the

supply was equal.

Vines are now produced in such immense quan-

tities, and at such low rates, that cuttings are no

longer used by amateurs or beginners. Since

the award of the Greeley prize to the Concord,

that variety has been in much greater demand

than any other,—so much for a name, A well

ripened Isabella,—as it ripens here—is a grape

of much better quaUty. The Delaware and Hart-

ford Prolitic are in much demand on account of

their earliness. The lona is less popular than

it has been. I believe this variety has been pre-

maturely condemned and has not yet had justice

done it. It is certain that, so fur as the public

knows, there has not been a grape of so fine qual-

ity produced aniong all our native seedlings. A
few vines planted for fruiting two years

since, give promise of Iruit this season. As a

test of the healthiness of the vines I may men-

tion that, in August HH), I had a large number of

lona and Delaware vines growing alongside each

other, propagated from single eyes the spring

previously, and in every way treated alike. A
succession of cool nights after very warm wea-

ther, during which the thermometerjumped from

a night temperature of 78^ to 44^, produced mil-

dew all over the bloek of Delaware, while the

leaves of the lona were uninjured and remained

so to the end of the season. This is a particular

instance in an unfavorable season. The regions

hereabouts,and extending into Iowa,are toh^rably

free from mildew. A small vineyard of Delaware
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bore a fine crop last season, and carried their

leaves throuuh till late October frosts. There

can be no doubt if the lona gets as fair a trial as

the Delaware, that it will in time become more
popular than the latter variety.

Rebecca is the most reliable of the white grapes,

certainly much more so than Cuyahoga, which is

a very poor grower. Adirondac has proved a

f;iilure. Protected m the ordinary way with straw

or littery manure, the roots winter kill ; wi'th ex-

tra protection, it will survive ; such a grape is

not fit for general cultivation. Diana is a splen-

did grape here, and on gravelly or poor soil pro

duces fair crop of fruit ; but many make a great

mistake in planting it over rich soil, which cause

an immense growth of wood, but little fruit.—

Some may smile at the idea of suggesting to plant

grapes on poor soil. It must be understood, in a

western sense—the almost unbounded fertility of

our soil justifies it.

Many are going into the business of grape

growing, and I presume those who make a busi-

ness of it will reap their reward. The severe

cold of this winter, and the late spring frosts are

the most serious disadvantages. The long and

generally line fall seasons peculiar to this region

are particularly favorable for the ripening of

the fruit. I think the west, north and south are

more free from grape mildew than the east. It

would, perhaps, be interesting to many to know
if this is really so, and to what extent. There

are probably enough materials published, if some

experienced grape man would collect them to-

gether, many useful facts might be placed thereby

before the public.

[It might be as well to remind our readers of

what we have said in the past in reference to the

value of a dry soil for the gra^w. Poor soils are

very often dry ones and no doubt our correspon-

dent attributes to poverty what is rather due to

freedom from water. "What our correspondent

says of the lona is also just. We do not believe

their is any inherent disease in it ; and when it

can be had in perfection, it is to our taste better

than any native grape, and—though i)erhaps our

ta.ste may l»c considered vitiated—equal to any

foreign grape. It is well worth taking a little

extra care to have it good, and it certainly re-

quires more care than most other grapes. From
our last years experience, we^ believe that entire

freedom from water lying at the roots would be all

the extra care it would want, and we should very

much lik(! to hear of any experiments with it on

raised hanksA

BOTTLING FKUIT.

BY MRS. C. E. M., VINELAND, N. J.

The increased attention given during the last

few years to putting up fruit for winter use, adds

very much to good family economy, as well as

increases the comforts of many a humble home.
I have had such gratifying success in my little

Avay, and yet see so many failures in the experi-

ments of my friends, that I feel a temptation, not
to be resisted, to ofier you a few lines on the sub-

ject for your valuable Monthly,

I have for many years been in the habit of
using glass jars, but aa you know of late years
many have got to using tin cans. This is on ac-

count of cheapness. They cost less in their first

cost, and it is also given out in their favor that
they never break. But the fruit looks so pretty
in the glass jars that 1 never liked to give them
up, and though they are not now much in use
among my neighbors and friends, I stick by
them yet. The cracking part I have overcome.
I do it in this way. It used to be customary and
is for that matter, customary yet, to put the
glasses into cold water, and gradually heat them
up to near boiling point, when the heated fruit

is put in and closed up. But with all my great-

est care glasses often broke. Now I get a -wet
towel, double it four or five times, and set the
jar on this while pouring in the warmed fruit.

I adopted this plan all the last season, and did
not have one glass to crack. I saw the hint in
some newspaper, but cannot recollect where. It

seemed so unreasonable to cool them, instead of
warming them, that I was at first afraid to try
it, and very reluctantly experimented with two.
As they succeeded well, I did all that way last

summer, and shall continue to do them this in

the same way. This objection against my favor-
ite glasses is thus entirely removed, and their re-

mains nothing in favor of tin, but the first cost.

I use many different patterns ofjars, all of which
have clastic bands around the stoppers, some
tightened by screwing, others by a clasp. All
this is soon done, and the bottles soon opened
when wanted, which is an advantage over tin,

for which cement lias to be prepared, and which
takes time to open,—and then the superior clean-

liness of the process in the jars, is I think much
in their favor over tin.
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NOTES ox THE IIAEDIXESS OF SOME
THEES AND SIIEUBS.
BY A. C, PIIILADKT.PnrA.

It will interest many to know what kinds of

trees will withstand sucli combined influences as

high wind, with low temperature as we had last

winter. The following notes are made from a

collection growlncj together on a few acres of

rather low, but well drained soil near Philadel-

phia :

NOT HURT.

Pinus—Pallasii, excelsa, tuberculata, Eanksiana,

Pyrenaica,Monticola, mugho, montana,laricio,

cembra.

Picea—uobilis, pichta, Parsonsi, pectinata, cili-

cica.

Abies—excelsa, Menziesii, orientalis, Xordman-
iana.

y/,,(/rt—Parsoni, filipendula, Booth's dwarf, Si-

birica, aurea, plicata.

Torreya taxifolia (shaded on south side).

Taxus baccata fructu luteo.
"

Junqierus squamata,
_

"

tamariscifolia. "

Cupressus Lawsoniana, (erect.)

Taxus—elegantissima. lletinospora—obtusa.

All the 3[ahonias, if shaded on the south.

Magnolia— Lenne, Norbertiana, Soulangeana,

conspicua, acuminata, macrophylla.

Tamarix—Africana, Caspica.

Larix or Ahies—Ka^mpferi or japonica, name un-

settled, Dahurica.

Foi-sythia—viridissima and suspensa.

Viburnum—prunifolium, rugosum, plicatum, len-

tago, and cercis japonica.

Andromeda avborea, Berbcris purpurea, Loni-

cera tartarica rubra, (very handsome.)

Ligustrinn—ovalifolium, buxifolium.

Cor7iMS— mascula, sanguinea and stolonifera.

Salix caprc-a pendula, (Kilmarnock "Willow.)

Stuartia pentagynia and virginica.

All the Deutzias. (Deutzia crenatafiorepleno

is very fine.) All the Lilacs.

Callicarpa coerulea, Alnus cordifolia and mari-

tima. Prunus triloba. All the Spira?as, except

Lindleyana. Sophora japonica, Khamnus (syn.

Frangula) Carolinicnsis.

Cafalpa Ilimalaica, Ka'mpfcri and Bungci.

Ilalfsia tctraptera and diptera.

Planera acuminata, Juglans sinensis, Cladras-

tus tinctoria, Acer rubrum colchicum, Tilia ar-

geutea, Cerasus padus, Celtis crassifolium.

GlediUchia—horrida, mimosiofolia, casi)ica.

J?cx—opaca, (when shaded on south, )laurifolium,

(sheltered on north.)

FOLIAGE BROWXED.
Slightly—Picea cephalonica and amabilis, Podo-

carpus japonica, (when not well shaded on

south) ; Libocedrus decurrens, Pinus edulis,

lletinospora pisifera, P. Lambertiana.

Very much—Picea grandis, pinsapo and firma
;

Cedrus Libani, Pinus Benthamiana and Jef-

frey!.

Pinus Massoniana, 1 specimen very much,

another very slightly ; both equally exposed and

within 15 feet of each other, on ^ame level.

Very much—Cryptomeria japonica and C. japon-

ica Lobbii, both shaded. (Usually stand well,

when shaded on the south.)

HURT.

Badly—Eetinospora japonica, Taxus stricta, ri-

gidaand erecta,Abiesl)ouglassiand Smithiana,

Thujopsis borealis, shows some feeble signs of

life ; Cephalotaxus Fortunii and drupacea, not
quite dead; Pinus ponderosa (small specimen),

Cunninghamia sinensis, in a sheltered place,

dead ; one which was tied up loosely with
straw was not hurt. The former exposed on
south and southwest), Juniperus oblonga pen-

dula (not well shadedon the south), and sueccia,

(where much exposed on the Northwest) ; Ger-

man Tamarix mostly killed, some shooting

from the root. The African not materially

hurt; Taxus ericoides, (exposed to south sun).

Magnolia granditlora ferrugiua, so badly dam-
aged that T took oil" all ithe branches. It is

shooting freely from the trunk. (Pretty well

shaded on south, but not sufficiently protected

from north winds); Hex aquifolium, (needs

shelter on North, and shade on South side.)

Thuja ericoides, (when exposed on South side.)

Euonymus japonica, '' " "'

Cedrus deoclara, in feeble health. Thujopsis

dolobrata, so badly damaged that I took otVall

the branches. It is shooting from the trunk.

Itea Virginica. Retinospora ericoides, all

wrecked.

KILLED.

Ilex cornuta, (well protected except on south

side ;) several Swedish and Irish Junipers

;

Yitex agnus castus, killed to the ground. Be-

gmning to shoot from root. Ivy, English and
Irish, on east wall of house, foliage quite killed;

on west and north side, not hurt.

My largest Taxus baccata elegantissima, here-

tofore a ^robust plant, killed on southeast side

quite into the centre. It looks as if a cave had
been dug into it. On the fast it is shaded by a
CVdai'. The warming sun tirst struck it on ihe

southeast. On the north, though exposed to the

wind, it is unhurt. Cupressus Lawsoniana,
(drooping variety), killed.

One of my F. Suspensa capsuled abundantly
last year, but maturid no seed that I could dis-

cover. It is very feeble this year. Its neighbor
:j feet ofl", which bore a few abortive capsules, is

iu viirorous health.
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EDITORIAL.
OUR PLAX OF MAKING CURRANT

JELLY.
A lady tells us that she continues, every year,

to make Currant Jelly after a recipe we gave in

our second volume, and that she has never met
with any plan that anywhere near equals it. So

many, she says, know nothing of it, and she is so

often asked for a copy ot it, that she thinks we
would be favoring most of our lady readers by
publishing it again.

She says she feels an interest in the matter of

currant jelly, as she is one of that "eccentric

class who will not permit intoxicating liquors of

any kind to enter her house, and yet is not op-

posed to delicious summer-cooling drinks," and
that a spoonful of this jelly in a glass of ice water

is far more refreshing, she is sure, "than the

sherbets, or other fancies of wine inflamed wri-

ters."

She adds, "If you do republish it, say to your

readers that, for making the jelly in this vicinity

(Philadelphia), the Currants ought not to be

gathered later than July 10th. Late crops make
the poorest article."

We cheerfully reprint the recipe, thanking our

friend for her compliment and additional instruc-

tive hints. This is the way it is made :

Squeeze the juice out of the currants ; strain

and measure it. Put it in a copper or brass ket-

tle, and boil it until the scum ceases to rise ; then

without taking the juice ofl' the fire, stir in one

pound of well refined sugar to every pint of juice
;

and as soon as the sugar is fully dissolved, (which

will be in less than a minute,) take it off and

pour it into the vessels prepared to receive it.

This jelly retains the beautiful crimson color of

the currant much better than the old mode.

DESTROYING INSECTS.

We are glad to see that hand-work is getting

much more popular in destroying insects of the

beetle and caterpillar class, than it once was.

All the wholesale and chemical recipes have been

weighed, but the insects are not found wanting.

They have the advantage, so far, in all these

schemes.

AVc have seen instances where people have

spent an hour in arranging matters to drive away
or destroy insects, by some charmed process,

when a half hour of hand picking would have de-

stroyed the whole crop. The basket, or drop
worm, one of the worst enemies to evergreens is

very easily and very speedily destroyed in this
way.

Dr. Hull has shown how easily the curculio
can be kept down by an application of hand-labor
—and yet we find old fashioned and exploded no-
tions of curculio frighteners and scare insects
generally floating in great profusion through the
newspaper press.

Amongst the best kinds of hand labor a^rainst

insects, there is nothing better than bird labor.

We shall, no doubt, get some odium for this de-
fence of the "fruit thieves," "seed destroyers,"

and so forth
; but we are prepared for it. We

have examined the controversy on both sides
candidly, and our verdict is for the birds. The
result of our reflection on the evidence is put
thus :

From March till May or June, when the earli-

est strawberry or cherry ripens, birds feed on no-
thing but insects. During this time millions are
slain. If it were not for birds we should be over-
run with insects. AVhen fruit gets rijie we be-

lieve most insectivorous birds prefer it to animal
food—it is to them their after dinner dessert.

They are not over conscientious, and are inclined

to take much more than their share. In this

they must expect to be restrained, even though it

cost powder and shot to effect it.

One thing, however, is clear. We can employ
a boy to frighten away birds, if we have enou<'h
fruit to make it pay to do it ; but there is no
frightening the insects—and thus the evidence
favors the birds.

DUTIES ON TREES AND SEEDS.
The Committee of Ways and Means have re-

ported a new tariff bill, in which occurs the fol-

lowing:

" Exempt from duty, plants, trees, shrubs, and seeds,

imported especially for cultivation, and not for sale or
merchandise."

If we understand this right, it is an act of the

greatest injustice to American nurserymen, and
can result in no way to the benefit of the L^nited

States. What the business man imports for his

customers he has to pay thirty per cent, duty for,

but if the customer orders direct from the Euro-

pean nurserymen it comes duty free. The result
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of this will of course be to throw the whole trade

in trees iuto the hands of the foreign nurseryman
wlienever large places are to be planted and the

trees are under live feet high. The American
nursery business will be reduced to the smallest

kind of retailing. A man may not care to send
to Europe for a dollar tree because he might
save thirty cents, but when he wants one
hundred dollars worth or a thousand, three

hundred or even thirty dollars gained might
be Avorth looking at. Public parks ceme-
teries, and the grounds of the wealthy citi-

zen will undoubtedly be benefited by such a law;
but what the small buyers, farmers and working-
men—those who have but small yards and gar-
dens—have (lone that they should bear the whole
burden of this tax, or what the American nur-
seryman has done that his sales should be limit-

ed to large trees or small orders, is incomprelien-

sible to us.

The American nurserymen, as a body, were
opposed to import duties, but sacrificed their

feelings to patriotic duty. The result, however,
showed that it was no great injury, but in many
respects a gain to their trade. Young evergreens
and niany other articles, which it was thought
not possible to rais<; in this climate, have been
grown from seed cheaply and successfully. In
Illinois they are being produced, under the fos-

tering care of these duties, by the million.

Another good result has been seen in the influx

of good laborers and skilled workmen. Betore

the war our country was flooded with foreign

trees. Since then so many have been raised here

that the foreign nurserybusiness has nearly ceased

in the LTuitcd States, and the men who operated

abroad, finding no market, have emigrated here,

and American nurserymen have no difficulty in

getting good men for their work, as compared to

the trouble of a few years ago. Tlius they are be-

coming reconciled to the change.

The Pennsylvania Horticultural Society re-

cently refused, by a unanimous vote, to unite

with the Tennessee Horticultural Society, in

asking for a repeal of the duties on even rare trees

or seeds, so satisfied were they of the beneficial

working of the present laws. A regular free-

trade tariir wcnild be a poor return for such

patriotism ; but a tariff which takes away all

their best tnult;, which gives free trade to their

customers and high duties to themselves, is in-

sult on injury.

Yet, in some respects, the law will work to the

advantage of large nurserymen, and crush out the

small ones. In the matter of fruit seeds, as one

instance. Before the war, many millions of ix;ar

stocks were annually imported. One of the ef-

fects of the duty was, to find pear stocks could

be profitably raised here.

But the seed could not be had. Perry is not as

popular here as cider, and so the seed has to be

imported from the perry districts of Europe.

Under this new regulation, the large grower, the

large nurseryman, may import his seed, for his

own use, duty free ; the one who buys the seed to

sell again to the small nurseryman, must pay
duty, and the small nurseryman unjustly suffers.

Then see the door which the regulations will

open to fraud. As it is now, the honest importer

has a hard road to travel under false invoices.

Some, whom we know, have had to abandon
the business on account their inability to cope

with this knavishness.

This, however, is no argument against a legit-

imate tariff, as the honest man in every phase

of business has to struggle with dishonesty ; but,

smarting under injustice, moral feeling is not usu-

ally of the heroic order, and we fear the impor-

tations "not for sale or merchandise" will in--

crease to an extent that not even an officer accu-

stomed to the manners of a whisky ring will vm-

derstand.

BOUQUETS.

Those who have followed us closely through

the Oardener'^s Monthly, need not be told that we
have little sympath}' with that class of horticul-

turists called the natural school. Gardening of

course is an art, and though in a certain sense

the results of that art should have a natural look,

—that is, should not be unnatural,—the art itself

should in all cases be avowed and appai'ent.

Thus in landscape gardening, we see attempts

at making things look natural, result in failure.

One makes a rockery on his lawn, in front of the

parlor window, and di^^daining an artificial look,

throws the load of stone into a heap, as if waiting

to use it for building purposes ; scatters a little

dirt through it, and feels proud of his "rockery."

So in other branches ; the natural idea runs wild,

until the gardening bears about the same rela-

tion to civilization, as a dirty inikcnipt Indian

does to cultivated man.

The same Uiistakes arc made in Bouquet

making. Because some arrange them in a dense

mass, a proper hostility to " bunching," is en-

gendered ; but too frequently it creates the ojipo-
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site error, aiul we find nothing but a " liiglj'-

pigly mess."

True taste does not consij^t in being either

natural or artificial, but in combining together

pleasant ideas. A loose arrangement of cut dow-

ers pleases, only because it is graceful; and when
this looseness is in the extreme, or unsupported

by other pleasant associations, it ceases to be

graceful and degenerates to weakness. It is the

combination of the sturdy, with the graceful,

—

the rose or the Camellia, with a Stevia or the

Lily of the Valley, which makes up the charm of

arrangement,—^,just as in the harmony of colors

contrasts or neutrals, are as useful as the rest.

To our mind, a truly artistic bouquet is a

sweet thing ; not less so than the fragrance of

sweet llowers to our coporeal sense ; and the more

utility one can connect with a bouquet, the bet-

ter for art.

Xow why cannot we reform hand bouquets ?

A person goes to an opera, a concert, or a party

of any kind, and nuist have a bouquet. A hero
rides through on horseback, and he must be
smothered with flower bunches. Fashion and
courtesy demand their reception and retention

—

no matter for what purpose the hands are re-

quired, the bouquets must be held—they cannot
be set down. The round form—so pretty for a
table ornament— is a positive nuisance, under
such circumstances, as every lad}'^ knows, who
has had to hold one all the evening in her hand.
When the writer was a boy there was a fashion

to have fan bouquets. They could be laid flat

without injury to the flowers, if the hands were
wanted for other purposes. But these were un-
gainly things, no wonder they fell into disrepute •

but now that beautiful holders and stift'lace paper
backs and borders can be had for them, why not

bring up the style again? In our country espe- It is, as it now is, a great pleasure for many to

cialiy, where the intense heat renders the fan some- doze in church ; but how much greater the grat-

thing more than the mere luxury it is to other ' ification if lulled to sleep by the gentle breezes of

nations, these fan bouquets deserve especial pa- a hundred fan bouquets, each wafting the odor-

tronage. The combined bouquet and fan is a iferous breath of Carnations, Violets or Roses':*

charming idea. Or at operas, concerts, or Rssemblages of any
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kinds, where to sleep is unfashionable and not to

be thouiibt of, how much better to drink in, with

other sensual delights, an atmosphere fraught

with odors thrown oil' from a thousand moving

tlowiTs, such as was never dreamed of even

in "Arab}-, the blest !
"

The useful and the beautiful ; the artistic and

the natural, combined in this pleasant way, can

be accomplished by modern art and appliances.

Seeing an advertisement of Jacob Ilaehnlen's

boucpiet lace holders, in our last nuniber, we

walked into his esiablishment and was delighted

with the evidences ofprogress in this beautiful art.

All of the elegant patterns we saw, however,

were for round bouquets, but it was easy to see

how his genius, which has already given his es-

tablishment such a pre-eminence through the

United States, could get up something which

would accomplish our idea.

AVe give witli this a cut of somethmg like a

fan bouquet as we hope to see become popular,

and we trust that our friend Ilaehnlen, or some

other designing houses will do their best to in-

troduce them as speedily as possible. Extreme

lightness to avoid fatigue in using it, will of

course have to be combined with strength ; and

many other little details will have to be thought

of, but these will be easily overcome by yankee

genius. IVhen some years ago we suggested

in the Gar<lener'>s Monthhji cheap strawberry

boxes, we did not ourselves suppose the public

would ever have such abundant cause to thank

us, as we now see so generally about us, and we
have no doubt but the idea of a combined fan and

bouquet, will be as easily woi-ked out by our in-

ventive geniuses.

NOTES OF WESTERN TRAVELS.

Horticulture about St. Louis has scarcely

yet reached the position of one of the fine arts.

So far, it is little more than a branch of Agricul-

ture. Fruits and vegetables, as marketable com-

modities, command a wide spread interest. The

grape especially is a leading power ; indeed Hor-

ticulture with many here means little more than

grapes and ])eaches. This is the natural course

of things. In a new country people must have

essentials first, and true art has to bide its time

to follow in the wake of wealth and lei.sure
;
yet

we jjredict it will not be long before St. Louis

takes a prominent place amongst her older sis-

ters in art partronagc, and particularly in the

gardening art. Wc found must of her leading

men, of great public spirit ; and a wide spread

wish that a higher order of taste should prevail.

There seemed to us to be no better opening in

all the west for a first class landscape gardener.

There is already one whom we found much es-

teemed in his profession, Mr. Kerns, author of a

work on Landscape Gardening, and who has

charge of the principal public ground,—Lafayette

Park. Of Florists Mr. Goebel, has a very in-

teresting collection of flowering plants. Messrs.

Colman & Sanders have, we were told a first-

class nursery, but too far out of town for us to

see. Mr. J. M. Jordan has a rather ex-

tensive nursery, and being Avithin half an hour's

ride by the streetcars, we were able to see what

was going on. Mr. J. has a very large nursery,

coming on, a short distance from his home
ground ;he has had it but a short tinie, but the

young stocks looked very well ; the young pears

particularly, were at least equal to anything we
have seen anywhere. On his home grounds, a

vineyard of Concord grapes, was a beautiful

sight to see. These are trained at an angle of

about 4.j°, the apex leaning north and the trellis

formed of wire, and wooden posts. Some of our

friends with us did not see any advantage in it,

because what the south side gained by this in-

crease of light to the ground, was at the expense

of the north side ; but we heartly approved of it,

from a belief that one surfiice fully developed is

better than two only half formed.

The grapes are trained on the alternate system,

that is a 5'oung shoot is annually trained up from

the bottom, and after fruiting, the old wood is

cut awaj% The grapes were remarkably well

colored, large and fine, and as perfect as grapes

could be, and the crops could not be excelled. If

the system did not help the crop, as some of our

friends maintained, certainly it was no detriment

to the health or productiveness of the plants.

"We wished to go to both Ilerniaiui and Alton,

as did Mr. Saunders, of tlu> Aizricultural Depart-

ment. AVe had not time for both, so we divided

our teams, he heading lor the one and we for the

other, denying ourselves the pleasures of each

others company, for the public good, and trusting

that the good public would appreciate our per-

sonal sacrifices in their behalf. We had the

company of the excellent Sujierintendent of the

Chicago, Alton and St. Louis It. R.,so far as Al-

ton, and may here return our thanks to this gen-

tleman for courtesies extended tons. Everywhere

west we received kindness and attenticm, which

enabled us to be far more useful to our readers.
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than we could otherwise have been, and if our

notes prove jilcasantand profitable to our readers,

they have to tl\ank as much our western friends

for kindness and facilities so kindly and so gen-

erally artbrded us.

Alton is an old fiishioned town, reminding us

more of sonic old villages of Europe, than any

thing usually seen in the United States. It is

about thirty miles above St. Louis, in the State

of Illinois. Though so antiquated in appearance,

it is filled with as modernized a set of men in the

frequently make up for many deficiencies in

other matters.

A few miles further out, is the estate of the

3*Iessrs. Starr, in which were many acres of

grapes. The Concord and Catawba is the main
reliance, although all the leading kinds were
grown, and grown with satisfaction. We were
taken to many orchards in the vicinity, and
found with much to encourage, that even in this

Eden of fruit culture, some serpent was bound
to enter. One particular trouble was the ajtph

horticultural line, as we have anywhere met /re bZiy/ti, which,' akin to the common pear blitrht,

with. The soil and climate, to be sure is admi- we saw here for the first time. Whole branches
rably adapted to horticultural operations, but all suddenly go otl', in a short time just as the pear,
these would be of no value, without live men to and precisely the same way, that is by a patch
take advantage of them. of disease going round a two three or four year
The Horticultural Society here is one of the old branch, for a few inches in width, girdling

most useful in the United States. The members the stem, and checking the flow of sap, instantly
meet in one another's houses, and after discussing destroying all above it. We have no doubt, but
horticulture, have a good time generally. The
leading men of the place take an interest in these

matters, and good horticulturists as all of them
are, and ardently devoted as we found them to

the cause, it was plain to be seen that the ladies

were as intelligently interested in the cause as

the stronger, but least interesting, half of crea-

tion. We were fortunate in finding Mr. Wil-

lard E. Flagg at his office, keeping guard over

the treasury of good Uncle Samuel, and were

soon " put through m good western style." Our
first call was on Mr. McPike, whom we found an

interested student of the Natural Science of

House building. His new mansion is probably

the handsomest about the city. On the grounds we
found a very interesting collection of rare ever-

greens, but the great charm was the vineyard.

The Delawares, and and indeed all other varie-

ties were worth a hundred mile trip to see,—all

kinds seemed to thrive. If the paradise lost by

Adam had been famous for its grapes, instead of

its apples, most assuredly we should have found

the lost garden here, and in the owner the happy
Adam himself. We do not mean to comjjare

our friend with the historic manly appearance of

our first parent, because we are not given to such

personal compliments, though in this instance,

we might not be far wrong if we were ; but we
mean in the intense enjoyment he seemed to de-

rive from his success for its own sake, and in the-

exhibition of it to his friends. He attributed

much of his success to his system of manage-
ment, but we think much more is due to his per-

sonal enthusiasm and love for his horticultural

children. A happy combination ofcircumstances

as in the pear it is caused by a parasitic fungus
;

but as very large branches are not destroyed, and
it seems much more regular in its destructive

operations than the pear blight, it is quite likely

to be another species. That it was a parasite,

having the power to spread from tree to tree,

was clear from the way the diseased trees fell in

line one after another. Its trace could be as well

discerned through the orchard, as a streak of
Canada thistles, through a piece of arable land.
Our western friends had bettor keep an eye on
this insidious enemy,—cutting away and destroy-

ing as soon as it appears, will no doubt be ef-

fective.

Another curious disease new to us, we found
in the peach. The Iruit rots, as we often see in

the east, but it does not rest with the fruit,—the
branch it is attached to dies away, down to the
main stem, from which it sprang. We could
form no theory of this very destructive disease; but
as we left Alton, we found a valuable microscope
from Philadelphia just arrived, for the use of the
Horticultural Society, and we shall no doubt hear
all about these things soon from the intelligent

gentleman who acts as the chiefofficer ofthe insti-

tution. Dr Hull's place on the river, near the
Piasa Blufl's, was particularly interesting. In
no place in the Union have we seen fruit culture
in so many varied forms, so successfully, and as
a matter of course under such circumstances
intelligently conducted.

It would be well worth any ones while to visit

these grounds, before going into fruit culture for
themselves ; not boring the Doctor however
who seemii to be his own chieflaborer, and whose
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ximo must be therefore, very valuable ; which

fact led us the more to appreciate the time he be-

stowed on us. Mr. Flafig's homestead and fruit

gardens, was a very interesting spot, for here we
found some of the oldest apple trees in the State,

some of the most extensive 3'oung plantations,

and one of the most intelligent and estimable of

gentlemen to own them. Mr.F. is an enthusiast in

the liteiature, as well as in the practice of horti-

culture, and his library is a museum oflitei-ary trea-

sures. The youngapple trees werejust coming into

bearing, and the old trees were very successful,

which we are glad to make a note of, because ilr.

F. we believe is an advocate for a continuous

keeping of a loose surface to an orchard through

all time, Avhich we are not ; and it gives us just

as much ])lcasure to record facts, which may
seem to militate against a favorite theory, as if

they supported it, as all we wish is the truth. Af-

ter a very pleasant day spent with Mr. Shaw, at

his botanic gardens, to which we shall some time

again refer to, our next point was Chicago,

at which we stopped a short time ; but as

we have an invitation from the American

Association for the Advancement of Science,

to meet them there in August next, and which

we shall probably accept, we shall defer our

further Western notes until our return.

SCRAPS AND aUEHIES.

Duties on Trees, iseeds, &c.—We have the

following note from Mr. Baoux. Since our arti-

cle in another column was written, we have a

letter in which occurs the following :
" Commis-

sioner Capron denies that he favors such a law,

but I understand the clause is inserted at his

suggestion."

"The >s'cw York Tribune of the 6th inst., gives

copy of a bill, agreed on in the Committee of

Ways and Means, at Washington, the section 8th

of which reads as follows :

* And be it further enacted, that from and
' after the passage of this Act, the importation

' of the articles hereinafter mentioned and em-
' braced in this section, shall be exempt from
* duty. That is (many articles are here enume-

rated,) and tiien, "plants, trees, shrubs and seeds

' imported especially for cultivation, and not for

' sale as jnerchandise.'

In 1801, a few Nurserymen petitioned Congress

to impose a duty on trees, plants, and seeds,

which cuuld then be imported free. (Some of the

pf'titioners have since told me that they regret

having done so.) However, Congress granted

their request, and imposed ;$0 per cent, (payable

in gold, of course,) on cost of the articles, on cost

of packing and packages, on cost of transportation

fr m foreign nurseries to j.orts of shipment, and

on 2i pc r cent, on all this besides.

At present, it is intcudud to maintain that duty

on such plants, &c., as are impoi'ted for sale, and

to let those come in free, which are imported for

cultivation especially, and not for sale.

If the law is thus made, the honest dealer in

foreign nursery stocks must give uji his business,

because dishonest dealers, by swearing their

goods free through the Custom House, will be able

to under sell him.

Neither can any man swear that the stocks

and evergreens, which he imports b}- the million,

are especially for cultivation and intended never

to be sold again. Nurserj-men and dealers being

the only importers of trees, plants, shrubs and
seeds, thence, no one will be benefited by the in-

tended discrimination, except such persons as

can swear falsely, and foreign nurserymen who
will look for a tratle amongst planters and far-

mers direct.

May be, I am prejudiced by ni}- own interest

in the matter ; but, really, I cannot conceive of

a single argument in favor of the proposed mea-
sure. On the contrary, I anticipate that it will

cause great inccmvenience. If any of your read-

ers view it in another light, I, and probably

others, would be obliged to them for their opin-

ions."

CiiERnv Seed.— (;, W. T., La Gro, Wabanh
Co., Ind., asks : "How can 1 obtain good seed-

ling Cherry stocks speedily ? Can I grow them
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from the seed of any of oui' common Cherries so

that they will receive, protitly, the bud or graft

of the improved kinds ? If so, how shall I treat

the seed ?

[Any common cherries will do for stocks, though

those which gx'ow wild are preferred. Mash ofl'

the pulp as soon as ripe, and dry in the shade

—

not in bulk, or they will heat. Keep them this

way until ready to sow. Many sow them in fall

—but we do not know but to keep them cool and
damp through the winter (not in sand) is not as

gtiod a way as any,— to sow early in spring.]

IfAME OF Plant. — A. M., PitUhurg, Pa.,

writes: "I enclose branch and flower of a tree

grown from a seed picked out of a sack of coffee.

It is a stranger to me. Please name it."

[^16ci(s precatorius.]

About Spruces.— G. W. X)., Kent, Portage

Co., Ohio, sends us some branches, from which

all the leaves have fallen, and says : "I enclose

twigs of what seems to me to be three distinct

varieties of native Spruces.

No. 1 has red buds, foliage much like the Nor-

way Spruce, but uniformly of one color. From
northern Xe'w York. Is it Abies rubra ? Buds
start late.

Xo. 2 is earlier in starting, has cones shaped

like the Xorwaj', but quite small, lA to 2 inches

long, and quite slender. Is it the Black Spruce

or Abies nigra ?

No. 3 has the small cones upon it ; it is more

open, foliage of a silvei'y green color, and its

lower branches die out early. Is it the White

Spruce or Abies alba ?

Are there any other native Spruces within the

limits of the United States, and east of the Mis-

sissippi River V

[We can make nothing of the mixed mass of

leaves and branchlets, and can only say that, the

White Spruce {Abies aJha) have cylindrical cones;

while the Black or lied Spruce, which are one

and the same thing {Abies ni^ra), have ovate

cones. These Spruces vary very much, individ-

ually—but Black and Rod Spruces can be had

from the same package of seeds. We have, be-

sides these, the Hemlock Spruce east of the Mis-

sissippi.]

the Norway Spruce makes up " the warp and

most of the filling," of our orders to Europe—it

being, jjcrhaps, the only evergrec^n tree without

fault. The Balsam Fir—our native-which has

so man}' good qualities when young, I have left

out of my new grounds, on account of its shabby

old age, which always commences before a boy

has seen years enough to be his own master. It

will have to be admitted.

The White Pine would be a favorite with me
if it did not demand so large a space to perfect

its beauties. There are thousands who possess

the light sandy soil which they can spare by the

acre—a soil, too, it delights to grow in—and for

them it is invaluable.

The tree mostly planted throughout the North

is the American Arborvita?, and its merits are

well understood. Nursery grown trees of this

class may be removed any day in the year when

the frost will permit. To test this, at one of the

most unfavorable seasons I had nineteen hundred

plants set out in the ^'Evergreen Cemetery," at

Portland, Maine, in the month of November.

This was about eight years ago, and every plant

is alive at the present time.

Your theory in regard to the fatal effects of

wind, the Hemlock fully proves to be correct.

Its hardihood, where the thermometer falls

low is rarely seen to fliil. I think you have some-

where spoken of Evergreen trees being intersper-

sed alternately or otherwise, among orchards

;

and on this point more light is needed

.

But my object was more fully to ascertain the

effect of the past lointer on Evergreens, as by this

time it must be pretty generally known. Notes

of Mr. Sargent in last Monthhj, are valuable.

Can he not afford us another article, giving us a

list of all Evergreens that are as hardy as the

Norway Sj/ruce i 2d. All as hardy as the Irish

Juniper.

1st. In the order of their value /or shelter. 2d.

In the order of their beauty.

In this latter view, I was so well pleased with

some samples of Cupressus Lawsoniana, Just

imported, that I regret to see it among the

"killed and wounded."

Hardy Evergreens at Springfield,

Mass.—A correspondent says: "Our list of Ever-

greens that we can depend on is so limited, that

Pronged Uov.fi.—B. R., Monvmnth. Pa.—
These are digging forks bent like hoes. It is

another name for hoe tork, which we have used

many years, and often recommended under this

name m our magazine. We know nothing of

any "patent improvements" thereon.
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Florida Lily.—Our Volusia correspondent
sends us the following note which refers to Ama-
Tyllls hni(/'folia : I send you, by to-day's mail, 3
bulbs of what is commonly called the "Florida
River Lily," a very beautiful and highly fragrant
flower. My friends up North (Boston and Xevr
York) cannot name it for me ; I cannot, either.

I send these bulbs to you, hoping that you may
be able to tell me what it is. Some say it is an
Amaryllis ; some a Crinum ; others a Pan-
cratium.

I will give a brief description of them, and if

you pot these bulbs and have them flower, I am
sure vou can name them.

The bulbs are flowering bulbs—that is, they
will flower this season. They will not stand your
winter. This plant grows freely and abundantly
on the banks of the river St. Johns and its tribu-

taries, and is found only in the low, peaty parts

of the bank, where it is immersed in the running
water. It bears, in May or June, three beauti-

ful, fragrant white flowers, on the end of a long
scape. Petals 6, stamens 6, pistil L
There are three diderent varieties : one with

plain petals, one with petals connected at base by
a fine, delicate tissue, about the size of a " Mar-
vel of Peru" flower, and one with petals finely

imbricated. This last variety blooms in the
fall. The whole of these varieties seem to be

propagated by a large, fleshy head, of a light

green color,—in size and shape like a Horse
Chestnut.

I have this plant growing finely in my garden,

the soil of which is a coarse sand, very dry. I

think it will suit in any soil, but believe a mix-
ture of peat and silver sand would be most ac-

ceptable, as that approaches nearer to its natural

soil. It will require a large pot or box, as the

fibrous roots are quite large and numerous, and
spread fhr in search of nourishment.

iNVEurmo CuTTiKGs. — J. L. p., TJi)2Jer

Darbij, Ph.—" I notice that Andrew S. Fuller,

at the New York American Institute Farmers'
Club, held May '2(jth, 1S138, in answer to Horace
Greeley, stated that, if cuttings be stuck upside

down, the flow of sap would also be reversed.

Please give us thy experience in the case, in the

3/wt/J//, and inform us whether cuttings so re-

versed can always, or ever, be grown into vigor-

ous plants."

[Mr. Fuller is right : it nmkes no difference

^hich end of a cutting goes iu the ground, the

sap will flow from either end. Try it in a tip

rooting Raspberry or Blackberry, and you will see

it for yourself. Tie up the runner, next year,

Nvhich bears the root at its apex, and you will

find it bear fruit for you as well as any other

cane, although, of course, the vessels through

which the sap flows are inverted.]

Seedlixg YEnuENAs.-3fr. S. H. Purple

sends some more specimens of his very pretty

seedling Verbenas.

AGRicrLTURAL COLLEGES.—AVe are glad to

learn,from a correspondent, that the Pennsylvania

State Agricultural College gives, at length, some
promise of usefulness. It is interesting to note

how slow is the growth of all great ideas, and
how encouraging it should be to bear up against

continual discouragement, in the hope that a true

and good principle will ultimately prevail.

Amongst the earliest advocates of this College

were Judge Woodward,Gov. Bigler, and the late

Dr. W. D. lirinckle. They followed in the wake
of Massachusetts.

It must be eighteen years ago since the matter

was first ])rought up in that body b)', we believe,

^larshall P. Wilder, who may honestly consider

himself the father of these State Colleges. Mas-
sachusetts is still leading the van in this good

work. We see by the papers that SoO,000 have

recently been appropriated for new College build-

ings at Amherst, which will enable them to ac-

commodate 100 scholars. It must be very grati-

fying to Mr. Wilder to see how vigorously his

aood seed is everwhere vegetating.

War IX Fraxce agaixst Cockchafers.-
In the district around Amiens, Department of

Somme, in the north of France, war to the

death has been proclaimed against the cockchafer

{Mehntha vuhjar^s), called also ^lay bug or dor-

beetle, apremiinn of 10 francs, a hectolitre (about

$1 per bushel) brought to the authorities such a

quantity of these troublesome bugs, that they

were induced to reduce the premium to 4 francs

a hectolitre ; and even at this premium expert

hunters are able to earn good day wages. These

j

bugs are mixed with lime and thrown into a pit

to be used as a manure.
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BOOKS, CATALOGUES, &C.

The Book of Evkkgreens.—A practical trea-

tise on the Coniferje, or Cone-bearing plants.

By Josiah Iloopes, member of the Academy of

Natural Sciences of Philadelphia. Xew York :

Orange Judd & Co.

This is the full title of one of the most inter-

esting books of the season. A good work on

Coniferse has long been wanted. Carriere, in

France, and Gordon, in England, have tried it

and both measurabh- failed. In commenting cm

Gordon's work, Dr. Lindley attributed the ill

success to the fact, that Gordon was not a scien-

tific man. "Xone but a botanist should attempt

such a task."

But Carriere, writing from the pure scientific

standpoint, met no better success. It is so rare

to find science and practice united in the same

individual, and yet so necessar}' in a work on

Conifera.% that we were without hope of seeing

one.

Mr. Iloopes, however, is just the man for

the task—a good botanist, who can appreciate

the proper claims of a form to specific characters

—an enthusiastic collector of living plants of the

tribe ; and, with an excellent opportunity of ex-

amining and comparing disputed points, no one

could have a better chance of distinguishing him-

self in this line. That he would succeed, no one

who knows the man could doubt. That he has

succeeded, an examination of the work fully tes-

tifies.

It makes an octavo of 431 pages, handsomely

illustrated in the usual elegant style characteris-

tic of C^range Judd & Co. It treats of the history

of the Pine family—about soil and planting, pro-

pagation, pruning and management. Evergreen

hedges, diseases, injurious insects, selection of

sites, selection of varieties, synopsis of the gen-

era, description of all the known species and vari-

eties.

The last topic, of course, occupies a considera-

ble portion of the work, and is a very important

chapter, as it is just here that the want of com-

prehensive views, in previous authors, has been

felt ; while it is just the subject, owing to the ex-

isting confusion of names, that every one wants

to know about, and which makes a work of this

kind so necessary to every good Horticultural

library.

It is quite possible that the critical reader may
not, in all cases, be willing to adopt the nomen-

clature of the auth(n' ; he may not, perhaps, be

willing to regard Pinus montana as nothing but

a synonym of rinits pumilis, and yet adopt Piims

muylio as, not a variety merely, but a distinct

species from P. montana. He may doubt

whether Pinus laricio is any more worthy of being

separated from PinuH Austnaca, than Pinus Pal-

lassiana, and so on through the whole chapter.

But we doubt whether any one could, on the

whole, make up a better book from existing ma-

terials, and we cordially recommend it as one

which does much credit to American Ilorticultu-

al literature, and which will long be of standard

authority on the subjects of which it treats.

Woodward's Record of Horticulture, for

1867. Second Vol., Edited by A. S. Fuller.

Has just appeared, why so late in the season

does not transpire. It has one of the best lists

of Nursery and Seedsmen in it,which have come to

hand so far. These annual volumes, showing the

improvements ofpast year,are always interesting,

and when carefully compiled are of great value.

Amongst the " Peaches of 1867," we were

surprised not to find George IV, Old Mixon

or some other of these favorites. Van Buren's

Golden dwarf, however, (figured and described

in the Ganlener'>s Monthly for 1859) we are

glad to find has not been overlooked.

We may observe that this was " described "

in an entirely original way, by the American

Journal of Horticulture last year. It is customary

with " high toned " describcrs to refer to any pre-

vious description, should one have beeij made by

any respectable contemporary. No one expects

this species of honesty in the J. of II., but one

might have looked for it in the ''Ilecord of Horti-

culture."

Noxious Insects of the State of Illinois.

—By B. D. Walsh, M. A., acting State En-

tomologist.

This is a very valuable contribution to En-

tomology, for which we are indebted to the en-

i
terprise of the Illinois State Horticultural Society

which is sustained by an apprui)riation from the

1 State Legislature, and which donated ifoUO of

the one year's money to Mr. Walsh,to enable him

j
to prosecute the researches which form the basis

of this report.
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Transactions of American Pomoloqical
Society,—Eleventh Session, at St. Louis, 1807.

This, the united efforts of President Wildei",

Secretary Elliot, and reporter Brandon, is very

creditable. It strikes us as remarkably accuiate

and one of which the oflieers and the Society gen-

erally will be proud.

come afterwards a regular subscriber. It is espe-

cially well suited to have in families, where every

influence is now required to counteract the de-

sire for the trashy literature which every parent

deplores.

A FEW THOUGHTS ON THE TiDE, and the Cir-

culation of Air and Water, cauainfj a change of

form of the Surfareofthe Earth.—By A. Purves,

member of the Franklin Institute of Philadel-

phia.

A fifteen jiajie pamphlet, suggestive of many
points in natural philosophy, some of which must
be true. One makes it probable that earth's axis

is in a continual state of change, scarcely appre-

ciable perhaps annually, but great in the aggre-

gate of innumerable years, which on the theory

that motion is an unvarying property of matter,

cannot be gainsayeJ.

The American Naturalist.—Published at

Salem.

This is now in its second year. Its aim is to

popularize science, by clothing it in a more 'every

day' dress, than is usual in pure Scientific Jour-

nals. It has been so far as well supported as one

could expect a pioneer work of this kind to be,

but not near as well as we should like to see it.

We are quite sure that any lover of rural life

sending 25 cents, for a single number, would be-

Transactioxsof Indiana State Horticul-
tural Society, for 1867. From Mr. J. S.

Dunlop.

By the list of members published, we judge

this Society, is very well sustained ; and with

transactions so ably arranged, and evidently of

much value to Indiana Pomologists, they have

every encouragement to support the Society.

Delaware the Garden State of the Un-
ion.—By Henry S. "Williams, Agricultural

Editor of the Independent.

Will be found a very useful work to any wish-

ing to know the capabilities of the soil of Dela-

ware, and the many circumstances f:\vorable to

the fruit and garden operations for which the

little State is becominsr famous.

Fifth Annual Report of the Proceedings
OF THE West .Jersey Fruit Growers As-
sociation, 18(57—'68.

We are indebted to Mr. W. Parry, for this ac-

count of the success of one of our most useful

fruit societies.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Disease in Conifer^.—The following from

Mr. IIoopcs' New Book is worthy of serious at-

tention. Though did'ering from the author as

to the necessity of previous disease in the case,

the facts are not the less worthy of study : "One
of the newer diseases prevalent among evergreens,

and one from which the " Strobi " group ofpines

is singularly and entirely exempt, manifests it-

self as follows : Early in the autumn a few

minute spots are noticed at thi' apex olthe leaves,

wliich L'r.tdually extend downward to the hnse,

until th(!y almost cover the entire surface. The
leaves finally beconv; so diseased as to fall off,

thus leaving a long, bare brand, either com-
pletely destitute of foliage, or occasionally with a

small tuft of reddish-brown leaves at the ex-

tremity. We have noticed that, until very I'e-

cently, trees growing on low, damp grounds,

where there was imperfect drainage, were al-

ways attacked first. Especially was this the

more clearly shown in nursery rows, where we
would observe a few trees standing in a spot

where, during winter particular!}', there was
stagnant water about the roots ; and whilst

these trees would be gradually dying with this

mysterious malady, others in the adjoining rows

would be perfectly free from its effects. Within the

past year, however, this disease has become less

fastidious in its selection of situation, and has

assumed moro of the character of an epidemic,
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spreading to trees that were gro^^ing in soils

exactly the opiiosite in nature to the above. We
have lately observed its appearance on a plant of
'' Pinus Austriaca '" and " P. laricio, "standing

on a dry, gravelly hillside, where the surface had

been washed away by the heavy rains. To these

two extremes of unsuitable soils this disease is

almost entirely confined, and rarely can it be

observed in such pines as are growing in well

prepared ground.

After having examined and patiently studied

this unhealth}- state of the tree, from the first

intimation of disease, through its various stages,

until death ensues, we are obliged to admit that

we cannot make any positive statements in re-

gard to its cause or eradication. In the disease

under consideration, small spots are perceived

on the leaf of pine, which spread rapidly, the}'

cover the whole surface. Under a good lens

these spots are discovered to be a ver}-- minute

fungoid plant, which finding a suitable condition

for its growth, speedily destroys the leaf. As
all vegetable productions when in a perfectly

healthy state are free from the numerous para-

sitic growths that are common to diseased plants

or trees ; therefore, when any appearance of the

lower order of Cryptogamia,—such as fungi?

mosses, and lichens,—become visible, something

must be assuredly wrong in the functions of the

plant itself. The parasitic vegetation is not the

primary cause of ill health, as some imagine, and

and hence the mischief is performed before these

outward forms become appai'ent ; and although

these are charged with being the prime instiga-

tors, they are in reality but the eflect of disease

previously contracted by the tree. The species

that we have found to be most easily affected are

the "Pinus Austriaca," "'P. laricio," "P. pyre-

nacia and P. Pallasiana, " with perhaps a few

others, and in every case the diseased trees were

members of the two-leaved group of pines.

PEACnES AND Plums.— To Bemove the Skin

from Peaches—An Excellent and Expeditious

Method.—Make a \yc as strong as possible of

wood ashes and solt water. Fill a kettle with

lye, and, when boiling rapidl}', drop in twelve or

eighteen peaches, and take out again almost im-

mediately, and immerse them in a pail of cold

water. Take one in your hand and you will

perceive tliat the rind will slip off entirely, leav-

ing a round, In autiful yell<jw ball ; throw it im-

mediately into another pail of pure water, and

and so proceed until all are done. This process

will not injure the flavor of the finest peach, and

once tried, the old ftishioned method of peeling

with a knife will not again be adoiited. If the

lye is not strong enough, put into the kettle two

dipperfuls of clean wood ashes. This is an ex-

cellent way to rid small onions of their jackets

preparatory to pickling them. Try it.

Peaches to Bottle.—After seeing that your

bottles or cans, with their proper lids, are ready,

season your bottles, by pouring into each one a

pint of water in which you can bear to hold

your hand any length of time, but which should

be quite warm. Place upon the fire a nice

clean porcelain or brass kettle, in which is

about a pint of water ; sweeten it and place

in the peaches which are prepared. We al-

ways have ours. As soon as boiling, empty a

bottle of warm water and fill with poaches, push-

ing the topmost well under the juice, and put on

the lid immediately
;
put more peaches into the

kettle, and more sugar and water as required.

We always keep a kettle of boiling water ready

at the back of the fire.

To Pickle Peaches.—Wi])e them well, and stick

into each one, three or four cloves, and place in

a crock, and prepare a pickle as follows : To one

peck of peaches allow three lbs. of sugar, and

nearly one quart of vinegar. Scald and pour over

three successive mornings.

Plums to Pickle.—After weighing, place the

plums in a jar or crock, a layer at a time ; be-

tween each layer scattering a few cloves, stick

cinnamon, and allspice. Then to three lbs. of

fruit allow one lb. ofsugar, and vinegar enough

to moisten nicely ; boil and pour over •,set the jar

in a kettle of warm water, and let the water boil

till the plums are soft, or drain them and pour

over again till the juice will cover the plums.—

Country Gentleman.

CuPX'ULio.—The following is from the Circu-

lar^ and is the plan pursued by the Oneida Com-

munity :
" We take two long, double width sheets

and fasten small bars of wood at the ends

of each. At half past four o'clock in the morn-

ning the sheets are manned by four hands (one

taking hold of each end of the sheets) who pass

under a tree, holding a sheet on each side, thus

covering all the surface under the branches of the

tree. A fifth man, armed with a six-foot batter-

ing ram well pad(l(>d at the end, thim gives the

trees several sudden jars, which causes a shower
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of dofcctive fruit, bu?s, worms, and flies of va- poaranoo, alkalinous solutions or tobacco decoc-

rious sorts, together with our jrame—the cur- tions, will have to be resorted to, but thoy may
culio— to fairupon the sheets. The operation is also be destroyed b)'' crusliing them l>etween the

perforuird thus early in the day, because while it thuml> anil finger, doubling the leaf together,

is cool the curculio is in a semi-torpid state, and althouirh this operation is not very agreeable to

a slight jar loosens his hold on the tree and nervous sensibilities.

tumbles him below while to stupid too fly.

Lancasteu County (Pa.) Horticultural
Society.—At a recent meeting Professor S. S.

Prices of Nursery Stock at the West.—
Trees and shrubs seem to be reachincc higher

Rathvon read the fullowinu :
" On the 30th of

,

P^'ces at the west than heretofore. A writer in

May, the presant season, I found upon my rose-

buslies in my garden, in goodly uurabsrs, but

with bad intent, the parent of what is pretty

well known among florists and amateurs as

the " Rose-Slug, " and I exhibit them on this

occasion, in order that those interested may
avail tliemselves of the benetits that such knowl-

edge affords. There are different species of these

insects, but the principal ones, are those that at

Prairie Farmer describing the grounds of the

Illinois industrial university, thus writes :

'' A row of silver maples reaches entire!}- around

the grounds, as street trees. They are 20 feet

high and are put in at SI.00 each.

I notice Larches, Arbor A^'ittes, &c., at S5.00

each ; oOO Norway Spruce at $2.00 each, also,

rose bushes, Spireas, Lilacs, IIoneysu(;kles, Wis-

tarias, &c., &c., for all of which it is proposed to

tack the leaves of the rose, the cherry and the i

charge S2. 00 each."

pear. Thoy belong to a family of Ilymenopterous
j

insects commonly called Saw-flies, and are the

Tentiikedixd.e of entomologists. The species

here exhibited is the Selandrice rosce, and I have \

no doubt that those who have cherry and pear
j

trees, may now also find the S. cerasi and per-

haps a 8. j).'//-/, although it is thought that there

is but one species, that indiscriminately attack

both the cherry and the pear. The rose Selandriaj
|

or Saw-fly, is a small shining or jet black insect,
'

about a quarter ofan inch in length, and has four

dusky tranparent wings, that lap longitudinally

on the back, with a heavy black opaque anterior
j

or costal margin. Its larva is a repulsive snail-

like slug that lays flat on the upper surface of the

leaves, eating them away, disfiguring and mar-

ring the health and beauty of the bush. These

larva mature and go into the ground, to un-

dergo their transformation in July. There are

two broods, the last one remaining under the

ground until the following spring. These Saw-

flies can be easily captured by the hand, if the

rose-bushes are visited early in the morning, or

during cool cloudy days. They then will be

found on the bushes or contiguous plants, and

should be immediately destroyed. During a

warm sunny day, they an; too active to capture

easily. They are somewhat later than usual the

present season, and I have no doubt that if im-

mediately attended to, much vexation and la-

mentation, over despoiled rose-bushes, may be

avoided. If prevent ion has been neglected, or

is ineffectual, then when the, slug makes its ap-

I

The Iowa Agricultural College has es-

j

tablished a grade of non-resident Professorship,

I

appointing the following gentlemen to the offices :

j

Professor of Geology and Natural History.

—

Professor Agassiz, of Cambridge, ^lass.

1 Sheep, Husbandry, &c.—Hon. J. B. Grinnel,

; of Grmnell, Iowa.

I

Fruit Culture.—Professor J. J. Thomas, Edi-
' tor of the Ilorticultiu-al Department of the Coun-

try Gent'ettirin, and author of the "American

Fruit Culturist."

i

Professor of Horticulture and Landscape Gar-

j

dening.—Dr. John A. Waider, (President of the

I State Pomological Society of Ohio) Cincinnati,
' Ohio.

Professor of Veterinary, ^Medicine and Surgery.

—Dr. Dadd, Chicago, Illinois.

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.— Pro-

fessor Johnson, of Yale College.

Preservixo Grapes.—In answer to a cor-

respondent The London Cottage Gnnlcnery says :

Dipping them in lime water must l>e very objec-

tionable, for it would not adhere to them unless

the bloom were first rubbed off, and then a great

beauty is taken from them. If the lime did ad-

here, we do' not think it would preserve the grayies

longer than they can be preserved without it.

They may be kept for months if himg, stalk end

downwards, in a cold, dry, dark closet.
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FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
A CuRiOTTS Feast.—A singular feast, being

in fact, a foast ot radishes, oaten eake and .but-

ter, with strong ale, was given one night re-

cently (says an English paper) at Levens Hall,

Westmoreland, the seat of the Hon. Mary How-
ard. This is quite a customary affair. In the

olden time it was the duty of the Kendal cor-

poration to open the Minthorpe fair by reading

the ring's charter, and for this purpose that body

used to proceed to the old post town in state, the

mayor and his municipal colleagues in cocked

hat, and robes, bearing the silver mace and other

insignia ofoihce.

Having opened the fair, the corporation then

accepted an invitation to Levens, and proceeding

thither they were received by the master of the

hall, and by him entertained at a feast composed

of the primitive viands above described. After-

wards the guests walked around the grounds,

and thence returned to Kendal. Of course this

was merely a complimentary recognition of the

Kendal dignitaries, and as such it has been re-

garded ever since. Now, however, the feast has

become more general ; for in addition to the ex-

isting corporation as many of the male portion

of the public as like to be present are aduiitted,

and ample provision made accordingly.

About one hundred and fifty persons, some of

them the leading gentleman of the county, were

present. Two large tables were laid out in the

garden, and upon these were pyramids of oaten

cake and patties of butter, together with a whole

crop of radishes and sundry cans of strong ale.

There was the greatest liberality manifested, and

the guests ate and drank with evident zest. One
important feature of the feast is the compulsory

form entitled " drinking the constable." This is

an ordeal through which all strangers are re-

quired to pass, and for that reason is not gene-

erally admired by the neophytes themselves,

though greatly appreciated by the older vis-

itors.

There is a forfeit too. A large glass, of unique

form, like a tankard on a pedestal, is filled with

some dark-brown liquor called " morocco," being

strong ale made from burnt malt, and this

is given to the 'colt,' who is required to stand upon

one leg and drink the toast, " Luck to Levens

as long as the Kent Hows." If lu; fails to swal-

ow the draught before putting down his foot, the

man forfeits a shilling. Of course much fun is

made of this feature, and the contortions and

evident desire of "colts" to keep their legs is

provocative of immense laughter : indeed, in it is

composed the whole fun of the proceedings.

After the feast there were various athletic sports

peculiar to the north, the whole coming to

a conclusion at sundown.

Variations in Datura.—In 18G1 M. Godron

found, in a crop of Datura tatula^ a species w^ith

spiny fruit, a single individual, in which the cap-

sule was perfectly smooth, and unarmed. Seeds

taken from this capsule gave, in 18G2 a batch of

plants, all of which reproduced the peculiarities

of the individual from which they sprang. From
their seed grew a third generation, similarly

smooth, and in 18G5 and 18G6 I saw at the Mu-
seum the fourth and fifth generation of this new

race, in all more than 100 individuals, not one of

which manifested the least tendency to reproduce

the spinous character of the species. Crossed

with this last by M. Godron himself, the unarm-

ed race produced mule plants, which in the suc-

ceeding generation returned to the spiny form,

and the unarmed form being in fxct, genuine hy-

brids, endowed with fertility. M. Godron from

these facts, refers to one species, the Datura

Stramonium, D. Icevis (of Bertoloni, not of Lin-

naeus,) and D. tatnia, three consant forms pre-

viously regarded as good species, and adding to

it D. tatuJa incrmis. discovered by himself, and,

so to speak, born under his eyes. These four

distinct forms have arisen by variation from a

single type, not one of them wanting in any

character ass ignable to true species.

How CIRCUMSTANCES CONTROL THE EXIST-

ENCE OF Species.—Dr. Hooker, says in Garden-

er'>s Clironich : The botany of St. Helena is thus

most interesting ; it resembles none other in the

peculiarity of its indigenous vegetation, in the

great variety of the plants of other countries, or

in the number of species that have actually dis-

appeared within the memory of living men. In

1839 and 1843 I in vain searched for forest trees

and shrubs that flourished in tens of thousands

not a century before my visit, and still existed

as individuals 20 years befere that date. Of

these I saw in some cases no vestige, in others
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only blasted and lifeless trunks cresting the cliffs
'

in inaccessible places.

Probably 100 St. Helena plants have thus dis-
'

appeared from the Systema Xaturte since the

first introduction of goats on the island. Every
one of these was a link in the chain of created

beings, which contained within itself evidence of

the aflfinities of other species, both living and ex-

tinct, but which evidence is now irrecoverably

lost. If such bo the fate of organisms that lived

in our day, what folly it must be to found theories

on the assumed perfection of a geological record

which has witnessed revolutions in the vegeta-

tion of the globe, to which that of the Flora of

St. Helena is as nothing.

New Rosks.—A correspondent of the London
Journal of Horticulture has been selecting, he
says : Of the Roses which I have selected, Bou-
ton d'Or is a charming little yellow rose, very
bright, and will be quite a jewel for Mr. Standish,

in purveying for the button-holes of the youpg
dandies of the West End ; it is so neat, so bright

and so charming in every way. ^Madame Mar-
gottin is a lovely Tea rose, dark yellow in color,

with a beautiful peach colored centre ; very full

and beautiful. Antoine Ducher is a large pur-

plish rose flower, a seedling from Madame Do-

mage, fitie shape, large petals and an acquisition.

Horace Veruetis one of the bright roses, of robust

habit, of a good color, but at present inclined

with me to be a little rough. Mdlle. Annie
Wood, I have seen but two blooms of, but they

were beautiful, the shape exquisite, the color

fresh and lively, somewhat, if I recollect rightly,

in the style of Olivier Delhomme, but likely to

prove a good rose. So far for IStiG.

Grafting.—Dr. Regel describes a new method
of grafting as practiced by Ilerr Freundich, one

of the Russian court gardeners, with remarkable

success. Instead of taking the scions from the

previous year's wood, with the bud just begining

to swell, the still soft growing lateral shoots are

selected when from one-half to one and a half

inch long, and cither bark or tongue gi-afted, care

l>cing taken not to draw thi; ligature too tight, as

they swell nmch more rapidly than hardwood

scions. Success, he says, is certain, if care be

taken that the sap of the stock be in motion at

the time of operation is performed. lie recom-

mends this mode as superior to all others, espe-

cially for hard-wooded trees, such as (^ucrcus.

Fagus, &c., which are usuaU}' difficult to propa-

gate from the old wood. New roses and other

plants, which is desirable to increase as rapidly

as possible, may also be advantageously worked

in the same manner.

—

Florist and Pomohgist.

WiNTKRiNo Caladiums.—Perhaps the great-

difficulty experienced by those who grow Cala-

diums is in keeping ofthe rhizomes in a fresh state

during winter. Their proneness to decay is now
generally acknowledged, and considerable differ-

ence of opinion })revails amongst practical men
on this important i)oint. One maintains that

the soil in the pots should be kept moist, another

maintains that it ought to be kept dust dry,

while a third party thinks a lower temperature

than that kept up in the stove will prove benefi-

cial, by insuring a more perfect state of rest, as

assuredly it will, and that more lasting than de-

sirable. In my opinion more Caladiums are lost

during winter from being imperfectly ripened in

autumn than from all other causes, excluding,

of course, a low temperature.

The gradual withdrawal of water when the

earliest leaves attain a yellowish tint will help

greatly to hasten the ripening process ; keep the

plants in the warmest part of the house, so as to

compensate for declining solar heat, and finally,

when the leaves have all withered, place the pots

on their sides on the floor of the house. The
moisture supplied by the floor and the atmos-

phere will be enough to satisfy all demands till

the middle of February or beginning o^Iaroh.

—

London Journal of Horticulture.

Pear Diseases in England.—In the Gar-

deners'' Chronicle we find that, as with us. Pear

growers have their troubles. A correspondent

thus speaks of Williams' Bon Chretien, (our

Bartlett,) and it will be seen that the fungus,

which produces the cracks in the fruit, also ex-

ists there

:

"As for Williams' Bon Chretien ever being a

most exquisite Pear, I must dare to suggest that

"Observer's " palate is gratified with a coarse

aroma, if he finds it even tolerable. The texture

is often decent, though with grit towards the

centre, and the juice is pretty copious (if

you gather the fruit unripe), yet it is a penalty

to eat more than a little slice. The pear has
" yellow " taste — I cannot express my
meaning more clearly. 'Drcfust'hus, i{-i\ As
for the Pears with (he little black spots, and
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their blemished excellence, I will not presume to

deny but what Xature may compensate for the

Mushrooms they have produced her. With us

the spots great become cracks, and tho Pear itself

a split billet. The " fungoid spots," beyond all

doubt, do inrtueuce the flavor, and, at least in

this soil, make it as bad as can be.

Curious Experiments in GRAFTiNG.--In the

whole history of genuine, hona jidc, grafting, we
doubt if there is a more curious instance recorded

than that published by M. B. Yerlot, in a last

number of the Bcvue HorticoJe^ from which it ap-

pears that the following curious experiment was

made by M. Carillet, of Yincennes, in the month
of April, ISGG.

Two Pear trees, about -i years old, both work-

ed on the Quince, of a pyramidal form, and each

from 4 to 5 feet high, were chosen. The one, a

Beurre d'Aremberg, was made to serve as the

stock ; the other, a Beurre de Charneu, was dug

up with the greatest care in order to avoid injury

to the roots. It was then grafted by approach

on the Beurre d'Aremberg, but in such a way
that the roots were allowed to be in the air, and

the extremity of the leader directed towards the

soil. The grnft was made at about 30 centime-

tres (10—11 inches) from the top of each stem,

so that when the operation was completed thi re

were two Pear trees united by their leaders, but

the upper one was reversed in position, with its

roots completely exposed to the atmosphere.

At first tlie graft grew but little—it only devel-

oped a few leaves of small size, and it did not

flourish, bat, during the course of the summer,
the body and main divisions of the root throw

out several buds of the Quince, which attained a

length of from eight to ten centimetres (3—

4

inches.)

The stock, on the other hand, grew with tole-

rable vigor—even produced flowers, but did not

ripen its fruit. The leaves fell in autumn at their

usual time. The roots of the graft were entirely

unprotected against the inclemency of the winter

of 1806-7. Thus the graft has not only grown
and produced leaves, but its roots, although ex-

posed to the drying influences of the air, have not

only retamcd their vitality, but they have even

pushed forth shoots.

This year, 1867, the stock has grown vigorous-

ly, flowered abundantly, but has produced no

truit. The graft developed its buds, flowered,

and set two fruits, which now (August 10th) are

perfect in size and shape, and bid fair to be equal

to those of other trees at their usual period of

ripening iti October. Furthermore, the branches

of the (Quince, which are developed on the roots,

have grown to a length of from 20 to 30 centime-

tres.

It shonld be remarked, that the branches,

whethc-r produced from the root or from the stem,

after having si)routed horizontally, have speedily

assumed a vertical direction. 'M. Carillet has

added to the strangeness of the fact that we have

just mentioned, by grafting on the extremities of

the four principal branches of the root of the

Quince difll-rent varieties of Pear. Of these four

grafts two have taken perfectly, and have pushed
out shoots 4 to 5 centimetres long, terminated by
a rosette of well formed leaves.

At present, therefore, the plant is made up as

follows : Its base consists of a Quince stock,

whose roots are in the soil. On this stock is a
Beurre d'Aremberg pear : grafted on this latter

and in a reversed position is a Beurre de Char-
neu, itself terminated by a stock and roots of the

Quince, on which, again, have been inserted two
new varieties of Pears.

Such is the account given by M. Yerlot of

tiiis curiosity of grafting, and it is very signifi-

cant in many ways. It shows, for instance,

that the cui-rents of the sap, whatever be their

natural course, are quite independent of the

mere direction of the tissues ; the ascending sap,

for instance, must have passed as well through

the inverted stem of the Beurre de Charneu, and
its attached Quince stock, as through the erect-

growing Beurre d'Aremberg. Again, it shows
how the roots of the inverted graft, although

exposed to the air, yet managed to throw out

buds,—assumed, in fact, (as roots so often do

under similar circumstances,) the functions of

branches.

It is interesting also, especially in these days

when the question of graft hybrids is exciting

attention, to see how each portion of this com-
posite structure retains its own individuality.

There seems, in this case, to be simply adhesion

of one part to another, without perceptible inter-

mixture of characteristics, though the sap, in its

course from the soil to the topmost grafts, passes

through no less than G diflerent organisms—first,

through the Quince, then through theBeurre d'Ar-

emberg ; from that, thirdly, into the inverted

Beurre de Charneu : in its fourth stage it re-enters

the Quince ; and, lastly, it passes into two Pear

grafts.

—

Card. Chron.
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Primeval Ykgetable Life.—By the method

of placing facts together is now being carried on,

by those wlio arc endeavoring to revive the flora

which existed at a time when England, for in-

stance, was peopled with kangaroos, an interest-

ing investigation. A leal, or the mere impression

of one, found either in a lump of coal, or on a

fragment of some hardened sediment, will at once

tell the botanist to what genus of plants it is to

be referred ; and, as observation discovers new
facts, the species themselves, generally dilferent

from those of onr days, arc gradually distin-

guished and classified.

It is thu'i we have, at length, reached a point

from which we may pretty nearly guess what a

primevnl landscape looked like. Instead of the

endless variety of forms, which lends such beauty

to our plants and stately forest trees, we may
picture to ourselves a uniform and gloomy pros-

pect of drtarj- land, here and there interspersed

with clusters of reeds, lepidodendrons, arbores-

cent ferns, and similar straight and formal

growths : but no soft grass, no daisies, or other

wild flowers. Generally speaking, foggy, heavy

weather must have been the rule, and rains ex-

ceedingly frequent.

This was during the Permian period ; the Ju-

rassic one was characterized by the prevalence of

cycadiP, a family of plants much resembling the

palm, and peculiarly remarkable for their very

slow growth. They are now chiefly to be found

under the tropics.

Our present vegetation seems to have made its

first ai)i)earance during the subsequent or creta-

ceous ])criod. The development of the animal

kingdom is evidently subordinate to that of the

vegetable one—for beasts of prey could not live

without herbivora, and these could not make their

appearances until there was grass for them.—J?c-

vnc dcfi JJeux Mondcs.

iNAKcnmo irornousE Grapes.—The safest

time to do it, is when they have commenced
growth, so that the danger of bleeding will be

less. It may be done as soon as they have

leaves. A smooth part of the stem of the stock

and as near tlu; bottom of the rafter as possible,

ought to be chosen, and a thin slice of wood,

about li inches long, removed. You need not

take it off deeper than the breadth of the shoot

or cane of the vine to be inarched upon it, from

which a similar slice of wood should be taken

with a sharp knife, and below the uppermost

shoot.

If the parts of both fit exactly, both the edges

touching each other, all well ; but if not, you
must make their barks both meet on one side,

and lie closely together. You must then make
in the stock, a slanting cut downwards, and
another slanting cut upwards in the vine to be

inarched, about half through the latter, and
three quarters of an inch in length, and intro-

duce this into the slanting cut in the stock ; both

the cuts being of an equal length, the bark cor-

responding on one if not on both sides of the cut

in the stock.

Bind the stock then together neatly with a

strip of bast matting ; cover with a little clay or

grafting wax, so as to exclude air, and over this

place a thin bandage of moss, tied on with mat-

ting. You will prepare the Black Hamburgh
for inarching by pruning it now to the required

length, leaving two good eyes above where you
intend inarching. The Black Hamburgh should

be treated, in every respect, as if it were for

growth, being well watered, &c. In six weeks

after the operation the ligature and grafting clay

or wax may be removed, and you will, doubtless,

have attained the desired object.

The union should be slightly bandaged, and
when the Black Ilainburgh grows freely, you may
cut the cane immediately below the junction, or

tie a piece of string very tightly around the cane

of the Black Hamburgh, just below the vuiion,

and let it grow a month or six weeks longer, then

cut it away. The best of the shoots on the

Black Hamburgh, if more than one be left above

the point of inarching, should be trained up the

rafter and have every encouragement ; the others,

if any, being cut away.

If you can find a young shoot on the stem well

disposed for the operation, you may work upon

it ; otherwise, the Black Hamburgh will take on

the central rod of the Iloyal Muscadine. You
may allow the Iloyal Muscadine to carry a full

crop ; and when gathered, cut the vine aAvay to

the union of the Black Hamburgh with it. The
Hamburgh will bear grapes in the following

year, so that you will not lose a single year.

What influence the stock may have u^jon the

Hamburgh, we cannot tell.

Never train or support a plant unnaturally.

Climbers will not do hanging about. Trailer

will not do climbing. Grow it as it would grow

naturally, and sui)i)ly only what, in such case,

nature docs not.
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HORTICULTURAL JKOTICES.

NOKTIIERN ILLIXOIS HORTICULTU-
RAL SOCIETY.

j

This Sncioty held its first animal meeting in

the city of Fivoport.

The greater portion of the first day was occu-

pied by discussions on the Apple. Mr. E. II.

Skinner, of Marengo, a leading and most success-

ful apple grower in Xorthern Illinois, read an

essay on the Apple. A committee of five was
appointed to prepare a list of Apples to be re-

commended by the Society for cultivation in

Northern Illinois. The following list was recom-

mended :

Summer.—T.-AT\y Harvest*, Red Astrachanf,

Sops of Winet, Red Junef, Sweet Junef, Duch-
ess of Oldenburgt, Benonif, Golden Sweet*, Early

Pennockt, American Summer Pearmainf.

Fall.—Keswick Cudlingt, D3-er*, Lowellt,Au-

tumn Strawberry*, Richards' Graft*, Haskell's

Sweet*, Fall Oranget, Fall Wine*, Snow*.

Winter.—Fultonf, Westfield-seek-no-furtherf,

Tallman's Swe^t*, Yellow Bellflowerf, Jona-

than!, Northern Spyt, AVagenerf, Roman Stemf,

English Golden Russetf, Minklerf, Dominef,

Wine Sapt, Rawles' Janetf, Willow Twigf, Ben
Davist, Perry Russet*.

* recommended for amateur cultivation
; f for

market and amateurs.

Dr. C. C. Miller read an essay on the Straw-

oerrj'. He recommends the latest varieties as

most profitable for Northern market culture. The
Green Prolific was spoken of very highly, Ijecause

of its productiveness, quality, and for carrying

to market. Regarded by some as quite equal to

the Wilson in most, or all, respects. A new
Iowa seedling, called the Kramer seedling, was

spoken of, which is regarded highly,

Mr. J. W. Cochrane, of Cook County, read an

essay on the Rasplx*rry. He names the Dof)lit-

tle Improved, Purple Cane, Miami Black Cap,

and Catawissa, as those that can be relied on

here at the North. With him, in field culture,

their yi.jld is not far from sixty-five bushels per

acre.

In the evening an interesting lecture on Ento-

mology, which was very heartily applauded, was

delivered by Dr. Shimer of Mt. Carroll.

Second Day.

The Blackberry was discussed. On account

of hardiness, the wild Blackberry was considered

by many as the most profitable. The Lawton
and Kittatinny not standing our cold winters.

An essay on the Cherry was read by Mr. Jas.

F. Lester, of McIIenry Co. He 3tat.s that the

Early May is the only variety that has succeed-

ed with him. The Englisii Morello was recom-

mended for cooking and canning purposes.

A committee of four was appointed to recom-

mend a list of Pears for family and market culti-

vation. The following list was presented and

approved by the Society :

Summer.— Bartlett, Doyenne d'Ete, Tyson,

Roi-tiezer.

Winter.—Winter Nelis, Lawrence.

Fall.—Flemish Beauty, Duchess, Belle Lucra-

tive, Howell, Louise Bonne de Jersey, Seckel,

Beurre d'Anjou.

THIRD DAY.

The Committee on Currants reported in the

forenoon, recommending the following varieties

for general cultivation in this latitude : Red
Dutch, White Dutch and Victoria, and the

White Grape and Cherry to a great extent.

The Committee on Strawberries recommended
for a distant market, the Wilson's Albany ; near

market, the Green Prolific and Russell's Pro-

lific. For autumn culture, French's Seedling,

McAvoy's Superior, Downer's Prolific, and Leu-

nig's White.

The Committee on Grapes recommended the

Concord, Hartford Prolific, Clinton, Clinton Im-
proved, and Connecticut Valley varieties.

The last day closed with an address, in the

evening, by Edgar Sanders, of Chicago, on

Floriculture, which was listened to with much
interest.

After Mr. Sanders' address, D. AVilmot Scott,

Corresponding Secretary of the Society, gave an
exiilanation of a window propagating tank, heat-

ed by a kerosene lamp. 1 he chimney of the lamp
is made of tin, double, and so as to hold water

—

in other words, acts as the boiler. The water in

the tank is connected with that in the chimney
or bcilcr by means of pipes,—one entering the

chimney or boiler at the top, and the other at the

bottom, according to the well-known principle in

heating common to all boilers for propagating

houses. The advantages of using a kerosene

lamp are, the heat is constant, steady, and can
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be regulated in degree by turning the wick up or

down.

This method of heating enables ladies to have

email window tanks, and to propagate Koses,

riowers, t^c, from cuttings, or can be used in

starting seeds. J. W. G.

pexxsylvania'horticultukal
t^OCIETY.

The annual "Rose and Strawberry Exhibition

was held at the Horticultural Hall the 16th and

17th of June. The exhibitors were not quite as

numerous as on former occasions, but what arti-

cles were presented were of great excellence.

The following notes we made of the fruit and

vegetable dipartnients :

In Strawberries, particularly, the quality of

the fruit was remarkable for unusual superiority.

The premium for the best twelve varieties was

awarded to John S. Collins, of Moorestown, JST.

J. We noticed amongst them, Starr's Seedling,

very much resembling, in form and flavor, Aus-

tin's ; New Jersey Scarlet, Albany ; Stinger, a

large, showy berry, resembling Ilovey in some

respects, but larger and lighter in color ; Rippa-

wam—these were darker than we have seen them

before, and in many ways resembled Triomphe

de Gaud, (not, however, equal to it in flavor ;)

Cutter, which was beginning to ferment and

mould ; Downer's rrolillc, still one of the best

on exhibition ; Naomi, rather better in quality

than we found them last year, and though not so

larf»e a berry as some others, we found them grow-

in" in public favor ; Green Prolific, said to bear

longer in succession, but as sour as Albany

Seedling.

The best six were awarded to D. ^\. Herstme,

an amateur, who has already distinguished him-

self as an authority in the matter of Strawberry

culture. In his lot we noticed Fillmore, of very

good flavor ; Triomi)he de Gaud ; Jucunda—

these berrries were nearer like Triomphe deGand

than any we had ever seen before, but the flavor

was not equal to it. Mr. II. informed us that he

was disappointed with it on its first fruiting, but

day by day it increased in productiveness and

value, that he now regarded it as one of the best.

It must have more care, however, than the coarse

American growers.

The second best six Mr. Chas. Lippincott took.

They were Eady Finger, New Jersey Scarlet,

Green rrolific, American Agriculturist, Ryberry

Seedling (very jnuch resembling Kippawain), Ju-

cunda, Agriculturist and Brooklyn Scarlet. It

is worthy of remark, that this was the best in

flavor of all the varieties exhibited. It is said to

be a poor bearer, but some bad character is very

liable to fall on many new kinds at first. We
should not be surprised to find some enterpris-

ing advertiser take it up some tiine as the hest

nf all.

The best three the committee awarded to Mr.

Charles Ilarmar. They were tho Finger, Ilovey,

and French. Second best three to Osc.irF. Fel-

ton, for Agi'iculturist, Peaboly and Lady Finger.

The best two kinds to J. J. Pitman, for Agricul-

turist and Jucunda. For single display of

specified kinds, Oscar F. Felton had the premium,

lie had a collection of seedling Strawberries,

but we noticed none amongst them inferior to ex-

isting kinds. The best quart of French went to

Lorin Blodgett ; best Lad}- Fingers, Charles Lip-

pincott ; best Triomphe de Gand, D. W. Her-
stine ; best Juciuida, J. McDonald, gardener to

M. Paird, Esq. ; best Stinger Seedlings, Charles

Ilarmar ; best Philadelphia to J. McDonald.

Nathan Leeds and AViliiam Parry also had col-

lections, which were favorably noticed by the

committee.

Of grapes, hothouse grapes w^ere not numerous.

The first premium. Black Ilamburghs, was
awarded to Mi-. Wm. Young, gardener to Stephen

Morris, Es^q., and w<^.re excellent fruit. No more
beautifully colored ever ajjpeared onihe Society's

plates.

Best Bowood Muscats were awarded to the

same. Three fruiting vines, in pots, to George

Huster, gardener to Colonel Alexander Cnm-
mings ; and special premiums to J. McDonald for

Hamburg grapes ; to D. McCallum, gardener to

O. Lewis, Esq., for very good Buckiand Sweet-

water Grapes ; to W. J. Young, gardener to

Stephen Morris, for excellent Pine Apples.

The hothouse Nectarines and Peaches were not

as fine as they have been exhibited beffire. The
first premium for Nectarines were the Elruge, to

Mr. Young ; twelve Peaches, bestCooledge's Fa-
vorite, to the same. These, though not large,

were of admirable quality. The YegetaldeCom-
mitte had almost a sinecure. There was,however,
interest on the pea question, through several kinds
being rivals for the palm of earliness. ^Ir. Lewis'
I^ittle (iem, Caractacus, and Carter's First Crop
wei'e tested by jStr. Dreer and exhilnted- all sown
on the same day^—but none of thi'm earlier than
the conunon Extra Early of the stores. In
eating qualities. Little Gem proved the best of
the three.

The i)remiums for Vegetables were awarded
to (Jebhard J luster, gardi ner to ,T. B. lleyl, and
J. McDonald, Jr., gardener to M. Baird.
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HINTS FOR AUGUST.

FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE
GROUND.

It has been for many ages customary with many
minds to associate excessive heat with the eternal

sum of all evils ; and to judge by the chosen few

who fly from the wrath to come, in every closely

built city, from the sweltering heats of August to

the cool sea side breezes, or to shady retreats in

country places ; there is no doubt this terrible

city heat is a great trial, and may fairly be con-

sidered as one of the great recruiting agents in

the constantly increasing army of lovers of

country life.

But this heat which gives so powerful an im-

pulse to country preferences, should teach the

professional Horticulturist also its lesson ; and
that is, in laying out and designing country

places, one of the chief studies should be how to

make a place agreeable even in the hottest

weather.

Not near enough attention is given to this

matter even by many experienced men. Large

plats of hard dry gravel, shadeless walks, and
strugghng flower beds, make up the gardening of

by far too many places, the continued effort to

keep which in order without much compensating

advantage, makes many soon tire of what is thus

miscalled "Pleasure" Gardening.

Gardeners often express wonder that so and so

with "plenty of money" takes no interest in

keeping his grounds nice. Only a deep seated love

of country life, battling against discouragements,

can keep so many in the good path that we find

in it ; and this, not because there is no enjoy-

ment in country life ; but because few study out

properly the means to effect the good ends. We
imitate too much the European styles of Gar-

dening,forgetting that our peculiar circumstances

requin^ peculiar treatment.

In all suggestions for the improvement of

grounds, the subsequent cost of keeping in order

i-hould be studied well. Tliis is the roek wheron

so many strike. Walks and roads are particularly

expensive to maintain, and should never be made
without there is an evident necessity for them.

Shady grass walks, with masses of flowering

shrubs on each side, and kept mown a few times

a year, are as pleasurable parts of a pleasure

ground as can well be provided, yet we very sel-

dom see them employed.

Rustic arbors, as they are usually made, are

very mean things for summer comfort. They are

too close and hot. They suit European climates

better. They should be open all round.

The best arbors however are made by the weep-

ing ash, grafted high, and spread out well, but

not allowed to have their branches hang too low

down. A circulation of air all round is essential

to the comfort of an arbor.

So many fall in love with the country and

about this time make up their minds to permanent-

ly reside, that these general suggestions may have

some value. AVe will now give some more par-

ticular directions for garden work, which may
help those who have already commeiiced.

In preparing the grounds, it should be remem-

bered that grass and trees are not only required

to grow therein, but that they must grov) iccll.

The top soil of the lot is often covered by the soil

from the excavations, trusting to heavy manuring

to promote fertility. But this is a too slow and ex-

pensive process. The top surface soil should, in

all cases, be saved, and replaced over the baser

soil. Also, where it is necessary to lower a piece of

ground, the top soil should be saved to place over

again. The depth of the soil is an important,

matter, both for the trees and the lawn. It should

be at least eighteen inches deep. In shallow soils

grass will burn out under a few days of liot sun.

In a soil eighteen inches deep a lawn well Ijc green

in the driest weather. For the sake of the trees,

also, the ground should be not only deep, but rich.

If from thirty to forty loads of stable manure to

the acre could be appropriated, it would be money
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well spent. Life is to short for it to be an object to

wait too long for trees to grow, and planting large

ones is an expensive, as well as unsatisfactory

business. A tree in a rich and deep soil will

grow as much in one year as in five in a poor one.

So in preparing a lawn, it is fortunate that, while

aiming at the best effects, we are helping ourti-ees

also. It is generally best to sow for a lawn than

to sod, where much of it has to be done. The
edges of the road must, of course, be sodded, the

balance neatly raked over and sown. The best

kind of grass to be employed in seeding is a dis-

puted point, and it will, no doubt depend in a

great measure on the locality, Philadelphia and
northward, the perennial rye grass is excellent.

It commences to grow very early, and has a pe-

culiar lively, shining green. South of Philadel-

phia it is very liable to get burned out in summer,
and the Kenuicky blue grass would be much bet-

ter. It is much the best to have but one kind of

grass for a lawn, provided it is suited to the local-

ity. A mixture of kinds is apt to give a spotted

and variegated character, not at all pleasing.

Some people like to see white clover growing thick-

ly in a lawn and others object to any thing but

green. However, if a good grass rake is employ-
ed freely in summer time, the heads of these

flowers may be kept from expanding. Where
there is a prospect of a month of growiuo- wea-
ther, lawns may still be sown with grass seed,

—

the clover, where used, to be kept for sowin"- in

April or March next. A small quantity of rye

should be thinly sown with the grass, which, by
the shade it affords will prevent the grass from
being thrown out by the frost. The rye must ol

course, be closely cut in the spring, to allow the

grass to get ahead of it.

The latter end of August is one of the best sea-

sons of the year to transplant evergreens. The
young growth of the past season has got pretty

w^ll hardened, so as to permit of but very little

evaporation,—and the earth being warm new
roots push with great rapidity, and the tree be-

comes establi^<hed in the ground before cold au-
tunui winds begin. The chief ditKeulty is that
the soil is usually very dry, which prevents much
speed with the operation ; and the weather bein«»-

usually very warm, the trees have to be set again
in the ground iilmost as fust as they are taken
up ; so that it is not safe to bring them from a
(listancc. It is as well, therefore, to make all

ready in anticipation of a rain, when no time may
be lost in Imving the work pushed through.
Should a spell of dry weather ensue,— wliich in

September and October is very likely,—one good
watering should be given, sufficient to soak well

through the soil and about the roots. A basin

should be made to keep the water from running
away from the spot, and to assist its soaking in.

After being well watered, the loose soil should be

drawn in lightly over the watered soil, which
will then aid in preventing the water from drying

out soon again.

As soon in the fall as bulbs can be obtained,

they should be planted,— though this will not

generally be the case till October,—but it is as

well to bear in mind that the earlier they are

planted, the finer they will flower.

Towards the end of the month, and in Septem-

ber, evergreen hedges should receive their last

pruning till the next summer. Last spring, and in

the summer, when a strong growth required it,

the hedge has been severely pruned towards the

apex of the cone-like form in which it has been

trained, and the base has been suffered to grow
any way it pleases. Xow that, in turn, has come
under the shears, so far as to get it into regular

shape and form. It will not be forgotten that, to

be very successful with evergreen hedges, they

ought to have a growth at the base of at least

four feet in diameter.

FRUIT GARDEN".

August and September are favorite months to

plant out Strawberries, with those who desire a

crop of fruit the next season. In making a straw-

berry-bed a warm, dry spot of ground should be

chosen, with, if possible a good loamy or clayey

subsoil. A moist wet situation is very unfavor-

able. It is best to subsoil at least eighteen inches

deep,and if the soil i^ poor.let it be moderately en-

riched with well decayed stable manure. In setting

out, take care that the plants do not become dry

from the time they are taken up till they are re-

planted, and see that they do not wither after-

wai'ds. Many persons cut off the leaves, if they

are afraid of their wilting under hot suns, but a

much better plan is to shade. Inverted 4-in. flower-

pots are excellent for this purpose ; they may be

taken off at night. The dews will so invigorate

them, that the shade will only be required for a

few days. Sometimes in September they may
need a good watering ; but this should never be

attempted unless a thorough saturation of the

bed be given ; and in a few days after, the hoc

and rake should 'le employed to loosen and level

the surface, wliicli the heavy vvatering will, in all
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probability, have caused to bake and become very

crusty.

Strawberries are best grown in beds about four

feet wide for the convenience in gathering fruit,

and giving them the best of cultivation. About
three rows in a bed, and the plants twelve inches

apart in the row, will be a good arrangement.

As soon as the fruit has been perfected on the

Raspberry, the canes that have borne should be

at once cut out. Some kinds throw up suckers

very freely, and by this means rob one another

and cause a very poor crop to be produced the

next season. No time should be lost in thinning

out the weaker ones, and only enough canes left

that will be required to produce a crop the next

season. 1 he Raspberry ought to be so treated

in the summer, that no pruning will be required

in the spring to shorten the ends of the canes.

In rare kinds where it is of more importance to

get up a stock of young plants, than to get up a

crop of fruit, this advice will not, ofcourse, apply.

Blackberries will, in the main require veiy

much the same treatment as the Raspberry.

They are also very liable to sucker up more than is

desirable, and much attention will be required to

keep them within due bounds. Neither ot these

two kinds of fruit should be planted near a lawn,

as the roots, if they once get into the grass, are

very dilhcult of eradication and as troublesome

as the vilest weeds.

Many kinds of fruit trees that have arrived at

a bearing age, may perhaps be growing very

vigorously and producing very little or no fruit.

Those who have read our remarks in past num-

bers, will understand that whatever checks the

wood producing principle, tends to throw the

plant into a bearing state. For this purpose, sum-

mer pruning is often emplo3'ed, which, by check-

ing the most vigorous shoots, weakens the whole

plant, and throws it in a fruitful condition. The

same result is obtained by root pruning, with

this difference, that by the last operation the

whole of the branches are proportionately check-

ed, while by pinching only the strong-growing

6ho(jts, the weak ones gain at the expense of the

stronger ones. Pn;suming that the branches have

been brought into a satisfactory condition in this

respect, root pruning may now be this month

resorted to. We cannot say exactly how fiir from

the trunk the roots may Ijc operated on, so much
depends on the age and vigor of the tree. In a

luxuriant, healthy tree, one fourth may be safely

dispensed with. In a four year old standard

Pear tree, for instance, the roots will perhaps have
reached four feet from the trunk on every side.

A circle six feet in diameter may then be cut
around the stem, extending two feet beneath the
surface. It is not necessary to dig out the soil to
accomplish the result ; a strong post spade, (

r

strong spade of any kind, may be driven down
vigorously describing the circle, and doing the
work very effectually. Of all trees, the Peach is

as much benefited by root pruning as any.
Many of the diseases of the Peach tree appear

to arise from the effect of hard winters on the
over-vigorous and half ripened shoots. Root
pruning has always the tendency, not only to

throw a tree into bearing early but also to ripen

the wood early in the season, and before the frost

can act much to injury.

The Grape vine at this season wilf require at-

tention, to see that the leaves are all retained

healthy till thoroughly ripened. It is not a sio-n

of healthiness for a vine to grow late ; on the con-

trary, such late growth generally gets killed in

the winter,—but the leaves should all stay on, to

insure the greatest health of the vine, until the

frost comes, when they should all be so mature as

to fall together. Frequent heavy syringings are

amongst the best ways to keep off insects froiri

out-door grapes, and so protect the foliage from
their ravages.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.

Preparations must now be made with a view to

stocking the houses for the next winter and
spring's use. Geraniums of all kinds may now
be readily struck. A frame in a shady place, set

on some light sandy soil in the ojjen air, affords

one of the best places possible for striking all

kinds of half-ripened wood. A partial shade is

at all times best for cuttings at the start, though

the sooner they can be made to accustom them-
selves safely to the full light, the better do they

usually do.

Seeds of many thingsmay also be sown for winter

and spring blooming, particularly Cineraria, Cal-

ceolaria, Pansy, Daisy, Chinese Primrose, and
some of the annuals. Great care is necessary

with the Calceolaria. The seed is so small, that

it rebels at the smallest covering of soil. The
best way is to sow it on the surface, water well

and then cover with a pane of glass until fairly

germinated ; this will prevent evaporation and

consequent drying of seed. Almost all kinds of
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seeds germinate most readilj' in partial shade
;

but as soon as possible after germination, they

should be inured to as much light as they will

bear.

Man}- kinds of greenhouse plants as Oranges,

Lemons, Camellias, etc, may be inarched or bud-

ded at this season. The process of inarching is

simple, and consists merely in bringing the shoots

of two different plants together. The bark is

very lightly shaved for half an inch or more on

each shoot, which are then both tied together,and
in about two months the union may be examined,

and if found sufficiently strong, the scion may be

separated and suffered to go for better or for

worse with the stock j^ou have selected for its

helpmate through life.

VEGETABLE GAEDEN.
Towards the end of the month, a sowing of

Spinach may be made in rich soil, which

will come in use before winter. That desired for

winter and early spring use, is usually sown in

September in this region. A few Turnips may
be also sown for an early crop, but will be hot

and stringy unless the soil is very rich.

As fast as endive is desired for salad, it should

be blanched. Matting thrown over is the best for

this purpose, as the plants are not so liable to rot

as when pots or boards are employed. In cold

or mountainoxis regions. Melons are hastened in

the ripening process and improved in flavor, by a

piece of tile being placed under the fruit.

Celery will require earthing up as it grows, to

get it to blanch well. It is not well, however, to

commence too earl}', as earthing up tends, in a

slight degree, to weaken the growth of the plants.

Take care also, not to let the soil get into the

heart in earthing, or the crown is apt to rot.

At this season of the year,more than perhaps at

any other, it is important to hoe and rake between

rows of growing crops. A loose surface soil not

only admits the various gases that the roots luxu-

riate in, but it also prevents evaporation and

checks a too great absorption of heat, and then,

besides all this, the weeds are kept down, and

neatness and order reigns. After every heavy

shower, if the time can at all be spared, the hoe

and the rake should be freely employed.

COMMUIN^ICATIONS.
rOKEIGIi[ KEMINISCEI^CES.

K"o. 4.

BY 11. WINTHROP SARGENT, ESQ.

One of the nicest of the old English towns is

Ludlow, on the border of Wales ; and, I think,

without exception, the Feathers Inn, built in

tlie time of James II, and all its peculiar features

still retained, is more quaint than any thing of

the sort in England. Another most interesting

thin" at Ludlow is the Castle adjoining the town;

certainly in as good preservation, and connected

with as many remarkable events and histories as

anything we met in any part of Europe.

It was at Ludlow that Edward, Prince of Wales,

lived after his marriage with Catharine of Arra-

gon, who, after the Prince's death, married his

brother, Henry VIII. Here also lived the little

Princes who were subsequently smothered in the

Tower by their uncle, Itichard III. Here, too,

Milton wrote his 'Comus,' which was performed

before the King and Court on Christmas day.

At a later period Butler lived over the Gate

House, and wrote " Hudibras." Sir Henry Sid-

ney, father of the famous Sir Philip, was Gov-
ernor of Ludlow Castle during the reign of

Elizabeth.
Ludlow abounds in interesting drives,—one of

about miles, through the lovely village of

Broomficld, is to Downton Castle, once the resi-

dence of the celebratedAndrew Boughton Knight,

for many years President of the Horticul-

tural Society of England, and whose authority

on all matters of Fruit, thirty years ago, was be-

yond dispute.

I hardly know a more desirable residence

than Downton Castle—a beautiful house, charm-
ing flower garden, grand views over a magnificent

park. The fruit trees are principally on the walls

of a 2-acre garden. The old, original trees of

Mr. Knight, fine specimens of training, but with

little fruit.

The (i rapes are jjlanted at the ends of the

houses, 5 at each end, and trained lengthwise

—
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an idea of Mr. Knight's, which I have never

seen elsewhere. The gardener thought he ob-

tained lariier bunches, by getting more inside

border, which is watered once a week by sheep

manure water, pretty strong. The bunches were

certainl}'^ very large and superbly colored.

Mr. Knight's houses for Peaches, Nectarines,

and Plums were old and rickety ; and the trees,

though beautifully trained, were rugged and

mossy ; and, though the ornamental grounds

were in exquisite order, yet it was easy to see

that the present proprietor h:is none of the am-
bition or taste of his distinguished ancestor.

Though we visited Downton on the 8th of Au-
gust, yet the present Mr. Knight had not been

through the houses, or into the fruit garden, since

March. In fact, there was something sad in the

whole fruit department, reminding one that the

master-spirit which, a quarter of a century ago

had so distinguished it, had passed away. The
whole garden seemed like a "tale that is told."

We were shown the cover in which Mr. Knight
lost his hfe, having been shot by a friend, who

mistook his fur cap moving above the brush for

a hare. Near Downton Castle, is Oakley Park

(Lady Mary Clive), with some wonderful Oaks,

called the "Druid Oaks ;" supposed to be over

three thousand years old, and the largest in Eng-

land, except possibly a few in .Sherwood Forest.

Oakley Park is a very tine estate and well man-
aged. The estate—many thousand acres—com-

prises all the eye takes in, from the house to the

horizon.

The return road to Ludlow passed through

Comus Valley, where the Duke of Bridgewater's

daughter Alice was lost, which afforded Milton

his subject for Comus ; also passing through the

lane where George Barnwell, the famous Lon-

don apprentice, killed his uncle.

Moor Park is a fine old place, near here, for

many years rented by K. S. Pay, of Boston
;

also Downton Hall, belonging to Sir Charles

Boughton, with wonderfully fine and extensive

\iews, a charming flower garden, beautiful lawn,

etc., very pretty walk, bordered by alternate

Golden and Irish Yews.

[Downton

NOTES ON DIONCEA MUSCIPULA,—i;?;Js

BY WM. M. C, WILMINGTON, DEL.
j

There extends along the Atlantic coast of the
|

United States from Long Island to Florida, a

tract of almost level sandy country, varying in

width from •'> to .50 or 100 miles, and well known

among Botanists at least, as the "Pine Barrens."

As a general thing it is but sparsely inhabited and

little cultivated, although in New .Jersey, the

extensive swamps which cover much of its sur-

Ca^I LK.J

face, are being turned to good account as Cran

"

berry meadows, and the higher grounds are be-

ginning to be appreciated as being admirably

adapted, from the light and warm character of

the soil, to furnishing the great markets of New
York and Philadelphia with early vegetables

and fruits.

This whole region is a paradisic for the Botan-

ist. Many most rare and peculiar plants inhabit

the swamps which everywhere abound. Some
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of these plants extend throughout the whole re-

gion ; some are only found in the Northern or

Southern part, and a few, such as the curious lit-

tle fern Schizcea, and the more curious Venus,Fh/
Trap, are extremely local.

Nor is the region to be despised on account of

its useful natural products. The Cranberry, as

before remarked, is being very profitably culti-

vated. The White Cudar
(
Cupressus thyoides, L.

)

which furnishes timber of the most durable char-

acter, is in great demand for fencing and other

purposes; while the long-leaf or Yellow Pine,

(Pinus aiistralis, Michx.), and the Live Oak
{Quercus virens, Ait.), of the Southern States are

invaluable trees, the former furnishing a large

proportion of the rosin, pitch and turpentine of

commerce, besides being valuable for its timber
;

and the latter in great demand for ship- building

purposes.
The rarer plants of this district are in much

request among Botanists, and perhaps no one is

more desired in collections than that the name of

which heads this article. It belongs to the Natural
Order Droseracete, or the Sundew flxmily, other

members ofwhich exhibit in a less decree the traits

of the Diona'a. The leaves ai-ethe curious paVt of

the plant and are disposed in a circle on the ground
springing as they all do directly from the base of

the plant, the scape or flower-stem being leafless.

The petiole or leaf-stalk resembles considerably

an ordinary leaf, being so broadly winged as to be
spatulate-lanceolate in the outline ; while the

blade of leaf consists of two rounded lobes, (when
spread out about an inch in diameter) which are

fringed like an eyelash on their outer edges and
plentifully besprinkled with glands on the inner
surface. The latter even extend to and on the
cilia. It is these which in all probability secrete

the fluid, which will be spoken of presently.—
Among these glands are found on each lobe three

small hairs disposed in a triangular position,

and in these the sensitiveness of the plant resides.

They are so placed that an insect can hardly
crawl over the leafwithout touching one of them

;

no sooner is this done, than the leaf instantly

shuts like a steel trap on its prey, the cilia or

fringes clasping together like the fingers of the

hands. If the leaf is in good condition and the

prey suitable, the glands secrete a fluid analo-
gous perhaps, to the gastric fluid of animals,
which dissolves the insect and renders it fit for

absorption by the leaf. A good figure of the
plant m;iy be seen at p. 108, in Prof. Gray's ad-
'"irable "Structural and Systematic IJotany."

It is somewhat singular that this little herb is

only found in the vicinity of Wilmington, in

North Carolina, and in the adjacent parts of

South Carolina, where it is comparatively com-

mon in the damp rich soil bordering tl e bogs

and swamps. It was discovered about ICO years

since, probably by John Bartram ; as Ellis, the

English Naturalist, who first brought the plant

into notice, and gave it its botanical name, states

in hjs letter to Linna;us, that in 17G5, his friend

Peter CoUinson had given him a dried specimen

which he had received from Bartram. This let-

ter to Linnseus was published, (and a very good

colored plate of the plant with it) and in it Ellis

states that the object of the plant in catching

insects in its leaves was for purposes of nutrition.

This, however, seems to have been doubted by

Linnseus, as in his " Mantissa Plantarum," pub-

lished soon after, he speaks of the ability of the

plant to catch insects, holding them as long as

they continued to struggle, and releasing them

upon their becoming quiet ; and in this account

he seem to have been followed by Elliott and

many other Botanical writers. Ellis also wrote

of the fluid secreted by the " innumerse glan-

dular rubrte," of the leaves, and also of the

"three small erect hairs among the glands,"

in which the excitability of the leaf resides ; but

he was mistaken in supposing that the "sweet

liquor" is secreted by the leaf as a lure or bait

before the insect is captured. I do not know
that this fluid is spoken of by any other botanist,

except the Rev. Dr. Curtis, formerly of Wil-

mington, N. C, who has long been familiar with

the Dionaja, and many years since published a

very interesting notice of it, which may be found

in the 1st Vol., of the Boston Journal of Natural

History, p. 123.

Being very desirous of obtaining specimens of

the plant, the writer made an excursion to Wil-

mington, N. C, in the beginning of May of last

year. The Diomea was found in considerable

quantity, but not a single specimen in flower

;

although in Chapman's Flora, April is one of

the months given as its period of flowering. To
make the best of it, a good many plants were

packed in boxes nud bronglit awa}', and finally

planted in sandy soil as nearly resembling that

of their native locality as possible ; this was kept

moist but not wet ; and I may here remark that

in general the eflorts made to cultivate this plant

seem to have erred in taking too much care of

it. It is not a hothouse plant, as it endures

freezing weather in its native place ; neither is
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it naturallj'^ a bog herb and consequently it should

only be kepi damp, but not deluged with water.

The plants soon recovered from die moving and

began to grow rapidly, putting forth new leaves

and afterwards flowering well. About the 25th

of May, they were put out in the open air on the

roof of a shed which was somewhat shaded by a

plum tree.

Insects being now plentiful and the leaves

well developed, operations were actively Qom-

menced by the plants ; so much so indeed, that

in a short time but few good leaves could be

found which had not made a prey of some insect.

It was soon observed that in most cases where a

living object was caught, the leaves did not open

and release the prisoner on his becoming quiet,

as was stated by Linnfeus, but held on to him
until he appeared to be dissolved by the fluid se-

creted around him. The whole disappeared, but

it did not at first strike me that it was absorbed

by the leaf, and an experiment, soon to be de-

tailed, led me to suppose that the fluid was in

some way conveyed to the roots of the plant,

there to be taken up for nutriment. Continued

experiments soon did away with this idea. After

having entirely gone through the operation, the

leaves would again open and catch insects ; but

each time they became less sensitive, and soon

refused to close on the insects which traversed

their surface. These observations soon suggested

this idea of trying them with other things than

insects, with what result is given below. I now
copy troin my note book :

" Jul}'^ 7th. Fed several leaves ofDionsea with

fragments of raw beef."

" June 9th. The beef in one leaf is consider-

ably digested and a drop of reddish colored fluid

matter hanging from from the lower part of the

leaf."

This experiment led me to suspect that the

leaf ha 1 the power of dissolving animal matter,

which was then allowed to flow along the some-

what trough like petiole to the root, thus furnish-

iui; the plant with highly nitrogenous food.

" .June 18th. The beef in the above mentioned

leaf entirely digested and absorbed by the leaf,

thus disproving the idea, that the dissolved mat-

ter runs to the root and is there taken up for the

nutriment of the plant ; and the leaf is opening

and almost completely dry, and apparently some-

what callous, /. e.., losing its delicate texture and

not as sensitive as before. In the other leaves

in which fragments of beef were placed at the

same time as above, all except the gristly parts

is dissolved. Two or three leaves closed upon

the meat and afterwards opened and suffered it

to dry up, probably not having strength to digest

it after have gone through the ordeal of moving.

The flowering of the plant is now over, having

commenced about June 1st."

"Wishing to test some other animal substance,

the following experiment was tried :

"June 19th. Placed a fragment of cheese in

a leaf of Diomea. The majority of the plants

appear to be doing well and are putting forth

new leaves."

" July Bth. The cheese in the leaf after being

considerably dissolved, has had a bad cfTect turn-

ing the leaf black and finally killing it, thoun;h it

does not appear to have affected the rest of the

plant. It is very evitjent that this animal pro-

duct is poisonous to the leaves."

" July 13th. I found to day that a good sized

leaf had caught and devoured a large centipede."

" July 27th. Placed fragments of raw beef in

eight leaves."

"July 31st. The beef in all the above leaves

is being dissolved. They have all closed tightly

upon the meat, so much so that the form of eacli

fragment can be readily seen by looking only at

the outside of the leaf. A slight shower seem.s

to aid digestion, probably by strengthening the

plant ; but too much water apparently weakens

the effect of the fluid secreted by the leaves. A
fortunate circumstance which has just happened

shows that this fluid, which certainly always

makes its appearance after the prey has been

caught, is not the result of any decomposition of

animal matter. A plum curculio was so unfor-

tunate as to fall into the trap, but being of a re-

solute nature he determined to escape by eating

his way out. "When discovered he was still alive

and had a small hole through the side of the leaf,

but was evidentl}' becoming very weak. On
opening the leaf, the fluid was found in consider-

able quantity around him, and was without

doubt gradually overcoming him. The leafbeing

again allowed to close upon him, he soon died.

As a general thing beetles and insects of that

kind thougii always killed, seem to be too "hard-

shelled" to serve as food and after a short time are

rejected."
August 11th. The beef last put in is entirely

gone in three leaves and they are again opening :

by one the meat has been rejected, in the rest it

is almost dissolved."

Absence from home now prevented further and

more varied experiments, which might prove
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more directly the absorption of the dissolved

matter by the plant. But I cannot doubt that

this is the case ; and if this be the case, of what
use is it to the plant ? Certainly I think there

can be no other than nutrition. The great

Creator does not form mechanism, however curi-

ous, in mere sport of power ; but we may believe

they are intended to subserve some useful pur-

pose. Here then we see that this most rare and

curious plant is provided with a trap, than which,

as Dr. Curtis well I'emarks, it is impossible to

conceive how one could be better devi&ed for the

purpose intended ; it is so placed that unwary
insects are most likely to fall into it ; and after

catching them it turns into a kind of stomach,

and deliberately proceeds to eat them up.

Other plants of the same family, (several spe-

cies of Drosera) as is well known, catch small in-

sects, by their glandular stick}^ hairs and bend-

ing all of these to the object which are likely to

reach it, apparently suck its juices. Dr. J. Gib-

bons Hunt, who has made excellent preparations

of portions of Dionreaand Drosera for the micro-

scope, informs me that each hair of Drosera ro-

tundifolia has two sets of ducts. An interesting

experiment, somewhat like some of those before

mentioned has been made by Mr. L. A. Milling-

ton and may be found described in the Amerkan
Naturalist for April. It is well known also that

the singular leaves of the Side-saddle plant (Sar-

racenia purpurea, L.), are usually found halffull

of water and dead insects. Whether these sub-

serve the nutriment of the plant is doubtful.

Jkit so far as I knoAV the Diontea is unique in

the completeness of its mechanism and its opera-

tions ; and as Prof. Gray has lately informed us

that one of the most sagacious and suggestive of

modern Naturalists, (Mr. Darwin) will probably

<non publish his experiments, and observations

u])on it, we may expect a full elucidation of the

structure and operations of this most interesting

plant.

INCIDENTS OF THE SEVERE WINTER.
BY L. 15., PIIILADKLrillA.

Your instructive notice of the lesson the

>atL; winter has taught us will not soon be forgot-

t (n. It has cost every owner of trees and gar

lens Josses of an unusual character ; but hereaf-

ter we shall at least know hoAV to avert similar

disasters, and learn to protect all valuable trees

and shrubs against exposure in sevi-re winters.

A n w incidents rf my experience show how true

your explanation is, that exposure to the biting,

absorbent winter winds, destroys their life as no-

thing else will.

An Isabella grape vine two years old was killed

nearly to the ground, and a hardy grape from

the AV^ashiugton propagating garden, said to be

peculiarly hardy, (name lost) and four years old,

was also killed nearly to the ground. Concord

and Diana vines were shortened in very seriously,

though cut clear of unripened wood early in the

fall. On the contrary European vines, loosely

tied with cornstalks or straw received no injury,

not an inch being cut off. Some of these were

standing, and some were laid on the ground.

And even worse than the vines, was the experi-

ence with peach and pear trees: all the blossom

buds dropped from the dwarf peach trees, and a

Duchesse pear ti-ee though never failing before

and set to blossom full, onl}- produced abortive

blooms. In short, every exposed fruit tree was

struck as with a paralytic shock, and they

recover very slowly since. Another incident was

that a rose only half hardy, at least in exposed

situations, Jacquimenot, being protected only by

a loose tie of straw, was kept in perfect condition

to the top ot the stems, which were nearlj"^ four

feet high, and in a front area peculiarly exposed.

PURSII'S JOURNAL.
{Continued.)

31. Early this morning I left Easton, the

weather very sultry & warm ; by the time I came

to Richmond, about I'i. m. from Easton where I

took dinner I was overtaken by a thunder shower,

which continued very severe tor two or three

hours, & afterwards tui-ned into a drizling rain
;

being prevented so long, from going on & having

about 13 or 14. m. to travel to com^ to the place

where I had sent my trunk to, I thought it best

to stay over night & take my li'isure in going

through the gap, which I was very anxious t'»

examine strictlj'. On my road to Richmond I

observed nothing new. The Podophyllum was

in full flower. The road goes all the way over

barren and dry hills, producing the same plants

in general as near Philada.

Jun. 1. When I got up, I found it very

cloudy, with drizling rain, after breakfast it

looked somewhat better, I took the road, but I

had not went past 4. m. it began to rain again

pretty hard ; about two miles farther I came to

a publick house on the River, where I stood for

some time toget drv<Iv: let the rain over, wishing
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very much to come to my trunk beyond the gap,

I ventured out again, at the distance of about 2

miles the road bogan to get interesting, being on

the foot of the mountain, wliich forms llie Water
gap ; But I was very mucli disappointed in my
intention of spending a good part of the day here,

the rain begining again very hard, I had to make
the best & tlie quickest of my road, I observed

nothing new, a species of White Yiolet with deep

cordated leaves I tliink I liave seen before ; on

the rocks I found Nephrodiuni lanosum Mx. &
Spiraea trifoUata for the first in flower this sea-

son ; a species of Erigeron is very plenty here,

but suppose it nothing else thanE. purpurascens.

The scenery of this gap did not answer my ex-

pectation in grandeur ; the mountain makes a

very spacious opening for the river & the decliv-

ity of the rocks Sc hills on both sides are not

steep, but ver}'^ gradually descending, so much
so tl\at I thought I could ascend it in any place

required. Since I had to be in an hurry, on ac-

count of the weather, I determined to return

some day this week back to it, «& have an atten-

tive examination, I arrived after a short but dis-

agreeable day's travelling at Mr. Houser's where

I found my trunk safe ; This place is about 2

miles from the gap, & I have chosen it for a

place of making my stand for excursions in this

nighborhood, as long |as I think it worth my
while.

2. This morning still rainy ; about 10 o'clock

it seemed to clear off ; took an excursion on some

of the hills. & along theSmithfield creek ; Ranun-

culus philonotis. Anemone thalictroides, &c. in

flower ; on the creek I seen the Acer glaucum

with its seed shed ; this maple seems to be a dif-

ferent species, though in general taken as a

variety. Justicia pedunculosa in great plenty,

just sprouting up. The sandy banks covered

with Equisetum hyemale «& arvense,Scrophularia

nodosa? (flowering).

After dinner I took an excursion up the Del-

aware on the road to the Manysinks ; I begin

to despair of getting anything interesting in this

quarter, even the plants common to the banks of

Schuyllkill which are any ways interesting ? I

dont observe here, it is an arid slate & lime stone

barren ; though very finely timbered.

However I expect to try to morrow the gap

again, if the weather will permit it.

3. This morning I set out for the Gap ; I as-

cended the west side of the mountain in several

places, to have the advantage of all kind of situa-

tions, but my expectations of this place, were

still disappointed ; A very rapid run which makes

beautifull little cascades, & nearly rises at the

top of this mountain was the place, were I ex-

pected to see something new ; but after all pains

& trouble, I found it to be the old story again.

I made the following list of all the plants in their

order as I observed them. The Geranium Ro-

bertianum is the only plant I think not common,it

(rows in great plenty on wet rocks & makes a

very handsome appearance. The banks of the

river are covered with Hemlock, Black Birch,

Beach, Chestnut, Hickory, Walnut, Carpinus,

Oaks, &c., in great variety & the sides ol the hill

with the same kind of timber in proportion to

their more or less fertile soil. I found in full

flower Potentilla reptans, Rubus trivialis. Gera-

nium maculatum—Fragaria virgin. Viola pal-

mata, Erigeron bellidifol. Cerastium vulgatum,

Arabis lyrata, Sanicula marylaudica (b.) Men-

ispermum canadense, (b.) Ranunculus abortivus

noustoniaco?rulea, Spergulastrum lanuginosum?

Mx.; Rubus odoratus (b.) Aquilegia cauad. Ileu-

chera americ, (b :) Oxalis stricta, Myosotis

virgin ? —Veronica agrestis, Oxalis violacea,

corniculata, Hieracium venosum (;bf) Rumex ^

acetosella, Crataegus coccinea, Leontodon Tar-

axacum,Anemone thalictriodes, Aralia nudicaul.

A.racemosa,Smyrnium integerr. Panax quinque-

folia (b.), Medeola Virgin, three of the stamina,

which are placed alternate with the inside petals

are longer than the three which are opposite

them. The three side stigma is sessile.—

Poa trivialis, viridis, compressa, Elymus cana-

densis without flower. In seed—Thalitrum dioi-

cum, Sanguinaria, Saxifraga virginiensis, Betula

lanulosa, Mispilus canadensis, Acer glaucum,

Gnaphaliumplantagineum, Arabis falcata, Aza-

lea nudif.

Without flowers—Rhus typhinum, radicans,

Verbascum Thapsus, Rubus sp; Actearacemosa,

Clematis virginica, Ampelopsisquinquef., Allium

cernuum, Eupatorium perfoliatum, agcratoides,

Rosa, Hypericum perforatum, Collinsonia, Im-

patiens, Marrubiumvulgare, Sanvbucus, :Mentha,

Lysimachia quadriiblia,Prenanthes, Kalmia lati-

folia (b.) Rhododendron maxim. Veronica virg.

Ptelea trifol. Spiraea salicifolia, Sonchus spec,

called Lyons heart good for the snake bite, taken in

milk. The species of ferns I observed were

Xephrodium thelypterioides, acrostichoides,mar-

ginale, lanosum, bulbifeium, punelilobulum,

Filixfemina, Adiantum pedatum, Polypodium

vulgare, Asplenium triehomanoides, Trieho-

maues, Osmunda interrupta, cinnamomea, Pte-
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ris aquilinr\, atropurpurea, Onoclea sensibilis,

Marchantia a species new to me.
I went three miles beyond the gap and as I

found it useless to clime up the mountain anj^
longer, I thought to pay all attention to the sit-

uation of the gap & its turns in my return accord-
ingly after taken some refreshment at Dills's

ferry I followed the main road through the gap
;

this ferry is three miles from the mountain,—
About here the River runs from N. N. W. (the

direction of the River were taken with a sim-
ple small pocket compass, not noticing the varia-
tion). The banks high & the ground covered
with loose stone mixed with rounded off pebles
of all sizes. The Ycrsey shore seems to be lower &
not much broken. One mile further on from the
ferry a chain of high hills comes at some distance
towards the shore, on both sides of the water.—
Two miles from the ferry the shore very steep
covered with Rhododendron &c. great quantitys
of loose stone woren by the water. The chain of
hills draws closer to the water, about three miles
from the ferry, the gap begins ; the kind of bot-
tom land which lays between the water & the
high hills, is of a barren slaty nature, mixed
wite rounded peples. A considerable large Is-

land, lays at the mouth of the gap ; The River
runs more from the north ; The main ridge of

mountains, through which it breaks is about a
mile over, &, the two faces of the mountain in

respect to their strata quit corresponding. Those
strata make about an angle of nearly 45^ from
^. W. to S. E. Sc consist of indurates lime stone

granit. Within about 40 yards apparently from
the top, the face of these rocks is rotten slate

;

which cuts off on both sides into a straight line
;

this slate can not lay under granit, but must
have been a vain, on which the water worked «fc

made the present bed of the River.

[The diarist here gives a rough sketch.]

After passing this place the side of the moun-
tain forms the banks of the river «& an artiiicial

road leads along the steep banks, the river soon

after has its course more from the N. W. «& keeps

in this direction more or less for a mile & a half,

wh'.'re an island is by wiiich it turns m )ro from

N. After passing 2 miles along this close niDun-

tain road,the valley opens, into a kind ofa bottom

terminates & surrounded by hills & the river

which keeps now close to the main ridge receives

several large creeks coming from all directions.

In t'lis bottom is the house of Mr. llows.'r where

I but up at ; it is called (5. mibs to Dills's ferry,

from where I began my description.

Jim. 4. This day I made some small excur-

sions about the nighborhood of Mr. Ilowsers—
Having been pretty much fatigued yesterday, &
intending to go to Minisinks to morrow, I dit

not do much; but even the little I was about

convinced me more & more that this were not a

place for new discoveries. Tlie Ideas which I

have allways formed about the valleys beyond
the blue ridge of having been large rivers or

lakes, still I come with more proofs to my mind
;

the water gap, which probably has been a large

cascade in former ages, & the country behind it,

have so much weight in this conjecture as any I

know ; a well which old ]SIr. Ilowser dug about

40. feet deep, the house standing on an elevated

spot may be 80 or 100 feet above the river was
found to be entirely river sand, which still can

be seen on the bank raised therewith.

Jan. 5. This morning I set out on an excur-

sion up the River, I had to call on a man who
took my trunk from Easton here, who had told

me, that in his nighborhood there was a very

rich valley ; I went through it, to his house

about 8. m. from Ilowsers, but observed nothing

materially new ; a species of Ranunculus with

very long limb3r branches, which I suppose to

be the R. repens «& a viola like the debilis of

Michx ; which grows near Mr. Johnes's mill in

Blockley. At the house of Mr. Coolbaugh, the

man above mentioned I took dinner & a man
coming in who wanted to go as fir as the begin-

ning ofAlinnisink that night, I availed myself of

the opportunity of having company, to get there

this night yet. We had about 19. or 20. m. to

come to the place of his destination, it being one

o'clock when we left the tavern, & yet we reach-

ed it before it was quit dark ; when we came

within 0. or T.m. of it it btgan to rain very hard,1)ut

we kept travelling on. The Minisinks I first un-

derstood were on the Pensylvania side, but there

is no such thing ; the country calld so lays in

Sussex county New Yersey «& extends from the

New York line about IG.or 18. m. down the river

& about from 3 to 11 m. back. This course I

seen nothing new, the hills along the road are

covered close with timber & dmicifuga Scrpeu-

taria (Actfea racemosa) Aralia nudi flora & hero

& there patches of Podophyllum here called Man-
darach mixed with abundance of Iloustonia

(;;crulea & other common plants of similar situa-

tion arc the only cover of the ground. We crossed

the river at dark & took up lodging at Mr.

Ennis's, who keeps a ferry & a house much fre-
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quented by the raftsmen. It looked very much
for a heavy & settled rain.

Jan. 6. Rain all day, my anxiety of seeing

this place was disuppoiuted tor to day but being

pretty much fatigued, I expected that the dis-

agreeable rest 1 had in a house I did not much
lilve, would still be so muuh more to my advan-

tage ; I slept most all day.

Jan. 7. Sundays. Set out for an excursion up
Delaware through the Minisinks. Following

nearly the banks of the river, without road, I

expected to see something interesting — but

nothing occured to me. In several places the

Salsola prostrata grows in the sands, Cistus cana-

densis beginning to tiower—I went up as far as

the line of New York. Crossed the River «&

went down it to a small village called Millford

here I stood over night.

X.B. The soil through this part ofMinisink is

similar to the lower part of Yersey. The banks

are covered with Silver or White maple, Pruuus

virg. Tilia americana, Platanus & Chestnut Oaks,

Ilumulus lupulus, Celastrus, Uvularia perfol :

in flower.

Jan. 8. Shortly before I left this to return to

Eunis's down the river I learned that a

PosL office were kept in the tavern I had stop-

ped : I wrote a few lines to Dr. Barton to inform

him of my progresses in a few words : I set out

from here, along the banks of the river on a very

interesting road, going sometimes along a preci-

pice of immense height down to the river. Mill-

ford lays ouSaw creek,!. below a small creek call'd

White brook ; 4 or 5 lower down the Connechea-

gue 6 m. lower Reamannskille—from there to

Diugmanus bushkill—along the river hills Trago-

pogon virginicum, a very handsome coloured

plant, Scrophularia nodosa, here I took an ex-

cursion up through the mountain which are very

high here ; The berries of Gaultheria ripe, very

good eating. On the highest knob which was ex-

ceeding barren I found Lycopodium rupestre.

The Pyrola umbellata calld here Princess pine

—

Cistus canadensis. In descending the top I

came to plenty of Kalmia angustifolia & soon

after to a springy piece of ground which led me
to a stream of water, which finally forms a beau-

tiful Cascade which I admired so much the more

as 1 was very dry & the water most excellent.

A great abundance of the different sort of ferns

& mosses common to wet shady places cover the

rocks & Arum triphyllum in full flower. With

several other common plants. At Dingmanns I

crossed the ri/er over to Ennis's where I after a

long &, fatiguing Journey arrived late in the even-

ing. This day I killed a monstrous large snake,

which I seen likewise in Virginia calld there

Black Viper, here they call it blowing Atter, it

is not common but I was not able to examine it,

partly for want of time & chiefly on account of

the most horrid smell it emitted, they are said to be

very poisonous but on opening the mouth, I

could not observe the structure of that kind in

her teeth.

To he Continued.

ECONOMY IN COMMERCIAL PLANT
HOUSES.

Bead before the Pennsylvania Horticultural So-

ciety, July 7, 1868.

BY EX-PRESIDEKT D. RODNEY KIKG.

The subject I have chosen for an essay though

an eminently practical one, is one that can be but

superficially considered in the limited time allow-

ed me, and is also one on which I can hope to

throw but little additional light.

The subject naturally divides itself into three

parts or divisions, which I propose to consider

separately and in detail.

1st—Economy in construction, including all the

details or sub divisions, such as materials of

walls, construction and glazing of roof, shape,

size, location, staging, hydraulic arrangements,

&c.

2nd.

—

Heatiny, including various kinds of fuel,

heating apparatus such as furnaces, flues, boilers

and pipes, tanks, bark, leaf and dung beds,

modes of excluding the outer air, &c.

3rd.

—

General Management^ such as potting,

watering, ventilation, shading, &c.

I will now proceed to the consideration of the

first division of the subject, viz., Eonomy of

Construction. In regard to the walls of the plant

house, the most economical are those constructed

of wood. Procure good cedar, chestnut or even

oak posts of the required length, plant them

solidly in the ground, as in making a boai'd

fence ; cut them off" to the required height and

Idvel by a chalk line and spirit level, nail on top

of them flatwise and horizontally projecting

about 1^ inches beyond the front of the posts, a

piece of 2 by 4 hemlock or white pine scantling,

and within about a foot of the ground, saw and

mortise out notches in the front of the posts ab :)Ut

2 inches wide and 1^ inches deep, and nail in

them, edgewise, a piece of 2 by 3 scantling. Then

on these two pieces of scantling, nail vertically
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or up and down, inch and a quarter second
common white pine boards, ploughed and
grooved and well seasoned and dried in the

sun. The boards should be bought of IG feet

lengths, so that they may cut up more economi-
cally. If the path to the house is dug 2^ feet

below ground, the front wall or side of the house
need not be more than 3 feet 1 or 2 inches high,

which will enable you to cut five lengths out of a

16 foot board, or if the house is intended for

small plants 2 feet 7 inches high or 6 lengths.
If it is thought too expensive to have the

boards ploughed and grooved they can be nailed

on and left until they are thoroughly shrunk in

the sun and then nail plastering laths over the

joints
; the gable end walls can be built on the

same principle, if the house is low, but if a high
one had better be regularly frame morticed and
tennoned.

If the ground on which the house is built is

uneven, the boards in the side walls should be

cut of one uniform length and the earth banked
up to them. This saves board and makes the

house look better. If the house is on the fixed

roof principle, that is with permanent sash bars,

instead of moveable sashes, there should be nail-

ed in a slanting position on the upper 2x4 scant-

linir, a board about 8 inches wide.
If a more durable house is required, or in cities

where w oden buildings are prohibited, stone

or brick must be substituted for wood. In all

cases the foundation walls bi'low the surface

should be of stone, as brick under ground soon

becomes soft. If stone is plenty and cheap, the

walls may be built 16 inches thick, with founda-

tions 18 inches thick. If brick is used, a nine

inch hollow wall is the cheapest, dryest, and

warmest. I am surprised that houses of this

kind are not more frequently built. There is no

difficulty in building them even by a bricklayer,

who has never seen one. On the solid stone or

brick foundation, about 12 inches thick, lay two

courses of brick on edge, so that the wall will

measure 9 inches thick, with binders on edge
between each as shown in the annexed Fig I.

A. l)eing the brick on edge and B. the binders.

FfC./,

Very good specimens of this kind of building

can be seen in this city on south 10th St., nearly

opposite the Moyamensing Prison, built by our

late lamented fellow member, Jas. D. Fulton,

some 25 years since. They consist of two ex-

tensive greenhouses and a one story dwelling

house and they are at this time as strong and sub-

stantial as when first erected. Sash or windows
are seldom, ifever introduced in the front of com-

mercial greenhouses, as they add to the expense

and make the houses colder, but in houses on

the fixed roof principle, ventilators of inch board

working on hinges are frequently introduced at

short distances along the front immediately un-

der the i)late or top scantling.

Having thus briefly described the construction

of the end and side walls of the house, we come
next to consider the construction of the roof in-

cluding the glazing.

The /ixecZ roof is the most economical and ex-

peditious in construction, and if carefully glazed,

the warmest and dryest. This mode of building

is now so common that it is scarcely necessary to

describe it. Take one and a half inch, or better

still, 2 inch second common white pine boards of

the required length, say 10, 12, or 16 feet long.

Send them to a sawing and planing mill and

have them first planed, then ripped up into

strips of 2^ to 3 inches in width, then rebated so

that the glass will have a bearing of not less

than \ and more than half an inch on each side.

These sash bars should be securely nailed or

screwed at the upper end, to the ridge pole (if a

double pitch roofed house) or to the wall plate if

a lean-to house, and also to 2x3 purlins running

lengthwibc of the house, supported every 6 feet by

pieces of 3x4 scantling. If the sash bars are 10

or 12 feet long, one purlin will be sufficient, but if

16 to 20 feet long, two will be required. These pur-

lins are not only necessary for strength,but also to

prevent the sash bars from warping in the sun,

which would cause leakage and in some cases

would allow the glass to fall out. The arrange-

ment and construction of the ventilators will be

treated of under the third division of my subject.

Although a fixed roof is the warmest, dryest and

cheapest kind of roof, yet it is frequently the

case that the nurseryman is compelled b}- various

reasons to use moveable sashes, as for instance

when the ground is rented on a short lease and

frequent removals are the consequence, or when

plants are grown in the open ground inside the

house, instead of in pots, and the removal of the

sashes during the summer is necessary.
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Moveable sash as usually made, are expensive

on account of the great amount of manual labor

expended on them. But I have recently had
made, principally by machinery, a large num-
ber of greenhouse and hot-bed sash that I have

touad sufficiently strong, and iliat cost but little

FIG. 2,

order to bring the rebates together, but adds

greatly to the strength and stiffness of the sash.

FIC.J.

more than a fixed roof. Fig 2, is a section of the

greenhouse sash. A and B. represent the three

outer sash bars, viz., the two sides and top,

which can b3 eithar 2 or 3 inches wide, but I

have found for 8 feet sash 2 inches sufficiently

strong and stiff. They should be of good clean

second common 2 inch white pine,sawed, planed,

and rebated by machinery 0)x one side only^ the

rebates a quarter of an inch wide and half an

inch deep. The middle sash bars C should be

made of the same stuff 2 inches wide and rebated

on each side, \ inch wide and half an inch deep.

The length of the sash should, if possible,

be regulated by the length of the plank so as

to avoid waste. If 12 feet long, the sash

bars can be nearly 6 feet long. If IG feet long,

8 feet and so on.

If the sash are intended for a greenhouse,

where they are not often moved, it will answer

to put them together with three ten-penny nails,

at each corner, as shown at E ; but if for hotbed

sash, screws should be used. Corner pieces of

hoop iron, punched by a blacksmith, (as shown
at F,) and put on with large sized lath nails,

serve to stiffen the joint and prevent the nails

from drawing,—but this is not absolutely neces-

sary.

The upper and lower cross bar of the sash B
should be notched in, as at H, the depth of the

rebate, to receive the sash barC, and the side or

outer bar A, should be notched in, as at I, for

the same depth. This not only is necessary in

W///M/

The lower cross bar, as shown at A, fig. >3,

should be of less thickness(say half an inch) than

the other sash bars, and should be perfectly plain

without any rebate. This allows the glass,when
the sash is glazed, to project over the bar A, so

that the water runs ofi" without obstruction. If

the sash are intended for hotbeds, the side bars

should extend 5 or 6 inches beyond the top and
bottom bars. These ends are convenient to han-
dle them by, and also serve to strengthen them.
If the sash are over 6 feet long, they should be
braced across the middle with an iron brace |th

of an inch thick, or a wooden one half an inch
thick.

The great saving in these sash is in the labor.

The ordinary carpenter cannot generally make
more than three, or, at most, four common
hand made sash in a day ; whereas, I have had
fourteen^ and sometimes more of the above de-

scribed sash made in the same time. Indeed, it

does not require a carpenter at all to put them
together. Any person accustomed to the use of

a saw and chisel, can make them. Some ten or

fifteen of the bars as they come from the planin"

mill can be laid side by side on a work bench or

table and all of them marked out b}- a standard

measure and a square, and then all of them can
be sawed to the proper lengths at once.

We next come to the glazing of the roof. Putt}'

has been pretty generally discarded in glazino-

the roofs of greenhouses except for bedding the

glass in, and this is necessary in order to exclude

the cold air and to prevent leakage. In glazin"

the first oiieration is to take soft i)utty and with

a glazing knifi! or your thumb and first finf^er,

coat the rebate with putty to the deptli of the

one sixteenth of an inch, or the thickness of the
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glass used. Then, commencing at the bottom of

the sash bars, put in a pane of glass with the

rounded side uppermost. This is important, as

nearly all common windows glass has a curve in

it, and by keeping this curve always uppermost,

the glass fits closer and more eflectually excludes

the air and moisture. AVhen the pane is in its

place, press it down firmly ai its upper end until

you feel it touch the wood of the sash bar. Then
secure it in its place by half inch cut sprigs as

follows : One on each side at bottom, to keep the

glass from slipping down, and one on each side,

within quarter of an inch of top of the glass, to

keep it in its place, and also to keep the pane

above it from slipping down.

(3b be Continued.)

A GOOD STRAWEEERY FOR PRIVATE
GARDENS.

BY L. B., PHILADELPHIA.

Allow me to say a word in favor ofa strawberry

that has, with me, proved very acceptable, and

while f(n- market purposes, I believe it is gener-

ally rejected, it is really very valuable for ama-

teurs and private growers. It is the French''}:

Seedling. I have found it remarkably easy of

cultivation, a modest grower, small rather than

large, yet an abundant bearer. I picked the

first, the largest and the latest berties from it in

the season 1807 ; many measuring 4^ inches in

circumference. I find in 1868 the bed which

bore so abundantly in 18G7 quite as well loaded now,

j\'hile other varieties—Trionqihe de (Jand, Wil-

8)n's Albany and Lady Finger at least,—all ex-

panded or re-set. I moved plants of French's

Seedling, both in the fall and this last spring,

and yet find them bearing freely. I can do any-

thing with it, in short, and yet get a bountiful

crop of deli(;ious fruit. Nothing can equal it in

tenderness and delicacy of flavor.

Its fault we all know is that it is too tender to

be carried to market, but this is no disadvantage

to one who cultivates for his own use. On June

()th, 1807, I picked the first in that year, many
berries being over 4 in(;hes in circumference. On
Jime 7th, 180S, I again picked the first ripe ber-

ries of the season, several measuring '3i to 4

inches. No berries of any other variety M'cre

ripe at these dates in either year.

A VISIT TO DELAWARE.
BY B.

To a person who wishes to realize the fact of

a State being a Peach Orchard, a trip on the

Delaware Railroad would be entertaining

—

for, from Wilmi%ton to the dividing line of

Maryland, there seems to be scarcely five miles

which are not planted in Peach Trees ; and we
were told that the same was the case through the

whole State, even 25 miles from the railroad.

Our first stopping point was Milford, the largest

town in the State south of Dover, (Mr.

Williams has given a very good statement of the

State as far as Dover,) the place which we were

most interested in seeing. We found they were

alive to the fact of Delaware being the "Garden
State of the Union." Everywhere large garden

and truck patches were being prepared ; and a

spirit of progress, in fruit culture, pervaded the

entire people.

One of the most enthusiastic pomologists in

this section, and one who lias ever shrunk from

publicity, is George R. Fisher, Esq., (about five

miles from the town). He has, in the last thirty

years, planted 5 or 6 orchards ; and, although

now verging on 80, is still planting, grafting,

budding and pruning his trees, and talks of them

with the afiection of a father for his children.

Seven or eight groves which were planted by his

hand, have grown to large, stately trees. A row
of Cherry trees, nearly half a mile in length, is a

striking feature of his place, serving to

shade a drive to a long lane leading to his dwel-

ling, lie has many of the finc-st varieties of Pears

in cultivation, several of which wei'e imported

for the first time last year.

From Milford to Lincoln, a new settlement,

(the Vineland of Delaware,) is 3 miles. Here,

our friend Lukens Peirce has a thriving young

nursery. The interest in fruit culture is a lead-

ing feature, and, although Strawberries were only

just beginning to ripen in this section, they were

sending two and three thousand quarts daily

from this place, which, four years ago, was a

howling wilderness.

Georgetown, the present terminus of the Junc-

tion and Breakwater R. R., is also a thriving

town—the County town of Sussex County—noted

for its number of lawyers and pretty women, and,

we think, will shortly be for its fruit culture

also.

One of the finest and most liberally kept places

near this town is that of James Anderson, Esq.,
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Cashier of the Farmers' Bank at Georgetown,

whose hospitality and cultivated taste, make
it a favorite resort of many of the people of the

surrounding countr}^

He has a fine lawn, of about four acres, taste-

fully planted with Deciduous and Evergreen

trees, and shrubs. Fruit cuK^re is also a favor-

ite pursuit and one to which he looks for

great results,especially Pears—having an orchard

of 8 acres, and thinks of planting many more.

He also has about fifty acres in Peach trees, and

fifteen in Apple trees, besides quite a number of

Cherry and other fruit trees. Mr. Charles C.

Ptoekloy, of the same place,is also an enthusiast in

fruit culture, especiall}' with Peaches and Straw-

berries, having over fifty acres of the former, and

12 or 15 varieties of the latter. He was the first

person to introduce the newer varieties of Pota-

toes into that section, and has been so successful

with them as to cause a general desire for their

growth over the old and failing varieties ; so

much so, that he could but with the greatest diffi-

culty keep enough for his own planting.

Bridgeville is another prosperous town on the

Railroad. Here Mr. D. S. Myers is endeavor-

ing to cultivate a taste for the culture of trees

and flowers, we believe with marked success.

AVe wore not fortunate enough to meet Mr.

Myers, but found his name a household word.

Laurel and Scaford are also towns which are

fast progressing in horticulture. The walls of

their houses covered with flowers, and their

beautiful spires, presenting a pleasing sight from

the Railroad.

The next point of stoppage was Salisbur}', Md.

a town (or city) at the head of the AVicomoco

River, having one of the finest water powers in

that section—numbering five large millponds and

eight or ten mills in a radius of five miles. This

is the best situated piece ot country north of

Norfolk for trucking and fruit growing, having

a gentle rolling incline to the southeast, w'ell wa-

tered, and the land of a rich sandy loam, with a

gravelly clay subsoil, and land yet cheap, and

building material plenty and low. The quanti-

ties of lumber exceeded anything we had ever

witnessed ; and, we think, must have covered an

area of at least thirty acres, piled 10 to 12 feet

high.

The oyster trade is also a leading feature of

the place, furnishing hundreds of tons of shell

lime for fertilizing purposes. From what we
could judge, the season her.; is fully as early as

Norfol c ; for, while 30 miles above the berries

were just ripening, here they had githt'ivd thrir

main crop 8 or 10 days before, and had been, for

12 days, eating new Potatoes of good size and
quality.

Here we found that intelligent and energetic

horticulturist, Mr. C. Hartwell, hard at work
among the people,preaching up fruit culture here,

floriculture there, and improvement everywhere
;

distributing trees and seeds of rare things, and
giving advice to all who wish to follow his doc-

trine ; at the same time directing great improve-
ments of nearly 2000 acres—i)lanting on one
place 20 acres of strawberries—largely in Peaches
and other fruits.

There are some beautiful mansions and pretty

ornamental grounds in and around the place

and even the poorest looking dwelling was literally

covered with roses and honeysuckles. One of
the finest places is that of Mr. Troutvine, which
embraces nearly five acres, and is tastefully laid

out and planted with flowering plants, shrubberv
and fruits, which mostly being in flower, presented

a gorgeous appearance. He has, also, a great cu-
riosity in an oak tree, which, for 10 feet high,
measures from 9 to 8 feet through

; while above
that it suddenly began at about eighteen inches,

and has grown symmetrical to about 30 feet,

being its natural form and growth.

The Strawberry king of this place is JSIr. Par-
sons, who gathered about 1200 quarts from about

\ of an acre, and from five different varieties, the
Wilson being the most productive, the Lady
Finger reali'/.ing the highest price, and the Agri-
culturist being the largest and strongest grower.
Some few berries were noted as measuring seven
inches in circumference, and at the eighth pick-

ing we were induced to accept 4 quarts of the
finest size Agriculturist we have ever seen— the
most of them measuring 4 and 5 inches.

Now as to the fruit {irospects. Strawberries

proved n good crop and paid well. Peaches, gene-

rally, will realize but about half a crop, and that
mostly of the earlier varieties. Apples (with the

exception ofjust around Salisbury) are an entire

failure, although the blossoms foretold an abun-
dant crop. Pears, as yet, ])romisc poorl}-, and as
Raspberries and l^Iackln-rrieshave not been very
extensively planted, they are not to be considered

as realizing anything. The wet and backward
weather seemed to pervade the entire section, yet

we found the people hopeful and ready to make the

best of their opportunities.

As an evidt-nce of the violence and extent of
the snow storm which occurred here about the
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first ofApril, we saw a great destruction in Pine^

and Cedars. Large trees were broken off, and

thousands of smaller ones bent to the ground.

It is computed that at least S200,000 worth of

lumber was destroyed in Sussex Co. alone, and

the track of the Delaware II. R. was covered for

miles with broken limbs and trees.

TOMATOES AND CAULIFLOWERS.
BY P. CORCORAN, SHARON, PA.

Mr. James Westerman of this place, has erect-

a vegetable house on my employers plan, which

I have already described in the QavHtneT''H

Monthly. It is a span roofed house 45 feet long

by 20 wide. The Tomatoes are planted all down

the centre of the house, and we are never with-

out a supply. To day (April 19th) I could gather

a bushel of much finer fruit than I ever saw out

of doors. I was very much interested in an

article by L. B., on growing them on the walls

of his dwelling house, and that another New
Jersey correspondent thought it would not pay

to take so much trouble. I do not suppose it

would be worth any ones while to build a wall

on purpose to grow tomatoes. L. B., of course

did not suggest any thing of the kind, but this I

do know from our experience here, that it would

pay any one to build a house to grow toma-

toes. There is this additional advantage, that

Avhile you ai'e growing tomatoes in the centre,

you can have bedding plants on the outside.

Another thing astonishes me is that you cele-

brated Philadelphia gardeners, whose names are

sounded through the length and breadth of the

land, yet cannot grow Cauliflowers enough for

your own market. For I see by Buist's Cata-

logue, that your markets are supplied by growers

from Long Island. It is so easy to have them.

I sow the seed in a hothouse in January. "When

the plants have two or three rough leaves, I

prick out into another box to make them tough.

About the oth of February I make up a liot bed,

the materials only about 20 inches thick,and put in

about 2 feet of rich soil, and to day (April 10th)

I have plenty, 12 to 18 inches in diameter ; when-

ever necessary to water, I give them a good soak-

ing.

Postscript^ June 1st. I send you to day two

tomatoes, from jjlants I commenced forcing all

along, I planted the seeds in February, 18(>7. In

March I transplanted them into the centre ot

the pit, in two rows, using rich garden soil. I

kept them staked up all the time, and watered

freely, I had them riiie in May. In September I

took out some of the old plants and transplanted

with young plants. The old plants I pruned in

November, and I find these old ones have borne

all along this year just as well as the young ones.

The tomatoes sent you were from plants which

have been bearing for fifteen months continually,

and they are bearing yet as freely as if they were

but three months old. The variety sent are the

Tilden. I think grown on this system a house

would certainly be profitable.

[We regard Mr. Corcoran's paper as among
the most valuable it has been our privilege to give

to our readers. Nothing but a plain practical gar-

dener, with no pretension but to be useful to

others, he gives in a practical style results as he

has found them, and from which all may profit.

So many gardeners complain that their employ-

ers take no pleasure in their places ; but if they

would take a little pains to suit themselves to

circumstances,and produce a few cheap lnxuri?s,

in some cases at least they might take more

pleasure in giving their gardeners encourage-

ment. Poor as we are—and Editors are pro-

verbial for their poverty—these delicious toma-

toes, although there were but two, came very

near being our ruin ; for we could not help re-

solving to keep a gardener in order to raise toma-

toes, cauliflowers and other such treats for our

own table and only the suggestion of one of our

household, to whom we usually submit such im-

portant questions, that possibly we might not

get the judicious man to attend to our wants,

saved us for once. Had we more money, we
should certainly run the risk.

—

Ed.]

CLINTON HYBRIDS AND OTHER HY-
BRIDS.

BY JACOB MOOKE, ROCHKSTER, N. Y.

Dr. Wylie of South Carolina, in his interesting

communication in the May No. of the Monthly

asks for the experience of others respecting Clin-

ton hybrids. As I have raised such hybrids I

will inform him and others concerning them.

The same year, 1800, I crossed the Diana with

Black Hamburg. I crossed the Clinton, also with

mixed pollen of Golden Chasselas and ]31ack

Hamburgh. I obtained three or fi)ur seed-

lings only, the best one I named Improved Clin-

ton. The cluster and berry were somewhat lar-

ger than the Clinton ; the latter oval ; color black ;

tender fleshed, sweeter than Clinton, rich and
sprightly, by some pronounced excellent. The
fruit, however, when about half grown would in-
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variably be more or less affected with mildew,

ami the shoots and foliage also; towards the close

of the season. The vine was a rapid grower,

with Clinton-like foliage, and proved hardy usual-

ly, when exposed on the trellis during the winter.

It was in an exposed situation, and as the fruit

Avould mildew when the Diana Hamburg near

b}^ was exempt, I concluded not to send it out.

It is now numbered with the things that were.

One of the hybrids is still extant, but has not

yet borne, owing either to winter killing of the

fruit buds or too close pruning. This one is

quite free from mildew of the foliage, ordinary

seasons ; but whether the fruit will prove so re-

mains to be seen. Perhaps, if I had raised as

rhany as twenty-five or fifty hybrids from the

Clinton, I would have obtained some sufficient-

ly free from mildew, both of foliage and fruit.

My experience, however, inclines me to the opin-

ion that it not as valuable for ci'ossing with the

foreign sorts as two varieties I afterwards used,

one of which belongs to the same species and the

other to one nearly allied. The first was origin-

ally brought from Maryland, and much resembles

Clinton in size of cluster, color and flavor ; but

the berries are oblate, and the foliage differs in

outline. It is an exceedinglyhardy variety,exempt

from mildew of fruit and foliage. I have hy-

brids between it and Black Cluster, and other

sorts, which, soTar, have proved perfectly healthy

and hardy. The hybrids sired by Black Cluster

are now making their fourth season's growth
;

but are not bearing as I expected. The foliage

refuses to mildew, and they are as healthy and

hardy vines as can be desired. The other varie-

ty is about as large as Hartford in cluster and

berry, and of very acid flavor. The leaf is

smooth underneath, impregnable to mildew, and

the wood the hardest grained of any variety I

have ever pruned. I think it belongs to the

same species as Oporto, and I doubt if a hardier

variety exists. Whether it is a wild grape or a

cultivated sort I do not know. I haye been unable

to identify it as any known or described sort,

and am inclined to think it a nameless wild

grape. I procured and crossed it for the Crevel-

ing, and the mistake may prove a lucky one,

as the Creveling could hardly have produced va-

rieties as free from mildew as are those from this

wild sort. I have hybrids from seed of it, b}'

Black Cluster, Black Hamburg, ii. Frontignan

and others, which for vigor, health of foliage,

(t. c. exemption from mildew) and hardiness, ap-

pear to be'all that can be desired. They are now
making their fourth season's growth ; but ni-arly

all of them are without fruit, although thej- with-

stood the winter perfectly. I think they have
failed to fruit on account of not making sutlicient

growth the first season of transplanting.

I have now planted for fruiting, some five

hundred hybrid and crossbred and seedlings,

from one to three years old. These are the pro-

ducts of six thousand crossed seeds, planted at

different years from 1860 to '06. I ceased cross-

ing last year, and it is doubtful if I again under-

take the work, as it is likely to be unnecessar}'.

It is true there is always room for improvement

;

but as the work seems to be attended with little

or no compensation of the originator, (which is a
necessity with me) however great the benefit to

the country, the public must look to such enthusi-

asts as Dr. Wylie, and others (I am not as enthu-

astic as I was) for the proseuution of the work.

The foreign varieties I have used in my
various crosses are as follows : Black Cluster,

Miller's Burgundy, Black Hamburgh, Muscat
Hamburgh, Pope's Hamburgh, Black Prolific, so

called—Golden Chasselas or Royal Muscadine,

Chasselas Musque, Muscat Blanc Hative, Mus-
cat Alexandria. Bowood Muscat, Cannon Hall,

Syrian,AV bite and GrizzlyFrontignan. The native

varieties crossed with them, and invariably made
the seed parents, are Delaware, Isabella,Concord,

Catawba, Northern Muscadine, Hartford, Diana,

Clinton, Dartmouth—large. Black Fox, Logan,

and the two wild grapes before mentioned

Most of these were crossed with from three to

six of the foreign sorts. I have, also, recrosses

between the Diana Hamburgh, Hardy Chasselas,

and other of my first hybrids, and Concord and
Delaware, also crosses between native varieties

;

most of which are in their second year. These
native varieties are Delaware, Concord, Adiron-

dac, Catawba, Isabella, Rebecca.

I am not aware of leaving anyway untriedwhere-

by to secure thoroughly reliable as well as excell-

ent grapes. It is my experience that it is useless

to cross such varieties as Delaware, and Isabella,

with the foreign sorts for the purjjOse of obtain-

ing varieties as hardy as the Concord. I j)lant-

ed tor fruiting. Spring of '66, upwards of a hun-

dred liybrids between Delaware and tlie foreign-

ers, which I destroyed in the Autumn on account

of losing their leaves through mildew. In order

to obtain the requisite hardiness it is necessary
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that one parent should be very hardy and free

from mildew, when the other is liable to it, as is

the case with the foreign varieties. When both

parents are somewhat liable to mildew, and are

natives of different species, the progeny may nev-

ertheless be hardy, and free from mildew.

Such a result is due to ilie effect of hybridization^

which toughens the jirogeny. I have had many
proofs of the truth ofthis statement. Last sum-

mer I had hybrids between Delaware and Adi-

rondac, which were perfectly free from mildew,

while the parents in the same field, not far dis-

tant, were badly affected.

In reference to hybrids between native and for-

eign sorts,I have observed that there appears to be

no rule for the constitution. For instance, the na-

tive constitution and resistance to mildew may
belong to the hybrid having the foreign leaf

;

while the one having the leafofthe native parent

may mildew badly, and vice versa.

Not more than half a dozen of my new hy-

brids will fruit this year. There is one from the

Concord, by Black ILimburgh, that shows some

fruit, and another from Concord, by Chasselas

Musque.

My Diana Hamburgh vines are loaded down
with fruit.

RYDER'S IMPROVED PLANT BOXES,
CRATES, &C.

We give below a paper by our ingenious friend

Ryder, of Chambersburg, and have had some il-

lustrations made to accompany the paper. As a.,

simple question between wood and pottery ware,

the last has the advantage of growing plants

best. The merits claimed for wood, that plants

!lJijJi|jjli;i,ii:::i'^i''Iiii:iii^),:;!,i;;!:llili.H;ffiliJJ^^

A represents a section for a crate, with plants growing.

Ji Section of an empty crate.

C Plants ready for transportation in single specimens.

I) Showing position of ball with box open.

J'J Tool with which to make holes in the soil to receive veneers.

J<' Tool for setting veneer boxes in open ground, for layering Strawberry plants, &c,

JI Showing shape of hole made by tool, with method of drainage.
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dry less than in earthenware, is really a bad
point. The niore plants dry, provided they are

not allowed to suffer for want of water, the bet-

ter they grow. On the other hand pots have
many disadvantages, and on the whole this plan

may have some merits ; and although we are

not over enthusiastic in its favor, should like to

see it have a lair trial, hence we have pleasure in

presenting it to our readers :

" The boxes consist of two pieces of wood veneer-

ing, scored at two places, to form the angles of a

square. By crossing and bending, the box is

formed.

The crates are made to receive the boxes and
hold them in position, with an arrangement for

perfect drainage. The crates may be of various

sizes, holding from 100 boxes, less acc^ording to

sizes. 3 feet long and from 10 to 15 inches wide

are the most convenient sized crates. The boxes

being arranged the crates may be taken to the

potting bench. The plants, seeds or cuttings

put in the same as in pots, when they are ready

to carry anywhere or to be placed in the propa-

gating house, pits, &c. They fit close together

thus economizing space ; requires less frequent

watering than pots, are always adjusted, setting

level, ai'e not constantly being tipped over.

Grapes from single eyes may be advantageous-

ly grown by this arrangement. The crates con-

taining the boxes being placed on bottom heat,and

when ready to remove to the open ground, they

can be carried out and transplanted, involving

less than half the cost and lal)or of pots. The
same may be said for growing plants of cabbage,

tomatoes, &c., from seed and all kinds of bed-

ding out plants, verbenas, &c. They are ready

when grown to send to market or ship to any
part of the country. The crates may be employ-

ed for shipping (either whole or cut in sections.)

To pack or ship plants without the crates :

The boxes being square they can be packed close

in any kind of box, without securing the veneers,

but for valuable plants it will be found best to

tie them at the top with cotton yarn, or what is

better, to use fine annealed wire, same as is used

by nurserymen to fasten labels on trees, by twist-

ing the ends together the boxes are drawn close

together at top, and the ball held firm, so that it

cannot slip out as is the case with pots. The
names of the plants may also be written on the

veneer boxes, taking the place of lables in pack-

ing and shipping not liable to be lost or mis-

placed.

Strawberry plants, &c., that have well filled the

box with roots sufficient to hold the ball of earth

together, will pack secure without the veneer, and
being square they pack close and carry safely.

When strawberry runners are to be layered,

the plants being cultivated in rows and the

ground in mellow condition, we use the tool or

dibble to make the impressions in the ground,
using a second tool or plug a little smaller than
the first and made square at the bottom to press

the box flat down until they are even with the

top of the ground, the soil slightly compressed
outside, when the plug is withdrawn, and the

box is ready to fill with soil, all of which is per-

formed very rapidly. The point below the square
provides for drainage—as my experiments amply
illustrates.

In filing my claims for patent, I embrace the
following :

I claim the above described mode of potting

and packing plants, with cubical or rectangular

balls of earth, or ball having parallel sides about
the TOots—substantially as set forth.

I also claim plant boxes made of veneers or

other thin material, bent to form the corners of

the box as set forth.

I claim packing plants in such manner that the
balls of earth about their roots shall fit close

against each other, and against the crate or large

box, and thus require no packing to separate or

hold such balls, as set forth.

I claim plant boxes made in sections and capa-
ble of being bound with cord or wire lo hold the

ball of earth together about the roots of the plant,

or removed or opened from the ball of earth

about the roots of the plant, substantially as set

forth.

I also claim the plug or tool for setting the

veneer boxes in the open ground, for layering

strawberry plants, &c., as specified.

I also claim the above described crate for sup-

porting or packing the veneer box."

[Since the above was in type, we have seen the

article referred to. Mr. Eyder thinks where we
compare the relative value of wood and cardun-
ware, we misunderstand his point about the

boxes requiring less water. Since seeing the

boxes, and noting how very thin the veneering

is, we do not think the wood very objectionable,

and on the whole, think the invention valuable.

For layering Strawberries, and thus saving time

and potSj it is certainly invaluable.—Ed.
J
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EDITOEIAL.

DRYING PEARS.

The great objection to Pear growing is that the

fruit has to be marketed generally as soon as ripe;

and if there is no market then, there are few ways

of preserving them until there is. The apple and

the Peach can be dried, the Grape can be made

into wine, and the Currant into jelly, but the

Pear is nothing if not sold at once.

To be sure there is not generally much difficulty

in disposing of the fruit ; and as the Pear when

it generally begins to fruit, produces crops every

year, it is seldom that there is any absolute loss.

Yet if some means could be employed whereby

the Pear would be equally valuable any day in

the year, it would be a great boon to the Pear

grower. Bottling and canning are practiced to

some extent, but it is questionable whether in

this way they will ever compete with Peaches.

There came into Philadelphia this year ffom

(iermany a cargo of "Pressed Peai'S," and they

l)assed through the retail trade pretty well. How
they were prepared we could not learn, and we

are left to our ingenuity to find out. They were

a small Pear ofsome of the Rousselet family, and

had the skin taken off by some process other

than by paring. Most probably this was done

by scalding for a moment, and then dipping the

fruit in cold water. They were squeezed flat,

and packed in about two pound boxes like figs.

Figs,however, are pressed after being put in boxes

but from the position of the fruit in the boxes

these were dried and pressed before packing.

The seed were fresh and bright, showing that no

great heat had been employed in the drying.

The pressure must have been very great, as the

fruit was not more than quarter of an inch thick,

and the cores were crushed, in many cases the

seeds showing through the pulp. The Pears

looked in fact as if they had been run through

the rollers of an "Universal clothes wringer.'

Yet the Pear must have been somewhat dried

before pressure or it would have crushed out at

the edges, and moreover too much juice would

have been lost.

The (luality was very good,—not so sweet as

the fig of course, and rather dryer and harder

than the Apple, Peach, or Plum—but yet of a

character to be tolerably popular. It may possi-

bly be worth our friends' while, who are largely

interested in Pear gi'owing, to experiment a little

in this line. If any of our readers know any-

thing of the process, we should be very much

obliged by the particulars.

THE HOLLYHOCK.

Seeing a most beautiful collection of improved

varieties recently, reminded us how much rarer

than it should be, is the Hollyhock cultivated.

It has no fragrance to be sure, but neither has

the Dahlia,and yet it has original claims to beau-

ty and gaiety, and greater claims on the cultiva-

tor by its early blossoming. From July to Septem-

ber,when other cherished things languish by the

heats and droughts of summer the Hollyhock is

in its glory. It grows so easy, and is just the

thing to mix with shrubs which have not yet

grown thick enough to make a eolid mass. Then

to mix in about with Evergreens they are in-

valuable.

The great objection to Evergreens is, that

while they make a place look Avarm and cheerful

in winter, by their absence ofgay flowers they give

a heavy dullness in summer. But all this might

be obviated by planting Hollyhocks about them.

They will grow quite close to a tree—nearer than

almost an3'thing els3, and yet flower well, grow-

ing so tall the flowers appear almost as if part of

the Evergreens, and the eflcct from a little dis-

tance is very pretty indeed. The doublest

flowers produce seed, and these sown as soon as

ripe will, many of them, flower the following

year.

THE BOTANIC GARDEN, ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr. Henry vShaw is one of those liberal public

spirited men who do so much honor to the Uni-

ted States, Some take pride iti endowing and

establishing one kind of institution, some others.

Mr Shaw's taste leads him to botany, arboricul-

ture, and gardening. His Botanic Garden

and residence at Tower (Jrove is unequalled by

anything of the kind in the United States, and

indeed by few others in the world. A substan-

tial and handsome stone wall, with an imposing

arched entrance, encloses the garden proper.
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This enclosed area is divided into suitable com-
partments, for the systematic arrangement of

herbaceous and other plants of low growth. An
architectural flower garden, simk somewhat be-

low Ihe general level, and surrounded by a grass

terrace formed an attractive point. There is also

within this main enclosure a portion of ground

which has been set apart for a Fruiticetum, or

general collection of all hardy fruit-bearing trees
;

this will be of much interest, and has ah'eady

been enriched by a considerable number of

plants.

An Arbox'etum is also commenced, a field of

thirty acres having been appropriated for the

purpose, and a finer opportunity for displaying

the relative beauties and peculiarities of trees

could not be desired. The soil is rich prairie-loam,

well adapted to tree growth, and the ground is

sufficiently elevated and undulating to insure

drainage ; an injurious retention of moisture

during winter months being the greatest attend-

ing evils of these rich soils.

The hot-house department is quite extensive,

and the various collections are gradually being

filled up. A new palm or tropical house on a

magnificent scale was being constructed. The
acacia and cactus families are so far the most ex-

tensive, although, ofcourse, very far from being

complete ; there are also quite a number of palms

and numerous miscellaneous plants, all in robust

health, clean and kept in the finest condition.

One of the hot-houses is built with a ridge and
furrow roof, a style seldom adopted now on a

single slope or Uan-to house, although its only

objection is probably that of cost, houses so built

are as suitable for plant structures as any other.

A noticeable improvement is a large building

of elegant proportions, which is to be devoted to

the purpose of a Museum of Botany. The in-

terior fittings are being finished in an elaborate

manner. The ceiling of the principal room is en-

riched by emblematic frescoes, and the names of

Linnteus, Jussieu, Endlicher, De Candolle,

Brown, Hooker, Lindley, Gray and Engelman,

are placed in conspicuous niches. The Ilei'ba-

rium already embraces forty thousand specimens,

and is constantly receiving additions.

The whole of this beautiful place is tlirown open

freely to the public every day in the week, and

the greatest pleasure of the liberal proprietor

is to see how freely the public enjoy themselves,

and to reflect on the immense power wliich such

refined influences have on the general hapijiness

of mankind. It is diflicult indeed to form an es-

timate of the full value ofsuch liberality. Thou-
sands here have created in them the first germs

of usefulness which operate in so many ways.

In Botany already the whole world looks to St.

Louis. The name of Engelman is honored

wherever Botany thrives* and we believe we vi-

olate no confidence in saying, that the name of

Shaw, Engelman, and the Botanic garden will go

down into history together. A rather sad but

yet interesing feature of the ground was the lots

set apart for the future resting place ofMr. Shaw
and Dr Engelman. It was sad to reflect that

the noblest minds amongst humanity, whose
whole lives are devoted to the happiness

of their fellow men, and the development of

science to which we all owe half the comforts

and pleasures of the present age, received no more

consideration from the hands of death than the

meanest and most useless : yet it was comforting

to feel that death does not destroy the work of

such men. A man's identity after all is his

character. This never dies. And though this

lovely- spot may contain the ashes of these men,

they will live in the hearts of thousands for gene-

rations yet to come.
Mr. Shaw's benevolence has not rested with

these gardens, which are mainly for the purpose

of gardening and science. He has donated a

large tract of very valuable land to the city for

the purpose of a public park and drive, on con-

dition that the city appropriate a large sum of

money for its immediate improvement. We see

since our return, by the St. Louis papers, that

this has been accepted, and we may soon hear

of St. Louis having a lovely spot to boast of, of

which a Xew Yorker might be proud.

THE BEST TOMATO TRELLIS.

This is a matter frequently discussed by the

amateur. Some mulch the ground with grass,

and let the fruit rest on it. Some lay brush wood

over the bed, and the plants trail on it. Others

have a trellis made like an inverted V, over

which the plants are neatly trained.

Now some of these have tlie advantage of pro-

ducing greater crops than others, and those whose

only idea of a good paying crop is quantity, or

weight, will do well to follow them. But if one

wants to have fruit of superior quality, there is

nothing like training them over a wall or board

fence, as recommended by our intelligent corres-

pondent, L. B., last year. But it is not always

convenient tolv.ive them in such places, and then
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the next best substitute will be very strong stakes

three or four feet high, to which the plants must
be securely tied. As stated by L. 13., abundance
of light is essential to the perfection of flavor in

the tomato ; this the stakes will in a measure en-

able them to receive.

We do not say it would pay market men
to attend to this, but we do not know but

it would. In discussing varieties we are

often told that this or that favorite is sought

for in preference in the market. If this be

really so, it shows that quality has some ad-

mirers who are willing to pay, and as Bunsby
says if so, wh}' then so—a good flavor will pay.

We should be glad to have the ideas of experi-

enced market men. What does friend Samuel
Allen say ?

STRAWBEREIES.

We have carefully watched our exchanges to

see what new Strawberries have come up to the

mark. To our disgust, we find such miserable

old things as Albany, Triomphe de Gand, and
Hovey's Seedling carrying off" the praises and
premiums pretty generally. We have invested

our dimes freely in many new kinds the past

few years, and are really anxious to have
some gratification out of some of them.

But another year's experience has added little

to our wisdom. Jucunda failing in some places,

we yet hear well spoken of in many ; and Xaomi
is growing in grace and reputation.

SCRAPS AND aUERIES.
Early Potatoes. — A " Young Header,'"

Brooklyn, New York, ask us :
" Tell me if you

please, why one potato is earlier than another ?

It seems to me so odd that two kinds set together

the same day, one should be ready so long before

the other. Father has given me a piece of gar-

den for myself, and in growing the crops, I like

to know the reason for all we do ?" [We suspect
'• father" has had something to do with sending

us this question. AVhy it was sent to us we can-

not imagine, except that some people believe the

popular joke that Editors must know everything.

But this one is a hard task. We had never given

it reflection. We thought we would go and ex-

amine a lot of kinds in a growing state. We
find the runners Avhich produce the tubers

on early ones are very short, instead of

extending far through the soil, they save

the time in making tubers. This after all

only tells how early Potatoes arc formed. Why
they thus are so lazy, we cannot tell, and we
should ourselves like to know more to tell our

young friend.]

Writing for the Monthly.—B., sends us

some good notes, but remarks that our pages are

always so well filled, he supposes we may not

have u.se for his articles. We like this modest}'.

Th(! best papers usually come from such writers.

}[ut we take the opportimity to say to our friend

that we never have too much. When we have a

crowd, we condense some of them ; or when we
think it would be more seasonable we hold them

over for a little while. Sometimes when we have

much of fruits, or more of flowers, we hold over

accordingly until one or the other fall back a lit-

tle ; but we think we can say, in our long Edi-

torial career, we have received but very few ar-

ticles we did not feel obliged for to the writers.

So friends be as modest as you please, but do not

let your modesty keep your inkstand corked.

Fast growing Trees.—B. P., Cleveland,

O., wants the names of "6 fastest growing shade

trees." It would depend in a great measure

what the particular use was to be made of the

trees, what we should recommend. For general

purposes we would name Carolina Poplar, Silver

Maple, Sycamore INIaple, Larch though it does

not give much shade, Paulownia and Weeping

Willow. Most of these fast trees, however, like

fast people, have little else to recommend them.

For real beauty we would rather make up a rich

soil, and plant Oaks, Horse Chestnuts, or other

beautiful trees, which will make good ''shade "

in good time. We are writing this paragraph

under the delightful shade of an English Oak,

which has a stem 2 feet in circurafereucc, and

which no larger than a broom handle we planted

eigh years ago.
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The Yenus Fly-trap,Dion.ea muscipula.

—The notice of this curious plant in another

column, by Mr. Canby will possess a high de-

gree of interest for the most of our i-eaders. The

discoveries made by him will astonish many who
are alread}' in close intimacy with the secrets of

nature. It will be a new lesson to our young

friends to investigate closely—very little of the

book of nature has yet been read, and very much
of what has been made out is but half under-

stood.

Birds.—Those who see no use in birds must

have had a change of heart towards them this

year. In many places there were no fruit for

them to eat. They have had to eat insects or

starve. They prefer beetles and flies to the cat-

erpillar. The locusts have been a great treat to

them.

Raspbekries.—i?. S., Bethlehem^ Pa,, says,

" Amongst some seedling Raspberries which I

fruited last year was one of delicious flavor, and

I hoped I had a prize, but this season the flavor

is so inferior, the fruit is not worth eating. How
is this variation to be accounted for ?

[By the condition of the plants. A raspberry

varies in flavor in accordance Avith the health of

the plant. A seedling is generally very healthy,

in which condition the best flavored fruit are

produced ; after a few years the plant is reduced

in health by barbarous systems of culture, or

some other misfortune, and its quality deterio-

rates. Your plants probably were injured in the

winter, or the soil is very poor, both frequent

causes of ill flavored raspberries.]

Planting Osage Orange Hedges.— i?. S.,

LetcisviUe, Prince George Co., MJ.—ln planting

an osage orange hedge, had I better set them in

fall or spring ?

[Set them in the fall most decidedly ; but you

have to take some precautions, unnecccssary in

spring planting. Plants, like fall made cuttings,

push much stronger the next year than spring set

plants, besides the advantage of getting this work

out of the way before the hurry of spring.

But if the plants are set in fall, like spring

plants are, they get drawn out by frost; you have

therefore to set the plants slanting, and two inches

beneath the snrfare. By the spring they will be

just about the top, and even if under the ground

a little will push through beautifully. In this way

you can plant until hard frost stops you.]

Yerbenas from S. H. Purple.—We have

received specimens of 12 varieties of verbenas

sent to us by S. II. Purple, Columbia, Pcnna.

Th^y are all very good, equal to any we have

seen ; we should say they were good growers by

the vigorous appearance of the shoots.

Rose Maresciial Neil—L. C. X., Nashville,

Tenn., enquires, "Is not the "MareschalNeil,"

represented as a Tea rose a year or two ago, and

now admitted to belong to the Noisette class,

identical with Isabella Gray ? When was the

Isabella Gray originated, and by whom?
[It is hard sometimes to tell what class a rose

belongs to, as they often seem to run into one

another. Devoniensis for instance,usually so deli-

cate a grower, will at times turn into a vigorous

cUmber, as much like a noisette as possible. We
should be guided rather by the fragrance and

disposition to bloom early, in deciding Mareschal

Neil to be a Tea rose. Noisette roses usually do

not flower freely until after mid-summer, and

have a musky smell. Isabella Gray was raised

at Charleston, South Carolina, and Mareschal

Neil is a seedling from it, raised in France.]

LiLiUMS.— W. F. J5., Hammonton, W. J.—
"Will you please state in the next Monthl;/

whether Liliura giganteum,auratum,aud Brownii

are hardy in this latitude, and the kind of treat-

ment required for each, also what to do with

small bulbs ofauratum started in pots in spring.

"

[Quite hardy. Make a bed of good lily soil,

which is a rich sandy one, and plant out the

small bulbs in September or October.]

Hot Water for Hotbeds.—^. S. inquires :

" whether hot-beds can be heated with hot water.

Has any reader of the Monthly had any experi-

ence with it ? What size pipe is used, and what

boiler is considered best ?"

The Florida Lily Again.—A very much

to be envied mortal is Meehan, who can receive

by mail, such missives as bulbs of rare native

plants from the sunny South in the " Florida

River Lily," which I cannot agree with him in

being Amaryllis longifolia, if I comprehend the

purport of the note on page 214 of his last issue.

A fine vigorous plant of said Amaryllis having

been presented me by Mrs. S. .Joyce, of Medford,

Mass., one of two brought] two or three years ago

from some Southern garden, and unknown to
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Boston florists, induced me to institute a search

for its patronymic, which after inspecting the

rather poor figure in tlie Botanical Magazine^

XVIII, OGl, and not being able to examine the

IkiUuiii-al Itegister, in two figures, ended in

Ilcdoute's beautiful plate of his Liliaceaj, Yol. 6,

3i7, where I was satisfied.

Whoever has seen the Onion plant {Ornitho-

galum alliaceum) may get some idea of the longi-

foliar greenery of the Amaryllis ; but here the

comparison ends, the singularity, seeming retic-

idated cell arrangement of the leaf, and the large

tine fragrant flowers, as well as the thickened

covering of the bulb and its long reddish tinted

neck, being quite diverse. It is an East Indian

tropical plant, and according to the structure of

the seed, is probably the Crinum longifolium of

Herbert, the only available indication I have at

present at hand, not having seen the flower or

examined its structure.

One of the "three varieties " of the Florida

River lily, seems to point in its description to the

Pancratium {Hynunocallis) rotatum, of Kerr,

which I once saw in regal glory, grown in a large

tub of peat and sand, and with numerous blos-

soms, flowering freely, and brought from the

South, where, I was informed, the individual

plant was found with others growing spontane-

ously. The "crown "of this section of lilias,

and by which they are allied to the Narcissus, is

of a most delicate pure white, and tender tissue,

expanding between the bars of the stamens into

a torn or fringe cup, and reminding one of the

Marvel of Peru flower in structural form. The

"large fleshy head" of the three, indicate the

seed,and shows a close afiinity to each other; but

in that way the six petals of the perinauth of a

lily can be " imbricated," mentioned in the note

as exhibited in tiie last one cited, I am at loss to

conceive.

If your Fo?ws«a correspondent has anymore to

spare, and to "send by mail," they would be

highly acceptable to your present correspondent.

—John L. Russell, Prof. Botany, 3Ia.ss. Hart.

Society.

[It looks like as if we are to g ^t into trouble

about this Lily business. Amaryllis longifolium

of old authors, we suppose to be originally a

cape plant, which has become naturalized in

other parts of the world. We have had bulbs

before from the South, and have one now growing

from the vicinity of ]^ew Orleans, which seems

identical with what we have known from youth

as Amaryllis longifolium, and which certainly

goes under that name. We supposed it had be-

come naturalized along river bottoms near large

Southern towns. These Florida roots seem so

exactly like all that we have had before, that

without any regard to our Volusia correspon-

dent's descri2Jtion, we concluded them to be the

plant we named. We have never seen the plant

flower, though knowing it in cultivation for 30

years, and it is just possible that we have never

had the true Amaryllis longifolium at all.]

Fruit prospects at CLEVELAND,Oirio.-3fr.

Bateham writes : Our present prospects for grape

crop'are very good, no lack of fruit, and no signs

of disease in good locations, and fair crop of ap-

ples and peaches.

TsEW Am RAEE PRUITS.

Rosemary Russet Apple.—This is "one of

those fruits, ofwhich there are many, that have

never acfpiired the notoriety which appears to be

necessary now-a-days, before anything good is

appreciated. What was the origin of this admi-

rable Apple we have never been able to ascertain,

neither can we discover when it became known.

Th(! earliest notice of it is by Ronalds, who pub-

lished a figiuv and short description of it in IB.'U,

and who had cultivated it for many years pre-

viously. As a dessert Apple it is one of the very

best. Its size, form, and color, strongly recom-

mend it, and it only requires to be known to find

a place in all good gardens where only the best

fruits are grown. The following description from

the 'British Pomology,' will convey all the infor-

mation we possess respecting it:

—

" 'Fruit below medium size, ovate, broadest

at the base and narrowing obtusely towards the

apex, a good deal of the shape of a Scarlet Non-

pareil. Skin yellow, tinged Avith green on the

shaded side: but flushed with faint red on the
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side exposed to the sun, and covered with thin

pale brown russet, particularly the eye and the

stalk. Eye small and closed, woody, with erect

segments, set in a narrow, round, and puckered

basin. Stalk very lon,2, inscrti-d in a round, and

wide cavity. Flesh yellowish, crisp, tender, very

juicy, brisk, and sutrary, and charged with a pe-

culiarly rich and highly aromatic tlavor.

" 'A most delicious and valuable dessert Apple

ofthe very first quality; it is in use from Decem-

ber till February.' "—London Florist and Pomol-

ogist.

Louis PniLippE Cherry—Mr. Elliott says in

Journal of Horticulture: "As the cherry fruiting

season is close at hand, I desire especially to call

attention to the Louis Philippe as one of the varie-

ties suited, as well as Early ]SIay, to Western

culture, and as much superior to it in quality as

a table fruit as Rockport or Elton is superior to

the old American Heart. I suppose my friend

"Rural," M. L. Dunlap, will dissent; but while

I give him credit for a great amount of know-

ledge, I believe the knowledge of this cherry is one

little item which has not yet reached his brain,

or he in honesty and candor and love of pul)lic

good, would have advanced its cultivation. My
first experience of this cherry was in 1852, and

when I wrote my book it had not developed its

character in tree to form more than a bush, nor

in fruit to exhibit aught but a hard cherry which

enabled one only to speak of it as valuable, like

all sour cherries, "South and West.'i As I now

view it, after seventeen years of observation, I

have no hesitation in awarding it a first place in

all collections East, West or South."

Switzerland Peach.—One of our readers in

Warren Co., O., writes of a new peach under

the name of Switzerland, which he regards as

superior. He says that "were he to plant fifty

acres in peaches, at least one-third should be of

this variety, as, on account of size and beauty,

they will outsell all others in market, either for

table use or canning purposes." He describes

this peach as large, white fiesh, free stone, blood

red around the stone and some red veins through

the fl.esh.

—

loica Homestead. -

IVEW AT\^D EAEE PLANTS.

Xew Hybrids or Coleus.—Amongst the sub-

jects which have been successfully brought under

the influence of the cross-breeder at the Chiswick

Garden, a prominent place must be given to the

genus Coleus, on which M. Bause has practiced

with results which are in ever}' way satisfactory.

A considerable number ofhybrid novelties of this

family has been raised, and a selection from these

was exhibiled on Tuesday last at the meeting of

the Floral Committee at South Kensington,where

the plants attracted much attention. The ma-
terials operated on in this case were the follow-

ing :—C. Verschafil'ltii was throughout the seed

bearing parent. This was fertilized by C.

Veitchii, by C. Gibsoni, and C. Blumei, and in

the oflspring there is abundant evidence that

true crosses have been eflected. The novel

forms which have been produced range in two

scries, the one having plane crenated leaves, as

in C. Veitchii, and the other having iuciso-den-

tatc frilled leaves, as in C. Yei'schaffeltii, so that

some follow in this respect the mother and some

the father plant.

—

Gardener''s Chronicle.

Anthurium Scherzerianum, is a native

ofGuatemala and Costa Rica. It was introduced

in 1862 by M. Wendland to the Royal Gardens

of Hanover, and from this source, we believe, was

received by Mr. 'N^citch, of Chelsea, by whom it

was first exhibited in this country, and by whom
the wonderfully improved plants just adverted

to were also produced. It is a dwarf-habited

herbaceous plant, having a short erect stem, on

which the petiolate, elongate-oblong, acuminate,

leathery leaves are closely backed, and from

which roots are protruded between the leafstalks.

From between the leaves spring up the flower-

stalks, which are colored red, and terminated

by an oblong, ovate, rich scarlet spathe, which

forms the most attractive part of the inflores-

cence, and is always bent back against the stalk.

Thespadix, which is orange-color ed, is quite ex-
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posed, and vermiform. Tlic plant is easily cul-

tivated in the stove.

—

Florist and Pomologint.

Xew Variegated Geraniums for 1868 :

Egyptian Queen (Morris), Golden Bronze

Zone.—This variety, was awai-ded the First

Prize at the Koyal Horticultural Society's

Show at South Kensington, in the autumn of

1867. Description : Darkest bronze zone yet seen,

on bright golden yellow ground, leaves of extra-

ordinary substance, consequently resisting sun
and rain; form of leaf round, and surface flat;

habit dwarf, bushy, and very hardy. Figured
in "Floral Magazine" for January, 1868.

GOLIAII (Morris), Tricolor.—This offers a de-

siderata long wanted in tricolors, viz., a strong

vigorous habit, fit either for conservatory pillar

work, for greenhouse pot culture, or for out-door

planting, with a thick fleshy foliage, and habit

as hardy as old Trcntham Scarlet, or Tom
Thumb, and as free in growth. It is of fine cir-

cular form of foliage, and has a deep golden yel-

low margin, broad zone of chocolate, fiaked with

brilliant scarlet, and bright green centre, bloom
intense dark scarlet.

Dr. Primrose (Morris).—An intermediate

tint between the deep golden variegated varieties

and the pure white variegations, of a peculiarly

beautiful primrose hue, making a most distinct

and pleasing contrast with other favorite foliage

bedding plants.

Snowdrop (Goode).—The purest white margin,

the freest grower, the best habit of any yet seen.

—Gardener''s Chronicle.

Begonia Boliviensis (Bolivian Begonia).

—

Nat. ord.^ Begoniacese. Linn., Montecia Polyan-

dria. Originally discovered by Weddell, in the

Cordilleras of Bolivia, and exhibited this sum-

mer by Messrs Veitch, both at Paris and South

Kensington, where it attracted general attention.

Flowers drooping, 2 inches in length, bright

scarlet.

—

Bot. Magazine.

Oestrum elegans (Purple Ilabrothamnus).—

Nat. ord., Solanacese. Linn., Pentandria Mono-
gynia. Native of Mexico. Well known under

the name of Habrothamnus elegans, as one of

the best of greenhouse climbing shrubs. Flow-

ers tubular an inch in length, purplish red. Ber-

ries globular, from half to three quarters of an

inch in diameter, deep reddish purple, in mag-

nificent Grape-like clusters. Fruited by Messrs.

E. G. Henderson & Son.

—

Bot. Magazine.

Agave xylonacantha (Woody-thorned

Agave).

—

Nat. ord., Amarylliducete. Linn.,

Hexandria Monogynia. Native of Ileal del

Monte, Mexico. A stemless species, with thick,

succulent, glaucous green leaves, from 2 to 3 feet

long, and from 3 to 5 inches broad, spreading all

around, and having white, woody spines. Scape

9 or 10 feet high ; flowers greenish yellow, in a

raceme 2 or 4 feet in length.

—

Bot. Magazine.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Eruit IN California.—Our Fruit Market du-

ring the past week has been the centre of attrac-

tion for all, from the Merchant and his lady down

to the urchins who prowl about the streets, every

one is attracted by the magnificent display of

Cherries and Strawberries, which without excep-

tion, for quantity and quality at this period of the

season surpasses every other ^larket in the world;

and it seems if ten times the quantity was sent to

San Francisco, it would be disposed ofat fair remu-

nerative prices. We all know tliat Strawberries

are the most healthy of fruits, they can be eaten

with impunity,and to indulge freelyin them at this

season of the year will save many from visiting

the Doctor during the year. Nat urc has provided

forus this most in valMabl<> and delicious medicine.

They are now coming within the reach of all, and

honest Doctors say, cat to your hearts content.

Jucunda has taken the lead this week among

Stawberries,and are bringing thirtycentsa pound,

whereas, others are bringing twelve to fifteen

cents per pound. The finest Cherries this week

have been Black Tartarians and Governor AVood.

Cherry Currants are coming in freely ; it appears

to be the king of its class. Apricots have made

their appearance, and bringing the modest price

of a dollar and a half per pound.

The best of all other fruits are bringing first

class prices.

—

California Farmer

How to Raise Plums.—There is a secret about

plum raising.—We have discovered it in travel-

ling over the country. We never visited a large

plum orchard in our life that we did not find

plenty of the fi-uit. And we never visited any

place with eight Or ten trees and found a good crop
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of this fruit. Xow these facts set us to think-

ing ; and the result of our thoughts is this : that

it is verj- easy to have all the plums you want
to eat and sell. The secret connected with plum
raising is to plant plenty of trees, so as to give

fruit to the curculio and to yourself also. If

you will plant fifty or a hundred or two hundred
trees, you will have fruit enough for everybody.

Every such orchard that we ever visited had
plent}' of ripe fruit. Some even complained that

the curculio did not thin out the fruit enough

—

that the trees were overloaded.

So we say to our readers, if you plant plums at

all, plant fifty or one hundred trees—then you
will be sure to have all the fruit you want. It

sells for five to ten dollars a bushel in the St.

I^ouis market, and is one of the most profitable

crops raised.

—

Eural World.

WiXE Items.—Alum is largely used in per-

fecting the "best brands" of clarets in Europe.

A London journal called the the Bevival, print?

the following advertisement : "Gardener (head).

An energetic young man, age 20, is desirous o*

obtaining a situation as above. lias been bred

to the profession. Thoroughly understands

forcing, bedding, laying out and the different

branches connected. [Is a laborer in the Lord's

Vineyard.] Testimonials, both professional and

Christian, will bear the strictest investigation.

Address , &c.

Mr. Tucker makes the following statement

as to the manner of converting the grape into

wine, at Cincinnati, Ohio :

" The process ofwine-making has been so often

described that a good outline must here suffice.

The first item is stemming; a cask is used for this

purpose, having a removable head, perforated

with holes an inch in diameter, beveled to a diam-

eter of two inches on the under side. The clus-

ters are placed on this head, and the berries

worked through, leaving the stems behind. The
fruit is then crushed and transferred to the press

as quickly as possible—the least delay and ex-

posure to air being essential with the Catawba,

and, as I understood, with only light-colored va-

rieties here tested, as a general rule. The crush-

er is like a large coffee mill, and breaks the ber-

ries without cracking the seeds. The press is a

wooden one, worked b}- a screw, witli a wheel

and pinion attachment to increase the power.

The nmst flows through a strainer into the re-

ceivinir tub. from which it is at once taken to the

cask, Avhere it passes through its first fermenta-

tion. 1 he Longworth Wine House can express

from fifteen hundred to two thousand gallons

daily.

The casks containing the must are filled to

within say four inches of the top and closed with

a bung containing a bent tube, the outer end of

which stands in a vessel of water, so that the

the gas is free to escape without any admission

of the outer air. Here fermentation takes place,

and though its most violent stages are passed

through in a fortnight or three weeks, the casks

remain unclosed until December, or for two or

three months after pressing, when they are filled

to their entire capacity with wine of the same

vmtage and closed tightly. II is needless to say

that the casks, and indeed every part of the ap-

paratus are cleansed before use, and kept scrup-

ulously clean throughout.

"We extrac^ for the benefit of our Florida

readers, the following from Dr. Gaston's book,

"Hunting a Home in Brazil."

"It has been a matter of consideration with

me, whether growing the Orange for the purpose

of making Wine and Brandy, might not become

profitable. That a good article of each can be

produced, has already been satisfactorily proved,

and there is a modification of the wine, known
by the name of Ooracoa, which is very much
prized. This name implies that it is adapted to

cheer the heart, and it is considered a great del-

icacy. I have tasted a specimen of the ordinary

wine of the Orange, and thought it corresponded

with the Sherry wine, which is certainly one of

the best wines that is imported to the United

States."

Osage Hedges.— W. H. JVfann says:^
" Though a good hedge may be grown by using

any number of plants, from 16 to 50 per rod, a

long series of experiments in hedging, in which

the plants have been set from four to sixteen

inches apart, have convinced me that about 8

inches apart, or twenty-five plants to the rod, is

the desired distance at which to set them in or-

der to secure the most reliable fence. Prof. ,1.

B. Turner recommends from 12 to 10 thousand

plants per mile."

Columbia Peach.—This unique variety is

generally a little in advance of Crawford's Late.

It reproduces itself from the seed with consider-

able exactness. It is one of our finest sorts,

when well ripened ; but being one of the sorts with
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reniform glands, it does not ripen well the heavy
crops that it sets. Well thinned, its size, rich
color, and luscious flavor, are hard to surpass.
I am growing this a good deal as a seedling, and
find that with some little variations in color,

and time of ripening, that are hardly noticeable,

the tree continually produce Columbias. This
variety was described fifty years ago by Coxe,
but was introduced here, under the name of
"Georgia Seedling," from the South. It is de-
scribed by Berckmans in his catalogue as '"but-

tery, melting, and exceedingly rich. Eipe about
July 20th."—W. Flagg in Am. Journal of Hor-
ticulture.

Honey Locust as a Hedge Plant.—Hon-
ey Locust will make the best hedge in some locali-

ties. It is more thorny than any other shrub;
it grows very fast, and is not troubled with the

borer, as the common locust; it grows very bushy,
and will bear cropping well, and stock will not
browse it much.
The seed will not grow, unless it is well soaked

before it is planted. The only way to soak it is

to turn boiling water on it, and then keep it hot
for one hour, then all ot the seed that is turned
white and appears soft is ready to plant. Some
of the seed will require hot water to be turned
on the second time.

The common locust is good for nothing for

fence; it grows too rampant, and the roots run
all over the adjoining fields; besides, the borer
will kill them all in three or four years.— TFesiern

Hural.

The FftWT Crop West.—The scarcity of

apples over the West is so general as to lead us to

conclude that, if we get any next fall and winter,

thiiy will have to be bought as far east as Nii^W-

\^>tk certainly. The peach crop continues to

promise abundantly, and so of the grape crop.

There will be few pears, and these look as if the

fruit would be badly disligured by knottiug.-J

Stkawi'.kuuy Management.—Mr. G. II.

Baker, of South Pass, (Cobden), produced 253

bushels cf the AVilson sent to market from a sin-

gle acre, by simply running a narrow one horse

plow in furrows three feet apart, cutting off the

weeds with a scytht;, and giving him a clear pro-

fit of some 1509 dollars for tlu; one acre.

JucuNDA Triumphant.—It is not a little

amusing to notice how reluctantly old diggers

have assented to the claims of Jucunda as the

most profitable strawberry. This was especially

noticeable at Cincinnati, the home of Longworth
and McAvoy and the huh ofall strawberry knowl-

edge a dozen years ago; though visitors have for

years seen that the present fruit growers of that

market were falling behind the tim(;s. At the

stawberry Exhibition of the Cin. Horticultural

Society the past month,' the premium for the best

dish, and also that for the largest or heaviest five

berries, were both awarded for samples of the

Jucunda, grown by Col. Anderson, the President

of the Society,and a nephew of Mr. Longworth;
and the awarding committee in their report paid

the highest compliment to the Jucunda, and ex-

pressed regrets at the absence of their old favorite

varieties, and also that the Wilson had so gener-

ally monopolized the affections of the cultivators.

An intelligent German, sent by the Society as a

delegate to Knox's Show, was so convinced of the

superiority of the Jucunda, that he engaged a

large stocfc of plants for next fixll''s planting, and

on his return made a report,giving his conviction

that the Jucunda is the best of all known varie-

ties for mark.^t purposes.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Peaches for South Illinois.—The four

most approved varieties for market-peaches with

us are Troth's Early, Large Early York, Old-

mixon Free, and Smock. These can hardly be

thrown out from any list, so satisfoctor}'' are

they in vigor of tree, hardiness of buds, and pro-

ductiveness of fruit.

The following list I would recommend as desi-

rable in Southern Illinois :

—

1. Hale's Early. 2. Troth's Early. 3. Large.

Early York. 4. Morris lied Kareripe ; Craw-

ford's Early, o. Yellow Rareripe. 6. Oldmixon

Free. 7. Reeve's Favorite. 8. Stump the

World ; Columbia. 9. I^ate Rareripe ; Craw-

ford's Late. 10. Ward's Late Free. 11. Smock;

Delaware White. 12. Heath Cling.—W. C.

Flagg in Am. Journal of Horticulture.

Value of Superior Fruit.—It is in this

matter of quality of fruit, including size, and

beauty, and perfection of handling, that Mr.

Knox has thus fir exceeded all other extensive

growers, and is likely to do so for some years to

come ; and 3'et he is of all men the most liberal

in the way of makuig known his methods and

improvements to others, as is done at these an-
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nual gatherings at his grounds, and by means
of the pubHc press, «S:c.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Rafixesquk.—In answer to a correspondent,

the Philadelphia Sunday Dispatch &.r, s : "Rafin-

csque the celebrated botanist, resided at one

time on the south side of Vine street above Fifth,

in a house that is still standing, and which is

peculiar upon account of the entrance by high

steps, was a scientific man, and in botany he

was one of the most accomplished professors of

his time. IIq wrote many botanical works. He
was, about 1837, a little, dried, "muffy" looking

old man, resembling an antiquated Frenchuiau.

According to his birth place he might have been

called a Turk,for he was born in Constantinople.

His father, however, was a French merchant,

trading between Marseilles and the Levant, and

the son was born in Turkey while the parent
was there on business, together with his family.

The young philosopher was taken to ISIarseilles

when seven years old, and afterward to Italy.

He came to America in 180-t, collected a largo

number of botanical specimens, and in 1805 went
back to Italy, where he remained ten years, re-

turning to the United States in 1815. He was
wrecked upon the coast of Long Island, and lost

his fortune, his interest in the cargo, his collec-

lections and the results of his labor for twenty
years, his drawings, books, manuscripts and
clothes. In ftxct he was placed on shore without a
penny, and without friends here or elsewhex-e.

But for this misfortune Rafinesque might, by
his means and talent, have commanded a position

of esteem and influence. As it was, he became
one of the most neglected among God's creatures
—a poor philosopher."

rOREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Fruit in Germany.—I believe this fruit

( in German, zwetchen,) has been intro-duced into

the United States, but very little attention seems

to be paid to its culture. Here it is a steady and
prolific bearer, and is never attacked by the cur-

culio. It thrives in the poorest and roughest soil,

the trunks, which are buried three feet deep in

the stone and gravel of a macadamized highway,

being quite equal to those which grow in garden

mould. Xo plum is so wholesome as this; the tlesh

is firm, and rather dry, but very palatable.

It covers Germany, from the Lake of Con-

stance to the Baltic, and therefore could not fail

to succeed in our Northern States.

The fruit trees along the highways are generally

planted by the village municipalities, to whom
the fruits belong. The produce is farmed out

every year, and often brings a considerable return

into the village treasury. It appears to be as

secure from depredation as the piivate orchards.

The children, of course, look out for windfalls,

and no doubt, pilfer sometimes; but a systema-

tic i)racticc of robbery, like that to which so

many of fruit growers are exposed, very rarely

occur. The wild berries of the Government
forests are free to everybody. There are, liow-

ever, tracts of many a league without forest, and
where tlie only fruit to be seen is that along the

highways. In this climate, the plum, cherry and
g ooseberry are superior to those of warmer lati-

tudes. Every land seems to believe in its own
apples, but I must say that I find none anywhere
in Europe equal in size and fiavor to those of
Western New York, Michigan or Illinois.

Peaches, there, only succeed as espaliers, and
even when they ripen, have a faint, weak fiavor.

The pears are inferior to those of France
probably less on account ofclimate than deficien-

cy of culture. The range of fruit is therefore
rather limited, but there is a large supplv of the
prevalent kinds. Large as it is, it never exceeds
the demand—which is a lesson for us.

Our consumption of fruit will always keep pace
with the production.

—

Bayard Taylor in JV.

Y. Trihnne.

Cloth from Hop Vines.—:Mr, Van der
Schelden, of Ghent, in Belgium, has discovered
that the hop contains a first-class textile ma-
terial, and has invented a process by which
the fibres of the vine can be used for cloth
without, in the least, interfering with the crop of
hops. The following is said to be Mr. Van der
Schelden's process of separating the fibres:

When the hop blossoms have been gathered the
stems are cut, put up in packets, and steeped like
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hemp. This maceration is the most delicate

process, since if it be not made with all due pre-

cision, it is very difficult to separate the threads

of the bark from the woody substance. When
the stalks have been well steeped, the}' are dried

in the sunshine, beaten like hemp with a beetle,

and then the threads come off easily. These are

carded and worked by the ordinar}^ process, and
a very strong cloth is obtained. The thickest

stalks, also, yie'.d the material for several kinds

of rope.

Laxton's Supreme Pea.—The Fruit and
Vegetable Committee of the Eoyal Horticultural

Society has now for two seasons reported in gen-

eral terms its high opinion ot the merits of Mr.
Thomas Laxton's new Early Peas. I have just

had an opportuity of inspecting a few of these

new Peas, and among them of one named Su-

preme, a variety raised from Laxton's Prolific,

crossed with Little Gem. In the dry state the

seed is in color ofa dark olive green, and in shape

slightly indented. The plant grows about 'i^

feet in height, and is quite as early as Daniel

O'Rourke—a great advantage in a Pea of such

high class quality. 1 was so struck with the fine

character of Supreme that I obtained a few pods

for your inspection. They are somewhat ad-

vanced in age, as the crop was fast becoming

ready for harvesting, but they are a fair sample

of the bulk, and were picked by myself in order

that an average test should be supplied to you.

The piece from which the pods were obtained is

in extent 2 j acres, and so even and true to the

character in the growth that there is, in this

variety, no trace of the mixed character notice-

able in some of the others which I have seen

growing at Chiswick. It is unquestionably a

first-class early Pea, and will be as great an
acquisition as any Pea of modern introduction.

Bidiard Dean, Ealing, W. [A grand Pea : the

sample sent was remarkably fine—large full pods,

with 10 large Peas in each, and almost as uni-

form in character as if from a mould. Though
rather old, they boiled quite green, and were
tender and good.

—

Eds. Gardener -s Ckronidc]

IIlSTOUY OF THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.—Thc
Chinese Chrysanthemum fiowered for thc first

time in England at Mr. Colville's Nursery,

King's lload, Chelsea, in November, 1795, in

which year the name Chrysanthemum (Golden

Flower), was first given to it by Linn:eus, who
distinguished two species, calling the one with

a small flower,indicum; and the other with a large

flower, sinense. But after his time a diversity

of opinions arose among the botanists as to the

proper name, some of them sa3'ing the plant be-

longed to the Anthemis grandiflora, Anthemis
artemisirefolia, and Antheini^ stipulacea (Camo-

miles). Modern English writers call it Chrysan-

themum, with the exception of Sweet, who con-

siders it a species of P3'rethrum, or Feverfew, and

places it under the head ofDendrathema (shrubby

kinds). These diflerences of opinion arise from

the small membraneous scales, resembling chaft",

found on the receptacle of the flowers of the Chi-

nese Chr^'santhemum at the base of the florets,

such being characteristic of the genus Anthemis,

Avhile the receptacle of the true genus Chrysan-

themum is without chafF-like scales. Never-

theless, they are in ni}^ oi)iuion both the same
genus.

In the "Horticultural Society's Transactions"

of 1831, a history of the Chrysanthemum is given

by Mr. Sabine, Avho says they were cultivated in

Holland, and described by the celebrated

Breynins as for back as 1G8S. " He calls it Matri-

caria japonica, and speaks ofsix varieties. Thej-

appear to have been lost, as no gardener in 1821

knew anything of them.

In Januar}^ 182(3, Mr. Sabine, again referring to

the Chrysanthemum, says, speaking of the rapid

progress the flower had made in this country in

a few years, that the shows of the flower at the

Society's Gardens in 1824 and 1825, had been

acknowledged by its admirers to be, taking them

as a mass, the most splendid and gorgeous exlii-

bitions ever seen even in the gayest time of the

year. The show consisted of seven hundred pot

plants. They bcjan to bloom in October, and

continued till December, with now and then

changing a few of them for later blooming ones,

thus enlivening the garden at a i)eriod when there

was nothing else to attract attention.

Many of these were collected by Mr. Parks in

China and Bengal during 1821, and some of them

were sent home by the Society's gardener, Mr.

John Potts.

The whole of the varieties in the garden at this

period were forty-eight. These Avere introduced

into the gardens of England at the following

times—one came from China to Franco in 1789,

and brought to Kew from Paris in 1790; seven

from Sir Al)raham Hume, between 1798 and

1808; one from Mr. Evans, in 1802; one by Capt.

Ilawes, in 181G; one by Capt. Larkins, in 1817

one by Messrs. Brookes, in 1819; one by Mr.
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Reeves, in 1824; two from whom not known; I

four are English sports; and the remainder were

sent from China by the society's agent up to 1824.

Mr. Colville, a nurseryman at Chelsea, sent to

the Society a sport in 1822, of a pale Pink, grown
from the changeable Buft'; colored plates of sev-

eral varieties of which were shown—viz., the

Early Blush, Parks's Small Yellow, Blush

Ranunculus, the Tasselled Yellow, the Change-
able Buff, the Curled Blush, the Tasselled Lilac,

and Two-colored Red, the Pale Bull", tiie Wind-
sor Small Yellow, the Clustered Yellow, the

Clustered Pink, the Semi-double Orange, the

Starry Purple, the Golden Lotus, the Brown
Purple the Two-colored Incurved, the Late

Quilled Yellow, AYaratah, the Yellow Indian, the

Double White Indian, the Small Yellow, the

Quilled Pink, the Semi-double Pink, the Semi-

double Quilled Orange, and the Pale Purple.

Now for a few words regarding the Pompon, or

Chrysanthemum indicum flore pleno. About the

year 1845, Mr. Fortune brought to the Society's

gardens from Chusan a small semi-double, red-

dish, or light brown Chrysanthemum, which he

called the Chusan Daisy, on account of finding

it at Chusan. The Society propagated it, and

distributed it among its members. Thence it

was carried to France, and came into the hands

of M. Lebois, of Paris, an ardent lover of Chr}^-

santhcmum. He seeded it, the climate being bet-

ter adapted for ripening the seed than that of this

country. From the seed thus obtained he rais-

ed a great nunwbtautiful varieties of various col-

ors, some of them exijuisitely formed, and per-

fectly symmetrical, aud, consequently, the ma-
jority of our present collections came from this

source, having been obtained by Mr. Salter, of

Hammersmith. Still, I find colored plates of

beautiful Pompons in the Society's "Transac-

tions," as far back as February, 1821.

The French gave it the name of Pompon, on

account of its small compact bloom, resembling

the tuft or pompon on a soldier's cap.

\ Cottage Gardener.

How TO Use an Axe. — Mark Topley,

in his " Home in the Wilderness," thus

discourseth : "To use perfectly the Ameri-

can wedge-shaped axe (and here let me say that

it is the only axe for felling iimber and doing

everything with, which is worth one straw), re-

quires no ordinary degree of skill and practice.

"Strength of course, has something to do with

it, still a man of only moderate muscular power
would beat a giant into being ashamed of him-
self, if the weaker man did, and the stronger

man did not, know how to wield an axe.

The axe I prefer for all ordinary purposes
ought to weigh about 8 lb., and it should be care-

fully mounted or 'hung,' as the term is, on a

springy, rightly curved hickory handle. * * *

Let us suppose you are going to fell your first

tree: be careful to discover how the tree leans, and
always choose that side towards which it inclines

to begin on ; by doing this you avoid the risk of

falling the tree on yourself. Stand oft" from the

trunk, so that the edge of your axe blade can
touch the centre of it, whilst both your hands
are grasping the handle before the knob at the

end of it, purposely made to prevent it from slip-

ping out of the grasp in the act of chopping.

Fix your eye on a spot about 3 feet from the

ground on the tree trunk, plant your feet firmly,

look carefully behind you, to make sure that there

are no small twigs or branches to intercept the

axe; then holding the handle by the extreme end,

not too firmly, or it will jar your wrists, and
whirling the axe at arm's length round your

head, bring it obliquely down upon the spot you
have fixed your eye on. If you bring the edge

down on the proper slant, the blade should be

nearly buried in the bark and timbers; if you do
not it will "glance," aud then look out for your
legs. Repeat this cut if you can; an axe-man
would, twice or three times following, in the

same place. Should the tree be, for example, 4

feet in diameter, chop in the next cut you make
3 feet lower down than where you made the first

cut, but, this time, horizontally, always bringing

the axe round at arm's length. This will give you
the 'right sized chip, 'to use a lumberer's phrase,

or, what he means, in other words, is, that the

3-feet notch will enable the chopper to make the

wedge end of the tree break in the centre of the

stump; ifyou took a smaller notch, as nine out of

ten inexperienced men would do, you would find

your axe jammed before you could choj) halfway

through the trunk; hence the length of the chop is

always in proportion to the girth or diameter of

the tree to be felled. Cut half way through the

tree, always keeping the lower surface horizontal

and smooth, as if planed*, then change and begin

on the opposite side to that on which you have

been chopping, precisely in the same way as you

began the other cut; when you are nearly through,

the tree will crack oft", and of course fall in the di-

rection to which it leaned, that is away from you.

"
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HORTICULTURAL A^OTTCES.
PENNA. IIOHTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At the Hose show of the Pennsylvania Horti-

cultural Society, we believe the premium was
awarded to R. Buist. He had the best Roses,

hut as the premiums were oflered for 2-i Hybrid

Perpetuals, and the collection contained a Ma-
dame Plantier, and others which were not to be

decided to be hybrid, the committee had some

thought to award the premium to a lot of fine

but rather inferior flowers ; but as it was after-

wards discovered that the opposing collection had

two Giant of Battles to make up its number, we
do not certainly know how the point was decided.

Verily it is no enviable office to be a judge at a

flower show. There were, however, some good

things in both collections, the best in Mr. Buist's

we took to be Duchesse Ue Praslin, Prince Al-

bert, Bernardin, Victor Verdier, Fkrence de

Jerceaux, Youland d'Arragon, Giant of Bat-

tles, John Hopper, D'Alencon, Province Pan-

nache. Marshal Soult, Breunus, Mad. Plantier,

Aubernon, Beauty of Waltham, Jules Margot-

tiu, Leon Harman, Henry 4th, Madame Trotter,

Caroline de Sansal, Madame Boutin, Duchesse

de Nemours, Lilace, Salet, General Breon.

In Mr. Graham's collection we noticed as very

good.—Abd el Kader, Mrs. Wood, Baron Hallez,

President Lincoln, Deuil de Prince Albert, Lord

Raglan, Baron Prevost, Triomphe de L'Expo-

sition, Charles Lefebvre, Duke of Orleans, Gen-

eral Jacqueminot, Vanquier de Goliath, Prof.

Ivock, Victor Verdier, Alfred de Rougemont.

Mr. R. Scott had a very fine collection,but as he

was one of the judges, they were not entered for

competition. Amongst them Ave noted very fine

Prince Camille de Rohan, Charles Lefebvre,

Mad. Chas. AVood, Lady Emily Peel, Beauty of

Waltham, Lamont Descont, Henriette des Bois,

Foster, King's Acre, Turenne, II. Lowenstein,

Princes of Wales.
Amongst Mr. Bisset's roses we noted as

amongst tlie best Eugene Appert, Rcine des Vio-
lettes, Mathew Regimer, S«nivenir, Glorie de Di-
jon, Crystal Palace, Jieauty of >Valtliam, and
Leon des Combats.
Mr. Dreer had .he 1st premium for Fuchsias

—

they wen;.
Two of each, twelve plants—Conspicua, Ma-

dame Crou.se, Ehn City, Rose of Castile, Heine
Blanche, Roderick Dhu.
Twelve varieties—(ilorie de Marches, Golden

Plover, Aurora, Constellation, Hector, J^ord

Palmtrst<m, Emperor of the Fuchsias, Souv. de
Cheswick, Sir Colin Campbell, Brilliant, Conse
lier Desiral, Mandarin.

SUMMER MEETING OF GRAPE GROWERS
The Lake Shore Grape Growers' Association

will hold their annual meeting for the inspection

of vineyards, in the vicinity of Cleveland, on

Tuesday and Wednesday the 25th and •2l3th of this

month (Aug.) The first day (afternoon) will I

e

spent at Callanie and East Cleveland ; the second

day will embrace visits to Rockport, Dover Bay,

and Avenpoint, where are some of the largest

and best vineyards on the whole Lake shore. On
the 27th it is probable a party will start on a
visit to Sandusky and the Islands. Persons
from a distance who desire to see for themselves
something of the condition and prospects of our
grape culture, will do well to come to this meet-
ing. It is expected the Lake Shore line Rail
Roads will grant return passes to those in attend-

ance. For programme of particulars address
the Secretary of the Association, M. B. Bate-
ham, Painesville O.

GRAPES ABOUT CIXCIXXATI.
At the meeting of the Wine Growers' Associa-

tion, held on Saturday, the 27th of June, Dr.
Warder stated that he had mildew on his grapes
already. Had applied sulphur to some of them
to see what would come of it.

Mr. jSIottier had noticed some mildew on his

Catawbas, none on the Ives and other sorts.

Colonel Waring said that his vines seemed to

be very healthy, but the fruitage was light, great-
ly to his surprise. He was anxious to know the
cause. AVhat fruit there is is in a healthycondition.
The paucity ofthe fruitage is general tlirough his
vineyard, as also through those of some of his
neighbors.

'^h•. Thompson said that this was a new phe-
nomenon with the Ives, as it had hitherto given a
full crop every ycai*. Colonel Waring had known
the Ives for twenty-six years, and had not known
it to fail of a fair crop till this season.

He supposed the slimnoss of the crop this sea-

son was due to the late frosts. His land is rather
cold at best Mr. AVerk said that his vines were
healthy, and the bunches W(;re thick enough, but
the griipes were thin on the bunch.
Mr. Bartlett sjioke of vineyards that looked

well and were bearing abundant fruit.

Mr. Thompson thought that on the whole there

would be as nuuh wine made this fall as usual,

of a better quality. Fewer bunches often yield

as nuich juice as a heavy set, and the juice makes
a better wine. Dr. Warder spoke of the larue foli-

age that may be seen on some vineyards, and
suggested that vi'ry early lu'uning or pinching of
the vines will greatly improve the fruit.

Mr. Fisk had exhibited leaves of the Ives six-

teen inches in dianu'ter, greatly to the delight of
all grape growers. He found that buck leaves

when the early shoots were killed by the frost,

had attained a size six or seven times larger than
usual.

—

Ohio Farmer.
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HINTS FOR SEPTEMBER.
FLOWER GARDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUND.
There is not so much enjoyment in summer as

in spring flowers. After the total absence of

floral beauty during winter, the spring blossoms

are doubly welcome—and then the season of the

year renders them enjoyable beyond anything

that the heats of summer will allow. From now
till November the hardy flower roots will be

sought for as amongst the most interesting of

spring flowers.

The most popular of these hardy roots is the

Hyacinth. Of these, the single kinds usually

bloom the earliest, and are by some deemed the

sweetest. The Dutch catalogues have hundreds

of varieties, many of them very ditticult to dis-

tinguish one from another. Every year some
new kind is brought out in Holland at liigh prices.

This season the greatest novelty is the Ko-i-noor,

which is offered at S200 per 100, gold, at whole-

sale ; which, when it is remembei-ed that the

common kinds rate from S3 to §10 per 100, will

give some idea of its imaginary Avorth. Gene-

rally speaking, the named kinds will produce the

best to the purchaser, as the unnamed ones are too

often inferior bulbs, and not that otherwise there

would be much diflerence in the quality of the

flower.

Unless very well acquainted with the varieties of

Hyacinths and other bulbs, it is best to leave the

selection of the kinds to the dealer. The best

manure for all kinds of bulbs is rotten cow ma-

nure. Half rotten stable manure, or rank mat-

ter of any kind, is not good. Very rich garden

soil, without manure, is better than to have this

matter fresh.

Of Tnlipfi there are many classes. The single

dwarf varieties are very early ; the double ones

of the same class come next. The Parrot Tulips

so called from the singular warty edges of the

petals, are the next earliest, and then the Tulip

so well known for its large, full cups of all colors.
The next most popular bulb is the Ifarcissus

of which there are only white and yellow varie-
ties—but these so varied in shade and shape as
to afford a dozen or more of single and double
kinds.

The Crocus is another popular bulb, as there
are so many shades of color, white, yellow, blue,

and the many shades between, they make
gorgeous masses in the spring flower garden.
They have a beautiful effect Avhen placed in
clumps on the lawn, where the flowers come
through and expand before the grass begins to

grow. The sloping sides of a terrace- are often
made to blaze with beauty in this way ; and be-
sides, the extra warmth of these terrace banks,
when full to the sun, make the roots flower much
earlier than they will in the level garden ground.
Crown Imperials have been much improved of late

years, and there are now some dozen or more of
varieties. But the old Red and the old Yellow
are good things to have at any rate.

The Snowdrop is, perhaps, the earliest to flower

of all bulbs, being, in Philadelphia, otten out by
the 1st of March. There are the double and the

single, both desirable—but the last we think the

prettiest. They should be planted where they
are to remain several years, as the after-removal
as with other bulbs, is not favorable to an abun-
dant bloom.

Persian Iris, Ranuncuhis, and Anemorie, are

very popular and beautiful bulbs in Europe, but

do not reach anything like the same perfection

here.

Among the miscellaneous hardy bulbs, which
flower early and are very desirable, are Japan
Lilies of all varieties, and all kinds of Lilies, al-

though they are scarcely to be ranked witli

spring flowers—many of them, indeed, not open-

ing till July.

Then there is the Allium moly, two kinds, yel-

low and white ; Cama^sia escuknta, a plant of the
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Squill family, antl very pretty ; Erythroniums,

•white and yellow ; Lcucojum cestivum and L.

vernum, with -white flowers ; various Ornithoga-

lums; the American Pancratiums; Scillas of

various kinds, especially S. Sibirka, Zephyran-

thus atamasco, and we may add the various

Pceonias. These are all hardy, and really good

things.

The Lily of the Valley can be treated as a bulb

by planting out beds in the fall, and will always

be admired when well grown. Like the Snow-

drop, however, it does not like frequent changes

of locality. It prefers a good top dressing to a

transplanting.

Preparing for spring, also, many flower seeds

should be sown in September. The Pansy, espe-

cially, everybody has, as it is one of the most

cheerful and loved of all spring flowers. Wall-

flojoers. Carnations and Hollyhocks should also be

sown. The young seedlings must be protected

in winter ; but this is easily effected b}' drawing

a little earth over the plants, entirely covering

them. Next to snow, earth is the best plant

protector. In sowing seeds remember that, in

all cases, it is best to sow on a little elevation

rather than on a full level with the ground.

As the planting season arrives, it is as well to

repeat what we have often remarked, that the

relative advantages of spring and fall planting are

about evenly balanced. Failures, follow all sea-

sons. Hmv to plant is offar more importance than

tohen to plant, and the selection of stock to plant,

of far more importance than the time when it is

done. A tree that has been once or twice before

transplanted, and again carefully and intelli-

"ently taken up, may be successfully removed at

either planting season, with the odds of perhaps

one hundred to five in its fiavor. But a tree never

before transplanted—such, in fact, as a tree from

the woods, or left standing in the nursery from

the seed-bed, is very risky at any time, and de-

pends rather on the weather following transplant-

in" for the first few weeks for any probability of

success. In selecting trees for planting,then, be

very particular to ascertain that they liave an

abundance of fibrous roots, and are carefully re-

moved. In this region, we would plant cver-

rrreens at once, after or in prospect of the first

f'ood rain. Deciduous trees we would plant just

before the final foil of the leaf, shortening olf the

ends of those shoots that were not quite mature.

After the 15th of October we would not plant

evergreens, nor deciduous trees after the first of

iNovember. Early or not at all should be the

motto.

Propagation of stock for next year's budding,

should proceed vigorously. The best way to

propagate all the common kinds ofbedding plants

is to take a frame or hand-glass and set it on a

bed of very sandy soil, made in a shady place in

the open air. The sand should be fine and sharp,

and there is, perhaps, nothing better than river

sand for this purpose. The glass may be white-

washed on the inside, so as to aftbrd additional

security against injury from the sun's rays. Into

this bed of sand cuttings of half-ripened wood of

the desirable plants maybe set, and after putting

in, slightly watered. Even very rare plants often

do better this way than when under treatment

in a regular propagating house. In making cut-

tings, it is best to cut the shoot just under a

bud,—they root better, and are not so likely to

rot off" and decay. A cutting of about three eyes

is long enough for most strong-growing things,

such as geraniums, fuchsias, &c.

Small growing things, of course, will take more
buds to the one cutting. From one to three in-

ches is, however, long enough for most cuttings.

The}' should be inserted about one-third of their

length under the sand, which latter should be

pressed firmly against the row of cuttings with a

flat piece of board,—not, however, hard enough

to force the particles of sand into the young and

tender bark, which is often the first step to deca)\

For a few cuttings, they may be inserted with a

dibble; but where many are to be put in, it saves

time to mark a line on the sand with a rule or

straight edge, and then cut down a face into the

sand, say one or two inches deep, when the cut-

tings can be set against the face like box-edging.

All amateurs should practice the art of propa-

gating plants. There is nothing connected with

gardening more interesting.

Many kmds of bedding plants of succulent or

sub-fleshy growth, can be taken up from the flow-

er beds on the approach of frost, and cut in, say

one-half, and packed thickly in boxes of soil, and
kept in a rather dry and cool cellar through the

winter. Such fine plants make a much better

show in the beds the next year than plants of the

present season's striking. A cellar is one of the

most useful appendages to a garden. "Were we
to liave only one choice, we should prefer a cellar

to a greenhouse for its general usefulness.

We have had many inquiries recently about

cold pits for the protection of half-hardy plants
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through the winter, and iA reply reprint the fol-

lowing from one of our back volumes:

Those who have no greenhouse, and yet are de-

sirous of pre&erving many half-hardy plants

through the winter, employ cold jnts. We repro-

duce from a former volume directions for making

them:

Choose the drj^est situation in the garden, and
sink about five feet in depth. It is important that

no water can be retained at the bottom. The
pit may be of any length required, and about

five feet wide, so as to accomodate six feet sash.

The inside of the pit may be built up of boards,

or, if something more durable and substantial is

required, brick or stone. The body of the frame

may be built up a few feet above tlie level of the

surrounding soil, and the earth which comes from

the pit be employed in banking up to the upper

level of the frame. Shelving should be made for

the inside so as to extend from the base, of the

front to nearly the top of the back, on which to

place the plants in pots. In the space which will

then be under the staging, hard wooded and de-

ciduous plants, as lemon verbena, fuchsias, &c.,

ma}^ be safely stored, while the more succulent

kinds are shelved overhead. The plants to be

preserved in such a pit should be potted early,

and be well established and healthy before being

pitted; much of success depends on this. The less

water they can be made to live on without with-

ering through the winter the better will they keep.

Straw mats must be employed to cover the glass

when freezing time commences, and when the

thermometer is likely to fall below 20-, straw or

litter should be thrown over Board shutters are

also excellent, as it keeps the snow out from the

straw and litter, which sometimes makes the

mats very awkward to uncover when we would

like to give air. Very little light or air will be re-

quired through the winter when the plants are

not growing. If a good fall ofsnow cover the pit,

it may lie on undisturbed for two weeks w more

without injury. Wlien a warm dry day offers,

the sashes may be raised if convenient, to dry up

the damp. Many kinds of border plants can be

kept over winter this way with little trouble.

FRUIT GARDEN.

A great revolution has occurred in selecting

fruit trees for planting. Bushy plants are now
sought for. The shade which the side branches

niakc is considered beneficial to the tree. As to

the beneficLal effects of continual digging about

trees, which we oppose, all cultivators are not

unanimous; but most ofthem now abandon it after

some years: the only difference of opinion being

how many years after planting shall this style of
cultivatmg continue? With very low branched
trees there is this advantage, that the plow or the

spade cannot approach very near the trunk.

Rich soil is however essential to good growth and
good crops. This is the essence of" good culti-

vation. "

In preparing for planting trees, the soil should

be stirred up at least two feet in depth. Of course,

the trees should be planted in the holes only so

deep as they stood in the ground before, rather

higher, if any thing, as the soil will settle. Good
common soil may be filled in the holes if the natu-

ral soil is very bad; but any thing applied as ma-
nure may be stirred in the surface-soil after the

trees are planted. Some object to making deep

holes for planting trees, as if the soil is stiff they

become wells, collecting water from surrounding

soil, and rotting the roots. It is best to under-

drain such soils before planting. If this cannot

be done it is best to plant such ground in the

spring. The water objection is a flttal one for fall

planting in such ground.

Trees that have long stems exposed to hot

suns, or drying winds, become what gardeners

call 'hide-bound. ' That is, the old bark becomes
indurated,—cannot expand, and the tree suffers

much in consequence. Such an evil is usually

indicated by grey lichens which feed on the de-

caying bark. In these cases a washing of weak
lye or of lime water is very useful ; indeed,

where the bark is healthy, it is beneficial thus

to wash the trees, as many eggs of insects are

thereby destroyed.

Whitewash is frequently resorted to by far-

mers ; but the great objection is its unsightl}-

appearance,—the result is otherwise good. The
great opposition to washes formerly was, that

the pores of the bark were closed by them,—this

was on the supposition that the bark was alive
;

but the external bark of most trees has been

dead years before the the time of application ;

and ''the breathing," if so the operations of the

pores can be called, is through the crevices form-

ed in the old bark by the expansion of the grow-
ing tree by Avhich the living bark below has a

chance of contact with the air. No matter what
kind of coating is applied to the bark of a tree,

it will soon soon crack sufiiciently b}- the expan-

sion of tlie trunk to permit all the ' breathing '

necessary.
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strawberry-beds maj'^ now be made to advan-

tage. Choose thrifty young runners, that have

plenty of good white fibers, setting them no deep-

er in the soil than plants were before removal.

The best runners come from young plants of the

previous year,—old plants usually make feeble

runners.

HOT AND GREENHOUSE.

In the greenhouse, repairing and thorough

cleansing must not be delayed. Painters say

this is the most advantageous month to paint

wood-work. Whenever the night temperature

falls to 40^, any tender plants in pots should be

housed, without waiting for the "first week in

October." Things nearly hardy, as Azalea,

Rhododendrons, Oranges, «fec., do best out "to

the last."

Any desirable plant for forcing, that may be

growing in the open border, if potted early in

the month, will do very well for that purpose.

Weigela rosea does excellently this way, as also

does Jasminum nudiflorum, Forsythia viridissi-

ma many Spiraeas and Persian Lilacs. Eoses

and other things intended to be forced early,

should have as much air and be kept as dry as

possible without injury. Hyacinths and other

bulbs should also be potted as soon in the mouth

as they are obtained ; the former are best plant-

ed an inch deep. The earlier bulbs are potted

the finer they flower—you may get catalogues of

any number of kinds or colors at the auction

marts. If you get ten per cent., as represented,

when they flower, you will be favored.

Mignonette, Rhodanthe Manglcsii. and similar

ornamental annuals essential for winter bloom-

in*^ in well-kept houses, should be sown at once.

Many things for next season's flowering, must

not now be forgotten. The pansy, calceolaria

and cineraria, are in this class. Plants of these

that have been kept over the summer, will re-

fiuire a re division, and kept in a close frame a

few days afterwards, till they get re-established.

Propagation of all things will still require con-

stant attention. It should always be an aim to

possess one duplicate plant as a provision

:i<'ainst accidents. In many cases, young plants

are pniferable to old ones—so that the old ones

may be destroyed when these are obtained.

In the hothouse, the yEschynanthus will soon

be the chief ornament of this division. Their

number has increased so tliat they have become

quite a feature. If the pots seem full of roots,

they may still have another shift. They prefer very

fibrous peat ; or, if that cannot be had, turfy

loam, mixed with a portion of coarse moss. They
will, however, do pretty well in small pots.

Achimenes and Gloxinias, as they go outof flow-

er, should be kept dryer and cooler. Look well

after a good stock of pentas, cestrum and habro-

thamnus ; they will go far towards keeping up the

interest of the department in winter.

Justicias and acanthaceous plants generally,

will probably require another shift, if fine speci-

mens are desired. The atmosphere, if the house

be light, can scarcely be too moist for them.

Plumbago rosea is one of the most valuable stove

plants we know for winter flowering ; it requires

a strong heat. Clergdendrons, as they go out of

flower, should be kept in a very airy situation,

and rather dry, preparatory to being cut down,

and treated like a Pelargonium for another year.

Many Begonias will be past their best flowering

stage : very little watering serves them ; they

are very liable to damp off by incaution in this

respect.

It is difficult to lay down rules for orchidpea,

so much depending on the circumstances under

which they are grown. Those which have fin-

ished their growth—as many Dendrobiums, On-
cidiums, Catasetums, &c., whose flowers appear

just before new growth— should have their sup-

plies of moisture gradually lessened. The tem-

perature, also, is better graduallj' lowered a few

degrees, and they should be allowed moi'c light

than usual. The period when they are about

completing their growth is the most critical, as

any check at this time spoils the prospect of

much blossom for next season. Those which

flower from the young growth, as Catleya,Laelia,

Broughtonia, &c., will require their moisture and

heat rather increased than otherwise till after

their flowering. Vandas, angriecums, saccola-

biums and other strong-rooting atrial kinds, will

require constant humidity, until it is evident,

from the points of their roots, that they desire to

stop growing. AVc are often asked "how often

orchids require to be syringed?" If the situation

in which they are growing be favorable,— that is,

retains in its atmosphere a regular humidity,

—

they will require very little attention ; in many
cases not requiring the syringe once a week.

Where this cannot be eflected, the syringe must

be oftener applied. As a rule, I think no better

one could be olVered, than to syringe orchids just

so much as will barely keep moss attached to

their block, and baskets green and growing. The
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real terrestrial oi-chids will require no moisture

at all after they have comi>lete(l their growths,

until tiiey show signs of ])ushing again. Care

against checks in temperature and humidity is

one of the secrets of successful orchid growing.

Those which are at rest do well in a temperature

of GO^ at the lowest. Those which are growing

well should be kept at about 80''.

VEGETABLE GAEDEN.

Earth up Celery as it grows, not letting the

soil get to the heart, or it will rot. Soap-suds,

or other manure water, helps it wondcrfuU}- at

this season. Dig and house Potatoes. Too
large a pile will heat, and any way they keep

best when cool, and with some soil mixed

through the heap. Sow Red-top Turnip for

main crop ; rich soil is essential. Transplant

Endive ; this also likes a rich loamy soil. It

does not do well on sandy soil. Sow Radish and

Lettuce for fall crops. Sow Cauliflower and

Early York Cabbage about the middle of the

month. Onions sown in fall make fine early

bulbs for next year. Sow Prickly Spinach in

very rich soil, for use through the winter and

early spring.

COMMUNICATIONS
A USEFUL IMPLEMENT TO

GARDENERS.

BY D. K. K., AUBURN, PA.

Knowing that you are ever alive to any im-

provement that may help along the labor of the

gardeners or those engaged in garden work, I

send you a sketch of what strikes me as a very

useful thing in its way. It is called Chamber-

lin's combined Square, Level, Bevel and Plumb,

and is made by Batchelder & Co., Pittsburg,

Penna.

It is made of brass or other metal, and not

liable to get out of order. It can be convenient-

ly carried in the workman's pocket. It is about

eight inches long, two and three-eights inches

wide and five-eights of an inch thick, in shell

form so as to weigh but about half a pound. It

is constructed as follows : A rectanjiular frame

six inches long, two and three-eights inches

wide, and five-eights of an inch thick, made per-

fectly true, in every direction, with a spirit tube

inserted in one edge of this retangular frame,

and on each side a protractor of brass. At a

point exactly central with the protractor's arc

is fitted an arbor or axle, to which a frame i."
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secured, which turns entirely around the rectan-

gular frame in any direction, the arbor or shaft

turning with it so as to be parallel with the up-

per and lower edges of the frame, at right angles,

or more obliquely as the operator may desire.

This frame may be retained in any position de-

sired by means of set screw. The strips form-

ing the two sides of the frame are perforated in

four places with heart-shaped openings, ihe cen-

tral part of which serves as indices and also to

admit to the graduation being seen.

It will be readily seen from the cut how it may
be used as a spirit level or plumb; as a bevel pro-

tractor or sloioe level, its use is equally simple.

To me, however, it posesses a special interest in

enabling me to m3asure the height of trees, the

width of rivers, or any other inaccessible spot.

For the former purpose adjust the instrument to

an angle of 45" ; recede from the tree to be

measured, until the angle of sight strikes the

top,—note where the angle strikes the ground
also. Thsn measure the distance from this latter

point to the base of the tree, which will be its

true height. It seems to me to be an instrument

every one ought to have.

[Interested by friend David Klock's descrip-

tion, we sent to Pittsburg for a veritable instru-

ment, and (ind it all he says of it. It is really an
ingenious and useful little affair, and we lend our
columns to make it more known with much
pleasure.

—

Ed
]

HORTICULTURAL AFFAIRS OUT OF
PHILADELPHIA.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILADELPHIA.

While on my way to Albany last June, I had
a half day to spend in New York, and called at

the seed stores of Thorburn, in John St. ; and
Henderson & Fleming, G7 Nassau St. At both
stores there were many small chip baskets with
handles, packed full with plants for sale. The
insides are lined with moss or line hay, and plants

growing in two inch and three inch pots are tapped
out of the pots and closely packed in the baskets

and their roots covered with moss or hay. The
sizes of the baskets are nearly 5 x 10 inches inside,

6x 12 inches and 7x14 inches. In the smallest

size therein is packed ten verbenas in bloom,
and sold for one dollar, or six geraniums, for one
dollar. Sccojid size : fifteen verbenas or nine ger-

aniums ; one dollar and fifty cents. The largest

size: twenty verbenas or twelve geraniums; two
dollars. Some of the baskets arc filled with dif-

ferent genera, such as Heliotropium, Coleus,

Achyranthus, Alonsia, Geranium, Bouvardia, Pe-

tunia, Antirrhinum, &c., all from 3 inch pots. A
small printed business card is tied to the handle

of each basket, with the genus and number cf the

plants inside, written upon the blank face ; for

example "ten verbenas §1," ''6 geraniums SI,"

"twelve plants of sorts S2," they sell very readily;

and the plants being well watered after packed,

they will keep safe nearly a week. Upon the

Steamboat Drew which conveyed me to Albany,

almost every lady passenger, and very niau}^ gen-

tlemen, too, had one or more of those baskettuls

of plants, to set out in the gardens of their rural

summer retreats. Those basketfuls are capital

for the beaux to present to their belles as tokens

of afiectionate love. Peter Henderson was the

first to use the baskets. I also called in to see

" Whitlock's All Nurseries in one, " 245 Broad-

way. It is a vast museum of the latest improved

and lately invented machinery, hand implements

and other apparatus to expedite and cheapen the

labor of the form and garden. And there are

numerous plates of the latest improved flowers,

fruits and vegetables ; of cows, horses, sheep?

swine, poultry, «&c., the offspring of which can be

purchased through that establishment.

On my return home, I visited the culinary veg-

etable gardens of Mr. Peter Henderson, at South

Bergen, N. J., about two miles from Jersey City.

Everythmg upon the grounds was in perfect or-

der, and Mr. Henderson was a perfect model of

politeness and intelligence. His vegetable crops

were all of luxuriant growth and systematicallv

arrranged ; and so were all the various kinds of

flowering plants. His glass houses are ver}- nu-

merous ; of in2:enious construction ; for economy
in material, space and light ; and for heating and

watering. II is stock of flowering jilants is nearly

all of a herbaceous nature, and are of the best

and ra/est species and varieties. "Where we have

seen hundreds in other establishments, he has

thousands and tens of thousands. He had al-

ready sold a million ot verbenas, and many thous-

ands of other sjiecies.

The most numerous genera of his herbaceous

stocks are. Verbena, Petunia, Salvia, Chrysan-

thennuns. Dahlia, Coleus, Achyranthus, I^nbelia,

Phlox Drummondii, Geranium, Antirrhinum,

Delphinium, Spiraea (of variegated foliage), Car-

nations and Picotee Pinks, Phlox, Lilium, &c.,

all of the best and rarest of the genera.

Of Ligneous plants, all the best Roses in large

numbers, and thousands of young plants of
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Fuchsia, Aloysia, Bouvardias, Lantanas, and
othcirs too uuiiiorous to state here. 'I he demand
for tliom has always been greater than could be

supplied.

Mr. Henderson began with a capital of only

!^400, and raised vegetables, at first, to bring a

quick return ; and in all his stocks up to the pre-

sent time, a speedy return for his outlay appears

to have been his aim. I would advise all young

men intendinij to begin the florist business to go

and see Mr. Henderson's stocks, and his systems

of propagation and culture. His vegetable crops

prepare the grounds for flower crops the follow-

ing seasons. Every species of industry and

economy is there practiced, without any appear-

ance of stinginess or tyranny. Every lad and

man upon his place loves liim, and all appear

more anxious about the prosperity of the busi-

ness than himself.

He has been lavish in his improvements, but

in a manner to make them profitable. He was
preparing the ground for the erection of a large

glasshouse, 280 feet long, and 30 feet wide ; span

roofed—to be finished this fall.

His dwelling house is like a villa, with an acre of

lawn, beautifully ornamented with neat flower

beds cut out upon it, and planted in the ribbon

style, with various kinds of flowering plants.

Behind the lawn there is a patch of two acres of

everblooming Koses, and an acre of Grapes,

Strawberries and Vegetables for his private use,

(but he does not grow that sour and coarse

strawberry, Albany Seedling,) and he has the

best Blackberries. A street divides this lot from
the large business grounds, and is on top of a
hill. The whole grounds slope—some parts

steeper than others.

Any one who has read Peter Henderson's de-

fensive articles, could hardly imagine him to be

the polite and quiet young man that he is.

FOREIGX EEMINISCENCES.
^o. 5.

BY II. "W. SARGENT, ESQ.

In fort}'^ minutes after leaving Derby you can
reach Matlock, or Matlock Bath, as it is usually

called. About three miles from here, after a
charming drive, you pass a nice old place, "Wil-

m.
^* ' '^-r^'^ toif^^^^f^r'^

[ LEA HURST.'\

lersbey Hall," the early home of the Arkwrights.
Here was the old mill in which the spinning .fenny

was invented and first used. A mile or so beyond
is "Lea Hurst," the residence of Florence
Nightingale, a pretty cottage house, half hidilen

in ivy, with two striking cedars of Lebanon over

the gate.

The Estate belonging to Miss Nightingale, or

rather her father, was a large one of 50(10 acres,

and three villages. "We passed through two of
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them, but they were antiquated and untidy, and
had not the appearance of comfort and thrift

usually seen in English hamlets. In fact, as far as

we could ascertain, Miss Nightingale was not

very much at home ; and her benevolence seemed

rather to seek objects abroad, like the Crimean

war, than to confineherself toher own surround-

ings.

A mile or so be3'ond Lea Ilurst, brought us to

"Wingfield Manor," a grand old ruin, of the

time of Henry IV. Here Mary Queen of Scots

was a prisoner nine jears. Eight miles from the

Inn at Matlock is Iladdon Hall, belonging to

the Duke of Riitland, one of the most interest-

ing old houses in England, in perfect preserva-

tion though built in the eleventh century. Ilad-

don Hall is the original of Miss KadcUff's "Mn's-

teries of Udolpho.

Two miles beyond Haddon is Bakewell, fa-

mous for its sheep ; and adjoining is Chatsworth,

the celebrated seat ot the Duke of Devonshire
;

but so well known to many of our readers, that

I will not take up their time by describing it.

The place itself is not as interesting as it was
twenty years since, during the late Duke's and
Mr. Paxton's time ; the present Duke's taste not

running in this way. The fine avenue of Arau
carias and Deodars had been destroyed by the

cold winters of 18G0, and had not been replaced.

In fact we saw very few of the rare evergreens.

The ribbon of the great conservatory was com-
posed of Perilla Nankinensis (back row), Tom
Thumb Geranium, Yerbena " Purple King," and
C'erastium tomentosa. They make great use

liere of the Tagetes for an orange color in their

ribbons.

Our next visit was to two very remarkable

])laces, Alton Towers, Earl of Shrewsbury's, the

most ornate and florid place in England ; and
Biddulph Grange, "W. Batemans', the most
scientific and artistic place I ever saw, both

near Congleton, which has or had the additional

merit of an excellent old Inn, "The Eion and
Swan," perhaps architecturally the quaintest

Inn in England, except the " Feathers," at

Ludlow.

"Alton Towers," is a complete Italian villa,

with Italian gardens, filled with a succession of

)»eautiful terraces, vases, statues, fountains and
tlowers. In fact the variety and beauty of the

ronservatories, orangeries, greenhouses and
flowers, the abundance and luxuriance of the

trees, especially Evergreens, were enchanting.

( )n the banks sloping down to the lake, tlie

Cedars of Lebanon were especially grand ; so also

was a group ofMenzie's Firs, at least 50 feet high ;

some i:)ouglass Firs 70 feet high, and feathering

to the ground, were superb ; Sequoia sempervi-

rens 18 feet high ; Araucaria, 15 and Goven Cy-
presslS, were very fine. In the Camellia house most
of the large specimens 12 to 15 feet high, as well

as the Azaleas were trained into most beautiful

pyramids. In the architectural gardens much
use was made of red gravel.
In most of the finer places in England, the

winter garden, as it is called, immediately under

the breakfast room windows, is often composed

(the beds) entirely of different colored sand, pro-

ducing Irom the windows the effect of a brilliant

parterre. The red being pounded brick; the

white pounded oyster shells ; the dark blue, being

a peculiar coloi-ed slate,—an idea that in our

droughty summers might be well for us to adopt,

instead of our burnt and yellow lawns. Humea
elegans was much used at Alton Towers in cen-

tre of flower beds.

I hardl}^ dare to undertake a description of

Biddulph Grange, 22 acres of ornamental

grounds ; a Wellingtonia Avenue, a beautiful

Pinetum, a rock garden, a stump garden, a

Dutch garden and a Chinese garden. 15 men
are allowed to keep the place up. The Ehodo-

deudrons are more wonderful than anj' I ever

saw ; but the gardener always picked oflfhalf the

buds and all the seed vessels.

The Pinetum here is one of the most success-

ful things in England. It is arranged on each side

ofa long walk which in bold, though eas}^ curves,

makes the entire circuit of the pleasure grounds.

Along the borders of this walk are broad spaces

and margins of grass, running irregularl}-^ into

numerous larger or smaller bays or recesses,

composing the bases of the mounds that rise on

both sides, and upon which the trees are irregu-

larly planted. These undulations, changing from

to 20 feet in height, and filled Avith endless

swells and depressions, are planted mostly in

heather, thus forming an admirable back ground

for the ditlerent tinted Coniters, the paler co-

lors of which are admirably relieved by the dark

foliage of Yews and Hollies.

After passing through the large family of

Pines, you come to the Abies and Picea tribe,

and these carry us to the tunnel which divides

the Pinetum from the Rhododendron ground
;

all the Firs are placed in a lower and more

sheltered spot than the Pines, which are chiefly

on the sununit of the rocks and mounds, among
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tliem are noticed Abies Morinda and orientalis,

line s])ecimens, P. pinsapo, Cephalouica, nobilis,

grandis, amabilis, Lasiocarpa, &c., all admira-

bly grown.

Shortly before arriving at the tunnpl, which

has a wide natural looking entrance arch, formed

of two large irregular side stones and a keystone,

over which Ivy, Periwinkle and other trailins

plants hang, a break in the mound to the north,

leads us to an irregular grass glade, like a bowling

green, surrounded by small picturesque mounds
on which are plants of more tender Pines, like

Bonthamiana, macrocarpa, filifolia, Frcmon-

tiana. JefFreyana, &c.. as also Cryptomerias and
Taxodiums.

Entering the tunnel, we encounter an obscure

path on the right, so enshrouded by shrubs as

almost to escape notice, and which leads into a

wild rocky glen, through which runs a pictur-

esque little brook, filled with aquatic and marshy

plants, as well as a complete series of hardy

ferns.

Leaving this, and returning to the main walk,

we at length reach the famous Rhododendron
garden, with masses of plants on low irregular

banks; with intervening patches, and glades

of grass, and a lake-like piece of water contain-

ing an island, mostly planted in Rhododendrons.

The whole of this enclosure of perhaps an acre (in-

cluding the lake and island,) is devoted to Ameri-

can plants : Rhododendron, Azaleas, Kalmias

Gaultheries, Menziesias, Epigfeas, &c.

The Kilmarnock AVeeping Willow is occasion-

ally planted on the margin of the lake. The red

flowering Chestnut is also very effective on the

island, being in bloom the same time as the

Rhododendrons. The next feature of interest is

the Chinese garden, very dilRcult of access, so

that strangers maj'^ wander about for hours

without being able to find either of two narrow

passages by which it is approached.

The best mode of entering it, however, is from

the rocky glen just mentioned. Through a long

irregular dark tunnel, apparently excavated

from the living rocks, and flanked by grottoes of

of considerable extent.

Passing through this, the visitor suddenly

finds himself on the threshold of a gorgeous

Chinese Temple, the view from which, forci-

l)!}- reminds one, of the old familiar ''Willow

l)late" pattern, which you are told suggested

the idea of the garden. The temple with its gilt

bells, dragons and lanterns, looks out upon a

little lake, surrounded by bold masses of rock,

spanned at narrow fronts by the inevitable Chi-

nese three sided bridge, with the zig zag railing,

and overhung by the weeping funebral Cypress.

On the right is a gaudy Joss' house, ajjproached

by a winding flight of steps, and on the left a tiny

fort, mounted with two guns. Lines of ruined

wall, supposed to be the great wall of China,

flank the garden on every side; a great sleep-

ing frog—with Lions, Kymans and sundry Chi-

nese monstrosities,—have each their separate

place, the whole surmounted by a gilt Bull the

size of life.

The garden is filled only with plants, indig-

enous to China. Such as Yulan, (Magnolia Con-

spicua,) the Tea plant, the funebral Cypress, and

many more requiring protection of a house in

the winter. When to all this is added, an Italian

Garden, for the drawing room windows, a quaint

Dutch Garden for the Library, and a rose and

verbena garden for the breakfast room, and an

Egyptian court, connected with a conservatory,

your readers may gather some slight idea of

Biddulph Grange.

TOMATO GROWING.

BY J. JOYCE, GAUDENKR TO MRS. E. H. BUTLER,

GERMAXTOWK.

In a recent number of the Gardener'>s Monthly,

is an article recommending the growing of toma-

toes to stakes, instead of training them on trellises

or suffering them to grow on the ground. This

is recommended on the ground of the improve-

ment in the quality of the fruit, the Editor not

teeling satisfied that the quantity is so large

when supported on stakes, as when grown on

the ground or any of the usual ways. The qual-

ity of the fruit is, as the Editor says, vastly supe-

rior on staked plants, but my experience is that

the quantity produced is greater on stakes than

in any other way. I will guarantee to raise om
bushelfrom every plant so raised, and I should be

glad to know whether that quantity has ever

been raised from a single plant on any other

plan. I set my plants to stout poles eight or

ten feet high along the walks of the vegetable

garden. They usually reach the top before frost,

and continue to bear till then. They are now

(July 25th) seven feet high. They form a beau-

tiful sight when in fruit ; indeed my vegetable

garden looks prettier with them than many flow-

er gardens.

Besides the superior quality and quantity of

the fruit when so raised, and the neatness and
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beauty of tlio plan ; they are ahvays clean, free

from dirt and sand, are solid to the core, never

decay or have blotchy spots, and occupy very
little ground. Indeed I grow other crops quite

up to the stakes. Please call and see them.
[Wc have called, and are very much pleased

with the sight. Mr. J. is evidently right about
the quantity. We did not speak positively about
this, because we had not the experience neces-

sary to enable us to give it as a fact. This Mr-
J. supplies. We have now no doubt that as a mat-
ter of profit as well as of pleasure, it will pay
handsomely to stake tomatoes to tall strong
stakes, wherever these can be had.—Eb.]

VINEYARDS AND WINE IN WASHING-
TON COUNTY, MD.
BY A. C. P., BALTIMORE.

Recently I spent several days at Hagerstown,
where I found considerable attention paid to

vineyard culture and wine making. Mr. George
Heyser has several acres, mostly in Concord,
Clinton and Catawba, all doing remarkably well

but the latter, which as usual, is badly mildewed.
Mr. John Heyser last year planted out a new
vineyard, chiefly of Concords, they have grown
finely and show some fruit this year. His vine-
yard is very prettily arranged, the vines are
grown on trellises, which radiate from a common
centre, with half radii to fill up the spaces of di-

vergence. An ornamental structure erected in

the centre, affords a view of the whole vineyard.
In his garden he has several trellises of Cataw-

ba, Diana, Delaware and others. The day be-
fore my visit to his place, he congratulated him-
self on the healthv state of his Catawbas, and
the fine prospects for a crop, having the same
day given his vines a heavy dusting of sulphur

;

when the next morning we examined the vines,

to our dismay the bunches of all the Catawbas
and some other sorts were completely infested

with mildew, and the crop destroyed, while
scarcely a leaf showed signs of fungus. Thus
in one single night the damage was done, and the
sulphur of no avail. Possibly the germ of it had
fastened on the bunches belore the sulphur was
applied

;
yet the spread over so many vines in so

short a time, seemed remarkable, and that Ihe

leaves should have escaped, appeared more re-

markable still. Had this mildew been propaga-
ted b'l sporcfi, I should tliink it would have at-

tacked leaves and fruit alike and simultaneously.

To me it seemed tiiai a peculiar state of the at-

mosphere might have Induced the spontaneous

growth of this fungus on the more susceptible

skins of the berries first, the attack on the leaves

showing later ; at any rate I am inclined to

think the disease is caused by radiation from the

earth and might be prevented by mulching.

—

Against the dew the bunches are sheltered by
the leaves, and when the latter are attacked, they

always show it on the under side first.

We also noticed some bunches on the same
trellises, which hanging near or against a post,

were comparatively free from mildew, the post

undoubtedly intercepted the radiation, and on
this theory the roof over the trellis,—which you
suggest—may possibly be the right thing, as it

also intercepts radiation. [Mr. Saunders sug-

gests.—Ed.]

Both these vineyards are on lime stone land of

porous texture, water never lodging on it ; the

situation is elevated, with fine exposure.

After our party had got through the vineyards,

the owners afforded us also the opportunity to

test the vintages. Mr. George Heyser produced

Concord wine of white color, clear, pure in taste

and pleasant, but lacking body and aroma
;

next Catawba of 1800, an excellent wine of fine

color, some aroma, fruity, palatable ; and finally

Catawba of 1805, made of grapes afterfront. Ou
tasting this wine I almost suspected a mystifica-

tion, and that some choice Rudesheimer or other

high grade Rhine wine had been set before us
;

such exquisite bouquet, such rich flavor, body
and fii'e, I never before had discovered in Amer-
can wines; all of which excellent qualities, apart,

of careful preparation, Mr. H. attributes to his

gathering the Grapes after they had a slight

frost.

I persuaded Mr. Hevser to submit a bottle to

the judgment of connoisseurs at your fall exhibi-

tion, and I want you to have an eye on that bot-

tle. At Mr. Jolin Heyser's we were I'egailed by
some of his Catawba, also a very nice, pleasant

wine of fruity flavor, and next to a Concord wine

of a beautiful ruby color, the latter produced by

rubbing the skins, instead ot fermenting on the

shins. This wine made last fall, was too young
to show what it may be when ripe. Both gentle-

men evidently have the skill and experience for

making fine wines, when they can raise the right

material.

In the afternoon wc drove to the vineyard of

Mr. Appleman. This is situate in the slate region,

on very hilly and apparently poor land. The
vines were planted last year and look tlirifty :

there are many varieties, but the Concord seems
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to go ahead of thorn all, some showing cousider-

able fruit and not a sign of mildew on either

fruit or leaf of any variety.

Such poor neglected slate lulls may prove a

very paradise for the grape, as well as other

fruits, and what can be made out of a rough

and wild piece of land, Mr. Appleman, by dint

of patient labor and manure, has demonstrated.

A young orchard planted b}'^ him, at the same

time, has made a tine growth, but was sadly

damaged by the locust.

In the garden of an amateur friend in Hagers-

town, I found a groat collection of new varieties

of grapes on trial, some fifteen or mere of Kogcr's

different seedlings, also the Martha, Black

Hawk, Diana Hamburg, and others ; also five

seedling hybrids of Mr. Arnold of Paris, Canada

West, said to be the result of a cross from the

Black Hamburg and Clinton, the foliage plainly

shows the'characteristics ofboth, their thin smooth

leaf of the Aestivalis tribe and the lobes of the

Yinifora ; they were onl}' planted this spring, but

growing finely. I have great faith, that from

this cross we shall derive sorts which will com-

bine hardiness, vigor and exemption from disease,

with quality and size of fruit, fit for wine and

the table.

NOTES FROM TEXAS.

BY MR. XnOS. AFFLECK, GLEXLYTHE, XEAK
BRENHAM, TEXAS.

Permit me to correct an error in Mr. Berck-

man's communication on Southern Peaches.

That best of all late peaches, the Lady Parham,

was not raised, but was mad 3 public by me.

—

One of those excellent men, a Methodist Clergy-

man of the old regime,—the late Rev. Benjamin

Drake—found the poach in Warren County,

Miss., an accidental seedling, grown—I think he

said—by a Mrs Parham ; and brought me cut-

tings to bud from, and specimens of the fruit, at

same time suggesting the name adopted.

I have just had the misfortune to have my
promising young orchard of pears, what grape

vines 1 have, a fine lot of young peach and al-

mond trees loaded 'with fruit, all stripped of

leaves, fruit, dormant buds, and the bark around

the base of shoots and buds, by the migratory

Locust. And this, after a persevering, hard-

fought fight during fully three weeks. But they

were too many for me. It is now too late, I

much fear, for even a sufficient number of adven-

titous buds to push, to save the trees.

I never had a more promising vegetable gar-

den ; albeit, worked entirely by a pair of arms

which during their over a half century of use,

never before worked so hard. Fully half of it is

gone. And the fight is so hard a one, in the at-

tempt to save the remainder—fought by one on on®

side against millions—that I greatly fear they

wear me out and take all.

I enclo&e you specimens, those with wings, the

parent insects, which came from the north-west

early last December, deposited their eggs and

perished ; those without are the produce of those

eggs, now some seven or eight weeks old. They

are packed with the anti-septic, disinfecting and

deodorizing cresylic powder, in which they al-

most instantly died, and in which has cured them

like red herring.

I tried the cresylic compounds—the soapy so-

lution—but only partially, for want ofassistance.

But, sprinkle as I would, they managed to find

portions enough to devour. .Just like all of these

migratory pillagers, it must be a very foul dose

they wont swallow. The Cotton worm is not

easily bluffed, but the moth is more sensitive, as

all moths are.

Mr. Sargent's views as to fruit-growing, on

this continent, are unhappily but too correct.

Mr. Wilkinson is right, as to his means of water

supply. There is none so sure, even in this com-

paratively dry country, as good underground

cisterns. And no other source yields water so

pure and uniformlj^ healthy. Many a location

in this Southern Country, which at first proved

any thing but healthy, became entirely so, on

cistern water being used.

All of those numerous plans for filtering, so

frequently published in the north, are unneces-

sary. The water pui'ifies itself in a few days.

And is all the better for so doing. Mine is a jug

of broken stones, hydraulic cement and sand,

18x14, sides perpendicular, and underneath the

house. The earth through which it was dug,

was not homogenous nor sound—hence the wall

of concrete.

SOME WINTER FAVORITES.—Xo. 3.

BY JAS, C. JOHNSTON.

7. Lobelia speciosa. (
Var Paxtonii, &c.

)

In the humid climate of England, this is a

charming summer and autumn subject, out of

doors ; but it succumbs to our overpowering sun,

and drags out a miserable existence. At least

that is our experience, after many experiments.
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But we are more than repaid for these disap-
pointments, by the result of indoor treatment
during the bleak period of winter, and through
the loni,' months of spring. It would be difficult

to suggest a more ussful plant, for a variety of
positions and purposes, in the conservatory,
than this Lobelia. It yields a mass of lovely
blue flowers, when that color would otherwise
be nearly wanting among the profusion of reds,

white, ScQ.

To attain the desired results, the following
treatment is indispensable ; at least we find no
other to answer so well : Early in May sow
seed in shallow boxes and place these in a near-
ly spent hot bed- any other suitable position,

however, will answer. When the young seedlings
are fit to handle, transplant very carefully into
other shallow boxes. We prefer to set them out
in pairs or trios, just as they are lifted. After
growth has fairly commenced, counteract as
much as possible all tendency to hasty and
superficial development. Retarded growth is

the main oh](ict—upwards, but as much lateral

expansion as possible. If the seedlings become
leggy, decapitate without mercy.
Middle or end of June, on a suitable day,

transplant, with the least possible disturbance,
into small pots, never less than .3, and up to 5
seedlings in a pot. The sod should be decom-
posed leaf mould and thoroughly decayed sod-
equal proportions—with a little gritty sand, and
a very small quantity of much decayed cow
manure. Shade from the sun until growth has
begun, then i)lunge the pots in the coolest situa-

tion obtainable, where they can have unimpeded
light and air, without much sunshine. Under
the shade and drip of trees is objectionable.

While in these small pots the formation of flower

stems is not to be permitted. Use a sharp knife

(but a scissors is better) and cut ofl" every ves-

tige of embryo flower stems. They submit to

this treatment with a good grace and grow
bushy, which is the object to be attained.

By the 1st of September the pots will be full

of roots, and the plants little dumi)y—Dutch
built masses of luxuriant growth, ready to obey
ordtjrs.

And now for tlu-ir disposal to the best advan-
tage. Thf methon we have found most produc-

tive of an abundant and long protracted bloom,

is a circular wire trellis to fit the pot exactly.

It is made sudicicjitly close to nearly confine the

slender shoots witiiin its compass, thus obviating

the necessity for training and tying uji, although

a few stragglers find their way out, and are not

to be spurned. Inside the trellis 5 seedlings are

to be transferred (now—it is to be taken for

granted — well developed, strong plants ; or

otherwise, there must have been a screw loose

somewhere). Use a liberal drainage of old mor-

tar from a wall, above which place some brcjken

charcoal and fill up with a compost of decayed

leaf mould and fresh loam— equal proportions
;

adding a very little cow dung, or manure, from

an old hot bed, so old as to be easily friable. If

the loam is not tenacious, dispense with sand, or

use it sparingl}-. Set the pots in a cold frame

where they are to remain until the middle or end

of October, and only cover at nights whtni pretty

sure of frost. Continue to decapitate flower

stems until the pots are removed to the greenhouse,

where they must be placed near the glass, and

have all the light and air possible. At this time

onl}^ one application of weak manure water may
be given.

During the period of bloom never use cold

water ; it must be, at least, of no lower temper-

ature than the house, and to be 10 degrees

warmer is still better. The wire trellis should

be 9 inches high (above the surfiice of the pot)

—

5 inches across at the same point, and 10 inches

across at the top. Presently the Lobelia will

fill the inside space and reach the top. It is a

charming subject, standing by itself in a pedes-

tal, or if better can't be done, use an inverted

pot to raise it on the shelf or stage, so that the

flowers may not be overshadowed by more robust

neighbors.

It may be groAvn in small pots placed on the

edge ot a shelf, or on a nich, where the slender

stems can hang downwards ; also in hanging

baskets—but no treatment compares favorably

with the wire trellis, on which this indefatigable

bloomer is quite at home. It is sheer waste of

time to force this plant, for blooming in the

house. It is only by the retarding process we
have described, that a satisfactory result can be

obtained, and no conservatory should be without

a minimum complement of half-a-dozen trellis

grown Ijobclias, a mass of bloom from December

till May.

8. CORONILLA OLAUCA.

This is another worthy member of the floral

guard that do winter duty, always responding at

roll call. It is ofa neat comjiact hal>it (when prop-

erly treated)— not a jirofuse but liberal bloomer.

The flowers arc pea shaped and of a brilliant yel-
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low. It is somewhat ditficult to strike, but seed

germinate quii-kly and produce by far the best

plants. They thrive and branch out in a manner

cuttings rarely, if ever, do.

"When done blooming, prune back immediately

and be not sparing of the knife, or dilatory in

removing out of doors, soon as frosts are over.

When new growth begins to show, re-pot, but be

in no haste to increase the size of pot. Better

to remove with care the outside ot the ball, and

fill in with fresh compost of generous quantity.

Xever use the same pot again until it is washed

and thoroughly cleaned. A viler or more sloven-

ly practice could scarcely be suggested, than to

re-set anything—no matter how humble the

plant—in a dirty pot.

9. POLYGALA DALMAISIA^STA.
A very suitable companion plant to Coronilla,

producing similar shaped flowers, of a purplish

carmine hue, varied with white, and prolonged

over a period of three months. It requires the

same treatment as directed for Coronilla.

10. Pelargonium—Belle Blanche.
"With a few exceptions, the Pelargonium

expands its gorgeous bloom in one large family

party, and a more beautiful reunion there cannot

be. But there are some half-dozen eccentric

individuals of precocious habit, who precede

their brethren, and bestow their charming flow-

ers on us, when they are doubly welcome. Of

these. Belle Blanche is the earliest, blooming in

February. Unlike many ofthe best Pelargoniums

she is wonderfully prolific and enduring, produ-

cing a succession of fine trusses for at least 2

months. The flowers are white— of exquisite

purity, with a very distinct feather-like blotch

on the upper petals. Plants of 9 months from

the cutting yield several fine blooms, and if

properly treated, one, two and even five year old

plants, are covered with a mass of flowers.

Taste and judgment is necessary in manipula-

ting that and almost every other Pelargonium,

80 as to develop the bloom advantageously. The

stakes—which must be of sufficient height—(from

lA to 3} feet according to age of plant) are to be

firmly set with a slight inclination outwards, and

not perpendicular. It is quite possible so to dis-

pose of th(! branches as to hide these stakes

entirely by the time of expansion, and so display

a compact and pleasing specimen of foliage and

flowers. A loose straggling bare-stemmed Pelar-

gonium should not be tolerated by an amateur.

A succession of plants are easy of attainment by

striking cuttings during May and June.

11. Pelargonium—Crimson King.

This is another of the early blooming Pelar-

goniums. The flower is by no means perfect, but

inasmuch as we have such a mass of color, at a
period when it is most appreciated—not for a
day, or a week, but at least 2 months—on well-

grown plants, a blaze of bright crimson ; it will

not do to criticise it over strictly.

Unless well-grown, however, and properly

trained, it is an awkward, troublesome subject.

Stakes of sufficient length apparently, and which
would suflSce for other sorts, prove entirely too

short for Crimson King, owing to the length of

its slender flower stalks. And unless these arc

skilfully fastened as they grow, and hfovc cxjHin-

sion, it cannot be done neatly afterwards. It is

quite a common thing to see specimens, witli

many of the blooms upside down, in consequence

of delaying this most necessary manipulation,

"When done flowering, it requires to be severely

cut back, allowing only 2 eyes for new growth,

and all treatment avoided which would lievelop

premature shoots during summer and autumn.
It is better to dispense with old stools which
have flowered twice, and depend on a younger
generation.

12. Daphne indica.

There are several varieties of this invaluable

evergreen. There is no particular beautv in the

small truss of flowers, but the odor is delicious

—perhaps the most perfect of any. In ordinary

greenhouse temperature, during winter, Daph-
ne's will bloom towards the end of February,

and last about 3 weeks. If neglected, these

shoots become unsightly and unmanageable after-

wards. Keject— in purchasing—long legged,

straggling specimens, such as are too common in

many nursery stocks. If j'ou can't get a dwarf
bushy plant, wait till you find one. And when
you do, see to keep it so. That is to be done by
a judicious use of the knife ; and it is not so

easy to indicate precisely how. Briefly, then,

select those branches that have grown consider-

ably longer than their immediate neighbors and

shorten these in, if possible, above the junction

with a small lateral, so that there may be no
gap. And where two or more branches diverge,

remove the longest. The proper time to do this

is shortly after the blooming season, before lh«^

young growth begins. After that has developed,

very possibly, a long—tender shoot, here and

there will require removal. It is an excellent

plan either to peg down the lower branches

—
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round the sulcs of the pot, or to fasten thorn to a

Avire attachfd to the rim, which induces and nro-

motes a dwarf bushy growth. Do this as soon

as the new wood can be safely handled—not later

than July. The best soil for the Daphne is equal

proportions of loamy peat and perfectly decayed

leaf mould, with a fair sprinkling of silver sand—

(sifted white marble sand, when obtainable, is

excellent). And if you can add a little cocoa

fibre to the compost, it will be perfect.

By peat loam,,we don't mean wet—sour swamp

muck, such as farmers excavate in summer,

after the stagnant water has dried up and piled

away to dry, preparatory to being carted on the

fields. This stuff is a pretty quick mode of ad-

ministering poison to any and every kind of

plant grown in pots. Nor is good peat loam

easy to find. It must be sought for in woods,

among "the untrodden ways,"—in deep dells

where water may have once lain, and ferns,

leaves, and branches, in the long and slow pro-

cess of years, have decayed and amalgamated

into a spongy but not tenacious mass. AVhen

dry it is friable and easily broken by hand—re-

quiring no sifting. This material is worth its

weight—almost in gold—to the florist. With

that, and three years' old decayed leaf mould, he

is independent.

Very nice plants of Daphne can be had by

stricking cuttings of half-ripened wood. It is a

slow process, but the plants are incomparably

superior to those worked on stocks. Insert the

cuttings in small pots—(close to the edge) then

plunge these in shallow boxes, with close-fitting

glass, and set them in a cold frame, not exposed

to the sun. On bright days it will be necessary

to shade the cuttings with thin musUn. Use water

sparingly and uncover seldom as possible.

Azaleas and other hard wooded subjects can be

propagated in the same manner—but it requires

patience.

WOOD l^IRING WITHOUT CONTACT
WITH FLAME.

I5Y AVAI.TKIl IIAHVKV, PITTSBUKO, PA.

I noticed in a lute number, writing of green-

houses getting burnt, you state that you once

saw a wooden chimney, r>0 feet away from the

furnace, take lire. Let me here state that I had

a narrow escape in February, 18(57. One cold

night, the chinmey not being high enough to

carry the smoke over a building that was close

to the chimney, and I could not have any fire, as

it blew out of the mouth of the furnace. My
only remedy was to make a wooden box to put

on the top of the thimney, or let my plants

freeze.

Of course I tried the box. It was to remain

only till something could be done ; but, as it an-

swered very well, and having no thought of any

danger, it was left on. From the furnace to the

chimney was G2 feet, and the chimney 11 feet

high, making, in all, 73 feet from the furnace to

the box.

On the 27th of March, 18G8, this wooden box

caught fire, but by seeing it in time, with assist-

ance, I took it down without any further damage.

I hope this will be a caution for people not to use

wood on the greenhouse chimney, even if a thou-

sand feet away.
»—*

WINTER ON EARE TREES IN OHIO.
BY MR. E. MANNING, HARRISBURG, ODIO.

In looking over the Monthly for June, I was
perfectly astounded by your account of the doings

of Jack Frost the past winter. The doleful ac-

count you present, of the wide-spread desolation

all around you and the good people of Philadel-

phia, is truly sad. I never thought that such

trees as Hemlock, and others which you men-

tion, were ever injured in any part of the United

States. It is the first time I have heard of such

disasters.

Not only so, but the account given by Mr.

Sargent, of Wodenethe, N. Y., and accounts

from Baltimoi'e, of the fatality of the past winter

on Evergi-eens and other trees, is surely quite

startling, as well as discouraging to the true

lovers of Arboriculture.

Fully sympathizing with you in your great

loss and disappointment, not only of yourself but

your neighbors, it occurs to me to write you a

few lines of condolence in your troubles. I have

not seen any report from central Ohio of such

disasters. I have waited till this time to fully

ascertain the amount of damage done here.

Among Deciduous trees, Salisburia adianti-

folia, laciniata,macrophylla and variegata, are all

uninjured. Twelve varieties of ;Magnolia, in-

cluding Thompson iana and longifolia, all unin-

jured, (iold IJark Wet^phig Ash, nearly the en-

tire top killed ; Kolreuteria paniculata killed

outright ; Acer colchicum rubrum killed ; A.

platanoides and lacinata uninjured ; Cercis ja-

ponica killed to the ground. The more common
trees have escaped.

Among Deciduous Shrubbery, Weigcla rosea,
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W. Desboisii, TV. Grajuewegenii and Middendor-

liaua, uninjured ; W. aniabilis, killed ; W. Jos-

cino, killed to the ground ; Ilalesia diptera and

tetraptcra, both killed ; ^Esculus tiore plenoalbo,

and rubicunda, uninjured ; Sophora japonica,un-

injured ; Gardenia pubescens slightly injured

;

Catalpa kicnipferii uninjured ; Shepherdia argen-

lea, uninjured •, also, Eleagnus angustifolius.—

All the commoner kinds uninjured.

Among Evergreens, all the commoner kinds of

Pines, Firs and Spruces, uninjured. Among
the newer varieties, Pinus Benthamiana, P.

Pyreniaca, P. Cembra, P. Mugho rotundata,

uninjured. Among the Firs, Picea Nordman-
niana, P, pinsapo, P. pectinata, uninjured

;

Picea Cephalonica, killed ; P. amabilis, badly

injured ; P. nobilis, uninjured. Spruces, Abies

Whitmanuiana, A. Archangelica and A. Men-

ziesii, uninjured. Juuiperus, all the common
varieties uninjured. Thujopsis dolobrata, Juni-

perus chinensis variegata, J. excelsa, J. oblouga

pendula and J. sabina variegata, uninjured
;

Cupressus Lawsoniana, uninjured ; C. glauca,

badly scorched, but will recover. Eetinospora

pendula, uninjured. Torreya taxifolia, slightly

injured. Thujopsis borealis, Cephalotaxus For-

tunii, uninjured ; Podocarpus japonica, badly

injured ; Taxus aurea and elegantissima, unin-

jured ; Cryptomeria Lobbiana, fine varieties of

Box, all uninjured. Mahoniajaponica, 4 ft. high,

protected on the west, open on the north, unin-

jured ; M. Bcalli, badly scorched. Small Euon-

ymus, green, variegated, and maculata aurea,

badly cut. Silver-leaved E. maculata, protected

on the west, open on the north, unhurt.

There is a number of other varieties, not men-

tioned in this report, both Evergreen and Decid-

uous uninjured.

The greatest degree of cold noticed here last

winter was 13^ below zero. It, then, from that

down, continued long and hard. When I read

your report, it made me rejoice—not at yours or

your neighbors' losses, but that I had escaped so

well. If my report had been made six weeks

sooner, it would have been much worse. I have

waited to know the exact result.—June 29th,

1868.

["We believe things generally did not suffer here

so much as was at first supposed. Especially is

this so of Rhododendrons. The evaporation was

very great, from foliage exposed to the wind, and

cold together ; but this extended little i'arther

than to the foliage. In many instances, the main

stems pushed out again.

—

Ed.]

EDITOHIAL.
WINTER PROTECTION TO PLANTS.
All our readers know that snow is the very

best plant protector. But we do not know that

it is much better than earth, drawn over the

plants just as the winter is about to set in. We
have frequently recommended this in our col-

umns, but not near as much use is made of this

fact as might be.

For instance : every one knows how much
better cuttings root, when taken off in the foil,

than when it is deferred till spring—but the fear

of having them drawn out by frost seems a

greater evil. Now, many adopt our plan. Put

the cuttings in in fall, and cover with two or

three inches of earth. In the spring they will be

through to the surface ; or, if not, some of the

earth can be taken off.

Much use, also, is made of the fact by many
nurserymen to get young seedling stock set out.

It used to be the fashion to buy them in the fall,

and bury them completely up in a heap till spring,

covering tops and all. But spring always finds

more work than the nurseryman can do. Under
tl.is new system of earth protection, he now sets

out his 3'oung stock where it is to remain, cover-

ing it entirely with earth, and uncovering it early

in spring. By this means he gets an immense

amount of work done in fall, in time otherwise

unemployed—and better done, as the plants root

a little, and push stronger than when spring

planted.
««•»

GERANIUMS FOR VASES.

One of the most beautiful sights we have seen

this year, was two large vases entirely filled with

Geraniums, selected with regard to a harmony of

shades, and then a number of them put together

thickly in each vase. The effect was as if there

were but one plant in each vase, and this plant

jiraftcd with all sorts of varieties. The foliage
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was especially selected to look alike, and the one

difll'ivnco visible was in the colors and shades of

the flowers.

Geraniums generally are the most eflective

agents in flower garden decoration, but we have

never seen them used to better advantage than

in this case.

CANNAS.

These beautiful plants arc now much used in

French gardening, and are becoming popular

with us,. because they stand our summer sun so

well. The foliage has the appearance of Banana

leaves, and the tropical character, so valued in

frardening, is better obtained in the Canna than

in an- • other plant.

Most of the Cannas flower late, and this is the

one great objection. Canna inclka, however,

flowers early, but is not very showy ; but use has

been made of it to hybridize the late flowering

ones, and a race of good things has resulted. Uv.

Such, of South Amboy, sent us a French hybrid

last spring, called C. Eenclotlerii, which has been

in constaiit bloom since June, and promises to

last through the season. This, C. indica and

0. Warrexi-k-zii are all early flowering, and the

throe make a very desirable set for summer de-

coration.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MAGAZINE.

It is popularly supposed that it is "dress which

makes the gentleman." Popular opinion is not

always right. Dress is well enough in its way,

and one can display a good deal of taste in the

indulgence thereof. But when it simply fur-

nishes a cloak for a hollow heart, or the cover for

a brainless head, it does not sum up well.

We have never aimed to rival Beau Hickman

in the make-up of the Monlhli/. We found a

larf'c class hungering and thirsting for horticul-

tural knowledge, who had not the means to pay

for "old or silver vessels to eat or drink from.

Wc stepped out in our working dress to lielp

them. We gave them substantial food, and they

returned thanks to us. AVe oflired them J)ut the

pure spring water, fresh from the fountain of our

own experience, and we found it was all in all lo

them.

At len"th, the fashionables came to our table,

and sat with us. We sought them not. We

wished to interfere with no man's guests. But

they came and were welcomed and found them-

selves at home.

Thus we became, in spite of our own aims, a

leading representative of American Horticulture.

Every intelligent Horticulturist in thi« country,

and large numbers in Europe, read us, and we
have always felt it due to this distinguished but

unsought position, to dress up a little to the ex-

tent we can afford.

We are in daily receipt of compliments on the

excellence of our engravings, and generall}' im-

proved appearance since the first of the year

—

and this, when it is remembered that we give as

much printed matter in our thirty-two pages for

S2, as we might spread out over double the num-
ber and charge 03 for, if we were to wander from

our original missionary enterprise,—we think is

very high praise ; and we shall do our best to

continue to merit the continued good opinion of

our friends.

THE LESSON OF THE YEAR.

Our remarks on this head have received gene-

ral assent ; but some friends profess themselves

horror-struck at the " absurditj^ " of some of the

positions we have assumed. One, particularly,

in the Journal of Agriculture, of St. Louis, won-

ders that an intelligent magazine should teach

that there can be any evaporation from a tree at

a time when "all the juices of a tree are frozen

solid." But it so happens that whatever "ab-

surdities " we may have taught, this one great

absurdity that the juices of a tree can ever

"freeze solid," and the tree, at the same time,

retain its vitality, has never received any aid from

our pen.

Our neighbor, Ilovey^s Magazine, also tliinks

we are wrong. It alludes to the fact that the

wood of trees sometimes crack in severe weather,

and asks the question, " Could excessive evapo-

ration cause the splitting open V " Now if our

contemporary wants us to explain why the wood

of plants split open in severe weather, we think

we can enlighten it. But that is foreign to the

present subject, which is. Why plants die ichen

they do not split. The Magazine admits it is "un-

able to tell," and the writer jn the Journal of Ag-

riculture does the same. Since writing the above

wc notice some remarks by Mr. Sargent, to

which we shall revert at another time.
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SCEATS AND aUERIES.

Change in Fikm.—By our cover page it will

be seen that our publi.slier has associated with

himself Mr. CiiAS. II. Marot in the business of

printing and publishing. "With increased facili-

ties, they \\o\)e to be able to make the 3fonthhj

still more acceptable to its readers. The name
of the firm will hereafter be Brinckloe &
ZSIakot.

That Southern Lily.—Mr, J. W. Wood)\

WasJwiyton Heights, X. F., writes : "It is some

time since you heard from me, one reason proba-

bly is that I find the pages of the Ifonthly filled

with such excellent, readable, digestive matter,

that I do not ?ee that any contribution from me
would enhance or add to its value.

;My object in writing to you now is to make a

few remarks about an Amaryllis or Southern

Lily, which I have observed in the last two num-
bers of the 2[onikli/, the last from Prof. Russell.

17 years ago when I was with the late Mr. Hogg
of Yorkville, X. Y., we had a number of what
I conceive to be the true Amaryllis longifolium.

Mr. Hogg, whose mind was alvva3'S active, inven-

tive and practical, thought he would try a few of month.]
them out of doors. I thought it was a rash ex-

periment, but as the old adage sa3-s :
" The mau

that pays the fiddler has the right to choose his

own tuae," I said nothing about it.

"Well we put out about a dozen or fifteen bulbs

out of pots in the spring, in an outside border

close along the wall of the hothouse, and planted

them pretty- deep. There was a gutter at the

l)Ottom of the sashes, and the fine inside came
very near the vtalL, consequently all the frost in

the ground did not amount to much, and for five

years afterward, to my knowledge, they bloomed

beautifully every year ; and for how long after-

ward I cannot say. The flowers answer the de-

scription of your first corn'spondent in tlie July

number—a scape or footstalk about !•") inches long

with froiu 2 to 5 white fragrant blooms. Mr.

Hogg was well posted in bulbs, and if I am not

mistaken, was well acquainted with the Bev.

Mr. Herbert—one autiiority Prof. Russell quotes

—a resident of Manchester, I believe, 10 years or

more ago. If there is a true A. longifolium, I

believe the one above alluded to is the true one.

Now for part No. 2. About 3 years ago I

received 2 bull)s in a pot, in full leaf, which a lady

living liere had brought with her from near New

Orleans. She asked me if I knew what thoy

were—I told her I did—they were A. longfolium.

I labelled them so and attached her name to

them. She went immediately to Europe—came

back this spring. I returned the plants—they

did not fiower, but the longer I kept then\, and

the more I looked at them, the stronger my,con-

victions were that they were not the true A
longifolium.

I will give you my reasons. I will admit that

they, the leaves, have the same glaucous hue of

the true longifolium but they are very dissimilar

in form and length. The Southern bulb I am
alluding to (except in color) resembles somewhat

the foliage of Agapanthus umbellatus, while the

other one is at least o or inches longer, more

flaccid and becomes slightly revolute for the last

4 or 5 inches and is more tapering. Recollect

this is whether grown in pots or in the open

ground. It is now thirteen years since I saw

the original one. So j^ou may take these remarks

for what they are worth, but my impression is,

that this Southern bulb is a distinct but a vcrif

closely allied species." [Since this was in type,

we have more facts, which we will give next

The Father of Grafe Growing.—A". Y.

Z.—You are entirely mistaken. The gentleman

you name has done much, and the party you

attack has many faults. We never allow our-

selves to be blinded to a man's real merits, by

any short comings he may have.

Amongst living men, no one deserves so well of

his country for the present favorable state ot the

grape interest as Dr. Grant. Whatever may be

said of any other, this at least is his due.

Purple Crape Myrtle.—Jo/ox Saul, Wash-

ton, D. C.—I send you by mail to-day some

flowers of a very beautiful high colored '• Crape

Myrtle (LagerstnBmia indica) the truss of bloom

is very large and compact, and color richer than

any variety I have heretofore seen, please give

your opinion of it,

[A very beautiful variet}-. The conuuon ouo

is light rose—this, deep rosy purple.]

The A^enus Fly Trap.—A correspondent

says, referring to the article wc have in last

month's issue, i. e. " Notes on Piono?a musci-

pula," and a very able article it is; the author

cfit reminds me of Darwin, not the present
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Darwin, but a predecessor and also a relative, a

native of Litchliold, England, the birth place ot

the pompous lexicographer. Dr. Johnson. Dar-

win was the author of a unique little work called

" Loves of the plants," which probably you may

have read some years ago, and your correspon-

dent on the Diono^'a approaches him as near

as possible in close observation and patient in-

vestigation, but I think he ens in one remark he

makes about the circumscribed locality in which

it grows.

I have had plants from the boggy grounds on

the table lands in Cieorgia, and plants have been

sent from there to Kew, and my impression is

they can bo found pretty plentifully there now.

But this fact (if it is a fact) does not detract or

weaken the merit of the article in question."

Names of Plaxts.- (?. S. C. , West Fayette, JST. Y.

The light Spiraea is S. salicifolia, variety Amer

icana; the dark one S. Billardii.

PuRSirs JoUENAL.—/. W. says :
" I have

been much interested in the extracts from Pursh's

Journal in the last two numbers. It recalls remi-

niscences of my younger days. I wish I had

you with me now, or some kindred spirit, to go

over the same ground, prol)ably we should lind

Darwin's theory true, that there has been an

increase of species, i. c, find several new species

that were not known in that locality then. Per-

haps I am an oUfo(jij, but I cannot swallow that

doctrine yet."

GAr.DEN'ixo IN THE SouTii.—A correspon-

dent, dating from Nashville, Tennessee, gives a

very poor account of the adventures of a first-

class "-ardener in search of a situation. He con-

dudes' his letter by observing that, " In time the

South will be a good place, for gardeners, but

that time has not arrived yet."

Hot Water for Mealy Bug.—P., Balti-

more, Md., says : I would like to be informed to

what degree water has to be heated to be effec-

tive against the meahj hug, of which I have some

in my cold grapery.

[loO^ is about the degree at which hot water

will kill soft coated insects without injury to

plant life.]

Culture of Sage.—/. D., Sparland, III.,

writes : I wish to try the culture of Sage— in re-

gard to the expense, profit and manner of rais-

ing it.

["We lielieve this is grown to some profit in the

West. If any one will give us the details we
shall be very much obliged.]

Hitching's Patent Boilers.—We have be-

fore us a circular containing the names of ninety-

six distinguished horticulturists who have used

these boilers and testily to their worth. This is

testimony of which the manufacturers may well

feel proud.

Substitute for Putty.—Some genius, whom
we suspect never saw either greenhouse or coal

tar, publishes the following :

" Coal tar, reduced one-half, and applied with

a brush while slightly warm, makes an excellent

substitute for putty on greenhouse roofs, besides

holding the glas& firm through all the changing

seasons. It is also an excellent preservative of

the sash."

In order to " prove all things" we had a few

sash tried, and when the hot weather came the

tar ran away.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, cStC.

A Guide to the Study of Insects, by A. S.

Packard, Jr., M. D., with upwards of 100 en-

gravings. Published by the author at Salem,

Massachusetts.

Part II is now before us, and we are glad to

take the opportunity of commending this work

to the favorable attention of our readers. The

great ditliculty in the study of insects is that

most authors presume too much on the pre-

knowledgc of their readers. This one starts

from the beginning, and being written in a pop-

ular style, by an eminent scientific writer, it fills

a want all have long felt. It is to be complete in

10 parts at 50 cts. each part.

Wiiitlock's Horticultural Recorder.

Edited by A. S. Fuller. The August number is to

hand. It is evidently occupying a useful field,

and daily growing more popular.
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The Southern Planter.—We had the

pleasure of a call at our office of Mr. "NV. L. Hill,

editor of the Southern Planter of Richmond Vir-

ginia, and was much pleased to learn that agri-

culture and horticulture in Virginia, and the

South generall}-, are gradually growing towards a

very prosperous condition.

The Southern Pkmtcr is achieving a great

popularity, at which we heartily rejoice, as it

deserves all its friends can do for it.

The Wholesale Catalogues of our nursery

friends are becoming numerous on our table,

for which we are very mucli obliged, as they give

us much useful information, which we can often

turn to good account in the way of advice to

our correspondents. It is worthy of remark

however, that very few descriptive catalogues

are appearing this year. The only one so far

before us is that of Gould Brothers, Roches-

ter, iN'ew York. Ko. 1 is for fruits, and has a

beautiful colored plate of CJcqi^ys Favorite Pear.

No 2 is for ornamentals and is profusely illustra-

ted.

NEW AND EAEE TLANTS.

Biglandularia Conspicua.—This fine plant

has been introduced from the tropical parts of

Brazil, and lately flowered, for the first time,

with Mr. AVilliam Bull, of Chelsea. It is the

representative of an entirely new genus of Ges-

neraccfe, with the habit of Scheeria and Locheria,

nevertheless not belonging to the Achimenes

tribe, but to the Ligeriece. It is closely allied to

Sinningia (Xees) and Ligeria (Dene.), having a

tuberous rhizome, and similarly shaped corolla,

but both of those genera have five perigynous

glands, whilst Biglandularia has only two, in

which respect it, differs also from every other

known genus of the order.

The plant is about 1 foot high, and hirsute, the

leaves being opposite, ovate oblong, and with a

short acumen, dentated at the edge, and slightly

cordate at the base, 'ihe flowers, which appear

on long axillary peduncles—making it a free-

flowering si^ecies—are yellow, paler on the out-

side than the inside, and the lower part of the

tube inside is marked with elegant purple lines

and dots.

—

Berthold Seemann, in Gardeners''

Chronicle.

Referring to Xew' Plants at the Royal

Horticultural Society's June Show, the Cottaye

Gardener says :

—

Of new plants there was a fine show, to Avhich

Messrs. Veitch largely contributed. They took

the first prize for the best six new plants sent out

in 18GG and 18G7, with Retinospora plumosa, a

very graceful species, and well deserving its name

from its feather-like api)carance ; Sanchezia no-

bilis variegata, the yellow-veined foliage of which

renders it one of the most handsome of variegated

plants ; Anthurium regale, with noble white-

veined leaves ; !Maranta Yeitchii, one of the finest

of ornamental-foliaged plants; Xepenthes hybrida

maculata, hung with nuraei'ous pitchers ; and

Dalechampia Roezliana rosea, with I'osy bracts.

Mr. Bull was second with the last named plant
;

Maranta rosea-picta, Avith beautifully mai'kcd

foliage; Encephalartos gracilis, Trichinium Man-
glesii, Zamia yillosa, and Echites rubro-venosa,

with leaves beautifully veined and reticulated

with red. Mr. Williams sent Maranta rosea-

picta, M. Yeitchii, Gleichenia circinata glauca,

Fittonia argyroneura with leaves veined with

pure white, Miconia peruviana, with Spha?i-o-

gyne-like leaves, and Dipladenia amabilis, with

glowing deep rose-colored flowers.

For the best six new plants sent out in 1868,

Messrs. Yeitch were again first with Begonia

boliviensis, Alocasia Jenningsii, Retinospora fili-

coides; Croton interruptum, with bright red

midribs to its narrow leaves ; Davallia parvula,

a charminsi little Fern with minutely divided

leaves ; and Alocasia intermedia, with large me-
tallic green leaves, having a silvery lustre. Mr.
Bull was second with Cibotium regale ; Alocasia

Jenningsii ; Cyrtodeira chontalensis, with brown-

ish leaves with a band resembling frosted silver

longitudinally along the centre ; Diellenbachia

eburnea, with white markings ; Maranta virgin-

alis, banded with while ; and Panicuni plicatum

foliis niveo-vittatis, with leaves li inch wide,

exhibiting a few narrow white stripes, but inef-

fective as shown.

The best new plant shown for the first time in

flower in (ireat Britain, was Dipladenia boliviana

from Messrs. A'citch. The flowers are very dis-

tinct in color from those of the other Dipladenias,

being white with a yellow throat, and measure
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about two inches in diamctor. Messrs. Yeitch

likewise exhibited Of^bockia virgata, with purple

flowers and prominent yellow stamens. It is a

native of O^ylon. Mr. Bull was second with

Lysimaohia tubinoides with sinall white flowers.

For the best new ornanicntal-foliaged plant,

Messrs. A'eitch were also first, exhibiting Croton

AViscmannii, with leaves beautifully mottled and

marbled with green and yellow, and a rich yellow

band along the centre of the leaf. The same

firm likewise sent Alocasia Chelsoni, wich mag-

nificent bronzed leaves, especially when young,

and being then remarkable for their splendid me-

tallic lustre. For the best new garden seedling

in flower, Messrs. Yeitch took another first prize

with a hybrid Cattleya raised between C. Chel-

soni and C. Acklandire, in which the colors are

purple, white, and brownish green spotted with

purple. Mr. Bull was second in the same class

with Ivy-leaved Pelargonium Princess Thyra,

with for its class large pale rose flowers, lined in

the upper petals with crimson.

OpUXTIA BaFIKESQUIANA (ExOELirANN).

—

This is the only species of Cactus hitherto known
which withstands our severest winters without

any protection whatever ; the more remarkable

because of its being a species of the Indian Fig,

which otlierwise occurs onl}'^ in warmer climates.

The plant forms a prostrate, spreading mass of

obovate, flat, thick joints, which are dark green,

perfectly smooth and spineless, flowering in July

very handsomely, bright yellow, producing an

abundance of red, fleshy fruits of a flavor very

similar to Gooseberries, delicious as preserves.

Children are extremely fond of them. It is a

native of the Mississippi valley, Illinois, Missouri,

Wisconsin. Its close habit of growth renders it

well adapted for edgings, for which purpose Ave

have employed it,looking extremely neat through-

out the year, the more so in winter, not changing

color or being affected in any way by any degree

of frost, if the soil is well drained and no stag-

nant moisture alloAved to remain near the plants.

[The above, from an English paper, rr^fers to

the narroAV stemmed form of our Opuutia vul-

garis.—Ed. G. 2L]

Hybrid Coleus.—These are being raised in

England by the hundred. The difference mostly

consists in varying the number, position, or forms

of the blotches of the leaves ; in many cases, no

doubt, the forms are as closely allied as some

Beironias.

KEW AKD EARE PRUITS.

The "Wild Goose Plum.—"NVc received the

following note, and the plums, from Manson tt-

Wllley of Murfrecshoro, Tenn. It is a variety of

the American plum, and warrants all our cor-

respondents &ay of iL:

AVe send you this day a package, by mail, of

"Wild Goose Plums. This plum is a variety of

the common wild plum of this section, but so

much superior as to be regarded almost distinct.

Although not equal to a "Green Gage" or "Coe's

Golden Drop," and some others, it will not fall far

below some of the finer varieties no longer grown

with certainty. You will see bj- these specimens

that the "little Turk" has tried his skill, but

failed to produce an impression.

This plum will, if picked in nearly a green

state, mature nearly, if not quite, as well as on

the tree. Large quantities could be shipiied

*»everal hundred miles, to the large cities, with

morj safety than peadies. Parties from Louis-

ville have paid from four (4) to six (0) dollars

per bushel here for all they could find.

The tree attains the size of a large peach tree

and is a certain and enormous bearer. "We class

theni among such fruits as Concord Grape, AVil-

son's Albany Strawberry, Houghton Seedling

Gooseberry, &c., which, though not the finest,

arc yet the " fruits for the million," and pay the

best. "We grow the ti'cc altogether on the peach,

to prevent a multitude of suckers which all plums
of this class throw up, to the detriment of the

tree itself, and to the gi'eat inconvenience of the

cultivator. It proves to do exceedingly well on

the peach—will go off on its own roots quickly if

planted deep.

These specimens are not more than two-thirds

the usual size. A severe freeze, while in bloom,

which killed almost everything else, seemed to

check the gr(nvth of the fruit. "We hope these

specimens will reach you in good condition, and
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if so, "you will be surprised that a fruit so good

and free from disease or insects is not known
better."

Xaomi Easpberry.—On July 18th we re-

ceived from Mr. Geo. E. Hall of Cleveland, O.,

several boxes of this fine raspberrj', which,

although the}- had been three days gathered, and

had traveled between four and five hundred

miles, reached us in excellent condition, showing

its fine traveling character. In quality they arc

equal to most popular varieties, and we regard

the variety as a very desirable one. It is thus

described by F. R. Elliott

:

Fruit.—Size, large to very large; form, round-

ish, slightly conical, or obtuse conical ; hairs,

long; grains, large; color, bright, rich red; flesh,

firm and sprightly, rich and delicious ; canes,

strong, with numerous lateral branches when
fruiting; brown, smooth, occasional inconspicu-

ous spines ; leaves, broad, lanceolate, very pro-

ductive and hardy.

Strawberry Xapoleo^t III.—We have re-

ceived a beautiful colored plate of this variety

from Messrs. E. J. Evans & Co. We have before

spoken highly of it. It is now known that the

reason why foreign strawberries were once in

disrepute was owing to the fact that they are

not adapted to the bed system. With good cul-

ture they are far superior to the American. We
suppose Xapoleon III will be popular. The fol-

lowing is Messrs. Evans' description.

Fruit large to very large, irregular, flattened,

varying from oval to cockscomb-shaped ; color,

handsome rosy-red, shading to darker red in the

sun, and waxy-blush in the shade; flesh of snowy

whiteness, firm, and of sprightly, high flavor,

with a delicate aroma ; the plant is very vigor-

ous and healthy, with large, dark-green foliage,

which endures the sun remarkably, and is very

productive, in some localities exceeding even

Wilson's Albany ; flowers perfect. In season it

is later than the Wilson, succeeding it and con-

tinuing long in bearing.

Xew Foreign Grapes :—
Golden Champion Grape.—This grape is a

seedling raised by Mr. Thompson, of Dalkeith.

In constitution it is equal to the Black Ham-
burgh ; it sets freely under the same treatment,

ripens earlier, and will keep in condition, when

ripe, as long as that favorite variety ; the bun-

ches are large and well shouldered, berries larger

than any grape known, flavor new and peculiar-

ly rich. A visit to Dalkeith, purposely to see

this grape, has confirmed a previous impression

that it is in every respect first-class. I first saw
berries of it two years since, and was struck

with its wonderful size; I saw it again last year,

and looked forward to a proof of its character

this season, and the result now to be seen at

Dalkeith fully justifies the assertion that it is

ever^'body's grape. It can be grown anywhere,

either in a cool vinery or in the early house ; is

as free and hardy as the Black Hamburgh, fully

equal to it in flavor, and produces an abundance

of superb bunches, the berries being unusually

large, and the bunches close and well formed.

Compared with Buekland Sweetwater and Golden

Hamburg under the same treatment, the Golden

Champion is the best, and I venture to predict

that very soon the two first named and others of

our common white grapes must give way before

it. Of course it is not to be' compared in point

of flavor with our varieties of Muscat of Alexan-

dria and Fronlignans, but these require a con-

siderable amount of heat, and cannot well be

done without, while the Golden Champion is a

hardy, easily-done grape, which can be grown

readily in any common vinery, and in my opinion

will be a first-class pot variety also. I am afraid

to say all I think about it, lest I should be re-

garded as an enthusiast; at the same time I can-

not refrain from expressing my firm conviction

that this and the Black Hamburgh will be the

two acknowledged favorite white and black

grapes for general use throughout the land.

Fine as it is just now at Dalkeith, it will be seen

much finer another year. I say this because I

believe in the grape, just as much as I believed

in the Duchess of Buccleuch, another of Mr.

Thomson -s seedlings, from the beginning; and

examples of this, as seen now at Dalkeith, and

other places I could name, show plainly how

hard propagation and other causes should make

us cautious of condemning a new grape until

ample time has been allowed for flxirly testing it.

— William Dean^ Shipleij.

Madresfield Court Black Muscat
Grape was raised by Mr. Cox, at Madresfield

Court, Great Malvern, from Black Alicante,

crossed by ]\Iuscat of Alexandria.

Madreslield Court Black Muscat Grape resem-

bles Alicante somewhat in the bunch, in the

berry, and in color ; but is superior to that fine

variety, inasmuch as it is a free setter, and pos-
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sesses the most intense Muscat flavor, combined

with extraordinar3'lusciousness. As a late grape

it is especially valuable, Mr. Cox having proved

that it will hang for months after ripening with-

out shrivelling.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Plaxts Injured in "Winter by Evapo-

ration.—Our coutemporar}', the Gardeners''

Monthly^ in noticing the destruction of many
plants by the last severe winter, says, " if any-

thing be wanted to teach people how cold kills

plants, the past winter affords the material. It

was at one time supposed that frost destroyed

plants by rupturing the sap vessels. The cells

were believed to expand and burst by frozen sap."

"Some years ago," he says, "the writer attempted

to show the fallacy of such a theory. In Iloveifs

Marjazlnc^ at that time, some of our best horti-

culturists argued the point. AVc endeavored to

satisfy our friends, that when evaporation went

on faster than the roots could supply moisture,

the plant had to die. Xo theory of cell bursting

was necessar}'. Evaporation is excessive in cold

weather—when there is not enough moisture to

fill the cells,—when it goes out fiistcr than it

comes in—they die ; not by bursting, but by

shrinking away. A recognition of this fact will

save many a tender tree ; and a review of the past

winter's losses must convince one that such is

the fiict."

"We need only refer to the articles alluded to, to

show our views in regard to the action of frost.

Additional experience has not materially altered

our opinion. "We have no doubt that great injury

is done to trees by evaporation—but we cannot

get away from the fict that this is the cause of

but a small portion of the injury.

Take, for instance, the grape. In numerous

localities old Isabella vines have been killed to

the ground. Now if this is merely the effect of

evajioration, how comes it that large strong old

wood is split open in numerous places V "\''ines

in. cold graperies, where they have never been

injured, have been killed in the same manner

—

by splitting open. These vines were laid down
and protected in the same way they always have

been, but notwithstanding this they have been

killed. Could excessive evaporation cause the

siilitting open?

AVe admit, with our contemporary, that shelter

from high winds is often a prevention of great

injury to trees and plants. A single evergreen,

standing alone, where the wind sweeps around

it, is sure to suffer more than those in sheltered

places ; but how much of this injury is due to

evaporation, and how much to other causes, we
are unable to tell. The past winter was severe

on many evergreens, which have been uninjured

for several j-ears ; but we find those in sheltered

positions, in many instances, injured quite as

much as those that were fully exposed.

The subject is one of much interest to cultiva-

tors, and we should be glad to see experiments

fairly made to ascertain the correctness of either

theory—that of excessive evaporation—or injury

by the destruction of sap-vessels.

—

Hoveij-s Mag.

Pear Blight.—Mr. Meehan, in his excellent

paper on this subject before the Pomological

Convention, in your city, advised allowing th^

sod to grow round pear trees in preference to

clean cultivation, and you, Mr. Editor, endorse

his position as far as standard trees go on pear

bottoms. I can go further than you, and cordi-

ally endorse it in treating dwarf trees on the

quince. Quite a number of j'cars ago, in inquir-

ing of one of the best pear growers I ever knew,

the secret of his success, he said it consisted in a

very few words,—let the grass grow all around

your trees. I afterwards found in some horticul-

tural paper, the advice given by one of the New-
ark, N. J., cultivators, in addition to this, always

to add a wheelbarrow load of manure round

every tree, every autumn. Anxious to do any-

thing to avert the terrible, slaughter of my trees

from blight, this advice was carefully followed,

and whether it was eflicacious or not, I have

never lost a tree since, although several years

have elapsed. If I dared say that anything

would cure pear blight, I should certainly say

that this would, for it has given me more com-

plete .satisfaction than anything of the sort I

have ever found in a book or paper, or tried

before or since this trial.
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To those who are suftering from pear blight,

and they are cortahily a legion, I would say,

never cultivate the ground at all, particularly for

dwarf trees, add a wheelbarrow load of manure

every fiill, and keep the grass cut close all summer.

My success with this has more than satisfied me,

and I intend filling up my vacant spaces next

spring, ana go into pear raising again. I prefer

the dwarf sorts. They take up less room, bear

earlier, and don't hurt your feelings quite so

much when they succumb to their invisible but

resistless enemy as so many thousands have done,

as when a large tree perishes.

A good deal has been said about growing ever-

greens among pears to cure blight. I have given

it a full trial, and though it stands to reason that

they would greatly ameliorate the rigor of the

climate, success has not been very encouraging

—

not by any means equal to the other treatment as

above recommended. In twenty years' experience

of growing pears, I have found but one variety

that has outlived that space of time and is yet

gr-een and vigorous.—B. T., \\x Journal of Agri-

culture.

Fruit i^r Maryland.—The Baltimore Sun
saj-s that four gentlemen of Philadelphia have,

"within the past eighteen months, invested over

8130,000 in the purchase and improvement of

land in Somerset County, ^Maryland, near "West-

over Station, on the Eastern Shore Railroad, a

continuation of and generall}' called the Delaware

Eailroad : and the Wilmington (Del.) Commercial

has been shown a letter from one of the parties :

He says that up to Noveml)er 26th last, he had

planted 250 apple, 250 pear, and 10,000 peach

trees. He had also set out 16,000 blackberry,

2,000 raspberry, and 27,000 strawberry plants.

He purposed planting last fall, 200 plum and 100

quince trees. A neighbor of his put out last

fall 55,000 peach trees, and will go largely into

the cultivation of small fruits. At the next

station below, another gentleman has planted

20,000 peach trees, 1,000 pear trees, and will

also engage largely in trucking.

will peel, split the bark from the top downwards,

about an inch and a half ; sharpen the graft from

one side only ; let the slant be long, so that it

will not slip out when pressed by the string
;

raise the bark as in budding, and insert the graft

with the cut side next to the wood of the stump

—

tie with a suitable string, and wax, all air and

water tight. Let there be a strip of bark half

an inch wide adhering to the stump between the

grafts. Done properly, everj'^ graft will live.

—

Wm. p. LiPri>rcoTT, Vernon, Iowa, in Iowa

Homestead.

Grafting Old Trees—Xew "Way.—In the

Homestead of the 18th inst., is an article from the

Gerrnantotcn Telegraph on grafting old trees. It

is recommended to split the stump of the limb

for the insertion of the graft. Tlu-re is a much

batter way than that. Take the stump of a linilr,

siy six inches in diam;;ter ; then when the bark

Cherries.—At the meeting of the State Hor-

ticultural Society at Cobden, and that of the

American Pomological Society at St. Louis, the

general impression prevailed that the Early May
Cherry was the most valuable for market in all

the prairie regions ; that while it was conceded

that other cherries might flourish more or less in

certain localities, yet for the great market de-

mand, the supply must come mainly from the

orchard of the Early May.

The late Kentish and large English Morello,

come also highly spoken of for cooking. That a

better table cherry than the Early ISIay was dc-

sira'ole, all admitted, but to find one that would

stand the test of prairie orchards in the list ot

sweet cherries, was a question not so easily

solved. Mr. Elliott was positive that we could

do better than to depend on the Early May, and

mentioned the Louis Philippe as the best of the

sour cherries. We have not seen it, nor do we

know of a single tree of this variety on the prai-

ries. If any of our readers have it, will they not

tell us about it. It should certainly have an

extensive trial. Mr. Lyon spoke highly of it in

Michigan, where he had known it for several

years. But as most of the sweet cherries could

be grown there, it had not been very widely

disseminated. Mr. Elliott also recommended

thcReine Ilortense. Belle Magnifique, Kirtland's

Morello, and Archduke : of them we have tried all

but Kirtland's Morello, and have not been able to

succeed wil h them. nowever,in all cases they were

worked on the Mahalcband Mazzard Stocks. We
now propose to give them a further trial worked on

the JNIorello. It is very desirable that we in-

crease the list of hardy table cherries for market.

It is very seldom that we find on the fruit stands

during tlie cherry season in Chicago, Cincinnati,

Indianapolis, or St. Louis, other than the Early

May Cherry ; and even this has been sent to
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market before fully ripe. Now that we have a

macliine for pitting the clicrry, this fruit will be

in great demand, both for canning and for dry-

ing. There is little danger of over-stocking the

market. Let us not stop at one A^ariety, but sec

Avliat can be done in the way of additions.—D.,

in Prairie Farmer.

handsome variety, but has not been thoroughly

tested.

[Melons at Yineland.—Lord and Wood
made the first shipment of watermelons from

"N'ineland, X. J., on August 10th. They shipped

one ton to Hill & Tibbets, Boston, Mass.

Internal Revenue Decisions.—The fol-

lowing revenue decisions have been made in refe-

rence to producers and dealers in fruit and orna-

mental trees :

Producers of fruit and ornamental trees maj'

sell them at the place of production without

thereby incurring liability to an}' special tax
;

and neither the producers nor their authorized

agents, delivering and selling such trees at

wholesale, i.e., to parties who purchase to sell

again, at i)laces other than the place of produc-

tion, should be required to pay special taxes of

any kind therefor. (Sec. 79, par. 32.) This last

exemption is limited strictly to the persons, the

articles and the manner above named.

Apples for Missouri.— -'J. W.," of Trot-

wood, asks us to publish a list of fruits, especi-

ally apples, known to succeed in Missouri. For
sunnner, Red June, Eaily Harvest, and Red
Astrachan ; for fall. Maiden's Blush, Rambo,
and Pennsylvania Red Streak ; for winter. Wine-
sap, Rawle's Janet, and New York Pippin. The
Hutchinson Pippin and Fall Bellflower, ofJohn-

son County, !Mo,, we know very little more about

than "J. W." seems to, viz., that their local

reputation is first-rate. Our friends in Johnson
Coimty would do a good tiling if they would send

some of their fruit down to the meeting of the

State Horticultural. In the report of that meel-

inir, which we expect to ])ublish, 'M. W." will

get more of the information he seeks.

—

St. Louis

Jmrnvd of AgririillHTt

.

Peaches.—'Mn. W. Fj.acc, \n .Tonrnn} of Jlorli-

cuUure tiius refers to two liltlH^kno'vn varieties :

''"Mminuvi lioninn is a large, handsome, and pro-

ductive sort, but hardly of first qualit}', if I may
judge from the experience of one season. It ri-

li<ii«'d here the past season with ^lorris

A\lii1c."

JIiii h(r\<i Sii'i'lUnfi, as grown at Makaiida Jack-
son County, in this State, is an excellent and

A Good Orchard.—The Maine Farmer says

of the orchard of Wm. Lombard, of Augusta :

Ujion the farm is an orchard of some one

hundred and seventy trees, the greater part of

them old, but kept in most excellent condition.

The grass is kept down around every tree, and
the soil stirred nearly the distance to which the

top extends. The trees are also mulchc;d, potato-

tops, corn-stalks, refuse straw, «&c., being used

for this purpose. From this orchard in 1865,

S613 worth of fruit was sold, and this year, which
is not a bearing year, 8200 worth. One tree of

Tallman Sweets produced six barrels, which sold

for 85 per barrel.

Peaches in Calieornia.—A con-espondent

of the Farmer says the curl prevails so badly in

the peach, that there will be little fruit therc

(valley of the Sacramento) this year.

PiNUS Edulis proves quite hardy at Phila-

delphia. Mr. E. Hall, of Menard Co., writes as

follows to the Prarie Farmer concerning it

:

"This is a tree of rather wide mnge in that

region. It is about thirty feet high—20 to 50 as to

locality. The nut is about the size of a hazlenut.

Mr. Bigelow says in his account of the ti-ee, that

the seeds are sweet and edible and are used as

an article of trade, by the Xew Mexicans of the

upper Rio Grande, with those below, about El

Paso ; notwithstanding its terebinthinate taste

the New Mexicans are very fond of it. It aftbrds

in those regions a great part of the food of bears

and other wild animals, and as Gov. Ameys says,

would be excellent food for swine ; it extends

north as far as Pike'sPeak in latitude30\and would

probably survive the winters hero, and if so will

be a fine addition to our coniferous ornamentals

in the way of variety. It has no particular

claim to special beauty ; most other pines are

of finer forms. The Mexicans call the fruit

Pj«onf.s."

IL H. Clark of Albion, also says : "It will

grow well in this climate, but never can attain

great size—not over thirty feet in height. It

makes a fine evergreen and the fruit is nutritive,

aperient and diuretic."

Cataavba Grapes.—A gentleman in Western
New York manures his g -apc vines by burying

at the roots, tlic carcases of dead cats. A tlecided

Cat-awl)a llavor, lie lliinks, is thus imparted to

the grapes.
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POEEIGN ITsTELLIGENCE.
Vakieties IX German Vineyards.—The i

kinds of grape mostly grown in these great vine-

yards are the Eeisling, Traininer, Gut Edclen,

Eoland Orleans, Clevern, Fleisch, Oestreitli

From the Keisling variety are made those wines

so celeliratcd and well known throughout the

world, such as the Johanuisbcrger, Steinbcrger,

Catinet, Rauuthaler, Berg, Liebfraumilch, and

Mai'cobrunner. Very good wines arc also made
from the Traminer. The Fleisch is a red grape;

tlie Clevern a reddish-purjile color, but is more
grown in the Palatinate than here. The Gut
Edelen and Fleisch have very thin skins, and

are only used as table grapes. The Eeisling

never produces in quantity as much juice as any

of the other varieties, but it brings a much lar-

ger price. Tlie Oestreith seems to be the general

fovoritc for ordinary wines, and from this grape

is made most of the sparkling Ilock and Moselle.

Travels on the Bhine.

Pears in England.—The season has been

very hot and dry, in England. Fruit has ripened

very early. The Gardener'' s Chronicle says :

"As a proof of the extreme earliness of th

present season, it may be worth while noting

that Doj'cnne d'Ete Pears at Chiswick are falling

from the trees, quite ripe and fully grown, this

day (July 1). Tliis is about ten days earlier than

usual. The first ripe fruit last season was gath-

ered on the 13th iust. The produce of this year

is of fair average quality, but somewhat more

mealy than usual. Other fruits are advanced in

like proportion. Apples are falling from the

trees in immense quantities, doubtless tlirough

excessive diyness at^the roots. Fruit crops in

general this season will probably be considerably

under the average."

Death or the Discoverer of AVardian
Cases.—Every gardener knows the " Wardian

Case," by the agency of which living plants have

been introduced after half circumnavigating the

world, and which had defietl all efforts to pre-

serve them, until that case was invcjutcd. Its

inventor, Xalhanid Bagshaw "Ward, died on the

4th inst., at St. Leonards, aged 77. lie had

been Master of the Apothecaries' Company, and

one of its Examiners, for which duty he was

additionally qualified by his botanical knowledge.

He was also a Fellow of the Royal, the Linnean,

and other scientific societies, and for forty years

vaccinator to the National Vaccine Establish-

ment. He resided successively in AVellclose

Square, and Clapham, and in his houses he most

strikingly demonstrated how healthfully plants

ma}' be cultivated in confined spaces, and in the

smoky atmosphere of a city. He published

"Observations on the Growth of Plants in

Closely-glazed Cases."

Effect of Temperature on the Grape.

J. Pearson, in Cottage Gardener, says: "When I

was a boy I remember seeing a vine which was

trained across three houses ; it was in fiower in

one house, the grapes were half grown in the

second, and quite ripe in the third. I believe it

was planted in the middle house and trained

right and left, but of this I am not quite sure,

nor is it important. These tlowers, and green

and ripe grapes, all grew on one root, showing, I

think, that the temperature of the atmosphere

has more effect on a growing vine than the tem-

perature of the soil.

Begonias.—At the Royal Botanic Show, !Mr.

G. Wheeler exhibited a fine group, comprising

Vanden Hecke, Eex, Duchesse de Brabant (ia

the way of Rex, and better), Miranda, Gmndis,

Splendida argentea.—^Ir. Marcham, gardener to

E. Oates, Esq., Hanwell, presented Madame
Albert, a fine giay zone, and dark green star-

like disc ; Secretary Morren, cold silvery gray,

suffused with a reddish tinge, the edge purplish

red ; Grandis, a fine, bold, broad grayish silver

zone, olive margin and central olive star ; A^ic-

tor Lemoine, remarkably colored, the prevailing

hue a hard, cold, metallic gray, with grayish

olive disc, overspread with silver dots—anything

or anybody would freeze in front of it on the hot-

test day ; Marshallii, very neat, small, striking,

colors bright, consisting of silver and rich green.

There Avas another without a name, and if Mr.

Marcham will forward the name, we shall esteem

the favor, as it happens to be a particularly good

one ; the leaf is large, the disc blackish green,

with reddish veins, the zone narrow and broken,

very silvery, the margin blackish green.

Fuchsia coccinea in Native Woods.—Dr.
Cunningham, Avriting from the Straits of ]SIagel-

lan to Dr .Hooker, says: At Port Famine he saw
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,

for the first time Fuchsia coccinea wild, and he

tliought he had seldom setm a more beautiful

sight than was presented by these plants, which
were from eight to twelve feet high and thick with

flowers.

The Amekican Agave.—The following is

the mode adopted for the extraction of the juice

of the Maguey plant, and for the manufacturing

from it of i)u]que, which denomination dates

from the time of the Spanish occupation of

Mexico, the derivation of the word appearing to

be totally unknown ; the beverage being know^n

under the denomination of '-neutli" "in the time

of the Aztecs." So soon as the leaves begin to

turn yellow, a small concave aperture is scooped

out by means of a keen-edged knife in the core

of the plant, which is usually about 18 to 20

centimetres in diameter, and this aperture is

gently scraped round, care being taken that no
incision be made in the leaves or fibres around
it, for fear of imparting a bad taste to the juice.

This operation produces a sediment, through
which the juice, generally known under the tech-

nical name of "aqua miel," or honey water,

exudes from the grooves of the plant, which
juice is extracted by the Maguey laborer by
means of an elongated gourd formed into a tube,

the air in which is exhausted by suction, and
which he thrusts into the incision in the core of

the plant, stopping the aperture at one end with
his finger, and emptying its contents into his

"zurron," a sort of impervious sheepskin bag
inserted in a net and strapped to his back. Each
laborer has usually the care of from 50 to 60

plants, from which he extracts from about 110 to

120 arrobas of honey water per week. As soon

as his "zurrou"is full, he carries it to the"tinical"

or pulque manufactory, very commonly return-

ing to each plant and iK'rforniing the same opera-

tion of scooping round the incision and exhaust-

ing the juice it contains twice in the day, taking

particular care to cover up the aperture with

leaves and stones, lest the cattle, dogs, or " cay-

gottes," a small species of jackal which infests

the country in large numbers, should get at the

juice.

"As we have before seen, the honey water

varies in quantity, color, and qualitj-, according

to the species (variety) of the plant, the produc-

ing time of which may be said to extend on an
average to about thne months, allhouLih some

sorts <inly yield juice during a period of twenty

days, and other sorts are so exuberant that they

yield it during six months, and that in large

quantities. The average quantity yielded by

each plant, one Avith another, may be roughly

estimated at about 100 arrobas.

"The pulque manufactories of the different

Maguey plantations consist of a long covered-in

gallei-y, well ventilated, and containing rows of

vats made of bullocks' hides stretched over a

modern framework, and smeared over with lime

on the outside, into which the honey water is

emptied so soon as it is brought in from the plan-

tations, and which, in about thirty-six hours

begins to ferment, casting up large bubbles of

froth, losing its pristine transparent color, and

assuming a milky whitish tint which it perma-

nently retains. It was formerly' the habit to

throw lime, or a plant called "Ocgractli" into

the honey water, in order to produce a greater

degree of fermentation ; but now, a small quan-

tity of "maduc del pulque," or pulque already

manufactured, is poured into the empty vats,

which quickly deposits a thick and whitish

colored sediment, upon which the new juice or

honey water is thrown in. The mixture after

fermentation being ready for use, is then sent off

to the City of Mexico, Puebla, or the neai-est

market, the pulque very commonl}^ undergoing

a considerable dilution of water by the way at

the hands of the carriers, who convey it in sheep-

skin bags upon mules or donkeys. The quantity

of it which thus annually enters the City of

Mexico alone may be estimated on the average

to be about 2,000,000 arrobas, and that which

enters Puebla to be about 500,000 arrobas, and

the cost of transport alone has been calculated,

taking the approximate average of 1 real as that

of each arroba, to represent the sum of 312,000

dollars ; not less than 20,000 mules and donkeys

laden with the beverage entering the city every

month by the gate leading to the ]Maguey dis-

tricts. To the quantity paying duty must also

be added a considerable quantity which is smug-

gled in, and including this it may be calculated

that about 50,000,000 bottles are now annually

introduced into the City of Mexico, Humboldt

having fixed the number at 44,000,000 ; and the

amount of money annually expended in the

drink, at the average rate of about a quarter of

a real per bottle, to be about 1,600,000 dollars

annually.

—

Gardeners'' Chronicle.

Prk^es of Orchids,—At the sale of Orchids

forming the collection of the late J. A. Turner,

Escp, of Pendlebury House, Manchester, on the
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2d, 3(1 and 4th inst., the biddings which the

auctioneer, Mr. Stevens, of King Street, Covent

Garden, obtained, amounted to .€2,8-24. The
following are some of the prices realized :—Odon-

toglossum nrevium majus was knocked down to

Messrs. Yeitch for £55, and the same firm pur-

chased a fine plant of Cymbidium eburneum for

£15 10x.; one of AeridesSchroderiforiiSO; Den-

drochilum filiforme, £5 10i>-.; and Saccolabium

guttatum giganleum, £72 9^\ Mr, "Williams, of

Ilolloway, was likewise an extensive buj^er,

giving for Aerides noblle, £13; Oncidium Lan-

ceanum, £0 6s.; Coelog3'ne pandurata, £7 10s.;

xVnguloa Euckeri, £8; Angrajcum caudatum,

£17; Phala?nopsis grandiflora, £9; Aerides odo-

ratum purpurascens and Lfelia gigantea, £11

each; C3'pripediflm barbatum giganteum, £10

10s,; La?lia elegans, £19; and Cattleya Mossiaj

magnifica, £20. Among private bu3-ers, S. Men-
del, Esq., who was an extensive purchaser, gave

for a 3'oung plant of Yanda Lowii, £23; for a

fine Aerides Fieldingii, £31; Saccolabium pra,'-

morsum, £10; Ljclia elegans, £13; Aerides Lin-

dle3'anum, £11 lis.; Dendrobium Falconeri,

£24; Aerides rarmeri, £17 6s.; Aerides Schro-

deri, £55; A. cylindricum, £17; Cattleya labiata

purpurea, £31 10s.; Saccolabium ainpuUaceum,

a superb specimen, £40; S. retusum, £23 2s.; S.

proemorsura, £13; and Cypripedium caudatum

giganteum, £14.

—

London Journal of Horticulture.

On the Palm Trees of Old Calabar.—
Extracted from the MS, Journals of the late Mr,

W. Grant Milne. By Mr. Sadler, The Ata ukot

AVine Palm or common ^Mimbo, is apparently

an undescribed species of Raphia, It yields a

very pleasant beverage, which is much appreci-

ated b3' all classes of people who have the fortune,

or rather misfortune, to touch the Western shores

of Africa. It has been cultivated by the natives

for ages, for its walerv tbuntain. The trees are

gen('rall3' seven years old before they are tapped.

At this age the3' are from .30 to 40 feet in height.

The natives ascend the trees, and pierce a hole

to the centre of the stem inmiediately below the

growing point ; a small pipe is then inserted into

the hole and led into a vessel Avhich is fixed to

the tree. In this way it is drained from time to

time, which causes the tree to die, and it is then

cut down to make room for others. The mimbo
thrives best in damp situations, and such locali-

ties are generally chosen for its cultivation ; at

the same time, I have seen avenues of mimbo

trees on high sandy places leg,ding to towns. The

people employed to tap the mimbo are Ebebo

slaves, which are purchased by kings and chiefs

at public slave marts. The Calabarians are not

a climbing race. The Ebeboes are in practice

superior in the art of "speeling." The liquid,

when taken from the tree, has somewhat the

color of cream, and has a pleasant sweetish taste.

This only lasts a few hours, when it becomes

tartish. The natives have certain barks which

they bruise and mix with the liquid, which ren-

ders it intoxicating. It is sold in the public

markets; and in the Ebebo country there are

mimbo public houses, similar to our beer shops.

It is used by the missionaries' wives for making

bread, being ver3' subject to fermentation; the

bread made with it is excellent. The young

leaves of the plant are split up into threads and

made into fine bags. 2, The lya, or Bamboo
Palms, is another species of the same genus

(Raphia), Its petioles are used for house build-

ing at Calabar, and all along the coast. These

petioles are generall3^ from 20 to 30 feet long.

The fruit is used as an article of food, which is

not the case with the last named species. Many
of the trees are from 50 to 60 feet high. In the

Uwet countr3^ the natives do not cultivate the

Wine Palm, consequently they tap the Bamboo;

but the wine is strong and harsh and unpleasant,

and is very intoxicating. I once saw the king of

Uwet as tipsy from its eflfects as an3' man under

the influence of brandy. The inland kings and

chiefs indulge themselves to excess in drinking

Bamboo wine, and consequentl3^ are always in a

state of stupidity. The tree is tapped in the same

wa3^ as the mimbo, at the base of the growing

point. In the Qua country, at the foot of the

Qua mountains, they use the wine of the Oil

Palm (Elais guineensis), which is inferior to that

of the Bamboo, being much harsher and stronger.

In this case the trees are tapped about two feet

from the ground, in the same wa3' as already de-

scribed. I never saw any of the natives intoxi-

cated by this wretched fruit, but I have no doubt

that they can supply ingredients to it for this

purpose. Another species is the Afea oku ukot,

or the white rod mimbo. The petioles of this

Palm arc white, while that of the Ata ukot are

red. Its wine is equal in quality to that of the

Ata ukot. The scales of the fruit are, however,

much thicker than those of that species and the

Bambod. The Idim ibum is jn'rhaps the most
important Palm of all at Calabar. Idim signifies

'vater, and ibum great. It occurs on the banks
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of the main branch of the Calabar river, but con-

fined to the district of Ikoriofiong. The quanti-

ty of wine which this plant produces is astonish-

ing. An ordinary tree will yield a puncheon of

a most delicious beverage, which is deservedly a

great favorite with the people. In color it re-

sembles cream, which is sold in large quantities

at the mimbo public houses. When tlie tree is

once tapped it invariably bleeds itself to death.

This is not the case with common mimbo ; it can
be tapped from time to time till the fluid is ex-

hausted, and then it dies.

Such is also the case with Idim ibum, the lya
or Bamboo, the Afea oku ukot, and the Oil

Palm. The last of this class of Palms, belong-

ing to Eaphia, met with at Calabar, is the lya

asiakia nditto, which signifies children. The
base of the fruit is surrounded by numerous scales

similar to those produced at the base of bulbifer-

ous plants—these are called by the natives chil-

dren. This Palm is not common. Another
nearly allied species which is plentiful upon the

south coast, sends up numerous shoots, similar

to the plantain, covering a great space ofground,

On the south coast a species of Date is abundant
on the sea shore, but not inland. The fruit is

small, and of an oval shape. In taste the pulp

is similar to that of the Date of commerce. Its

foliage also resembles that of the common Date,

and might easily be mistaken for it were it not

for the fruit. A fan Palm is plentiful at Citia

Camma, but I have not seen the plant, never

having been so far south. Captain Kirkwood
has two plants raised from seed collected at Citia

Camma, where he states it is abundant.

—

Pro-

ceedings Bot. Soc. Edinburg.

Gaedener's akd Estate Servants in

Emolaxd.—The quantity looking for places is

enormous. The following advertisement ai)peared

in the JJaiJy Telegraph and JJoyd''s JSfeics^

London, under the head "AVanted:"

—

*' Lodge Keeper. Wages 30.s. A married man

—

small family not objected to—good character

indispensable.—Enclose stamp to ]i. C, Post
Oftice, Cliichester. loUO letters were received in

response.

the Earl of Derby, and now being laid out by

^Ir. Kemp. Shiel Park, named after a member
of the Council, has been completed ; and then

follow on the east the Xewsham House Park,

the Wavertree Park, and the Botanical Gardens.

To the south-east is the Prince's Park, provided

by the munificence of the late Mr. R. V. Yates

;

and near this comes in the Sefton Park, the com-

petition of designs for laying out which we have

recently noticed. Our contemporary, the Buil-

der, has published a good birds-eye view of the

proposed arrangements for this latter, and

sketches of some of the residences and other

erections, which seem commodious and tasteful.

Of the -iOO acres of which the Park consists, 113

are devoted to building sites ; 19 to a Botanical

Garden, 14 to water, and G4 to roads and drives,

leaving 190 to be planted and laid out in walks,

&c. The staking out of the roads and drives is

being rapidly proceeded with. "We notice that

our contemporary, like many others perhaps who
are not familiar with the subject, fails to distin-

guish between what is called " gardening " and
"landscape gardening," for he speaks of Mr.

Xesfield, to whom the competition designs were

refei'red, as "the distinguished metropolitan

gardener"—a title under which, we apprehend,

he would fail to recognize himselt^ The truth is

that gardening and landscape gardening, though

occasionally and to varying degrees carried out

b}' the same individual, are really and essentially

distinct, the one being devoted to the culture of

plants for use or ornament, the other entirely to

the creation of tasteful and beautiful scener}'—in

a word, to the disposition of the ground, and

the arrangement of the living materials by

which it is decorated, which latter it is the gar-

dener's business to tend Avith a loving hand.

—

Geirdener''s Chronicle.

English Parks.—Liverpool is avcH provided

with Public Parks, the Corporation having
adopted arrangements by which the town has
been surrounded by a cordon of these la'aKh-

recruiting spots. At tlu; extreme north is the

Stanley Park, 100 acres in extent, purchased of

CJRArE BL003r.—What is this ? Whence
comes it—from the substance of the Graix; inside,

or is it formed on the outside ? Has it any

flavor ? Is it any test of quality ? Is it a secre-

tif)n or a parasite ? Does it tend to keep or de-

compose fruit ? What influence has aqueous

vapor, or heat or cold, on its formation? Is

there any known reason for its varied colors.

Beta. [The bloom is a secretion or exudation,

of a waxy nature, formed in the cells of the

epidermis covering the berry. "We should be

glad to have the opinions of some of our practi-

cal correspondents on the other questions raised

in this letter.]

—

Gardcii€r''s Chronicle.
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Albizzia Axtiielmintica—A XEW Vermi-
fuge.—Wars, with all their evils, are usually

productive of some new scientific truths. The
English expedition to Abj'ssinia found the native

scourged bj- a terrible worm called T(^nia Sotium.

But the Bark of the Albizzia, powdered, and

mixed with honey or oil, in doses of from two to

four ounces, was found to be a popular and suc-

cessful specific. The natives call the plant Bes-

sana, and it belongs nearly to acacia, from a

species of which the gum arable is formed.

TussACK GRASs.-This famous grass ofBuenos

Ayres and Montevideo, which a few years ago

excited so much attention in Europe, Dr. Cun-

ningham, in a recent letter to Dr. Hooker, says,

is in a fair way of being extirpated, it having

been destroyed in most parts of the island (Falk-

land) by the cattle, which eat it and trample it

down in order to get at the sweet, esculent base

of the stem, and that it is now almost exclusive-

ly limited to the small islands and low rocl<y

points close to the sea.

The Dragon Tree.—The giant specimen of

the Dracoena Draco growing at Orotova, in the

island of Tenerifle, was destroyed last autumn in

a gale of wind. This tree was tirst brought into

general notice by Humboldt, about (50 years ago,

when he computed it to be 6,000 years old.

The intended sale of the Chateau Lafitte vine-

yards has set the people gossipping on wine, and

the following facts are related in contradiction of

the proverb that wine improves by keeping. M.
de St. Arnaud states that he was on a visit in

1834 to Chateau Lafitte, when claret of 1798, a

vintage held in high repute during the Directory,

and which was drank as late as 1S30, was put

on the table. Its flavor was almost gone and

the wine was pronounced worthless. A speci-

men of the famous comet year if 1811, was decla-

red to be degenerated, but still was drinkable.

The wine par excdknce which was pronounced

perftct was some of ISll), which had been ten

years in wood and live years in bottle—therefore in

1834 it was tlfteen years old. This, it appears,

is the precise age at which superior claret should

be drank.

Pelargonium peltatum elegans, was the seed pa-

rent: the pollen parent, an intense scarlet-tlower-

ing zonal variety, named Banner. For IG years

Mr. "NVills had labored to effect this cross, and
had oi)erated on many tiiousands of flowers

without success, until within two years. The
hybrids partake of the Ivy-leaved habit, but are

much more compact in growth, with firm stout

leaves, while the flowers, some of which are of a

bright magenta hue, have also improved in shape

and suljstance. Mr. Wills is still further opera-

ting on the new forms he has created, and hopes

to obtain a distinct class of Pelargoniums.

—

Cot-

tage Gardener.

Xew Ivy Leaved Pelargoniums.—Some
new hybrids of an interesting character were

shown by Mr. J. Wills, of the Ashburnham Park

Nursery, Chelsea. The mauve-colored Ivy-leaved

Hybrid Trop.eolums.—The first attempt

was made by crossing the old T. Lobbianum
Cr3-stal Palace Scarlet, with a good form of the

ordinary Tom Thumb scarlet. Some plants of

this popular variety occasionally come more

compact in the habit than is usually seen, and
there is sometimes allied with this a greater

preponderance of scarlet over orange in the flow-

ers. From the first experiment in cross-breeding

came T. compactum coccineum, which showed

a manifest contraction of the habit of the one
parent, and a greater infusion of scarlet into the

flowers of the Lobbianum parent. The color of
flowers is a very rich hue, and they also retain-

ed the Lobbianum shape. By crossing the new
variety with a yellow flowering seedling, T.
compactum luteum was produced, the flowers

being yellow and spotted with pale amber. This

was a weakly growing variety, though it flower-

ed profusely, but it required greater vigor in the

habit. With this also came a seedling posessiug

a shade of crimson deeper and richer than any

form of the crimson Tom Thumb that had been

seen. This proved a useful variety to seed from.

The next batch of seedlings produced several

varieties of considerable promise, a few of which

were distributed during the past spring. The more
noticeable were Luteum-improved, a consideable

advance on Luteum, the habit much stronger,

the flowers larger, the color golden yellow, the

spots on the lower part of the flower crimson, on

the upper part amber. This is a vei'y striking

effective kind for ribbon borders.

King of Spots, bright yellow with bright amber

spots, dwarf-growing and very free blooming ; in

damp and sunless weather the flowers will come

heavily suflused with amber, though it is bj- no

means unattractive in that character ; King of

Scarlets, a somewhat dullish hue; of cerise scar-

let, a very dwarf-growing variety that blooms
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rofuscU', and is very suitable for small beds

;

Scarlet (ieni, in character very like the foregoing,

but having more orAnge, but a very indillerent

grower ; the c lor is very bright, and it also

blooms freely. Both of these partake of the na-

ture of the Lobbianum varieties in regard to the

build of the flowers rather than to the Tom
Thumb character, like Luteum-improved, King

of Spots, and others ; and they appear in conse-

quence, apparentl}^ to lack vigor of constitution.

Another variety, named The Moor, is of a very

compact habit, but yet robust growing ; the

color rich velvety maroon of a bright shade, the

upper part of the throat pencilled with black.

The color is very showy, but this, and King of

Spots also, buries its flowers as it Avere beneath

the surrounding leaves to a great extent. Mr.

George has readily acknowledged this defect,

and his seedlings of the present j-ear actuall}'

show considerable improvement in this resjiect.

From a goodly innben of theser Mr. George

selected the following, the most of which will

probabl}^ be sent out next spring : Orange Per-

fection, rich bright orange, very showy, habit

compact and dwarf, aiad free blooming : a

striking shade of color for bedding purposes. A
bright crimson scarlet, as yet unnamed ; this

Mr. G. Smith, of Islington will distribute ; it is a

good strong growing and yet compact varietj',

very free blooming, but on the seedling plants

the flowers show a tendency to come crumpled.

Le Grand ; this I take to be an improvement

on the foregoing, though the hue of the color

plainly differs, as it has more orange and less of

crimson, and there is the presence also of a

strong dash of purple ; the flowers are large and

very smooth, and the habit all that could be de-

sired. This is the best variety yet raised by

Mr. George.

Scarlet Perfection is in the way of Le Grand,

though there is a clearly perceptible diflerence in

the liue of color ; the flowers are smaller, but it

is an astonishingly free bloomer, and very

showy.—Keport of Geokoe's experiments in

Gardeners'' Chronicle.

TnitKioNEW European STUAwnEimiES.

—

Mr. D. .longhe says in the Gardeners Clironkle.

To some of my best seedlings I gave the name
President "Wilder, to another Charles Downing,

and to a third Fcrdinan<l Gloede.

Of the first of these three, in 18(')7, I wrote as

follows :
—" In the stalkft^jf the. leaves and of the

fruits the growth and development of this varie-

ty ofter greater consistency than in La Con-

stante ; its constitution is hardy in all seasons.

The hairs on its surface are rather inconspicuous,

and all directed upwards {direction ascensionelle,)

a point which must not be overlooked." The
fruit is nearly conical, but when full sized it be-

comes more oval. The seeds are abundant and

rather lai'ge, arranged in symmetrical order on

the surfiice. The skin is of a deep cherry color,

very shining, like that of a chestnut. The flesh

is firm, juicy, and of a brisk and releve flavor.

The name was given in honor of Marshall P.

Wilder of Boston, known for half a century as a

promoter of horticulture in the L"^nited States,

and f(jr eighteen years President of a Pomolog-

ical Committee. The fruit in question is a fine

tj'^pe of Strawberry, and, so far as habit of plant

and beauty of berries are concerned, eclipses La
Constante. A plate of the fruit produces a

splendid eftect, either Jon the dessert-table or at

an exhibition. '

J^"^

The second orour select varieties is dedicated

to ]\Ir. Charles Downing, whose name is gen-

erally known from his having published the

work of his brother, A. J. Downing, revised,

corrected, and completed, under the title,

" Fruits and Fruit-trees cultivated in America. "

Here are the remarks relating to this Straw-

berry :
—" There is considerable firmness in the

leaf-stalks and flower-stalks ; the runners {^fikts

des tolons) are likewise short and firm. The
plant has a compact habit. Its constitution is

hardy in all seasons. The divisions of the leaves

are broad, flat, deeply serrated, of a deep some-

what dull green color, like those of the parent

plant. The hairs are not numerous, and spread

horizontally. The fruit is abundant, larger,

and of a regular rounded conical form. In color

it is usually of a pale cherry' tint, not very shiny.

The seeds, of a deep yellow color, are on the

surface (not imbedded). The flesh is white, a

little flesh-colored, very juicy, sugary, vinous,

and with a very delicate arrierc gout. In this

last particular this variety will perhaps be the

best of the series. "

The third variety is dedicated to !M. Gloede,

now of Beauvais, well-known for his success in

the cultivation of Strawberries, and for the

efforts he has made to distribute the best varie-

ties in cultivation. The variety is in every re-

sjiect an improvement upon its parent. It has

more vigor, with as much firnmess in the leaf

and fruit stalks. The leaf, of a deep green color

and shining surface, is large, its lobes rounded
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with broad and deep serraturcs. The hairs are

verj' abundant, and spread horizontally. The
floral scape, very firm, about 5 or (3 centimetres

long, is developed upon a 3'earling plant, and
bears seven to nine llowers, which set well as

soon as the corolla opens. The fruits, at first

conical, become round, and subsequently elon-

gated. As soon as the berries have attained

half their dimensions they assume a reddish-

brown color. When ripe the color is of a deep

shin}- red. The seeds ax-e abundant, and placed

in pits, so as to be almost flush with the surface

of the fruit, and are of a clear coffee color. The
fruit, which is generally large, has the flesh

compact, white, filled with sugary vinous juice,

with a brisk arrierc gout.

Styles of Bouquets.—Covent Garden bou-

quets are usually made with one grand centre

flower. The makers tie a long piece of thread

to the stem of this flower, and then fix all the

other flowers around it in circles, or they use sin-

gle stemless flowers and wire, mixed with moss,

according to the Parisian fashion ; but Spanish

rushes are the best—they are much superior to

wire.

The rush most in request among French flow-

er girls is a species of Juncus, remarkable for its

closeness ; it is tough, when dried, and quite

stiff. All these rushes come from Spain, and
with them and stalkless blossoms a bouquet-

maker will in a very few moments construct a

pretty nosegay. Say lilac is the flower about to

be arranged : Take a rush, double it, put the

flowers at the point of doubling and secure it

with thread ; then give it a necklace of moss,

fastened by the same, and turn the thread round

the rush, fasten it off, and dip the so ornament-

ed stalk in water.

The moist moss will keep the floAver fresh.

Proceed in the same way with other blossoms

until you get all the colors you require, then

bind them all together, and few persons will

imagine that your exquisite bouquet is compo-

sed of flowers which an ordinary English flower

girl would have thrown under her board. One ad-

vantage in these rush made bouquets is that the

stem is so fine. You get a large bouquet, ten

inches in diameter, and a liandle to it about the

size of your finger ; were the flowers on their

own hook or liandle the affair would be very

bulky.

Every person who attempts to fix a bouquet

ought to have an eye for color. It is now an estab-
lished fact, that those colors called "complimen-
tary, " look better than the ones said to "har-
monize" with each other do, in a nosegay ; so

place blues with the orange, and yellows with
the violet ; let white divide disaffected hues
and above all things give to whites and reds lots

of foliage.

The following is a good rule tor finding the
contrast of any color :

" Cut out a circular piece

of the petal of any flower and put it on white
paper, look at it fixedly for a few seconds with
one eye, then look oft' the color on a white piece

of paper and you will see a bright ring of another
color ; that ring or circle is the right complimen-
tary color or contrast to the color in the petal.

Ked will harmonize with orange, but green is

the contrast to red ; a rose surrounded with
moss or leaves looks better than it would placed

next to a yellow calceolaria. FoIIoav "nature "

as closely as possible in your arrangement of

colors, and you cannot foil to produce a good
effect. Study nature*.s blending, and copy it

when you make up your bouquets. Did you
ever see a fair girl who undei-stood color in an
oi-ange dress, or a dark one in blue ? I feel quite

vexed at times to witness the entire disregard of

color shown by some women, and more especial-

ly to see how they carry the most unsuitable

bouquets—why, the bouquets ought to match the

dress.

A Camellia alba is a nice centre flower for a
bouquet encircled with heliotropes, red rosebuds,

white heath and blue violets. The following is

the arrangement for a " winter " Paris nosegay ;

Centre Camellia : 1st circle, heliotropes ; 2d, red

rosebuds half open ; 3d, Avhite heath, in spikes
;

4th, red pinks ; ilth, blue violets ; Gth, red rose-

buds again ; and 7th, white heath, in spikes.

The French six-quartered bouquets, which
were fashionable some years since, were made
in two colors, and were very formal. Fern
leaves, parsley, and carrot leaves are very large-

ly used in France ; they are elegant and grace-

ful looking, and that is the chief point, and not

the costliness of the things ; but parsley has one

objectionable quality, it has a strong, and to

some people, disagreeable smell.

Some bouquets are made made by enclosing

the large flowers in a circle of small ones. Take
for instance, a white rose and secure, with rush

and string, a circle of blue Gentiana acaulis

around it, then take another white flower, an I

encircle it with pink blossoms, a third with red
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a fourth with yellow, and so on, taking care circles. I do not like this style any more than

when you put all the centres together in your i I do the six quartered—they are bolh formal.

—

bouquet that you do not disarrange the different | English Paper.

IIOETICULTURAL iXOTICES.

rEXXSYLVAXIA IIORTICULTUEAL
SOCIETY.

Meeting July 21st.

This was rather above the average of interest

for our July show, which is usually dull. The

best collection of plants in pots was awarded to

James ]SIcDonald, gardener to Matthew Baird,

Esq.; second best to Donald McQueen, gardener

to Joshua Longstreth. There were the usual

well grown specimens of these exhibitors, but

contained nothing new. Best Hanging Baskets

and best collection of Cut Flowers, to Gebhard

Iluster, gardener to J. B. Ileyl, Esq. Best col-

lection of improved Hollyhocks, Thomas Meehan.

A special premium to ^V, Kelley, gardener to L.

R. Starr, for a collection of well grown plants.

Also to Robert Buist, for one of the finest collec-

tions of Gloxinias ever exhibited ; also, tor the

doub. scarlet Geranium, /Sm^xts-se, GhricdeXanci/,

whichwas finely in bloom. :Mr. B. had also three

beautiful Gladioluses—Sir Isaac X'ewton, Shaks-

peare and Mary of Cambridge. Mr. Earle had also

a very fine collection, which was very much ad-

mired. He spares no expense to get all the new

kinds, and we have often to get our first view of

the best novelties from his collection. He had

also fine Hollyhocks.

One of the most interesting things, was a col-

lection of Double Chinese Pinks, from Mr; J. P.

Dunn. They were as large and as double as the

old Scotch Pink, of a great variety of pencillings

and colors. They were sown in a hot-bed in

spring, and Mr. D. says will fiower all summer.

They attracted much attention as a good summer

bedder, and a special premium was awarded

them.

Of Raspberries, the Committee had difficulty

in awarding the premium for the best quart. All

the large and fmc looking berries were deficient

in fiavor. The Red Antwerps of J. McDonald,

tiardener to M. ]Jaird, Esq., were not much

smaller than any of the newer kinds, and being

the best flavored ofall,were awarded thepremium.

The bi st collection was awarded to James Mac-

Gowan, who had six varieties. Special premiums

were awarded to Anthony Felton, fur a promis-

ing seedling, and to D. "W. Herstine, who also

had three, which impressed the Committee favor-

ably. Mr. Parry had a fine dish of the Clarke,

which received the favorable notice from the Com-
mittee.

Mr. Williams, gardener to Mr. Harrison, had
one of the best pot plants of Ilambui-g grape in

fruit ever exhibited.

Mr. Parry's Wilson Early Blackberries excited

marked attention, they were larger than any
Lawton's in the room, and much better fiavorcd.

The}' received a special premium. Of Currants,

the heaviest competition was between Red Dutch
and Victoria, in favor of the latter, by Mr.
McDonald. Usually the Red Dutch would beat

it, but this season the currant crop is very poor

here, the first time in many years. The vegetable

table was interesting from a peck of remarkably

fine early Rose Potatoes from Anthony Felton.

The same exhibitor had a like quantity of Early

Goodrich, of about the same size. He said the

Rose was ten days earlier than the Goodrich, and
on the equal size of the latter, planted the same
day, being pointed out to him, explained that the

lot of Rose Potatoes was the sole produce of

three hills, while the Goodrich was the selection

of as many bushels. The enthusiasm to get the

Early Rose is so great that we must niake much
allowance tor spirited reports of experiments for

some time to come, but for all this, we have no
doubt the Early Rose is a really desii*able novelty.

THE TENNESSEE HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

By Tennessee papers we notice with much
pleasure, that the Horticultural Society of that

State is highly prosperous, and doing good work.

"We sec that they propose to hold a grand

autumnal exhibition on the 2'2d, 23d and 24th of

September, at X'ashville. Premiums to the

amount of several hundreds of dollars are ollered.

We hope friends who can send anything to this

exhibition will do so, for this cfibrt of our Ten-

nessee friends is worthy of every encouragement.

Schedules may be had of Fred. II. French, Esq.,

Corresponding Secretary, Nashville, Tennessee.
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HI^TS FOE OCTOBER.
FLOWER GARDEX AKD PLEASURE

GROUND.
A story i-s told of a political speaker, who long

had got his speeches by heart, and who told the

same tale wherever he went, that a waggish

Iriend with a good memory, and who had detected

the secret of the famous orator's eloquence, un-

dertook to speak at the same meeting, and re-

peated substantially what was to be said by the

succeeding speaker—the ''orator of the day."

"When the great orator's turn came he had no-

thing to say. The old story had already been

better told, and this was all he knew.

Xow as every month comes around year by

year, it seems to us as if it ought to be the same

story. If what we toid last year was true, what
more can we say this ? But reader, it is the same

with good gardening as with a good sermon, it will

bring out a thousand good things from the same

old text. How many times has the question been

asked "do men gather figs trom thistles V"" and

how often have we not heard the most varied and

novel answers, and yet all meeting our cordial

assent ; ana so good reader bear with us, and if

you think that you have already read " hints for

October," we will try not to be in the fix of the

peripatetic politician aforesaid, but rather like

the good minister^ and tell you something new
about the old thing. For our part we are always

learning sometliing new. AVe remember how
but a few years ago, we had to wait until the

fall (jf the leai, before we could plant anything ;

and how we had to hurry it over, as it was a set-

tled maxim with the best practical gardeners not

to plant anything after November. Now we do

not wait for the fall of the leaf, but find the best

eftects are obtained by planting before. This we

have however said before,—" the novelty is that

every year's cxiK'rienec confirms the fact." It is,

however, more certain every year, that trees fall

planted should be well pruned at the time- The

small twiggy branches should all be shortenod-

in especially of soft wooded trees, or ofhard wood-
ed trees which have few fibres, such as oaks,

tulip trees, willows, poplars, etc. Another use-

ful fact learned the few past years is, that many
young things can be set out in fall to better ad-

vantage than in spring, if they are entirel}' cover-

ed with earth. It has long been known that cut-

tings of most things do tetter taken ofli" in fall, if

they can be protected through winter—young
plants follow the same rules.

A young tree transplanted is indeed imrtly in

the same condition. It has to make new roots

before it can grow, and the same law which favors

the production of roots in a shoot with no roots,

acts with equal lorce on shoots which have al-

ready a few,—and talking of protection, jjlant

evergreens for warmth, and fast growing decid-

uous trees, alders, poplars, willows and such

like, freely for windbreakers. Some may argue,

and truly show, that some of your tender trees

will die for all, which is quite likely ; for a man
may die of gout or some other comi:laint, no

matter how warmly he may be clothed, or other-

wise protected from freezing. Still warm gar-

ments do good, and so do warm trees and pro-

tections.

Planting sugg^ists art-angement; and how mucli

that is novel might be said on this point ! We
have ''Principles of Landscaix; Gardening," pub-

lished continually. Such works are in every

well ordered library. But true taste we seldom
see. The fact is, true taste is a native tact. A
lady might read about art all her life, and yet

never arrange a tasteful bonnet ; while one who
knows nothing of the whys and wherefores will

turn out the elegant thing at any time. If i)eo-

ple were to try more what they could do with

their little door yards and gardens, we shoul I

soon see some pretty styles. If only people could

be made to understand how cheaply gardens
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could be made pretty, we should have millions of

beauties, -where we have now but a few score. The

trouble is that so many think art and taste

means expense. True it can be made to cost,

but this is by no means essential.

In planting for instance, if AVe have not money

to spare to buy good nursery trees or plants, get

them from the -woods. They will grow as well,

if they are more severely pruned than nurserj'

trees. That is the whole secret. The Kalmia

and other trees supposed to be hard to move from

their native places, grow beautifully if one-half

or two-thirds be cut away. If taken from a

shaded wood it may also be necessary to shade a

little gradually from hot sun. Eare trees will

always of course please more than common

things. Idealists may preach as they may. They

may tell us that beauty is beauty wherever seen,

and rail against foreign rarities, when there are

things at home as pretty as they. But somehow

familiarty breeds contempt ; and beauty which

is seldom seen is admired the most. Granted

that it should not be so, but yet so it is, and facts

are what we deal with.

One great want of American gardening is good

roads in winter. It is next to impossible to have

them of gravel or other material without great

expense. In many suburban places it is now cus-

tomary not to spend much on foot paths, filling

up with sand or any light material Avhich will

make good walking for ordinary weather, and to

depend on board walks, or permanent paved

ways for wet times.

Tender tlower roots should not be left out too

long.

Dahlias, Gladiolus, Tuberoses, and other plants

that require winter protection for their roots in

cellars, should be taken up at once on their leaves

getting injured by the first white frosts. The

two latter should be pretty well dried before

storing away, for they may rot. Dahlias may be

put away at once.

Chrysanthemums now in flower should have

their names and colors rectified, against the time

when in spring they may have to be replanted,

when they can be re-arranged with accuracy and

satisfaction, according to the owner's taste.

Few things are more valued in winter than a

bunch of Sweet Violets. A few may now bg

potted, and they will flower in the window to-

ward spring ; or a small bed of them may be

made in a frame, which sbould be protected by a

mat from severe frost To have Tansies llower

t iirly and profusely in spring, they may be plan-

ted out in a frame, as recommended for the

Violet.

Many kinds of hardy annuals flower much
better next spring, when sown at this season of

the year. A warm, rich border should be chosen,

and the seed put in at once. Early in spring they

must be transplanted to the desired position in

the flower-border.

GREENHOUSE.
Bulbs for flowering in pots should be planted

at once. Four or five-inch pots are suitable.

One Hyacinth and about three Tulips are suffi-

cient for each. After potting, plunge the pots

over their rims in sand imder the greenhouse

stage, letting them remain there until the pots

have become well filled with roots, before bring-

ing them on to the shelves to force.

Where many flowers are desired for bouquets

in winter, a good stock of such as flower easily

should be provided, esix-cially of white flowering

kinds, witbout a good sprinkling of which a bou-

quet has but a very common-place look. Dcutzia

gracilis and D. scabra, Philadclphuses, and
Tamarix are very good hardy plants to pot for

winter-floAvering. The Iberis sempervirens is

also a splendid white to force for its white flow-

ers. Lopezia rosea is nearly indispensable for

giving a light, airj' gnicefulness to a bouquet; and

Camellias and Azaleas cannot possibly be done

without.

Many kinds ofannuals also come well into play

amongst other things, Phlox Drummondii, Sweet

Alyssuni, Collinsia bicolor, Schizanthuses, Mign-

onette, and Xemophila are essential.

There are but few things in the greenhouse

that will require special treatment at this time.

Camellias and Azaleas, as'they cease to grow, will

require less water •, but it is uow so well known
that moisture is favorable to growtht, and com-

parative dryness favorable to flowering tbat we
need do no more than refer to the fact.

FRUIT GARDEK.
The past season generaly lias not been favorable

for fruit growing. G rapes however appear abun-

dant, selling last month at Cincinnati for about

10 cents per pound, and wc hear the crops well

spoken of everywhere. The dry weather has been

a beiietit to the viue--wet roots in fact are unfavor-

able to any fruit. Always keep the roots as near

\\w surface as jiossible ; and in any system of

cultivation, aim at keeping the roots well up. In
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Jiurope the best grape growers so appreciate this,

that it is a very common thing to concrete the

^)ottom of a vine border in order to keep the roots

from going down ; and some ot the liealtliiest

trees we ever saw were planted on tlie ground,

and the earth drawn up in a mound about them.
Our t^iachings have been so well followed, that

we now find orchards of apple and pear every

where in grass. The only fear is that people will

starve the trees under this system. Now is the

time to attend to this. Trees in grass should have

a half inch of road sand, coal ashes, kitchen rub-

bish, or any such stuff, spread on the surface over

their roots every other year or so. Pear trees

especially are wonderfully improved by this

method. We were much interested on the

grounds of Mr. John Dick, recently in two large

Seckel pear trees, which grew where he had to

I)ile up his annual heaps of tan for winter use.

They were clothed with healthy foliage and mag-
nificent pears. All around in liis neighbor's

cleanly cultivated gardens, pears had no leaves on

after August, and of course unripe and worthless

iiears. There is no peculiar merit in tan—any

thing which will keep roots near the surface will

keep them healthy ; and healthy roots make
healthy trees.

There is considerable art in raising fruit ; but

there is as much or more in gathering and ripen-

ing them. Pears and apples are ready as soon

as the seeds begin to turn black, or as soon as

thfiy will part easily from the tree by gently rais-

ing the stalk, or as soon as the leaves show indi-

cations of falling from the trees ; indeed, whether
they are fully ripe or not, no length of time will

avail them aught after the leaves fall. Xo rules

can be given for the exact place to put them away
in, but the principle must be applied to each in-

dividual case. Of course, the^^ must be hand-
picked from the tree, as the slightest bruise causes

decay. The stock must be occasionally over-

hauled anyhow to take out such as will be found,

from various accidents, in a decaying state.

Apples, for commercial purposes, are usually

barrelled-up, with chalf or other light substance

betwen each layer ; and some pears, such as Law-
rence, will bear the same treatment ; but such
preserved fruit are never equal in quality to those

preserved in a more open way on shelves.

COMMUNICATIONS.
XOTES ON DIONCEA MUSCIPULA.

BY " OLDCASTLE," GENEVA, N. Y.

No doubt many of your readers were as deeply

interested as I was in Mr. Canbj^'s notes on

Dionvji Musdimla^ in your August number.

Having nothing to add by way of information on

the subject, I would not venture to trespass upon

your space, did I not feel that there is offered

here a field for most curious and valuable inves-

tigation. The conclusion in the article alluded

to seems to be that the insects and other things

inclosed in the leaf were not only dissolved, but

fli(jc!ited by the plant, serving it as nutriment. I

wish Mr. C. had told us whether the plants ex-

perimented on, manifested any signs of extra

nourishment in a stronger or more thrifty growth.

From my limited knowledge of this class, I sup-

posed tliat plants often grew with as full health

and vigor in places and circumstances which

would preclude such nourishment to any appre-

ciable extent, as they do in their own native

swamjis.

It is also known that the curious leaf-trap of

the Diona-a will close as sensitively upon a pin-

head or a small stone, as upon the unfortunate

insect, which shows at least that there is no

power to distinguish between objects that can

afford nutriment and those that cannot. The
subject seems to mc to raise a most interesting

question in the economy of nature. If the cur-

ious mechanism of this wonderful plant is a

means for supplying it with food, what a beau-

tiful illustration it gives us of that bountiful Pro-

vidence that gives even to these very lowest of

organisms his most beneficent and watchful care
;

if there is no nutriment afforded, but the des-

truction of the animal is all that is accomplished

—what an interesting provision we have for per-

forming its little share in preserving the balance

of insect life.

A recent English writer poetically says, in this

connection—" Our world is flooded with vitality

in innumerable forms, and ' the reaper whose
name is death' uses weapons of different khnls

to cut the strings of life in every form which it

assumes ; and having fluttered through a life-

time—the length of a summer's day— is it not

better for the little fly or moth to expire in a cup
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of nectar, or in the arras of a tiny flower, than
to die by disease or starvation I"

"We shall await with much interest the results

of Mr. Darwin's experiments and observations

in this connection. Meanwhile, as the true stu-

dent of nature finds ever a deep increasing en-

thusiasm as leaf after leaf of mystery is turned

before him, let us press on for more light, know-
ing that every new revelation may but deepen

our trust and faith in the all-M'ise, all-good, all-

loving Providence, who is the guide and father

of all.

[Mr. Canby is again travelling through the

South, and will, no doubt, gather together more
interesting facts, in relation to this curious mat-
ter. In regard to the " stone objection," the di-

gestive organs of any animal will close as sensi-

tively over a cherry stone or any other matter,

as well as upon the best of food, showing[also that

it has no power to choose though it has to reject

;

it is therefore no objection to the Dioncea having
digestive organs, that it has no power to choose

its food, sensitive alike to all. On the con-

trary it exactly resembles the digestive organs of

animals in this, that after closing over indiges-

tible food, it can reject. After performing the

same function over beef, it derives a benefit ; but

after eating cheese, it suffers from the ejffects of

the had food it has digested.

That the Dioncea often seems to do as well

when there are no insects about, would seem to

be a good point. But if Mr. Canby can show
that there is digestion and use of insects going

on, the fact that plants live without them, will only

show, what we already know, that nature does

not always carry out her processes in one Avay.

She makes a cat carnivorous ; but when meat
fails her, she will take to vegetable food. We
mean the Dioncea may have several ways of

taking in its food.

The poetic fancy that the leaves are merely a

form of the spirit of death, is a pretty one : and
that insects are killed for mere pastime by the

Dioncea is worthy of an Ovidian pen. But un.

fortunately science is a hard hearted matter-of-

fact sort of an old fellow, and he insists that self-

ishness is at the bottom of every organic move-

ment. "Whatever is done by any plant or ani-

mal is in some way or another intended for its

oicn good. There is no doubt of the truth of this.

The actions of Diono^a, therefore, it is safe to as-

sume at the outset, are not for the mere general

purpose of keeping down insects which may in-

jure other plants equally with itself, but for some

special purpose which is to benefit the Dioncea

race.

As Mr. Canby may not see " Old Castle's"

notes for some time, we have mentioned these

remarks of our own. In time he will no doubt

speak for himself. He will, we are sure, thank
" Old Castle" for his suggestions, and be glad to

hear from others in the same way.

—

Ed.]

THE APPLE OX THE PEESIMMOX".
BY 11. G. L., VOLUSIA, FLOUIDA.

"While living in the southern portion of the

Peninsula of Florida, some eight years ago, I

noticed that amongst the very many fruits in

that favored country, the apple, the best of

all fruits, was missing. Many of the planters in

the vicinity where I lived had numbers of apple

trees, but I was told that they never bore fruit.

This seemed so strange to me, knowing that in

the region of country called Middle Florida, but

one hundred and fifty miles distant northward,

the apple, or at least some varieties of the apple,

grew and bore well, I instituted inquiries

amongst the planters of my neighborhood, and
elicited the following facts : 'I hat the apple tree

never grew as large as it did farther northward
;

it seldom or never completely shed its leaves in

winter, but proved an evergreen in this mild

climate, where frost is seldom met with ; that it

blossomed at very uncertain periods, in fact in

all the winter months ; that fruit very seldom

set, or if it did set at all, fell ofl' when of the

size of a partridge egg. On ascertaining these

facts, I formed a train of speculation as to whe-

ther some stock could not be found, upon which

the apple would grow, and which would obviate

these bad qualities of the pure apple stock. I

was at one time led to believe that it was the

difference in the soil, which had some material

influence on it, but on comparing notes with

others, I found that the apple in parts of Geor-

gia and Middle Florida grew on similar soils.

After thinking the matter over some time, I de-

termined to graft the apple into the different

native trees which possessed some relationship

to it. I knew it had been tried into the haws,

of which we have many varieties. At last I hit

upon the Persimmon, or American Date Plum,
Diospyros "\''irginiana, which in this state pos-

sesses the following characteristics : It grows to

be quite a large tree, often a foot or fifteen in-

ches in diameter ; it sheds its leaves amongst

the earliest in the fall ; it ripens its wood, and
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remains at rest all winter ; it is the latest tree to

put forth leaves and blossoms in the spring ; it

grows vigorously iu our poorest soil.

With these facts before me, I communicated

with a number of planters, who immediately

grafted young Persimmon trees with apple

shoots, grafted at or below the surface of the

ground. The grafts invariably took well and

grew vigorously. The war breaking out, I left

that section of the State, and have not since gone

back ; but I have good reason to believe that

those trees bore fruit, although I have not seen

them. This summer I communicated these facts

to a friend residing close by me. lie tried the

experiment, and was very successful in having

his grafts take and grow well.

With these facts presented, I ask that some
enterprising nurseryman will try some experi-

ments on this stock. Perhaps some good may
arise from it, in giving us early or late apples at

different seasons than they now appear on their

own stocks. Should it prove a successful thing,

we of the tropical regions of the United States

may hope some day to have at our homes apples

of our own raising as good as those we get from

you.

[It is hard not to feel that our correspondent

is not in some way mistaken. It has become a

maxim in Horticultural Science that only re-

lated things will graft together.

There is no relationship known between the

Apple and the Persimmon, and unless there is

some hidden relationship not yet known to Bo-

tanical Science, it is hard to understand how
they could unite.

On the other, we have often found " sci-

ence" mistaken ; and we never feel sure that she

"knows ever3'thing." And again our corres-

pondent is an educated and intelligent gentle-

man, and not likely to be mistaken. Hence we

are in a quandary. Possibly the apple scions

grafted at or beneath the ground made roots for

themselves.
It is well to remark that trees do not always

prefer a close affinity with which to unite ; and

sometimes they seem to be actuated by sheer ob-

stinacy. The apple, for instance, is no nearer

the Quince than the Pear
;
yet the latter grows

well on the Quince, and the former does not care

much about it. And the Pear, it grows well on

the Quince, but is indifferent to the Apple, which

Is nearer to it.

Supposing the union of the Apple with the

Persimmon to be a fact accomplished, gardeners

will be slow to understand how much of the in-

fluence our correspondent wishes the Persimmon

will be able to gain over the apple. Yet this is

rather new ground, and no one knows much
about it. The tendency of modern thought is

to believe there is really more inlluence com-

municated to the graft than the stock has

hitherto had credit for. We saw recently a

Bartlett Pear, which for twelve years had grown

grafted on an apple tree. The fruit was smaller

than usual, but most delicious ; but the branches

grew in a most remarkable manner, having an

upward spiral growth. Whether this is usual

with this Pear so grafted we do not know.

We should be very much obliged to our cor-

respondent if he will examine a grafted Per-

simmon himself, and see to a certainty whether

a union took place, or whether the apple threw

out roots of its own. That settled conclusively,

it would open up some interesting matters.

—

Ed.]

THE ADVAjS^CING PROGRESS OF OUR
HORTICULTURE.

BY WALTER ELDER, PHILADELPHIA.

If any man had openly predicted thirty years

ago, that our horticulture would be so much re-

volutionized by improvements, by this time as it

now is, he would have been considered a lunatic.

Let us see what has produced the wonderful

change.

See the numerous and rich discoveries of bo-

tanist, the many importations ofvaluable, curious

and beautiful plants from flir olV lands, opened

to us for commercial intercourse; theonterprizing

industry of our seedsmen and uursorymen, their

rapid and successful systems of artificial propa-

gation, and their well adapted arrangements for

the purposes ; the skillful care of amateurs and

private gardeners in growing the plants to ma-

turity, and improving many species by better

culture; the production by hybridization, of the

almost innumerable varieties of superior excel-

lence. See the wonderful variegations of blos-

som and foliage of a now numerous class of or-

namental plants, the strange habits of Orchidere

etc., the increased sizes and wholesomeness ot

many culinary vegetables, the larger and more

luscious fruits in greater abundance, and their

more general use and the nicer modes of serving

them at table and preserving them for long keep-

ing ; ihe ready sale of all our horticultural pro-

ductions ; an appreciative and generinis iniblic,

with the means and liberality to encourage and
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support a branch of industry, that gives health

to the people and adornment to the country, as

well as wealth and honor to the nation.

The more general diffusion of useful knowledge

and early intelligence of every thing better and
new, by our well conducted periodicals, and the

finely illustrated catalogues Avith glowing descrip-

tions of rare and valuable plants, by the more
intellectual portion of our seedsmen, nurserymen
and rtorists, have awakened a morc general love

of horticultural productions and a desire to grow
them, from which,highly embellished parks, richly

adorned villas and suburban gardens are numer-

ously annually, increased; and by which our lantl

is made beautiful and our national character is ex-

alted. The general use of pretty cut flowers for

ornamentation at our various social entertain-

ments, bespeak our love for refinement.

The ingenious modes our commercial garden-

ers have adopted for the transportation of seeds

and small plants by mail, and their speedy and
safe travel, greatly promote the early distribu-

tion of new introductions ; the well compiled

volumes upon the various branches of horticul-

ture and other sciences, are very edifying, and
enlighten the minds of cultivators. Cliemistry

teaches us the constituents of soils and require-

ments of plants, by which we learn how to crop

different kinds of land, and how to improve them
for the growth of other crops, for which they are

naturally unsuited ; the kinds of manures to ap-

ply to different soils, and where the beneficial ef-

fects of concentrated fertilizers will show most
clearly.

Entomolof/y teaches the habits of insects and
how to destroy them.

Botcny tosLches the whole physiology of plants,

how to cultivate them and how to make them
productive and the causo of unproductiveness,

their general uses andhoAvand when they should
be used.

Pluinhinf) gives us a plentiful supply of water
where it is naturally scarce ; the lawn mower
and improved hand implements with yearly ad-

ditions, expedite and cheapen the labors. Labels

and stakes of various sizes, suited for all our
wants, are furnished us by machinery.

—

Very ornamental frames and lattice works arc

ingeniously wrought with galvanized wire, for

botii climbing vines and standing plants.

Horticultural exhibitions where choice new
productions and the superior yields of the old

are displayed, have stimulated a desire to com-
pete and excel. The essays and discussions upon

j

various topics are very instructive. Those of

our modern fruit growers are too discordant for

general edification—stiffness should yield to

reason.

Our superior modes of glass structures and
general knowledge of culture in them, have
elevated us in forcing fruits and vegetables and
in growing ornamental plants,and in keeping up
a constant bloom of tender exotics all winter ;

the raising and nui'sing of tender plants in hot

beds in spring, until the weather is warm enough

to set them out ; the saving of half hardy plants

during winter in cold frames and pits all help.

Our horticulture has already attained a lofty

standard. Our horticulturists are highly intelli-

gent and persevering. We are steadily ascend-

ing the hill of perfection and fame ; if tranquility

reigns, we will, ere the present century is run

out, be able to coi>e with the whole universe in

the qualities and values of horticultural improve-

ments and productions.

FOREIGN REMINISCENCES.
No. 6.

BY 11. W. SARGENT, ESQ.

ENGLISH TREES.

All English trees are more or less finer than

the same varieties in other countries. The foli-

age is usually larger and much deeper and darker

in color. The whole effect of a park tree, if

standing alone, is much denser and more umbra-

geous than our single trees, and the consequence

is a much finer effect of light and shade.

There arc also, certain trees which have a

world-wide reputation, such as the Druid Oaks
at Oakley Park, supposed to be over 3000 years

old. The Burnham Beeches, near Windsor,

some oaks at Welbeck Abbey, the Duke of Port-

land's, and in Sherwood Forest. Many of the

Yews are most wonderful in their api>earance

of age and antiquity—knarled, mossy, twisted,

grey—no living thing can look more vener-

able. There are Yews still flourishing in a green

old age in England, which are supix>sed to be

over 1000 years old.

In Hatfield Park, the Marquis of Salisbury 's, I

remember some ver3' fine oaks ; and in Windsor
Great Park there yet remain many wonderful b\)G-

cimens. The King's Oak is said to have been a fa-

vorite ofWilliam the Conqueror. The interior will

accommodate 20 to 30 persons, standing ; and 10

can sit down to dinner. There is still some disput

as to the celebnvted Hemes Oak. By many it

is supposed it was felled by command of George
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III ; but some of the oldest inhabitants of Wind-
sor insist that it is still standing in the little

Park.

Perhaps Sherwood Forest contains the finest

oaks as to size and age in the world. Birkland and

Bithage Forests together cover about oniiles ofthe

grandest niece of sylvan scenery imaginable. Bi-

thage is a complete forest of oaks, with the most

impressive aspect ofage to be seen in the kingdom.

As Miss Ilowitt beautifully describes it : A thou-

sand years, ten thousand tempests, lightenings,

winds and wintry violence have flung their utmost

force on these trees; and there they stand,trunk af-

ter trunk, scathed, hollow, gnarled, stretching out

their bare sturdy arms on their mingled foliage

and ruin—a life iu death. All is grey and old—the

ground is grey—beneath, the trees are grey with

clinging lichens—the very heather and fern that

spring below have a character of the past.

On all sides you see standing in their solemn

steadfastness, huge, wierd, and mossy Oaks-some

riven and laid bare from summit to root by the

thunderbolts of past tempests.

An immense tree called the " Shamble Oak,"

is so called as the place where Robin Hood hung

his slaughtered deer; and to this day there still

remains the hooks in its vast hollow. At Wel-

beck (the Duke of Portland's) near Sherwood, in

fact a part of the forest, are several wonderful

Oaks, the Porter Oaks,-one being 100 feet high,by

40 feet in circumference—the other 90 by 30. The

Seven Sisters 88 feet high by 80 in circumference.

The Greendale Oak, in 17-24 had an opening suffi-

ciently large to drive acarriage and four through.

The circumference above the arch is 35 teet3 in-

ches, and the height of the arch 10 feet. This tree

is supposed to be 800 to 1000 years old.

aSText to the Oak, the Beech is in England the

[the IJUHNJIAM liEECIIES.]

most impressive of trees, if we except a few

of the grand old Cedars of Lebanon. Among
the celebrated Beeches are the Burnham Beeches

which Gray,anthor ofthe beautiful elegy in a coun-

try churchyard mentions as, '
• The nodding Beech

that wreathes its old fantastic roots so high,"

near, Windsor, of which a sketch is annexed,

tjuite a-s wonderful in their way as the Oaks in

feliecwood Forest. The great Beech in Windsor

Forest is supposed to have existed b<ifore the con-

quest. The trunk at G feet from the ground

measures 36 feet in circumference. The Knole

Beech is 88 feet high, diameter of the trunk 8 feet

4 inches, and of the head 352 feet. At Knolc too

there is a magnificent avenue of Beeches, called

the Duchess walk. At Taymouth Castle, the Mar-

quis of Bredalliane's, I measured last year a Beech

43 feet in circumference (the stem) 4 feet from

ground ; and a Larch at Blair Athol, one hun-

dred years old—the first Larch i)lrtnt*'d in Scot-

land, lOi feet in circumference »> feet from the

ground, "having a tall columnar stem, nearly

120 feet, and a head like an Oak or Cedar of Li 1>-

auon. The L.irch plantations at Blair Athol,

cover 11,000 acres, and 27,000,000 of trees have

been set out.
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PUKSH'S JOURNAL.
{Continued.)

Jan. 9. After breakfast I took to the road on

my return to the water uap ;
going the same

route as I had corae up the River, the day ex-

ceeding warm & the fatigues of yesterday made
me feel it so much more. I took niy course

sevex'al times up the water courses to the moun-
tains, but observed nothing interesting ; I ar-

rived in the afternoon at Hellers on theBushkill;

hero I stood over night, from this place I would

have to turn off to thelx'ach woods, so I inquired

for the route, but could not get any satisfactory

information ; I had to return to Howsers on the

"Water gap to sent off my trunks from there, so

I exi>ected to find information by some body
there. All the country about here is nothing but

heaps of mountains interspersed by small streams

of water, some of them so wild that there is no
access to them the vegetation generally the same
as near Philadelphia.

Jan. 10. About noon I arrived back at How-
sers. Rested myself for the rest of the day, to

make myself ready to set out for the beach

woods to morrow. Packed up my trunk &
made up my wallet to be ready to be absent

from my trunk for some time, at least untill

arrived at Tyoga.

Jan. 11. I had to wait for an opportunity to

put my trunk back to Easton having no chance

of sending it from this place to Tyoga ; about
noon a wagon arrived to go to Easton, with

which I sent it oft; & immediately after,set out for

my Journey. After rii^e consideration & being not

able to get any good information about the route

through the beach woods from above the river I

coucludet to take the route to Wilkesbarre ; being

besides informed to meet with a great part of

the route that way, similar to the beach woods
and to have to pass the very high mountain Poko-
no, which abounds in large swamps, I thought it

lu'st to take that route. I travelled along side a

ridge of hills & mountains having a pleasant culti-

vated valley, bordered b}^ the blue ndge to my
loft hand ; I only travelled about 12 m. to Shafer's

tavern, where the road from Easton comes in.

The valley along the ridge, though only wa-
tered by little sjirings now, seems to have been

a bi'd of a very fine large river, which probably

"•mtind itself through the wind gap ; all the

stone found about here are rouudet off, by the

rolling in the old bed of this large river ; & even

large rocks of several yards diamcitcr have the

mark of having been worked upon by the water.

12. I left Shafers early in the morning though

it Ixiing very cloudy, I expected it might clear

off; but having gone a little ways it began to

i-ain & I was obliged to t:ike shelter at another

public house only 3 m. distance, call'd Ilnths, It

formed itself into a rainy day alltogether, &
having procured an old toren map of the tract of

my journey at Minisink which I found would all

fall to pieces immediately, I betuck myself to

making a copy of it which occupied me nearly all

day.*

13, Still rainy; but after breakfast it beginning

to look likely for clearing oft ; I went on toward

Pokono mountain, only G m. distance. Frequent

showers interrupted me all the way ; When I

came to the foot of the mountain I observed the

Kalmia latifolia beginning to flower, In a wet

meadow Senecio aureus, Stellaria graminea (?)

decandria 3 gynia petalis bifidis—Remains of

Trillium erythrocarpum, Diervilla, — leafs of

Dracaena borealis, Pyrola rotundifolia—without

flowers —Anemone nemorosa. Orchis bifolia(?)I

only found one specimen, though I searched for

more, of this singular species of this tribe, but I

expect to find a chance for more further on. The
ascend of the Pokono lately has been turnpiked

to the top, where they are still going on to meet

the turnpike through the great swamp. I ob-

served nothing particular, but coming to the bar-

rens in the top, I soon found Comus canadensis

fl—Rhodoi*a canadensis grows here in great plenty

& might casely been taken for Azalea when out of

flower, it nearly is done now flowering: Trientalis

sp. I begin to doubt of its being the same as the

European. This country being so high a spot, I

thought it worthy of making some stay here, to

have a full examination of it ; accordingly I took

lodging at a small hut, newly erected there for

the accommodation of travellers. After tiiking

some refreshment I took a walk towards the

pine swamp.
Those swamps as flvr as they are accessible are

full of wet holes filld with Siv^gnum & other

* Tills veritable copy of the map, with the ronte traced

upon it l),v Mr. I'ursli, has l>een presentetl to the Amer-
ican Philosophlenl Horlefy, by Piof. A. Gray, to whom
it was niv«>n by lYof. Tiickeniian, of Amlierst College.

Tills pontleninn, atltMulintr tlio sale of the Hotnnienl

^[usi'um of the Iiiti' Mr. I,umU-rt, purchased two collec-

tions i>f Aiiicrlcaii jilioits;—one of which conlained

PnrsIi'K (Inpllcatc sinviinens; and ainonK Ihcm, this

map was found. A »;ln({nliir incident where things are

hrouKht together after a long period of separation : in

tills case, a term of 00 years has elapsed.
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mosses, between which ihe Cornns, on high hil-

locks shows its bcautifuU white flower : Trien-

talis in great plenty—here and there a plant of

Po]\-gala grandiflora AValt. fl—Panax 3-foliata fl.

Rubus Dalibarda, R. saxatilis ?—fl. the ITelonias

erythrosperma Mx. very frequent in more dry

situations—just now drowiug up its flowers,

—

they call it here Unicorn & say it poisons cows

& other cattel. A species of Trillium, which 1

think has not been taken notice of by Michaux,

& which I call T. pictum, on account of the

beautifull red stripes which the petals are mark-

ed with on their base, grows all over these

swamps, Kalmia augustifolia is natural to these

grounds, .either wed or dry. It is just beginning

to flower- A species of Viburnum. In a small

run Chrysosplenium oppositifolium.— Thesium
cor3-mbulosum fl. Yacciuium disomorphum,

resinosum, stamineum, pennsylvanicum in full

flower. I observed a species of umbelliferous

plant very common here, which seemed new to

me. Leaves of Epilobiuni augustifolium as I

supposed.—Before evening I found in a very

bogy wet piece among the shade of bushes a spe-

cies of Convallaria entirely new to me : It has a

a raceme of sparsed white flowers, & from 1 to 3

leaves on the stem, its roots go through the

spagnum & mud to such a depth, that with all

my endeavors I could not get one wholly out o

the ground.

Jm\. 14. In sight of this house there appeared

a high mountain or knob, called Bimble hill,

which I was anxious to ascend, it being only at

a small distance from the place I stood at ; the

landlord So another man made up parthie with

me with their rifles, to go up to it & from it to the

ponds, which are at a small distance from here
;

in ascending the mountain I observed nothing

new, the sides & top are composed of a thin soil

over loose stones & rocks ; I found on moist places

the Cornus canadensis up to the very top. Dier-

villa & the common mountain Gooseberry grow
among the top rocks though the country being

so very high I dit not observe the Sorbus or Sam-
bucus pubens common to such places. On the X.
W. side of this mountain several deep holes, like

wells,some of them above30 ft. deep,have been ob-

served by the hunters, we were in persuit of them,

but could not find them, none of the company
ever had been upon this mountain. The vacci-

nium stamineum was here in full flower in great

abundance.
After having spent sometime in examination

of the top. we descended on the E. side to get to

the ponds& Cranberry mashes ; In coming near ta

the foot of the hill I observed strong plants of the

umbelliferous kind above mentioned which soon

persuaded me to be nothing else, but the Aralia

hispida, though I dont know this plant, having

never seen it, but the habit, shows this to be a

species of Aralia, the people call it here Swamp
Elder.—Coming down near the ponds I observed

several of the former mentioned plants, & for the

first time in this nighborhood the Epigsearepens.

In crossing the main road I observed amons the

washed stones a kind of black lead ore, very

heavy & but little apt to blacken the things,

rubbed with it, probably lead may be found in

this part, if searched for diligently.—Dalibarda

fragaroides out of flower grows very frequently

on mossy hillocks in company of Mitchella repens

—& very often Helleborus trifolius when we came

to the ponds & cranberry marshes all my atten-

tion was paid to the plants ofthe spagnous places.

These marshes are covered with a thick coat

spagnum, floating in a manner on a more or less

watery mud, which easely gives away & let you

sink through one to four feet deep ; below this a

hard and sound bottom is found, which makes

those places somewhat different from those, of a

similar description, I have been used to see ; At

first I was somewhat timid, to go through, for

fear of sinking deeper in, than I would be able

to get out again, but finding so solid a base we

went on from one side to the other without dan-

ger : the Cranberrys of last year's growth, were

now in such a condition to make a very agree-

able Sc pleasant repast : I never thought to eat

so much of this fruit raw, as I dit this day.

On the edges towards the water, the Orontium

aquaticum was in full bloom, which I suppose has

been done flowering long ago in the nighborhood

of Philada., amongst the Cranberry patches the

Sarracenia purpurea, was begining to flower

—

further oft, & more near to the dry ground the

Andromeda pulverulenta, & still more farther

back from it the Kalmia augustifolia made very

thick & low covers of the ground :—Here & there

I observed some of the Larix americana calld

here Tamarack tree—& a great deal of that kind

of Pines calld here double spruce ; for want of

descriptions I can not recollect which it is.—Sev-

eral species of Carices grew among the moss—

&

in the ponds itself the Nymphea lutea began to

show its flowers.—Those ponds unite their water

& fall down Pokona to furnish one of the

branches of Lehigh river. This mountain

seems to be a good deal higher than the blue
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ridge «& its vegetable productions show the rela-

tion of its climate, with that of Canada, I dont
know whether Rhodora canadensis has been

found nearer to Philada. than this place but I

almost doubt it has.

15. I intended to leave this, this morning,
but it set in for rain, which made me give up the

Idea of leaving it this day : I wrote on the letter

for Dr. Barton & finished it so as to have it ready,

if any oportunity ofsending it on, should offer.—

About noon it looked for clearing off; I took the
road, but was soon overtaken by heavy showers
which obliged me take up lodging near Toby
hannah creek—Before I arrived there I fell in

company of a gentleman on horseback going to

Easton to whose care I intrusted the letter, fin-

ished this morning, desiring him to be so kind
as to but it in the post office there.—Jfothing re-

markable seen all this day ^as I descended down
Pokono, gradually the plants, so interesting to
me there left me, one after the other, & only
more common Pennsylvania plants made the
cover of the ground.

16h. The morning promising a fair day, I was
anxious of seeing the great Wilkesbarre swamps,
after entering it, I soon found, that I would have
no more chance than just to walk the main road,
which is generally made artificially with logs &
ground on it; the Tiarella cordifolia grows
here in great plenty ; now in full bloom. I ob-
served a white violet, siniilar to the one seen in

the Water gap, but near to it & seemingly con-
nected with the stolones of this, I observed leafs

& roots of an other species with very large &
thick leaves, quit different from the one men-
tioned. Here for the first time I seen the Oxalis

acetosella, as I supposed Michaux calls it, this

very handsome flowering species seems, to the

best of my recollection of the &ame plant in Eu-
rope, to be quite another thing, the fiowers of

this species are fare larger inside white, outside

purplisb, sometimes quite purple both with dark
purple stripes, wbich terminate near the base of

the Lamina in a yellow eye ; The flowers of the

O. acetosella of Europe are clear white without
the stripes or the yellow eye, & far smaler as far

as I recollect the leaves may be the same shape,

but as I suppose the specimens of Michaux were
compared in a dryed state & likely bad oncs)

with the European sort, made the error.—Tama-
rix glauca and sempervirens in full flower :

—

The gntund in any open place is covered with dif-

ferent species of Fern, Osinundas «& Ni'phrodium^

of tlie more common kind.— I dit not observe

any of the Cornus canadensis here, untill I had
crossed the Lehigh, when I med with a few plants

of it, & the Convallaria bifolia in full bloom.

Here I likewise observed the Azalea nudiflora

yet in full flower, which is done, almost every-

where else. The Trientalis is here in a larger

& more european like shape, than I seen it at Po-

kono.—The chief timber of this swamp is as far

as T could see it—Hemlock mixed with "Water

beach (Carpinus) Aspen &c. I think even it

would have taken the trouble to penetrate for

some distance into it I would not have found any

thing more interesting, as I seen along the main
road, with but very little deviation from it, now
and then, when chance «& oportunity required or

allowed it. Late in the evening, after crossing

several very high ridges, I arrived at Wilkesbarre,

& took up my quarters at Mr. Fells.

Jihn. Vih. Wilkesbarre lays in a most charm-

ing situation, the rich and spacious bottom,

which the mountains from here, on the Susque-

hannah is indeed picturesque—I have not seen a

town in Pensylvania so pleasantly situated, as

this. Harrisburg on the Susquehannah is the

nearest to it ; but by no means equal in every re-

spect ;the newly opened turnpike to Easton, will

bring the trade of the upper part of this river into

the Delaware, as the land carriage of all kind of

produce will be easier, than the very diflicult

water carriage down the River.

DRYIXG PEARS.
BY MR. THOS. L. SHEILDS, SEWICKLY, ALLE-

GHENY CO., PENXA.

In the August Xo. of the Monthly, in an arti-

cle on " Drying Pears," your readers are invited

to communicate anything they may know of the

process. IIow the pears referred to were dried

I do not know. But in answer to your enquiry,

I send you by Express to Germantown to day

two specimen boxes of pears, dried here after

the mode practised in our fomily for many 3'ears.

They are Seckel pears, prepared last year. Those

in box marked No. 1 were dried whole, and in

halves unpared. Those in box No. '2 were first

pared and halved or quartered. The process is

quite simple. They are taken when quite ripe

and placed in the oven after the bread, for the

baking of which the oven was heated, is removed.

Here they remain until the oven becomes cold,

when they are taken out and laid away in a dry

place until next baking day—an interval of four

or t\yc days—when the same process is repeated.
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When the pea/s are large,or are to be dried

whole, a third insertion in the oven is necessary.

They will keep an indefinite time We have

kept them— I hardly dare say how many years

—

certainly four or five. If I am not mistaken my
neighbors, the Economit.es, have kept them eight

or ten years. I think you will like them and

agree with me that those dried whole are the

best.

If you wish any further information upon the

subject that I can supply, I would be pleased to

do so. You say your German pears were " not

so sweet as figs, of course." You will find these

sweeterjand better than figs, ifmy taste is reliable.

[We are very much obliged to Mr. Shields for

this communication. The Pears sent were much
superior in quality to the German pears referred

to. They were certainly better than the best

figs, and if they could be brought regularly into

market at a cheap rate, the trade in these dried

peal's would be almost unlimited. "Dried pears, '

'

as usually sold, are dry, woody—indeed wooden

things,—and unpopular. These are as juicy as if

just gathered from the tree. Those with skins

on are not handsome : but this, not an object

with those who would dry for their own use,

could he easily remedied by those who preferred

them,especially for market. Paring would make

them high priced. Possibly they might b 3 skinned

as peaches are by some lye preparation. At any

rate there is enough in these excellent samples to

show that the Pear grower need not force his

crop on a falling market, or wonder what to do

with his surplus pears.

—

Ed.]

REPORT OF VISIT TO THE VINEYARDS
OF MISSOURI.

BY B. L. KINGSBURY.

Rea/l before the Alton Hort. Society Aug. Sth.

Mr. President :—By invitation of Dr. Hull,

and in company with some of the prominent

grape growers of Missouri, I have had the plea-

sure of visiting some of the most extensive vine-

yards of Missouri, between St. Louis and Pilot

Knob. Upon Dr. Hull, as one of the State Ad
Interim committee, will devolve the duty of

making an elaborate report of our visit for the

State Horticultural Society.

In the mean time a synopsis of our visit may
not be without interest to the members of this

Society. Taking the cars at St. Louis at 8 o'clock

A. M., we went directly to Pilot Knob. About

fifty miles from St. Louis, the iron region begins.

From there to the knob (about 40 miles) the

country is rough, and very uninviting to either

agriculturists or horticulturists. Corn crops poor

on the whole route, and the appearance of the

fields indicates poor crops of grain. Apples re-

markably fair and large crops. AVe passed but

few orchards of large size after striking the iron

district.

After spending a short time at the Knob, we

took the return train for Vineland, where the in-

vestigations were to commence. Vineland is

about fifty miles from St. Louis, at the commence-

ment of the iron district. At this point we visited

the vineyards of Dr. Dyer, Judge Newcomb and

Mr. Marsh, staying over night with Dr. Dyer.

They all have extensive vineyards, in which we

found the grapes rotting badly, particularly Con-

cord. In the vineyard of Dr. Dyer we estimated

the loss by rot to be 50 per cent, at least. In the

other vineyards, less. Taking the cars in the

morning, we came on to De Soto, and visited the

extensive vineyards and orchards of Col. Bain-

bridge, who has one of the finest fruit farms in

the AVest. Found considerable rot in the Con-

cord, probably 10 per cent.

The few Catawbas we saw were badly affected

with mildew and sun scald. At this point Dr.

Hull, (who can scent fungi forty rods, and whose

nasal < rgah was spoiling for want of exercise-)

was seen to start on a 2.40 gait for the extensive

peach and apple orchard of Col. Bainbridge,

and the cry for a spade gave notice to the rest of

the party that he had treed some fungus. Seve-

ral trees were soon uprooted and found to have

been killed by a fungus which attacks the roots.

It is a new disease, and was first discovered by

him this season in Southern Illinois, in the ex-

tensive pear orchard of Parker Earle. In the or

chard of Col. Bainbridge it had attacked the

pear and apple, and was supposed to have been

the death of several cherry trees. The Doctor

having had a hearty meal of fungi retired in

good order, and was soon seen bearing a full

grown peach tree on his shoulders, which he con-

vinced us was dying with the yellows, a disease

said to be contagious. It already had a strong

foothold in the orchard of Col. Bainbridge, and

unless it can be checked will soon destroy his

whole orchard.
Mr. Thomas, who is good authority, says an

instance is not known of a tree being saved that

was badly infected. They should be burned root

and branch, and no peach tree put in the same

place, as the smallest piece of root left in the
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ground is sufficient to give the disease. Col.

Bainbridge has 4.000 trees just coming into hear-
ing, and it is a very serious matter to contem-
plate the loss of so fine an orchard. Leaving
De Soto we came on to Bushhurgh,the residence
of Isadore Bush and Sou, twenty-five miles from
St. Louis. He has extensive propagating houses,
as well as vineyards. Here we find very little

rot. Concord and Rogers' No. 1, the most, but
neither of them to much extent. He has a large
number of varieties, all looking well in fruit and
foliage, and showed systematic and intelligent

pruning and training.
Major E. S. Foster has a vineyard near by,

of nine acres of Concord of two years' growth,
which shows the most uniform look ever witnessed

:

not a vine missing, all grown with equal vigor
;

leaves bright, healthy, and free from disease of
insects—worth a journey of several miles to see.

One mile farther on brings us to the residence
of Rev. Chas. Peabody, President of the Missou-
ri State Horticultural Society. Mr. Peabody
has been one of our party during our investiga-
tions, and gives us a cordial welcome to "Glen-
wood," where we pass the night. His place lies

on the river, twenty-four miles from St. Louis
;

the place is new, but will, in time, be one of the
handsomest country seats near St. Louis. It

has all those natural advantages of scenery for

which the Mississippi bluflfs excel. He has a small
vineyard in its first bearing year ; fruit and vines
showing exemption from disease and insects.

Ho trains on trellis to perpendicular wires ; uses
no twine, but fastens altogether with tendrils—
and the method is certainly a success with him.
Leaving Glenwood, our next and last visit is

to "CUfF Cave," fifteen miles from St. Louis.
This property consists of between two and three
acres, situated on the river, and about two hun-
dred feet above it. It is owned by a stock com-
pany, of which Dr. Spaulding is the much largest

share-holder, and has general charge of all the

operations connected with it. There are twenty-
one acres in grapes of different varieties, princi-

pally Concord, Norton's Virginia, and Ives.

Fruit and vines are looking finely ; an occasional

rotten berry—but no more than we all find each
year. Rogers' No. 1 is worst of all.

The bearing vines arc trained on the horizon-

tal arm system, and closely pinched in. In
passing through a two-year old vineyard of Nor-
ton's Virginia, Dr. Hull saw a dead vine, and
there was an immediate cry for a spade. He
wished to get at the root of the matter, and show

us that he smelled something worse than fungus

this time. On digging down about eight or ten

inches we found the vine completel}^ eaten off by
a borer, and farther search unearthed a borer

two inches in length, half an inch in diameter

at the head, and tapering. On farther search we
found several vines dead, five of which we dug
up and found a borer at each one. It is some-

thing new, and undescribed ; and the fact that

siich a borer is at work should be immediately

known throughout this State, and Missouri.

Dr. Hull found the same one in Southern Illinois

this season, which I believe is the first time he

was discovered and made known.
Every one having a vineyard should dig up

every vine they find dead, and if cut off by a

borer, hunt him out and destroy him ; he will

be found within a few inches of where the vine

is cut off. Each one if left may be the parent of

innumerable others,and if they once become gen-

eral, farewell to the vineyard in which they find

lodgment. There were probably twenty vines

in this vineyard destroyed by borer, enough if left

to themselves to have destroyed every vine in

the vineyard of twenty-one acres in two or three

years.

Dr. Spaulding immediately set men to work
digging them out with orders to find every borer

if it took all summer. We gave Mr. Riley three

fine specimens,M^ho will breed them, and describe

them in the "American Entomologist."
The result of our investigation may be epito-

mized thus : that the iron district is not suited to

the grape. The farther we came from it ap-

proaching St. Louis, the better the grape in fruit

and foliage.

The Concord this year is not so healthy as Ca-

tawba; I think the same fact will hold in this re-

gion.

Rogers No. 1 are rotting badly in nearly

every vineyard. Delaware, Norton's Virginia

and the Ives are doing finely both in fruit and

foliage.

That as an example of clean culture systematic

and intelligent pruning, the vineyards we visited

can challenge the West.
That the grape is threatened with a borer

worse in its effect than mildew, rot, and leafhop-
'

per combined.
That the yellows in the peach has got a strong

foothold in the region we visited. That a ncAV

disease of fungoid character threatens our fruit

trees. And finally that for generous hospitality

the grape growers of Missouri cannot be excell-

ed.
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SAND AND WATER FOR CUTTINGS.

BY J. M.

The plan ofstriking cuttings in sand and water,

is one which I think might be more profitably

followed than is supposed.

This is no new plan, having been known to our

fathers years ago, but it is oftentimes not thought

of, when we are wishing we knew some way of

rooting some difficult case in hand. In the heat

of summer, when this system ot rooting should be

practised, we are usually busied with other work

thau propagating, simply from our not having

given it a thought, and never having seen it

much practised. I have experimented somewhat

largely with both hardy and tender plants and

shrubs, and have had fair success, though being

quite beaten with some obstinate cases. I place

my pots or pans of cuttings in the full sun in a

greenhouse, and water sufficiently to keep from

tlagging. I have found that too much water is

as bad as too little, the rule seems to be to give

enough to keep them fresh and no more.

I have rooted, Rondoletia speciosa major,

Petroea volubilis, Aloysia, and others that are

somewhat difficult of rooting, with ease, by this

plan ; my Gardenias, Camellias, and the hardy

Magnolias are easily rooted in the same way.

Sometimes the hard wooded cuttings will not root

at once, but if retained in the pans until the bot-

tom heat is put on in the propagating pits in the

fall, and placed therein, they push out roots im-

mediately . I have rooted Magnolia glauca, in

that way very successfully. I am this year try-

ing Roses, with every appearance of success,

—

these latter are, however, out of doors, plunged

in a half shady place, kept continually wet, by

watering morn, and eve. One advantage I find

in this method, irrespective of its success, is the

small amount of care required. In the morning

they are watered, together with other plants,

and requiring no other care until night, enabling

one to attend to other business, thus dispensing

with the watchful care that most other systems

require. There are very many choice plants one

may have, that has baffled all attempts at propa-

gating, which will be found to succumb to the

simple process of sand and water.

EDITOEIAL.
THE ENGLISH AND AMERICAN ASSO-
CIATIONS FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF SCIENCE.
The American Association for the advance-

ment of Science held its annual session this year

at Chicago ; and during the same time the Brit-

ish Association was holding theirs in England.

The Gardener''s Chronicle congratulates its read-

ers that Botany is receiving more honor than it

has had. Dr. Hooker has been chosen Presi-

dent ot the Association for the forthcoming year.

In our own association Botany did not receive

much attention ; Geology had more enthusiastic

votaries. The only botanical papers read were

by Thomas ^leehan on The Laws of Adnation

in the Leaves of Goniferce; on the Botany of

Mount Mansfield, Vermont, by James Hyatt

;

Habits and Peculiarities of Plants in South East-

ern Neio York, by the same author ; The Palu-

dal Endfxjens, a class intermediate between En-

dogens and Ex/jgens, by T. C. Ililgard, comprise

the whole list out of some ope hundred oflered

on various branches of science. A paper oflered

on the Darwinian theory of development was

not read, its author not appearing when his

name was called.

In England Dr. Hooker's address devoted

much time to this matter. He remarked that

since the origin of species was published, ten

years ago, it has passed through four English

editions, two American, two German, two

French, several Russian, a Dutch, and an Italian,

whilst of the work on variation, which first left

the publisher's house not seven months ago, two

English, a German, Russian, American and Ita-

lian edition are already in circulation ; that so

far from natural selection being a thing of the

past, it is an accepted doctrine with every philo-

sophical naturalist, including a considerable pro-

portion Avho are not prepared to admit that it

accounts for all Mr. Darwin assigns to it. Re-

views on the " Origin of Species" arc continually

appearing on the Continent ot Europe, and Agas-

siz, in one of the addresses which he issued to

his collaborateurs on their late voyage to the

Amazon, directs their attention to this theory
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as a primary object of the expedition they were

then undertaking. lie further asserted, that of

the many eminent naturalists who have accepted

it, not one has been known to abandon it ; that

it gains adherents steadily ; and that it is par

excellence an avowed favorite with the rising

schools of naturalists.

It was much regretted by many that Mr.

Moran's paper did not come up at Chicago. It

would have been an excellent opportunity to

know exactly how this interesting matter stood

there at the present time. We have been urged

to give Mr. Meehan's paper in our columns, but

we do not like to anticipate the regular pub-

lished proceedings of the society.

WIIEKE IS THE WEST ?

Our readers need not be told how trifling

errors very often lead to very great mischief.

It is this knowledge which makes us particular

in even small facts. Were it otherwise we

should feel open to a charge of " wanting to be

smart " in noting the little mistakes of some of

our contemporaries.

How a little error grows, is shown in the case

of the Canada Thistle. Last flill a friend wrote

in another journal, that he had seen this terrible

thin<' " all along the lines of railroad every-

where West." This has been copied into all the

" secular papers." The most ingenious theories

have been elaborated to account tor the fact, and

the time of grave legislators has been occupied

in devising pains and penalties on all who loud

a careless hand in this wonderful scatterment.

One theory to account for their being " every-

where West" amused us. " Behind each car

was a vacuum, and into this vortex the rushing

air followed, drawing the thistle seed, suspended

by its down, with it. As soon as the car stop-

ped the seeds sank down, and there a nest of

seedlings formed."

How very pretty it sounds 1 But all who have

looked to their own senses for their facts, know

that the down of thistle, or any similar plant,

does not keep the seed to tly far from home. The

down which we see Hying about has long since

left its seed V^ehind. It is but a balloon with its

car detached. We have never yet caught a

lighthj floathvj thistle down that had a perfect

seed attached to it. But, beyond all this, we

cannot fmd this thistle " along the lines of rail-

road everywhere West." We were reminded

last year, after going over tweuty-Qve hundred

miles of railroad, and not seeing any, that the

" West was a great place," and " we had not been

everywhere West." We have since been in an-

other totally difterent direction, three thou-

sand miles "along the railroads," without see-

ing a stalk. There are a few on the waste ground

around some of the older towns, like Toledo and

Cleveland ; but this has nothing to do with the

" railroad lines. " It is plain we liave not yet

been " everywhere west."

Another and more important thing satisfies

us we have not yet found "the West." We
have fought against the barbaric practice of cut-

ting away the surface roots of fruit trees, under

pretence of "good cultivation." For a long

time we fought alone. But it came to be a recog-

nized fact, that just at the surface was just

where the feeding roots of a tree were most

wanted. Kow there are but few observing men
who do not thank the Oardener^s Monthly for its

course on this question. But some of the west-

ern writers discovered a new and remarkable

physiological fact, and it was duly recorded in

the Journal of Horticulture. Caring for surface

roots might do in the east, where the roots, they

at length admitted, did run near the surface ; but

western roots ran doivn, and a different practice

should prevail there. We have examined this

matter in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Ken-

tucky, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota and

elsewhere ; and as we find the trees there run

shallower if anything^ than in Pennsylvania, we
are again constrained to ask, " where is the

West ?

We would urge on our friends who write for

our horticultural journals to be very careful

about their facts. These two little matters which

we have taken as illustrations, trilling as they

may seem to be, will be the cause of incalculable

injury—the deep rooting theory especially, as

obstinate old errors, which annually destroy

thousands of trees, and make fruit growing in

the United States unpopular, will find a strong

defence for many years by it, copied so widely

and extensively as the supposed discovery has

been.

RIPENING OF PERSIMMONS.
At a recent meeting ofthe New York Farmer's

Club, Mr.D. II. Jaqucs of Boston, was introduced,

who read a paper on the Persimmon. After the

paper was read a brief discussion ensued. A. S.

Fuller stated that it has been said that the per-

simmon is not eatable until after there has been
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a frost. But this is not so, as the persimmon

grows in localities Avhere there never is any frost,

and the ti iiit is edihle. lie thought the attention

of fruit culturists should be turned to the im-

provement of this fruit.

It is a remarkable fact that so very few persons

know why a fruit is eatable when " ripe, " more

than wlu'U green. But the fact is, a fruit is ripe

long before it is eatable. In an apple, for instance,

the fruit is ripe as soon as the seeds ax'e black. So

far as the tree is concerned the process is finished.

Vitality goes no turther. Decay at once com-

mences, and it is only after this has progressed

some length, that the fruit is " ripe " in an edible

sense. A ripe fruit is there fore a partially rotted

fruit—nothing more. The French seem to un-

derstand this better. "While the English say ofa

medlar, " it is not good to eat till it is rotten, "

the French use the word hMie to signify merely a

stage of deca3\ A bletted medlar means there-

fore a medlar partially decayed.

Now frost has no more to do with a persimmon

than to hasten its decay. Time would do this as

well as frost, and thus we find some persimmons

good to eat before frost, because they ripen early,

and decay naturally without the aid of frost.

It seems like blaspheming one's idol to say of

a delicious fruit, that it is good only because it is

rotting—but so it is.

THE LESSONS OF THE YEAK.
TTc promised in our last number to retui-n to

the subject to which we incidently referred, in our

first paper under the above heading, namely, the

reason why plants die under a low temperature
;

our point being that the cause was not the ex-

pansion of the moisture, thereby causing cell

rupture; but rather cell shrinkage, or the loss of

moisture by excessive evaporation.

We have now three criticisms before us,—one

by Mr. Sargent, one by Mr. Ilovey, and one by

Mr, A. Featherman in Southern Planter. It

would be a pleasure to give thciir remarks in full,

had we the space. We shall try, however, to do

their arguments no injustice.

Mv. Sargent gives his experience of the past

winter in evergreens, and finds " contrary to Mr.

Meehan's theory about the necessity of shelter,"

that " that those things protected or sheltered

the most, have suffered most." Had Mr. Sar-

gent stopped here, it would have been puzzling
;

but fortunately he explains what he means by

"protection,—tilings " planted in a wood, and

surrounded by the protection of Evergreens."

Mr. S.has spent the last few years in Europe,and

has not had the opportunity to read the Qarden-

er''s Monthly regularly ; those of our friends who
have followed our pages closely, are acquainted

with the discoveries recorded during that time in

our journal, that whenever a plant suffers in

summer from a want of light, or from a want of

moisture, its vitality is so much weakened that

it readily parts with its hold on life, under a

very moderate low temperature. Therefore, we
naturally look for great mortality from plants

under such circumstances, independently of any
other cause. lie says, "the west side of a wood
was the next fotal place." Naturally so. The
roots of the trees made the soil dryer, but the

plants had a little more light,and hence a stronger

vitality than those in the wood. " Those protect-

ed on the east side, and receiving the sudden rays

of the mid-day sun, have either died, or sufiered

so much as to render them worthless." "Those
on the east suffered very little." AYill Mr. Sar-

gent tell us, how the mid-day sun can injure a tree

in such cases, except on the basis of our explana-

tion. It will be seen that there is nothing in our

friend's facts which opposes our view, or which

can he explained on any other theory than ours.

Mr. Sargent does not attempt it.

Mr. Hovey thinks "Mr, Sargent does not have

much confidence in the evaporation theory, as

he clearly proves that a location where the con-

gealed sap vessels are thawed gradually, is the

safest." When sap vessels "congeal" they burst.

This is always the result ofexpanding moisture.

In the cases before us they do not burst. They
die from shrinkage. We are discussing why
plants die when the vessels do not burst. If the

sap in Mr. Ilovey's plants congeal, he is discus-

sing something which we are not, and so we
may clearly pass his argument over.

Mr. Ilovey, however, himself seems very

doubtful about the value of his own argument,

for he concludes by saying, " if by shelter we
mean a plantation of trees at sufficient distance

to break the force of the wind and yet allow abun-

dance of air and sun, this may Ixj of great ser-

vice," Thank you friend Ilovey. This is our

argument, nearly. In our case the facts we gave

showed shelter from winds was of service. Mr.

Ilovey has advanced so far only to a may be.

He will rank with us after a while.

Mr. Featherman's paper is of a philosophical

type. He seems to differ from us very m'u-h, and

in toto ; but we were surprised to find ourselves

I
agreeing with him sentence by sentence, as we
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carefully went through witli him. But when he

wovukI up we saw it all. lie saj's : "If the gen-

tleman had only substituted the going out of heat,

for the word ecaporation, and made use of the

word heat wherever the word moisture occurs, he

would have hit the nail upon its head, and his

article would have been a capital one, well de-

serving the attention of the farmer and the agri

culturist."

Again he says :
" The plant dies (under a low

temperature) partly from want of nourishment,

and partly by the abstraction of heat, which is

increased by the dessicating action of wind."

It so happens that heat is of no use to a plant

without moisture ; only by moisture does heat

circulate through a plant ; and it is only by evap-

oration a circulation of heat is kept up; xsith evap-

oration heal escapes. Our facts and conclusions

Mr. F. admits correct, if we substitute heat for

moisture. Suppose we do so. The result is the

same. He does not like our word evaporation.

He prefers to call it a " dessicating process."

Varying Mr. Featherman's language, we un-

derstand him thus : The loss of heat in plants is

increased by evaporation (dessieation). This

is exactly what we say, for of course we value

moisture only as a medium for the circulation of

heat. Mr. F. is "one of us."

We are glad of this discussion. Nothing can

be more important to the fruit grower and arbor-

iculturist. We have been too much under the

sway of closet philosophers. The man who goes

through the world with his eyes open, and with

a full knoAvledge of what the learned in science

has taught, sees but too sadlj^ how little they

know. AVhat they teach is generally true as far

as it goes, it is in the application in a general

way that we see the deficiency. When Rumford

taught that water was a non-conductor, because

he succeeded in boiling water on ice, by having

the water heated from the top instead of through

the ice at the bottom, he thought he had made a

wonderful discovery, and the world of physics

rung with his praises. He did not sec thei'e

were often counteracting forces. Yet people are

found who will cast Kumford at you to this day,

people who really know nothing of themselves,

people who are merely closet philosoplua-s.

In spite of" Locke," "Bacon," and other pon-

derous genuiscs whom our friends, once in a

while throw at us, we beg to say that no writer,

that we know of, knows anything about the death

ol" pbmts by freezing ; and before any of the rea-

ders of their works can understand it, they have
to believe the following articles of faith :

1st. That plants do not lie dormant or hyber-

nate in the winter.

2nd. That a plant must maintain heat to re-

tain its vitality through winter.

3rd. That to circulate heat through its sys-

tem in winter to prevent its parts from freezing

it can only do so through the medium of mois-

ture.

4th. That the dryer element invariably ab-

stracts from the moisture. The atmosphere

steals moisture from the plant in winter as well

as in sunmier, in proportion to its dryness.

5th. The dryness of the atmosphere is usually

in proportion to the lowucss of the temperature.

Gth. The more rapidly a dry surface is made
to pass over a moister one the greater is the

loss by the latter.

7th. There can be no vitality without a waste

of heftt.

8th. There can be no waste of heat in living

things without a waste of moisture.

9th. To supply this waste, moisture must be

drawn into the plants all through winter, even

though the roots be encased in frost.

10th. When evaporation goes on faster than

the capacity of the roots to supply it, death must
ensue.

If any of our friends purpose to disagree with

these propositions, we should like to know. If

they do not, the deduction must be made that

plants can be kilied by excessive loss of moisture in

cold weather, any philosophy t'"> the contrary not-

withstanding:.

ALG^ FROM A HOT SPRING.

At page 31 of Silliman's Journal of Arts and

Sciences, present volume, is an article from the

pen of Dr. H. C. Wood, of Philadelphia, on a

water plant found growing in a hot spring at

Benton, Owen's Valley, California ! The water

is often 100\ and it is interesting to know that

any plant can live in such a temperature.

Dr. Wood finds it to be a plant hitherto un-

described and he names it Nostoc caladarium.

This " plant" is apparently but a sort of gelati-

nous skin. On this membraneous matter ano-

ther new plant was found, named by him Chroo-

coccus thermophihts. This genus he says con-

tains the very lowest known organisms— simple

cells without nuclei, multiplying, so far as

known, only by cell divisions.
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THE TWIN HOLLIES OF ATLANTIC
CITY, N. J.

From time to time, during the few past years,

we have heard of these remarkahle trees,and have

listened to the most ingenious theories to ac-

count for their nature. Being in the vicinity

this summer, we had the following cut made of

this great curiosity.

These Hollifs (Z/cx opcai) arc about thirty

feet high, and the trunks about two and a half

feet in ciicumference. They stand, we believe

about six feet apart. The branch which unites

them is i>erfectly horizontal, and to the casual

observer, there is " neither l)eginning nor end "

to the connecting branch,—nothing by which to

show if it were a natural inarching case, from

which tree the connecting branch proceeded.

One theory we heard some years ago to ac-

count for it was, that one of these trees origin-

ally grew on a sand mound, of which this spot is

lull -that the young tree sent out a six foot run-

ner, and then rose peri)endicular]y to form a stem
at the same time sending down a perpendicular
tap root. The main tree also sent down a per-
pendicular tap root. In time the sand hill be-
came blown or washed away, and in the end the
tap roots became the trunks of the two trees-.

Were it not that we have heard very intelHgent
men arguing this way, we should not tliink it

worthy of note. If it is worthy of refutation,

the fact that the connection is evidently fifty

years younger than the trees connected, is enouirli.

Another theory is, the trunk of a tree will
elongate after a branch is formed, carryinir the
branch upwards with it, and that instead of any
washing away of a sand hill as in the other case,

the connection formed originally on the same
plan, was carried up. Lindley has argued the
possibility of elongation in his Theory of Horti-
culture, and shows the evidence against it. We
can prove his position Corxtorealhj as well as he
did physiologically, for Avhen some twenty years
ago, we used to visit a certain young lady, and
at that particular time, with little care for bo-
tanical problems, we used occasionally to 'bump'
our head against a prqjectingButtonwood branch.
We can now.if we want to,strike our head against
the same branch still. There has been no
elevation there. Independently of this, the com-
parative growth of the connection applies equally

here as before.

However, by a personal examination, we can
set the matter at rest. The branches of the
Holly are exceedingly stiff. It is difficult to get

it out of a set 2iosition. Many years ago a branch
from the tree on the right struck against the tree

on the left, and glanced or grew uptcnnU.

In many other more flexible trees, it mi<rl,t

have got away again; but the stiff nature of the
Holly kept it there. In time the objecting tree

grew with, and eventually surrounded the up-
right end of the intruding branch, until all

external trace of the union became lost. Aboi;!;

two feet above the point of union is a branch
coming out of the left hand tree, where it comes
out from the trunk is a slight dipression. If it

belonged properly to that tree there would be a
protuberaiice instead. It is really the apex ot

the bent up branch from the right hand tree, and
fully explains tlie mystery.

We have gone fully into this matter on account

of the incidental lessons it involves ; and, as

hundreds go annually to see the trees, it may
lay the seeds of valuable knowledge in vegetable,

physiology.
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PINUS BANKSIAXA AXD PINUS
RUBRA.

It is remarkable that two ofour most beautiful

native trees, the names ofwhich head this article,

should not be in cultivation. On referring to

]iotanical works, it is clear no one knows how
beautiful they are. Of Pinus Banksiaua, Dr.

Gray says, "alow straggling bush or a small

tree from two to twenty feet high." ]Michaux,

Xuttall, Richardson, Loudon and others give

about the same character of it. This is as much
as may be said of it in the outskirts of its pro-

per localit}'. Recently we had the opportunity

of examining it through what we suppose the

heart of its home. The woods between Lake

Michigan and Lake Superior, are mostly com-

posed of Pinus Banksiana and are generally from

twenty to forty feet high—at Escanauba we
handled one which was probably sixty feet high

and four and a half to five feet in circumference,

—little inferior in height to a very fine specimen

of Pinus rubra alongside of it. Richardson says,

towards the North pole the thickness of the trunk

is out of usual proportion to the breadth of the

branches. Not so here. The trunk had a ver}' long

tapering slender appearance as compared with the

branches. Occasionally specimens would be seen

standing by themselves ; and nothing could be

])rettier than the slender, straight stems, clothed

with its slender feathering. We have nothing

from Europe or Asia that would make a more

beautiful ornamental tree than the Gray or Bank-

siana Pine of this region.

The Red Pine is very much like the Aus-

trian in appearance. Growing in thick woods,

no one can appreciate their beauty ; but occa-

sional specimens,standing by themselves, showed

that the Red Pine was by no means inferior, if

not much prettier, than the Austrian. We hope

to see them some day generally grown.

the priority of right is with the first describer

who points out the specific distinction from other

plants. Accordingly dates have been hunted up,

and it appears Endlicher named Sequoia giyan-

teum in May 1347 ; Lindley, Wellingtonia (figan-

tea, December 1853 ; Seeman, Sequoia Wellinr,-

tonia, January 15th, 1855 ; Kellogg and Behr,

Taxodium giganteum^ May 7, 1855.

Singularly enough, it has been shown by Hook-

er that Endlicher did not mean the tree in dis-

pute by his name, but what is now known as

Abies bracteata ; so that name is out of the way.

Kellogg failed to see that it was not a Taxodium,
so that his name is also out of the pale of criti-

cism ; and therefore Seeman's name, according

to a strict interpretation of Botanical rules,would

seem to have abstract right in its favor

—

Seqnoiu

Wellingtonia.

OBLIQUE LEAVES.

THE MAMMOTH TREE.

Dr. Hooker has recently written to Professor

Brewer that the great tree has fruited in Kew,

and is as " true a Sequoia as can be, and should

have no other name;" and by common consent

the English Botanists have dropped the name of

"Wellingtonia." A lively discussion is now going

on as to what its true scientific apix;llation shall

be. Curious facts come to light. It is often

called Sequoia gigantea of Torrey ; but it appears

Torrey has had nothing to do with its descrip-

tion. As our readers know, in botanical science

Every one knows that in Begonia and some

other plants, the leaves are oblique ; that is, the

portion on one side of the mid-rib is more devel-

oped than on the other. Two of our native trees,

the Elm and the Hop hornbeam, have these ob-

lique leaves. In the volume of the Proceedings

of the Boston Society of Natural History just

published, Dr. Wilder shows that in the Elm the

larger portion is in the upper or most elevated

side—the leaves not lying with their edges hori-

zontally,—in the hornbeam the outer or lower

portion is the largest. De Candolle and Her-

bert Spencer have both tried to account for ob-

liquity in leaves, but Dr. Wilder showed their

reasoning insufficient. Dr. W. believed it to be

caused by no external agency, but by an inhe-

rent constitutional force.

Professor Agassiz remarked that German Bota-

nists, especially Schimper and Braun, had long

since investigated the development of leaves in

connection with the general subject of phyllotax-

is. They had found that each leaf was primarily a

swelling or wave of growth, freeing itself from

the axis of the embryo ; and that differences in

size between the sides of a leaf were caused l)y the

greater force of the wave in its upward or down-
ward descent. Such peculiarities as have been

pointed out between the leaves of the Elm and

Hop hornbeam, existed therefore in the earliest

formation of the leaf, while yet connected with

the axis by a broad base, and before any con-

struction for the petiole had taken place. Prof.

Agassiz thought the word antistrophe better
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expressed the invoi-sc relation of corrospouding

parts on tlic ojipositc sides of a line <han sym-

metry. Dr. AVildor had shown that the corrcs-

poudiiiij loa-res oii each side of a, shoot were sym-

mctriLtJ.

THE PINES OF CALIFORNIA.

M- .1 reeeut mcctincr of the California Academy

of Sciences, Dr. Ilolander said there were but

fifteen eixjcics aid igeiious to the State. Of Firs

there were hut four. IIo said Mr. Murray had

a fifth, which ho called Z'tcc<i, viar/nijica, which

was but P. (Diiabilis. He thought the European

Botanists multiplied species in the interest of

Seedsmen, .'vs there was such a demand in Eu-

rope for seeds otnew thlags.

SCRAPS AND aUEllIES.
APTLKs FROM Maryland.— JiT. K., Denton,

3M., writes : " To day we Express to you speci-

Bieu.'^ of two varieties ofApples, from tlie orchard

of Mr. Thos. II. Kemp, Sr., Kent Island, Md,,

where Rtr the last twenty-five years, they have

be«'n hearing regularly and abundantly. The
trees are )iow failing, and the specimens we send

arc not even an average of what the fruit lias

heretofore 1x:en in sb.e and appearance ; but feel-

ing anxious to bring them under your notice,and

have your opinion concerning them, and the i^ro-

bability tliat the trees will never again produce

fair apples, causes us to send you them. They
are not now, uor liavc they been known to be,

anywhere else in bearing. They are named
li<'n-, Kemp's Favorite (which is the red and
No. 1 ) and Kemp's Fall Excelsior (the striped

Xo. -J}. Tlicy most certainly are very superior

apples for this climate. But the question or con-

chLsion which we wish to arrive at, is whether

you kuiiw them by any other names. Wc intend

to cultivate them in our nursery, and though

Mr. K., thinks the trees were not grafted, but

w(!re ''suckers" taken from the roots ot old

)iat\iral trees, wc still feel like submitting them

to a tliorough "fruit man " for inspection.

There i.s also another variety in the same or-

chard, which he calls Kent Island I'inc ; and

while it is an excellent keeping apple, it is su^tc-

rior to cither of the kinds we send in quality, but

the trees arc so far gone that specimens could

not be obtained. From what we have seen and

know of the.«c three apples, we feel justified in

savin;: that there are none others known here

that are as deserving of favor, or as worthy of

ciiUvu(! as they— and if they arc nc»t really na-

tives of -'EasUan Shore of Maryland," they are

more easily acclimated than the other fine apples

of the North and East."

[The Favorite, we believe to be the same as one

known in New Jersey as ]3achclov''s Bh .-^Ji, of

which Dr. AVardcr says, in his recent work on

Pomology, is nothing hut a " variety of Maiden'.--

Blush." AVe hardly know what Dr. Warder

means by a variety in this sense. ]")oes he mean

that two distinct varieties can come into exis-

tence otherwise than by seeds ? Does he mean
that it is not a vdvictij, but the same thing modi-

fied by culture or climate, and which may revert

to the original when circumsLanccs change V

The " Excelsior " we cannot identify with any

popular kinds with wliich we are acquidntcf^

They are both cvidentl}' seedlings, originiallj-

from the same variety, liaving many points of

resemblance to each other. The parent proba-

bly Maiden's Blush ; which wc believe to be a.

kind that, like Kambo and some others, has a

power of nearly reproducing itself.]

The Floiuda Lily.—A plant which wc

had from New Orleans many ycai'S ago, and

which wc supposed to be naturalized there as

Lilimn hnhjifoliuin, lias taken it into its head to

decide the (]ucslion for us, and wc have now seen

it in llower for the first time in our lives. It

proves to be really Liliwii lonjifolinm. Gof»d luck

has thrown the New Orleans friend in our way
who gave ns the seed many years ago, and we

now learn it was not from a wild plant, but was

common in (jdnlvns. Still further luck has fiowcr-

cd one of t lie Florida Lily for us, in our absence

from home, but it was sent to Mr. Ilussol, wlio

very kindly writits thus about it :

" It is CVt7iK;/t—and I think with my jircsent

autlioritics, the native species Amcrieaivny,

which,although the foreign works assign to South

America, Dr. Chapman, in his Flora of the

Southern United States, says, is found in the
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•' rivor .swamps of Florida aiul A\''(\st\Yanl." Now
for the otlicr two of yourVolusiaii covnisj.oinluiil.,

of which one, I think will provo. 7*aH(r((//('/)i, and

the other I cannot t'ucss what."

XE^V SXRAMTiERRiKS,—J. JR., J\!ilfor'L Del,

writes :
—"I am about to renew my strawberry

beds. Have not done so for tlirec years. U[i to

that time I had most oi the popular kinds. A le

there any new varieties since then that you can,

ofyour own experience, rcconunend nie to reiilatr

any of the old kinds ?"

[This is a question Ave e.aimot answer. Tlie

strawberry is so local a fruit, that our " i)ersonal

e.xpericuee " should be iu Milford to enable iis (o

answer the question. AVe have not had this ex-

perience. "With regard to the real merits of new

strawberries, as impartial judges, we can only

say that at pomological nieetinj^'s half the people

who try them say they are improvements,and half

uo better than others grown belore. "Witli pcojile

of the former class, the new varieties are decided

improvements.]

GARDI2KJXG FOll liAOlKS.—A RochcdCV, jS^.

Y., correspondent informs us that at that plact^

a young Ladies' Seminary has arianged to have

the elements of gardening taught as one of the

branches of female education. We wish the es-

tablishment every success ; and shall be; glad to

hear from time to time how the experiment iiro-

gresses.

Ilartftird. I send a small buncli of Hartford
t

compare."

I'J'he llavor was nearly equal to the IT:irtford

Vrolilic, and the berries larg(;r and handsomer
1

Union Li rat'K.—A Newark-, N, J., correspon-

dent sends us a bunch of grapes, which he says
is being cultivated iu Xorth-castern Kew .Jersey

under this name : The bunch is loose, and
berries small, about the size of D(daware, and of
nnich the same color. The skin is tough and
llavor sweet, with a rather coarse aroma.

It,

si'cms like a delicate improvement on the fox

grape.

ruiCSJCIiVINO CABJiAGl]: VOU A\'l>fTJ:R. (\

W., New Bruvswick-, jV. /.—" AVould you infonn

mc whether it would be advisable to winter cab-

bages in frames, with tight board shutters

(instead ol sash); docs it tend to blauch or weak-

en (b''niV I have not tried the above and so

Avould like to know."

f
We think there is no plan of preserving cab-

bage ccpial to burying them upside down in earth.

A very little earth is sufiicient, say h.alfan incli.

There is no advantage gained by using frames

instead of boards. Cabbage will not blanch un-

less growing. It does not grow in cold weatiier.

I'oards are useful to keep olf snow or rain, but

cabbage can be kept well without them.]

The Kent Strawuichuy.—A JJ(ivci\ I id..,

coi respondent writes of sending some strawberry

plants, but they never came to hand. He sa3's

of it : "The Kent is the largest berry I have yet

seen, and of line llavor. The Early J>i;laware is

early, prolilic, of <;o<id size and iion't run tlown

as small as some varieties. No. 4, large, hand-

some and prolitie."

TOTATO SETS Wi'i'iiouT EvKS.—A corres-

pondent says: "In planting the Jiose potato

this spruig; some pieces were cut without an eye,

some of these pieces are now up about four in-

ches, wliile the others are dead ripe."

Na:mk of Ari'LE.-—/. ]i., Gcnesco, Ilh.,

writes :
•' You will oblige your subscriber and

many others in this part of liliuois, if you will

name these apples I send you by mail. Of their

quality you must judge. The tree is healthy,

hardy, b<;ars very young,and, like the Ben Davis

every year, llipens on the tree from about the

t(;nth of August to middle of September. It is

cultivat(^d here under the synonym of August

Tied. This year the apples are nuich smaller

tiian 1 ever saw them before. 1 think the tree if

worthy of more general cultivation her(>, where

so many varieties fail to give satisfaction, and.

beiug a n\M-seryman, I wish its correct name."

[A little less pentangular than " Angle .Sweet,"

but we think no doubt that variety.]

Si:el>lix<.; (JuAt'E.—A Smyrna, Del., corres-

pondent, sends us a bunch of grapes, with the

following memorandum :

" This is an accidental seedling, "> ye.irs old,

lirst crop about Ulh, and nearly astarly as l!»e

Fj{Uit i'i:osi'ECTS IN Canada.— .\ raris

c.)rrespondent, imder date of Sejjt. 18th, says:

" All kinds of fruit are almost total faihues here

this season, in consequence of drought. Wc liavi'

had no rain for nearly eight weeks. A ppies, pears

and plums are not half size,and nearly all fallen.

Cirapes are sluivcUed up <>n the vines."
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Kame ok Inskcts.— G?. R., Beverly, JV. /.

—

Seuds us a Chrysalis, in shape like a small aeorn,

smooth ami polished as a piece of green mala-

chite, and with a row of gold-like metallic dots

half round the upper surface, foruuug a sort of

crown. We are particular in describing it, as

several have asked for its name this season, and

from its beauty many have no doubt been attract-

ed by it.

[It is the larvae ofal)nttcrfly,with wings orange,

banded with broad black lines,of the section Pa-
jyilicniida; and named Danaus j^^cxippus.

Name of Pear.—JB. (?., Jialtimore, Md.—
''please give us your opinion of the enclosed pear.

It Wits bought for Flemish Beauty, but compe-

tent judges pronounce it to be not that." [Pc-ars

seem variable this season. Notwithstanding

the nearly round form, "' is clearly the Flemish
Beauty.]

Name of Plant.—" OutwesW^ Gldca<jo, Ills.

—"The littte sprig you sent belongs to A)ioda

Wriijhiii. It is an insignilicant Texan weed,

but may be bought amongst the seeds of " new,

rare and l)eautifiil plants," of any prominent Eng-
lish firm, for about 5U cents a packet."

GnAPES FUO>t Oino.

—

Jiohcrt Liniwj, (jr. ,1.

IL Coohc. Cuijnbnga Falls.—" I have- forwarded

to you by Express, charges all paid, a bunch of

White grapes, for you to tell me through the

Monthhj, what variety you think it is. Tliero

arc nine more bunches on the vines like that. Tlie

vine is two years olil, a very strong gr(.)wer and

thick leaf. I have not weighed tliebnuch.so don't

know what it will weigh."

[A very line bunch of White Malaga (which is

not the same as Muscat of Alexandra as stated

by Downing)—wcigliing within an ounce of4 lbs.]

though th<:y bear no resemblance to those fair

historic fruils wliicb tempted ICvi", for these ciM*-

tainly could tiMiipt nobody, tlicy do look like

apples; and on cuLting them opoii five or six core-

like cavities are dis[)layed, only instead of seeds

in these capsuU^s, there are ijcllum ijruhK. Ofcourse
these appli-s aregalls. What is remarkable,seem«

to be that it does not seem to be tiic work of iiny

Ilymenopli'roiis insect, Avhich usually make tlicsi

api)cax~vn(:es ; but ofsomc insect apparently iiew

to the vine. We have not, however, made En-

tomology a spcitial brancli of study; ami liavv

sent the specimens to our fj-icnd Jacob Slau:ler.

who will doubtless report in due time.

rillODODiCKriiiON.s.

—

A. P., IN'no Jirunsuucl-.

?f. J.—"Th(>re is a species of Rhododondi-oii in-

digenous to the woods and glens, (ravine?) of

Western Yirgiiiia, is it the Catawbiense ?"

[]5otli R. Catnwbiensc, :uid K. maximuni,

grow in the locality referriHl to. Tlie former i.--

a dwarfer si>ecies, has more highly covered llow-

ers, liiavrs widir in proportion to their length,

and lilossoms a month earlier tlian thi'- P>.

maximiun.

Ari'LES Guowrxo on Grate Vines.—Our
."Southern exchanges liave a new subject of ex-

citement

—

upjihs liare hccn discovered ijrowiruj on

(inqxi viiic^. They arc pronounced of first-class

fjualiiy. One of them has discovered the cause.

A Nick-a-Jack apple was found growing near the

grape, tlie flowers of the apple impregnated

lliobc of the grajje, and the appkts arc the de-

cided result. AV<! were anxious to know more
about these wonderful apples, when "luck" who
has Bo ottcn proveil our fast friend on an emer-

gency ,scnt us a box,from thehandsof Mr. Jones,

of Ridley Creek, near J'hiladclphia, and they do

prove really something very interesting. Al-

OniTi'AiJY.

—

AVm. lIor.soN, of Pini.ADET,-

riilA.—Every old gardener and llorist who bus

been about Piiiladclphia, know tlx; siii)ji ct of

this notice. Willi the exceiition ot ]Mr. liuist,

he was ]u'obably the oldest in tlie Pbil:i.di^l[>hia

trade. His place opi)Ositc the old l»ai-tr:iin ]»o-

tanic <!arden w.is always visilx-d wheuevrr any

rare botanical or garden plant was fo be. sought

for, of whii-h eurious class of plants ]\Ir. ITobson

was a zealous onltiv.ator. As a man he w.as al-

ways iMilovcd by his friends, and respected by

his customers,— thousands of whom are scattered

all over tlu; Unit(id States and Eurt^pe. Being

in ndvauci'd years, and without any near sur-

viving relativi'S, he sold out his business in s]mng,

and went to lif)ard in Philadcdphia. Sometime

in .Iuu<!, lie; was strnek dead with apoplexy

while walking in (he streets. For some rea.son

or anothtr his death was not made known by

those lie lived with ; and only by accident Ids

horticultural associates have but recently learned

of tlie loss of their Iricnd.

L.\KE SlIOI.E GUAFK CnoWKirs ASSOCIA-
TION.—Then; will be a.i Amiiial Exhibition of

Gra|)es iuid Wim;, at Painesville. Ohio, on Octo-

\Mir 1-lth and l.'ith. The premiums ollered are

quite liberal ; discu.ssions will take pla>.e, and ii

large attendance is anticipated.
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NEW AND PvAEE PRUITS.

TnK President AVii.dek Sti£AWT{etiky.—
The last ISTo. of the Journal of Uorticullure, thus

ilcscribcs this variety : "The plant is hardy, ro-

bust, vigorous and very productive. The foliage is

handsome and well develop<:d ; leaf dark-grccii,

roundish, obovate, deeply serrated, of great sub-

stance, with stiff, short foot-stulks and stands the

lieat and cold without injury^. The flower-stalk

is stiff and erect, the flowers jxirfect. The fruit

is large, some specimens attaining to more than

five inches in circumference ; and many berries

this year weighed more than an ounce avoirdu-

pois each. Their color is brilliant crimson scar-

let ; form obtusely conical ; the flesh rosy-white,

very juicy, but sufficiently firm for market ; flavor

rich and sprightly, inclining to sweet, with a dis-

tinct aroma of the Alpine or wood strawberry;

seeds small ; season late.

This variety was produced in 1861 by !Mr.

Marshall P. Wilder, from artificial impregnation

of Ilovcy's Seedling with La Constante, the best

two varieties, perhaps, that are now under culti-

vation ; La Constante being the best of the for-

I'.ign kinds ever brought to this country, and

Ilovey's Seedling being too well known to need

any further mention.

For perfection of form, flavor and brilliancy ot

color combined, this strawberry exceeds any-
thing that has been produced for a long series of

years."

"\Ve have now two I'rcsidcnt "Wilder, and two
Charles Downing strawberries, which if not too

good for our excellent friends, whom we all de-

light to honor, will avc fear prove too much for

the nurserymen who after a while will have to

sell them.

Madueskikld Coukt Black Grape.—Tiiis

splendid new grape was cxiiibitcd to the meeting
oftlie Fruit Committee of the Koyal Ilorticultu-

lal Society, in 18U7, and was most deservedly

awarded a First-class Ccrtilicate. The bundles
"xhibited weighed from 1} to 2 lbs. each; they
were btsautifully and regularly grown, and (piitc

of the same as those of the Muscat of Alexan-
dria, t. c, long, tapering and well shouldered.

Tlie berries are large, longi.-sli, oval, like those of

the Muscat, jet black and covered with a fine

bloom like that on the fruit of lilack Alicante,

The .stalk of the buiicii is rather line, erect and

of a reddish pui'i)lc ; that of Uic bexiy is stont
and Wiirted. TIic .skin ia tougli and rivembran-

0U3 ; tijo lle.sh is finn and juicy, rich and excel-

lent, and has a di.'ilinct Muscat flavor. The
leaves, which are bristly, deeply lobed, and ser-

rated, have neddish stalks and midribs, like those

of the Esporionc.

This fine seedling was raised by Mr. Cox, gar-

dener at T^radrcsfrcld Court. Great Malvcni, who
has kindly famished the following information

respecting it :
" llie GrajK; in question,^' sayi,;

Mr. Cox, " was i-aised some five years ago, and
was the only one of a quantity ofseedlings which,

after iruiting, I con.iidered worth saving. The
pareut.s were Muscat of Alexandria, and BLack

Alicante, crossed both wa3's. lam thcrcfr/rein

doubt as to which kind produced the seed from

which the present seedling wasrai.sed. Tlie plant

is ofrobu.^t growth, and ."^iiort jointed ; thc<rye is

I)romincnt, and rather more pointed than that of

the Muscat. The fruit set.s as freely as that of the

IJlack Hamburg, and ripens a fortnight later

than that variety, and a like i^eriod earlier than

that of tlie Mu.scat of Alexandria.-'

Judging by .sp(.'cimen.s of this seedling which

have been exliibited during the past two sea.sons,

it promises to be one of the finest grapes yet in-

troduced. For flavor it is nearly, if not quite

equal to the Muscat of Alexandria ; in ajuxjar-

anco, size, color, and form, it is all that c;in be

ilcsired ; and there is a frceness about the bunch,

like that which belongs to the Black Hamburg,

that betokens a fine constitution, and caiKxbility

of being grown to a largi; size. The stout stalks

of the berry, audits tough leathery skin, are also

sure indications of its good keeping qualities.

Of all gi-apcs in cultivation, ^frs. J'iuce's Black

Muscat comes nearest to it.—A. F. B. in Cottoge

Gardener.

FounTH OF July and Tktof.sk y Ai'I'Les.

—Chas. Downing sa^'s in l^ralrie Farmei- :
" The

young wooj and leaves of Fourth of July are

nmch darker than Tetofaky, and broader and

not so long and pointed as Tetofsky. The leaves

of both are very large. Tetofsky is very ]iro-

ductivc, and .apt to drop its fruit before it i.s fully

ripe. The fruit is (|uite fragrant. The bearing

(pialities of ihe Fourth of J uly I am not accjuaint-

ed with."
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NEW AND EAEE PLANTS.

Ampeloi'SIS Veitcuit.—This beautiful hard 3'

climber will supply a want long oxpeiieuced in

this valuable class of plants.

A miniature foliaged Virginian Creeper, which

clings to any building with the t^macity of the

strongest Ivy, and producing in gre;\t profusion

its dense foliage, of a glossy given shaded with

purple, caunot fail to conmumd great attention.

It Ls of exceedingly rapid growth, requires no

nailing, and from earliest spring it produces iis

beautiful purple tinted leaves so thickly as to

form the most perfect coating wherever it is

planted, the young shoots being quite purple.

The leaves are sometimes divided into three parts

and are sometimes entire, turning red in autumn,

similar to the old kind.

It received a First-class certiflcateat the Iloj^al

Jlotanic Society's Show,May 27, '67.

—

Gar. Chron.

Begonia Ykftciiii.—This remarkable and

beautiful plant iutroducea quite a new feature

into the now well-known family ol Begonias. It

differs in all respects from any other Begonia yet

known, having a most showy bloom, of large

size, and being hardy.

The following descriptions will convey the best

idea of its character and habit

:

In the Uotanical 3£a(jazuic, for September, 1807,

tab. 5GG3, Br. Hooker, says ;
" Of all tlie species

of Begonia known, this is, I think, the Hui'st.

With the habit of S;ixifragra cilia ta, inmieuse

llowersof a vivid vermilion cinnabar red, that no

colorist can reproduce, it adds the novel feature

of being hardy, in certain p.irts of Euglind at

any rate, if not in all. It was discovered by

Messrs. Vcitcli's collector, ^Mr. Pearce, near

Cuzco, Peru, at an elevation of l-,r)(IO ft., and the

plants grown in Mr. Vcitch'sestablishments have

already given proof sutllcient of their hardihood,

by withstanding a temperature of i-'j", rahr,with

absolute impunity.

"Unwilling as T am to pronounce on the pro-

bable or possible adaptation of exotii- plants to

an English climate, I cannot but believe, that in

the South-western Counties, and in the South of

Ireland, the ]3i;gonia Veitchii will certainly

prove one of the most ornamental of border

plants."
The Cardencv''s Chronicle, of July 13, 16(37,

page 734, says: "It is dilhcult to imagine a

more vivid color than the flowers (2 to 2j inches

in diameter) of this superb species present, which

are fiirtlKT amongst the largest of the genus, an,!

sweet set'uted. It was flowered by its introdu-

cers, Messr.s. Vcitch, in the open air, having

withstood the severity of last winter with perfect

inipunitj' ; and hence promises to be one of the

greatest acquisitions to our gardens that has

been procured lor many years.

"As a species, Begonia Veitchii resembles B.

cinnabarina, but is a far liner plant, of a totally

ditlerent habit, resemljling a Saxifrage, of the

ciliata group in mode of growtii and foliage.

It was awarded First-class certilicati^s by the

Koyal Horticultural Society, .Tvdy 2. 1SG8 ; and
Koyal Botanic Society, .July 3, ISO8.

"

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Tr.\x.sa«;tions of LvDrAX.A. Siwn: IIoiixi-

CULTUIIAL Society.—Being reports of the

>>[)ring mc(!ting at Indianapolis, and Summer
at Salem, with reports of various committees.

\Ve arc indebted to the Treasurer, ,T. R. Dun-
lop, Esq., Indianapolis, for a copy of this inter-

esting volume.

AnouT Boxes.—In compan}' with a distin-

gnished member of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, wc were recently

examining the grounds of an Illinois horticultu-

rist. Our horticultural friend evidently had

great respect for the savant^ and received hi

every word with almost reverent admiration.

Picking uj) an old bone, the learned scientist re-

marked : "This is the bone of a horse." The
farmer looked doubtingly, but did not express

dissi^nt. Soon after our learned frien<l lifted an-

other, and remarked: "'J'his is the bono of an

ox." Th<^ fanner was astonished, and asked :

" Please tell me how you can so easily distin-

guish one bone from aiuithcr? Why is this an

ox bone ?" " Why don't yon see," observed tli<;

idulosopluT, " M'here the butttUer saw<d a steak

oflofthe bone V"

It was wc-ll for our learned friend tbut he was
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iu»t ill .1 rojiion of horso-me:it }oo(l, or he might

liiivo hcfii coiiCDiindcd in his wisdom. As it

v.as, tho l;irini;rJiiid only to cxclfiini that "learn-

ing; was a M'ondorful thinj; ;" and for sonic niin-

\itcs he was lost in reflection on the astonishing

mysteries displayed by the aid of "science."- -

]'orncy''s Press.

A Good Yixeyakd.—The average yield in

the West is about the same as in France, 200

gallons to the acre ; in tlie South, they claim oOO

gallons, and in California 600. One bushel of

grapes weighing 50 pounds, makes 3| gallons of

good wine and one-halfgallon of an inferior qual-

itj'. A table showing the quantity of wine i>ro-

(luccd in the year 18(30 may prove of some inter-

est :

Oalls

New York <il.-lil7

jNew .1«rsev 'Jl.n.S4

iN<irtli Carolina r,-J,l)ii.l

toll ill .'idS.tilT

lOrPfin -iliO:!

IVuiisylvauia :iS,().;i

RIi.mU. Ihlaiid :>l>T

Snulli Oitrolirm 'ii.'M] I

THuuvKKec i:i.'>lili

Texan H.M')
WriiiKiit 'iti^'J.'l

VirKiula JO. SOS

WiMiiuKJii e.'ilA

niKtrictof Coliiinl'ia US
nnkoU IIS

Nt'lir.i^kii Hi I

Ni'vaiU 071

NflW Mexico S.'JGO

Utah CD

WaHliiDgtuii 17!l

Calls.

Alal)iima 18,2"7 I

Arkii ii^ii.'; I ,(K14

<:4liriiriiia lidi.i'llS

^'ouurcticul -JfijTS.i

l».-.l«»iiie r,A:i

vioriiLi an;
fipiiTiiU 27.H4(;

1 II iii<ii» SO.filiO

] :idiaUH ll>!2 .Sli".

).i\va 3..UK1

U'nDsiif r,s:\

ICfiiiluck.v 1T!>,!H.S

I.-)iiii.laii* * 2.1I12

Kalup :! IC, I

M;i ry la ml 3.2'J2

M;ixKHcliil.'>u[l4 20.ni.'i

Mirliigaii. 14,-427

Minnu-sola 412
III iHKi:<!<i |i|>i 7,2r.2

Missouri 27.S27

T<ew llaulll^llire !).4(il

Total I,(i27,200

—Baral Gentkmun.

Vow^r.ivs Kentucky Nurseuies.—The
J)ixic Farmer thus describes the grounds of the

originator of the Prolific and Charles Downing
htrawbcrries.

Ill an obscure and .somewhat secluded seclion

of Southern Kentucky, Mr, Downer has for more
than forty years lx;en ardently pursuing tlic busi-

ness of a Horticulturist, gathering around him,

I)roving and propagating all the choicest varieties

of Fruits and Flowers, that promise to be suitable

lor, or adapted to tlie peculiarities ofour Southern

and "Western climate, and by his steady and zeal-

<.us ai)i)li(;ation has aetpiired a practically famil-

iar knowledge of more varictties of our orchard

j'.iid small fruits than probably any other indi-

vidual.

11 is Catalogue embraces the names of.'JTO varie-

tii'S of Ajiplcs. or :jS() including lOvarietiiiS of Si-

Irt-rian Crabs, I'.K) of reax^hcs, about .TO I 'ears

and "j4 Gr.iiK's, be.sidoft a giuicral a.ssortment of

iiuscidlancous fruits, botli large and small. One

of his first works on [)rocuring a new variotj' is

to plant out a tree for bearing or to graft into an
older stock to hasten into earlier bearing in Miis

way ; he has tested over 8CX) varieties of apples

including all the reconmiended Southern varieties

of which he has from various sources procured

specimens of over three hundred names, many of

which proved to have synon^-ms, reducing the

actual mnnber of distinct kinds to about 70 and
this number Mr. D. thinks might be very con-

siderably reduced with advantage to Nurserymen

and orchardis^ts.

He is not chary or niggardly in communicating

the many and varied useful practical facts that

have come under his observation, neither has

Mr. D. confined his operations to Fruits and
Fruit Trees alone, but has judiciously united the

Duh-e with the Utile, by collecting a choice selec-

tion of Hoses and other llowering Plants and
Shrubs, as well also of Fvcrgrcen and ornamen-

tal dooidiious trees ho has a choice collection .and

some be.autifid specimens. His Lawn is graced

by one of the finest Xorway Spruces in the West,

which, with Pines, Hemlock, Beech &c., have a

fine eflect; but the glory of his Ornamental Trees

is a ma.miificent specimen of the ^lagnolia, of

which ^Ir. D. has not been able to get the cor-

rect name. Some boUini.sts, who have examined

it, pronounce it the result of a cross ofM. grandi-

llora and M. glauca ; it has the towering habits

of growth of the M. grandillora, and the leaf

cones and fragrance of the glauca, and the %yritcr

believes it belongs to t^hc latter without an}' ad-

mixture, but is a gi"and improvement in habit of

growth over the normal type of its species. Here

also is .a fine spccinuMi of ^Magnolia macrophylla

bearing a fine crop of its rich looking .seed bear-

ing cones.

Gi: A I'K Eatixo.—A corespondent of Colman''s

Itiiral Wirrhl says :
" I visited St. Louis the other

day and found everybody eating giajies. The
boys wire eating them and the. girls were eating

them—old folks and young folks were e:xtiug

them—and I asked why is tbks ? 1 was answered

because the,}' are so cheap. I iuuiuired the j^rice.

Eight to ten cents per jiound for fine Concords,

rijie, luscious clusters that would make one's

mouth Mater to look at. No wonder everybody

was ea ling them. I was told there was a very

heavy dcnuand for them on account ^^^ their g'U-

cral use.

Du'A UK I'K.viJs.—S«>me years agi> there was
quite a tlwaifpear fever raged througli the North.
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The good people up there do every thins by

'

wholesale, and everybody went into the dwarf

pear trees. But, as was reasonabh' to have been

anticipated, a larire majority bouijht without

judsiment, planted without knowledsie, and

had their pains for their pay. So of recent

years there has been quite a disposition to

cry down dwarf pears with the same lack of

discrimination that they were but a short time

ago extolled. The truth is, that out ofthe almost

endless variety put upon the market, there are

comparatively very few of any real value any-

'

where, and not more than a dozen or two that

will ever prove satisfactory in general cultiva-

tion.

—

Dixie Farmer.

fashionable ornament.

—

American Journal of

Mining.

Potatoes—It seems that if potatoes are peel-

ed, macerated about thirty-six hours in water, to

which eight per cent, of sulphuric acid has been

added, well washed with water, dried in blotting

paper, and then in hot sand for several da}'S, on

plates of chalk or plaster of Paris, which are

changed daily, being compressed at the same

time, an excellent imitation for meerschaum,

answering well for the carver, for any purpose

not requiring a high temperature will be ob-

tained.

But this is not all, for if, after the potatoes have

been thus treated, they are further boiled in a sol-

lutioa containing nineteen per cent, soda, a sub-

stance resembling stag's horn, and which may be

used for knife-handles, ect., will be formed. IN'or

is the potato the only vegetable capable of such

transformations. Turnips are equally susceptible

of conversion into horn ; and carrots, by a simi-

lar process may even be changed into a capital

imitation of the coral, which is just now a

A Wonderful Isabella tine.—A corres-

pondent of Ohio Farmer, says of a vine in ths

front door yard of Mr. Simon Wallace, Union

Street, four doors north ofEuclid, East Cleveland,

and was by him planted near his kitchen door,

fourteen years ago this spring.—It is now nine

inches in diameter at its collar ; five or six main

stems leading therefrom are trained up over a

rough arbor of fifty-six feet in length by twenty-

four feet wide. Another arm winds |round one

end of the house, covering entirely its side, say

twenty-two and twenty-four feet and yet another

arm passes in an opposite direction to the front

of the house where, after covering the entire side,

its lateral stems take possession of the tops of

two sweet cherry trees thirty feet high, and of an

area of twenty odd feet. The vine has never been

trimmed ; but has almost literally had its own

way, since the cutting was stuck in the ground.

Hardy Apples For Iowa.—Red Astrachan,

Sops of Wine, Duchess of Oldenburg, Saxton,

St. Lawrence, Eameuse, Plumb's Cider, Perry

Russet, Blue Pearmain. Tor sweet, add Sweet

1 June and Talman Sweet. Here are eleven varie-

I

ties that come under the head of Iron Cladn.

I

Utter's Large Red and Ben Davis promise well,

;

but need a few more years' trial. The above are

I

all red, or striped, bright colored, good sized,

productive, saleable fruit, ofgood to best quality,

except Blue Pearmain is sometimes a shy bearer,

and the sweets are yellow in color.—D. W-
Adams in Iowa Homestead.

POREIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Propagating Pansies.—It is hardly neces-

sar}"^ to advert to the easy manner in which the

Pansy is propagated. Cuttings of the small

wiry shoots from the centre of the plant are best,

but the outside branches will also grow. All

the preparation that is requred is .a little river

sand spread over any border and slightly worked-

in, a little more sand being placed on the top
;

then the cuttings may be put in and shaded lor

a week or two, watering of course when neces-

sary. It is seldom that they are struck under

gla.ss.

—

Cottage Gardener.

Vine Culture in Exoland.—Grapes and

Vine growing in these days are assuming such a

degree of importance as to call forth the best

devices and ingenuity of the practical horticul-

turist.

Gardening as generally practised, can scarcely

be looked upon as a remunerative investment

;

were it so, its place and position would be vastly

elevated. If there be one thing, however, more

than another that is capable of yielding a fair re-

turn it is Vine-culture, and that unquestionably

is one of the principal reasons for the rapidly-

extending popularity of Grape-growing under

glass.

—

Gardeners'' Chronicle.
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Vineyard Temperature in Germany.—
A traveller, through the Ilock Yineyards of

Germany, says :

lu July and part of August our summer would

compare favourably with the northern part of the

United States. For days and days in July and

August the thermometer stood at 28^, which was

up among the nineties by Fahrenheit's scale.

Generally speaking, when it was so hot in the

day-time, it was cool and pleasant in the evening.

The eflect of so much sunshine and so much hot

weather has been to make the grapes both rich

and sweet. The quality will be very fine, but the

quantity very much less.

The wine merchants, however, have a way of

making both ends meet, and they are honest

enough to own to some very harmless adultera-

tions, in short seasons, such as mixing the sour

wines produced in wet years with the sweet

wines of warm seasons. They allege, however,

that with sufficient age, this mixture becomes

very fine wine, and very palatable.

The dark-skinned grape generally ripens sooner

than the white, but it is not so sweet or fragrant,

and in consequence it is not so generally produced.

The Burgundy grape is said only to flourish well

^n clay soils ; and from this grape, which is grown
to a small extent in the Rhine Gau and the

Palatinate, is made the famous red wine known
as Asmanhausen and lugelheimer. The people

of this country do not drink the red wine so

much as the white.

The Hock vineyards do not contain, all told,

more than 75 to 80 acres, and in ordinary and
good years the produce is not over 600 "stuck "

(a stuck is about l,r)00 bottles), which gives us a

total of900,000 bottles
;
yet we are assured by relia-

ble men engaged in the wine trade, that there are

sold every year at the auctions no less than G,000

stucks, all purporting to be genuine Ilock.— Cot-

toge Gardener.

Synonyms of Pines.—Finns insignis and

Pinus radiata are, in our opinion, the same thing.

A cluster of cones has been gathered, of which

two were radiata and three insignis. A distinc-

tion is by some still sought to l)e maile, and as the

form of cone of radiata is the more developed

form, and occurs more frequently in trees grow-

ing in a more southern latitude, there may be

some slight climatal dillcrence. The specimen

sent is a good typical insignis. P. Salzmanni is

undoubtedly the same as P. pyrenaica. M.

Henri Vilmorin, who possesses the type of the

original Salzmanni, assures us that he has care-

fully compared it after visiting Pinus pyrenaica

in its native habitat, and is positive that they

are the same. Xotwithstanding the apparent

difterence between your recent specimen of Salz-

manni and the older one, taken from Vilmorin's

tree, we are inclined to think they may be the

same (P. pyrenaica). P. pyrenaica, P. austriaca,

and P. Pallasiana, are all so nearly identical

with P. Laricio that they can hardly be called

different species. They are climatal forms of the

same tree, and although extreme forms can be

shown distinct enough, others from the same

forests can be picked out perfectly identical, with

the characters of any or all of the other three.

The habit of the trees (of which you say nothing)

is one of the best characters for distinguishing

them.—A. Murray, in Gardeners^ Chronicle.

POLYCARPA Maximowiczi, is advertised as

an hardy ornamental fruit tree, from North

Japan. First-rate ornamental plant, and said

to produce a fine Plum.

Gardening—The pleasures arising from the

culture of flowers are harmless and pure ; a

streak, a tint, 'a shade becomes a triumph, which,

though often obtained by chance, is secured alone

by morning care, by evening caution, and the

vigilance of days. It is an employment whichi

in its various grades, excludes neither the opu-

lent nor the indigent ; teems with boundless

variety, and Affords an unceasing excitement to

emulation, without contention or ill-will.

There is no other pursuit alike calculated for

peer or peasant in which the distinctions are so

trivial, for the cottager may possess and enjoy

the same beauteous rose or fragrant mignonette

in his little plot or his window that occupies a

place in the garden of the richest. The clear

light of heaven, the sweet fresh air, the verdure

of the fields, the delicacy of form and richness of

color with which bounteous nature supplies us

on every side, in the almost inexhaustible variety

of her horticultural and floral treasures, are all

sources of the most unalloyed pleasure ; and it is

a wise dispensation of the Giver of all Good that

this gratification of the senses of sight and smell,

whilst beholding the elegant shape of plants and

inhaling the exquisite jjcrfume of their fl »wers, is

an enjoyment within the reach of all who choose
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to seek it. There arc few surer tests of a happy

home within than the llower-decorated window

and neat-kept garden ; and there is no occupation

for the leisure hour more calculated to keep it so,

or to sooth the mind. It yields pleasure without

surfeit : the more we advance the more eager we

become. And how unlike this is to most of our

worldly engagements.

—

Gardeners^ JSLugazene.

Gaudexing Xotes from Eussia.—Soon

after my arrival in St. Petersburgh some years ago,

I called on Dr. Kegel and presented him with your

parcel * * * He received me very kindly, and

showed me every attention. At this distant date

it would be unfair to speak of the Botanic Garden

in the Russian capital, even as I then found it,

because I have now but a very faint recollection

of what I saw, and besides the month of Septem-

ber is not a good time to form an opinion of a gar-

den in so northern a latitude. Still I may say

that after going over the grounds, and looking

through the numerous plant-houses, my impres -

sion was not very favorable, especially with re-

spect to cultivation. In particular the old system

of propping up the plants with long sticks seemed

to be in great favor.

There is an extensive library connected with

the establishment, and I remember that in look-

ing over it, one of the very first books that caught

mj' attention was " Moore's Handbook of British

Ferns. " I hope to be again in St. Petersburgh

before long, and I shall not fail to call on Dr.

Kegel, and send you a full account of the garden

under his care, as it now is.

Kharkoft', or Ilarkoff as it is pronounced in

Russian, is about 700 versts from Moscow, and

400, I am told, from Odessa. Till very lately it

was only to be reached by diligence, which took

at least four or five days and nights, very often

seven or eight, to ari-ive one way or the other.

Now very fortunately a railway has, or will soon

be, opened between Moscow and Koursk, which

in future will very much shorten the time requir-

ed to make the journey. In about two 3'cars more,

I am informed, the line is to be completed as far

as Kiiarkoff. This is a large town, with a popu-

lation of at least 70,000. It is the centre of an

immense and highly fertile agricultural district

or country, which is studded with numerous

woods and forests, but has no rivers of any note.

Having a university, with 'three Government

schools, such a town could not dispense with a

botanic garden, but this, however, is chiefiy

esteemed as a public park and promenade. The

botanical and horticultural departments are not

patronised and kept up as they ought to be ;
and

yet the collections are good. People here are

generally very indifferent to the charms of Na-

ture, and see but little beauty in trees and plants,

at least they prefer to spend money on trinkets

and trifles. There are not wanting, however,

pedantic pretenders to botanical and horticultu-

ral knowledge, and for such people the most

ignorant French paysan is the fittest counsellor.

In this part of the country at least gardeneng

is in the most primitive state, and the few garde-

ners there, here and there, are Germans •, but

they are all on a very small scale, getting only a

modest living with a good deal of hard work.

Every year young trees are planted in the open

places about the town, but in general they all

perish after a few months ; because those who are

entrusted with the planting know nothing about

the conditions required to insure success. The

trees selected are not suited to the situation and

soil; the operation oflifting and planting is entrus-

ted to the most ignorant workmen, and after being

stuck in the ground with their;; roots nearly 3

feet below the surface, the trees are left to take

care of themselves. There is besides little or no

chance of trees thriving here unless thay are

planted in the autumn, owing to the great heat

and want of rain in the spring and summer

months.

—

Gardeners^ Chronicle.

The best Plants and Flowers in Eng
LAND.—Those which took premiums at the July

Show of the Royal Botanic Society at London,

were as follows, which we take from the

Gardener''s Chronicle :

In the Class of 12 Stove and Greenhouse plants,

the first prize was to Mr. Barnes, gr to H.MichoUs,

Esq., Bowden, near Manchester, who furnished

remarkably fine examples of Ixora javanica, 4

feet high, and some 3 feet through, loaded with

blossoms; Clerodendron Balfourii, with layer

upon layer of pure white and glowing scarlet in-

florescence, the two colors contrasting beautiful-

ly with each other ; Dipladenia crassinoda and

Erica oblata, both fine plants; Bougainvillea

glabra, an Azalea, still loaded with flowers ;
Gen-

etyllis tulipifera, somewhat dull and inellective,

though a large fine plant, covered with flowers ;

Dracophyllum gracile ; an Everlasting ; Ixora

coccinea, a well-managed Kalosanthes, and the

variety of Erica tricolor called Holfordii. Mr.

Peed, gr. to Mrs. Tredwell, who was second,had
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a fine plant of Clerodendron Balfourii somewhat
out of condition ; Ixora salicifolia, coming beau-

tifulh' into bloom ; a grand AUaraanda grandi-

flora, a mass of clear 5'ellow blossoms ; Franciscea

calycina, with an unusual amount of color in it

;

Ixora coccinea, with numerous fine heads of

bloom
; that universal favorite, Stephanotis flor-

ibunda, and others. In other collections, which
came from Messrs. Donald & "Wheeler, we no-

ticed fine examples of Statice macrophj^lla, ro-

bust and well flowered ; the lively Dipladenia

amabilis, with which for brilliancy of color none
others of its class will bear comparison; Dipla-

denia magnifica, and other well known plants.

In the Class of 10 fine Foliaged Plants, the

first prize was awarded to Mr. "Williams, who
showed fine specimens of Caladium Lowii, with

beautiful leaves, prettily ornamented with pro-

minent pale green ribs ; Croton angustifolium,

variegated Aloe-leaved Yucca, Cycas revoluta.

Tree Ferns, Dracoenas, Pandanads and Palms.

Mr. Barley, to whom the ?econd prize was
awarded, had the handsome Musa vittata, some
fine Tree Ferns, Dracoena elegantissima, Crotons

and Cycads. From Messrs. Glendinning, who
were third, came Pandanus javanicus variegatus,

Alocasia macroi*hiza, Draoecna fragrans, Theo-

phrasta imperialis, Platycerium grande, Crotons

and others.

One of the best collections in the Amateurs'
Class came from Mr. Fairbairn, gr to the Duke
of Northumberland at Sion, who furnished spec-

imens of Alocasia metallica, macrorhiza, and
zebrina, Anthurium magnificum and acaule,

Thamnopteris Nidus, Palms and other fine

plants. Mr. Baines likewise staged a collection

which was awarded an equal first prize, and in

which were wonderfully fine examples of Sarra-

cenia flava and purpurea, the last completely fill-

ing a large-sized tub with pitchers and foliage.

From Mr. Smith, gr to T. Nixon, Esq., who
was second, came the beautiful golden-veined

iSanchezia nobilis variegata, Cyanophyllum mag-
nificum acd its near relation Sphterogyne latifo-

lia, the extremely handsome Maranta Veitchii,

whose delicate shades of coloring almost defy

imitation : M. fasciata, the Bird's nest Fern
(Thamnopteris Nidus), Alocasia macrorhiza and
others. Mr. Taylor, gr to J. Yates, Esq., also

cxlubited in this class various hard-leaved plants,

such as Encephalartos and Cycads.
Orchids were, as a whole, in good condition,

but we miss from among them the extraordi-

nary Saccolabiums, Cyrtopodiums, and others,

which were wont to make their appearance in

days gone by at Chiswick. Nevertheless Mr.

Penny, gr to 11, H. Gibbs, Esq., showed a beau-

tiful group of fifteen plants, among which were

the scarce Aerides Schroderi, a magnificent va-

riety of Cattleya Mossise, a finely flowered Odon-

toglossum cordatum, Cypripedium barbatum

superbum, equally fine, the showy Lfelia pur-

purata, the yellow-blossomed Cattleya citrina,

and Anguloa Ruckeri, the last bearing seven of

its large Tulip-like flowers. From Mr. Wilson,

gr to W. Marshall, Esq., who stood second, came

Odontoglossum Schillerianum, a species in the

way of grande, but paler, three fine Aerides, the

pretty little Dendrobiura Parishii, the singular-

looking Odontoglossum nsevium majus, Cypri-

pedium Stonei, still in good condition, and some

good Cattleyas and Lselias. Mr. Gedney, gr to

Rev. "W. Ellis, who was third, furnished Sacco-

labiums guttatum and retusum, the singular-

looking rather than handsome Brasavola Dig-

b3-ana, with a large fringed lip ; the bright, pur-

plish, crimson-flowered Cattleya superba, Lselia

purpurala, a mass of blossoms ; one or two Lady's

Slippers, and the little white-blossomed Odon-

toglossom pulchellum. Mr. Peed also showed

in this class.

Groups of 8 Orchids came from Mr. Hill, gr to

R. Hanbury, Esq., Mr. Burnett, gr to "William

Terry, Esq., and Mr. Young and Mr. Wheeler.

Among these we noticed the rare Chysis Lim-

rainghii, Cattleya Aclandise, and Lselia purpu-

rata, with an unusually dark' color ; Calauthes,

both white and violet and Aerides of difierent

sorts.

Messrs. Williams and Jackson contributed

groups of 6 Orchids, in which were fine plants of

Anguloa Ruckeri,'Vanda suavis, Aerides, Lrelias

and Lady's Slippers.

From Mr. Marshall came two new Cattleyas^

one from Guatemala, with yellow blossoms ; the

other with warm brown flowers and a deep pur-

ple lip, called C. Prinzii. Both were awarded

First-class certificates.

Messrs. Veitch contributed a fine group of

new or rare plants, among which the following

received certificates ; viz., Alocasia, Chelsoni»

Croton Veitchii, with long leaves, prettily varie-

gated with red-yellow ; Dracoena Chelsoni, and

the South Sea Island D. Macleayi, a Chilian

plant named Puya sp., but which is possibly a

Dyckia, with hard spiny leaves, and a great

branchijig upright flowering stem, bearing green

blossoms, with a bright metallic lustre, and pro-
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minont orange anthers, altogether a singular

looking
I
lant, which is sure to meet with favor

as a curiosity. From the same firm also came a

Peruvian Adiantum, a large-leaved species of

Cinchona, a hardy climber called Ampelopsis

Veitchii, and various fine Gloxinias, especially

Don Louis de Portugal, Fleur de Flandre, Mons.

Alphand and Souvenir de Brongival.

Messrs. Dovvnie, Laird «fc Laing furnished

some niceCaladiums ; Mr. Williams a handsome

Amaryllis, Thrinax nobilis, Trichomanes

crispum, and maximum, and other interesting

plants. From Mr. Tanton came a so-called va-

riety of Allamanda Hendersoni. Messrs. Cole

sent their Lomaria gibba crispa, to which a first-

class certificate was awarded, and a similar

award was made to Mr. Burley for Caryota sobo-

lifera magnifica. From Messrs. Carter came

a basketful of the pretty Trichinium Manglesii.

Fuchsias were shown on this occasion in beau-

tiful condition by Messrs. Brockwell, Weston,

Weeks, and August—the whole of the collections

consisting of well-grown and beautifully bloomed

plants, among which, however, there was little

novelty.

Among Pelargoniums the best groups came

from Mr. Fraser, whose Fancy sorts, especially,

were truly beautiful. They consisted of Hebe,

Anne Page, Delicatum, Miss in her Teens, Cloth

of Silver and Constance. The ordinary sorts

from the same exhibitor were Maid of Honor,

Lord Clyde, Progress, Caractacus, Decision,

Pericles, Wm. Hoyle, Desdemona and Amy.
Mr. Ward was first in the Amateurs' class with

Desdemona, Fairest of the Fair, Caractacus,

Pericles, Sunny Memories, ^Maid of Honor, Con-

flagration, Mary Hoyle and Beacon. Scarlet

varieties were shown in considerable numbers,

and all of them well flowered—though in some

instances they were what is termed " drawn. ',

Clipper stood foremost among bright scarlets, M,
Vaucher among white sorts, and Rose Renda-

tler among rose-flowered kinds. Messrs. Catlio,

Fraser, Ilawes and AVeston were the most suc-

cessful exhibitors of them. Fine groups of Tri-

colors came from Messrs. E. G. Henderson, Car-

ter, Stevens and Smith.
Fruit was shown in quantity and in excellent con-

dition. From Mr. Barnes, ofBicton, came a won-

derful collection of Pine-apples, in wliicli were

Queens upwards of 5 lb., Enville, Charlotte Roths-

child, a Black Prince weighing 12| lb., and
measuring 22 inches rouncJ and IG inches in

height; a Providence, Black Jamaica, Prickly

Cayenne, an Old Globe, which with Mr. Barnes

often weighs 12 lb. ; copper-colored Montserrat,

by no means a handsome Pine, but one which is

well flavored ; Brown Sugar-Loaf, &^ lb., and
others all fine fruit. The best Queens came from

Messrs. AVard, Davis and Carmicheal, and the

best Providences from Messrs. Hammer, Young
and Clarke.

Of collections of fruit there were no fewer than

seven, all good. The Gold Medal was won by
Mr. Miller, gr to Eax'l Craven, with a magnifi-

cent collection, in which were two fine Queen
Pines, Foster's Seedling and Black Hamburg
Grapes, the latter in beautiful condition ; two
finely-ripened Trenthara Hybrid Melons, large

and black Waterloo Cherries, Elruge Nectarines,

and Violet Hative Peaches, both possessing un-

usually fine color, and British Queen Strawber-

ries. Mr. Clarke, gr to Earl Cowper, who was
second, sent Muscat and Black Hamburg grapes,

a Providence Pine, Gallande Peaches, and Pit-

maston Orange Nectarines, Heckfield Hybrid
Melon and beautiful Elton Pine Strawberries.

From Mr. Bannerman, gr to Lord Bagot, came
Buckland Sweet-water and Black Hamburg
Grapes, a Queen Pine Apple, Golden Perfection

Melon, Elruge Nectarines, Royal George Peaches
and Oscar Strawberries. Mr. Johnston gr to

the Marquis of Aylesbury, sent Black Ham-
burg and Tottenham Muscat grapes. Queen of
Pines, two Melons, Peaches and Nectarmes and
British Queen and Empress Eugenie strawber-
ries. From Mr. Miles, gr to Lord Carrin^ton
came fine examples of the Chaptal grape, a
white kind, and other good fruit. Mr. Masters
gr to Earl Macclesfield, also showed a good col-

lection.

Among the whole of the many varieties of
Roses shown, none where finer than Black
Prince, Leopold I, and Alfred Colomb, and glori-

ous crimson kinds, the latter, perhaps, the
brighter of the three, and among yellow sorts
Marchal Neil stood immeasurably in advance o
all competitors, its color this liot, dry season
being deeper and even richer than usual.

In the class for 72 single trusses, Mr. Cant of
Colchester, took the first prize with, amoni;
others, Horace Vemet, Fisher Holmes, Mrs
Rivers, Comtesse de Chabrilliant, Mathurin
Regnier, Marie Baumann, Anna de Dicsbach
Vicomtesse Decazes, Senateur Vaisse, Marechal
Vaillant^ Jean Lambert, Paul Verdier, Olivie .

Delhomme, Beauty of Waltham, Dr. Andry,
Exposition de Brie, Mdlle. Buniiaire, Cliarie
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Lefebvre, Marechal Keil, Alfred Colorab, Leo-

pold.' Premier, Mdlle. Maria Eady, Niphetos,

Duchess de Caylus, Xavier Olibo, Madame Yer-

dier, Cloth ofGold and Marguerite de St. Amaad.

Messrs. Paul & Son were second, with among

others, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Madame Furtado,

Exposition de Brie, Camille Bernardin, Prince

de Portia, Felix Genero, Xavier Olibo, Alfred

Colomb, Horace Vernet, Madame Victor Ver-

dier, Pierre dotting, Black Prince, Monsieur

Furtado, and Leopold Premier. Mr. Fraser, of

Lea Bridge Eoad, who was third, had, among

others, Madame Bellenden Kerr,Gloire de Yitry,

Andre Leroy, Jean Lambert, Dr. Andry, Sena-

teur Yaisse and Due de Rohan. Messrs. Francis,

of Hertford, were fourth and Mr. Clarke, Streat-

ham Plant, Brixton, also exhibited in this class.

In the class for 24 Hybrid Perpetuals, three

trusses of each, the first prize was awarded to

Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry, who furnished fine

trusses of Lord Clyde, Prince de Portia, Beauty

of Walthani, Camille Bernardin, Mllde. Mar-

guerite Dombrain, John Hopper, Due de Rohan,

Madame Yictor Yerdier, Pierre Kotting,

Duchess de Caylus, Baron Gonella, Mdlle. Maria

Eady, Mdlle. Bonnaire, Marguerite de St.

Amand, Alfred Colomb, Charles Lefebvre, Ma-

thuriu Regnier, and Madame Charles Wood.

Mr. Cant, who was second, and Messrs Lee,

who who were third, had flowers of the above

and other varieties. A iourth prize was award-

ed to Mr. Clarke.

In the class for 18 new Eoses of 1865 or 1866,

Messrs. Perkins, of Coventry, received the first

prize for a stand of Black Prince, shaded dark

crmison, large and full, was conspicuous.

—

Among others were Gloire De Ducher, like the

last, but as shown not so full or good ; Horace

Yernet, Jean Lambert, Mdlle. Maria Eady,

Camille Bernardin and Prince de Portia, crim-

son scarlet, and very effective as regards color
;

Alfred Colomb, cherry red and very bright

;

Thorin, bright rose ; Mdlle. Marguerite Dom-

brain, Comtesse de Jaucourt, Charles Yerdier

and Madame Eugene Appert, shades of rose and

pink. Mr. Cant, who was second, had besides

some of those just named, Madame George Paul,

crimson scarlet ; Mdlle. Annie Wood, fine red ;

Hippolite Flandrin, salmon rose ; Exposition de

Brie, Antoine Ducher, Napoleon III,, Mrs. Ber-

ners, lilac rose with a glow of scarlet in the cen-

tre ; Mrs. Ward, peach ; and others. Messrs.

Paul & Son were third ; Mr. Coppin fourth.

The first prize in class 10, for 12 trusses of any

new Eose of 1866, was awarded to Mr. Cant for

Antoine Ducher ; and extra prizes were awarded

to Alfred Colomb, from Messrs. Lee and Mr.
Fraser.

Of yellow Eoses beautiful trusses were contri-

buted bv Messrs. Cant, Fi'aser, Hedge and Stod-

dart. Marechel Niel from Mr. Cant was re-

markable, not onl}^ for the size of the blooms but

also for their rich golden color. Other kinds were

Gloire de Dijon, Celine Forestier, Yicomtesse

Decazes, La Boule d'Or, Cloth of Gold, Solfa-

terre, Madame Falcot, and Xarcisse, of which

Mr. Hedge had fine trusses.

Of Tea-scented and Noisette Eoses the best 12

in the Amateurs' class were contributed by Mr.
Hedge ; among them were Souvenir d'un Ami,
Moiret, Souvenir d'Elise Yardon, Marechal Niel,

Triomphe de Eennes, Cornelia Koch, Gloire de

Bordeaux. Niphetos, Devoniensis, La Eoule

d'Or, Gloire de Dijon and Adam. Mr. Stoddart,

who was second, had Homer, pale yellow edged

with pink, Niphetos and Adam. In the Nur-
serymen's class for the same Eoses Messrs. Paul

& Son and ]Mr. Cant took first and second prizes.

The best stand of 12 single blooms, shown in

an open class, came from Mr. Cant, and consist-

ed of Charles Lefebvre, Marchel Niel, Anna de

Diesbach, Marechal Yaillant, Xavier Olibo, Al-

fred Colomb, Madame Caillat, Madame Moreau,

Niphetos, John Hopper, Madame C. AVood and

Exposition de Brie. Messrs. Perkins were se-

cond and Mr. Coppin third.

HOETICULTUEAL jyOTICES.

PENNSYLYANIA IIOETICULTUEAL

SOCIETY.

Just as we are closing up our magazine, the

Pennsylvania Horticultural Society is open-

ing its annual exhibition, and we have only

space for the following from the daily Vrass

and North Americqn^ Philadelphia newspa-

pers, and which will doubtless interest our

readers. AVe shall crive a more detailed account
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next month, after the committees have reported.

"We can onl}- say here that Philadelphia— liorti-

cultu.-al Philadelphia—has covered itself with

glory. The exhibition is a credit to the old fame

of the State:

" The managers of the Horticultural Society

are much gratified by the great success of their

exhibition. It is conceded to he equal to any-

thing which gave eclat to the society in its palm-

iest days. The exhibitors are so numerous that

we cannot give a sketch of the exhibition and do

justice to all. "We have the few following hurried

notes of some of the principal items to be seen.

Our readers will, however, get a clearer view for

themselves.
On entering the hall the most prominent object

of interest is the tropical scene at the back of the

stage. This is made up of a collection of most

beautiful plants from Borneo, Java, Brazil and

other points, contributed by Mr. Gi-aham, of the

Thompson Street nurseries. Interspersed amongst

these are statuary suited to the scene, contribu-

ted by Gossin & McMahon, terra-cotta manu-

facturers of this city, and through these the

stream of water flows.

On each side of the hall on entering, are two

very fine Banana trees, from the garden of Jas.

X. "Wright. Joshua Longstreth, one of the old-

est patrons of the society, has a collection of very

large specimen plants. Near these Robert Buist

has a collection of rare plants, some of which are

so valuable that few have money to buy them.

One of these is called Alocasia Lovji, which looks

more like a fossil renovated by "Waterhouse

Hawkins than a genuine representative of the

present age. Mr. Matthew Baird has a remark-

able Fan Palm, amongst a beautiful collection

of Caladiums and other plants. Dr. Camac has

one of the largest collections of plants in the hall,

amongst which, a specimen of Cyanophylluni

magnificum attracts, universal attention. The
leaves appear as if cut out of the richest velvet,

marked by the most regular of white lines.

;Mr. David "White's collection fs remarkable as

the work of one of our city merchant's own hands

as an evening recreation. His " rat-tail cactus"

looks as if it might be the veritable plant which
Mike "Walsh's botanical friend thought he had
before he " smelt the rat "—the real rat planted

in the pot, tail out, which Mike presented to him.

In J. VaughanMerrick's collection many visitors

hang around the new Ahutilon vexillaris, covered

with its beautiful blossoms. Here also is an india-

rubber tree, and many other fine plants.

Mrs. Baldwin has some noble plants, mostly

ferns and palms, besides another large lot on the

entry to the foyer up stairs.

S. C. Borden contributes a magnificent pome-
granate tree loaded with fruit. Germantown is

worthily represented by handsome plants of Be-

gonias and Dracoenas, from the garden of G. L.

Harrison, Esq. Amongst the plants from Mr.
Bailey of the Graham

,
Nurseries, betore men-

tioned, the gardeners point out a new Cissus, as

one of the great attractions of the exhibition.

Mr. E. "W. Clark, of Germantown, sends a Ron-
doletia feet high, covered with blossoms, which

the gardeners say is a first-class specimen. It is

a native of the Cape of Good Hope. The pretty

German Asters with the collection ofthings about

them, are from Mr. J. B. Heyl. There are nu-

merous other exhibitors in smaller lots, but add-

ing much to the interest of the exhibition.

The cut flowers,bouquets, designs, &c.,are much
fuller than usual. A very handsome triumphal

arch has been contributed by the Graham nur-

series. J. V. Merrick and Joshua Longstreth

have two large and handsome pyramids, made up

in elegant taste, by their gardeners. Gerhardt

Schmidt, R. Buist, and Henry A. Dreer have

Dahlias. Thomas Meehan exhibits one hundred

kinds of cut flowers. R. Scott and Mr. Bailey,

large lists of roses ; and Gebhard Huster, gar-

dener to General Cummings, has numerous ar-

ticles in this class. Every one admires the cut

grasses of Mr. Raabe, who has also a new idea

in the shape of fans—real fans made up of fra-

grant flowers, y.r. Dreer, who has "worked
like a trooper " to get up this great exhibition for

our citizens, has some reward in the admiration

excited by his Gladiolus.

"We can devote no more room to the flowers

—

the fruits are sights to see. l^o such a show of

grapes were ever before our citizens ; many scores

of varieties, and all in the highest degrees of ex-

cellence. Amongst what were pointed out to us

as special rarities or superior specimens are na-

tives from D. AV. Herstine, T. T. Mather, and

C. II. Rogers ; 3Iuscat of Alexandria, from J.

X. Wright; ;> uscat Hamburg, and many other

kinds of Rogers' hybrid grapes, from S. "V. Mer-
rick ; "White Nice, from J. "V. Merrick

;

Concord, from Lorin Blodgett ; Isabellas, some-

thing like those of the olden time, by Arthur
Fricke ; Clinton by T. Meehan ; Telegraph, by

Mrs. H. Robbins, and others from Colonel Cum-
mings, J. E. .\:'itchell, «&c. Mr. Knox, of Pitts-

burg, was erecting mammoth pyramids, to dis-
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play some dozens of varieties for which he is

famous ; but the fruit will not be up till to-mor-

row. The new kind—Martha—will be among
them.

The pears, apples and peaches are not as nu-

merous as in former3-ears,but fine what there are

of them. Of pears, Wm. Parry has 40 varieties
;

Mr. Chamberlainjias ver}^ large Bartletts ; Isaac

C, J'rice, butter pears which remind us of our

grandmother's time,since when this luscious kind

is seldom seen
;
peaches, very large, from Thos.

M. Cullen, and apples, 30 varieties, from S. W.
Xoble.

One of the tables most visited by ladies is that

ofpreserved fruit and wax flowers. Of the former,

W. A. Leavitt and S. E. Kowley have a very

large display, put up in great variety of jars, so

as to afford a . rare chance to see which kind is

best. R. S. Teal and Mrs. H. Phillips have ad-

mirable wax fruit, flowers and designs. As to

the vegetables, only a sight of them will do jus-

tice.

—

Fwncy'^s Press.

As some beautiful plant springs from a hard

beaten plot of ground at the waving of a Fakir's

wand, so last night, despite a pelting shower,

opened the annual exhibition of the Pennsylvania

Horticultural Society.

At the spectacle we confess to experiencing a

very agreeable surprise. It is very much the best

that has ever been held in Philadelphia ; and in

this respect Philadelphia has always taken the

lead of the entire United States. The superin-

tendent of the national pi'opagating gardens has

largely represented that extensive establishment,

and from the most distant sections of this State,

Maryland, Delaware, and New Jersey, the offer-

ings have come in.

The contributions of amateurs by far exceed in

number those of the professional horticulturists.

Indeed, it is not unlikely that the former will carry

off the greater number of honors. The coupd'ocil

as you enter the hall suggests a beautiful fairy

scene. Instead of "ingens fluvius irrigat hor-

tum," we may read that a stage scene represent,

ing a lake like that ofComo forms the background

to a cataract of natural water, that flashing in

the liglit of gas jets, tumbles over rock work and
disappears in a cavern below. This meets the

eye at the extremity of the hall as the door is

opened. In the centre a^plendid fountain tosses

its perfumed spray into the air, beneath Avhich

iu a broad basin, amid aquatic plants, glittering

fishes disport themselves.

The atmosphere is redolent ofthe perfume ofrare

plants, of the honeyed scent of grapes, of the odor

that arises from glowing canteloupes, figs and

pomegranates. The conservatories of our men
of wealth have been opened to contribute their

vegetative treasures. The South American fern

waves its fronds upon the stage, under the spray

of the waterfall ; the date palm, the banana, the

cinnamon, camphor, the Inda rubber tree are

there seen growing as in the heart of a Brazilian

forest.

But more important to us than all these things

—which are mere accessories—maybe seen what

our agriculturists at home are doing ; what is the

result of the work of plain, practical men. Here

|S seen how the common wild flower is developed

into gorgeous bloom, how the ordinary potato is

changed into an esculent that compares with its

original seed as Flora Temple compares to a cart

horse ; how the common musk melon is developed

into a fruit of which every fragment is like so

much crystalized wine.

The flowers, the floral arches, the aquaria full

of gold fish, the homely every-da3^-used vegeta-

bles—all the offerings, in short, make up a very

splendid display. Our reporter is most happy to

assert, upon the basis ofsome considerable experi-

ence, that the equal of this exhibition has not

hitherto been witnessed in this country.

—

North

American.

KENTUCKY HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

These exhibitions are held at Masonic Tem-
ple in Louisville, and as the report indicates,

are intensely interesting. Specimens of fine

fruits are sent from all parts of the State, and

sold for the benefit of the contributors ; the So-

ciety deducting a certain percentage to pay ex-

penses. The Kentucky Horticultural Society

has been in successful operation upwards of

twenty five years, and numbers among its mem-
bers some of the most distinguished and most

intelligent gentlemen residing in Louisville ajiul

vicinity. Such an institution is an ornament to

our State, and we hope our readers will not only

attend its meetings when they visit Louisville, but

will send such specimens of fruit they may have,

which may be really choice. The reports of the

Society are valuable for future reference, and

should be preserved ; they show the best kinds

of fruits to cultivate ; which are the most popu-

lar and successful varieties, and the order and
time of ripening.

—

Dixie Farmer.
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HINTS FOR NOYEMBEE.

FLOWER GARDEN AXD PLEASURE
!

GROUND.

This department begins to present to many
minds a dreary appearance, and yet tlie rustling

of the dry leaves and the whistling of the Avinds,

through naked boughs, and the plaintive voices

of trembling evergreens, have a charm for many
whicli not even the cosiest city parlor, with the

most agreeable offriend to chat with, could favor-

ably compare. AVe often try to think one month
better than another,—which we would prefer for

joyous pleasure,—which we would rather select as

a month to die in, but find none to choose from.

All have special points to admire. Certainl}- the

fall of the leaf in the country is not the least en-

joyable of any.

But to more practical matters. These leaves

have to be gathered up. They are excellent to

mix with hotbed material,and where practicable,

should be saved for this purpose. The}' do not

heat so rapidly as stable manure, and in this

have an advantage as tempering its violence,

making it last longer, and maintaining a more

regular heat. They are excellent material to

put round cold frames to protect halfhardy i)lants.

A board is put up the height of the frame boards,

and about a foot or more from them, and the

leaves filled in between. If the plants are some-

what tender, the bottom of the frames may be

filled in a few feet with the leaves. ]S[uch heat

is thrown off during the decomposition of the

leaves, which though not enough to keep out

severe frost, yet modifies somewhat the tempei'-

alure. These leaves after they have l)cen two or

three years decaying, make admirable stuff for

l)Otting and flowers in general.

Leaves are the natural protectors of grass;

clearing them from lawns, it has a tendency to

impoverish the vegetation. Mowing of course

also weakens a lawn. This makes an occasional

top dressing advisable,—any decaying matter will

do. This is the season to apply it.

Sometimes lawns, after frequent mowings, be-

come so weak, that not even manurings will

bring them up again ; for, as we have often taught

our readers, cutting off green herbage weakens

vitality. When this is the case, small Veronicas

and other minute weeds, which the scythe does

not cut, grow strong enough to crowd out the

enfeebled grass. We have seen some resort to

weeding in such cases with little beneficial results.

The best plan is to break up the lawn at this

season, let it lie all winter, and seed it again

anew in spring. The Blue Grass of Kentucky

or Green Grass of Pennsylvania—botanically

Poa |>raf€nsis—is better than any " mixture " for

making a first-class American lawn. Eor rea-

sons we have given, lawns run out faster wlien a

mowing machine is used, than when scythe cut,

but the advantages of a machine are so great,

that we wonder that they are not in more gen-

eral use. The Duchess Co., N. York, ones are

excellent for the purpose.

If any shrubs are desirable to increase by cut-

tings, now is the time to attend to it. They are

taken off now, planted in the open ground pro-

tected as much as possible from severe frost, by

covering ofearth,or any non-fermenting material.

The planting of trees will still continue to en-

gage our attention at every favorable opportu-

nity. Many prefer at this season to remove trees

in the winter by the " frozen ball " system.

There is nothing gained by this practice. To
those unacquainted witli this mode of planting,

we may as well descrll)e it. Just before frosl is

expected, a trench is dug around a tree a few feet

from its base, leaving the tree so, that with a rope

at the top, it can be easily drawn over, A hole is

then dug for it in the situation desired. When
the " ball " has become frozen through around

the tree, it is removed to the prepared hole ;and,
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when a thaw comes, the soil is filled in around

it. We have said there is nothing gained by it,

and there are many disadvantages. If the tree

lias boon removed a " time or two" before, as

most nursex-y trees have, it will have an abun-

dance of fibres near the stem, and can be success-

fully removed without much regard to the "ball

of earth," either Jn fall or spring. If it has

never been removed befox'e, that is a tree grow-

ing naturally, it will have no fibres at its base,

and so no "ball of earth" can preserve them ; so

that a tree which can be moved successfully on

this freezing system, can be as successfully done

without it. The disadvantages of it are, that it

exposes the injured roots for a long time to the

injurious action of the frost and the elements,

besides the Irequency of the operation being im-

properly done, by several attempts being made at

its completion. We have given the system a

fair trial, and have done with it. The main ob-

ject should be to preserve all the roots possible

with the tree, keep them moist and preserve from

injury, then go-a-head and don't wait for frost.

FRUIT GARDEN.

One of our first articles in the Gardener''!^

Monthly, was (me to warn our people against pre-

vailing systems of fruit culture, which cut away

the surface roots. Our advice was from life-long

experience. But we excepted the dwarf Pear.

AVe had had no experience with it at that time,

except on the popular plans. Some of our friends

have since gone farther than we did. They main-

tain that not even the dwarf Pear is to be ex-

cepted. We have weighed the subject well, and

are converted. We acknowledge our error. We
now know that it is just as essential that the

dwarf Pear should have its roots on the surface

as any other tree. We are convinced that much
of dwarf Pear lailures come from the long stems

buried under ground, and the kind of digging

culture which cuts away the surface roots. In

many cases of diseased Pears, we have recently

seen dug up in various parts of the United States,

the lowest roots, ten or twelve inches from the

surface are rotten. The decay of course spreads

upwards. That intelligent AVestern cultivator,

Robert Douglas, of AVaukegan, Ills., assures us

that Quinces cannot be g.'own successfully in

tliose parts anymore except in grass ; not proba-

bly that there is any merit in grass, but because

by this system the I'oots keep near the surface.

In planting dwarf Pears, if the plants have long

quince stocks, cut them back to six inches from

the bud, and plant as nearly on the surface as 2iOS-

sihle. There is nothing more satisfactory than

a dwarf Pear orchard managed properly, and at

the same time nothing more annoying than the

dwarf Pear as grown by those who do not or will

not grow them as they should be. Most people

treat the dwarfPear just as they would a crop of

corn, but the proper course is about as opposite as

can well be imagined. Dwarf Pears should be

set closer than they are usually, say ten feet

apart. They can then occupy the ground exclu-

sively without any " begrudgement."

Pears, apples, and cherries generally do well

fall planted. Stove fruits north of the Potomac
are best in spring.

Pruning is generally thought very necessary,

and to be a great art, which it is,—but the great-

ness of the art consists in knowing how little to

cut away. Usually all that is necessary is to

cut with a viev»^ to the future shape of the tree.

AVhere the grape and raspberry do not ripen

their wood thoroughly, they are liable to winter

kill. In these cases they must be laid down, and
protected with earth. Previously the immature
wood should be cut away. Plum or cherry trees

which have been so neglected as to be covered

with knots, may be renovated. Cut away at

this season, all the parts aflected, then in May
next, watch for the first appearance of the swell-

ings and rub them out with finger and thumb as

they appear. It is astonishing how easy this

wickedness of the plum and cherry can be made
to cease from troubling, and how with fruit one

shall be blest.

Apples, qviinces and plums should be examined
before frost sets in, and if any borers have elTect-

ed a lodgment—a jack-knife and a strong piece of

wire are all the implements necessar}- ; a man
will go over several hundred trees a da^'. It is

a cheap way of preserving trees. If many of the

remiulies proposed by correspondents in our pa-

per have been tried and found efleetual, such as

tobacco stems, &c., there will be few borers to

deal with in the examination.

In cultivating Raspberries on a large scale,

they do best in hills, as the cultivator keeps them
from crowding each other so much. For garden

culture they are better in rows, the suckers t(» be

kept hoed out occasionally as the}^ grow ; enouirh

only being left that will be required for fruiting

next year. AVhere canes are required lor new
plantations, of course a portion of the crop must

be sacrificed to the suckers.
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Strawberries are much better when protected

through the winter, no matter how "hardy" they

may be. Very coarse strawy manure is the best

material, wliicli can be raked oil' in early spring.

A few inches is sutficient, just enough to keep

the sun ofi' when frozen, which all our readers

know by this time is the chief cause of the loss

by frost.

COLD GRAPERIES, &c.

In houses where no fire is kept, the leaves will

all have fallen, and the vines be ready for prun-

ing. The course depends on the system adopted.

That system is the best which leaves the longest

canes,—very severe pruning to keep the plant

within bounds soon injures the general health.

We pointed out years ago, the great benefit of

training a single vine horizontally along the lower

part of the house, and training canes from this

up along the rafters. This is one of the secrets

of success in the celebrated Hampton Court vine.

The English papers have recently been discussing

this question, and the facts in every instance

favor the longest cane system. After the vine

has become extensively developed, it can be

managed very well on the spur system of train-

ing, which cuts away the young bearing branches

of the vine back to a single eye at the base near the

old cane from whence it sprang. After the vines

are pruned, we like to strip off all the old bark,

and wash with lime and sulphur, which destroys

any eggs of insects which generally abound. The

following is English advice for fruit houses at

this season :

"Late Vineries, in which fruit is still hanging,

should not exceed a temperature of 47" or 48^ at

night, if the grapes are to be kept as long as pos-

sible, plump and good. ]\[aintain a low temper-

ature, in all vineries where forcing has com-

menced, until the buds have fairly started. From
50' to 54^ will be ample ; the former upon cold

nights will suffice, as it will obviate too great a

rush of artificial heat. Keep up a nice gentle

temperature, upon the surface of the outer border

in cases where the roots are out in such positions

by means of fernicuting materials. Syringe the

vines occasionally onlj', if a goodly volume of

humidity is constantly maintained by means of

fermeniing material placed inside the house. If

no such advantageous circumstances exist, it

will be nttcessary to damp the canes more fre-

ciucntly, and by other means to induce a good

moist atmosphere. Old vines, when thus forced

early, receive some assistance by means of moist-

ened hay-bands which are generally bound
around the lower portion of the rods neatly.

Houses in which the roots of the vines are inside,

And the borders of which are likely to be very

dry, should have thoroughly good soakings of

water, which should be comparatively warm. It

will be well, therefore, to prepare a heap of

thoroughly decomposed manure of the very best

quality, which,by occasionally turning over, will

be ready to place thickly upon the surface of

this inside border previous to giving it another
good soaking with water. The useful properties

it possesses will thus be worked out and driven

down into the soil below.

Give studied attention to all Peach and Xecta-
rine borders, the trees in which are being forced.

See that the}'^ do not stand in need of water. If

any buds fall off, accept that circumstance as a
proof that something is likely to be wrong in

that direction. Of course the treatment must
be according to past routine. If the lights have
been removed and rain fell upon the border,it is not
nearly so likely to want a good soaking as otlrers

from which the lights have not been removed.

See well to all plants intended to be forced suc-

cessfully for a supply of flowers. All freshly put-

ted plants should receive valuable assistance

from being plunged in some sort of fermenting

material in the outer air. This will induce fresh

rootlets to form, and prepare them for a better

display when wanted."
<>»•

GREENHOUSE.
It is a common error to appl}'^ to much lire

to greenhouse plants at once on housing them.

For a month or so, the temperature should be

as low as consistent with safety, applying arti-

ficial heat only when there is immediate danger
from frost. All the air possible should also be

afforded them—avoiding always cold draughts.

The hardier and the riper the wood can be

secured now, the less fire they will require when
the weather becomes colder. The most excita-

ble plants should be placed as near to the direct

rays of the sun as possible, excepting, of course,

I
such as prefer shade— such as Camellias, Aza-

I

leas, Rhododendrons. Refiected light is not near

I

as advantageous to light loving plants, as the

direct sun's rays, and those of the morning sun
are most useful of all. Plants which are not

growing much do nearly as well in the shady

part of the greenhouse. Plants that it is desi-

rable should form large handsome specimens
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iniist be repotted as fast as the roots appear

freely around the ball of soil in the pot ; if they

once become impoverished, the oldest leaves

ripen and fall otf, which is a loss to the plant.

In growing tine specimens, it should be a point

to maintain evei-y leaf in perfect health to the

latest possible moment ; much of success de-

pends on this. Camellias should have their buds

(binned if too many have evidently set—two or

three good buds to each shoot is enough in the

most vigorous instances, and where the shoot is

weak, one is enough to be permitted to flower.

Eegularity in tenijicrature and treatment is es-

sential to successful Camellia growing. To be

hot or cold, wet or dry, by turns, almost daily,

is a latal course of practice. Flowering amiuals,

that have been grown for winter decorations,

are much improved by having their tops pinched

ctT about this time. The individual ttoAvers are

reduced in size, somewhat by this practice, but

they are produced in such great abunbance, and

the plant so much improved in appearance that

it is an easy choice between the two practices.

It is curious to note how common names often

])ecome popular, no one knowing how they

rise. Thus in almost all American cities the

Cape Pelargonium isknown as the " Lady Wash-

ington Geranium." At one time considerable

skill was displayed by gardeners in growing fine

specimens of them, and they are realy worth all

the time they take.

In Europe there are treatises expressly written

about them. A writer says, in November, they

will now need very careful attention. A very

slight amount of warmth more than is gootl for

them, too close an atmosphere, or the like, pro-

ductive of a weak, ill-maturea growth, cannot

be too much guarded against ; for after they

have become di'awn at this season, owing to any
little discrepancy in their general treatment, it

is not easy to restore them to vigor. Aftbrd

each plant abundance of room, keep them as

near the glass as possible, and give all the air

possible upon all favorable occasions. Plants

intended for very early flowering may now be

got into their preliminary shape, with the aid of

a few stakes, &c. pinching back all that need it,

and giving them a slight shift when fairly started

afterwards into growth, provided at all times

the roots are in want of more extended space.

I have already suggested that they be pot:ed in-

to a nice, free, open, rich, friable maiden loam

—

that upon which the upper herbage has become
thoroughly decomposed, by laying for a twelve-

month or so—giving rather less silver sand at

each successive potting tlian is needed when first

started after having been cut back. I would
advise that the earlier batch—those which are

fairly growing—receive now and then upon nice,

fine sunny days, a slight sprinkling overhead

with water some half a-dozen degrees warmer
than the temperature of the atmosphere. This

invigorates them much, without inducing any
unnecessary growth, when aftbrded them with

due regard to existing circumstances. Always
endeavor to get the foliage thoroughly dried be-

fore closing the house, therefore use tepid water,

which evaporates more readily than cold water.

C M M U N I C A T I A^ S .

THE METEOROLOGICAL INFLUENCES
AFFECTING THE GRAPE.

r.Y DR. .7. STAYMANjLEAVENAVORTH KANSAS.

Nature is a continued change, like the ebb and

llow of the ocean. We have day and night, heat

and cold, summer and winter, composition and

decomposition. So in vegetation, we behold the

records of innumerable changes of seasons and

variations oftemperature. Each season's growth,

like a link in a chain, is a complete cycle, which

uniolds the seasons and growth of ages. Nature

is a book which dcvelopes tiie past, teaches the

pres(!nt and dcitennines the future. She gives

the zone and climate best adapted to every plant.

[

She gives the conditions there most favorable to

their growth. She also determines the extremes

of altitude, latitude and longitude; of light, heat

and moisture. Her species and varieties are

innumerable, yet in no case are the conditions of

growth and health reversed. Her conditions

arc specific, yet they are varied for the develop-

ment of each part. There is a stage of germina-

1
tion, growth, maturation and rest ; also corres-

I

ponding degrees of temperature and moisture.

Heat and light, air and moisture, are essential

lor the growth and peifection of vegetation.

Seeds will germinate with heat and moisture,

but plants will not grow without light and air.

They absorb heat and light in relation to their
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rolor, they decompose carbonic-acul iu propor-

tion to their growth ; and require moisture in pro-

portion to their growth and evaporation. In

the rudimentary state they endure more mois-

ture than heat, and iu the maturing state more

heat than moisture.

Plants liavo distinct stages of growth, charac-

terized by different conditions, what is essential

for the one is not for tlie other.

They have also distinct offices to perform, cor-

responding with their stages of growth ; the one

is the expanding, developing or growing, and

the other the condensing, solidifying or maturing.

The first is characterized by an excess of mois-

ture, the second by an excess of heat.

With these preliminary remarks on the growth

of vegetation, we shall endeavor to apply these

principles to the growth and perfection of the

grape. It is not our object to show the zone or

climate of the grape, but the conditions of its

Ueallhy growth, for, if these cannot be obtained,

it is but little difference where it grows. The
grape vine being a ver}' rapid grower, producing

such large ratio of wood, foliage and fruit in

proportion to the density of its stock, shows an

extraordinary vital action, which must have a

corresponding reaction. As excessive growth is

antagonistic to the production of fruit, so ex-

cessive vital action is antagonistic to the ma-
turity of wood ami fruit. Therefore, if excessive

vital action is continued too long, there must be

a corresponding time to condense, solidify, and
concentrate the essential elements to the differ-

ent parts to mature, and perfect the fruit and

wood, otherwise it will be unable to perform its

functions and become diseased. The essential

conditions of growing, ripening and maturing of

wood and fruit, is a definite amount of light,

heat and moisture. AVhere these cannot be ob-

tained, it is useless to attempt to grow the

grape.
If there is a less average than 5.1 degrees of

temperature for the growing months of April,

May and .June, and a less average than 05 de-

grees for the maturing months of .July, August
and September, and an average of fifty per cent,

of clear .sky, there can be no hope of success ; but

when the temperature averages 60 degrees for

the former months, and 70 degrees for the latter,

and an equal ]n-oportion of clear sky, and no

change of temi)erature of more than 50 degrees

in '2i hours, other conditions equal, success will

be certain. And where the temperature averages

t>5 degrees for the first months, and 75 degrees

for the latter, other conditions being equal, fruit

of the greatest excellence can be raised, and

wine of the greatest body and finest quality can

be produced.

'Ihe conditions of heat and moisture are very

different—the former is beneficial in proportion

to the high temperature for the months of July,

August, and September; while the latter is in

proportion to its diminished quantity for the

same months.

The former we have no conlrfd over, and have

to seek it where it exists;—the latter we have

some control of, and should seek to get rid of it.

When there is an average rain fall of inches

for the months of April, May and .Tune, and an

average of 5 inches for the months of July, Au-
gust and September, other conditions flxvorable,

we cannot succeed in raising grapes, unless con-

trolled by artificial means. When the average

rain fall for the first three months is not more

than 5 inches, other conditions favorable, some

of the most hardy sorts can be raised. When
the average rain fall for the first months is noc

more than 4 inches, and the average for the

latter is not more than 3 inches, other conditions

favorable, all the hardy varieties can be culti-

vated with success. But where there is a less

average rain fiill than 3 inches for April, May
and June, and a less average than 2 inches for

July, August and September, all other condi-

tions being favorable, fruit of the best quality

can be raised, and wine of the greatest body and

excellence can be made.

From the foregoing facts we come to the fol-

lowing conclusion: that the most favorable con-
^

ditions for the cultivation of the grape is an

average temperature of 70 degrees for the whole

term of six months, and not less than 75 degrees

for July, August and September, being 12,000

degrees for the growing and maturing seasons
;

and a less average rain f\xll than 2.50 inches for

the whole saason, and a clear sky and dry at-

mosphere for the latter three months, and where

there is a less change of temperature than 50

degrees in 24 hours any time of the year.

Having finally arrived at some definite con-

clusions respecting the meteorological influences

affecting the grape, we shall endeavor to demon-

strate the same by facts. In doing so we hope

to have your patient indulgence, for we are prone

to condemn without examination. We have no

theories or opinions to give, but what we believe

are founded upon facts, and it has been by dote
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observation and most diligent investigation we
have arrived at the above conchisions.

It appears strange that so many writers have

been engaged in discussing this subject, and

nearly all agreeing that temperature and mois-

ture have something to do wiih it
;
yet none

hav'e been able to point out any definite condition,

leaving the whole subject in doubt, obscurity

and perplexit)\

We have not space in this article to full}^ dis-

cuss the subject, therefore, we will give but a

summary of the facts. In doing so we acknow-
ledge our indebtedness to the Smithsonian In-

stitute and Department of Agriculture, Wash-
ington City, for valuable meteorological reports-

We shall give, in the first place, the meteoro-

logical conditions, xrhen the grape succeeded the

best at a number of diflerent points, to show the

imiformity of certain conditions favorable to its

cultivation. Secondly, we shall give the mete-

orological conditions when the grape did not

succeed at a number of the same points," show-

ing the uniformity of different conditions un-

favorahle to its cultivation :

Tears of success. §
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inches less rain and 165 degrees more heat. And
if we compare with New York we find 2.70 in-

ches less rain, and 558 degrees more heat for the

same period in favor of the west. But if we com-

pare the average of Ohio, Illinois, Missouri,

and Kansas, with the average of Xew York,

Xew Jersej', and Pennsylvania, for 18G7, wc find

the following results :

° in. ° in. ° in.

Averagp of O., III. Mo, & Kan., 60.6 4 08 7.S 5 2.40 67.0 ?.-H

Average ol N.Y., N.J. , and Pa., 57 1 .i.41 6S.9 4.5.^ 6.1.0 4 H7

Here we see a difference of 414 degrees more

heat, and G.45 inches less I'ain for the months of

July, August and September, and for the whole

period 720 degrees more heat, and 10.38 inches

less rain in favor of the Western States.

Xow, if we compare the successful periods of

grape culture with the success of 1867, as below

seen, we find a perfect agreement in the condi-

tions of success.

Average of successful periods,
Avemire of 1S67,

° in. ° in. ° in.

60.0 2.81 74 2 1.43 67 5 2.12
60.6 4.08 73.5 2.40 67.0 3 24

For the month? of .Tuly, August and Septem-

ber there is but seven-tenths of a degree of difter-

ence, and for the months of April, May and

June but three-tenths, and for the whole period

but five-tenths. Although we find considerable

diflerence in the fall of rain for the months of

April, May and .June, yet it is not above the

conditions of success, while for the months of

July, August and September, it is below the con-

ditions of success.

Some may, however, think that the failure of

the grape crop east of the Alleghenies was en-

tirely due to the low temperature of the season.

That heat is absolutely necessary we admit, and

a high temperature is requisite to concentrate

the sugar for making wine of great bod}', yet we
will show that the temperature there was suffi-

cient to mature grapes of good quality, provided

the conditions of moisture had ])een favorable.

We herein annex a table of the average tempera-

ture of Xew York, Xew Jersey and Penn.syl-

vania for 1567, with the temperature of Kelly's

I.sland for 1863, a successful season, and also

Toulouse and Dijon, France, where the grape is

known to succeed :

New York. New .Tersey, & Pa., 1867 ^- .'>7.1

Kelly'H Island, 1S«3, t^/if! .I

Dijon, France, Jr riO 2
Toulouse, do., -"''•^

bf 6S li

. o

?. f3.0

= H2 4

^64 4

should have been at Kelly's Island, for there the

temperature was the lowest ; but that was not

the case, for tlie rain fall that season was but

1.48 inches of an average for July, August and

September, and for the months of April, May
and June, an average of but 2.40 inches, which

was 2.16 inches less than the average of the

years of success.

Although the grape may succeed at the above

temperature, it is not sullicieutly high to pro-

duce wine of great body, unless under the most

favorable circumstances, such as clear sky and

very little rain during the maturing of the grape.

Having finally determined b\- observations

made, the lowest temperature, and the greatest

amount of rain the grape will endure to ripen

well, we shall now endeavor to show that the

quality and perfection of the grape, and the body

and excellence of the wine, is in proportion to

the /iig/i tempercture and climinished rain fall of

the season.

In doing so, we shall only give the places where

wine of the greatest strength and best quality is

made.

We have no report of Hammondsport, Xew
York, a celebrated wine locality, but in the ab-

sence of fcuch we shall let Kelly's Island repre-

sent it

:
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veloping the excellence of the grape, and the
vintage of 18G7 will be of a marked character;

our fervid sun and cloudless sky, and protracted

drought, which has so seriously reduced the pro-

ducts of our lields and gardens, has developed
the elements of the grape in its greatest perfec-

tion, and it has prevented the necessity of galliz-

ing." The editor of the Gardener^s Monthly,
Mr. T. Meehan, says the same in regard to the
superior qualilty of the grape in the West, in

Xovcmber number of the Monthly.

The above we think sufficient to show that
the season of 1867 has been a very favorable one
in the West for the grape, corresponding with the
high temperature and little rain ftill of the above
tables. We place here a table of the strength
of the must by Oeschles' must scale, of a few
varieties.

Concord,
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IMPROVEMENTS IN JAPAN LILIES.

BY M. P. WILDER, ESQ.. DORCHESTER, MASS.

My Japan Lily Seedlings have developed

progress by changes from year to year,

and have been the admiration of all who
have seen them. Thirty years of crossing

has disturbed the fountains of generation, and

,
produced many variations that will end in some-

thing new, if not grand, in the future. You
know I had a double Japan last year. This year

I liave all shades, and between red and white,

from the softest blending to the darkest spots of

crimson. The first of my crossing was about the

year 18o7, when I received a bulb from Europe,

which cost 5 guineas. Not having any lily to

cross it with, I gathered from a garden on the

roadside, pollen of the L. tigrinum, and after

carrying it for three weeks in my pocket, I fer-

tilized the Japan lily, and from these came my
first seedlings. Some have thought that this

might be a mistake, or that I was mistaken: that

" Species would not cross." To prove the truth

of my assertion, I have this summer again

crossed the Japan, both red and white, with

pollen of L. tigrinum, and I have now numerous

large pods of seed on the plants. I believe with

Mr. Darwin that some plants have self-impotent

pollen. Lilium auratum belongs to this class.

It is very difficult to seed with its own pollen,

neither will it take L. tigrinum like the L. lan-

cifolium, but it can easily be crossed with the

latter. Where is the line of demarcation to

hybridization, and the variation of plants under

domestication? When we pass the bounds pre-

scribed by botanists of the past, and find that

not only species but genera can be crossed, we
shall discover a field whose boundaries, in the

words of Dr. Lindley, arc lost in the horizon and

will still be receding as we advance. The pro-

duction of new Camellias, Azaleas and Rhodo-

dendrons by crossing have been multiforious

within my own knowledge of the former. I have

produced by petaloid or transformed pollen double

flowers almost at will, and from sports of the

mother plants (as Mr. Darwin would probably

say, under domestication) I have produced many
other superb varieties, which have been perpetu-

ated by grafting. By the same processes, change

and variation seems to be, in the plant world,

the order of the day. But if I write in this

strain you will set me down as a convert to

Darwin, which I confess would be no small dis-

tinction. But what say you to the crossing of

generaas it is now understood. We have crossed

Lilium lancifolium rubrum withGloriosa supei'ba,

and have the seeds now in growth. What a

horrible innovation upon the established laws of

botany ! So thought I, and hardly dared to

mention it to the leading botanist of our coun-

try; but to my surprise he said he was not at all

astonished. We are living in an age of change

and improvement, and this is equally true in

regard to the progress of rur.il art.

[Mr. Wilder's communication will be read with

much interest. Every one who has visited his

grounds will long remember the many beautiful

forms of the Lily that were raised between the

Tiger and Japan Lilies. We happen to know

that Professor Gray, who has recently left for

Europe, was anxious to have an account of Mr.

Wilder's experiments to take to Dr. Darwin, but

time did not permit their being made out then,

and it is with much pleasure that we find Mr.

W. now has had the leisure to pen them for us.

The subject of natural cross impregnation,

started by Dr. Darwin, is yet but in its infancy.

Every one who has any observing faculties, can

see almost daily the truth of Mr. Darwin's views,

and might add innumerable facts of interest to

the comparatively few as yet known. We have

ourselves, with the very limited time at our

command, made many curious notes of this

character the past season. The common Balsam

of the woods, {Lnpaticns pallida andf'dva.) and

in fact the common Baslam or Lady Slipper of

our gardens, has its stamens so arranged that it

cannot fertilize itself. The pistil swells notwith-

standing its non-impregnation, until it forces the

conjoined mass of stamens to fall off, when it re-

ceives the pollen of some foreign flower.

Again, Forsytkia liridissima, the conunon Gol-

den Bell of gardens, has, Ave believe, never been

known to produce a seed vessel. We have never

seen or heard of one. Suspecting that it was

simply pining for its "affinity," we last spring

impregnated a few flowers with pollen from

L Suspensa^ and have now four pods on F. viri-

dissima, which are not yet ripe. Another case

is similar to ]Mr. AVilder's Gloriosa experiments.

We crossed a flower of the Australian Disemma

coccinnea with pollen of the Passijlora ccrralea,

carefully cutting away the unopened anthers of

the Disemuia of course. The pod i)erfected its

seeds. Anxious that no accident should mar

so curious an experiment, we divided the seeds

with Professor Gray, Mr. Buist and ourselves,

I as we now write we have half-a-dozen plants
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just pushing their second leaves beyond the

seed lobes. The final result is anxiously looked

for ; but enough is being developed to show that

instead of the old doctrine, that " like produces

like," being the law, nature takes peculiar pains

to prevent like producing like, by making special

eftbrts to prevent selt-ipinregnation.]

TOMATO TRELLISES.
BY S. L. ALLEN, CINNAMINSON, N. J.

In the matter of trellises for tomatoes I have

no experience,hut my judgment would be against

them as useless, especially since knowledge of

the growth of the vine leads to a reverse conclu-

sion, from consideration of the only argument

brought up in their favor, viz., that of the fruit

receiving more light. The fact is, that the

weight of the fruit will always break down the

vines, and it thus becomes very fully exposed

to the sun, the great flavorer. By training this

is prevented, shade from the leaves being more

regular and complete. I have seen thousands

of acres growing for mai'ket, but never any
trellissed or supported. I believe the best plan

for garden or amateur cultivation would be that

of plentiful mulching Avith some coarse material.

[The argument in fovor of the Tomato on

board fences and trellisses was only indirectly

dependent on the point of more light. The di-

rect argument was that the Tomato was infi-

nitely better in quality, and had more preserv(xiive

ItOficers, and this was only supposed to he the effect

of more light. So that though shown to be

wrong on the light argument, the excellence of

the fruit yet remains.]

NATURAL INARCHINGS.
BY Vr. G. A.

During last summer, I discovered a very in-

teresting case of inosculation on a Linden tree,

(Tilia Americana,) in Independence square,

Philadelphia. At 18 or 20 feet from the ground
the principal stem divides into four large

branches at cpiite acute angles. About six feet

higher, two of the branclu^s approach and form

a connection like the Siamese twins, and then

again diverge, and continue to the extremity of

the head of the tree.

In some respects this tree is more remarkable

than tlie celebrated IJeech belonging to the

Marquis of Exeter, at West Ilay, of which Lou-
don gives two i^icturcs. The latter appears to

consist of two trees, j'robably from the same
root, and so crowded together as to resemble a

single tree. The Beech on account of its smooth

bark, is said to be liable to the phenomena when
crowded, as the branches are apt to cross and
interlace, and in the instance quoted, the con-

nection is near the ground, where there would

not be much movement of the branches. The
bark of the Linden, on the contrary, is rough

and thick, and the nearest approach of the

branches of our tree is at the point of connec-

tion, six or eight inches apart, when they again

widely diverge. It is difficult to conceive how
the branches could unite after having attained

the height of over 25 feet, as a separation would

seem inevitable on the slightest motion of the

air. The connecting portion extends full 18

inches along the branches.

This tree is just inside the western gate, oppo-

site Sansom street, and was doubtless planted

by Mr. Samuel Vaughan, in 1785, as its pendant,

apparently of equal age, still flourishes at the

Fifth street end of the same walk.

DWARF PEACH TREES.

BY MR. P. .T. BERCKMAXS.

Orchard house culturists complained some

years since, that the health of the Peach trees

trained for pot culture, Avas impaired after a fair

season of fruiting, by the cramped space the

roots had to occupy. This remark led me to the

idea of taking the seedlings of the Italian Dwarf
peach as stocks whereupon to work the early

market varieties upon, and to endeavor to pro-

duce really Dwarf Peach trees of an}' given va-

riety, without the necessity of root pruning, etc.

I consequently budded several seedlings of the

Italian Dwarf with Hale's, Troth's, Amelia, Chi-

na Cling, etc. Last year the buds started off

finely, and I Avas anticipating for the ensuing

fall some Avell formed Dwarf Peach trees, but

contrary to my expectations, the buds kept grow-

ing until by fall they averaged seven feet high,

Avith bodies two and a half inches in diameter

at the junction of bud and stock, Avhile the latter

attained the same heaA'}' groAvth. Tiie remain-

ing seedlings in the same roAv being left un-

budded averaged one inch in diameter at the

ground.

This unexpected result proAcd that in the case

of the Peacli the graft influences the stock solely,

and the latter has little if any influence upon the

former; this be ng made evident by the stock of
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the ordinary peach assimilating itself entirely

to the peculiar growth of the Italian Dwarf

when budded with that variety.

My next experiment was to lake trees of the

Italian Dwarf budded upon ordinary peach

stocks, and by double working them succeeded

in producing Dwarfed trees of any given va-

riety.

This may prove of some benefit to Orchard-

house culture, as peach trees thus treated do not

extend their roots as far as those of the ordinary

kind, and can in a manner be compared as occu-

pying the same position to ordinar}' peach, or I

may say standard peach trees, as the Dwarf
apple does to the standard.

The Italian Dwarf Peach seems to be a variety

Sui generis, as it reproduces itself identically in

every instance. Albeit, all my efforts to hybrid-

ise it with other varieties ; I have never suc-

ceeded in producing a new variety, and as this

type is so well adapted to pot culture, it is to be

hoped that others Avill be more successful.

Two years since I found an accidental seedling

in a nursery row, which is entirely distinct in

growth, foliage and general appearance from

either Italian oi Van Bureu's Dwarfs; and al-

though the tree is now three years old, but has

not as yet produced any fruit, all its character-

istics denote that it will produce a ^-ellow fleshed

peach, and it is to be hoped that it will be of

good quality.

THE EARLY ROSE POTATO AXD XEW
WARES.

BY CHRONICLER, PHIIiADELPHIA.

The Early Rose far surpasses in virtues all

the commendations sent out with it, being a

week earlier than the Early Goodrich, yields as

heavy crops, and thrice better in table quality.

It has succeeded equally well upon various soils

and localities the past season. It is more easily

propagated by cuttiiuja off its shoots, than are

Dahlias and Tomatoes. AVe tried four cuttings,

they soon struck root and grew quickly, the four

plants yielded a half-peck of tubers ; but were

later than those planted by sets. "We have not

seen any with such rank shoots as G. W. Best,

of Utica, speaks of, perhaps our climate may
check the rank growth of the shoots ; we caus-

ed the ends of all shoots to be nipped off as soon

as they formed blossom buds, and many of the

plants from sets of one eye each produced a half-

peck of good sized tubers.

The edible quality of the Early Rose is equal

to the following late varieties :—The once famous

Don, of Great Britain, the Cups of Ireland,

the Pinkeyes of New York State, the 3ferccrs of

Pennsylvania, and the modern Garnet Cliili and

Monitor.

The skin is rosy blush, slightly rough, the flesh

pure Avhite, the eyes are not numerous nor

deeply sunk. These are all the external signs of

a good potato.

Greece was long famous for her well finishsed

gardens, and the sweetest finish of our pleasure

grounds are called the " Grecian Style." Wil-

liam W. Wilcox, of Middletown, Connecticut,

carries on the business of making fancy frames

and trellisses of galvanized iron wire tor supports

of flowering plants of various sizes and habits,

they are very ornamental and add elegance to

fine gardensjthey maybe called " Grecian ware."

Italy for centuries was famed for the ingenious

figures of her gardens, sculpture of stone and

rustic works of wood.

James King, of New Haven, Connecticut,

manufactures rustic work of wood extensively.

Chairs and settees for seats, and hanging baskets,

vases and large stands for growing flowering

plants in. The figures are very ingeniously and

curiously wrought with roots of trees, and beau-

tifully polished with varnish. Their forms and

sizes are various, and make gardens and pleasure

grounds very attractive.

R. Warner, of Cleveland, Ohio, makes garden

labels in thousands by machinery, of many dif-

ferent sizes and forms, suitable for every purpose

of preserving the names of plants ; they are

well made, and are sold by retail in our seed

stores.

Every year new inventions are discovered to

aid horticulture ; and every year superior new

productions are produced to further enrich and

increase the value of horticultural crops, and

the advertising columns of the Garclener'>s Month-

hj are the best medium to give notice of them

throughout our own nation and other nations

and empires.
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PURSH'S JOURNAL.

( Continued. )

Early this morning Mr. Fell, who had .irot an
Idea of my pursuits inti-oducod me to Mr. Jacob
Hart an acquaintance of Dr. Barton, who expect-
ed to sec a letter in my hands directed to him.
Mr. Hart told me that he at his journey to
Philada. had heard of my coming to that place,

& offered me very kindly all assistance in his
power, to forward the intend of my journey, I
soon got into conversation with him about the
petrefactions of shells & he proposed a walk along
the river where he would show me plenty. Ac-
cordingly we took a walk about 10. o clock : The
impressions of the shells are plentifully in a kind
of loose Iron Ochre stone, it is the nature ofslate
& opens almost any way, you would wish, some
of the shells are very well preserved, while others
fall to pieces as soon as opened.—I layd by some
of the best specimens as I intended to have an
other walk along the shore, on purpose to collect
some

: On the rocks here I observed a species
of Galium foliis quaternis hniari lauceolatis, flor-

ibus albis—which I for the present call Galium
Mollugo, though I think I am wrong in the
name : I never seen this plant before, excepting
in dryed specimens in the collection of Dr. Bar-
ton. In going up the river Ave came to a bed of
of coal, which points out close to the edge of the
water.

Mr. Hart observed, that there was an open
Coal pit at about 2 m. from there, & if I choosed
we would go to it ; this was as welcome an offer

to me as could be. We crossed Millcreek & turn-
ed off from the river.—In this wa.k I found Con-
volvulus spithamaeus—Asclepias quadrifolia &
Gratiola otHcinalis, in full flower. In crossing
Mill creek & coming up the hill by the saw mill,

I observed on the slaty gneis a good many signs
of copper, being in this nighborhood

; the bloom
of vertigris showed itself in several specimens of
stone & alltogether the stone seemed to be of the
same kind as that near Mr. Hughes' Iron Works
at Antietam in which place copper has been
found. We at last arrived at the Coal mine, the
sight of which, I admired more than I could have
expected ; It lays in draught or hollow, where one
of the faces of the stratum of coal has been opened
by a little stream of water rumiing with great

swiftness alongside of it, & down a deep hollow

by a kind of cascade. The face of this hill or

stratum of coal is about 2(5 feet, from the sur-

face of the ground, to the level of the little run
;

the coal beginns about 3 feet below the surface

& its stratum goes below the level of the run ;

so that it may be judged to be a bed of coal mox-e

than 30 feet thick, «& probably more strata below
this, as it is even in this solid thickness very of-

ten interspersed with a layer of coal slate, or

more properly premature coal.—The blacksmiths

of this place make use of it principally, »& like it

for their work very much & I expected if the

mine was to be opened coal of a fare superior

kind, than it is used now. might be found.—not

only in this place & along the river as I stated

before, the vein of coal has been observed here,

but in almost livevy place in this nighbox-hood.

A very mighty bed of it, seems to lay all through

this bottom & along the ascend of the mountain,

which in a future period will make this place

very rich & convenient for fuel. In examining

this place a particular impression on the slate,

near the place where the water runs down a deep

hollow, struck my eyes very much : it appeared

but very slightl}"- & seemed to be worn away a

great part by time & water : these impressions

were very little sunk in the slate & about 8 or 10

inches wide & from one to three teet long, mark-
ed throughout by very regular rows of deeper ex-

cavations in a diagonal direction. I observed

4 or 5 of these pieces of impressions close to one

another laying in an irregular direction.

These impressions but me in mind of the large

stone in your possession with the net form'd im-

pression which we supposed to be a species ofCac-

tus; but those here are not exactly the same figure

but as regulare : I had a great wish to get a piece

of this slate out but as I had no tools I deter-

mined to come out again, provided with tools &
plaister of paris that in case I should not succeed

in getting a piece of stone, to make a kind of a cast

of it.—This day was exceedingly warm, in the

afternoon we arrived back Wilkesbarri, having

made a tolerable long excursion ; I observed no-

thing new in vegetation excepting the above men-
tioned plants in flower & some others most com-
mon everywhere.

18.—Having had a very restless night, & feel-

ing very undisposed this morning I kept in the

house all day, resting myself; I apprehend a

large drink of very cool butter milk, which I took

yesterday, when very warm has done me a good

deal of injury ; colik made me to keep the bed
in the afternoon, connected with a feverish heat,

which alarms me very much.
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19.—This morning I still feeld very sick, & with'

out any apetite for eating ; I vomited frequent!}-

very heavy, & got so weak, that I expected no-

thing else, than to be laid up alltogether. But
j

still I thought that exercise, if I could stand it, i

might do me more good, than to nurse myself, I

got a hammer & chissel & some plaister to go

out to the coal mine, to see if I could get some
of that impression. Mr. Fell the landlord, dit

go with me ; he is a man of some learning & ol)-

servation, his company was so much more use-

full to me. When we arrived there, I set to work but

was not able to get a piece of a square inch entire

out, it being so very brickie that it flew in small

fragments ; I made a paste ofthe plaister, & cast a

good large piece,main time that were a drying we
looked about the place for more curiosities ; after

climbing down the deep hollow, below the rock

where the above impressions are on, we found

the bed of the brook full offragments of slate,coai

and other stone ; amongst these we soon observed

numerous impressions of vegetables ; some piece

of this slate consisting entirely out of a con-

gregation of ferns others of grass & reeds

:

pieces, I collected a number of the best

among which were four different species

of fern, very distinct : Asplenium ebeneum. Poly-

podium vulgare, Pteris aquilina, Osmunda inter-

rupta & a sort of nephrodium with some pieces

of reed or grass ; there were large pieces with a

kind of scitaminous, with very large leaves, longi-

tudinally «& very feinly nerved ; but they were

to large for me to carry, this day : But the great-

est pleasure I had, when by looking over these

fragments of drowned vegetation, I found a

piece, with the same impression as the one in pos-

session ofDr. Barton, «fc which was supposed to be

a Cactus;by looking about I found more pieces but

all more or less detaced & worn. This impression,

when seen with the Dr I allmost doubted to be nat-

tural, but now finding so many fragments of it

among other vegetable impressions, makes it a

proof to be true impressions of a vegetable; the

aljove mentioned impression on the horizontal rock

above the hollow seemc to belong to it, & have

only been defaced by the water running over

them, which has worn off the nett like figures, &
only has left the holes between the mashes of

the nett; the cast with plaister being not yet dry,

I left it standing, to come out in the evening

again, to get it. I carried a whole handkerchief

full of impressions, with me & returned to the

town, almost exhausted to faint away I went
to bed & in the cool of the evening ; I took

an other walk to the coal pit, to see whether my
cast of the impression got dry ; but I found it

was not, neither could I get a piece off; & as I
had found to my satisfaction that it was not only a
worn piece of the Cactus impression, as I for con-
venience sake call it now, I went back, to town,
not much disappointed. Mr Hart who keeps a
country store on the mouth of Lawahannock Pti-

ver about 10 m. from Wilkesbarre, at a place
call'd Pittstown, intended to go there to morrow,
& I promised to C(^me out there likewise, if my
health would allow it, as it would be so much on
my way towards the Beechwoods which I was
determined to visit.

THE SCUPPERXOXG—ITS PROPAGA-
TION AND PRODUCTIVENESS.
BY MR. J. M. D. MILLER, lUKA, MISS.

This remarkable grape differs from all others

now cultivated, in its mode of propagation, as
well as in many other respects heretofore named.
li will not grow from cuttings ; all others will. It

has been tried a thousand times, in open air

under glass, with bottom heat and without ; in

all seasons, in all soils and in all conceivable

ways, still no one has yet, so far as the writer is

informed, been successful in rooting a sinMe cut-

ting. It is, however, very easily layered, requir-

ing less trouble than almost any other kind. It

even takes root in some cases, by being covered

with its leaves only, and some vines have been
known to send down pendant roots several feet

from the scaffolding to the surflice of the earth.

Layering is usually done in June and July,

but may be done in August, September or Octo-
ber, the latter ones, however, very seldom rooted

sufficiently to transplant until next October or
November. The process does not differ from the

visual mode, except requiring much less care. I
have seen thousands of layers, simply covered by
a boy with a spade, ou very rough and rather

weedy ground ; a mode not to be reconuucndL-d,

however. The layers are removed in October
and November, or Febuary, ]March and April,

and carefully put out in deep tilled, rich soil in

the nursery, for another year, or transplanted to

the vineyard, where they are set out as other

vines, except the distance, requiring more sjiace,

thirty feet square, being allowed to each vine,

sometimes twice that amount.

For the first two years, a small stake seven or

eight feet high is necessary to tie the vine to ; af-

terwards cedar or locusts posts, about 8} feet
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long, from 4 to G inches in diameter, are inserted

in the earth, small ends down, two feet deep in

a square form, ten feet apart, with the vine in

the centre, then the four posts are connected by
spiking oak scantling on top or by sawing notches

and laying rails in them ; or strong wire might

be used lor neatness. The small shoots should

of course l^e removed as fast as they appear, un-

til the vine reaches the top of the scaffold, formed

by putting cross pieces about a foot apart on the

scantling or rails. The cross pieces, may be

small rails, or better two inch scjuarc sawed tim-

bers. This scaffold is usually covered the first

year, when other similar ones must bo erected.

It is a matter of importance to procure cedar or

locust, and prepare them for preservation in the

ground, as long as possible, since the Scupper-

nong, will flourish for a liundred years, growing

in all directions annually from the centre trom

five to ten feet, and should the scaffolding fall by

the rotting off of the posts, the vines would be

very troublesome to elevate.

Since the roots of this vine run nearer the

surface than any other, it is desirable to mulch,

with straw, grass, weeds, old tan bark, etc., the

first two or three years, to keep them moist and

the ground loose, frequent forking about the roots

is also desirable. After the scaffold is covered,

its own leaves will do all the mulching necessary.

Should it be desirable to cut off any strong shoots

or prevent the vines from extending in any given

direction—for instance when too near a building,

etc.,—they must be cut off when in full leaf;

June, July and August are preferred, if cut in

December, January or February, the vines will

bleed injuriously.

The Scuppernong may be grafted upon the

\Vild Muscadine in Marcli and April, but does

not generally succeed. It has also been frequently

propagated from the seed, but like nearly all

other fruit, will not reproduce itself. The white

variety, or true Scuppernong,generally produces

a black, from the seed, and is usually inferior.

Some of the seedlings produce red, some brown,

some green, others yellow fruits. They begin to

bear the third or fourth year, when the experi-

mentor can reject the worthless, retaining only a

few of the best to fruit another year. The sow-

ing of the seeds bids fair to open up a large and

exteuriive field for improvement. True, the ma-
jority will be inferior, yet if one should prove

superior, the fortunate possessor, would reap a

rich harvest for his trouble f)f sowing.

Productiveness. The uumljer of bushels of

grapes, borne in a single season upon one vine

ohly, is so large as to be almost incredible, to any

one who is not familiar Avith the Scupi)ernong.

There is one vine not far from Avhere I write,

that was supposed to have fruit enough on it

ten days ago to make a barrel of wine, and it is

only a seedling ten years old. There is one in

this county, said to have borne over one hundred

bushels of grapes last year. In I^orth Carolina

it is not uncommon to find a vine thirty years

old, bearing a hundred and fifty bushels. A
widow lady near IJrinckleyville, made ten barrels

of wine, from less than half an acre, when the

vines were only seven years of age. Another,

two barrels from two vines, ten years old, run-

ning on the trees in her j%ard. There is said to

be one in Florida, covering over more than an

acre of ground and bearing immense crops. It

is a well authenticated fact, that one vine has

produced grapes enough in one summer, to make
ten barrels of wine. The oldest vine on record is

the one discovered by the colony of Sir "Walter

Raleigh, on Roanoke Island, 284 years ago. It

was living and bearing in 1853. In

ifTorth Carolina alone, there was manufactured

last year about 100,000 gallons of Scuppernong

wine. The crop this j'ear will be much greater.

Notwithstanding the facts,some Xorthern writers

have been amusing themselves, by attempting

to ignore this grape altogether, saying it would

not make wine at all, thus making public their

own ignorance.
[We must bear in mind that " Northern

writers " usually consider that only as true wine

which is made from the pure juice of the grajie,

without the admixture of brandy, sugar or any

other external substance. Now as we under-

stand it, Scuppernong " wine " has to have this

addition, at least Mr. Miller Inmself, who' is

pretty good aathority, in his article in our last

March number says: "A pint of whiskey or

brandy, or two pounds of sugar, or a quart of

brandy and sugar, are added to each gallon of

Juice." Now if it takes a pint of whisky, or a

quart ofbrandy, to every four quarts of juice,

surely any Northern writer is justified in amus-

ing himself at the idea of this being wine.

The Scuppernong grape will not gi'ow to any

advantage North of the Potomac, we therefore

know nothing of its value as a wine grape from

our own experience. "We should be very glad if

some one will inform us whether this grape Avill

make a good wine without any adulteration.

—Ed.]
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THE CATAWBA GRAPE IN VIRGINIA.
BY STEUBEN, CENTREVILLE, FAIRFAX CO., VA.

Having noticed an inquiry some time since in

the IVihune, which Avas made at the Farmer's

Cluh, New York, and having pretty extensively i

examined Virginia on the subject of that inquiry,

it occurred to me that some of your I'eaders might

be interested in my investigations. I am from

the Grape i-egion of New York.

The inquiry was, " Can the Catawba grape be

successfully grown in Virginia ?"

I have, seen that vine in my travels here in all

its stages of growth, and several times during its

fruiting season, I have never noticed any mildew,

and hardly any rot. There are vines on the

place, on which I am now staying, in fruit, the

clusters perfect as any I ever saw, the leaf

fresh as in June. The wine from this grape

was highly esteemed here during the war, and

one large vineyard made a great deal of money.

I think I can say then, that the Catawba grape,

as well as all of our new varieties, may be suc-

cesslull}' grown in this neighborhood, which is

about 20 miles from "Washington, and near the

Orange and Alexandria R. R. It is a healthy

country, abounding in springs of soft water.

Good grape lands sell from .$10 to §25 per acre.

The people are friendly and desire Northern

emigration. The valley lands grow grass,wheat,

corn, &c. If you publish this, I may occasionally

keep you accpiainted with the progress of events

in this neighborhood while I remain here.

[We are often surprised that any inquiry should

be made as to the capacity of A^irginia to pro-

duce, grapes. It ought to be the paradise of

grape culture, not only for the Catawba but for

all kinds of grapes. It has the best of grape soils

and grape climate, and wants nothing but grape

men. If Virginia would furnish a Longworth,

Buchanan, Campbell, Knox, Grant, Ilussman,

or some other similar element of successful grape

growing, we fear lona, I'ittsburg, Delaware,

Cincinnati or Hermann, would be little heard of.

That is the only element we ever found, on ana-

lysis, Virginia soil deficient in. We shall be glad

to hear again.

—

Ed.]

WINTER PROTECTION OF ROSES.
BY R., SPRINGFIELD, ILLS.

The climate and soil of Central Illinois are

very hard on roses. In some seasons all kinds

are winter killed, except the Scotch roses, and

we find it necessary to protect about all of our

roses in winter. I have for many j'ears tried

most of the usual means of protection without

satisfactory results,and have lately adopted a plan

which has proved much better than any that I

have tested. I describe it to j^ou as follows, for

your Mo}ithh/, if you think it is worthy of the

space it will occupy on your columns.

I take cheap boards,about an inch thick and a
foot wide, and cut them into lengths of three

feet. Three of these lengths make a box for one
plant. One of them is sawed diagonally from
opposite corners, making two pieces. The four

pieces are set on end and nailed together, making
the appearance of a steep tent.

Just before the setting in of severe winter, the

roses to be protected are cut down to three

feet in height (or less) and otherwise pruned. A
small mound of earth is drawn around each

plant and a box placed over it, and held in its

place by earth drawn up around it, on the out-

side ; an augur hole of II inches being first bored

at the top and also near the bottom of the box

for ventilation.

I have used this means of protection several

years and find it very efficacious, and it has been

adopted with like satisfactory results by other

amateur rose growers here. It proves very con-

venient and cheap, involving less labor and ex-

pense than any of the old methods of cover-

ing. I make several sizes of boxes, to suit large

and small plants, those above described (3 feet

high) being the largest. Only nine feet of the

commonest boards are required for the largest

sixed box. A common laborer can make them,

and they will last twenty years or more if shel-

tered when not in use.

[We give a sketch of this good idea. The
board showing where sawn across at the dotted

line, the box elevated,and the ground plan.

—

Ed.]

vinegar'making.
BY HON. I. D. G. NELSON, OF FORT WAYNE, IN.

Head before the Indiana JlorticuUural Society.

"Pure cider vinegar" is advei'tiscd and sold

everywhere by vinegar manufacturers to dealers

and traders, and by them with honest intentions,

no doubt, retailed out to consumers as such,
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Avhcn in fiict, it is made of the most deleterious

acids and poisonous compounds, and does not

contain a single drop of the juice of the apple.

Dr. Daniel Lee, a well-known eminent chem-

ist, when in "Washington Cit}^ wrote a lengthy

article for the " Country Gentleman.,'''' on the

"art of vinegar making,'" from which the fol-

lowing brief extract is taken.

" There are many reasons why the art of mak-

ing vinegar, by the quick, scientific process,

should be universally known, a few of which I

will name : 1st. It will drive out of the market

diluted oil of vitriol, now extensively used under

the name of vinegar, to the destruction of hu-

man teeth, the injury of the bones, and of gene-

ral health. Twenty dentists are now required

to take care of the damaged teeth of a popula-

tion that would have employed only one forty

years ago, when vinegar was acetic acid derived

from a vegetable source, unadulterated by any

mineral acid or poison.

2d. " Acetic acid in hard cider, and in many
other forms, has long been known to prevent

jaundice, bilious fever, constipation of the

bowels, ague and fever, and other not uncom-

mon maladies. In a word, if properly used,

vinegar is a fruit and plant acid of inestimable

value, and no more need be said in its favor in

this connection.

Grapes, currants, and all berries; sorghum,

beets, and other vegetables containing sugar,

will make good and wholesome vinegar, accord-

ing to the Doctor's theory, and should be used

rather than resort to the poisonous substances

of which the vinegar now in general use is com-

posed. Whisky, for many years, was exten-

sively used in the manufacture of vinegar, and

furnished a large portion of the commercial

vinegar usually found on the market, but when
the revenue tax of two dollars per gallon was

added, it at once stopped its manufacture into

vinegar. In addition to this, the great scarcity

of apples, owing to the successive failures of the

crops in many sections of the couctry, created a

sudden vacuum, which aflbrded an opportunity

for another substitute, and the result is, as has

been carefully estimated, that not more than one

l)arrel out of every six hundred and fift}', marked

on the head " jtun; cider vinegar," and sold as

such, is made from apple cider, or contains the

juice of a single apple, but is manufactured out

of everything else, and in most cases composed

of the most villainous compounds imaginable.

During the discussioji on the subject of the

destruction of orchard insects at the North
American Pomological Society meeting at St.

Louis, last September, I took occasion to say that

I considered the best and most certain method

of destroying a considerable portion of the apple

moth, was to gather up all the fruit as fast

as it fell from the trees and put it into vinegar.

It was a method I had very satisflxctorily pur-

sued, and had recommended it to others, an-

swering as it did, the double purpose of destroy-

ing a large portion ofthe worms, and converting

the fruit that would otherwise be lost into vine-

gar. At our own State Fair, held at Terre

Haute soon afterwards, the subject was again

called up at a meeting of the Horticultural So-

ciety, and I was requested to prepare a paper

for the transactions of this society' on the sub-

ject of vinegar and vinegar making, which does

not seem to be so well understood as it ought to

be. My method is exceedingly simple, and en-

veloped in no mystery whatever. I have no
secret to withhold, no undergi'ound cellars or

vaults, no private apartments ornamented with

placards, '' no admittance."
My cider house is constructed with a view to con-

venience and economy in the manulacture of cider

and vinegai", and is used for both alternately as

the season requires. During the fall and until all

the apples are ground up I make all the cider I

can, and store it away in pipes, barrels, &c.,

under an open shed convenient to the cider house,

where it will undergo vinous fermentation, and

by the addition of a little good strong old cider

vinegar it frequently gets quite sour before cold

weather, and sometimes is fit for market by ad-

ding a little more strong vinegar. As soon as

we are through making cider for the season, we
remove the horse power, (endless chain) grinder,

pressing crib, vats, pumice boxes, etc., out of the

basement of the cider house, and commence at

once filling it with double and treble tiers of bar-

rels of racked cider from the shed ; start up the

fire in the furnace, which is so constructed as to

be out of the way when making cider, and the

cider house is thus quickly converted into a cheap

and excellent vinegar house. The thermometer

is kept at about 75'' fahrenheit, and the process

of vinegar making commences at once. If some
of the casks appear a little "lazy," and not in-

clined to make vinegar as fast as they should,

I take empty tasks and jiut four gallons of the

best vinegar in each, and drip slowly the con-

tents of the sluggish casks, sometimes through

hard wood shavings, but more generally over a
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board, into a dripping trough, then into the

casks pre23ared as above—the object being chiefly

exposure to atmospheric air, by reason of which
it becomes acetified. Thus it is quite frequently

the case that the laziest casks arc first fit to go

out of the vinegar house, which we remove, as

well as all others, as fast as they are ready, to

the cellars, where they remain until required for

market, so that by the time the house is required

again for cider making, all the old cider is con-

verted into vinegar, and removed out of the Avaj".

The endless chain horse power, cider mill, vats,

etc., are put back in less than half a daj', and

the vinegar house is now converted into a cider

house again, and the work goes on as before.

The apples are scooped out of the wagon and
thrown upon the upper lloor, through a con-

venient door, when they run olf on an inclined

plain to such a part of the chamber as they are

needed, or at once run into a hopper that feeds

itself. The whole work is done with a small

amount of labor, which is one of its chief recom-

mendations.

This is, in brief, my method of working up a

few thousand bushels of apples, many of which
were formerly wasted, or from which I realized a

very insignificant sura. The same thing is with-

in reach of any farmer who can command a few
hundred dollars to start with, on a cheap scale,

and out of which, if he has the apples himself,

or can purchase them at a reasonable price, he

may soon build up a lucrative and legitimate

business, and at the same time be of permanent
usefulness in furnishing consumers with a genu-

ine article of healthy acetic acid to take the place

of the poisonous stuff now in general use.

HOW TO MANUFACTURE YOUK OWX VINEGAR
OX A SMALL SCALE.

The recent manufacture of cthei's b}'' chemi-

cal process to resemble the aroma of fruits and
the bouquet of wines has afforded unscrupulous

persons an opportunity of practicing deception

to an inconceivable extent, in the manuiacture

and sale of adulterated vinegars. To persons

ilimiliar with or accustomeil to handling a pure

article of fine vinegar, the fraud will be readily

detected : but the imitation is so perfect, that

the only safe course for the consumer in many
cases is to manufacture his own vinegar, the pro-

cess of whicli is as simple as it is complete.

Purchase, if you do not have it yourself, a

barrel of sweet, rich juice, made by a reliable

man from sound, ripe apples
;
get a good iron

bound barrel uaint it well Avith two coats o'

white lead and boiled oil
;
purchase ten or fifteen

gallons of pure, strong cider vinegar, and put it

in the iron bound cask
;
place both casks in the

cellar or other convenient place, with ftiucets

in each and bungs out. After the juice has
thoroughly fermented and settled, commence put-

ting the cider into the vinegar cask ; a good rule

is to put in twice the quantity, and as often as

you draw out the vinegar. Thus managed, you
will in a reasonable time, have a full barrel of

vinegar, equal to the original, and need have no
further ti'ouble about not having always on hand
an abundance of pure, rich, healthy,high flavored

aromatic vinegar.
WINE YINEGAK.

This is a distinct kind of acid vinegar, and
perhaps is entitled to be classed by itself, in con-
tradistinction to that manufactured and sold as
cider vinegar. But it is manufactured, (in this

country particularly,) only on a very small scale

and is in no sense equal to cider vinegar, lackino-

all the requisites so desirable in that article; but
by being called wine vinegar, some persons may
labor under the impression that as wine is "-ene-

rally esteemed higher than cider, so ought the
vinegar to be better. The flictb, however, do not
justify any such conclusion. Aside from this,

the consumer is peculiarlj' the victim of imposi-
tion, for when it is recollected that the price of
the poorest wine is much higher than wine vine-

gar is sold for, a moment's reflection will dis-

cover the fraud. It is enough to say in this con-
nection, that it was facetiously remarked by a
shrewd chemist, " that diluted oil of vitriol

made the finest white wine vinegar in the world !"

This is well understood to be the article fre-

quently if not generally used in putting up laucy
pickles in glass packages, so extensively sold ni

market, to the destruction of the stomach and
teeth of the consumer.

AVIIY DOES YINEGAli SOMETIMES PUTREFY ?

Cider vinegar never does puirefy. The oldei

it gets, the more body, and the stronger it o-ets.

But all vinegar manufactured from acids is com-
posed, of course, almost entirely of water. It

has neither body nor substance, and is therefore

liable to putrefaction, Avhich frequently occurs.

As so large a portion of the manufactured vine-

gar is composed of water, aiul as some persons
will US3 it, it becomes liighly important tliat I he
water should be entirely pure. But wiiat assur-
ance have we that it is so ? On thj contrarv
may we not have serious apprehensions on the
subject. Ture rain water well filtered is a'one
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fit for the purpose— so vinegar authors and pa-

tent receipt venders say. But liow often, let me
ask, is it used in tliat form ? Most if not all of

the chemical Victories are located in lai-ge cities,

hence we may reasonal)ly infer that much of the

water is very far from being pure rain water,

much less filtered. And may we not also have

good reason to suspect that at least a portion of

the water used, if not absolutely filthy, as is

can suggest, by calling in the aid of chemistry,

is resorted to to make ''jmre cider vinegar^^ out

of anything and everything else but cider.

The fact that all acids manufactured are

palmed ofl' as cider vinegai',ought to be sufficient

to satisfy the most stupid that nothing but the

juice of the apple was ever intended or should be

used to any considerable extent for vinegar, since

it is the only fluid that will of itself and without

illeged, contains organic matter that causes the ) the aid of artificial means, make an acid that is

vinegar (as it is called,) to putrefy or become in-

tested with ^^ vinegar eeZs," and other " creeping
j

things," rendering it as unfit to be taken upon
j

the stomach as bacon infested with the trichina,
j

Add to this the flact, that those who would manu-

facture vinegar out of poisonous drugs, would

not be apt to be scrupulously partictilar about

what other materials were used in its manufac-

ture, and you may have some reason to fear that

it may not be in all respects a healthful condi-

ment or beverage.

It is a well known fact by all grocers and deal-

ers in vinegar, that the only vinegar that will

stand the test of all degrees of temperatui-e is

cider vinegar. One of the largest grocers in our

city informed me that they lost a number of bar-

rels of " acitZ" vinegar on one occasion, by the

frost of a single night. It was bought for " pure

cider vinegar",and so branded upon the heads of

the barrels, but when it thawed out it was sim-

ply jmtrid ivater. I hear of several other whole-

sale and retail dealers who h:ive suffered in a

similar manner, in fact it appears to be well un-

derstood among dealers as of a very common oc-

currence. It is proper to say, perhaps, that all

vinegar manufactured from drugs, acids, and

other foreign substances, although becoming fiat

and insipid b}' freezing and thawing, will not,

if kept in a cool cellar, always become at once

putrid. Good cider vinegar will stand any ex-

treme of heat or cold. I care not how much or

how often it is frozen, it wid never change its

character into anything else.

now TO KNOW rUUK CIDKIJ VINEGAR.

If tests of taste fail, its aroma will not. A
j>eculiarly rich and agreeable aromatic odor is

always observable in all rich pure cider vinegar

when drawn from the cask. To imitate this fra-

grance, so pleasant to the smell, (hence so desir-

able to cover up the frauds of poisonous com-

pounds) a few drops of fusil oil is added to give

it Oder, and burnt sugar and other substances

t ) "ive it color ; thus every device that ingenuity

agreeable to the smell, grateful to the taste, and
healthful to the system, and which at the same
time defies the skill of chemical science to suc-

cessfully imitate. This aroma is produced from

a SAveet smelling ether, present in all apples, but

far more abundant in some than in other varie-

ties. So perceptible is the fragrant oil in the

skin of the Northern Spy, Rambo, and many
other sorts, that the opening of a single barrel

Avill scent the whole house in a few seconds. It

is this peculiar quality that is so charmingly

brought out in the acetous fermentation when
undergoing the chemical change from cider into

vinegar.

NOTE ON EVAPOEATION AT LOW
TEMPERATURE.

BY MR. A. FENDLER, ALLEKTON, MO.

In the September number of the Gardener's

Monthly, page 272, I find that some of your

friends have professed themselves horror struck

at the "absurdity" you teach, tliat there can be

any evaporation from a tree at a time when "all

the juices of the tree are frozen solid."

From this it appears that the following facts

are not generally known among horiici'.lturists,

though they are familiar to every meteorological

observer who observes the di'y and wet bulb

thermometers, namel}", that ice and ice-bound

objects generally, even at a temperature fur be-

low zero, do evaporate, provided the atmosphere

be dry enough and in motion.

The dryer the atmosphere, and the fibster it

moves, the greater will be the evaporation.

And the greater the evaporation is, the greater

will be the reduction of temperature of the eva-

porating object. To give you a few instances

that came under my observation last winter, I

will mention the following :

Dat?. Dry Biiib. Wet Bulb frozen.

Jan. 9, 7 a. m. V V
" 17, 2 1
" 2'.», 2 below zero 3^ below zero.

Feb.ll, 5 " " Gi " •'
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EDITOEIAL.
GRAPES NOT SETTING.

A new work on the theorj- and practice of Horti-

culture is very much wanted. Botanical Science

has progressed amazingly the few past years.

"What is now wanted is some good practical

mind to gather together all the loose matter lying

around, and evolve from them rules for the guid-

ance of the cultivator.

In the matter of plant fertilization alone, the

science of the present day, is entirely unlike the

past. Yet it, is so far, abstract science only.

Practical men have not yet learned to appreciate

the progress made. Let any one look back

twenty years at what was then known of the

sexes of plants. The writer of this present article

was held up as a horticultural infidel of the deep-

est dye, for daring to maintam the possibility of

a pistillate strawberry developing its stamens

sufficiently to fertilize itself. The sexes were

declared to be utterly unchangeable, and in order

to make the author ridiculous he was charged

with teaching that "cows could be changed into

bulls. " and so forth. With the exception of the

late Drs. Darlington and Kennicott, the writer

found no friend of eminence to aid him in his

struggle with thi& vulgar error. J5ut now that

Darwinism has turned popular attention to the

functions of sexual organs in plants, the tide has

set full in the direction our little stream essayed

to flow. It is now the almost universal belief

that plants abhor self fertilization,—that they

make the most strenuous efforts to prevent it, and

that, though they are not always successful in

this, they always make better use of foreign pol-

len than of their own.

It has now become almost a matter of wonder
that nature ever united the two sexes together

in one individual flower. It is clear that when
Salmacis prayed to the Gods to unite her in one

body with her heart's beloved, IIermai)hroditus,

she made as great a mistake as the Israelites

when they begged for a king to rule over them. So

far as Flora is involved in this Salmacian ruin,

her annual progress is one continued eftbrt for

divorce from the hated uni(m. Is it any wonder
then that in this mutual abhorrence, one or the

other organs—the pistil or'stamen— should gain

such predominance as to render the other impo-

tent for the purposes for which it was intended ?

or that one organ, temporarily over-ridden, should

at times receive a sudden current of vitalityjsufli-

cient to enable it for a short time again to assert

its powerful existence ? This is really the fact,

and in so far as the grape is concerned, explains

why some varieties, sometimes are unproductive.

In other words, why they do not sometimes

technically set.

It was at one time supposed that only the

American species had imperfect flowers, but T.

Meehan and Dr. Engelman have shown in the

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia, that male forms of vltus vinifera

exist m Italy, and other parts of the world; and

it is this imperfection, as either the male or fe-

male parts of the flower predominate in power,

that causes the difliculty to set the fruit at times

in hot house grapes. This imperfection is not,

the result of any peculiarity of soil or cultui-e,

but of an innate tendency to a separation of the

sexes. This tendency may be aided in its devel-

opment by external circumstances, but the prin-

ciple must be there for the circumstances to oper-

ate on.

Another curious law has been discovered, that

not only has the plant an aversion to its own
pollen, but there are outside individuals for whom
it has a greater aftmity than others. Hence when

we have a vine with pistillate flowers, we can

only tell by experience what variety will be besu

to fertilize it with. Amongst grapes, some of

the Muscats and the Barbarossa are notoriously

bad setters, and need impregnation from others

to set well. Whether the Black Hamburg or

others with vigorous pollen is best for this pur-

pose has yet to be tested by actual experiment.

When a vine has a habit of bad setting, the

flowers should be examined. If the pistillate

organs are perfect, artificial impregnation is all

that is needed, but if they are inferior, and th-j

male the most fully developed, it is best to cut it,

away and replant.

We think no grape is free from this tendency

to vary its sexual organs. We have seen in the,

same vinery plants of Barbarossa which set every

berry as perfect as could be desired, while others

fruited very indiflercntly,all under the same treai-

ment. In such cases it is usually the pistils

which are at fault, the only remedy for winch is

to cut the weak brother away, and replace witi\

a young one from that other vine which has

maintained its good character.
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It is perhaps worthy of note,that the tendency

in most plants is to prosorA'e its staniinate form

more inviolate tlian its pistillate one. It -would

seem as if the plant—the female plant—half re-

gretted separating from its masculine " half,"

and in such cases allowed the stamens to develop

themselves. This is the case in mos". instances

recorded. Pistillates rather than staminates re-

vert to the IIormai)lirodite form. Dr. Braun
tells us that many willoAvs taken from the female

plant, which waves, or did wave over the tomb of

Napoleon at St. Helena, have produced frequent-

ly male flowers, or transitional grades of female

into male flowers.

"SVe need not repeat the lessons which these

facts expose to the j^ractical man. They open

to him the clear cause and the cure for his un-

easy fruiting grapes, which he will see is entire-

ly within his control.

THE AMERICAN AEBORVITuE.

We think this tree is not half as well appreciated

as it ought to be. It is so hardy that neither frost

or wind injures it very much, in even the most

exposed situations. It never grows out of beau-

ty, as there seems to be a well maintained power

of developing its lower branches to the last. It

is well adapted to small places, because of its

close and upright habit. It adapts itself to anj'

soil, wet or dry, or any situation except under

the shade of trees. Its only defect is a slight

tendency to browning in the winter season,

which hue is ho\^ever dissipated by the first

warm sun of ^Marcli or April. For standard

trees on lawns, or for groups, for hedges or for

screens, we have absolutely nothing to take its

place; our yards, gardens, parks and cemeteries,

would be badly oft" indeed without this extremely

useful plant.

Notwithstanding it grows naturally thick,

there are few things which pruning more im-

proves. A chief point is never to let it have

more than one leader. A single straight trunk

is the great charm in a specimen Arborvittc.

The strong tops, leader and all, should be shear-

ed or cut with a knife in June, a new leader soon

forms, th''. result of this is that the vital force

being checked in its upward development, is

thrown more into the lower branches, besides

the increase in general number of branches

thereby.

The Arborvitre has branched into many varie-

ics, all of wliicli have their soi)aratc uses. In

former times, when it was believed that species

were in form exactly the same ten thousand

years ago as now, these vaiieties would be con-

sidered as simply the results of "-Domestication."

Papers by the Editor of this journal in the pro-

ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences,

shows that variation is Just as great in a state

of nature, as under cultivation ; and the Arbor-
vitai well illustrates this. Tlie varieties are nu-

merous, but most of them have been produced by
selections from plants collected in America's na-

tive wood?. Man's art has had nothing to do
with their origin, but they have been originated

by the plants own innate power of development.

One of the best known of the variations from

the common type is the Siberian. This is of a

pyramidal habit, of rather slow growth, reaching

about six feet in ten years. It has a bluer tint

than in the typical form. Its shoots are also

thick and coarse looking, and good judges can

readily tell it from all others by this character

alone. It is very desirable as an intermediate,

wher-e a very dwarf or very tall form would be

out of place. The variety p?ica(a, is like unto it

in most respects. It grows about the same
height, and in the same form ; but the leaves are

paler, and the flat branchletSjhave a more twisted

or plaited (plicate) form. The twigs are more
slender and the plants does not grow so close.

The next best known variety probably is the

Iloveiji. This grows very much like the Golden,

(which is not an American descendant,) but is

not quite so conical or graceful, nor quite as

deep a golden color ; but is sufliciently a fac

simile to merit the name of American Golden.

Its branching character from the base is enor-

mous, and it requii'es a very watchful care in

pruning to one leading stem in infancy, or the

branches will fall apart when aged, b}' every

heavy rain or snow storm.
There is a new golden dwarf Arborviti>5, dis-

tributed by Mr. A. S. Fuller, which is a gem. The
color is the deepest gold. We have not seen any

plants large enough to enable us to judge of its

proper or best uses in ornamental gardening.

Another very interesting form is one raised by

Mr. ]Juist, called Crixtnta, which has the end of

the branch somewhat bunched, as if it were a

cockscomb in all but the color. This we believe

grows nearly as strong as the common Arbor-

vita% and will on that account be the more

valuable. Mr. Jiuist, well knowing the habits of

Americans to under value the productions of

their own nurser^nnen, sold a large lot in Euroi>e;
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and we are pleased to note that many of our
amateur importers are getting them from Europe
at high figures.

Amoug the very dwarf Arborvitte is the (Jh-
bosa. This has been about Philadelphia for

twenty years or more ; but was first made proin-

Enent by Mr. Bright of the lute Logan Narsery,

and is yet known amongst many gardeners as

Bright's dwarf It is possibly distributed

through the country uuder various nam.!s. It

is more slender and twiggy than any dwarf,

and grows in the shape of a perfect glob j. We
give the following cut in order to aid our readers

in identifying it if they have it.

Its growth is very slow, the plant from which

our engraving was made, is but three feet

high, though twelve years old. It has the power

of rooting from the stems easily, like box, and
will no doubt prove a perfect substitute for box,

where that useful plant is not hard3\ We have

seen some beautiful edgings made of it.

Anotlier pretty dwarf is the pximila. This

looks something like the Siberian, in deep color,

but has a steel tint with it. The plant is also

much dwarfer, and the growth is somewhat
plicate or twisted.

A new class of dwarfs has come out with

Heath leaves. Two have been named, and are

called ericoides and Tom Thumb ; the first of

these grows rather more pyramidal than the

other, but are alike in all other respects. Simi-

lar forms liave been found by Messrs T. C. Max-
well, and recently by Mr. Burgess of New York

and probably by others. So different are they
from the usual forms of Arborvitre that they
were at one time supposed to be "some Jap-
aneze species. " They are now known to be true
forms of American Arborvitai

; and they afford

one of the bases for the new "Theory of

adnation in Conifera?," which explains this and
many other forms of Conifera?, giving the rule by
which their antecedents or primordial origins

may be traced.

Like the Globe Arborvita?, these Heath-leaved
forms roots very easily, and will make excellent

garden edgings. They turn purple in the winter

season.

There are other varieties not widely kn wn,
but no doubt of much value. Too much atten-

tion cannot be given to selecting forms of this

useful plant.
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SCEAPS AND aUERIES.

Apples on" Grape Vines.—In our last we
made some remarks on the galls sent us by Jas.

Jones. Mr. Stautter kindly hands us the follow-

ing remarks about them :

" I owe you an apology for not answering yours

of the 18th inst. sooner. The galls you sent me
(lifter from those I have met with, both on the

domestic and wild Grapes, and are produced by
an insect never before detected on the Grape. On
opening one of the galls, I found a number of

orange colored grubs, rather attenuated in front,

without any excerted appendages whatever, and
in character like those I have found in galls

made on the low willow bushes. The gall, how-
ever, instead of being a single cell, appears to be
composed of three or more, and peculiar in con-
formation and texture.^

The galls formed on the Willow are caused by a
two-winged fly(Diptera),—the Cccklomya salices,

described by Fitch. The C. robiniai attacks

the Locust, and this may belong to a new species

—C, vitis.

I feel satisfied that it does not belong to the or-

dinary four-winged gall flies [Hymenoptcra) ; nor
to a species of Aphis or Cureulio. It is evidently

a species of Cecidomya, or closely allied.

The maggots are lively, and I shall try to

raise the fly out of one of the galls sent me.
Sliould I succeed in raising the fly, I may (nay, I

will, health, &c., permitting,) send you a copy
and fuller descrii^ion, among other like galls,

such as made by the Tephristis Asteris,—large
swelling found on our native Asters ; these are,

however, spongy, and contain but a single mag-
got, although they attain to the size of a walnut.
Also, galls produced by a kind of Aphis, (Bryso-

cripta), on leaves of tlie Elm, and another species

on the leaves of Alnus, ttc.

Apples Destroyed by Spring Frosts—^.
W., Phillipsbimi, N. J., inquires "if there is any
way to prevent apple blossoms being destroyed
by early spring frosts." [Plant late blooming
varieties is the surest remedy. In this vicinity,

Raule's Jannet often bears when others do not,

because its late flowers escape.]

Root-ouafted Trkks at Wolcott, X. Y.
— D. (J. says: "Our fruit (;rop on I/ike Shore,

and for 10 to l~> miles from the J.ake, is very fine.

Apples are A No. 1 ; so with Grapes, Plums and

Quinces. Some small orchards, containing 3 or

4 acres of ground, will produce ?^1000 worth of

Apples. If some of our friends could see how
these root-cjrafted trees are loaded with fine fruit,

it would cure their whims, and they certainly

would not want any better fruit, or any more of

it per tree."

Keeping Cabbage Plants.—We replied,

last month, to a correspondent about keeping

Cabbage under glass. Since then he writes to

say he meant Cabbage Plants—whether they will

keep as well during winter under boards as glass

sash, in Xorthern New Jersey ? We think bet-

ter, provided they are aired occasionally. This

is the practice ol the best Philadelphia market

gardeners.

Sporting Dahlias.—J. B., Hammontrm, N.

/., writes: "Is the circumstance of a Dahlia

bearing, on the same stem, bloom of different

colors, a common one ?

"Amphion," imported by me last spring, is, at

this writing, (and from all appearances may con-

tinue) bearing flowers, on opposite branches

growing out of the main stem full .3 feet from the

ground, of amber, striped and spotted with

cherry. This is, I believe, the true flower, while

on the other branch are those of a most superb

carmine, of a clearness and intensity unequalled

in any other Dahlia within my recollection."

[Not common, but yet not unusual with all

striped flowers.]

The Iona Grape.—J. K., Dubuque, Iowa.

writes : "My experience with this extiavagantly

praised grape, would be rather too agonizing to

relate. Out of a number of S5 and !ir3.50 vines,!

have now one left, and that one feeble. My
neighbors fare but little better. And the year's

experience has been given to it, with poor results

in this section of country. Mr. Mead's book

has been the cause of my getting into this trouble.

If time permits, I shall review some portions of

Peter li. ^^lead's book."

liKunicuiiY FplUIT.-A Kccilhnm, (3/rt.s.s.) cor-

respondent tells us these bring the same price in

market as Cranberries.
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QuixcE WOKKED OX THE Pear.—A Massa-
chusetts correspondent inquires whether this can

be done to any advantage ? The Quince takes

verj- readily on the Pear ; and where the Quince

borer is verj' troublesome, there may be advan-

tage in it. The borer, of course, works only

near the ground, as a general thing. When high

crafted, the Quince is therefore out of its reach.

Seedlixg Okra.—Mr. James Lamont, Pitts-

burg, Pa., sends us a seedling Okra for our opin-

ion. It appears ditferent to any we know, and is

verj' pulpy in comparison with the others. We
believe, it will be a valuable addition to our list

of vegetable varieties.

Wheel IIoes.—We have often wondered why
these have not been introduced. We nlanufac-

turcd one for ourselves some years ago, which
worked very well ; and we described our plan at

one of the Fruit Growers" Meetings, at Ilarris-

burg, some years ago, but it does not seem to

have taken.

Mr. M. C. Goodwin, of Hamden, Conn., now
sends us one, which is at least as good as our

own, and we cordially recommend it. The fol-

lowing is a cut ot it

:

By changing the machine slightly, it makes

an excellent strawberry cutter, for taking off

runners.

Hedge Plants at Iowa City.— T. C. L.

remarks: "We, in this cold climate, find that

Osage hedge does not do well for fencing, and
wish something that will stand frost better. IIow

does the English Hawthorn stand the weather
;

is it hardy, &c.? Is there anything better suited

to a cold climate than the Eng'.ish IlawthornV

We want something that will make a green

fence, and not die out every few years. Do di-

rections for the care ot Osage hedges apply to all

alike ?

[The Hawthorn is very popular in Britain,

where people hope to live for an hundred years.

With Americans' short lease of life, we fear it

would be pronounced too slow. Some hedge

plants in Britain are called "slows," and these

Hawthorns "quicks 'j'' and we have often won-

dered, if these are the quids at hedge making,

what must the sloios be ? We have no experi-

ence of the Hawthorn at Iowa City—we suppose

it would be hardy there. We should rather try

Buckthorn or Honey Locust ; even the Berberry

than the Thorn. Osage directions will only do

for other hedges in a very general way.]

St. Louis Public Park.—AVe are gratified

to hear, from a correspondent, that the Citj^ of

St. Louis has accepted Mr. Shaw's liberal dona-

tion of land for a Public Park, and have appro-

priated .^360,000 for the improvement of the

same. From our experience of the influence

which public works of this character have on the

prosperity of a city, we are satisfied St. Louis

Avill find this one of the most profitable invest-

ments it has ever made.

Magnolia Seed.—/. A. K., Kewton Centre,

Ifass.—Magnolia seed should have the pulj)

washed off as soon as gathered, and dried in the

shade ; nfter that, mixed with nearly dry moss,

powdered, and kept that way, in any place where

no fire is kept, till spring.

Seed Drills.—A correspondent in Indiana

would be glad to know what is the best drill for

the purpose of sowing Apple, Osage Orange, and

such seeds. We do not consider any in the East

much better than hand-labor, and shall be very

glad to know what has been found best in other

places.

Grape History.—An Ohio correspondent

winds up a rather tart note by saying: "In

short, I think if you will weigh the facts Aiirly,

I am sure you must agree that to Mr. Knox, and

not to Dr. Grant, is due the great credit of ma-

king grape culture as popular as it is now."

The answer to our former correspondent was

as to a point In chronology. We see nothing to

retract. Dr. Grant was working to make people

plant vines long l)ef()re ^h: Knox was heard of.

He deserves, and must have, the great credit of

inducing thousands to plant Grape Vines who

would never have done so but for him. Indeed,
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we are not sure but to Dr. Grant's exertions or

example is clue the f;act of Mr. Knox's being in

the grape field at all.

This much is due to the truth of history. As
to Mr. Knox's part in this great grape success,

it is equally creditable. Grant has shown the

people how to get plants—Knox has shoAvn that

they can get the fruit. "We now see Knox's
grapes in every store, just as we used to see

'Grant's grapes on every farm. The friends of

the one need not be in the least alarmed at the

credit given to the other. Both are equally de-

serving—each in his own line.

This correspondent hints, but does not exactly

say, that some personal friendship may have dic-

tated our opinion. So far as this writer is con-

cerned, we should treat such a suggestion with

silent contempt. Others, however, may have
similar thoughts ; and Ave may as well say, that

"if we know ourselves," we never allow friend-

ship for any oivQ personally^ to interfere with our

public duties. Indeed, were it not so, our opinion

in this case might be different, for we have cer-

tainly had much more occasion for friendly

intercourse with Mr. Knox than Dr. Grant.

This personal matter is distasteful to us, and
we almost beg pardon of our readers for intro

ducing it ; but we like to meet every corrcspon

dent with courtesy, however unfair.

Christine, or Telegraph Grape.—"JIcs-

tonville " says :
" Why do nurserymen persist m

railing the Christine Grape, (first grown here by
Mr. Christine, and known for many years in this

locality as one of the best, if not the best early

native, as it does not mildew, or cast its fruit

when ripe, as the Hartford : both ripen the same
time.) the Telegraph.

This is unfair. If Mr. Freas, of the Telegraph.,

has ventured to father this, and call it Telegraph,

Avhy should others still persist to try to establish

it 1)}' a Avrong name. It was so labeled at the last

Horticultural Exhibition, and also Christine Avas

• xhibited at another table. ,1. Kutter, of W. Ches-

ter, advertises :5(}00, and calls it the Telegi-aph

—

perhaps his Telegrapli is not the true Christine?

I5ailey & Co., also. Arc they foisting on us an-

other f-ccdling ? Sure Avo have pkmty of them,

now-a-c'ays Fruit trees of all kinds seem a drug
—soon a losing busincs.''.

Is this Telegraph the old Christine or not, or

Mr. Freas' seedling V Rutter says, ' best in cul-

tivation,' Avhich it is not ; 'a constant and relia-

ble bearer,' Avhich it is ; 'ripe before the Con-

cord, 'true; ' commands the highest market price,'

it does not. Who saw it the first year it bore

—

10 years ago, aye, 12 years ? It is no greater

bearer than Isabella. By careful pruning, culti-

vation and rich soil, it improves, but does not

continue to improA-e, as he exaggerates. ' It is a

good, desirable and reliable grape, and that is all

for an early one.'' But it is poor flavor, and sur-

passed by others in quality. It stands a fair

competition in its waj', and is evidently a seed-

ling from the Summer {V. cestivalis) Grape."

Disease tk Vine JjEAYES.—JSf.H.B., Spring-

field, III., sends us the following, with the leaf.

This sudden scorching of leaves, both of fgrapes

and other things, we have never been able to ac-

count for in any way that seems entirely to satis-

fy us. We give the note just as Ave received it,

and may return to the subject hereafter. In the

meantime, we should be obliged by further facts

from other correspondents :

"I Avill be greatly obliged lor your opinion (if

ever so brief) on the folloAving matter :

The principal Avalk in my fruit garden is 10 ft.

wide, and runs east and AA'est. On each side of

it is a long row of grape vines,with a gravel walk,

9 feet wide between them. As soon as the vines

grcAv sufficiently to cover their galvanized wire

trellis, I noticed that, when it became hot in

summer, the leaves of the plants became crisped,

as if scorched. I could not account for this. No
other grape vines AA'^cre so affected on my ground,

or elsewhere here. I noticed that the Thrip

were very numerous on the leaves, and I sup-

posed that the mischief Avas their Avork ; but after

several years' attempts to dislodge them, I finally

succeeded by a free use of sulphur, Avith the De
Lavergne belloAvs, in getting rid of them. The
trouble with the scorching of the leaves, however,

still continued, and to such an extent as serious-

ly to aflect the grape crop.

I noAv noticed that the loaATS, on both sides,

next to the walk, Avere much more injured than

those on the outsides of the trellisses. In fact,

that the outside leaves Avere mostly xminjiu'cd
;

while those over the gravel Avalk were mostly de-

stroyed. This AA'as doubtless the case all the time,

but it escaped my notice at first. I am now in-

clined to believe that the refiection of the sun's

rays froni the Avide graA'el Avalk may have been

the cause the trouble.

Please give me your opinion in the matter. I
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suppose that if such results ever arise froui the

reflected heat of the sun from gravel walks, you
are aware of it, from your great observation and
experience in such matters.

I do not like to tear up my walk on my own
judgment only, and have ventured to write you
before doing anything."

The STJLPnuR Bellows.—An Illinois corres-

pondent says : "I have used it for several years,

in my cold grapery, with the most perfect suc-

cess. Bc'fore I tried it I had much trouble with

mildew, and the house was full of thrip ; so much
so that their excrement on thefruit made it unjit to

eat. The use of the bellows according to the direc-

tions, has ettectually and entirely stopped the

mildew, and driven off the thrips.

I do not believe that theetficaey of the sulphur

bellows is as generally known as it ought to be.

T notice that Mr. H. W. Sargent complains of

the ravages of the thrip in his graperies, in a re-

cent article on fruit growing."

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE.
Ax Ancient Pear Tree on the Thorn.—

Inclosed please find two pears(varieties not known)
and which I picked from a tree that was grafted

on a Hawthorn in the year 1808. The ti-ee is

now about fifty feet in height, having two main
branches starting out six feet from the ground,

where it was grafted.

The trunk of the tree, or old Hawbush, mea-
sures five feet nine inches in circumference, and
the limbs cover an area of about thirty-five feet.

The pears I present to you I picked off about

fort3'-five feet from the ground. The branches

of the larger variety form near two-thirds of the

tree. The amount of fruit now on the tree was
estimated by John and Jesse Brandt at 30 bush-

els. The former gentleman was born and raised

on the farm on which the tree stands, and says

he has known the tree for fift}' years, and it has

never fiiilcd to have fruit every year.—Corres-

pondent of Iowa Homestead.

How Foreign Raisins are Made.—The Mus-

catel is the finest kind of raisin imported. The

preparation of drying, upon which the value of

the fruit to a great extent depends, is in its case

conducted differently from that of the more com-

mon kinds. Usually the grapes are gathered in

bunches when fully ripe, and hung and spread

out to dry. These are afterwards placed in ves-

sels full of holes, and dipped in a lye made of

wood ashes and vanilla, with the addition of a

little salt and oil. This brings the saccharine

juice to the surface, and causes the dark brown

color as well as the crystalization of sugar,

which is so characteristic in the cheaper fruit.

Tliebcst varieties arc simply dried in the sun be-

fore removal from the tree.

The fruit is carefully watched, and when at

the proper stage of ripeness, the stalks of the

bunches are partly cut through and allowed to

hang till dry, the fruit by this means retaining its

bloom, and being a light color when dry.

Among the many varieties of raisins known in

commerce, are Vaiencias, Denias and Lexias

from Spain, and Malagas and Malaga in Grenada.

All these varieties of fruit are imported into this

country'- in boxes and half boxes.

—

Ohio Farmer.

Rogers' JTo. 1 Grape in Missouri.—A Mis-

souri correspondent of Journal of Agriculture,

says : "In my own vineyard, I most of all admire

a vine grafted in the spring of 18G7, with a scion

of Rogers' Hybrid ^o. 1. The two buds of the

graft sprouted and made an enormous growth.

Last spring, I made a dozen layers from this

vine, tied up the main cane for bearing, and can

now count on it from sixty to seventy large And

perfect clusters, not one bud having ftiiled, not

one leaf or berry being injured in the least. If

this vine shall—as I doubt not it will—make as

good, or even a better white wine than the

whimsical Catawba and the tender Jlerbemont,

it will soon take a prominent place among our

Western favorites. Originated in Massachusetts,

it was long known in the Northwestern States,

but not much heeded. Transferred into Missou-

ri, it seems—like the Concord, of equalh^ north-

ern origin—to have found its congenial clime

and soil, and will perhaps, hardi' and prolific as

it is, prove one of our most valuable new acqui-

sitions.

It is a fox-grape, (Labrusca,) judging from

the leaves and downy tendrils ; but the charac-

ter of the fruit is European, the large berries

being transparent, very juicy, with a thin, glass-
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like skin, and wiihout the least affinity to the
foxy flavor. Most of the other Rogers' hybrids
bear no similitude to the Lubrusca family.

Increase of Insects,—At a late meeting of
the Alton Horticultural Society, Dr. Hull said

that each year was proving it true that " as we in-

crease the products the insects increase. " He
added, that he had traveled extensively during
the season, and found the peaches, apples, pears
and plums generally destroyed. The curculios
are sweeping everything before them, ^et nine-
ienths of the horticulturist lack the energy to
give them battle. If they are not fought till

vanquislied, all eflbrts at raising fruit might as
well be abandoned, for they Avould prove useless
in the end.

Some consolation was sought to be derived
from the discovery of an insect enemy of the po-
tato bug as preluding one ot the curculio also.

The former was described as a grayish, flat bee-
tle, with a bill one and a half inches long, with
which they tap the bugs and then suck them
dry. They will clean a field of Colorados in a
short time. If they would only serve the curcu-
lios in the same way, there would be hope for

fruit growers in the future
; as it is there is little

or none.

Grapes.—Grapes are unusually late this sea-

son, at least a fortnight later than last year.
We stepped into the garden of Dr. Brown at
Paris Hill, Sept. 28th, where we saw the Clinton,
of which he has probably the largest vine in the
State, pretty well ripened. The Diana was just

beginning to turn. The Concord was ripening
quite unequally, but many clusters were nearly
ripe.

The Isabella looked hard and green. The
lona was about equal to the Concord. "\Ve were
pleased to see the large buxom looking bunches
of this new grape. It is certain from this ex-

ample that it can be cultivated in Maine. The
Delaware, which has been regarded an early

grape, was as late as the Diana. It is the same
in our own garden.—jl/a<»c Farmer.

Southern Fruit Growers.—The Charleston
JVeir.s says :

" About two years ago .Mr. Derby,
the well known New York publisher, purchased
a fruit farm at Aiken, S. C, the property of Mr.
Marley, for S12,000 or !?15,000. Mr. Derby,
moved his family to the farm, and went vigorously

to work to make his investment productive. At

first there were many difficulties to overcome,
but .Mr. Derby persevered, and we are assured
that his profit has averaged SoOO per month du-
ring the whole period of his possession. This
handsome income was derived from the sale of

peaches, apples, and grapes—the last having
turned out to be very productive. There is still

much to be done in the way of securing proper
accommodation and quick steamship passage to

the Northern cities before the fruit trade can
reach its most remunerative point ; but it is es-

timated that in a good year, with fair shii)ping

facilities, the crop of Mr. Derby's farm will! sell

for at least .$12,000.

In addition to securing so sound and valuable

an investment,Mr.Derby has recruited his health,

which was delicate, and is now said to be of the

opinion that Aiken is the healthiest place on this

continent, and may be made one of the most pros-

perous.

The gentleman whom we have mentioned was
not a practical farmer. Nor had he aii}"^ experi-

ence in pomology. But he was an intelligent

man of business, and gave the trees of old Aiken
an opportunity of doing their very best. The suc-

cess which Mr. Derby has met with will, we hope
stimulate others to follow his example. Indus-

trious, hard-working men could soon make the

face of the country smile like a garden ; and none

could do it better, and more to their own advan-

tage, then some of our steady, thrifty Germans,

who have the knack of making a money machine
of every undertaking to which they put their

hands."

Mushrooms.—A jocose friend recently suggest-
ed to another friend that a mushroom means the

onion of the fields. Videlkit : champ-iijnon, a
mushroom ; from champ, a field, and k/non,

which in French is pronounced inijon ! Such is

the depravity of man !

Mushrooms in France and Italy form not a
mere luxury, but a staple of foml. And this is

not remarkable, since of all vegetables products
there is none which is so much like fli'sh, both as

regards taste and flavor, and the extraortlinary

amount of nutriment it contains. As an erotic

stimulant the trullle far surpasses oystirs, and
is consequently, like oysters, in a high degree
nutritious. Stewed with the addition of a little

meat-gravy, mushrooms ofany kind are extreme-
ly piquant, and when the taste for thi-m is once
ac(iuireil, they are preferred to any other vegeta-

ble.

Now that mushroom spawn can be purchased
at every seed store, there is no reason why they
should not be raised by every family. Even in

cities this can be done.

—

Philadelphia Prc>is.
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FOEEIGN INTELLIGENCE.
History of some Selaginellas.

S. DENTICULATA, Link. Fil. Ilort. Eorol., p,

159. Spring, Monog. 2, p. 82. A. Braun, Revis.

Xo. 7. Lycopodium denticulatum, Linn. Sp. PI.,

p. 1569.

Well marked by its prostrate growth, inter-

laced habit, and lax spike, so difTerent from the

close, rigid, totragonous one of most of the

others. "When specimens are allowed to dry, the

decurviture of the leaves is conspicuous. The
color is dark green, with often a reddish tinge.

The radicles are copious and moderately firm, the

nerve green and only faint. From Madeira and
Teneriffe, it ranges through the south of Europe
and Earbary States, eastward to Asia Minor.
A Madeiran specimen before me has a stem 15

inches long, with six branches on each side 5 or

6 inches in length. What appears to be the same
plant was gathered by Menzies at the Cape, and '

a closely allied species, or perhaps a variety, was
obtained by Welwitsch, in Angola.

i

S. Breynii, Spring, Monog. 2, p. 119. A.
|

Baun, Revis. No. 12. 1

This has the most robust habit, and broadest
j

divisions of all the decumbent species. The
j

color is a pale, shining, waxy green. It is most
j

like some of the forms of Martensii in general as-

pect, but the habit is quite decumbent, and the

leaves are much closer and more glossy, with the

two sides nearly equal. It is a native of Brazil

and Guiana. Braun mentions it as being in cul-

tivation in English gardens under the name of

Lycopodium panamense, but it is not in the

Kew collection, and I have not met with it else-

where.

S. uxciNATA, Spring, Monog. 2, p. 109. A.

Braun, Revis. No. 11. Lycopodium uncinatum,

Desv. Enc. Bot., Suppl. 3, p. 558. L. caesium,

Hort.

:

Well-known in gardens for its iridiscent hues,

—deej) green in some lights, with a strong blue

tinge in others, which quite disappear in dried

specimens. Usually grown under the name of

CKsia. The habit is quite peculiar. There are

two forms, one less branched and very tender,

soon shrivelling when gathered, and the other

with a firmer stem, and moi'e compound and

longer branches. A native of China.

S. I'ATULA, Spnng, Monog. 2, p. 96. Txriseb.

Fl. Brit. W. Ind., p. 645. Lycopodium patulum,

Schwartz, Syn. Fil., p. 184. S. sarmentosa, A.

Braun, Revis. No. 14.

A native of the West Indies. In identifying it

with the L. ])atulum of Swartz, I follow Dr.

Grisebach. It is nearest to serpens, which it re-

sembles in its distant sparingly-branched branch-

es, but it may be readily recognized by its paler

color, and elongated, whip-like shoots, with the

leaves growing gradually smaller and laxer upon

them to the end. Both this and serpens grow

freely, but the fruit is only produced rather

sparingly.

S. SERPENS, Spring, Mong. 2, p.l02. A. Braun,

Revis. No. 9. Lycopodium serpens, Desv. Enc.

Bot. Suppl. 3, p. 553.

A native of the West Innies, grown under the

names of varians, mutabilis and jamaicensis, es-

pecially the former—given, no doubt, on account

of the peculiarity which it presents ofbeing deeper

in color at night than during the middle of the

day. It is well marked by the thyrsoid arrange-

ment of its closely adpressed stems. The color is

deeper than in the preceding, and the leaves are

very different in shape. A closely allied plant,

lately received at Kew from Montserrat, is pro-

I

bably S. albo nitens. Spring. The stems are less,

branched and not so regularly pinnate, the color

is paler, and the leaves are ligulate, and placed

edge to edge.

S. Kraussiana, a. Braun, Revis. Suppl. 2.

Lycopodium Kraussianura, Kunze, Linnfea vol.

18, p. 114. Pappe and Rawson, Syn. Fil. Afric.

Aust., p. 50. S. hortensis, Mett. Fil. Hort.

Lips. p. 128. A. Braun, Revis. No. 28. J.

Smith, Ferns Brit, and For. p. 278.

This is the species most commonly grown in

gardens, usually under the name of denticulata,

to which it has no right whatever. It is a much

larger and laxer plant than the Linntcan species,

and the jointed stem and character of the spike

furnish good marks of distinction. I have seen

wild specimens from the Azores (Guthnick,Wat-

son, Godman, Baron Paiva), Natal (Krauss,738,

Pappe, Gerrard and M'Ken), and Cape Colony,

(Uitenhage, Sir F. Grey), and it is reported by

Braun from Sicily.

S. Galeottei, Spring, Monog. 2, p. 220. A.

Braun, Revis. No. 29. S. Schotti, Hort.

A native of Mexico, with about an equal claim

to rank in the decumbent and sub-erect groups

J
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The stem is angular, very pale (straw-colored

in the dried plant), and firm, with the articula-

tions verj' distinctly marked. The leaves are

pale green in color, very rigid in texture, with

a keel below reaching nearly from the base to the

point.

S, AFFixis, A. Braun, Annales, I860, p. 296.

S. Poppigiana var. guayensis, Spring, Monog. 2,

p. 218.

A native of Guiana, nearest Kraussiana, from

which it may be known by its more compact ha-

bit, deeper green color, and compound level-top-

ped branches. There is another closely-allied

decumbent, articulated, South American species

in cultivation on the Continent—S. sulcata,

Spring, (Lycopodiura, Desv.)from Brazil. This

has a stem with two deep grooves in front,

straighter and less pointed leaves, and is paler m
color, Avith the bunches not corymbose.—J.G.B.

in Gardener'>s Chronicle.

History of the Pansy.—A few years ago

the Pansy had as many named varieties as the

Hyacinth or the Kose. A correspondent of the

London Journal of Horticulture thus writes of the

decay of named forms :

"Although the Pansy has receded before the

more fashionable occupants of the parterre of the

present day in most places, there are localities

where it still retains a respectable place, and

these are where our variegated and other Gera-

niums do not succeed. The moist atmosphere of

the North, is more in accordance with the wel-

fare of this plant than it is with that of many of

its rivals ; and in such situations beds of Pansies

present a cheerful appearance.

On the contrary, in dry, sunny districts, with

long periods in summer without any rain, this

plant falls a victim to mildew, which it is not

easy to arrest. Some years ago, I had a tolera-

bly good collection of show varieties of this plant;

but one or two hot summers in succession re-

duced them sadly ; so that, eventually, a yellow

one, calU'd, I believe, Hon. Mrs. Harcourt, was

the last survivor of a long array of names, aris-

tocratic, w\arlike, and, I fear I must say, vulgar,

foi the caprice of those who give names to new

plants or varieties descends to oddities as Avellas

soars up to celebrities.

Of this, however, it is not'my purpose to speak;

but, continuing the history of the Pansy, I may

say that, at the present day, the number of show

varieties falls short of what it was twenty j^ears

ago ; and I may also add, that the attempted in-

troduction of very dark varieties into the bedding

system did not receive much patronage, so that

it has been left for another move in the history

of the Pansy to again restore it to favor.

The Josephine de Malines Pear.—There

is a peculiarity in the tree of this charming and

excellent Pear, which cannot be too widely

known, viz ; its perfect and enduring health when
grafted on the White-thorn (Cratfegus oxycau-

tha); so that any one possessing a good White-

thorn hedge may grow abndance of this valuable

late Pear, by selecting some clean stems and

grafting them, so that the heads of the trees are

clear of the hedge.

A tree now growing in a hedge on a hill of gravel

close to the town of Hertford, is now some fif-

teen or more years old, and it seldom fails to give

some pecks of fine clean fruit, equal, and some-

times superior, to those from trees on Pear or

Quince stocks. My attention was verj' recentlj''

drawn to some trees of this kind, grafted on the

White-thorn, and growing in a stiff clay. To my
surprise, I found the junction of the graft with

the stock scarcely to be distinguished, so perfect

is the union. The trees are remarkably clean

and healthy, and bear very fine fruit.

Unlike some kinds of Pears when grafted on

this stock, the cores of my White-thorn Joseph-

ines are not hard, neither is their flesh gritt}-, but

nearly always perfectly melting, and of a rich,

perfumed flavor. I have had thirty years' expe-

rience of this most distinct variety, and no win-

ter Pear has varied so little in its character, and

no late Pear, in my opinion, more deserves ex-

tensive culture.

Every flxmier, with a healtliy "quick hedge,"

as a White-thorn is called in Essex, should train

up some stems and graft them with Josephines
;

and every industrious cottager should do the

same. I fear it will not ripen well north of the

Trent, but there are large districts in the warm-

er parts of England, where it may be made a

valuable product.

The only kind of Pear that succeeds well on

the White thorn, for a long term of years, is the

Passe Colmar, of which I know a tree some

twenty-five years old. But this sort does not, as

a rule, ripen well, although it bears abundantly.

Josephine de Malines is of the same race. Last

season (18(i<)), my fruit of this sort were in per-

fection all through ]SIarch and April, 18()7. This

season they ripened towards the end of Decern-
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bei". Such is the subtle influence of climate on

the ripening of fruit, about which we, as 3et,

know so little.—T. Rivers, in London Journal

of Horticulture.

MiTsiiFvOOMS.—In Italy, and some other con-

tinental lauds, edible and mushrooms are regu-

larly cultivated. Each autumn there is a mush-
room harvest, so to speak ; the peasantr}' eat the

iresh fungi, or dr}' and i^ickle them for consump-
tion through the year. In England, on the con-

trary, mushrooms are not eaten at all except Ijy

the upper and middle classes. Many varieties

which are wholesome and nutritious are wholly

neglected ; and thus every 3'car enormous quan-

tities of cheap food is suffered to rot in our woods
and fields. The loss is all the more important

that the kind of food supplied by the edible fungi

is precisely that which is most required by work-

ing England, and that, also, which is becommg
daily dearer and dearer.

In mushrooms, we have a form of food which

is principall}' nitrogenous, or flesh forming, and

which is at the same time easily digestible, agree-

able to the palate, aud cheap. Between two and

three thousand species of funfii are now recog-

nized, and there are about one hundred genera.

Of these, as is well known, only one species, the

agaricus comjxstris^ is commonly eaten, tliough

the champignon (cu/oc/cus j)mte)is?s)and the truffle

{tuher ciharium) are also recognized edibles. But

as a matter of fact b}- far the larger number of

species are safe articles of food, and a considera-

l)le proportion are very agreeable to the palate.
I

In China, India, and Africa, mushrooms have

for a long time been consumed in very large

quantities, and more recentl}' many species have

been used on the continent of Europe. In Italy,

as we have stated, mushrooms are regularly cul-

tivated, one layer succeeding another, so as to

afford a constant supply.

We need hardly point out the fjict that, when
mushrooms are regularly cultivated in this waj',

all danger that poisonous fungi might be mis-

taken for wholesome varieties is avoided. It

would be as likely tliat by some accident one of

the poisonous varieties of the vegetable family to

which the potato belong should be cultivated in

our English fields by mistake for the wholesome

varieties, as that poisonous mushrooms should

make their appearance among the products of the

Italian mushrooms beds. But, in reality, even

wild mushrooms, the poisonous sorts form but a

guishdd by their appearance, their offensive smell,

and their bitter, astringent, or styptic taste. If

persons Avho gather mushrooms follow the simple

plan of avoiding all those which grow in caverns

and subterranean places, or on putrefying animal
matter, or which have any unpleasantness either

of odor or flavor, there is absolutely no danger

whatever that unwholesome varieties will be

made use of. One other circumstance must also

be mentioned. Even wholesome mushrooms will

become unfit for food if not eaten fresh, or care-

fully dried and pickled while still in that condi-

tion. Mushrooms should in fact be treated much
as flesh would be. They closely resemble flesh in

taste and odor, and they putrefy like flesh, only

much more quickly.

We are led to make these remarks by noticing

that in one part of Great Britain the sale of

mushrooms has become a recognized part of the

operations ofthe year. Near Whitland, Carmar-
thenshire, mushrooms are gathered in the fields

during summer, and sold in the neighboring

towns, thus forming a considerable addition to

the means of the peasantry. This year, owing
to the heavy rains which followed a long contin-

ued drought, the mushroom harvest has been so

considerable that the fields have been crowded

with men, women and children employed in

gathering the common edible species. Shopmen
are giving 3d. aud 4d. for every four-pound

weight, and sending them by rail to every part of

England. Yet the working classes of England
would reject with derision the notion of making
nuishrooms a regular article of their OAvn food,

though those Avhich they gather for a moderate

priee, and numberless other species which they

mall minority. Ihey may also l)e readly distin- i the matter.

leave to rot on the field, would serve to supply

their tables with food at once more nutritious,

more a reeable to the palate, and cheaper than

any which their means at present enable them U*

procure.

—

London Dathf News.

The Grasses.—INIuch fun was made a few

years ago at the expense of a celebrated official

under the United States government, because in

speaking of clove/, he fiviled to distinguish be-

tween a grc.ss aud a foraije pJoiii, the following

from the liOndon CottcKje Gardener is the latest

phase of this "' irrassey" question.

The Rev. S. R. Hole contributes a note on the

state of the unscientific mind on the subject ot

gniminology. At the Oundle Society's llorticul-

Uiral Exhiljition there was a competition by cot-

tagers in wild flowers and grasses. In one bunch

1 ofTirasses occurred a tuft of ((.s/kh-'v/hs. The ex

! hibitor, a poor woman of thi; huml)leHt order of

j

intelligence, was rcasonednuth on iha inqiropriety

of presenting an alliance of the lilies, &e., and

I
she quickly cut the matter short l)y saying,

I

"These are grasses, all of 'em ; and that is the

i sparrow-grass. " Of course there was an end of
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HORTICULTUE
HORTICULTURAL MATTERS AT THE
PEXXSYLYANIA STATE FAIR AT
IIARRISBURG.
As a general rule, one does, not expect to find

much in the way of Horticulture at an Agri-

cultural State Fair for, although the schedule

presents some very tempting offers —in the shape

of premiums—it is so well understood among gar-

deners and nurserymen, that the men appointed

to serve on the committees know little or nothing

of fruits or flowers, beyond the mere fact of their

looking'nice or tasting well. And the result is just

as might be expected, the sensible gardener know-
ing this, keeps aloof from such like places, while

the poor grower with inferior stock steps in and

carries off the prize.
So that, after all, the premiums awarded are

not surely a fair index of the merits of the article

exhibited. But as the officers of the Pennsylva-

nia Horticultural Society neglected to notify its

members of their intention to give an Autumnal
Exhibition, I thought it just possible, that the

gardeners of Ilarrisburg, might be out in force.

So with thousands of others, 1 wended my way
along the banks of the Susquehanna to the great

State Fair of Peimsylvania. Nor was I disap-

pointed, for the display of fruits and flowers was

very creditable to the city of Ilarrisburg.

Tiiat which above all things, distinguished the

fruit department, was the table of foreign grapes,

exhibited by F. O'Kcefle, gardener to J. D.

Clameron ; there were some ninety bunches in all,

consisting chiefly of Black Hamburg. Those

grown in the cold grapery vvere very finely

colored. One peculiarity hi this collection

Avas the great numbers of double bunches, the

Black Hamburg, White Frontignac, White

Nice, Muscat of Alexandria, Gros Colman and

Muscat of Hamburg, had each one or more dou-

ble bunches.
Mr. O'Keeffe exhibited a specimen of grape

training in the shape of a piece of one year old

cane, about ten feet long and three quarters of

an inch in diameter, with twenty large bunches

of Black Ilamburgs hanging on it, five of Avhich

were double. The vine from which this cane

was cut, had in all some sixty bunches of grapes

on the present season. The (xros Colman in

this collection was very large and fine, also the

Muscat of Alexandria; it is seldom one sees such

large bun<;ho8 of this grape on -account of its

habit of setting badly. The committee awarded

a prLiuiuni of five dollars to this table for the

AL AOTTCES.
best collection, this fact alone will give you an
insight as to the competency of the committee in

such matters.

The next great feature of this department was
the table of preserved fruit in glass jars, exhibi-

by Mr. J. Atherley, agent for Mr. Rowley, 509

Market St., Philada. Next to growing a fine

fruit is the pleasure we derive in being able to

preserve it. Mr. Atherley seems to possess that

secret to perfection. I observed a jar of Duchess
Pears in this collection, preserved whole ; until

now I had supposed it next to impossible to

preserve fruit without paring them ; this jar of

Duchess Avould indicate that the problem is sol-

ved. A dish of fruit, marked " Pound Pears, "

were very fine. This I should hardly consider

a proper name for a Pear, seeing as we have

many varieties of Pear that will weigh one pound
or more.

W. Hummel had five Louise Bonne de Jersey

Pears, mai'ked as weighing, one eleven oz.,oue

nine oz., and three eight ounces each.

The display of Apples by the Lycoming Coun-

ty Agricultural Society were very fine, but as

these were not the production of any one indi-

vidual, it was hardly the thing to allow them to

compete.

Mr. J. Kepple of Harrisburg, exhibited a table

of native grapes embracing some sixteen varie-

ties. Roger's Hybrid, No. 19, and No. 34, were

particularly fine. The Catawbas in his collec-

tion were the finest I have ever seen, so fine in-

deed that a dish of the celebrated "lona" ap-

peared quite common jjlace alongside of them. In

this lot 1 noticed the Maxatiiwney and Rebecca,

neither of them anything extra. A dish of

Allen's Hybrid a white grape, was very beauti-

ful, resembling more a Chasselasde Fontainebleau

than a native. I afterwards learned this grape,

with several other varieties in this collection,

were not grown by the exhibitor. It is usually the

rule in most Societies^ to demand that the arti-

cles should be (jvown by the exhibitor, which

seems but fair.

Thos. Oliver, gardener to Gen. Cameron, exhi-

bited six bunches of foreign <;rapes, marked,

Black Prolific, quite small in bunch and berry,

but jet black in color ; one bunch of White Buel,

Muscat, Tottenham Park, Gros Gromier du

Cautel, identical Avith Gros Colman, as exhibited

by Mr. O'Kectle ; a bunch of Black Hamburg
and one other variety.
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The Pumpkins in this department were quite

a feature, tlie larsiest 1 notieed was marked one '

hundred and forty pounds. The potato growers
|

were out in force. "Early Rose " by Geo. M.
Rupp, Cumberland Co., looked very promising,

i

Of all the potatoes shown, including some twenty

kinds, the '' White Mercer'''' was pronounced the
!

finest and foircst potato exhibited. From this
,

department I made my way to the floral tent,
|

and what your correspondent there saw and

heard will be given in my next. I

[Our correspondents criticism, are just^ but not

tinctured with that mercy which he would have

if he had had our experience in "getting up" fairs.

Ko one knows how hard it is, to get the "good
judges " our correspondent would like to see;

but those who have tried Executive Committees

have to do the best they can. If good exhibi-

tors stay away because of probable slights, good

judges stay away for similar reasons. We never

knew a judge, however impartial and competent,

who was not abused. In the present case, we
have no doubt the officers did the best they could

to get the best judges, and that the judges did

the best they honestly could. If we were exhibi-

tors under such circumstances, hurt though we
miglit 1k' by the judgment, we should construe

it charitalily, and say nothing. Fairs are not so

much for personal interest as for public infor-

mation, and he who contributes to them, should

feel that in all probability his aid, useful as it is

to the genei'al good, may possibly be at some

sacrifice to iiimself.

With reL^^rd to the Pennsylvania Horticultural

Society, there have been annual exhibitions in

September every year, for over a quarter of a cen-

tury. The day was fixed a 3'ear ago, and print-

ed on the schedules, which have laid on the so-

cieties tables every monthly meeting night since

then. It is hard to understand what other noti-

fication would be necessary. Perhaps the "offi-

cers of the Society " might in tiieir turn com-

plain that "meml)ers" took so little inti^rest in

the Society, as never to honor it with their pre-

sence, even to know what is going on.

We do not ofier these suggestions because we

think our friend's strictures are cot just, but bo-

ding at their blundering, the glory of their deeds,

seems to plead with us to be as merciful as pos-

sible.— Ed.]

LAKE SHORE GRAPE CULTURE.

The summer meeting of the Lake Shore Grape

Grower's Association on the 25th and 2Gth of

August, was devoted to the inspection of vine-

yards in the vicinity ofCollamer, on tlie east side

of Cleveland, and at Dover Bay, and Avon Point

on the west side. The attendance was quite

large, the weather fine, and all were delighted

with the excursion and pic-nic entertainments, as

well as with the extent and fine appearance of

the vineyards.

At Collamer, the first day, the assemblage com-

menced at the residence of Dr. J. W. Dunham,
the President of the Association. In his imme-
diate vicinity are more than one hundred acres

in vineyard, about half nicely in bearing, nearly

all of the Catawba varict}-, and located on an ele-

vated slope of clay land, two or three miles from

the lake. One of Dr. Dunham's vineyards, and

two others in the vicinity, have been in bearing

for seven or eight years, and in all that time have

never failed of ripening a good crop of fruit,

with the exception of one season. The younger

vineyards bid fair to be even more successful than

the old ones. Some ofthese are composed partly

of Concord, Delaware, lona, and other varieties,

besides the Catawba, mostly bearing fruit for the

first time, and all looking remarkably fine ; though

so long as the Catawba continues to succeed so

well in this section, there is little disposition to

plant other varieties.

Towards evening an excellent supper was pro-

vided by the ladies of Collamer in the grove of

the Academy, where the host of visitors were

most bountifully and pleasantly entertained.

After which an hour or so was devoted to

1
speeches and reports of tlie condition and pros-

pects of the grape crop in diftcrent sections of the

i country. Very favorable reports were given from

I all parts of the shore district, excepting the vicin-

1
ity of Sandusky and on the island, where a singu-

lar attack of mildew or rot, in tlie month of July,

cause our experience in such cases, makes us feel
j

caused the destruction of the greater jiart of the

Catawba fruit ; but the disease soon ceased, and a

portion of the berries on most of the bunches re-

mained uninjured, and now promise to ripen well,

so as to be good for wine, though not fit for mar-

keting. Favorable reports were also given respec-

ting the crop in many of the interior portions of

a very large charity for all faults and siiort-

comings. These fairs and exhibitions are of im-

mense value to the community. Tlxose who

give their time as officers, judges, exhibitors,

and so on, are amongst the best of public bene-

factors ; aiul many a time wln.'U we Rel like scol-
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Ohio, and in several of the more western States,

also in western Pennsylvania and central and

western New York.

All varieties of grapes were promising so well

that there was little chance for comparison in re-

gard to health and productiveness, but when the

fruit ripens, their i-espective merits will be fairly

canvassed, and as many new varieties are bearing

considerable fruit this year, the fall exhibition

will be very interesting.

llemai'ks were made on the subject of pruning

and trimming the vines,showing that the growing

sentiment is averse to such severe treatment as is

recommended in the books and practiced by the

older class of vine growers ; though Dr. Dunham
and some others who have long followed pretty

nearly the old system, can very safely challenge

any of the advocates of long pruning and no trim-

ming to a comparison of results.

Some of the visitors expressed the belief that

many of the vineyards in the vicinity were bear-

ing too much fruit, and that overbearing was a

frequent cause of sickly vines and imperfect fruit

in all parts of the countr}'. This was admitted

as a general rule, in its application to most local-

ities, but it was claimed for CoUamer Eidge, that

the vines there are able to endure what might be

termed over cropping for many successive 3'cars

without much if any apparent injury.

At Dover Ba}^, ten miles west of Cleveland,

are the vineyards (65 acres) of the Dover Bay
Company ; located directly on the lake shore, the

soil a verj' compact claj^, nearly level, but thor-

oughly under-drained, and elevated nearly one

hundred feet above the water of the lake. The
vines were mostly planted two and three years

ago last spring, the older ones bearing their second

crop, and showing remarkable vigor and fruitful-

ness—the varieties Catawba, Delaware, Clinton,

Concord, Ives, and a few others, alike doing finely,

onl}' some injury by thrip to the foliage of Dela-

ware and Clinton. (This insect was also found

quite abundant atA von Point and upon theisland.)

The little poinecr vineyard of ,Mr. Atwell, near

Dover Bay, consisting mostly of Catawba and

Isabella, five or six years in bearing, was found

in. fine condition and bearing another good crop.

The stockiiolders of the Dover Bay Grape Com-
pany, are jnostly professional and business men
of the city of Cleveland.

Avon Point is six miles farther west—the soil

similar to that of Dover Bay, and the vineyards

of the same character, comprising about 250 acres

m the vicinity, the greater part owned and man-

aged by five or six business men of Elyria, which

place is 12 miles distant. Most of the vineyards

are owned and managed separately, though one

hundred acres were planted by oneman, Mr. Boyd,

for himself and several capitalists of New York,

and portions of this have been sold and divided

off to their several owners. Nearly all are ex-

clusively of the Catawba variety, and just coming

into bearing—some bearing the second crop—and

all showing excellent culture and remarkable

uniformity, health, and productiveness of the

vines, though to a stranger the soil has a most

barren and forbidding appearance; and as one

of the owners remarked in a speech after the din-

ner, if the land was not good for grapes, that

Lord only knew what it was good for, as no crop

would grow on it until it was under-drained and

planted with vines.

A very bountiful repast was provided for the

company of several hundred persons, in a fine

grove, by the citizens of Elyria, assisted by the

residents of the vicinity, at the close of which

quite a number of brief speeches were made, and

a good social time was enjoyed by all. Towards

evening the people dispersed towards Cleveland

or their several homes. A small party, comprised

of the President of the association and several

friends, went to Elyria by way of the lake shore,

visiting the large young vineyard of Gen. Gill-

more and brother, at Black River. This is com-

posed largely of loua and Delaware varieties, in

the second and third year, and some of the vines

showing very handsome fruit, the bunches of

lona especially, remarkably compact and well

formed.

A party of fifteen made an excursion to San-

dusky and the islands, spending one day at Kel-

ley's and the next at Put-in Bay island. They
found the vineyards looking well as to health of

the vines, but the Catawba crop, as had been re-

ported, a very meagre one ; though what fruit

remained was likely to ripen well. The Delaware

variety had wholly escaped injury, and was bear-

ing a ver}' full crop ; the Isabella, Concord, and

Ives, of which but few are grown thert, were all

showing more fruit than Catawba, though not a

full crop. As the disease which injured the Ca-

tawba fruit this year wa'S diHrrent from any that

has heretofore appeared in that region, the vine-

yardists are in hopes that it was occasioued 1 y
some unusual condition of the weather, whicU

may not often occur hereafter.

—

Corrcsjjondcnt.
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HINTS POU
FLOWER GAEDEN AND PLEASURE

GROUND.
This is an age of philosophy. Anything can

be proved to be true by it. At least it often

seems so. We once thought the world was full

of evils; but now we are to believe that evil is a

blessing in disguise,—a sort of educator, teaching

by the pain and unhappiness it brings, the ad-

vantage of the better way. Besides, the}"^ say the

unhappy are not unhappy. They enjoy sensa-

tions, at times, which those whose lot is smooth

never know. That is their compensation—the

balance which nature generally takes care to

Now this may be all true or not. Our only

business with it is as it affects gardening ; for

while we are feeling delicious sensations at this

delightful November weather, we began to pity

the far northerners, who were already fast closed

in the icy hands of winter. They ought to come
and live in Pennsylvania, thought we. But
when we looked into the hearts of our Alabama
and Florida readers, and read there the same
thoughts of us, as we have given vent to ; saw
how they sympathized with Fennsylvanians,

and wondered why they also did not emigrate
;

we could not but see that philosophy was right.

So let the Nomadic Gypsie live in woods and

tents, the Indian in his wigwam, the Esquimaux
in his ice buried cqll. Speaking for ourselves, at

least we dont want to change our lot. AVe cannot

have the oranges and bananas of Florida; but

our parrot chats as gaily, the canary sings as

sweetly, our greenhouse blooms as profusely, as

if we enjoyed them there. Nay, more so, we
think ; for we value all things more in propor-

tion, to the difficulty of obtaining them.

So we draw on our waterproof, and go out into

our garden, to see what is to be done, regardless

of northern snows, or southern rains, and find

plenty to occupy ourselves every where through-

out the land.

DECEMBER.
Pruning and thinning is in order everywhere.

Notwithstanding the many papers that have l)een

written " on the philosophy of pruning," the
naked question, "What is the best time to prune
trees ?" is one with which the gardener is con-
tinually bored. The keen-edged gardeners give
the cutting reply, '-any time when your knife is

sharp;" but the more good natured say, "It de-
pends on what you want to cut for." The street
cutter "wants to keep the tree head low," and
"cuts down to make them branch lower •" cut-
ting in winter does not have this efiect, so that
unless one has some other object to combine
with it, such as to clean the tree of bark scales
or the larva of other insects, or the fivinf of em-
ployment to some half-starved tree carpenter
the work might as well be left undone. If you
want a branch to push strongly at the point
where you cut a part away, prune in lointer. If
your tree has branches crossing each other or
has half dead branches, or any thing tending to
spoil the form or symmetry of your tree, prune
in Avinter

;
but as a rule the less pruning is done

the healthier will be your trees, for it may be ac-
cepted as a rule in gardening, that all prunino-
whether in winter or summer, is a bloAv struck
at the vitality of the plant.

Those who have already had their places well
planted, so as to have some immediate ellect from
planting, as well as shelter, will have plenty to
do at this season, thinning and pruniu". Trees
should not 1)e allowed to grow thickly into each
other. One fat, bushy specimen is worth a score
ofmiserable, lean, thin things. In pruniu"-- trees
or shrubs into close quarters, follow no Procus-
tean rule, but study the habit of each variety
and trim to suit the various forms. Where this
form cannot be maintained without injury to
some other tree,better cut it away alto<Tether. No-
thing annoys a man of taste more than to see a la-
borer going the rounds in winter with a hedging-
shears, "trimming" each bush into a round, close
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bunch, like a goat-cropped bush on a mountain

side; which are pretty enough once in a while, but

monstrous when the rule.

Thinning is not near enough practised. We
often hear people complain that their trees were

originally planted too thick. This is rarely the

case. The warmth of thick planting makes all

LTOW faster; and besides who wants to look at a

skeleton of a place for a dozen years, while the

lleshy branches are growing over it. The true

philosophy is to plant thick, and thin annually.

No man can be a good gardener, without the

power of foresight and forethought. This is par-

ticularly a great advantage of the winter season,

that we are induced to look ahead and prepare

for spring,—manures, stakes, labels, tools, gravel,

soils, seeds, trellises, grafts,—no one need be

without a plenty to do, if proper judgment has

been exercised in the matter before hand.

In the Southern States, more active operations

will be going on. preparing for spring work.

One of the heaviest expenses is usually the

care of a large lawn ; but the horse lawn mower,

saves a great amount of manual labor. It should

be used about every ten days, and the grass suf-

fered to decay where it falls, as practiced by Mr.

Sargent. Many are deterred from using it by

fear that much expense has to be endured in

makin" a large lawn perfectly smooth, so that

the machine can work. But it need not be

broken up. Fine soil hauled on through the

winter or early spring, and spread over the sur-

foce so -as to fill up the inequalities, and then

heavily rolled in spring, will do as well. A
little grass seed may be thrown over before rolling;

but even this is unnecessary, as the natural grass

will soon come through. Unless the surface soil is

very shallow,—so much so as to dry out in sum-

mer time,—many lawns may be better made by

this simple process than by breaking it up. As

it is, the tough sod has crowded out the annual

weeds ; but when we break up old ground, the

seeds of Ragweed, and other pernicious plants,

germinate in the new ground, and give no end of

Trouble before a good lawn is obtained. The

surface &oil of a lawn, however, should be deep,

or it will soon dry out in summer, and the lawn

lose that fresh green, which is the most desira-

ble in the dryest times.

VLANT HOUSES.
We recorded recently, the death of Nathaniel

Ward, the inventor of plant growing in closely

glazed cases. He found that plant would live

a long time in these cases, in perfect health, but

they woud not grow. Yery elaborate explana-

tions, have been from time to time published as

to the reasons ; but we do not know that any-

thing more is necessary than the simple theory

whicii has once before been mentioned in the

Editorial columns of the 31onthly. It is this :

—

most of the food of plants comes from the soil.

It is taken up with the moisture, through the

roots. After performing the oflScc of conductor

of food, the waste water evaporoMs^ and a new
supply follows, and new food with it. It is clear

Irom this, if there be no evaporation, there can

be no food taken in; and, though the plant lives,

it cannot grow. Therefore in a closely glazed

case, where there is no evaporation, there

can be no growth. When the Gardener'>s Month-

ly first gave this explanation, it was pooh pooW'd

by some of our contemporaries, because it was

not found in learned treatises '"in the books."

But it is so simple a thing, that this explanation

must be true, that we wonder any one should

want to look up "an authority," before believing

in it.

It is very important, however, to recognize this

principle in winter plant growing. Those who
make their houses so tight that heat cannot get

out, thereb}' keeping moisture in, and stopping

evaporation, cannot make winter flowers grow

fast. Years ago the advice in winter was very

common, "put open the ventilators every fine

day, to let in the fresh air;" modern gardeners,

knowing that if there is "air" enough for a man
to live, there is air enough for a plant, do not

give near the "air" they used to do, and plants

do not grow so well. But the fact is, it was let-

ting out themoistnrc, which the opening of sashes

effected, and did the good, which is lost by the

modern close keeping practices. We therefore

say, as our forefathers said, give air on every fa-

vorable opportunity, even though you lose a lit-

tle heat thereby.

A conservatory requires rather a higher tem-

pcratuie than a mere greenhouse. In the one,

flowers in bloom is a chief object ; to keep them

well over the winter is more the point with the

latter.—Plants will not grow and flower under

55", but the temperature should not be allowed

to go above (W. In very cold nights, when there

is a strong fire heat, the temperature may be low-

er. Hanging baskets, which are now so generally

employ(!d for room, cabinet, and conservatory

decorations, frc(iuently have their plants injured

by getting too dry. It is a good practice to give
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them occasionally a dip for a few mimites entire-

ly under water. Ferns and lycopodiiims, also

very popular, do best in the most humid pai-t of

the house. Ifinaroom or place where the at

mosphere is very dry, no success can be expect-

ed unless a glass case be kept for most part of

the time over them.

Mildew often makes its appearance at this sea-

sou in plant houses, especially on young and the

tender leaves of the roses that are kept growing

for their winter flowers. Practical men are not

yet agreed on the causes of mildew, but on one

point there is but one opinion, namely, that

mildew will not attack a perfectly healthy plant,

as certainly a? it will an unhealthy one. A good

way to treat a mildewed plant, will therefore be

to place it at once in the situation we can best '

command for a combination of healthy circum-

stances. The plant may have been partially

crowded by others : set it by itself, where it can

have a good circulation of air all around it. It

is perhaps near the door, where it is subjected to

frequent and sudden changes ; or near the fire,

where it was rapidly dry and moist by turns
;

or in partial shade, that induced defective growth;

all this should be remedied. In desperate cases

sulphur water proves an excellent remedy. Flour

of sulphur is mixed with water and syringed

over the plants. Dry sulphur peppered through

a sandbox, would do as well, if the plant is

syringed first—the water is not to ''dissolve"

the sulphur, but to make it stick to the leaves.

When sulphur is used in this way it is impor-

tant to success that the house be kept very warm
for a short time, as it is the sulphurous fumes

given off that does the work of death. Of course

sulphur mnst not be suffered to ignite, or the

sulphurous acid becomes sulphuric, and the

planls as well as insects suffer. Constant clean-

liness is important to healthy plant growth.

Air should be freely given whenever the external

air and that of the plant house is about the

same, at other times it is dangerous.

A few nice plants will always be more satisfac-

tory than a mass of crowded skeletons. Such
plants as pelargoniums, calceolarias, cinerarias,

&c., when properly treated, make such plump
and happy looking objects, that the owners of

such would not exchange them for a houseful of

the pictures of misery so often exhibited. The
secret is to keep them growing as much as pos-

sible, as near the direct light as possible and
as bushily as possible. As the pots become
filled with roots, they are carefully shifted into

pots a size larger, and when these are filled,

again repotted into others, until a few weeks be-

fore their time of flowering. A thoroughly prac-
tical hand will keep them in very small pots,

making up the loss of nutriment by applications

of manure water, and carefully watchiu"- the

signs of dryness in the soil, for the exact moment
when to apply; but our remarks are not intended

for the educated gardener, but for those to whom
a little knowledge often proves a dangerous thinir.

The bushiness of a specimen is made bj^ pinchin*'

off the strong leading shoots, and training the

weaker unstopped ones out to the edge of the pot.

This used to be accomplished by a bundle of
stakes, making the plant look as uncomfortable
as an old time drunkard in the pillory—the
modern plan is to fix a band of twisted bast mat-
ting around the rim of the pot, and from this

lead light invisible strings to any desired part of

the plant.

C M M U ]V I C A T I ?s S

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING OF PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE GROUNDS.

BY MR. ROBERT MORRIS COPELAND.

J?ca<i htjort Fa. Horticultural Society Oct. 0th, '08.

Whilst we admit the value of variety in every-

thing connected with human wants—in dress,

food, houses and amusements—we seem to be

nearly indiflerent to it in our public grounds,

both in the city and the country.

The sanitary value of Parks and jileasure

grounds, is widely recognized, and many advo-
cate their creation as places of annisement, with
very little knowledge of how the space devoted to

public grounds may be made most serviceable

for the purposes they are intended to subserve.

Nothing in Nature is more beautiful than
grass and trees; and even when the grass and
trees are only the dusty strip by a puijlic road, or

the pollard willows of a meadow dyke, the eye

loves to linger on them.
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The citizen, confined for six days to tlie office

or workshop, on his half-hohday or Sunday, strolls

with entire contentment down the walks of a

city square, under trees whose principal merit

is the shade they give—looks at or lies on the

grass, and lets his children play a])out, is quite

satisfied and enjoys what he sees, ignorant of,

and therefore indiflerent to any thing better

which might have been created out of the same
spot.

When we see that every city square and vil-

lage common is the fac simile of every other,

in stiflness and meagreness of detail and treat-

ment, we are half persuaded that nothing differ-

ent would answer, or else it would be ci'eated.

Though the same trees are used over and over

again, few are critical, because they do not know
the difference in trees, or what will grow in cities.

"Whoever is familiar with the trees and shrubs

which abound in this country, and has ever

studied the formation of uatui-al groups, must
have admired their irregularity and variety of

form. Why then, when we imitate Nature, or

try to introduce her works into the regions in-

habited by men, must we neglect the obvious

lessons Nature gives ? A difficulty in discuss-

ing this subject arises from the want of a suitable

and descriptive name for the plots of ground
which are commonly devoted to Public use.

These spaces are sometimes many hundred

acres in extent ; but the majority are less than

a quarter of an acre, and for want of a proper

name all ai"e called '"Squares," whether round

or oval, or quadrilateral; or "Parks," whether

they are the handful of land that fills the centre

of the city court, village green, or a Central Park.
I shall not consider the large areas, like the

Central, or Fairmount Parks—such spaces de-

mand strong and well conceived treatment, and
will by their extent of surfixce and the character

of their surroundings, compel even the most un-

learned and indiflerent person to plan for variet}',

and perhaps grandeur.
The largest areas devoted to Public uses not

especially Parks, are our Kural Cemeteries,

which being extensive and picturesquely located,

generally serve the double purpose of graveyard

and Park to the conununitiea in which they are

situated. Necessity requires that the most shall

be made of the land; and in order that they may
be profitable and attractive, the owners try to

suit the Public taste, by sucl? management of

paths, avenues, and the plantation of trees,

shrubs, and flowers, as will give variety and
interest.

The idea ofthe Rural Cemetery, where we may
sleep under the grass, flowers, and shady trees,

and be surrounded by pleasant objects which may
leave an agreeable impression on the minds of

our bereaved friends, is extremely attractive.

If they were carefully laid out and well planted

and managed, it would be easy to satisfy the

actual necessities of the community, and yet
retain all the quiet and repose that would soothe

and please the bereaved mind ; but instead of

simplicity and rural beauty, most cemeteries

become in time places where the pomp and show
of mourning may have full development, and the

ostentations of pride and wealth gild the grave
itself.

It is painful to see how the desire to surpass

one's neighbors^ has vitiated the original desire

for simijle, rural graveyards; where beauty of

landscape, trees, and flowers may combine, as

much as possible, to remove the gloom which
must ever accompany death.

The land for a cemetery is generally well se-

lected in some naturally pretty place, where

either the landscape is attractive, the surface

picturesque, or well shaded by trees. Avenues
and paths, if they follow the natural line ofgrade,

do not detract from the simplicity of the surface;

but if cai-ried with no regard to the natural indi-

cations, wherever ii suits the fancy of the owners,

break the surface badly, and it often requires a

great deal of change and cost to produce some-

thing not as good as the original.

Badly located roads and paths are a slight evil,

when compared to the usual Avay of making lots.

Instead of leaving each lot at the natural grade,

all are brought to a dead level, producing the

harshest contrast to the rest of the ground ; one

lot being depressed and graded, the others must
harmonize, and the whole area is broken into a

scries of small, awkward, stiff terraces.

When graded, the lots arc surrounded by a

hedge, an iron fence, or a granite curb stone,

—

either boundax-y being costly and cumbersome;

and soon the whole place is divided in to a series

of small enclosures, from which the spirit of the

rural graveyard has departed, and is replaced by

a show ofwhat the Gardener, Iron Master, and

Stone Cutter can do to deface nature. Every

vestige of simplicity is lost, and we have ugly

forms and combinations, which men consider to

be suitable for a burial place instead. Better be

wrapp<-Hl in a blanket, and laid in the corner of

some country graveyard, where a few old Elms

may wave, and AVild Grass, Asters, and Golden
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Rod, nod over our dust; than be smothered in

brick and marble vaults in one of these showy, I

costlj- cemeteries. The sadness and terror of

death ought to banish bad taste and purse pride
,

from the graveyard, rather than give fresh chance

for their exhibition.

If you wish to realize the true beauty and pos-

sibility of a Rural Cemetery, select a suitable

spot, remarkable for its picturesque or beautiful

surface, or for its fine trees and shrubs, or view.

Then lay it out naturally, the paths and avenues

going where the line of ascent is easiest ; make
the lots at the natural grade of the surface; per-

mit no fences, and mark proprietorship by low
corner stones ;and plant the trees and shrubs accor-

ding to some general plan for producing an etfect.

Let the owners of the lots have neither power
nor right to meddle with the standing trees or

shrubs, or to plant any thing unless it be flowers.

"With this treatment we can in time create a

Cemetery which will give entire satisfaction to

every tasteful visitor.

Men talk of the equality of the grave, and yet

belie their words whenever the chance offers.

Xo poor man can venture to think of having a

lot for his family in any fashionable Cemetery.

The land, costing at first from fifty to a hun-

dred dollars per acre, will rise to several hundred

dollars per lot of twenty feet by twenty, by the

time the superintendent of the Cemetery, the Iron

Master or the Stone Cutter makes it ready for

occupation. The earnings in a year will not pay

for the home of the dead, and the poor man must
either go without a family burial place, or else

deprive the living of comforts and perhaps

necessities, if he would escape the stigma of ne-

glecting to treat his dead as well as his neighbors.

None can easily endure such an accusation; bet-

ter stint and starve the living than seem untrue to

those whose dear flices can never again look into

outs, and whose ears ma}' not hear our reasons

for our actions. Many a man finds the rural

cemetery, the idea of which was once charming,

a burden to his energies.

But, widiout dwelling further on this part of

the subject, let us turn to the little plots of land

called parks, squares, crescents, greens, &c.,

which are properly the public grounds of cities

and towns.

The receipt for making such parks is simple,

15uy a lot of land ; then carry a path or road

around its exterior, and plant beside the path, at

intervals of twenty or thirty feet, Elms, Maples,

or Lindens. Carry another path around the

interior, quite near the fence, and plant both

sides with the same kind of trees. Then, to ac-

commodate the lazy and shiftless, make one or

more paths diagonally across the grounds as cut-

ofls, which will easily and quickly connect the

opposite sides. Tlie cut-ofts will meet in the

centre ; where strike a circle, put a fountain, a

music stand, a flower bed, or erect a flag- staff".

Plant the sides of all these paths as before; and

possibly, where two meet, set an extra tree. A
Norway Spruce or White Pine in the apex; or, if

still more enterprising, give the point up to a

group of shrubs. When the paths are made,

the walks gravelled, the grass green; place stone

or wooden seats at convenient intervals, and set

up signs saying, "Keep oft' the grass." Presto,

change ! the land has been converted from a waste

lot into a Park !

If there was any irregularity of surface, the En-

gineer-in-chief will, of course, have filled it up,

and graded it to a uniform slope, or into terraces;

for if the natural lines were left, it would seem

to show neglect, or want of appreciation of man"s

skill or power.

Such places as I have described arc familiar to

every one, and may be suitable for the so-called

lungs of cities—for they do purify the air; but

they neither teach, amuse, or stimulate the mind.

A person ignorant of the varied beauty of the

country, and confined in a workshop all the

week, may find great pleasure in the commonest

trees, or in shrubs and grass. One who is per-

fectly familiar with all kinds of natural beauty,

may enjoy the grandeur, grace and verdancy of

fine specimen trees ; and rows of the same kind

of trees are interesting for themselves and for their

symmetrical arrangement. But why should the

enjoyment be limited, when there may be frequent

and pleasing changes, both in the kinds of trees,

and method of planting ?

But to return to the land Avhich is to be im-

proved. There is no reason, in the nature of

things, why formality, rectangularily, regular

curves, ovals, or ellipses should be taken as the

prevailing lines in outline, in paths or plantation.

It is only a meagre imagination which suggests

them. Public grounds are supposed to b^ the

resort of thi^se who have some leisure at their

disposal, and who go there to saunter or while

away their time in pleasant scenes. For such

visitors, a winding path, which increases the ac-

tual length of the walk, whose bends open out on

pleasant views,—across lawns into glades in a
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wood; towards a fountain, or a handsome archi-

tectural facade is preferable.

IJends and curves of the path may be planted

with groups of trees and shrubs; in which, rising

in regular, S3-mraetrical order, or with picturesque

irregularity, each ti-ee and shrub will lend to or

take some beauty from its neighbor. In such a

walk, every step is surrounded with fresh inter-

est ; and, however familiar the view, it never be-

comes wearisome.

A straight path is more direct, may be well

kept, and be bordered with rows of beautiful

trees, but its interest is always the same—the

perspective may be attractive, the trees noble, but

each step treads, as it were, on its jDredecessor,

and the mind finds no stimulus in the variety of

the scene. The impatient passenger, who wishes

to cross from one side of the grounds to the other,

will complain that his road is lengthened, and

will be impatient with anything which seems pur-

posely to detain his feet.

Let him complain. The place is not made for

a thoroughfare, or a convenience for the market-

man and errand boy. It is something to be en-

joyed, and where both body and mind may be

refreshed. Is there any reason why the true and

best interests and uses of such a place should be

sacrificed and abased to mere convenience ?

The next mistake which follows bad laying out,

is raeagreness of material and want of variety in

planting. Three-fourths of the trees in our pub-

lic grounds are Llms, Maples, Lindens, Horse

Chestnuts, Norway Spruces, Balsam Firs, and

Pines. These all have merits, but are a small

portion of the supply which Nature affords.

There are not less than one hundred and fifty

Deciduous, and thirty varieties of Evergreen

trees, without referring to shrubs, which arc ef-

fective singly or in groups.

When trees are planted in rows, variety is sac-

rificed to uniformity ; because fewer trees, and of

course fewer kinds can be used, where each one

must be the same number of feet from a fence, or

a path, fw another tree, than when they are com-

bined together, and planted at close or irregular

intervals, trusting to contrasts in outline and

color for"good Reflects.

We have but to summon before our miuds

the different shapes' of the Elm, Maple, Oak and

Uirch, Locust and Acacia, in Deciduous trees

—

the Pines, Hemlocks and Spruces amongst Ever-

greens, to see how readily contrasts and harmo-

nies of shape may be produced.

Trees differ so much in color of leaves, that

even the summer landscape may be greatly di-

versified by grouping them ; whilst their changing

foliage in Autumn,gives the planter as ample op-

portunities for compositions and good effects, as

the painter has with the colors he lays on his

pallet.

There are many persons who understand the

power and value of different trees, and use a va-

riety of them in planting ; but most of them stop

with the trees, and never know, or care to learn,

how much can be done with shrubs—which, be-

sides their foliage, blossom in different parts of

the season. Shrubs have more social beauty and

interest than trees, which, high and distant, seem

to protect humanity ; whilst the shrubs nestle in

the corners, and meet us on our own level, with

their extended branches laden with flowers. We
may prune and train a shrub, gather its blos-

soms, and, as it were, make it a pet, and so

never lose our interest in it.

The diflerent sizes give the planter many ad-

vantages in grouping. He may have twent}^

where one tree would stand, and of this group of

twenty some will always be in bloom ; and when,

the flowering season is past, their leaves or their

berries will replace the flowers. Many small

plots of public grounds which give room for but

few trees, when the trees are planted, soon be-

come over-shadowed, damp and grassless, which

if decorated with shrubs, would be warm, open,

dry and green, and would gladden the eye every

time the}' were approached.

What if there is no shade at noonday I Noon-

day is rarel}^ the time any one selects for a stroll

—the early morning and the evening would find

the alleys shaded and fragrant, and the slanting

rays of the early and late sun would help the gen-

eral effect. In treating all small areas, it would

be well to throw aside most of the trees, and rely

mainly on shrubs for variety and interest. From
shrubs, we are led by easy gradation to flowers,

whose absence is a disgrace to the general treat-

ment of public grounds.

If the variety and pleasure which trees and

shrubs can give were noted by the nimiber 10,

we might call flowers 100 ; for, as the number of

available shrubs exceeds the number of trees, so

flowers are ten times more numerous than both.

There arc not less than a thousand different flow-

ers, or kinds of flowers, each sufliciently attrac-

tive to detain the eye,which might be gathered in

great or small numbers, singly or in masses, in

public grounds.

Beginning with the bulbs, which may be fol-
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lowed or accompanied by the native wild Howers

—which readily accustom themselves to the gar-

den, and fill the gap between bulbs and garden

flowers—the spring would be fragrant and gay.

The Perennials would blossom before the wild

tlowers and bulbs had passed, and continue the

interest until the myriad of Annuals and the bed-

ding plants of the greenhouse should come with

their richness of color, grace of form, and abun-

dant fragrance, to swell the glories of the

season.

I might dwell at length on this part of the sub-

ject, and recall the names which are familiar to

many as household words—names whose mere

mention in the depths of winter warms the heart,

and instantly summons memories of spring, when
the 3'oung grass was of the most tender green,

and the foliage many tinted—which would recall

the glories of June, when to lie on the grass, in-

hale the fragrance cf the Roses, and watch the

white, fleecy clouds sailing in the tender blue of

the sky, whilst the breezes gently rustle amongst

the trees, is a perfect joy. But to enumerate

would be tedious, and might, in spite of the as-

sociation, give this Essay the character of a cat-

alogue.

Or I might describe the floAver beds cut in the

grass, or bordered with varied edgings, which

stretch over acres of English public grounds

—

where the richest effects of color are produced

by massing hundreds of like plants together.

There is no limit to the beauty which may be

produced l)y bedding, or plunging greenhouse

plants in masses; securing rich contrasts of color

by using with the flowers, the variegated and

colored leaved plants ; but we, as a people, are

ignorant of them all. Some enterprising private

persons make efl'orts which are creditable, but

nothing is done in America with flowers, which

can rival the common practice of English public

and private grounds.

When we think what may be done with flow-

ers—how they will combine with grass and blend

with the shrubs, we ought to be indignant that

the poor and ignorant public should be denied the

enjoyment they would furnish. Flowers appeal

more quickly to the better part of men's minds

than anything else Nature oflers. Go with a

bunch of common flowers through the lower

wards of this City, and a hundred e^-es will eager-

ly watch the beauty you carry in your hands
;

and if you stop, men, women and children will

surround you to look at it.

If flowers can so pierce the crust of ignorance,

poverty and vice, are they not desirable agents

for humanizing the populace ? If we are indif-

ferent to the influence flowers may exert over the

mind, we ought, at least, to try and make our

work compare favorably witli the spontaneous

bounties of nature.

When we turn from the garden, where we may
collect what we like together in a small space, to

the woods, fields and hedge rows, what a lesson

we may learn. Beginning with Hepaticas and

Violets, in the spring, the meadows and road-

side are enameled with flowers of splendid color

and delicate fragrance, the number increasing as

the season advances, until, in Autumn, the whole

landscape is golden, purple and white, with As-

ter, Golden Rod and Eupatorium ; and in some

secret nooks, blue with Gentians.

What if the Dandelions, Buttercup and Thistle

are weeds, in man's estimation? they are not in

Nature's. The flowers which gild the landscape

are flowers, not weeds, to Nature ; and count,

each one, for as much as the Gladiolus, the

Pansy, the Heliotrope or the Tuberose.

Let us ponder these facts, and reform our treat-

ment of the little openings we make in the midst

of the haunts of men. Replace the trees which

only shade the surface, and thus prevent the

growth of flowers, by shrubs and flowers, and by

their aid give an interest which can never pall,

—

which will offer new attractions every hour of

every day in the summer, and even when winter

comes, will still be beautiful, with the leaves of

the Evergreens, and the berries of the Rose Haw-
thorn, Alder, the Spindle Tree, and the Holly,

which are almost as beautiful as flowers to deco-

rate the landscape.

A great objection to planting flowers in public

places is, that they will be stolen. This is no real

objection ; they would not be stolen if they had

no value in the eyes of the thief; and that they

have,is in favor of cultivating them whenever the

opportunity is offered If they arc not

safe without watching, watch them ; l)ut

do not let their beauty be the actual rea-

son for denying the gloomy streets and courts

I

of cities and towns the interest they so much

I

need.
To be truly successful in using trees, shrubs

!
and flowers, the planter must study the subject

j

with enthusiasm in his heart, and use his mate-

! rials with skill. Earth, grass, trees, ^shrubs,

I

flowers, and laboring men,—crude and rough

[

though they may be in detail,—when well man-

aged, will produce as beautiful results, and be
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more satisfying to the communit\', than the
most costly and rare pictures, painted by the
best masters.

Hitherto, in America, the best floral and land-

scape gardening eflects have been the property
and work of private persons, who admit or ex-
clude the public at will. This is wrong ; the pub-
lic ought to do more in these directions, etc.,than
individuals.

It is true that, in America, every man may
have a little place of his own ; but, as a country,
we are very for behind England in our garden-
ing. To make gardens and pleasure grounds
requires a surplus of income. In England the

accumulation of wealth and great estates in fam-
ilies, enables men to build and maintain green-

houses and gardens, and continue to add yearly
to the beauty of their grounds, and develope new
plants.

In many gardens, square rods of the same flow-

ers are used for their color, to produce particular
effects—as the Golden or Silver-leaved Geranium,
or the colored foliaged plants, all of which have
to be wintered under glass to live, but which,
when planted in open ground during summer,are
wonderfully effective. Such planting can be done
only by those whose wealth is so secured, that
the owner knows what he does will be perma-
nent. Few men in America are rich enough to

indulge such fancies if they have the interest.

Wealth easily acquired is fugitive. The wealthy
man of this generation may be the pauper of the

next. The public is the only permanent aristo-

crat
; and the public, if conscious of its impor-

tance and wants, may equal anything that Europe
can afford.

Tassing from what the public can and ought to

have in the summer, when the sun and earth
combine with the wind and rain to give hearty,

is there nothing which may fill the void caused

in the floral landscape by tlie frost and snow ?

The rarity of flowers in winter adds to their

value. Were there but one Dandelion or Quartz
(.'rystal in the world, it would be priceless,—and
just as anything we want or love grows rare, we
appreciate it more. All summer we have revelled

in our gardens—have watched the dew glistening

on tli(! iJosebud or the Pansy, in the morning;
have imbibed the fragrance of the Heliotrope, at

noon ; have been delighted with the color of the

Tropfcolum, ]ialsam and Aster, Gladiolus and
Verbena ; but when the chill winds of Autumn
gradually cool the air, and silently check the

jtrogrcss of vegetation—when some unexpected

frost nips the tender flowers, our love gushes out

anew.

The Heliotrope never was so fragrant, the

Coleus never so rich in color, the 'Iropteolum

never so brilliant, as when their days are actually

numbered. Then we eagerly hasten to pot a few

favorites, hoping, by a starveling life, to perpet-

uate their power to another year, even if they

give us onl}^ leaves to look at during the long win-

ter months.
To forestall the dangers of cold and prolong

the pleasures of summer, green and hothouses

ought to be built by every city, located in some
of their public places, to be winter gardens, to

which the public might go in cold weather. A
well kept greenhouse would have a great human-
izing influence on the ignorant and poor. No
one can calculate how powerful the effects of

such a place would be, imless he recalls the de-

light he felt in going from the frozen ground,

snow or slush, on a bitter winter day, into a warm
building full of flowers and foliage; vines clinging

to the rafters, spotted with blossoms,—the air rich

with that fragrance and dampness that fills one

with pleasure, and recall the woods and gardens

of summer.

The collection of plants in such houses may be

meagre in variety or rarity,—be all Koscs, Gera-

niums, Salvias, Verbenas, or a bed of Violets
;

no matter how few the kinds, the contrast is suf-

ficient to delight the mind and eye, and fill a vis-

itor with enthusiasm. Hardly any one is so dead

to beauty, so wrapped in business or selfish pur-

suits, as to be insensible to the pleasure a well-

filled greenhouse gives ; and certainh' the million

would eagerly go to such a place, and get lasting

benefit from its influence and teachings.

Such houses, at present, are the propert}'^ of the

rich, (who least of all need them) who may sur-

I'ound themselves with books, statues, paintings,

and beauty of all kinds, to fill the void the loss of

summer must make. The rich need greenhouses

and flowers far less than the poor. We ought to

think of this, and the public should provide for

its needy children the pleasure and education

they can never give themselves.

The least progressive and conservative will ob-

ject, that such collections will cost too much, and

be a great trouble, and require experienced men
and wise committees to manage them. The cost,

the price, the labor, the trouble, are of no conse-

quence, conqiared to the probable and possible

resultant good ; and when we make parks and

squares, we ought to think of this side of the
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subject, and see to it that wc reserve means and

energy enouLrh for winter as well as summer. Such

houses could be made nearly self-supporting, and

the demand would create the supply of capacity

to manage and carry them on.

I have briefly hinte 1 at thise possibilities in

connection with the subject I have taken for this

Essay, hoping that the ideas may find some soil

in which they will lodge and grow, until at last,

they will produce fruit.

There are many persons, every year, who be-

queath money to found hospitals, libraries,

churches, and the like ; ^lissionaries are equip-

ped, and sent out to reclaim the ignorant and

vicious of foreign lands. Why is it that no one

has ever seen the good which might be done to a

growing city, by having, in its midst, some win-

tar garden, where plants of the Temperate and

Tropic Zones could grow side by side, and be

open to the enjoyment of the people? All the ob-

jection which can be made to such a project

could easily be removed, and nothing is wanted

to ensure success but the money, and the will to

design and execute.

I have been obliged to deal generally with this

subject, but the limits of a single Essay give no

place for minute directions or elaborate argu-

ment. I most sincerely hope and believe that,as

our country progresses, the Square, Crescent,

Village Green, Rural Cemetery and Public Park

will be treated by men thoughtfully and with an

understanding of the resources of Nature, and

the effects which may be produced if we will freely

and wisely use that which Nature gives libe-

rally.

To plan and execute public improvements well

is no chance work, and cannot be stumbled into,

nor can the power be taken up as one would put

on a glove. Although Xature is simple in her

effects and treatment, it is extremely difficult to

to imitate her. Her accidents produce most pic-

turesque and beautiful results,which, reproduced

by men, would be hideous deformities.

We are apt to undervalue the common and

simple things we see about us in the landscape,

which are the effects of chance, and believe that

any one who can dig and plant, or survey, can

easily create the beautiful. This is a fallacy,

which mos surely brings the designer and his

work to sorrow. The digging, planting and sur-

veying are l)ut bricks, mortar and stone, in the

hands of the architect ; tlic chisel and marble

block for the sculptor ; the paint, pallet, brushes

{ind canvass of the painter. Behind the tools and

materials lies the artist's mind, which sees, in the

bricks, stone and sand, as they lie on the ground,

the edifice : who knows that the statue is in the

marble block, and only needs to be removed from

its overlaying matter to be appreciated—who en-

joys the picture on the bare canvass even before

the ground color has been laid on.

In a city like this, covering many square miles,

there are opportunities for the wise expenditure

of money in producing local natural beauty.

How many of them will be improved, time will

show. But my faith is strong that men will learn

(in this art as in all others,) by the mistakes they

make. And I believe the time will come when

public grounds will be a real beauty and orna-

ment to our cities, and a source of pleasure and

development lo the people.

PROPAGATING THE EARLY ROSE
POTATO, AND PROTECTION.

BY W. C. STROXG, BRIGHTON MASS.

On the 1st of April I started 6 lbs. of this pota-

to, received from B. K. Bliss, dividing the seed

in to single eyes, and treating them as we do

Dahlias, in a greenhouse. As soon as the shoots

were sufficiently grown, say four inches long,

cuttings of the tops were taken and placed in a

propagating bed, as we treat "Verbenas. In a

week these were ready to be potted. From these

potted plants, cuttings were again taken, this

process going on in geometrical progression un-

til the middle of August, when I had over four

acres planted. These cuttings did admirably

well, producing tubers in a remarkably short

space of time.

By a careful test, I found that cuttings taken

July 25th, and turned from pots into the open

field August 5th, yielded September IGtll at the

rate of IGO bushels to the acre, as large and as

fine tubers as the "pictures" in yovw Monthhj. Ot

course the later cuttings were expected to pro-

duce small tubers, and indeed we did not expect

full results from any, since the tops were so se-

verely and constantly cut. Yet the yield was

most satisfactory. For the interest of this experi-

ment, I regret to add, that when the crop was in

full and tender growth, a prolonged and exces-

sive wet season set in, and the Early Rose suffer-

ed from rot in common with all other varieties.

The season has proved worse for this disease

Ihan any other which we have had for many

years. My crop was in just the stage to fall an

easy prey. I do not like to dwell upon this part
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of the subject. But yet, when I affirm that I have
saved over 80 bushels of sound potatoes, f^rown in
a single season, from six pounds of seed, I may
still be allowed to ask, who can beat it?

Noticing your excellent recommendation to
coyer tender trees and shrubs entirely with earth
— in other words to bury them during winter-
will you allow me to caution your readers in re-

spect to some exceptions? Trees with firm wood
and bark, will Ijear this treatment in almost any
soil. But the Peach will suffer in any but a dry
and sandy soil. So also with the Althea, ten-
der Hoses, and the shrubs having a similar char-
acter of wood. In a dry and sandy soil, almost
anything may be buried. If this cannot be had,
a covering of shutters which will turn off all the
watei, will render the method equally safe. No
other method is so perfect and so cheap.

PROTECTION OF CABBAGE PLANTS IN
WINTER, &C.

BY PETER HEXDERSON, S. BERGEIST, N. J.

In your reply to a correspondent in the No-
vember number, who makes inquiry about keep-
ing cabbage plants in winter, you say that you
think they will keep better under boards, than
under glass, provided that they are aired occa-

sionally, and that such is the practice of the best

Philadelphia market gardeners. All our experi-

ence here forces to an opposite belief; for in every
case that T have ever seen where the attempt
has been made to protect them with boards or

shutters, it has entirely failed. It may be tha'

there may be something in your milder climate

that favors that practice; but here, and in all

parts of the Eastern States, they certainly can-

not be kept over winter with safety, in any other

way except under sashes.

I well remember my first winter in market
gardening, reasoning that as a board would keep
out more frost than a sheet of glass, and then

accepting the current dogma, that it was "the

thawing and freezing that injured plants," I

covered half of my cabbage and lettuce plants

with shutters, and the other half with sashes.

Every possible attention was given to air them
when opportunity offered; yet Avith all care as

spring opened, we found that all, both of Cab-
bage and Lottuce that had been covered by the

boards were dead or nearly so, while those

that had been covered by the sashes had passed

through unscathed.

This was the first evidence that I had in prac-

tice that led me to believe that it was not the

thawing and freezing that killed plants so much
as an uninterrupted freezing. In the case of such
vegetable plants under glass and under boards

our theory and practice is this:—In a continu-

ance of severe weather, when the thermometer
in the shade may mark but a few degrees above
zero, in the day time we frequently have at such

times bright sunshine, our practice then is to

leave the sashes on the frames, unventilated, so

that the sun's rays striking the glass will gener-

ate heat sufficient in the frame to thaw out the

frost of the night before—night again comes on

with a zero temperature, next morning shows

the same results—the soil is frozen down to the

roots of the plants, the thawing by the sun is

again done, and so, often continued for a week
at a time. And during the entire winter they

are thus frozen and thawed out at least twenty

times—yet although there may be twenty thou-

sand sashes used by the market gardeners

around New York, in which are grown many
millions of plants, yet I think I may safely say

that not one per cent of all that is planted is lost

by this practice. While with us I do not believe

ifboaid shutters were used, that 20 per cent would
be saved.
The belief that it is the alternate thawing and

freezing that injures plants, is no doubt taken

from the fact of plants being thrown out of wet

soils, exposing the roots, and thus being injured by
the alternate action of thawing and freezing.

But this is but an accidental condition, the injury

in this case being directly to the root. There

are other exceptional cases; such as where a

continuance of a warm spell has been so long as

to start the sap, which, succeeded by a severe frost,

with the plants in this condition would likely be

fatal. I once had a valuable collection of

Monthly Roses, growing in a very warm and

sheltered spot, that had stood uninjured three

winters, but during the fourth a long continued

warm spell in February started the buds

—

the

sap was in motion, when a frost occurred, bring-

ing the thermometer down to three above zero,

which killed every ]ilant down to the roots. Just

so it would be in the case of cabbage plants under

glass. If the thawing out process was long enough

continued to start the plant into growth, the

next severe frost would kill it as certain as it would

a Geranium, but this we will Avatch, for if when
once thawed out the Aveather is mild, the sashes

are stripped entirely off to prevent growth.

Our belief then is this, that a continued severe

freezing without interruption distends the sap
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vessels to bursting, and death or injui-y ensues.

Hence our practice is, with all half hardy plants,

be they Cabbage plants, Roses, or anything else

that have become frozen over night, to submit

the glass to the action of the sun's rays as

quickly as we can (by increasing if covered) the

following morning.

The past winter has given us, I think, many
serious proofs that an uninterrupted low tem-

])erature is more disastrous to plants than one

more variable. During January of 18G7 the regis-

ter of the thermometer taken here at G A. M.
averaged 18, ranging from zero to 34, in the 31

days ; in February the average was 3 degrees

lower, ranging from -4 below zero to 28. Is it

the result of this continued freezing, that our

Evergreens, that had stood uninjured for half a

dozen years, were killed by thousands? If not,

how are we to account for them passing through

unharmed the winter of 1865, when on several

occasions the thermometer marked 10 degrees

lower, but for sbort intervals only, being followed

by mild spells, or in other words thawing and
freezing winter? The winters of Great Britain

are of this character, but much milder of course

than ours, many things proving hardy there

that would not stand through December with us.

But in the winters of 1838 and '.54, M'hen Jack
Frost held unbroken sway, as he did in our past

winter, even the native furze and broom of

their highways, was in many cases killed, to-

gether with many other things that in ordinary

years had been classed as hardy.

REMARKS ON "THE LESSON OF THE
YEAR."

BY A. FENDLER.
Fx'om some of the editorials of the Gardener''s

Monthly, I see that a lively discussion is going on

with regard to the manner in which plants gen-

erally, and trees in particular, have been killed

during the past winter.

No serious opposition to Mr. Meehan's gen-

eral views, presented in "the lesson of the year,"

could have arisen, if a few important facts in

jibysics and in vegetable physiology, which de-

serve to be more generally known, had not been

lost sight of by some of its readers.

In the first place, there is no doubt that if in

winter the vegetable cells and sap vessels were

filled to their full capacity with nothing but

water, this water would, by long continued very

low temperatures, freeze; and by the force of crys-

tallization burst sap vessels and cells, and kill i

the plant outright. But fticts and physiology

teach us, that the young vitally active cells,

through which the functions of vegetable life and

growth are principally carried on, are not filled

with mere water, but that they constantly con-

tain assimilated liquid matter, which in winter

exists as an elaborated, highly concentrated

sap, consisting mainly of mucilage, dextrine and

sugar, forming at times a syrup, which in spring

is diluted by the moisture of the soil, taken up by

the roots, whenever by a genial heat of the

weather the process of growth is set in vigorous

motion.

That the young life-sustaining cells, thus par-

tially filled with syrupy and mucilaginous matter,

cannot be ruptured by the cold of winter in our

latitudes, must be evident to any one who has

observed what a low degree of temperature it

takes to congeal ink that contains a liberal pro-

portion of gum arable dissolved in it. A bottle

two-thirds filled with this kind of ink, I had du-

ring winter nights sometimes exposed to a tem-

perature of 12^ and 14^ above zero. Only twice

I found the contents congealed, and even then the

bottle was unhurt ; whereas I have seen bottles of

pure water broken to pieces by temperatures of

28" and 29^ above zero.

Young cells may possibly be ruptured if, after

vegetation having actively begun and continued

its operations for some length of time, and the

cells having in consequence been filled with dilu-

ted sap, an uncommonly severe or protracted

frost sets in. Hence, trees sheltered in nooks

and corners, so as to allow the full heat of noon-

day sun to concentrate upon them, and thereby

to induce and start into vigorous activity the

functions of vegetable life, are not in the safest

of places.

On the other hand, I have seen hundreds of

young fruit trees saved from Ix'ing killed by hav-

ing the protection of a row of buildings against

the dry and cutting winds, in a remarkably dry

and very cold winter, while thousands of other

young trees, that were exposed to the full blast

of those winds, died. But then the winter was
a steady one, and the protecting buildings formed

a straight unbroken line with no nooks and cor-

ners.

That the trunks of trees during excessive cold

winters do split open, and most frequently with

a noise like the report of a pistol, I have witness-

ed on several occasions. This, however, is not

done by the rupturing of young cells, which we
know are situated not very far below the bark,
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but by the older sap-vessels of the interior of the
trunk, which no longer contain assimilated mat-
ter, yet may at times be filled with mere water,
taken up and held mechanically by capillary at-

traction. Hence, trees may split from top to bot-

tom, and yet continue to live and be healthy.
The loud report of the bursting trunk gives proof
that the cause of violent action is a deep seated
and not a superficial one.

Mr. Meehan, however, discusses why plants
die when the sap-vessels do not burst. His views
that plants can and do die from shrinkage of the
cells and sap-vessels, and the causes he assigns
for this phenomenon, fully harmonize with known
laws and focts in pliysics, and are not conflicting
with any of them.

The minute particles or atoms of water have
an inherent natural tendency to spread, and to

detach themselves from the free surface of water,
no matter whether the water be in a solid, liquid,

or in a gaseous state. This is called the tendency
ot ev.'fporation. The force of this tendency is in

proportion to the temperature of the water, but
the vigour of evaporation itself depends upon
many additional circumstances in the atmos-
i:)here.

The most simple way to observe the peculiari-

ties of evaporation of water and ice, and at the
same time to find the degree of humidity of the
atmosphere, is by means of the dry and wet
bulb, two thermometers of equal make and shape,
having cylindrical instead of globular bulbs ; the
wet bulb being covered with a small piece of thin

linen cloth tied close around it, to be immersed
into a cup of water whenever it may be wanted
for observation.

From observations made with these thermome-
ters we learn that at times, especially in a very
hot and extremely dry gale, the wet bulb shows
a temperature from 23 to 2G degrees lower than
the dry bulb. This fact indicates that in evapo-
ration a considerable amount of heat is abstract-

ed from the evaporating body, and, vice versa;

whenever there is a reduction of temperature in

the wet bulb, lower than that of the dry bulb, we
may be sure that there is evaporation going on
in the former. In cold weather the water on the

wet bulb, of course, congeals, and in about t6n

minutes after, we generally find the wet bulb to

be several degrees lower than the dry bulb, which
proves that evaporation is taking heat even from
the film of ice.

We also learn, that at times there is not the

least difl'erence to be found in the two bulbs, and
,

no reduction of temperature takes place in the
wet bulb after its immersion. This shows that
the surrounding atmosphere is already saturated

with moisture in the shape of watery vapor,

which by its pressure prevents the detachment
of any more particles of water from the wet bulb.

From observations like these, we find not only

the force of vapor and the relative humidity of

the atmosphere, but also the exact weight of

water contained in a cubic foot of air at the time

of observation. From numerical tables, express-

ly prepared and calculated for this purpose, we
discover that sometimes in winter the atmosphere

is so excessively dry, that a cubic foot of it, of a

zero temperature may contain less than, half a

grain of moisture, while the same quantity of air,

when saturated with moisture at a temperature

of 95 degrees, contains as much as 17 grains of

watery vapor.

It may also happen that, although the general

atmosphere be considerably dr}', yet without mo-

tion, there is observable but a very small reduc-

tion of temperature in the wet bulb, because if,

after the layers of air nearest the wet bulb have

been alread}' saturated by the moisture evapora-

ted from the water, there should be no wind or

currents of air to remove it, this moisture will

hover around the wet bulb, and form an impedi-

ment to further evaporation. Hence we see the

necessity of moving air or wind to produce ener-

getic evaporation, so that the dryer the air, and

the faster it moves, the greater will be the evap"

oration.

When, however, the whole atmosphere is com-
pletely saturated with moisture, no motion ofthe

former, however violent it may be, can induce

evaporation from a moist surface.

DISEASED VmE LEAVES.
BY J. S., LANCASTER, PA.

In the Monthly for November, 18GS, page 344,

^N". H. K., of Springfield, III., states a case of dis-

ease in Vine leaves, and wishes for an opinion.

I venture to hint at what might greatly contri-

bute to i^roduce the effects stated:

It is well known that the leaves and roots are

the principal organs of absorption and nutrition

in vegetabics. The pores situated on the lower

surface of the leaves of woody plants absorb the

watery vapors and gases diffused in the atmos-

phere, and hence this surface is softer and less

smooth than the upper, and is generally covei-ed

by a light down, which is favorable to the ab-
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sorption ; while the upper surface, on the con-

trary, is smoother, generally glabrous, and
throws off the fluids which are useless for the nu-

trition of the plant.

Plants cannot be made to vegetate without

water— a certain amount of moisture is essential

to the healthy growth : excess of moisture is, of

course, equalW injurious.

During clear weather, dew is most abundant
in calm, serene nights, especially after a rain.

Jlowever, little dew will fall if the weather has

been dry for some time. Dew is commonly more
abundant in spring, when plants obtain their

vigor and start of growth. Difference in the

chemical or mechanical condition of the surface

of the surrounding bodies—like a gravel walk

compared, for instance, with a tan walk or grass

plat—has an effect on the quantity of dew which
they attract.

A hard, wide gravel walk, as he states, may
prove detrimental in two ways : first, by lessen-

ing the amount of moisture, and secondly,by in-

creasing the amount of heat by radiation.

Both causes combined, might be sufficient to

rob the leaves next the gravel walk of their vital

force, by depriving them from the exhalations of

vapor, and the greater dryness induced by the

heated gravel walk. The result would conse-

quently be what he surmises—" that the reflection

of the sun's rays from the wide gravel walk," is

no doubt the cause of the trouble, augmented by
a deficiency of moisture.

AX HOUR AT WELLESLEY.
BY K. BUIST.

The country seat of H. II. Ilunnewell, Esq., is

on the road to South Xatick, an easy Avalk from

the village of AVellesley, 14 miles from Boston.

3Iany of your readers have heard of the beauties

of this celebrated estate ; and, though my ideas

of its grandeur were elevated, yet the half has

not been portrayed that made it exceedingly

agreeable to your correspondent.

On approaching the grounds, they at once in-

dicated the hand of a master spirit. The, Porter

at the lodge required our cards. On entering the

drive, which was belted with large clumps of

Kalmia, Ghent Azaleas, Rhododendrons of hy-

brid sorts from Catawbiense, vistas of every de-

scription were crowded upon us, with a happy

disposition of specimen trees. The crimson-leaved

Beech is generally seen in specimens ; here it was
arching a labyrinth,—and where an extensive

vista attracted our view across the lawn, on

the right, clumps of select trees in the finest land-

scape style.

In the recesses, some special object drew the

attention; and on the points, rare specimens were
prominent, "See, there is a huge Cereus flagel-

liformis," observed one of our companions ; but
on examination, we found a large specimen of

the very rare Abies monstrosa pendula.

We now came in view of the Mansion, sur-

rounded with Yenetian splendor. Rare Agaves,
splendid and perfect specimens of Araucaria, in

stone-like tubs, surmounted the balustrades.

Now was the grand vista of the lawn as green as
an emerald, with a view to the distant hills. We
passed on,—nay, we were riveted to the spot, ad-

miring a noble clump of Asiatic plants with ex-

pansive tropical foliage, which was flanked with
diamond-shaped clumps of Mrs. Pollock Gera-
nium, its tricolored foliage in perfection, and
really beautiful to look upon. Gnaphalium laua-

tum, though not a new plant, is here in a new
feature, being used as margins for flower beds

—

for which purpose its silvery white foliage had a
very agreeable effect ; and when used as a vase

plant, its pendant brauchlets were unique.

Onward we approached imperceptibly the garden
and greenhouses, by a serpentine walk studded
with roses in bloom, and bounded with Ever-
green hedges. We found Mr. Harris, the gar-

dener, engaged, with mechanics, building new
houses, altering and repairing others, all in mas-
terly style, without stint of cost.

The rare specimens of plants were rich, em-
bracing Yinca vittata, Areca purpuracea, sapida

and Yerschaffcltii, with Latania rubra, Rhapis,

Seaforthia and Sabals of the finest species. The
Graperies and Peach Houses loaded with fruit—
the latter trained "la cordon," which has the

merit of filling up the houses quicker than any
other method : the trees being planted about two

feet apart, at an angle of about 34 degrees, and
trpaned to one stem only, which is spurred the

whole length, and everything in elegant order.

Mr. Iluimewell now joined us, and we were led

to the (rrotto Garden, interspersed with rocks,

roots and shells, with corresponding plants, and
in full view of Lake Wabau—the Boat-house very

ornate and picturesque.

We took a gentle rise to the right and, behold,

such a sight ! The terraced Italian garden mir-

rored in the glass Lake of Wabaii,— its terraces

and amphitheatre form, its trees clipped into

every shape, and the most rigid Abies Balsamea

(Balm of Gilead), cut into dense globes ; the
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White or Weymouth Pine formed into globe upon

globe, even to six stories high, and every item a

picture. On a portion of the summit was a bal-

ustrade surmounted with large Irish Yews,plant-

ed into narrow deep boxes, with a stone finish

—

a surprise to us until informed that they were

lioused in winter.

The Pinetum connects with the Italian Garden,

and, though the 'past winter has reduced our

hardy evergreens to a very limited number, we

licre found that Japan was going to enrich our

hardy trees to a great extent—price only, at pre-

sent, is the limit. Their foliage of odd appear-

ance, their growth, graceful in some and gro-

tesque in others, they fill up a blank with great

interest. Retinispora glauca, pisifera, obtusa

and aurea are perfectly hardy ; the Umbrella

Tree, (Sciadopitysverticellata,) Pruneropitysele-

gans, an elegant Yew-like tree, are all great ac-

quisitions.

We survey edgings of Cupressus ericoides (and

fine for the purpose,) with Tom Thumb Arbor-

vitce where Box does not stand the winter ; Ivy

is also used, but covered during severe weather.

Acer polymorpha, Avitli its crimson foliage, and

Acer negundo variegata are used in quantity for

their diversit}^ The latter suffers severely about

Philadelphia, the summer sun destroying the

Avhite portions of the foUage.

The spacious mansion commands a charming

view of the Lake, in the rear ; and in front, the

extensive lawn that appear to reach the hills of

another State. Adjoining the mansion is a hand-

some conservatory, erected of the very best ma-

terials, glazed with strong, hammered glass, and

at its extreme, is a Pavilion, with a statue of

Flora.

The plants were of exuberant growth, and

under the very best culture. A specimen of the

rare Musa ensete was prominent to our eye. In

many of the parterres, Celosia pyramidalis, aurea

and versicolor, were freely used, being grown

from seed early in the season for the purpose.

Another prominent feature we cannot overlook,

is the entrance from South Katick. One side of

the avenue was planted with the Pinus strobus,

(Weymouth Pine,) every one a picture,— indeed,

the whole feature of the domain was a masterly

composition of taste and talent, the whole having

been formed since 1851, only a period of seven-

teen years.

PURSH'S JOURNAL.
(
Continued.

)

In the nighborhood of the town, I observed

frequently Iris,—Leonurus Cardiacea—Prinos

verticillatus? Eupatorium perfoliatum—Andro-
meda paniculata Spirtea salicifolia Cephalanthus

occidentalis, Veronica scutellata &cc. I left the

collection of Impressions to the care of Mr. Ilart

to sent them to Dr. Barton.

20.—Still very ill & weak, being not able to

bear the least nourishment in my stomack ; but

I ventured to go to Piltstown on the Lawahan-
ock I travelled on slowly, & still I thought

those 10. m. a ver3'good days work in m}' weak
situation ; I found Mr Hart there, & took lodging

at Mr Dukers, the tavern where he keeps his

store at. The road leading the greater part

through cultivated lands. I observed nothing

this day, but the common weeds. The Susque-

hannah breaks at this place through a ridge of

mountains calld the Lakawannah mountain.

Sunday Jun 21.—I was very anxious of exam-
ining this seemingly interesting part of country;

&beiug informed ofa very handsome cascade calld

the falling spring, on the mountain on the other

side of the Lawahannok, I in company of the

landlord, set out for that place, this man was
led to go with me, in hopes of finding out the

place, where by the tradition of this place, a

silver mine has been worked on the brook which

forms this remarkable cascade. We went through

very fertile fields & meadows ; Strawberries were

found ripe here; Pentstemon pubescens—Erigeron

bellidifolium— &c. The shores of the Lawa-'

hanok were covered with Viburnum—Cornus—
Silver Mapple—& few Oaks mixd here & there

with Ash.—The Elder is in tlicse parts more
plentyfull, than near to the Sea Shores. About
a mile & a half on the other side of the Lawa-
hannok, we came to the gap, where the Susque_

hannah comes through,—«& soon after to the cove

in which this remarkable spring comes down ; the

sides of the mountain is here very steep & comes

close to the bank of the river ; in a small recess

or cove, this small brook falls over a nearly per-

pendicular rock of from 80 to 100 feet high down;
it forms one of the most picturesque & lovely

cascades I ever beheld : the place is surrounded

with shady trees & the rocks covered with ferns

& moss of dilferent kinds—The Xephrodium bulbi-

lerum «& marginale arc the i)riucipal Ferns •

Stellaria graminea grows among the moss, with

Mitella diphylla &c.~I observed a Orchis, growin
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in the crevices of tlie rock, uot in ftoNver, but sup

posed to bj O. fimbriata.—Acer pensj'lvanica,

under the fiills in flower.
—

"We climed round the

precipice to the top of the fall, & followed this

run up towards the top of the mountain. This

brook has so many smaler falls, that we hardyly

were able to come along, but we persisted in it,

to the top of the mountain : where we found it

having its origin in an altogether impenetrable

& inaccessible swamp. I found here Diervilla

tournefortii in flower & Acer montanum in S83ds ;

from here we went over the mountain in another

direction & home towards the tavern. This walk

had been, in my present weak situation very fati^i-

iiing to me. On our route home I found Anemone
pensylvanica&Geum canadense.—The river shore

is covered with Carpinus americana, Water
beach & White Mapple & Buttonwood.

•22.—As I thought the nighborhood about the

falling spring very interesting I took an othej.

excursion to it, to day ; Hydrocot3^1e americana

not yet flowering covers a great part of the wet

rocks about it ; I observed nothmg new & as I

felt myself very ill, made the best of my way to-

wards the tavern ; very much exhausted I arrived

th^re & indeed I apprehended the greatest dan-

ger from ray situation of health ; From the time

I was taken with this sickness of stomach & col-

ical complaint at Wilkesbarre, to this day I used

tiie infusion of Eupatorium perioliatum, which

lias done me good so often, very freely ; but it

would do no help this time, my stomach remam-
ing in the same situation, not bearing the least

of food or drink without vomiting. Notwith-

standing all this. I concluded if possible to leave

this place to morrow, & go on towards the beach

woods, which I was very anxious to see, without a

days time lost, for fear of loosing a chance of see-

ing something interesting.

2;{.—Not finding myself sufiiciently fit for set-

ting out on tlie journey, I deferred it for to mor-

row main time I took a walk to a very rich swamp,

belonging to one Mr. Browne I observed a species

of llanunculus seemingly new to me—Yeratruni
viride in full bloom-Asclepias quadrifolia—Pani-

cum latifol. Lobelia claytoniana—Viburnum &
Cornus, vide collection— Callapalustris tlie white

spathaofthis plant has a beautiful appearance

in the water. On my return I made preparations

for getting on mj'vourney to morrow. A small

collection of dryed plants I packed up & left

them to the care of Mr. Hart : I observed on the

Riverbank a plant without flowers of a strong

Botrys. Mr. Hart furnished me with a letter to

a gentleman in the Beach woods, Bloom field

Millbourne, who he said was a man of some in-

formation «& very much acquainted in that coun-

try.

24.—Early this morning I paid my reckoning

& went on my route up the Susquehannah, I

had to keep the banks of the river for above 10.

miles, to a creek calld Buttermilk Falls. Along

the steep banks I observed Viola lanceolata, on

the shore—Geum floribus albis on the rocks this

species has larger flowers & is new to me—Cam-
panula foliis linearibus—this may be the rotun-

di folia, I could not find the radical leaves alive

it is beautifuU—Thalictrun (pfl :)—Spirea trilb-

iata & opulifolia—Polymnia canadensis (:afl:)

—

LiUum rtore erecto patente, foliis verticillatis

sparsisque—Pyrola rotundifolia (:afi:) Pentste-

mon pubescens in great plenty—Hydrangea vul-

garis (:afl:) sturacium venos. Among all the

plants the Rubus odoratus made a most bril-

liant show, its beautiful, crimson or rose colored

flowers among the very large showy leaves, orna-

ment those steep hills in a niost elegant manner.

TheRibes Cynosbati with prickly fruit grows plen-

ty among the rocks, Lobelia Claytoniana very fre-

quent & the first specimen of Orchis fimbriata

beginning to open its flowers ; this is a very

different plant from the tall sort I collected last

year in the natural meadows on the Alleghan-

ny ; I suppose ; this last one Muhlenburg has

calld Orchis dentata, or incisa, I cannot re-

collect which. Buttermilk Falls is a small creek

coming out of a pond on the mountains ; it runs

over a bed of rocks & forms a number of falls, it

is calculated by nature for mill seats, several of

them have been erected on it chiefly Saw mills.

From here the timber begins to be chiefly Hem-
lock mixed now mixed now & then with Beach

;

I came as far as one Wm. Wall, when", T lodged
;

this place is near the waters ofTunkhannockcreek

where the Beachwood properly beginns.—The
rocks & stones in this tract of country are gene-

rally a coarse grained limestone granit mixed in

several places with wacke & glimmer; In the

creeks and small runs peples of a basaltick

blackish blue wacke, quit clear of any quarz or

glimmer are frequently found. Large lumps of

budding stone, mixed of various coloured peples,

laying iu a bed of gray clay mixed with coarse

white sand are found plenty. Appearances of

real lime stone is scarce.

25.—This morning I proceeded on my yourney

turpentine like smell; I took it to be Chenopodium I
by patlis narrow, undistinct and though in a dry
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season very muddy, on account of the springy

nature of the soil in this part calld the beach

woods & the impregnable shade of the trees

—

The beautifuU Oxalis acetosella made its appear,

ance again with her elegantly painted flowers.

I have seen above 20. of the species of this genus

from the Cape of Good Hope but non with so

handsomely marked a flower ; I still think it

must be a diflcrcntplant from the Oxalis acetosella

of Europe, as I never admired this common sort

there, for its colours, & as far as my recollection

goes, the flower is clear white «& a great deal

smaller than ours here ; Michaux I suspect has

made a mis:taken there. Mitchella repens

the first in flower. Xephrodium femineum & the-

lyptoroides cover the ground in open woods.

It is remarkable that all those places which are

covered on the Oak lands with theOsmunda cinna.

momea & interrupta, are here covered with the

different species of the more common sorts of Ne-

phrodium. Among the rotten heaps of wood drift-

ed by water or fallen by wind, I found frequently

the Fumaria fungosa (:afl:)—Caulophyllum tha-

Uctroides (pfl)—Potentillahirta? Veronica scutel-

lata—Dalibarda fragarioides, Iris P. Viola circai"

folia the same as I seen last year at Shenan -

doah & then calld V. populifolia. This is a very

elegant species, the inside of the flower is milk

white with purple stripes & yeUow eyes at the

bottom of the petals, the outside of a fine pale

purple, can it be the true Viola striata of Alton?

—Rhus vernix grows very tall, I seen trees 25.

feet high, if not more. Ilydrophyllum virginicum

—Comus, the Carpinus americana & the Betula

carpinifolia is very frequently mixed among the

beach & Hemlock. Viburnum lantanoides calld

here Shin hobble or Hobble bush on account ot its

branches taking root and impeding the walk

through the woods very much, forms large thick-

ets in several places.

EDTTOHIAL.

EDIBLE EUN^GI.

(
See Frontisp iece

,

)

Most of us can remember when the Tomato

was supposed to be poisonous. This was especially

the case in England a quarter of a century ago.

He was a bold man who would proceed to eat one

raw. The example of America has no doubt

done much to render the Tomato popular in Eng-

land ; as popular it is becoming. They take

nearly as much interest in the Tomato as we do.

All our new kinds are tried there as fast as they

appear, and reports made on them. They seem to

have considerable success, notwithstanding their

dull climate. A recent writer says of the Keyes'

Early, that Carter & Co. raised 5G0 lbs. of fine

ripe fruit from a " rod of ground. " There is no

doubt our example in this vegetable has done

much towards extending this luxury over tlie

mother country, much more than would other-

wise have been the case. AVe can receive our

reward back again by a lesson from them in

edible fungi.

To almost every one there is no greater luxury

than a mushroom or a truflle ; but how rarely

can any one enjoy them. Immense sums of

money are spent every year in " spawning

"

beds, which never develope to anything but dis-

appointment', a few, a very few, partially succeed.

If only the varieties which grow everywhere

about us could be used, we should be pretty well

off" without resort to artificial means. But at

present there is a wide spread belief that only

the one kind is good, all the rest poisonous.

It appears that it is just about the reverse.

The poisonous forms are very rare, not more so

in numbers than is usual with flowering plants.

Nearly all kinds afford a healthy if not a nutri-

tious food.

All this has been known to the learned ones

for many years ; but it has seemed nearly impos-

sible to break up old prejudices; so the combina-

tion principle lias to be brought to bear on the

vulgar error. Just as in France, large meetings

and public dinners have to be held in order to

satisfy people of the propriety of eating Horse-

flesh ; so in England, social gatherings are held

for the express purpose of dispelling old notions

practically, by eating the " pizen " things. An
excellent idea occurred to two English ladies.-

Mrs. Lloyd "Wynne, and Lady Dorothy Neville.

They offered iTTcmiums for the best collections of

edible fungi, and results were astonishing. Very
few supposed so many common toadstools good to

cat, and education made its mark that day.
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After the award, the gainer of the fix*st premium
addressed the audience in relation to tlie various

kinds exhibited. Tlie matter is of such great

interest to our readers, that we extract portions

of his remarks from the London Gard. Chronicle:

"The first species to wliicli he specially alluded,

was what is aptly called the Vegetable Beefsteak

(Fistidina he2)atifa), of which a very fine speci-

men was shown. This is said to be the best pos-

sible addition to a beefsteak; and indeed, if proper-

ly cooked, a steak in itself. Cut in slices, stewed

for half an hour, and then fried with gravy, it

was said that it might easily be mistaken, if one's

eyes were shut, for the animal diet after which it

is named, and to which indeed, it has considerable

resemblance. Another esculent Fungus, two of

which were shown by Mr. Eeeves, the chairman,

is the Giant Puft-ball {Lucoperdon giganteum).

A sijecimen of this, which had been sent a short

time ago to Dr. Bull, measured 3 feet 6 inches in

circumference, and weighed 6 lbs. Sliced, and
fried with yolk of egg, bread crumbs, and fine

herbs, the Puff-balls were excellent— in short, as

good as a French omelette. The chief thing was
to use them in a young state, and certainly before

decay had in au}^ way set in ; for it should be re-

membered, that where there is such rapid growth

as there is in Funguses, decay also takes place

with proportionate speed. Dr. Bull stated that

all Puff-balls are wholesome when young. Even

Lycoperdon ca^latum is perfectly wholesome in a

young state, but its flavor is too rank to be gen-

ei-ally esteemed."

"The Parasol Agaric, {Agaricus procerus) may
be readily known by its dry scaly top, loose ring,

and the snake-like marks on its stem. There

was, however, a species present which bore so

much resemblance to this A. procerus, that it

might easily be mistaken for it, and that was

Agaricus uaucinus, which however, has a fixed

ring and white stem. Of this Dr. Bull and friends

freely partook and enjoyed, thinking it was the

A. procerus, except that it was remarked, 'it did

not seem quite so good as usual. ' It however

proved to be A. naucinus, of which many boauti.

ful specimens were shown. It is a delicate

Agaric, which may be cooked in all ordinary

ways with a satisfactory result. There was, he

said, nodidiculty in determir.ing these two kinds,

both of which were very wholesome ;
indeed, he

said that all those at all like A. procerus were

wholesome."

There was one, A. rachodes, of which Mrs.

Ilussey says, '• If the Parasol Agaric is the King

of Funguses, Kachodes makes an excellent Vice-

roy." This species {Agaricus rachodes) is one

which may be fiimiliar to our readers, as it is found

very common all over the United States, at least

in the northern portion. Another A-ery common
one in the United States to which Dr. I'ull refer-

red, is called the Coprinus cornatus. Every one

must have seen and noticed it. It grows from
six to nine inches high, the cap being very long,

bell shaped, and so thin and delicate that it very

soon dries up, shrivelling away to the top of its

long stem, almost to nothing by noon-time if the

sun comes out. Dr. Bull says of it, that it is con-

sidered by some to be equal in delicate flavor to

any mushroom grown. It may be found in the

United States six months in the year at least.

Almost every one who has resided long in

Europe,knows what are called Fairy Rings. They
are brown patches in meadows, always circular,

and extending from one to many feet in diameter.

They are caused by a species of mushroom called

Marasmius oreadcs. One grows, and from its base

white threads or mycelia radiate, killing the

grass in every direction. It furnishes a first class

article of food, as well as, it may be worth
noting, a first class argument to those who are

trying to convince fruit growers in the United

States that fungi will destroy healthy vegetation,

without the alternative of any previous disease.

Under the name of Champignon^ this is popular

in France, although not yet in use by the English.

Soyer's receipt for cooking it is to put it on toast,

salt, pepper, and butter; put a clove on the toaS't,

cover with a glass, and bake or broil before the

fire for 20 minutes, serve up without removing

the cover. We do not remember to have seen

this growing in the United States; but not having

made fungi specially a.study, have no doubt over-

looked it. That it does grow, is clear from the

fact that a curious specimen is preserved in the

Museum oftheAcademy, of XaturalSciences,gath-

ered near Philadelphia, which is remarkable for

having two stems to one cap— the two caps having

of course become inarched in the embryonic state.

It is the only instance we ever heard of, of in-

arching in the mushroom tribe.

Another fungus, praised by Dr. Bull for its de-

licious qualities, is also found abundantly with

us. This is the CantharcUus cibarius. It grows

so peculiarly that it must have been frequently

noticed. AVhen full grown it is about four inches

high and wide, the cap seeming to turn inside out,

forming a kind of funnel, with the margin how-
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ever, curved outward ; the plates underneath

the cap seem to run down in lines to near the

end of the tapering stem. This is also in use in

France where they are called Chatiterellea.

Dr. Bull says of it in the article referred to

:

'This, well cooked, is excellent in everyway;

and, by itself, sliced, and stewed, with butter,

pepper, and salt, makes an excellent dish, with

a Mushroom flavor peculiarly its own. If any-

thing unusual is to be done in the culinary way

by a French cook, he would ask for Chanterelles,

Avhich would probably cost as many guineas as

they ought to do shillings, though they are not

imcommon near London."

Almost all the Puff Balls {Lycoperdons) are

considered first class eating. They are taken

when very young, cut in slices like our egg plants,

and fried in egg, &c.

With regai-d to poisonous mushrooms, as we

have said, they are very few in number, and when

once attention is turned to this subject in the

United States, they will be as well known as the

Poison Vine. Most evil effects that have been

give as afrontispiece this month, this species as

an illustration. It was called muscarius or Fly

mushroom, by Linnoeus, because the natives of

Sweden believed it killed flies that settled on it;

but it has been found not so bad as that, although

the expressed juice is most probably a good

preventive against destruction by insects. In

connection with poisonous kinds, Dr. Bull took oc-

casion to mention that a Parisian medical man
undertook to eat any Fungi that might be brought

to him, whether poisonous or not, the only pre-

caution taken being to thoroughly steep them in

vine;:ar and water before they were cooked.

"Other poisonous kinds named were Agaricus

fascicularis,a not uncommon kind; A. sulphureus,

a rarity, with a handsome yellow top, and pos-

sessing a strong sulphury scent ; A. squamosus,

a handsome kind, of which he had seen as many
as 75 in a cluster; Cyathus vernicosus, C. striatus,

and Sphrerobolus stellatus. Amongst brightly-

colored sorts, in addition to those already men-

tioned, attention was directed to the scarlet Pe-

ziza, and Russula rubra ; Bulgaria inquinans.

Cherry tree, was also brought under the notice

of the meeting.

"

published about them, seem to have resulted in
|

growing like little black buttons on the bark of a

eating them in a half putrescent state. In the

balls, particularly, it is essential that they

should be taken young, and cooked while fresh.

What Dr. Bull said of poisonous kinds, we give

in the following extract from the Chronicle.

"Among poisonous Fungi, the following were

those to which Dr. Bull directed attention, and

of some of which we shall give illustrations next

CUTTING GRAIN BEFOPtE IT IS RIPE-.

An opinion extensively prevails in the United

States,that grain is better if cut before quite ripe.

week Boletus luridus, which becomes green, and
|

^1^^ last year,Prof IsidorePierro,oftheUniversity

, ' 11 v,i e^ 1 •..„ „.,4- ,.,„„ fi^^t- ,,^f; of Caen, in France, determined to try the mat-
subsequently blue after bemg cut, was first noti- '

.' , • ,.^ •

\,^ ^ 1 i,i„ „. ^ . „r.
I ter by carefully conducted scicntuic exiienments-

ced. Next came one remarkable on account oi
| __ -'

•'
. . ^ _

its beau y, viz. : Agaricus muscarius, of which

fine examples were furnished by the chairman.

This was said to be one of the most poisonous

Fun'n known. Dr. Badham, it was related, had

sent specimens of it to some ladies to be sketched,

intendin"^ shortly to call and speak to them about

it but some case of extreme urgency prevented

his doin" so. The ladies thinking that what

came from such an authority was sure to be good,

after sketching the specimen, had it cooked, and

partook of it, and when Dr. Badham sul)scquent-

,y visited them, he found them, suffering from in-

toxication, the usual result of eating this Fungus.

This A"arie is, indeed, employed in Russia for

tlu' pvirposc of inducing intoxication." As this

beautiful fungus is also found in the Uni-

ted States, and in proceeding to become ac-

quainted with this very ut^eful tribe, it is of first

importance to know the dange/ous ones first, wc

lie cut the same quantities of wheat, from the

same field, on the 6th, 11th, 1.5th, 20th and 25th

of last July, when the whole crop was cut by the

mowers.

He found a daily increase of nitrogen and

phosphoric acid to the last,—showing that the

earlier it was cut the poorer it was in amylaceous

and glutinous matters. He Ihinks that, though

there is some loss in shaking out of over ripe

grain, it is more than compensated for in the

increased value of the perfectly ripened article.

A PROFITABLE TIMBER TREE.

Mr. John Hogg, in a paper before the British

Association for the Advancement of Science, es-

timates one of the mammoth Seipioias he saw in

California, at one cent a cubic foot, to be worth

5J5000. lie thought it 1300 years old.
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SCUAPS AND aUERIES.
Communications, &c.—Wc have on hand, for

next month, some excellent communications.

We also return our thanks to our numerous
friends who have favored us with articles the past

year. Their great merit is, that they have been

entirely voluntary, and actuated by the spirit

which freely gives of its knowledge in return for

that received from other writers.

During our first 3'ear we paid for some articles

—but invariably found such to be very inferior

matter, mostly made up by reading and not

from experience. Often many of our best papers

are from practical gardeners, who cannot write

correctl}', but which prove of such excellent value

that we cheerfully re-write them.
'

We have also to thank many friends who send
|

us newspapers or magazines, with notes of horti-

1

cultural interest. These we particularly value.
;

The paragraphs should always be marked, as, I

amongst so many exchanges, they are liable to
}

be overlooked. Assured of the same assistance '

from friends and correspondents in the future, as i

in the past,we hope to continue, if not to improve,
j

the interest of our magazine.

The publishers trust to their friends to introduce
j

the magazine to the notice of any new horticul-
|

turist. They take no extraneous metliod to induce i

people to take it. They would rather it continue

as heretofore, to travel on its ovvn merits. With-

out condemning the policy often pursued, of of-

fering extra inducements, in the shape of trees,

seeds,books,&c., they prefer to follow tlie old plan

of giving the full value in the magazine for the ^2

charged, and trust to the pleasure and pride

which the reader takes in the journal, for its ex-

tension in new channels. They would not make

the vain boasts, sometimes indulged in by con-

temporary journals, that the circulation of theirs

"exceeds that of all other horticultural magazines

combined." They cannot ofcourse know anything

about the private business of others. The adver-

tiser must be the best judge of this. In this re-

spect they believe our columns have given enlirc

satisfaction to all who have used them ; and they

hope will warrant an increased use of them the

coming season.

The Gardemr's Monthly is conducted strictly

on the cash plan. It is sent only to those icho order

it, and pay for it at the commencement of each year.

Xow is the time to send in subscriptions for next

volume.

To ouu Exchanges.—We seldom refer to the

complimentary notices of the regular daily or

weekly newspapers; or our agricultural, horticul-

tural or scientific contemporaries. These notices

are so numerous, not only in our own country

but in Europe, that we could not, if we would,

acknowledge them all. These kind expressions

of interest have, in no single instance, been

sought ; and are, therefore, the more highly ap-

preciated.

If we thought these kind attentionss no more
than our due, we should feel like the handsome

belle, who thanked no one for the admiration her

beautj^ excited. But we really do not feel that we
merit all the good things that have been said of

us. We will endeavor to make the Monthly all

they can wish it to be. and feel much encouraged

by their high opinion.

Our Frontispiece.—We need scarcely say

1 that the beautiful frontispiece we give this month

[

is intended for binding in with the volume, iu

I
front of the last January number. Every one

should preserve and bind their numbers. The
volumes become more valuable with age, as the

I

index makes them a full encyclopedia of horticul-

I
ture in America—everything of interest in any

journal being recorded in our pages.

A Courteous Gentleman.—AVe do not

know but we ought to apologize to our readers

for introducing the name of a Mr. A.Featherman

into our magazine, in connection with our artick

the "Lessons of the Year." Unacquainted with

him, but supposing, from his admission into a

respectable journal, he was a gentleman of some

character, anxious for the development of science,

we treated his objections politely. In the Octo-

ber number ol the Planter, we find a paragraph

from him again, referring to the Editor of this

journal as one "convinced against his will;"

" unwilling to learn from those who know bet-

ter;" and wallowing in suchlike trashy remarks.

We shall leave "Mr. Featherman " alone in his

glory.

The American Tao and Label Co. ofNew
York, sends us a sample of a zinc label, in which

the name of the fruit or tree is stamped. They

can be furnished by the Company so cheaply, and

are so neat in appearance, that they may prove

of value.
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Colored Plates of Fruits.— W. II. Pres-
tcJe A Bro. of Bloo7ningt07i, Ills., make a business
of this, and turn out beautiful pictures of remark-
able accuracy.

Keeping Plaxts ix Cellars.—yl Simple
Amateur, Mio Forfc, writes : "In your excellent
observations in the September number, you say
that, of the two, you would prefer a good cellar
for winter protection of flowering plants, to a
greenhouse. jS'ow, I am too kind a friend to you
and all other lovers of flowers, to envij you. But
I much wish I knew as well as you evidently do
how to turn a cellar to the best advantage, in
reference to my favorite science of Floriculture-

I have a good cellar, free from damp and from
frost, and I manage to keep some Zonale Gera-
niums alive in it, but many things die. I have
a difliculty to give light and keep out frost,—
consequently, during all severe weather, it is

dark.

You could, I am sure, oblige many of your
readers besides myself, if you would give us some
instructions about keeping such things as can be
kept, and how, in a cellar

; whether they should
t.r not be watered whilst there, and how often.
And again, the names of the kind of flowers that
will keep in this way. Can't you class together
the kinds that require one kind of treatment—as
deciduous, evergreen and herbaceous ?

These may seem very simple things to inquire;
but remember they may be A, B, C, to you, but
not so to a simple amateur.

Will Verbenas and Pansies bear cellar treat-
ment ?"

[It is nearly impossible to give precise direc-
tions for cellar treatment, as we can greenhouses,
— for the latter is made expressly for plants, but
cellars usually for other things. The one is ac-
commodated to the i)lants ; in the other the
plants have to acconnnodate themselves to the
cellars. Cellars are sometimes warm, sometimes
cool, sometimes moist, sometimes dry,sometimes
dark and then light, that we can only advise
about them in a general wa}-.

Ilard-leaved plants, like oranges, lemons, ole-

anders, pittosporums, &c., will keep in a dark
cellar that is not warm enough to excite growth.
They might want water half a dozen times during
winter. Deciduous shrubby plants,as Bouvardias,
Fuchsias, IIydrang<-as, Pomegranates, Crape
Myrtles, also do well in such a place. Verbenas,
and boft-foliaged plants do not generally keep in

a dark cellar, unless kept regularly just aboTe
freezing ; with the least heat they will mould. A
cellar to keep these must have some light. This

can be accomplished by having double windows,

which will exclude frost. A stage may be erect-

ed on the inside, near the light opening, and in

this way quite tender plants may be preserved.]

Construction of Plant Houses.—A Lex-

ington, Bockhridge Co., Va., con-espondent writes:

" In the August number of the Monthly yon com-

menced a capital article on ' Commercial Plant

Houses, by D. R, King, ' but have failed to con-

tinue it. I feel greatly disappointed that you
stopped it, and hope that you will still proceed

with it. But if you do not intend to do so, I

will be obliged to you to inform me whether it

has been printed elsewhere, and how 1 may ob-

tain a copy. I wish to erect such a building.

"

[We presume the manuscript will shortly be in

our hands.]

Rose Protection.—N. H. B., Springfield,Ill.

"The sketches of the plan for the winter protec-

tion of roses are incorrect, in representing the

boxes as having a triangular ground plan. The
boxes have four sides, two of them being three

cornered pieces, and running to a point ; and the

other tsvo being regular parallelograms 3 ft. long

and 1 foot wide. The four, together, are, in ap-

pearance, like a common canvass tent, except

that the box is 'steeper.' "

[The drawing was made from our correspon-

dent's description, which, it is evident, we did

not clearly understand ; and, although it would

do very well as we sketched it, the real plan, as

now described by our correspondent, is much
simpler, and easier made. We are very much
obliged by the correction.]

Brick-making Maciline.—A North Caro-

lina correspondent asks for information about

these. There are many on exhibition at fairs and
implement shops : but the best we know of, that

is in practical use, is by Worden & Evans, of

Smyrna, Del. If any of our correspondents know
of a better one, we should be glad of the infor-

mation.

Cabbage Plants in Virginia.—A corres-

pondent says :
" This is the second fall in which

I have sown Cabbage and Lettuce seed in Sep-

tember, with a failure as to result. The Lettuce
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did not come up either year, although it succeed-

ed well in the spring, on similar ground. Some
of the cabbage seed came up, but the few plants

now remaining; look poor. The ground is a dark

rich clay. ]N"o one in this region that I can hear of

has succeeded in wintering Cabbage or Lettuce,

either in open ground or in cold frames, although

the soil is good for the same vegetables in the

spring. We have had a wet ftiU."

[AVe suppose there is no insurmountable obsta-

cle to success, yet cannot account for the failure

reported.]

Cleaning out Choked Pipe.—A corres-

pondent says : "A neighbor of mine opened a line

of cement pipes a quarter of a mile long, by start-

ing a large crawfish in at the upper end. This

is the second case in which I have known it to

succeed ; and I know of a case in which it was
tried and failed ; but in this case a piston,worked

vigorously at the upper end, cleared out the ob-

struction.

be trimmed while the shoots are soft, in June,

and while the second growth is soft in August or

September. No great skill is necessary—it ig

nearl}' as easy as mowing a meadow.]

Popular Lectures.—We learn, with much
pleasure, that Professor Alexander Winchell, of

the University of Michigan, proposes to give

lectures this winter to any part of the United

States which may engage him. He proposes to

discourse on geological or general scientific sub-

jects, or on natural theologJ^ Dr. Winchell's ad-

dress is Ann Arbor, Mich.

W. H. i?., Lexington, Va.. says : "I wish you

would tell your readers how to trim hedges with

a scythe.''''

[To trim a hedge with a scythe, it must be

grown in the shape of an inverted V, (a) so that

Name OF Plants—If. C. R.,McGrigor^ lovxt.

—It is not easy to name a plant by a single small

leaf. Yours may be Erecthites Meradfolia., the

"Fire weed." The piece with 6 leaves in a

whorl, is Galium triflonmi, the " sweet-scented

Bedstraw."

Yeoman's Grape TRELLis,of which we have

a circular, appears to be a good idea. The wire

is tightened by a lever, and loosened, on the ap-

proach of cold weather, by a very simple con-

trivance, by which many hundred yards of wire

there are but two faces to it. The hedge must ' can be attended to, by a boy, in a few minutes.

BOOKS, CATALOGUES, kC.
The American Entomologist. Edited by

C. V. Riley, and B. D. Walsh. Published by

R. P. Studley &Co., St. Louis, Mo.

The importance of the study of insects to the

gardener can scarely be understood. Weeds
and insects are his great enemies, ever on the

alert to take advantage of his ignorance, or lack

of industry, to defeat his efforts. It is as neces-

sary to know the tactics of the one as the habits

of the other. So impressed were we with the

importance of Entomological matters to liorti-

culturists, that we gave up a great part of our

earlier volumes to insect papers. We were very

glad when the Practical Entomologist of Phila-

delphia relieved us, because it is so much better

to do only one thing, if we would do it well ; and

more direct horticultural matt(;rs demanded all

our space ; and we rejoice still more that the en-

terprise of our western friends have relieved us

of all anxiety in this matter by the publication

of this worthy successor to their Philadelphia

predecessor.

The third number is now before us, and we

can wish it no better success than that every one

who subscribes for the Garclencr''s Monthhj, will

take the Entomologist also. Our readers will get

full value.

The Practical Farmeu.—Published by

Paschall Morris, Philadelphia, at SI,oO per year,

is one of the most welcome of our agricultural

exchanges, always well filled with matter of the

highest scientific and practical excellence. The

present completes the fifth volume.

Edited and published in one of the best dairy

districts in the Union, that fact alone gives it an

especial value. Agriculturists at this time of

the year are generally discussing what to sub-

scribe for,—they will find the Practical Farmer

well worthy of their attention.
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NEW ATs^D PtAEE PEUITS.

Westbrook Apple.—"We have received from

;Mr. L. Blodgett, specimens of this apple, with the

following letter :

" I send you herewith a sample of my favorite

apple, called by my father, who first grafted it

•rom the original tree, the " Westbrook Apple, "

but locally known as the "Speckled Apple." I

Iteg you to determine whether it has been other-

wis3 named, or has anywhere been described.

The greatest element of value about it is its

extremely prolific character ; the trees bearing

every year, and in alternate years yielding very

heavy ci'ops. I have had an average of 25 bush-

els from thirty trees, and as high as 40 bushels

from a single tree.

It has also a great range of uses as to keep-

ing, or ripening. I have had them good in Sep-

tember, and equally sound in rebruar3% They

arc very secure against decay if freely exposed to

the air."

[We believe this apple to be distinct from any

described. There is already one known in "Vir-

ginia as Westbrooke, but we have never met

with any description of it, and cannot say

whether it is the same as this or not.

This one belongs to that class of apples of

which Cumberland Spice, Ortley and Porter may
be taken as ftxmiliar examples. The specimens

sent are variable in shape, the small ones being

somev.'hat flat instead of tapering as the large

one is. "We believe however that small fruit,

may always be considered as imperfectly devel-

oped fruit, and need not be taken into account as

variations from a typical form. Unless the large

and perfectly matured fruit vary from one

another, the variety may be considered as un-

varying in shape of the fruit. "We give the ac-

companying cut and description of this apple

from the largest one sent.

Fonn oblong, regular, or very slightly ribbed,

medium to large sized, greenish yellow, covered

with small russet dots, with a pale red cheek on

the sunny side. Basin small, slightly plaited ;

eye small, closed ; basin broadly ovate ; stem me-

dium ; cavity medium, with a little russet about

the stem ; core rather small, well filled with

large seeds ; llesh white, sub-acid, fine grained ;

season October to January. A first class fruit.]
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NEW AND KAEE PLANTS.

Tkicyrtis niiiTA.—Last spring we received

for trial, from Mr. John Sherwood, of Bristol

Pa., a plant of the above, which has just flower-

ed, (first week in October,) and proves to be a
very handsome addition to our fall bloominfj;

plants. It is a native of the East Indies, having
been described some j-ears ago, by Dr. AVallich,

and belongs to the natural order of 31elanthac(B,

a tribe of plants between lilies and rushes. In a

botanical classitication, this plant would be placed

near the common Solomons's Seal ( ULndarla) on
account of its structure, yet a more different

plant in appearance could scarcely be conceived.

The plant is of a stiff upright growth, with hairy

leaves like our native mocassin flowers {cypripe-

rJuims) growing about eighteen inches or two
feet high. The flowers are on short stiff pedicels,

erect, and with a cup-like flower over one inch

wide, shaped like a lily. The petals are white, pro-

fusely specked with purple, and with an orange
spot at the base. They have a sweet delicate fra-

grance, and our plant has over one hundred and
//f»/ expanded at once, forming with its variegated

colors a natural pyramid of flowers truly beauti-

ful.

We think it is quite likely to prove hardy ; but
1)0 that as it may, it will be none the less jwpu-
lar as an accompaniment to the Chrysanthemum
for the fill and early winter decoraticm of our
windows and greenhouses. Tiie best way to
grow it is to plant it out in the open border du-
ring summer. It lifts with a ball, and blooms
on unchecked after potting.

Gesneria exoniensis—This is a variety allied

to the old Gesneria zebrina, raised by Lucombe,

Pince & Co., of England, and said to be an ex-

cellent thinji for winter flowering in a hothouse.

Dracaena regina.—A magnificent white

variegated kind, invaluable whether for decora-

tive purposes or for exhibition.

It is a plant of excellent habit, the leaves being

very broad, growing in a spiral form, and when

full sized averaging 6 inches m width. In the

small plants the variegation shows itself by a

white line at the edge of the leaf, but as they in-

crease in size the white becomes more decided,

and in larger plants fully one half the leaf is of a

beautiful creamy white, this color running into

the green, producing a striking contrast, and

giving the plant a character altogether unique.

As a decorative plant it will prove invaluable,

being of a very robust habit, and standing the

changes of temperature well, and for exhibition

nothing can possibly be finer.

Introduced by Mr. John G. Veitch, who

discovered it when travelling in the South Sea

Islands.

Exhibited in England last year at the Exhibi-

tions of the Royal Horticultural Society, Royal

Botanic Society, and Crystal Palace, and at

Paris, in May, 1867, and at Ghent in March,

18G8, it took the highest awards in every case,

and was on all sides greatly admired.

FOUEIGN INTELLIGENCE.
Clematis John Gould Veitch, [Double

Blue Flowered).—We cannot too strongly recom-

mend this magnificent double blue flowering

Clematis as a most valuable addition to our

hardy climbers. It is a profuse bloomer, the

flowers being very double, of a large size (aver-

aging 4 inches in diameter), and of a beautiful

light blue color. It thrives remarkably well when

planted out-of-doors, and when grown in pots it

is most striking and very free-blooming, plants

grown by us this 6i)ring having had as many as

14 beautiful blooms expandeil at one time. It

w^as imported direct from Japan, and will doubt-

less be most extensively grown."'

—

Carter''sCatal.

Chrysanthemums.— Mr. Brooms, of tin*

Temple Gardens, near London, is famous for his

success in growing Chrysanthemums. In an

article in the Cottage Gardener he thus speat s

of its

INSECT enemies.

The Chrysanthemum, like the Rose, Holly,

Celery, and some other plants, is injured by hav-

ing its leaves mined by caterpillars, which residf

within the leaf, and feed upon the parenchynia

or pulpy part of the leaf ; for, if the injured leaves

are examined, the int('rior will be found quite

destitute of pulp, and to contain one or several

small green grubs, of different sizes, which ha^ e
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eaten all tlie interior, leaving only the two sur-

faces of the leaf entire, and those very thin.

The grub, when feeding, may be observed

through the transparent surface of the leaf, using

the two bent hooks or mandibles, which it has

the power to retract within or protrude from the

mouth like a pair of scrapers, and by the action

of which the parenchyma is entirely destroyed,

and brought into a state to pass into the mouth
of the larva without ditficulty.

When the grubs are full grown, they quit the

leaves and descend into the earth, where they

shortly afterwards gradually become pupte, and
appear to lose all vitality, their form becoming
shorter and oval, with the segments distinct and
terminated at each end by two obtuse points. In
this state the insect remains buried in the ground
until the following spring, when the warmth
gives birth to the imago, one of the most beau-

tiful of our species of two-winged flies ; which,

after throwing off its pupa skin, and bursting

through the hardened pellicle of the larva, crawls

to the surface of the ground and takes flight, gen-

erally during the months of July and August

—

but more or less throughout the summer. TherG
is no doubt but, like the house fly, a succession

of generations is produced throughout the sea-

son.

The insect, of which the caterpillar mines
Chrysanthemum leaves, belongs to the Dipterous

or Two-winged genus, Tephra, of Fabricus, and
is the Tepluitis artemisiaj of Curtis, and Tryp-
tera artemisere of Walker, in the "Entomologi-
cal Magazine," No. XI, page 84. The fly itself

is about one-sixth of an inch long, and the ex-

jjansion of the wings, when fully extended, about
one third of an inch.

It is of a pale yellowish-buff color, with a few

black hairs, esix^cially at the sides of the thorax

(breast). The wings are limpid, and slightly

tinged with a yellowish color, having several

black spots of various shapes and sizes, and three

uninterrupted bands across the body vary, in dif-

ferent specimens, from a rusty brown to a shin-

ing black.

The head is buff, with black lateral hairs, and

the wings are marked with limpid spots ofvarious

forms and sizes. In some specimens, the dark

marking of the wings is varied with a pale copper

color, and these present a still more beautiful ap-

pearance—the under side of the body being of a

paler yellow, with the abdomen and thorax high-

ly polished.

To destroy this perfect fly seems impracticable ;

therefore, the extermination of the insect must

be looked to, from the earliest time of their ap-

pearance in the caterpillar state. Picking off the

infested leaves, or the crushing of the larva be-

tween the finger and thumb, without destroying

the leaf, appears the best and only mode likely to

prove successful, if adopted in the beginning of

summer ; as the destruction of one grub, at that

period, will not only prevent the production of a

numerous progeny, but will also insure the better

growth of the yet tender plant.

The motions of the fly are also very peculiar,

for, when seated upon a leaf in the sunshine, the

wings are carried partially extended and at the

same time partially elevated ; and there is a

sidling kind of motion which is possessed in com-

mon with but few other two-winged insects. It

is generally found in the perfect state basking on

the broad leaves of the Laurel and similar leaved

plants, as well as on the Chrysanthemum.

HORTICULTURAL NOTICES.

THE FRUIT GROWER'S SOCIETY OF
PENNSYLVANIA.

Will hold their'Aunual meeting at Ilarrisburg

<in the third Wednesday in .January, in the Or-:

phan's Court Room. This Socict}' always draws

together many of the leading Fruit Growers of

I he State, and its sessions are looked forward to

with much interest. Tlie Rev. Jas. Colder is

President, and Mr. A. Ileigcs, of York, Secre-

tary.

IIORTIC'JLTURE AT IIARRISBURG

STATE FAIR.

The large tent so wholly devoted to the display

of flowers was capxble of holding -on a pinch-

twice the number there exhibited. Tiie commit-

tce,composed principally of ladies,under the guid-

ance of L. B. Vincent Esq., used their utmost

endeavor to make his part of the fivir a success.

The arrangements were excellent, and the fact

of the exhibitors themselves being well pleased
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with the awards granted, speaks volumes for the

the discriminatiug tact of the committee iu

chargv.

In the centre of the tent and Hieing both en-

trances, was a large oval staging filled altogether

with plants from the establishment of Mr. J.

Kepple. The china pinks in his collection were

very fine ; representing flowers of every shade,

with their delicate pencillings, " finel}' wrought,

and colors there might shame the Tyrian pur-

ple." Only a common garden flower, it is true,

and 3-et what a mighty advance has been made,

in this species alone, within the past few years.

''Gen. Grant" geranium was very prominent,

its dwarf habit, and immense trusses of bright

scarlet flowers make it a general favorite. There

was also another, the name of which I do not re-

member, which was worthy of being better

known, !^[r. Kepple had jnst a number of the

double white Tuberose in pots, filling the air

around with its pleasing, yet curious fragrance.

The roses in this collection received the first pre-

mium. There was nothing new or rare among
them, indeed the finest flower in the lot was the

old "Malmaison." The gloriously colored re-

montants were miserably represented. Mr. Sheck

had the linest collection of Verbenas, prominent

among them was that splendid seedling of Dex-

ter Snow, "Thomas Meehan." Petunia "Belle

of Baltimore" was here in good condition, and

received a premium. The only Cacti shown
were by this gentleman.

Robert Graham, the young and enterprising

florist of Ilarrisburg, had a very excellent display

of plants. The premium of §10,00 for the best

12 new variegated plants was awarded to him.

They were : Chrysanthemum variegatum, Alter-

nanthera versicolor and spathula,the first named
slightly diflt-rcnt in color, but will make an ex-

cellent companion to the well known Amaran-
thus tricolor, having the same dwarf hal)it

;

Gardenia radicans varicgata. Salvia fulgens var.,

Deeringia var., Beaumontia Baumgartnerii,Rose

geranium, " Lady Plymouth," this will become

invaluable to the bouquet makers ; Veronica An-
dersonii var., Euonymus radicans var., " Annie

Williams " geranium, which is the same as

"Golden Fleece,"—to call this a variegated plant

is a misnomer, the foliage being all one color ;

and a variegated Sedum completed the number.

This was decidedly the best nurseryman's collec-

tion, although not receiving the first premium.

The plants were clean, short and stocky; a great

point to be observed in plant culture.

]Srr. r. O'Keefe gr. to J. D. Cameron, Esq.,

had a large table filled with rare and beautiful

foliaged plants, the only collection of the kind on

exhibition. The plants were chiefly all young,

but healthy and give promise of future excellence

when they shall have attained that maturity

which time alone can give to this class of plants.

A collection of Selaginillas in 12 inch pans were

exhibited, the beautiful low growing " densa "

being missing. Musas, Azaleas, Caladiums,

Marantas, Alocasias and several plants of Ferns,

including a rare specimen ofBlechnum brazilien-

sis and Thamnopteris nidus, presented a rich

treat to those whose tastes lead them to appi-e-

ciate and love the beautiful in nature. Several

baskets by the same exhibitor were fine, partic-

ularly two filled with "Ficus repens" and trained

in the shape of wasp's nests, one filled with

" Nephrolepis cxaltatum," and another with a

good specimen of " Polypodium aureum " grow-

ing in the centre. A garden rustic stand filled

with growing plants was quite a curiosity.

In cut flowers the competition was in nowise

close. Mr. O'Keefe had the only dinner table

design here. This was filled with fruits and

flowers, and was equal to Mr. O'Keefe's best,

which is saying a good deal. A rustic basket of

cut flowers by Mr. Graham, the only one there,

received a premium of -SIO. Mr. Kepple had a

fanciful design, consisting of two terra-cotta gar-

den vases filled with Dahlias, standing some

three feet apart and connected by an arch of flow-

ers in the centre,on which hung a beautiful wreath

of white flowers, consisting principally of Roses,

Tuberose and Sweet Alyssum. This also re-

ceived a premium. Messrs. Murdoch, of Pitts-

burgh received the premium for best collection

of cut Dahlias, these were not named. This firm

had also a trio of bouquets,—real gems—one

white and the other two colored ; for the bride

and her maids, I presume. These bouquets

were not more than four inches in diameter,madc

of fine flowers and arranged so tastefully that

the most fastidious could not well find fault with

them ; decidedly the best bouquets I have seen

for some years. They received the first premium.

A collection of Evergreens exhibited by Chas.

Crucknell, Supt. Fairbill Nursery, received the

Society's silver medal. They formed the only col-

lection shown and consisted chiefly of Arborvitais

and Junipers.

Before closing, I would suggest to the exhibi-

tors, and particularly to the ladies engaged in-
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this department of the fair, that they form them-
selves into a Horticultural Society. It seems to

me there is room for one in Ilarrisburg, and if

the ladies take hold of it, as I think they will,

the society will be sure to succeed.

—

Correspond'' t.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS AT THE KEW
YORK STATE FAIR.

Floral Hall was a large tent, 70 feet wide,and
130 in length, and was well filled with a fine col-

lection of Fruits and Flowers. The display of

Flowers were fine in the extreme, and were con-
tributed principally by Jas. Vick, Ellwanger &
Barry, and Frost & Co. In the best collection

of Cut Flowers, Mr. Vick exhibited over one
hundred varieties of Gladioli, making a fine dis-

play, likewise fine collections of Phlox Drum-
mondii, Asters, Pansies, Dahlias, &c Ellwan-
ger & Barry had a fine collection of choice plants

in pots, a fine collection of cut roses, and collec-

tions of Dahlias, Verbenas, &c. Frost & Co.,

had a collection of pot plants, collections of cut

flowers, ten week stock, &c.

The collection of fruits, in spite of the very dry
summer we had in this neighborhood, was very
fine. Of apples 10 entries were made, Ellwanger
& Barry, taking the first premium for the best

collection of 40 varieties. E. Ware Sylvester, of

Lyons, being second ; Mr. Sylvester likewise

taking the first prize for the best 20 varieties.

In the Amateur's class, A. Wilder, of Greece,

took the first premium for the best collection of

20 varieties, likewise the best 15, and second
with the best 10 varieties. R. H. Brown, of

Greece, being second for both the 20 and 15 col-

lections. The fire -)rize for the best 10 varieties

was given to Ed v i\ Nicholas.

The show of piai s was superb, 22 entries being

made. EUwan ; .: & Barry, had a splendid col-

lection of 201 V u ieties, for exhibition only, we
doubt if any other such collection could have
been exhibited by any other party in America-
Ellwanger & B;^rry took the first premium with

the best collection of 20 varieties. W. S. Little

being second. Ellwanger & Barry was likewise

first with the best collection of 15 varieties ; se-

cond, W. S. Little. Frost & Co., taking the

first prize for the best collection of G varieties.

In the Amat^iur's class for tlio best 15 varieties,

Jolin II. Bell, of Brighton, was first, J. S. Clarke,

of Greece, being second. For the best 10 varie-

ties, J. S. Clark was first, James Sprout, of Ro-
chester, being second. For the best 6 varieties,

J. II. liell, stood first, second, J. S. Clarke.

Quinces likewise made quite a display, 13 en-

tries being made. In the professional list, Ell-

wanger & Barry stood first with a very fine dish

of Rea's Mammoth ; Frost & Co., being second

with the apple or orange. In the Amateur list

for the best dish of Quinces, S. L. Eaton, of

Brighton, was first, E. S. Haywood, of Brighton,

being second.

Ellwanger & Barry had a nice collection of

12 varieties of plums, taking the first premium
for the same, there being no competition. The
prize for the best dish, was awarded to E. Ware
Sylvester, of Lyons ; Ellwanger & Barry taking

the second premium.

Grapes were fine, as many as 28 entries being

made, being the very finest display that has ever

been made at a New York State Fair. Ellwan-

ger & Barry had a fine collection of 46 varieties,

taking the first premium ; Frost & Co., taking

the second premium, with a collection of 34 va-

rieties. The premium for the best dish of native

grapes, was awarded to the Pleasant Valley

Wine Co., with a dish of lona. Dr. Grant's

new grape Eumelan, Diana Hamburgh, Dela-

ware, and a new seedling, called the Downing,

competing for the prize. R. Rowley, of Roches-

ter, exhibited a grape called Couilla, which is

nothing but Isabella. Dr. Grant showed Eume-
lan; Dr. Perrine,a seedling called Downing, and

Ferris «feCayvvood, the Walter; and . > •

his Diana Hamburgh.
In the Amateur's list Jas. E. Edwards was

first with the best collection of native grapes ; J.

S. Clarke, being second. The })remiuni for the

l)est dish of native grapes was awarded to Jas.

E. Edmonds with Delaware. Foreign grapes

A \s «!hown by Thos. Paul and Paul SpofTard of

Ne-v York. The first prize was taken by T.

Paul ; Paul S]iofTard being second. The grapes

of Mr. Spoffard was much finer than those in the

first collection, but being only four varieties (the

other being eight) took the second prize. Mr.

John Fisher, of liatavia, N. Y., sent a collection

of lOlishcs of foreign grapes for exhibition only,

weighing in the aggregate 29 lbs, 15 oz. These

were superb both in a point of bunch and berry,

and had they been better colored, (the vines pro-

babl}'^ being over cropped) would have compared

favorably with grapes as shown in Gi'cat Britain,

at the great exhibition there. T. G. Yeomans,

of Walworth, N. Y., showed a patent grape trel-

lis, which seemed to be useful, and all its exhib-

itor claimed for it.

—

Correspondeyit.
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as a Hedge Plant, 85

I

Roots as a Dye, 91

;
Best Tomato Trellis, The, 245
iBiglandularia conspicua, 275
Birds, 247

I

Black Cap. Thornleas, 120,

; Black Barbaros.sa Grape, 20
Blight, Pear Tree, 44, 46. 53, 145

Fun^us Theory of, 120
Boilers, Hilcliing's Patent, 274
Bouquets, 209

Grape Growing, 90
Winter Apple in, 186
Fruit Prospects in, 308

Cannas, 272
Cannon Hall Grape, Grafted, 11
Cape Bulbs in the Open Air, 83
Cardinal Wiseman Geranium, 85
Catawba Grapes, 18, 280

G rape i nVirgi Lia,The,335
Catalogue, Washburn & Co.'s, 152
Catah'gues, Illustrated, 00
Cauliflower, Tomatoes, &c., 240
Cedronella cana, 125
Celtis, 121

Celery, Boston Market, 150
Centaurea candidissima, 190
Cestrum elegans, 350
Ceylon, The Island of, 63
Change in Firm, 27.3

Changes in Botanical Names, 151
the Earth's Flora, 158

Cheap Fertilizer, A, 89
Cherry Seed. 212

Culture, Pear and its, 20
of Sage, 274
of the Tomato, 42

Cnltiyator, the Southern, 152
Curculio, 117, 217

Curious Experiments in Grafting,
221

Feast, A, 219
Old Book, A, 152

Currant Jelly,Our plan of making
207

Currants in the N. Y. Market, 91
Cutting Grain before Ripe, 370
Cutting, Sand and Water for, 300
Cuttings.Grapes from green wood,

149
InvertiDg, 211

Cylamen, 175

D.

1 Dahlias, Sporting, .342

Daphno Indica, 209
Frogmore Early Bigar- Datura variations in, 219

Orchard, Col. Bainbriilgc's

127
Trees, Root or Top Graft-

ed, 138
I

Styles of, 287
" Strippinir Bark off,146 Bones, About, 311

Wagner, 63, 88 Border Making. Vine, 130
Westbrook, 374 Boston Market Celeiy, LV)

.\pple8_ Famnu-e, Willow Twig 4! Sirawborries at, 62
Wagener, 63 Botanic Garden, St. Louis, 244

Fourth of July and Tetof-' Botanical Names, Changes in. 111 ICiiler Vinegar, Making. .S9

sky, 310
Gathering, 88
Rout-grafting, 90
Growing on Grape Vines,

309, 342
Destroyed by S|>ringFro8t8,

342
Sour and Sweet on Same

Tree 27

Good, for Southern Ills , 62
Late, for Southern Ills. I.'j8

lor Northern Illinois, 1S6

Studies. I

Bottling Fruit, 2^5
Boys, Farming for, 1S5

Brazil, Agriculture and Fruit

in, 92
Broadstuffs, Foreign Demand for,

62
Brick-making .Machine, 372
UufTalo Grass, 17, 176
Butba, Cupe, in open air, S3
Bu9in988 Matter*—Facts, 169

Darwin on Domestication, 18

f

Davison'sThornlessRaspberry,153
Death of Dr. Dewey, 25

Isaac Pullen, 58
a Gardener, 83
Mr. Hobson. 309
Nathaniel B. Ward, -1^\

Prof. Cbas. G. Pa^'e, 184
R. A. Alexander, .lO

W. H Harvey.M D. 63, 9.3

Delaware, A visit to. 238
The Garden State, 216

Department, Agricultural, Report
I of, .59

,
Destroying Injects, iO?
Dent/.iaH. 180

I

Diana Hambnrs Grape, Hardi-

I

ne.ss of, l.')9

Clarke Raspl)erry, Hardiness of, jDlEging Fork, or the Spade, f3
120 Diouwa muscipula. Notes on, 229,

Clarke Raspberry, Falso, 85 I 247, 273, 291

Clematis, John Gould Veilcb, 375| Disease in Conifera;, 216

Clematises, New, in England, 87
I

Vine Leaves, 34

1

Clerical Lecturers, ll>7 I Diseased Vine Loaves. 361

Cleveliind, O., Fruit Prospects at. Discovery of Lespedeza stricta .'a

243 the South, 56

Clinton Hybrids and others, 240 '

reau, 'Z'Z

Louis Philippe, 249
Cherries, 279
China, Plants from, 62
Chinese Primrose, The, 168

at theBurySt EdmundsiCnicago, Tree planting in, 89

Exhibition, 27 1
Choked Pipe, Cleaning out, 373

Annual Flowers for, 85 Christine Grape, 19, 344
Chrysanthemani, History of the

254
Chrysanthemums, Tassel, 92

New, 87

375
Chrysilic .\cid for Insects, 11

Cincinnati, Grapes about, 256
Cinerarium, 175

Cities, Agriculture in. 122
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DiMriliution of Plants, Geograph- Forcing Tomatoes and Strawber-

'"" "' '*cnecio,Geograph- Foreign Demand for Breadstuff, 62

ical, 89
I

Kaisins, How made, 345

Doable Glazing, 57, 01 I{e^lini^cencPs. 4(1,68,172,

Downer's Keuiucky Nurserie8,3121 2.'S, 20.1, 294

Dragon Tree, The, 285 iForests of California, 158

DraciKUa Kegina, a73 'France, Asparat;us in, 189

Dreer"ti,U. A ,NewUreenlionse,74[ Ilorlicnlture In, 93

Dr. Priinn-se Geraninin, 250 i
War against Cockchafers

Drying PearB, -44, 298
|

in, 214

Ducbesse d'Angouleme Pears, 84 JFraxinus excelsior bucullaius, 61

Duties on Trees and Shrubs, 2U7, Freeman Peach, The, 21

212
Dwarf Pears, 312

I'eacli Trees, 3:50

Pea, Drew's New, ISG

freezing of Hop Hoots, 187
Frogmore Earlv Bigarreau Cher-

ry, 22
Frontispiece, Our, 368

jbrubs for Greenwood, 119 Fruit at Uarrisburg, Ohio, 70

Hardy Ornamen-
tal, 55

Dye, Berberry Koots as a, 91

E.

Early Potatoes, 246

Rose Potato andNewWarea
331

Kose Potato.Propagation of

ic, 361

Tomatoes, 13, 19

Tomato, Cedar Hill, 88

Kaster Beurre Pear, 123

Eastern Tour, Kotes on, 75, 106

Kconomy in Coinmercial Plant
Houses, 2o5

Edible Fungi, (see Frontispiece,)

3t;8

Egyptian Queen Geranium, 250

England, Best plants and flowers

in, 315
Gardens, ic, in. 284

New Clematises in, 87

Pears in, 281
" diseases in, 220

Premium Winter Pears

in, 92

Vine Culture in,

Eoelish Parks, 2n4

Entomologist, fhe American, 373

Esculent, A California, 57 >

Essex Co , Mass., Fruit in, 171

Etymology of the word " Weed,"
159

Enonymns radicans variegatus,24

Evaporation at Low Temperature Garden, King of Wirtemberg, 186

Note on, 333 "' "

" piautsinjured in win-

ter by, 'J.'i%

Evcrgreen.s from cuttings, propa-

gating, 54

Hoopes' on, 215

Kare, 109
Winter-killing of, 121

Well-tested, 3

Exchanges, To our, 37

1

Bottling, 205
Climato,America the Worst

188
Crop West, 252
Garden. 34, 66,99, 130, 162,

194, 226, 2.59, 290, 322
Growers' Society of Penna.,

18,95,376
Growers', Southern, 346
Growing in America, 43,110

" France, 159
" the U. S., 20

in California, 250
Germany, 253
Maryland, 279
New Mexico, 92

Notes from Va., 41

Orchard8,Deteriorationof,49
Prospeirts at Cleveland, 0.,

24S
Value of Superior, 252

Fruits and Fruit Trees on the
Pacific, 91

Flowers jtt N, Y. State
Fair, 378

Fuchsia ccccinea in Native woods,
2S1

Golden Fleece, 87
Serratifolia multiflora,174

Fungi, Edible, (See Frontispiece,)
36S

Fungus, An edible, 89
Theory of Blight, 120

Fact, Theory and, 72

Facts—Business Matters, 169

Failure in Pear Culture, 115

Fall of the Leaf, S8

Fameuse Apple, 63

Farmer, The Practical, 373

Farming for Boys, 185

Kaslgrowlng Treea, 246
Favorites, Sjme Winter, 132, 173

167

Fea-t, A Curious 219

Kejee Islands. The, lUO

Fertilizer, A (;heap, 89

Firm, Change in, 273
Fires, 16

Florida Lily, 214, 247,307
^otes, IM
PeuclieH in, 90

Ecouoniica. management,
13

Gardener, Death of a, S3
Gardeners,A Useful Implement to,

261
&c. in England, 284

Garduning, 314
California, 120
for Ladies, :W8
in the South. 274
Notes from Russii, 315

Gardenia citriodora, 176
Gas Lime, 123
Gathering Apples, 88
Genuine I'ilden Tomato, The, 15
Gesneria exonieusis, 375
Gentleman, A Courteous, 371

Geranium, Agave -Xylonacantha,
2.'iO

Begonia Bolivien8is,250
Cardinal Wiseman, S5
Cestrum elegaus, 250
Dr. Primrose, 250
Egyptian Queen, 250
Outiah, 250
Madame Werle, .39

Kival Nosegay, 39
Souvenir de Sir J. Pax-

ton, 39
Geraniums, Bedding, 38

for Vases, 271

Flower Garden and Pleasure German Vineyards, Varieties in

Ground, I, 3.3, «5. 97, 129.161
|

2.S1

193, 2i'>, 2.57, 289, 3,;i, 353 iOermany, Fruit in, 253

Fluwers, The, 197
I

Vineyard Temperature
for Bouquets, Annual, h5| in. 314

Rcarlet, 140 Gilpin Apple, 90

Yellow, 7 ]Oip.sy King Apple, 22

Ginsellna littoralis. 24
Glazing. Double. .57,91

Gold, n Fleece, Fuchsia, 87
Goodrich Potatoes, 26
Good Strawberry, A, 238
Gordon's, J.W ,Garden & Grounds

113
Gooseberries, Improvement in

Native, 83
Grafting, 220

Conifers, .55

Curious Experiments in,

221
Old Trees, 279
the Peach, 136
Wax Liquid, 105

Grain, Cutting before Kipe, 370
Grape, Arnold s Clinton No. 5, 22

Black Barbarossa, 20
Bloom, 284
Cannon Hall, grafted. 11

Catawba In Virginia, 335
Christine, 19. 344
Culture and Cheap Wine,

195
Culture. Lake Shore, 351
Diana Hamburg, Hardiness

of, 159

Eating, 312
Effect of Temperature on

the, 281
Golden Champion, 277
Growers. Snmmer Meeting

of, 256
Growing. Canada, 90

in the West. 204
The Father of, 273

Historv, 343
lona, .342

Louvain, 20
Madresfield Court Black

Muscat, 277, 310
Main Seedling, 21

Martha, 151

Meteorological Influences
atl'ecting the, 325

Nordin's Seedling, 20
Notes, 77
Rogers' No. 1 in Missouri,

345
^

Rogers' No. 4, 19 i

Salem, 21

Seedling, 308
"The Scuppernong, &c., 26,1

333
I

of America, The Scupper-;
nong, 78

Trellis, Yeoman's 373
|

Union, 308
|

Vine Hopper, Destroying

i

the, 91 i

Vines, Api)les on, 342
Summer Pruning, .551

from North East, Pa.:

1.51
I

Grapes, 346
About Cincinnati, 2';6

at Hamniondsport, N. Y
91

before the Pa. Hort. Soc.
157

Catawba, 18, 280
for a Cold Vinery, S4
from Ohio, 309
from green wood cuttings

149
Inarching Hothouse, 222
How to have Healthy, SI

Hvbrid, 153

Clintons, 22
Martha, louanud Adiron-

dac, 119
Muscat, Treatment of,104

Mv, in 1867,by Horticola,
44, 72

Not Setting, .339

Pears, <l^c. Essex Co. Mass,
171

Preserving, 21

S

Thinning on theBunch, It

Graperies, 19

Cold, Ac, 323
Grass, Buffalo, 19, 176

Grasses, The. 349
Greenhouse, 131, 227, 260, 290, 323

and Plant Cabinets, 1

Books, Aic, IS

11. A. Dreer's New, 74
Plants, 99

Grouping Shrubs, 182

H.

Hamilton, New Apple, 153
Haidy Apples for Iowa, 313

Evergreens at Springfield,
213

Ornamental Dwarf Shrnbs.
55

Trees and Shrnbs, Notes on
some, 206

Varieties of the Apple, 146
Harrisburg, 0., Fruit at, 70

State Fair, Horticul-
ture at, 376

Harvey, W. H., Death of. 63, 93
Healthy Grapes, IIuw to have, 81

Hedge Plant, Beech as a, 27

Berberry as a, 85

Honey Locust as a,

253
Plants at Iowa City, 343

Hedges, Osage Orange, 105, 247,
251

Trimming with a Scvthe.
373

Hens, Cost of Keeping, 201
Heracleum platyta^nium, 124
Herbaceous Plants, 203
History of some Selaginellas, 348

the Chrvsanlben:um,254
the Pansy, 348

Hitching's Patent Boilers, 274
Hobson, Wm , Death of, 309

Uoes, Pronged, 213
Wheel, 343

Hollyhock, The 244
Honey Locust, The, 83
Hoopes on Evergreens, 215

Hop Roots, Freezing of, 189

Vines, Cloth from, 253
Hor.se Radish, 122

Horticulture, -Advancing Progress
of our, 293

in and around Balti-

more, 62
in France, 9'i

in Tennessee, 137
Journal of, 86

Horticultural .\llair3 out of Phil-
adelphia, 262

Annual, Judd's 124
Matters at Pa, State

Fair, 350
Notes fromBaltimore

202
Patents, 119
Sharpers, 27

Soc, Trans. Indiana
State, 216, 311

Soc.Kansas State, 32
Soc'y, Kentucky, 320
Soc'y, Lancaster Co.,

Pa. 218
Soc'y, N. Illinois,223

Soc'y, Penna. 192,224
256, 288, 318

Soc'y, Tennessee, 2*'8

Horticulturist, The, 86
Hot and Greenhouse, 227, 260

Hot-water Tank, Oil Lamp, l.'.«

for Hot-beds, 2;7

House and Hedge Sparrows, i;9

How to liiiise Plums, 250
Use an Axe, 255

Hybrid Clinton Grapes, 22
Grapes, 153
Tropjeolums, 2S5

Hybrids, Clinton and other, 240

of Coleus, New, 249, 270

I,

Illinois, Apples for Northern, IHfl

late Apples for Southern.
168
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Lonicera Hal liana, 84
]

Hriichypoila, 119
j

Loudon Pippiu Apple, 1;")6

Louis Pbillipe Cherry, 249

m.
MadreBfield Cnuit Black Muscat

(J rape, 277, 810

Inarchins; Hothouse liiapos, 222 JIagazine, Iniproremeat in the,

luarchiiigs. Niuuial, 3.'i0 272

lucideuis of the Severe Winter,! Magnolia I enue, 61

2.'J2
I

Lenuii. 60
Indianapolis, Vegetables in, 92 Seeil, 343

ludiami state Finn. Suc'y, Trans. Mabonias. Beibeit, and. 171

lona Orape. The, 312
luwa Asricultunil College, 218

Ciiy. Heilgc I'lauis at, 343
Tr.'e Flautiiig iu, 186

I'eaches lor, l.')9

lUustnited Ca!alo:;ue, (>0

Improveiueut iu Xative Qooseber-
ries, 83

the Magazine, 272

210, 311

Injury from Iteetles, 182
lUBCci Eggs, 122

Naiueof, .-iftO

Insects, Destroying, 207
CUrysilic Acid for, 11

Guide to !<tudy of, 273
Increase ot, 34()

Noxious, of Illinois, 21j
Quas>ia for, 127

Intelligent .Agriculture, ISS
Intern il Keveuue Decisions, 280
Isai'ella Vine. A Wonderful, 313
Inveitiug Cuttings, 214
Irish aud bwedisli Junipers, 83

Japan Lilies,Improvement8in,329
riauts, 123

Jelly, Currant, our plan making,
207

Jersey Port Wine, 2>

Josephine de Malines Pear, 348
Journal of Horticulture, S6

Pursh's, 199, 2;J2, 274, 296
332

Pursh's, Discovery of,186
Jucunda TriuMiphant, 2)2
Judd's Horticultuirtl Annual, 124
Juniper, Trailing Michigan, oS
Junipers, Ir sb and Swedish, S3

K.

Kalmia latifolia.An Improved, 04
KanawhA, The Valley of, 89
Kan-as State Hort. Soc, 32
Keeping Cabbage Plants, 342

Plants in Winter, 9
Cellars, 372

Kentucky Ilort. Soc, 320
Nurserymen, i\1

Raspberries in, 186
Keyes' Prolific Tomato, S3
KilUrney, The Lakes of, 132
KoephtT Plum, IS

Knox's Strawberry Show, 192
Kramer Seedling Strawberry, 21

Lake Michigan, Winter Along,120'
Shoie Grape ("ulturo, 351

(i rowers' Asso-
ciation, 309

Lancaster Co. (Pa.; Hort. Society,

218
Laxt'in's Supreme Pea, 254
Leal'. The Fall oJ the, i-S

Le»tl'-t-GeneHi«, on theLaw of, 190
Lectures, Clerical, 187

Popular, 373
Lcsptdeza striata in the South, .')6

Lesson of the Year, 180, 272, 303
Remarks on, 373

Letters, Pnauswered Nursery, 17
Lilac blocks. Muuutain Ash and,

86
Ville de Troye«, 61

Llliutn Trigynum, 174
l.iliuiiix, 247
Lily, Kl.)rida, 214, 217. .•»7

That Sonthern, 273
Lime, G.is, 123
Lobelia npecio.sa, 267
lAjcust, 'I he Honey, 83
Lorraiu Grape, 20

Main Seedling Grape, 21
flaking Turpentine, 61

Mammoth Tree, The, 306
JIanure Qneiies, 119

Manuring Old Orchards, 20
.Marethal iN'iel Hose, 192, 247
Martha Grape, l.il

loua andAdiroudacGrape
119

Maryland, Fruit in. 279
Mealy Bug, Hot Water for, 274
.Melons at Viueland, 280
Meteorological Influences Affect-

ing the Grape, 322
Mignonette Tree, 189, 191

Misprints—Slips of the Pen, 200
Missouri, Apples for, 280

Rogers' No. 1 Grape in

345
A'isit to Vineyards of,

299
Monthly, Advertising in the, 122

Publishing and Editing
the, 57

Writing for the, 246
Mountain Ash and Lilac Stock3,85

Ptar on the, 58
Mount Vernon Pear, 20
Morrison's Red Apple, 1.53

Muscat Grapes, Treatment of, 104
Mushrooms, 346, 349
Mustard Seed, 120
My Grapes, by Horticola, 44, 72
My Plan, Pear Trees, by Creighton,

140
Myrtle, The Wax, 89

Purple Crape, 273
Myrttts Cheken, 60

Northern Ills. Hort. Soc, 22
Nursery Letters Unanswered

Stock at the West, P
of, 218

The Ute IsaacPulIen's,
Nurserymen, Kentucky, 67

o.

Oblique Leaves, 306
Ohio, Grapes from, 309

Pomoliigical Society, 30
Okra. Seediing,3l3
Opuntia Ralinesquiana, 276
Orchard, A Good. 2S0
Orchards, Deteriorations of, 49

Manuring Old, 26
Shelter to, 120

Oriental Poppy, 19
Ornamental Planting of Public i

Private Grounds, :?55

Osage Orange Hedge, 105, 247,251

Our Frontispiece, ^71

Names of Plants, .55, 213, 309,373
Naomi Raspberry, 277
Napoleon III, Strawberry, 277
Nathaniel Bag^haw Ward, Death

of, 281
Natural Inarchings, 330

, Nature of R.iots, 147

New Chrysanthemums, 87
Conifer, A, SS
Mexico. Fruit in, 92
Philadelphuses, GO
Plants, .lune Show of Royal

Hurt. Soc, 275
Roses, 87. 220
York Markets, Apples in, 00

Currants in, 91

State Fair, Fruits auil

Flowers at, 378
Way Grafting Old Trees, 279

North Carollnii, Apples in, 91

East, Pa, Grape Viiiesfrom,
151

N'ordon's Seedling Grape, 20

Nolo on Evaporation at LowTem
p^rature, 338

Notes, Florida, 181

from To.xas, 267
Grape, 77
UaidinesK of some-Trees <J

ShrnbH, 206
of Western Travel, 16,51,81

116, 14S, 179, 210
! on Conifero: at the South,

{

140

on Dionoca Mnscipula, 229,
I 273, 291

I
on Eastern Tour, 75, 106

Pacific Slope, Fruits & FruitTrees
on the, 91

Packard, A. S., M. D., on Insects,

274

Page, Prof. Charles G., Death of,

184
Page's Patent Pump Lifter, 122
Pa. Fruit Growers' Soc , 18, 376
Pa. Hort. Soc, 192, 224, 256, 2SS

318
Grapes before the,

157
Palm Trees of Old Calibar, 283
Pansies. Propagating, 313
Pausy, History of the, 348
Papaw, West Indian, 84
Park at Newark, N. J., 118
Parks, English, 284
Patrons of Husbandry, Tlie, 120
Patents, Horticultural, 119

Peach, Amelia, 22, 126
Columbia, 251
Grafting the, 136
Switzerland, 249
The Freeman, 21

Trees, Dwarf, 330
Peaches, 280

and Plums, 216
for Illinois, l.)9

for Soutl'.eru Illinois

in California, 280
in Florida, 90
Southern, 13,114

Pea, Drew's New Dwarf, 186
Laxton's Supreme, 2.54

Weevils, 92
Pear and its Culture, 36

Blight, 46, 53, 145, 278
Briackle's Ml. Vernon, 20
Cultivation of the, 8

Culture, Failure in, 115
Diseases in Kngland, 220
Easter Beurre, 123

Josephine de JIalines, 348
Nameof, 3n9

on Mountain Ash, 58
Quince on the, 343
The, 176

Richardson, 156

Tree Blight, 44

on the Thorn, 345
Trees, Best System, 123

in Grass, Planting, 84
"My Plan." 140

Our Doomed, 121

Pears, A Word more about, 112
Drying. 244, 298
Dwarf, 312
Durliesse il'.\ngouI«me, 84

in England, 281

Premium Winter, in Eng
land, 92

Root PropaKation, 93

Pelargonium, B>>lln Blanche. 26:

Crimson King, 269

Pelargoniums, Propagating, 93
Ivy-leaved, 280

Peas, 92
Peuna. State Fair, Horticultural

Matters at, 350
Penn. or Tenn., 57
Persimmon, Apple on the, 292
Petunia, The, 1-13

Philadelphia, Horticultural Affairs
out of, 262

Philadelphuses, New, 60
Pine, Syu'inyni of. 314
Pines iif California, 307
Pinus Banksiana andl'inus rubra,

306
Ed nils, 2S0

Plant Boxes, Ryder Improved.242
Houses, Commercial Econ-

omy in, 235
Houses, 3i4

Construction of,372
Plants, Herbaceous, 203

Geograjihieal Distribation
or, 84

in Tanning, 1S7
Injured i n Winter b y

Evaporation, 278
forWinter tlov\ering,Throe

87
from China, 62
Keeping in Winter, 9

Cellars, 372
Names of, .55, 213, 309, 37S

Pleasure Grounds, Laying out, &c.
163

Plum, Koeplier, 18

The Wild Goose, 276
Plums, How to Raise, 250
PoaTiivialis Argeiiiea elegans,25
Pole Beans, 145
Polycarpa Maxiiniowiczi, 314
Polygala Dalmai/.iaua, 269
Pomegranate "won't bloom," 55
Pomological Formula of Descrip-

tion, 85
Society, Am., 29, 62

Ohio, 30
Popular Lectures, 373
Potato, Early Rose and NewWares

331
Goodrich, 26
Sets without Eyes, 308

Potatoes, 313
Early, 246
Seed, Whole or Cut. 7

Prairie Dogs, 92
Farmer Almanac, 124

2' Premium Vegetables. 151

j

Preserving Grapes, 218
Primeval Vegetable Life, 222
Primrose, The Chinese, 16b

I Profitable Timber Tree, 370
Pronged Hoes, 213
PropagaiugCalycauthus, .')6

Evergreens from Cnt-
tings, 54

Salisburia, 55
and Protecting Karly
RosePiPtatoes, -'ifil

Protection of Cabbage Plants in
Winter, 362

Pruning, 143
Grape Vines, Summer. 55
to Promote Growth, 121
Trees at TrauspIanting.S.'i

Prunus Mahaleb Folis Argenlcis
marginatus, 61

Publishing k Editing the Montblv,
57

Public and Private Gardens, Oi-
namciital Planting of. ."Vpw

Pulleu, Isaac, Death of, 58
.Nursery of. 55

Purple Crape Myrtle^ 273
Pursh's Journal, 199, 232, 274,296.

332, 366
Discovery of, ISO.

198
Putty, Substitute for, 274

Quassia for Insects, 127

Quince Worked on the Pett, M3
4
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R, i

Silver-leaved Meadow Grass', 21
[Slips of the Pen—Misprints, 20')

Rafinesqne, 253 .Soap, Bayberry and Myrtle, ISS

Kaisins, Foreign, How Made, 345 Soulard Crab Apple, Ilistory of,

Ramie, The, Ti 199

Rare Fvergieens, 109 'Sour and Sweet Apple, same tree,

Plants, Collection of, IS I 27

Rasclie Apple, 22 South, Gardening In the, 274

Rjispberry, Hardiness of Clarke/ Southern Cultivator, 152.275
120

Davison's Tliornless,153

False Clarke, 85
Naomi, 277

Raspberries, 247
Arnold's Hybrid, 21

Autumn bearing, 18

ill Kentucky, 186

"Rat's Ears" Fungus, 89

Kawlo's Janet Apple, 72

Fruit Growers, 340
Illinois, Late Apples fir,

158
p. aches for, 252

13,114
South-western Virginia, 26

Tomato, Tilden, 121
"Genuine," 15

Question, The, 56
Tlie Strawberry, S3
The Origin, &c., 10
Trellis, The Best, 245
Trellises, 330

Tomatoes, 79, 142, 144
and Cauliflowers, 240

Strawberries, Forc-
ing, 146

Cook's, 115
Early, 13, 10
on Walls and Fences,5 i,

121

Virginia, Cabbage in, 1S3
Plants in, 372

Fruit Notes from, 41

Note on Apples in, 74
Southwestern, 26

Visit to Delaware, A, 233

w.

Spade or the Digging Fork, 53 | Trailing MIchigon Juniper, 58
Sparrows, House and Hedge, 69 [Training Trees on Rocks, 91
Species, How Circumstances Con-jTrans. Am. Pomol. Soc, 216

trol, 219

Record of Horticulture, Wood- Springfield, Hardy Evergreens at,

wards 215
|

213

Redwood Trees of California, The, Spruce Hedges, Trimming, 151
157 jSpruces, About, 213

Reminiscence, Foreign, 40, 68, 173, JS. salieifolia and S Billardii, 274
228, 263, 294 I St. Louis Botanic Garden, 244

Remarks on the Lesson of theYcar, 1 Park, 343
303 Strawberry, A Good, 233

Report of Dcpt. of Agriculture for

1866, 59

Retinospora pisifera aurea, 60

Rhododendrons, 54, .309

Rhyncospermum j;ismiaoides va-

riegata, 60

Richardson Pear, The, 156

Rocks, Training Trees on, 91

Rogers' No. 4, 19

Crinoline, 181
Grub,To destroy it,S8

Kent, 308
Kramer Seedling, 21
Management, 252
Napoleon III, 277
President Wilder 310
Show,Mr. Kuox'8,192
Tomato, The, 88

Koot-grafted, or Top-grafted Apple
Trees, 138
Trees alWolcott.N.Y.
3U2

Root Grafting Apples, 90

Roots, Nature of, 147

Rosemary Russet Apple, 248

Rose Protection, 372
Mareehal Niel, 192, 249

New, 87, 220
Winter Protection of, 335

Russia, Gardening Notes from,315JSynonyms of Pines 314

Royal Ilort. Soc, New Plants at Syringea Josikaea, 2.3, 84
June Show, 275

Ryder's Improved Plant Boxe3,242

Strawberries, 246, 30S
at Boston, 62
Forcing Tomatoes
and, 146 U.

Three New, 286
[Studies, Botanical, 178

i
Ulmus aurea Rosseelsi, 60

Sulphur Bellows, The, 315
i

Union Grape, 308

WaL'cner Apple, S8
WalUlowers, 191
Walnut Timber, Value of, 91
Washburne &Co.,Catalogue of, l.')2

Washington Co., Md., Vineyards
and Wine in, 266

Wax, Liquid Grafting, 105
Myrtle, The, 89

"Weed," Entomology of theWord,
1.09

Weevils, Pea, 92
Weigelia, 1S2
Well-tested Evergreens, 3
Wcllesley, An Hour at, 365
Westbrook Apple, 374
West Indian Papaw, 84

Grape-growing in the, 201
Jersey Fruit Growers' Asso-

ciation, 5th Aunudl Re-
PO't, 216

Hedges with" a Scythe,! Western Travel, Notes of. 16,51,
373

I

81,116,148,179,210
Tropaeolums, Hybrid, 285

i

Wheel Hoes, 313

Transplanting Trees, Pruning, 55
Tree Mignonette. 189, 192

Planting in Chicago, 89
Iowa, 186

The Mammoth, .306

Trees and Shrubs, Duties on, 207,

210
Fast-growing. 246
Surface Roots of, 151

Tricyrtis hirta, 375
Trimming Spruce Hedges, 1.50

Tucker's Annual Register, 124
Turpentine, Making, 61
Turnip, The Yellow Aberdeen, 91
Tussock Grass, 285
Twin Hollies of Athntic City,N.J,

305

Summer Meeting of Grape Grow- Useful Implements to Gardeners,
ers, 256 261

Sun's Rays, The, 80
Surface Roots ot Trees, 151

SA?e, Culture of, 274

Silem (irape, 21

Salisburia, Propagating, 55

Salix Babylonica, The, 157

Salvia Gesaillora, 174

Scarlet Flowers, 140

Scuppornong Grape, The, 26

T.

Tag and Label Co. of N. Y., ,371

Tamarak, 124
Tanfliiig, Plants used in, 187
Tasbol Chrysanthemum-', 92
Temperature on the Grape, Effect

of, 281
Ten Acres Enough, 57
Tennessee. Horticulture in, 137

Hort. Socii'ty, 288
of America, The,(Tenn. or Penn., .57

78 Texas, Notes from, 267
The, its Propagation, Theory and Fact, 72

&c , 333

S. denticulata, 317

ijadum spurium coccineum, 125

Seed, Cabbage for, 123

Drills, 343
Magnolia, 343
Potatoes Whole or Cut, 7

S'odling <;ra|ie, 308
Verbenas, 182, 214

Selaginellas, History of some, 347

Senucio, GeoK''"'»l'''''-''i'l^'°'"bution

of, 89

.Sharpers, Horticultural, 27

Shelter to Orchards, 20

Shepheidia and Silver Thorn, 58

.Shnjbs, Grouping, 182

Silene ponduU ruberina, 12->

Thinning Grapes, 19

Thietle, Canada, in the West, 54,

159
Thladiantha dubia, 124
Thorn, Ancient Pear Tree on the,

345
Thornless Black Cap, 120
Tliiijopsis Staudisliii, 60
Tide, 'Ihougbts on the, 216
Timber Tree, A Profitable, 370
To our ExcbanKcs, 371
Toledo, Ohio, Winter at, 123
Tomato, Cedar Hill Early, 88

Cultureof the, 42
Growinif, 265
Keyes' Proliflc, 83

V.

Valley of Kanawha, The, 89
Value of Superior Frnit, 2.">2

Walnut Timber, 91
Van Houtte, Louis, 19
Variations in llatura, 219
Vegetable Garden, 35, 66. 98. 131,

163, in.j, 228, 261
Life, Primeval, 222

Vegetables in Indianapolis, 92
Premium, 151

Venus Fly-trap, The, 247, 273
Verbenas, 2 17

Seedling, 182, 214
Viburnum Prunifolium, 20
Vine Border Making. 130

(Culture in England, 313
Leaves, Disease in, 344

Diseased, 364
Vines for a Stump, 183
Vineland, Melons at, 280

Ag. and Hort. Soc, 127
Vineyard, .\ good 312

Teujperature in Ger-
m.\ny. 314

Vineyards and Wine in Washing-
ton Co., Md., 266

Varieties i n German,
281

of Jlissouri, Visit to,299

Vinegar. Cider, Making, 89
Making, 335

Viol* lutea. The Yellow-flowered
Violet, 61

Where is the We.st? 302
Whitlock's Horticultural Record-

er, 274
Wholesale Catalogues, 275
Wigandi Vi(;ierii, 125
Wild Goose Plum, 276
Willow, The White, 124

Twig and WagenerApple.
63

[Wilmington, Ills. Prospect in, 56
Wine, Cheap, and Grape Culture,

[

195
Item.s, 2">1, 285

I Jersey Port, 2.5

I

Plant, 122
Wines of Engl.ind and France, 27

: Winter at Baltimore, The, 1.50

Toledo, 0., 123
Wodenethe, 183

Effects of, 183
Favorites, Some, 132, 173

267
Flowering, Three Plants

for, S7

Incidents^of the Severe,
232

Killing of Evergreens,121
On Rare Trees in Ohio,270
Protection of Plants. 271

Roses, o3J
Wintering Caladiums, 220
Wirtemburg. Garden of King of,

186
Wisconsin, Apples for, 1.50

Wood Firing wiihoutCoutactwith
Flame, 270

Woods, .\merican, 85
Woodward's Record of Horticul-

ture, 215
Writing for the Monthly, 246

Year, Lesson of the, 272
Yellow Aberdeen Turnip, 91

Flowers, 7

Yet man's Grape Trellis, 373

T" E End of VoluME /
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